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I. Single Illuminated Vellum Manuscript Leaves,
Arranged Chronologically,
from the 11th to the 18th Century
A Rare and Elegantly Written 11th Century Ottonian Leaf

1

A VERY EARLY DECORATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF FROM AN OTTONIAN
SACRAMENTARY IN LATIN. TEXT FROM VOTIVE MASSES. (Germany, middle third of the 11th
century) 210 x 152 mm. (8 1/4 x 6"). Single column, 23 lines of text written in an elegant Caroline minuscule.
With headings in red (partly in uncials) and with 10 large initials in red. uRecovered from a binding and,
consequently, with some discoloration from binder's glue along a one-inch band at the fore edge and along a
thicker area across half the top and half the bottom edge (faint on the verso, but somewhat darker on the recto,
leaving about 15 percent of the text on that side difficult to read), minor worming affecting a few letters, three
of the rubrics and three of the initials partly affected by oxidation, but an attractive leaf despite its flaws, with
the verso clearly legible and quite appealing in every important way. $3,500
From a Sacramentary (a service book that contained
the prayers said during Mass and that was subsumed
by the Missal in the 13th century), this very early
leaf was once part of an obviously fine portable
manuscript of the highest quality. The text comprises
short votive Masses, each with introit, for a loyal friend
("Pro Amico Fideli," see N. Orchard, "The Leofric Missal,"
Henry Bradshaw Society, CXIII, pp. 347-9, nos. 2087
and 2099); for a friend ("Pro Amico," ibid, nos. 2092-93,
and 2096); for members of the family or household ("Pro
Familiaribus," ibid, nos. 2100, 2111, and 2113); and in times
of trouble ("Pro Tribulatione," ibid, nos. 2015, 1915, and
2019). The leaf was produced at the time of the Ottonian

Renaissance, a flowering of culture, arts, and spirituality
under the German emperors Otto I, II, and III. The "Oxford
History of Christian Worship" says that "it was in this era
(ca. 962-1050) that the rites and ceremonies of the church
in Rome were overtaken by the Frankish and Germanic
elements imported to Italy by Cluniac monks and the
German emperors. The intrinsic austerity of the Roman
liturgy was suddenly overwhelmed by the dramatic, emotive
elements of the Franco-German liturgies of the Ottonian
court." Examples of new, exciting additions to the liturgy
are the singing of the Exultet and the striking of the new
fire at Easter Vigil on Holy Saturday. Ottonian liturgical
manuscripts are of signficant rarity. (ST11914-1b)

51, 2

A Leaf with Text Marked up for the Earliest Version of Medieval Drama

43

2

A VERY EARLY VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF FROM A SACRAMENTARY IN LATIN. TEXT FROM
THE MASS FOR PALM SUNDAY. (Germany, late 11th century) 305 x 213 mm. (12 x 8 3/8"). Single
column, 30 lines of text in a meticulously written Caroline minuscule. uSalvaged from a binding and so
generally a bit darkened and soiled, the verso rather discolored at fore edge and (to a lesser extent) elsewhere
by binder's glue (making perhaps 10 percent of the words difficult to read), four small marginal holes where
rawhide ties had been threaded, other minor defects, but the recto entirely legible and mostly clean, and the
leaf as a whole still pleasing as a specimen of a handsome early hand. $4,500
This leaf comes from a fine early liturgical manuscript, attractive because generous spacing allows for confident
with text from the Mass for Good Friday. The reading legibility and because the scribe at work had an obviously
here is from Matthew 26:31-61 (the arrest of Christ). The practiced hand, his letters being formed with special care
narrative is marked up with the letters "sc," "l," "m," and "t," and the slant to the text being remarkably uniform on a
according to the various spoken parts. These indicate public leaf where less skillful fingers would have conspicuously
recitation by four speakers during the Good Friday liturgy, marred the work on account of variable angularity. It is
and, in a very primitive form, the symbols are the oldest curious to note that on the recto, letters in the bottom line
evidence of liturgical drama. As such, they represent the and portions of the six lines above it have been strengthened
absolute beginnings of a tradition which evolved centuries (apparently because of fading) by a scribe whose hand is
later into Passion plays and ultimately into the ancestor not quite so skilled as the one responsible for the original
of modern European theater. The script here is especially text. (ST11913-2)
________
4

3

A NEARLY COMPLETE VERY EARLY VELLUM MANUSCRIPT BIFOLIUM FROM A PSALTER IN
LATIN. VULGATE TEXT FROM THE END OF PSALM 90 TO PSALM 93:13. (Germany, late 11th or early
12th century) 216 x 305 mm. (8 1/2 x 12"). Single column, 17 or 18 complete lines, in a very fine, very regular
Carolingian hand. With a three-line and two two-line initials gracefully painted in red. uRecovered from a
binding, and so with some fading and stains from glue, trimmed at head with loss of a few words, lower third
of each page somewhat faded with reduced legibility, minor soiling along center fold, but still an excellent early
specimen. $1,800
Although darkened, soiled, and (just) partly defective, 11th or early 12th century Carolingian bifolium in an
this is still in its own way a beautiful example of a late extremely pleasing hand. (ST12365-7)
________
5

This is a rare survival from an early decorated manuscript January), Agnes (21 January), Vincent (22 January), Timothy
that was once of great splendor. Written in a proud, chiseled (24 January), Conversion of Saint Paul (25 January), and
script, the text here is from the Masses for Saints Sebastian (20 Praejectus, bishop of Clermont (25 January). (ST12244-3)

With a Large, Elaborate Interlacing Silver Initial

5

44

35

A VERY EARLY VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF FROM A SACRAMENTARY IN LATIN. TEXT
FROM THE MASS FOR CHRISTMAS DAY. (Southern Germany, probably Bavaria, ca. 1100) 311 x
206 mm. (12 1/4 x 8 1/8"). Single column, 23 lines in a large, regular romanesque liturgical book hand.
Large and stately rubrics (mostly in majuscules) painted in red and (oxidized) silver, versal initials in red, a
prominent two-line and similar three-line initial in red, and A VERY LARGE ILLUMINATED INITIAL "C"
(ca. 55 x 50 mm.) FORMED OF ELABORATE PLANT STEMS IN SILVER AND RED (the silver now oxidized).
uRecovered from a binding, and one side (the side with the large "C") consequently quite darkened, the
other side with mild glue stains and tiny paper remnants, other minor defects, but the script completely
legible and, in sum, an especially appealing specimen, even with the oxidized (but reversible?) state of the
elaborate initial. $4,500
This is a leaf from the same manuscript as described in the preceding entry, though with an obviously more decorative
initial and more conspicuous rubrication. (ST12244-4)

6

A VERY OLD VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF FROM A MONASTIC LECTIONARY IN LATIN WITH
AN EARLY FORM OF NEUMES. TEXT FROM THE EIGHTH SUNDAY AFTER TRINITY. (Northern
France[?], ca. 1100) 298 x 248 mm. (11 3/4 x 9 3/4"). Double column, 30 lines, in an upright romanesque hand.
Rubrics in red, seven one- or two-line initials in red; small, primitive neumes written above seven lines of text.
Pricking along one edge. uRecovered from a binding and so with general (though not severe) wrinkling and
soiling, top line just slightly trimmed, a half dozen small marginal holes without loss, other minor defects, but
still quite a pleasing leaf without any major condition problems, and, in all, an excellent specimen of an early
hand and primitive musical notation. $3,000

46

37

The text here is distinguished by a pronounced sloping
(or "fishtails") at the top of ascenders and by the presence
of an early form of musical notation, or neumes. The
neumes here are described as "in campo aperto," which
means literally "in an open field," because they and they
alone occupy the space (or "field") above the text. These
are diastematic neumes, the second generation in musical
notation (following adiastematic neumes), meaning that
they reflect changes in pitch by being placed in a higher or
lower vertical position above the text, though still standing

alone, without horizontal lines that were added later and
that evolved into the modern staff notation. Diastematic
neumes appeared in at least a tentative form in the late 10th
century. The musical notation and the scribal hand here
are very similar to Corbin's II, 23-25, which is Ms. 404 at
the Bibliothèque Mazarine, an early 12th century Missal
done in Bayeux. Our leaf includes the Gospel of Matthew
7:15-21 ("Beware false prophets") and Matthew 16:1-12,
warning the disciples against the doctrine of the Pharisees
and Sadducees. (ST12083g)

7

4

A VERY EARLY VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF FROM A SACRAMENTARY IN LATIN. TEXT FROM
MASSES FOR SAINTS DAYS IN JANUARY. (Southern Germany, probably Bavaria, ca. 1100) 311 x 206
mm. (12 1/4 x 8 1/8"). Single column, 23 lines in a large, regular romanesque liturgical book hand. Rubrics
and versal initials in red, five prominent three-line initials in red. uRecovered from a binding, and one side
consequently quite darkened, the other side with mild glue stains and half a dozen paper remnants (a couple
touching, but not obscuring, text), other minor defects, but still an excellent specimen, with the attractive text
entirely legible on both sides of the leaf. $3,200
________
6

AN EARLY VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF FROM A MONASTIC LECTIONARY IN LATIN WITH AN
EARLY FORM OF NEUMES. TEXT FROM THE NINTH SUNDAY AFTER TRINITY. (Northern France[?],
ca. 1100) 298 x 248 mm. (11 3/4 x 9 3/4"). Double column, 30 lines, in an upright romanesque hand. Rubrics
in red, six two-line initials in red; small, primitive neumes written above 10 lines of text. uRecovered from
a binding and as a result noticeably wrinkled and with about a third of the text area darkened (perhaps two
dozen words difficult—though not impossible—to read), top edge slightly ragged with loss of what seems to be
contemporaneous annotation, other small imperfections, but the text of the leaf apparently complete, and in
general a satisfactory and certainly useful specimen of a very early musical leaf. $2,250
This is a leaf from the same manuscript represented in the previous entry. The text here includes the Gospel of Luke
16:1-9, the parable of the unjust steward. (ST12083h)
________
7

8

AN EARLY VELLUM MANUSCRIPT
LEAF FROM A GIGANTIC VOLUME OF
SAINTS LIVES IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE LIFE
OF SAINT CYPRIAN THE MARTYR. (Italy [perhaps
Lombardy], ca. 1100) 432 x 305 mm. (17 x 12").
Double column, 42 lines in a pleasing romanesque
book hand. Ruled in dry point. Faint later (15th or
16th century?) computations in several places on
the recto as well as one in the margin on the verso.
uFormerly a structural element in a binding and
consequently a bit browned, recto with light
glue stains affecting much of the text (10 or 12
lines obliterated, and many words difficult to
read), edges a little ragged, but still an excellent
specimen despite these defects, the leaf with
ample margins (so nothing lost to trimming), and
with the verso quite clear and legible. $3,500
From a very stately volume on the lives of the
saints, this leaf recounts the life of Saint Cyprian
(d. 258), a bishop of Carthage martyred under the
persecutions of the Roman emperor Valerian. A
beloved prelate, he encouraged his flock to persevere
in their faith, setting an example with the courage he
demonstrated in facing his own death by beheading.
Lives of the saints, or "Vitae," were often read as
part of the liturgical celebration of a saint's feast
day. Bertholdus of Micy, the ninth century author of
the "Life of Saint Maximinus," observed that "what
has been said and done by the saints ought not be
concealed in silence. God's love provided their deeds
to serve as a norm of living for the men of their own times
as well as of those years which have since passed; they are
now to be imitated piously by those who are faithful to
Christ." This leaf's drypoint (or hard point) ruling, done
with a stylus or knife, suggests that our text was written
out before or around 1100, as lead point (or plummet)

5 10

came into use in the 11th and especially the 12th century.
The hand is distinctive for the unusual majuscule "Q,"
which is elevated noticeably from all the other letters in
the text, allowing for a notably graceful, angular descent.
(ST12083b)

9

MOST OF AN EARLY VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF FROM A GIGANTIC VOLUME OF SAINTS
LIVES IN LATIN FEATURING A VERY LARGE DECORATIVE INITIAL. TEXT FROM THE LIFE
OF SAINT CYPRIAN THE MARTYR. (Italy [perhaps Lombardy], ca. 1100) 432 x 305 mm. (17 x 12"). Double
column, 42 lines in a pleasing romanesque book hand. Rubric in red majuscules and WITH AN IMPOSING 16LINE INITIAL "P" FEATURING GRACEFULLY CURLING FOLIATE INFILL as well as a four-line terminating
descender, the whole IN RED PENWORK AND GREEN WASH. With the inscription of "D. Thomasio da
Belmont" (perhaps Belmont-sur-Lausanne) and the date 1681 in one margin; a couple of other marginal
annotations. uFormerly a structural element in a binding and consequently defective, with a cut-out piece
costing 12 complete lines at the bottom of one column and most of the same lines in the other, upper corner
slightly crumpled and a bit darkened, small piece missing from one margin (no loss), other minor defects, but
still a desirable specimen because of the striking initial and because of the unusually clean condition for a
recovered leaf. $2,800
From the same manuscript as described in the previous Cyprian, beginning with the beautifully preserved
entry, this leaf contains the opening of the life of Saint initial "P." (ST12083a)
________
8

59
311

10

AN EARLY VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF FROM THE HOMILIES OF HAYMO OF HALBERSTADT
IN LATIN. (Italy, first half of the 12th century) 311 x 206 mm. (12 1/4 x 8 1/8"). Double column, 35
lines in a late Carolingian minuscule. Capitals struck with red. uRecovered from a binding and thus quite
blurred by glue on the pastedown side (with at least half the text difficult to read), the other side a little
darkened and with some minor worming, but entirely legible and generally well preserved. $1,750
This leaf comes from a volume of sermons by Haymo
(d. 853), a monk at the great Germanic Benedictine
monastery of Fulda, eventually Bishop of Halberstadt,
and an indefatigable biblical commentator. Haymo
was a lifelong friend of fellow scholar Raban Maur, and in
his youth studied at Tours under the learned Englishman

11

Alcuin. The script here is not as chiseled nor as large
as most of the hands represented in the grand earlier
Carolingian manuscripts, and it occasionally totters, but
it is nevertheless spaced out for easy legibility, is very
pleasing aesthetically, and certainly evokes the antique
period that produced it. (ST12244-2)

HALF OF AN EARLY VELLUM MANUSCRIPT FROM A HOMILIARY IN LATIN. TEXT FROM
HOMILIES BY SAINT JOHN CHRYSOSTOM AND SAINT GREGORY. (Italy, middle of the 12th century)
191 x 292 mm. (7 1/2 x 11 1/2"). Double column, 18 lines present, in a rounded Italian gothic hand. Rubrics
in red, two attractive two-line initials in red with blue penwork elaboration. uRecovered from a binding and
consequently trimmed horizontally at what must have been about halfway down the leaf, also slightly trimmed
along one edge with loss of about half an inch from one column, both sides rather darkened, the pastedown
________
9

side with glue stains around the edges, a couple of short worm trails affecting four words, a series of tiny
pinpricks at edges where binding hardware had been attached, but still a pleasing specimen, the text quite
legible and the script attractive. $1,250
This text contains parts of the homilies from The script is spacious and easy to read, despite the
Johannes Chrysostomus' "De Dignitate Sacerdotali" darkened state of the vellum. (ST12244-6)
and from Saint Gregory's "Homiliae in Evangelia."

12

TWO SUBSTANTIAL FRAGMENTS, OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY, OF VAST EARLY VELLUM
MANUSCRIPT LEAVES FROM A HOMILETIC WORK. TEXT FROM A SERMON ON PENITENCE.
(Italy, ca. 1150) 432 x 279 mm. (17 x 11"). Double column, 45 lines in a rounded romanesque hand on one side,
the other side without any visible text (apparently always blank). uRecovered from a binding and so a little
wrinkled, blank sides rather browned, trimmed with loss of top line and a couple of words from each line in
the left column, half a dozen small holes, other minor defects, but still excellent and useful specimens, the
regular and not unhandsome script easily legible. $1,750 for the amended leaf; $1,250 for the other
The sermon here exhorts penitence for one's sins,
making frequent mention of tears ("lacrima") and citing
the example of the remorseful King David. It is obvious
that these leaves came from what was a massive book. The
hand is large, regular, open, and rounded except for a five-line
portion in the right column of one leaf where the scribe either
miscalculated, made an error, or was instructed to add text,
for here the letters are significantly smaller than elsewhere
as well as noticeably closer together (they also appear to be

in the hand of a second scribe). This suggests the possibility—
though, of course, there is no evidence for this—that the
amender was responding directly to the author/editor of the
text, who desired to add words, and it may even be that this
(second?) scribe and the author/editor were the same person.
Text will almost always be made variably indistinct by the
application of binder's glue, but the apparently unused sides
here have no trace at all of any letters and consequently
appear always to have been left blank. (ST12083i-j)

13

A VERY LARGE EARLY VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF FROM SAINT GREGORY THE GREAT'S
"XL HOMILARIUM IN EVANGELIA" IN LATIN. TEXT FROM HOMILY XXVI, FOR THE FIRST
SUNDAY AFTER EASTER. (Italy, ca. 1150) 406 x 273 mm. (16 x 10 3/4"). Double column, 42 lines in a fine
rounded romanesque hand. Recto with a pleasing three-line red initial. uFormerly used in a binding and
consequently a bit soiled and trimmed at the head with loss of the first line, perhaps 100 or so small wormholes
in the margin (only a few causing trivial harm to the text), a faint grayish stain affecting a couple of words in the
top 20 lines of one column on each side, but the entirety of the text completely clear and the stately leaf quite
fresh and unusually well-preserved in general for a recovered specimen. $3,500

512

This leaf comes from a very large copy of one of the
major texts by one of the great popes of the early Middle
Ages. Dealing (in part) with the central occurrence in the
salvation of humanity, the text here treats of John 20:19-31,
which tells of the risen Christ's appearance to the apostles.
Doubting Thomas insists on touching the Lord's wounds
before he will be convinced of the Resurrection. Gregory
tells his audience that Thomas was healed of unbelief, and
so must they be, although they cannot see Jesus in the flesh
as did Thomas. He then turns to interpreting a passage of
Job in which he discusses Baptism and redemption. Written
ca. 593, Pope Gregory's 40 homilies on the Gospels enjoyed

413, 14

enduring popularity throughout Medieval times, as they
offered ordinary Christians practical guidance on applying
the lessons of the Gospels to their own lives. Elected pope in
590, Gregory (ca. 540-604) was one of the most influential
pontiffs in the history of the Church. In addition to revising
liturgical worship, he wrote extensively on theology,
offering homespun wisdom rather than esoteric debates.
He was declared a saint immediately upon his death. The
script here is regular, rounded, and very pleasing—almost
soothing—to the eye. Moreover, the letters are so large (and
there is so little significant damage to the leaf) that the text
can be easily read from a considerable distance. (ST12083e)

14

A VERY LARGE EARLY VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH AN IMPRESSIVE INITIAL, FROM
SAINT GREGORY THE GREAT'S "XL HOMILARIUM IN EVANGELIA" IN LATIN. TEXT FROM
HOMILY XXII, FOR EASTER SUNDAY. (Italy, ca. 1150) 406 x 273 mm. (16 x 10 3/4"). Double column, 42 lines
in a fine rounded romanesque hand. With rubrics in red, one three-line initial "I," and A PANELLED 13-LINE
INITIAL "F" (all of these on the very faded recto and, consequently, indistinct). uFormerly used in a binding,
with text on the recto quite faded and blurred by binder's glue, the verso with a narrow band of darkening
________
10

________
11

along one edge (not obscuring text), edges very wormed (but 90 percent of the worming in the margin, with
very little damage to the text); some obvious condition problems, but the large and beautiful script on one of
the sides entirely legible and certainly very pleasing. $2,400
This leaf comes from the same manuscript as the previous
item, and shares the spaciousness and elegance of its script.
The sermon here is based on the Gospel reading for Easter
Sunday, John 20:1-9, which reports Mary Magdalene's
discovery of the empty tomb and her running to tell the
apostles what she had—and hadn't—found. Given the fact
that the passage under discussion celebrates the most critical
event in Christianity, the opening phrase ("Fractus longa
molestia stomachus") is unexpected and probably more
effective as a result. Gregory begins by telling us that his
stomach has been broken down ("fractus") by long illness or

irritation ("molestia"), and his voice was so weakened that
he had given up explaining the Gospel to his flock. Now,
however, he feels he must resume, even if only a handful
can hear him. He recounts how Mary Magdalene told John
and Peter about the empty tomb, how John arrived first
but did not enter the sepulcher, and how Peter, the tardier
one, did. Gregory then gives an allegorical interpretation of
this episode. John, he says, represents the Synagogue, Peter
the Church: the Jews were prior to the Christians, but they
hesitated on the brink of belief in the Son of God, while the
Christians entered into full belief. (ST12083f)

15

AN EARLY VELLUM ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPT LEAF, PERHAPS FROM A LECTIONARY, IN
LATIN. TEXT FROM THE LIFE OF SAINT GREGORY, MARTYR. (France[?], ca. 1150) 381 x 279 mm. (15 x 11").
Double column, 40 lines of text in a fine late romanesque book hand. Rubric in red accompanying A HANDSOME
SEVEN-LINE "T" in yellow on a blue background outlined in red, WITH A SMALL WINGED DRAGON sheltering
under the upper left horizontal element of the initial. uOnce used as a binding liner and consequently trimmed
at head with loss of one line, somewhat wrinkled, the verso either always blank or now with all text obliterated by
binder's glue, one corner defective (affecting a few words in three lines of text on the recto), a scattering of very small
holes causing trivial loss of text, but still a leaf very much worth having, with one side generally well preserved and
with a most pleasing decorative initial that shows only very modest signs of use. $2,500
This leaf with its attractive capital begins the story of the
martyr saint Gregory of Spoleto, who was tortured and
beheaded in 304 A.D. by the Roman emperor Diocletian
during the Great Persecution of Christians that began
in February 303. According to legend, his remains were to
be fed to the wild animals used for public games, but were

instead purchased by a wealthy Christian woman for a
proper burial. Given Gregory's story, the zoomorphic figure
incorporated in the initial here is in some sense appropriate
even if, as a winged dragon, it provokes whimsy before
thoughts of anthropophagy. For conjecture about the book
from which this leaf was taken, see next item. (ST12238a)

515, 16
417
618
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AN EARLY VELLUM ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPT LEAF, PERHAPS FROM A LECTIONARY,
IN LATIN. TEXT FROM A SERMON ON SALVATION, RESURRECTION, AND THE LOVE OF GOD.
(France[?], ca. 1150) 406 x 279 mm. (16 x 11"). Double column, 40 lines of text in a late romanesque book hand.
uOnce used as a binding liner and consequently trimmed at head with loss of one line, overall rumpling, the
recto either always blank or now with all text obliterated by binder's glue, a couple of dozen tiny wormholes
to the text (five of these affecting a letter or two), other minor defects, but an excellent specimen nevertheless,
the verso clean and with clearly legible text. $1,500
Because this leaf contains a sermon, and its sister leaf
(described in the previous entry) contains a saint's life,
the manuscript from which these two rather different
texts came could very probably have been a Lectionary,
a book that in the 12th century would have contained

a collection of variable readings to be employed in a
liturgical context. Specifically, such a manuscript would
comprise a series of "lectiones," or short lessons taken variously
from the Bible, patristic writers, or lives of the saints, and
arranged according to the ecclesiastical calendar. (ST12238b)

A Fine 12th Century Passional Leaf with
Especially Desirable Mozarabic Provenance
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AN ESPECIALLY ATTRACTIVE ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPT LEAF ON VELLUM, FROM A
MONUMENTAL EARLY PASSIONAL IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE LIFE OF SAINT CHRYSOGONUS
AS WELL AS SAINT CLEMENT AND SAINTS AGAPE, CHIONIA, AND IRENE. (Northern Spain, probably León,
ca. third quarter of the 12th century) 464 x 330 mm. (18 1/4 x 13"). Double column, 38 lines, in a very fine,
beautifully controlled Iberian protogothic book hand. WITH AN EXTREMELY STRIKING EIGHT-LINE "O" in
________
12

________
13

blue and burnished gold on an orange and magenta ground, THE INNER SPACE OF THE LETTER OCCUPIED
BY much strapwork and A STRUTTING BIRD WITH A HUMAN HEAD. With prickings visible all along the edge
of the inner margin, guide letter for the decorated initial. uA small open tear at the bottom (well away from the
text), otherwise IN A VERY FINE STATE OF PRESERVATION. (See also illustration on back cover.) $4,500
This memorably decorated leaf comes from a handsomely
written and decorated monumental Passional—i.e., a
Lectionary, or collection of readings, from the lives of
Christian martyrs read on their feast days during the
night office at Matins. The leaf is of considerable interest
for, among other things, its beautiful scribal hand and its
Spanish origin. While there is no direct evidence that the
leaf came from the Mozarabic city of León in northern
Spain, there is convincing circumstantial evidence for this
provenance. The text is written in an Iberian pregothic
book hand with many of the recognized characteristics of
this script: "pp" fusion, elongated head stroke of the final
"t," persistence of the visigothic abbreviation "oms" for
"omnes," some Spanish spellings (e.g., "pacientia," "milicia"),
and distinctive form of the letters "f," "g," and "x" (see
Albert Derolez, "The Palaeography of Gothic Manuscript
Books," Plates 8 and 14, and S. Harrison Thomson, "Latin
Bookhands," Plates 112 and 113). The handsome script has
close affinities with two important manuscripts of about 1180
from the general area of León and the larger ecclesiastical
province of Burgos of which it was a part: Morgan Library
M. 939 from the scriptorium of Sahagún, and the Cardeña
Beatus, broken up in the 19th century, with folios in various
collections, including the Metropolitan Museum and the
Museo Arqueológico in Madrid. Though they are not evident
here, previously sold fragments of the present Passional
have marked Mozarabic characteristics. For example, saints
memorialized on sister leaves, Justus and Abundius, were
virtually unknown outside Spain, but were major saints in
the Mozarabic calendar; and a number of the dates for saints'
days on sister leaves follow Mozarabic, rather than Roman,
usage. The localizing of these leaves derives especially from
evidence found on another sister leaf which includes a
passio for Claudius, Lupercus, and Victoricus. Such a passio

represents a major feast day for minor saints, something
plausible only in a place central to the cult of the saints in
question, which in this instance was apparently still in the
process of development during the 11th and 12th centuries.
According to the earliest version of this passio—it dates only
from the 11th century—the three men were Roman soldiers
martyred in León and buried together in the same tomb.
Eventually a Benedictine monastery dedicated to the three
saints was established on the presumed martyrdom site in
the environs of the city, and in 1173, in the presence of a
papal legate, these relics were translated to a shrine inside the
church, which occasioned numerous miracles. Earlier, in the
mid-11th century, Ferdinand I of Castile had other relics of
the three martyrs transferred to the Colegiata de San Isidoro
in León in the process of renovating the church, when he also
established a royal mausoleum there for the kings of Castile
and León. Quite probably, therefore, our Passional leaf
comes from an important church somewhere in the region
of León. Christians in Muslim Spain (i.e., Mozarabs) had
fled to León in the 10th century, and in the 11th and 12th
centuries, that city was a major center of Mozarabic culture,
a fact that further corroborates the conjectural provenance
here. This leaf is especially desirable not only for its beauty,
but also because it represents early material that is rarely
seen on the market. Because the Passional became obsolete
(as did other Lectionaries used at Matins), being subsumed
by the Breviary, the vellum they were written on was reused
for other purposes, as evidenced by the surviving fragments
of such manuscripts recovered from bindings. To find
an individual 12th century leaf of this quality and size in
especially attractive condition is consequently exceptionally
lucky. The fact that the leaf comes from Spain, a source for
very little available early paleographical material, is so much
the better. (STCEH0901b)

A Nearly Contemporaneous Leaf from the "Sentences,"
Dealing with the Topic of Marriage

19

A SUBSTANTIAL PORTION OF AN EARLY VELLUM MANUSCRIPT BIFOLIUM IN LATIN FROM
PETER LOMBARD'S "SENTENTIAE." TEXT FROM THE FOURTH BOOK, DISCUSSING MARRIAGE.
(Probably France, ca. 1200) Very irregular, but approximately 235 x 343 mm. (9 1/4 x 13 1/2"). Double columns
containing as many as 45 (mostly complete) lines (of 46), but lacking others (see below), in a very neat and
regular gothic book hand. Rubrics in red, two-line initials painted in red and blue, two of these being a "Q" with
a long descender. uGlue stains from use in a binding (one side darker than the other), two triangular pieces
torn from head edge (affecting two columns, with loss to seven lines) and two inches trimmed from the head
of another column (with loss of about 11 lines), a scattering of small wormholes (damaging a couple of words),
but still a very good example, all of the carefully written text that is present being quite legible. $950
This is a piece of a notably early manuscript of the
most influential theological encyclopedia of the Middle
Ages, written out not long after the death of its author,
Peter Lombard (ca. 1096-1164). Composed between
1155 and 1158, the "Sententiae" is topically arranged, with
the present section from the fourth book, chapters XXVI
and XXVII, which discuss marriage. The concept of the
sacraments was evolving to include matrimony in the 12th
century, as marriages began to be performed at church rather
than in a lay ceremony. Among Lombard's views here are
that in the perfect world of Eden, there was no copulation;

in the real world, marriage should be a sacrament; and
what makes a true marriage is not consummation, but
consent to a union. In this section, as elsewhere, the work
summarizes past learning about Christian doctrine by
quoting authorities (these are the "sentences" that give the
book its name) and attempts to resolve textual disagreement
by dialectical analysis. A source collection that continued to
spark discussion, the "Sentences" enjoyed great success as
a theological textbook until the 17th century and inspired
numerous commentaries, including those of Aquinas and
Luther. (ST12365-12)

619, 20,
21
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AN EARLY VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH NEUMES, FROM A MISSAL IN LATIN. TEXT FROM
THE GOSPEL OF JOHN FOR THE FOURTH FRIDAY IN LENT. (Germany, second half of the 12th century)
327 x 229 mm. (12 7/8 x 9"). Double column, 23 lines of text in a large and handsome protogothic hand. Rubrics
in red, capitals touched with red, three lines of text in a smaller (different) hand with diastematic neumes above.
uUsed as a later book cover (with the text turned on its side, the columns on top of, rather than next to, each
other) and a 17th century paper square used as a titling label (the label obscuring perhaps three words on each
of five lines), text on the obverse of the leaf almost entirely covered by remnants of pasteboard and printed paper
liner, minor browning and spotting, remnants of paper tape and glue around the margins, but the one side of the
leaf quite accessible, and, in general, a pleasing specimen. (See illustration on p. 13.) $1,250
This manuscript was probably prepared for use by was never broadly adopted.) The folds, the paper remnants,
Cistercian monks, to judge from the punctus flexus and the title label give us a very clear picture of the way in
punctuation typically associated with that order's book which this manuscript leaf was "recycled" in the 15th century
production. (This form of punctuation—involving a squiggle to bind a copy of Fernel's "De Abditis" and "Consiliorum
invented in the 10th century and placed above a period to Liber," both very rare medical books. The distinctive script
signify a medial pause, something like the modern semi-colon— here is memorably upright and chiseled. (ST11913-3)
________
14

________
15
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AN EARLY VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF FROM A MISSAL IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE
CALENDAR FOR NOVEMBER-DECEMBER AND THE OPENING OF THE EXORCISMS OF SALT AND
WATER PRELIMINARY TO THE MASS. (Germany, ca. 1200) 330 x 222 mm. (13 x 8 3/4"). Double column, 34
lines, in an excellent protogothic book hand. Recto with kalends in red or green with contrasting penwork, feast
days in red, verso with incipits in red, one border with delicate floral penwork in red highlighted with green,
one three-line and four one-line initials, all in red or green with penwork in the contrasting color. Calendar
with later pen doodles in a floral pattern. uRecovered from a binding and consequently rather browned and
a little stained, one vertical edge slightly trimmed with small loss to penwork elaboration, but everything still
legible and with no fatal defects. (See illustration on p. 15.) $950
The exorcism of salt and water taking place in the text
here is quite different from the more lurid and notorious
exorcisms of evil spirits from the possessed; it consists
simply of a ritual that prepares these two elements for
sacramental use. The salt and water are cleansed and then
blessed so that they can be used to purify people, places,

or buildings of any evil or illness, and bring God's blessing
upon them. At the end of the ritual, the salt is sprinkled into
the water, as the prophet Elijah was ordered by God to pour
salt into water. The appearance of this ritual is unusual in a
standard Missal. The calendar here includes feast days for
Saints Hubert, Willibrord, and Otmar. (ST12365-11)
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A FRAGMENT OF AN EARLY VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH NEUMES, FROM A NOTED
BREVIARY IN LATIN. TEXT FROM JEREMIAH AND EARLY NEUMES FOR AN ANTIPHON SUNG
IN HOLY WEEK. (Germany, ca. 1200) 89 x 152 mm. (3 1/2 x 6"). Double column, nine lines (of more) in each
column on both sides, written in a careful protogothic hand, with neumes above most of the lines. uRecovered
from a binding and consequently darkened with glue stains, both columns missing (several?) lines at top, one
of the two columns on each side just slightly trimmed along its vertical edge, and remnants of paper in margins
of one side; not a pretty piece by any means, but a clearly legible and useful specimen, with early musical
notation. (See illustration on p. 15.) $375
This portion of a breviary leaf contains readings and
chants for Holy Week, with text from Jeremiah 7:18 ("See
the children gathering sticks, the father lighting a fire,
the mother kneading dough, and all to make cakes for
the queen of heaven! See how they offer libation to alien
gods, to despite me!") and the antiphon "Vidi Dominum

quoniam tribulabor." Of the 36 total lines on this piece of
vellum, 26 have an early form of neumes above them. These
appear to be of the same generation as the neumes discussed in
detail in item #6, above, though the neumes here are small and
primitive enough in the way they are written that it is difficult
to be sure which early generation they represent. (ST12365-1)
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AN EARLY VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF FROM A LECTIONARY IN LATIN. TEXT FROM
MATTHEW 13:15-21. (Perhaps Germany, ca. 1200) 349 x 241 mm. (13 3/4 x 9 1/2"). Double column,
20 lines in an especially pleasing early gothic book hand. uRecto quite rubbed from use in a binding, and the
script there mostly illegible; the verso with crease and wormholes making the first line of text hard to read,
minor overall stains from binder's glue, but still quite a good specimen because of this brighter side with its
very legible script. $1,600
This lectionary leaf contains a reading from Matthew,
in which Jesus is explaining to his disciples why he
speaks in parables. The script here is spacious, large,
and easy to read, the scribe having an obviously practiced

hand. The capitals, ampersands, ligatures, and fishtail-like
terminations at the top of ascenders here indicate that the
script is transitional, from the late Caroline to the early
gothic. (ST12083c)
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AN EARLY VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH INITIALS IN RED, FROM A LECTIONARY IN
LATIN. TEXT FROM LUKE 9:61-62, MARK 10:13-16, and JOHN 6:27-28. (Perhaps Germany, ca. 1200)
349 x 241 mm. (13 3/4 x 9 1/2"). Double column, 20 lines in an especially pleasing early gothic book hand.
Rubrics in red, three two-line panelled initials in red. uLike the previous leaf, the verso quite rubbed from
use in a binding, and the script there mostly illegible; the recto with crease and wormholes making the first
line of text hard to read, minor overall stains from binder's glue, but still quite a good specimen because of this
brighter side with its very legible script and attractive rubrics and initials. $1,950
________
16

522, 23
From the same manuscript as the preceding item, this leaf
contains readings from Luke (emphasizing the need to
follow God without putting friends or family ahead
of devotion), from Mark ("Suffer the little children to
come unto me"), and from John (Jesus instructs the
multitude to seek the food of eternal life rather than

working for perishable food). The text on the faded
side is difficult to read, but the rubrics indicate that one
of the readings is for the celebration of the Purification of
the Blessed Virgin Mary. The wonderfully careful script
here exhibits the same intriguing transitional elements as
mentioned in the entry immediately above. (ST12083d)

With a Lovely Historiated Initial Showing a Winged Saint Matthew Writing his Gospel
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A FINE HISTORIATED INITIAL, FROM
AN EARLY BIBLE IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE OPENING OF THE GOSPEL OF MATTHEW. (Paris,
ca. 1220) 152 x 102 mm. (6 x 4"). Double column, 50 lines of text, in an extremely
fine tiny gothic book hand. In a very pleasing 15 x 12 1/2" gilt wooden frame. The
visible side with rubrics in red, capitals struck in red, two-line initials in red or
blue with elaborate penwork in both colors, one handsome three-line initial in pink
and white on a ground of blue and magenta, with gold disks and foliate marginal
extension, and WITH AN EXTREMELY PLEASING FOUR-LINE HISTORIATED
INITIAL SHOWING MATTHEW WRITING HIS GOSPEL, the initial (measuring
approximately 12 x 11 mm.) executed in colors and gold to match the three-line capital
and with a 60 mm. marginal extender. Top margin with "Novum Testamentum"
penned in a neat early hand. uTwo tiny stains of no consequence, bottom-most
flourish from a decorative initial just grazed at lower edge, otherwise IN FINE
CONDITION, the leaf in general bright, clean, and fresh, and with no erosion of
paint in the delicate historiation. (See also illustration on inside front cover.) $2,900
________
17

The initial here is both immensely charming and
historically revealing. In the bottom portion of our "L" (for
"Liber"), the Evangelist Matthew, seated in a golden chair at
his desk, works intently on his text, a pen in one hand and
a knife (for making erasures) in the other. In an especially
delightful departure from normal iconography, the angel
that is Matthew's identifying attribute—and that normally

accompanies Matthew when he appears in manuscripts
like this—is largely obscured by the saint's ample nimbus
so that the angelic companion's wings actually appear to be
attached to our Gospel writer. Whether this is a deliberate
conflation of identities that represents a use (successful in
our minds) of artistic license or whether it is simply the
result of a crowded room, we cannot say. (ST11410)
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AN EARLY VELLUM MANUSCRIPT BIFOLIUM FROM A BIBLE IN LATIN. TEXT FROM EXODUS,
INCLUDING ALL OF CHAPTERS 18-20 AND PORTIONS OF 17 AND 21, INCLUDING THE TEN
COMMANDMENTS. (France or southern Netherlands, probably first quarter of the 13th century) 346 x 270
mm. (13 5/8 x 10 5/8"). Double column, 36 lines of text in a very fine early gothic book hand. Rubrics in red,
headings in red and blue, two red or blue two-line initials with contrasting penwork. uOnce the lining of a
binding and so generally darkened and with some prominent stains, one page generally a little blurred, slight
losses because of cracks and tears, but overall a well-preserved recovered leaf, with wide margins sparing the
text from the damage often inflicted on leaves of this type, with the text on three of the four pages quite legible,
and with nothing impossible to read on the fourth. $1,500
This consecutive bifolium comes from a large quarto
monastic Bible, probably Cistercian or Carthusian to
judge from the punctus flexus punctuation. There are two
paleographical features here that help in determining the date
of our leaf. First, until about 1200, the top line of Bibles like
this one was written above, not below, the highest horizontal
ruling (it is below that rule in the present case). Second, the
text here is not divided into numbered chapters, a system

which was devised ca. 1200 and which became universal from
about 1220. These two factors strongly suggest, then, that our
manuscript probably dates from after 1200 but before about
1220. The text is Exodus 17:2 to 21:12 and includes the Ten
Commandments, here marked in red "Primum mandatum."
The size of the leaf and consequently of the text as well as the
careful hand of the scribe make this a readily legible bifolium,
even with its condition problems. (ST11913-4)
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SEVEN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAVES, OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A
PSALTER IN LATIN. (France, ca. first half of the 13th century) 140 x 114 mm. (5 1/2 x 4 1/2"). Single
column, 19 lines in a very fine gothic book hand. Opening initials of each verse in blue, red, or burnished gold,
all but two of the leaves with one or two two-line initials in burnished gold on a pink and blue background
with white tracery, one leaf with an imposing seven-line initial "I" in burnished gold on a blue background with
four-line blue and red leafy penwork descender. uOne leaf trimmed at tail edge with partial loss to two lines,
all leaves with rounded upper corner and with blurring of a few words in three lines near that corner as well
as browning right at top and bottom edges (all suggesting that the original manuscript had been damaged by
fire and the water used to extinguish it), other trivial defects, but generally well preserved in most ways, with
all but those few blurred words readily legible. $150 to $475, depending on decoration and condition
These seven leaves contain parts of Psalms 56-57,
68, 69, 71-72, 73-74, 75-76, and 77. The script here is
unusually precise, and the page consequently quite appealing,
with small, compact lettering in lines flanked by more
than the ordinary amount of space above and below. This
attractiveness more than compensates for the minor damage

525
626

caused by the leaves' presumed trial by fire, which may, in
fact, add a romantic dimension to their story. The original
Psalter would not necessarily have been commissioned by a
person of great wealth, but it certainly suggests ownership by
a nun in a prosperous convent or a well-off layperson from an
increasingly literate middle class. (ST12462(1-10))
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AN ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPT LEAF ON VELLUM FROM A PSALTER
AND LITANY IN LATIN. TEXT WITH PRAYERS TO SAINTS JOHN THE
EVANGELIST, STEPHEN, LAWRENCE, AND DIONYSIUS (DENIS). (France, ca. first half
of the 13th century) 146 x 114 mm. (5 3/4 x 4 1/2"). Single column, 18 lines, in an early
pleasing gothic book hand. Rubrics in red, capitals struck with red, four two-line initials
in burnished gold on a blue and pink background with white tracery. uA bit browned,
particularly at the edges, corners rounded, a little wrinkling to head edge, one-inch
slit to margin mended on verso with clear tape, faintly soiled, otherwise in very good
condition, with no serious defects. $550
________
18

________
19

This leaf comes from a little Psalter that belonged to
Count Eric von Rosen (1879-1948) of Rockelstad Castle,
Sweden, and that sold at Sotheby's on 9 July 1969. It
was later in the collection of Joseph Pope (1921-2010) of
Toronto. The Psalter included a Litany—a combination
that was the predecessor to the Book of Hours—with a few
prayers at the end for important saints. The sequence in
which the saints appear here—John, Stephen, Lawrence,

Denis—is not according to the calendar, but rather by
celestial hierarchy, in descending order of importance,
from Apostles and Evangelists (John) to Martyrs (Stephen,
Lawrence, and Denis). This leaf shows signs of having gone
through a fire, so it may once have been in the same library
or even the same manuscript as the leaves described in the
previous entry (although the leaf here is slightly smaller
and the scribal hand is slightly different). (ST12168b)
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AN EARLY VELLUM MANUSCRIPT CONSECUTIVE BIFOLIUM FROM A PSALTER IN LATIN.
EXCERPTS FROM PSALMS 42-47. (France, second quarter of the 13th century) 189 x 276 mm. (7 1/2 x
10 7/8"). Single column, 23 lines in a neat gothic book hand. Rubrics in red, versal initials in red or blue, four
two-line initials in red or blue with decorative penwork in the contrasting color, one large "I" extending for four
lines and continuing into the tail margin. uOnce used as a binding liner and with resultant vertical creases
and small holes between the facing pages, corners cut off, affecting a couple of words on three lines of text at
head, blue initials a little faded, a couple of small glue stains, but still a very good specimen, fresh and quite
legible. $1,500
This consecutive bifolium is surely from a Psalter,
but it appears as if the scribe has made a mistake
of considerably greater magnitude than the usual
manuscript errors. There is no doubt that the text
continues from the left hand recto to the left hand verso,
then across the medial fold from the left hand verso to
the right hand recto, and then finally from the right
hand recto over to the final verso. The scribe has not
accidentally left anything out. However, the Psalms
contained here are not in precisely numerical order: the
text comprises Psalm 43:19 to the end of 44, then Psalm
42, then Psalms 45 and 46, continuing to 47:1-3. Why 42
was placed between 44 and 45 is a mystery, and the only
likely reason is that the scribe simply got confused. There
is one conjectural explanation of why this particular
fault might have occurred. In the offices for Matins

(sometimes arranged in an obscure service book called a
Matutinale), the Psalms to be said on Monday concluded
with 40, 41, 43, and 44; then Matins at Tuesday resumed
with Psalms 45, 46, 47, etc. (Psalm 42 was to be recited
at Tuesday Lauds). Even if it is just a guess, it is harmless
to speculate that our scribe might have had experience
with writing out the Psalms for Matins and omitted 42
because he had done so before, then realized his mistake
and did the best he could to repair the damage without
sacrificing the valuable piece of vellum he was working
on. The script here is easy to read, less condensed than
some gothic hands. This would by no means have been
a grand manuscript, but it can easily be imagined in its
portable form to have been the valued possession of a
grateful 13th century French monk using it in the daily
performance of his Divine Office. (ST11914-2)

A Leaf from the Chudleigh Bible,
Exhibiting Fine Historiation from Arras
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AN EARLY ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A FINE HISTORIATED INITIAL
SHOWING MOSES GIVING THE LAW TO THE ISRAELITES, FROM THE CHUDLEIGH BIBLE.
TEXT FROM NUMBERS 33-36 AND THE OPENING OF DEUTERONOMY. (Northern France [perhaps Arras],
ca. 1240) 286 x 197 mm. (11 1/4 x 7 3/4"). Double column, 53 lines of text in a lovely regular gothic book
hand. Attractively matted. Rubrics in red, capitals touched in red, textual corrections in red cartouches in
the margins, running titles and chapter numbers in alternating red and blue letters, three two-line initials in
red or blue with contrasting penwork, and A LARGE NINE-LINE HISTORIATED "H" SHOWING A SEATED
MOSES, the initial in blue and pink with white tracery on a highly burnished gold ground and featuring a 20line ascender in blue and pink, as well as two blue, pink, and gray descenders extending into the tail margin
(the pictorial part of the initial measuring approximately 30 x 30 mm., and the letter in its entirety about 127 x
40 mm.), the whole outlined with burnished gold, Moses wearing blue and pink robes and a white skull cap,
handing a long scroll containing laws to two men, the second, a smile on his face, peering over the shoulder of
the first. Arabic numerals (from 69 to 74) in a 14th or 15th century hand neatly written in the margin. uOne
corner a little wrinkled, three small light brown stains at edges from earlier mounting, otherwise A VERY FINE
LEAF, clean, fresh, and bright, with rich colors and glistening gold entirely intact. $5,500
________
20

528
429
329
detail

Containing a very impressive initial marking the
opening of Deuteronomy ("These are the words that
Moses spoke to all Israel beyond the Jordan"), this
is a beautiful leaf from a celebrated Bible. Known as
the Chudleigh Bible, the manuscript from which our leaf
comes was clearly in England by an early date; the Arabic
numerals added in margins were perhaps put there by
an English hand. In any case, the Bible was sold by Lord
Clifford of Chudleigh (1916-88), 13th baron of Chudleigh
in Devon, at Sotheby's in July of 1953, after which it
passed into the collection of George Goyder (1908-97),
appearing in his sale at Sotheby's in July 1970. The book
was broken up shortly after selling at Christie's in July
of 1974. A detail from the present Bible is reproduced in
Christopher de Hamel's "Scribes and Illuminators" (p. 43,
pl. 36), where scribal errors are discussed: "All scribes
make mistakes from time to time in copying texts. In Bibles
in particular any corrections were sometimes proudly
enclosed in red frames in the margins in order to proclaim
that the transcription had been systematically checked
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for accuracy." Branner, in "Manuscript Painting in Paris
during the Reign of Saint Louis," tentatively attributes the
Chudleigh Bible to Arras, and says that it was "indubitably
produced in the same workshop" as another manuscript
(now Walters Art Museum, W. 61: cf. L. Randall, "Medieval
and Renaissance Manuscripts in the Walters Art Gallery,"
I, 43). The Walters Bible—and by extension the one from
which the present leaf comes—is "richly illustrated" with
historiated initials that show "a predilection for narrative
detail" and noticeable "flair" (Randall). Although Paris has
always been considered the chief location for the production
of Medieval Bibles, Arras established an early reputation
for manuscripts of very high quality. A Bible made at and
for the Benedictine monastery of Saint-Vaast in Arras
in the 11th century was one of the most arresting books
produced during this period, and Arras continued to be an
important provincial center of notable French manuscript
illumination into the 13th century. The historiation here is
skillfully done, and our initial is happily in a very fine state
of preservation. (ST12563)

AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A SIX-LINE HISTORIATED INITIAL,
FROM AN EARLY BIBLE IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE OPENING OF II PARALIPOMENON. (France,
ca. middle of the 13th century) 184 x 127 mm. (7 1/4 x 5"). Double column, 54 lines of text, in a very fine, very
small gothic book hand. Rubrics in red, capitals struck with red, headings and chapter numeral in red and
blue, verso with two two-line initials in red or blue with contrasting penwork tendrils extending three-quarters
of the length of each column, recto WITH AN APPEALING SIX-LINE HISTORIATED "C" DEPICTING KING
________
21

SOLOMON WITH HIS SWORD, the figure on a burnished gold background delicately embellished with white
scrollwork, the initial executed in pink and blue with white tracery. uOne tiny fore-edge tear, fore margin of
verso with one-inch square glue stain from older repair to very small hole, the initial with miniscule loss of
gilt just at the top of the king's head, otherwise in fine condition, the leaf clean, fresh, and bright, the initial
detailed and attractive, and the margins very generous. (See also illustration on inside front cover.) $2,000
This excerpt from what is called in the Protestant
canon the Second Book of Chronicles tells of King
Solomon's plans to build a temple using the finest
materials obtainable. The wise king appears in our
initial sitting before a wall painted in gold and patterned
with scrolling vines, a design feature common to many
historiated initials, but also (perhaps not coincidentally)
indicative of his great wealth. In the first chapter of this
book, Solomon asks the Lord only for wisdom, and so

appropriately he is shown here holding the sword of
justice, the massive blade resting against his shoulder.
His bearded face, shown in three-quarter view, wears
a solemn, thoughtful expression which the artist has
skillfully suggested with a few sensitive lines. In addition
to its attractive decoration, our leaf has the bonus of
noticeably ample margins, an uncommon luxury in
portable Bibles such as this one (see next item for more
on portable or "pocket" Bibles). (CBM1010)
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NINE EARLY VELLUM DECORATED MANUSCRIPT LEAVES, OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY, FROM
TWO EARLY PORTABLE BIBLES IN LATIN. (Paris, ca. 1240 and ca. 1250) The ca. 1240 leaves
measuring 161 x 109 mm. (5 7/8 x 4 1/2"); the ca. 1250 leaves measuring 178 x 124 mm. (7 x 4 7/8"). Double
column, 43 and 46 lines to the page, in two extremely fine gothic book hands. Attractively matted. Rubrics in
red, headlines in alternating red and blue letters, chapter numbers in red or red and blue, THREE- TO SEVENLINE DECORATIVE INITIALS—all with extenders—in blue, pink, orange, green, and white, each of the capitals
WITH SCROLLING FLORAL ELEMENTS, AND ALMOST ALL OF THEM WITH INGENIOUSLY DEVISED
ZOOMORPHIC CONTENT (usually in the form of a winged dragon with an impossibly long neck), the 1240
leaves also with multiple small areas of dull gold. uIN FINE, FRESH, ESPECIALLY BRIGHT CONDITION. (See
illustrations opposite and on back cover.) $950 - $1,500 (for the 1240 leaves); $1,500 - $2,400 (for the 1250 leaves)
These especially pretty leaves come from what have
come to be called "pocket Bibles," produced by scribes
working mostly in commercial settings using letters
tiny enough and vellum thin enough to allow the text of
an entire Bible to be contained in a portable book, even
to the extent of fitting into one's pocket. The demands
placed on the artist, who was asked at the beginning of each
biblical book to provide an initial of some complexity (in
more expensive manuscripts these would comprise detailed
scenes) in a space smaller than the average thumbnail, are

obvious, but the considerable success that such illuminators
achieved can be seen in the present examples and in similar
13th century Bible leaves advertised in this catalogue. The
calligraphy here is of the highest quality, precise and graceful,
in rich black ink; the fine text of the 1250 leaves is small,
and the lovely text of the 1240 leaves is almost microscopic,
but both are clearly legible without the aid of magnification.
The initials have a blue paint that is deep yet bright, with
the swirling patterns they contain betraying a rich sense of
design. And the condition is remarkably fine. (ST12245)
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AN EARLY VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF FROM AVICENNA'S "CANON MEDICINAE." TEXT
FROM THE INDEX. (Northern Italy, ca. 1250) 406 x 254 mm. (16 x 10"). Four columns, 58 lines in
an excellent regular gothic book hand. Headings
in red, initials in alternating red and blue, 11 twoline initials in red or blue with contrasting penwork.
Page references given in Arabic numerals. Early
marginal notes apparently adding references and page
numbers. Recto with date 1524 written at the top and
with a bold (17th century?) ownership inscription of
Johannes Ludovicus. uRecovered from a binding and
consequently trimmed at head with loss of a couple of
lines, two margins creased and recto rather soiled and
faded, a couple of inconsequential tiny holes, but the
very interesting leaf still generally pleasing and without
fatal defects, the verso surprisingly clean and with
readily legible text. $3,000

433

This is an index leaf with alphabetically listed titles of
chapters on plants, taken from a luxurious manuscript
of the most important medical encyclopedia of Medieval
Europe. The text is a guide to entries in book II, tractatus III,
of the "Canon Medicinae" of Avicenna (Ibn Sina, 980-1037),
translated into Latin by Gerard of Cremona. A compendium
of Greek and Muslim medical knowledge based chiefly on
Hippocrates and Galen, but with many original observations
and clinical descriptions added by our author, the "Canon"
had a profound influence for more than half a millennium.
According to PMM, it "superseded all previous works—even
the great medical encyclopaedia of Rhazes—and in its Latin
translation became the authoritative book in all universities.
It was still being printed in the seventeenth century . . .
[and is] still in use in parts of the Arab world today." One
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of the central figures in the history of medicine, Avicenna than 100 books. Medical leaves from as early as the 13th
also wrote widely on theology, metaphysics, astronomy, century are uncommon, and a leaf from such a special text
philosophy, and law; he was known to have produced more is especially prized. (ST12566-2)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A STRIKING HISTORIATED INITIAL,
FROM A BIBLE IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE OPENING OF THE BOOK OF APOCALYPSE (REVELATION).
(Northern France, ca. 1250) 203 x 137 mm. (8 x 5 3/8"). Double column, 64 lines of text in a very fine, minute
gothic book hand. Attractively matted. Rubrics in red, capitals struck with red, four one-line initials in red or
blue, recto with one six-line initial in blue and white with enclosed scrolling flowered stems, the whole on a
pink and burnished gold ground; the same side WITH A LARGE HISTORIATED "A" in pink and white on a
blue background with burnished gold disks, THE CENTER SHOWING THE VISION DESCRIBED BY SAINT
JOHN: the Son of Man, white haired and white robed, with "feet like unto fine brass" (here depicted in burnished
gold) and with a double-edged sword issuing from both sides of his mouth, behind him the seven candlesticks
representing the seven churches of Asia, and at the bottom of the scene John of Patmos, who "fell at his feet as
dead"; the letter with a five-line descender in colors and burnished gold. uTrimmed a bit close at inner margin
of recto, but no loss, colors of the initial just very slightly muted, verso with remnants of clear mounting tape to
upper corners, a little marginal smudging, but still quite an attractive leaf, the vellum smooth and bright, and the
unusual historiated initial well preserved, with no erosion of paint. (See illustration on p. 22.) $3,500

This is a leaf from the glossary of Hebrew names in
the Bible, commonly attributed to the Archbishop of
Canterbury Stephen Langton between 1210 and 1220
and often included as an addendum to Bibles. There are
84 names in all on our leaf: as expected, Ruth is here, and
Sarah, along with such names as "Remina," which is listed
as meaning "exalted," and "Saba," which means "captive."

Langton (ca. 1150-1228) was a prodigious writer and scholar
who taught theology at the University of Paris until 1206,
when he was called to Rome by the Pope. He was consecrated
as Archbishop of Canterbury the following year, and played a
key role in the struggle against the unavailing and sometimes
cruel rule of King John, which culminated in the king's being
forced to agree to the Magna Carta. (ST12503)
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This striking leaf has memorable historiation which Patmos. The image (as described above) is uncommonly seen.
dramatically illustrates the opening passage of Revelations, The leaf probably comes from a Bible produced in the far north
depicting the appearance of the Son of Man to John of of France, perhaps Artois or Picardy. (ST12091)
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TWO EARLY VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAVES, OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY, FROM "VITAE
SANCTORUM" ["LIVES OF THE SAINTS"]. TEXT FROM THE LIVES OF SAINTS PHILIP AND
ALEXANDER, [and] FROM THE LIVES OF SAINTS PROCESSUS, MARTIANUS, ULRIC, AND KILIAN. (probably
southern Germany, ca. 1250) Slightly variable, but approximately 292 x 200 mm. (11 1/2 x 7 7/8"). Double
column, 38 lines of text in a pleasing thickish gothic book hand. Rubrics in red, capitals struck with red,
the Philip leaf with one two-line and two four-line initials in red, the Processus leaf with one three-line and
two two-line red initials. Punctus flexus punctuation (see item #18), probably indicating a Cistercian origin.
uOnce part of a binding, so with some trimming, stains, and remnants of binder's glue, but generally in very
satisfactory condition, especially for a recovered specimen, with all of the text legible. $950 (for the Philip leaf);
$1,500 (for the Processus leaf)
The text of the first leaf, similar but not identical to that
of the famous "Golden Legend" of Jacobus de Voragine
(ca. 1230-98), tells the stories of five saints: Philip
the Apostle (whose feast day is 1 May), featuring his
encounter with the dragon that lived behind a pagan
statue of Mars in Scythia; Alexander, the pope (3 May),
whose relics were at Freising in Bavaria; Gordian and
Epimachus (10 May); and Pancras (12 May). These
short lives of saints were to be read in a monastery on the
saints' commemoration days. A note in the lower margin
of the first leaf, "Ewangelium Non turbetur cor vestrum"
("Let not your heart be troubled") refers correctly to the

Gospel reading John 14:1-13, from the Mass on the feast
of Saint Philip. The second leaf, which is in slightly better
condition than the first, tells the stories of Saint Processus
and Martianus (feast day 2 July), Saint Ulric of Augsburg
(4 July), and Saint Kilian of Würzburg (8 July). It has
needle holes along a short tear, a neat early repair that was
done before the text was written. This small imperfection
is both a delightful manifestation of Medieval ingenuity
and a revealing reflection of the value put on a piece of
vellum, which in its finished form as a writing support
had cost part of an animal and consumed many hours of
preparatory labor. (ST11946f)
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AN EARLY VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF FROM STEPHEN LANGTON'S "INTERPRETATION OF
HEBREW NAMES," IN LATIN. TEXT FROM ENTRIES FOR THE LETTERS "R" AND "S." (England, ca.
1250) 206 x 146 mm. (8 1/8 x 5 3/4"). Double column, 32 lines in a pleasing compact gothic script. Headings,
paragraph marks, and initials for each entry in red, four two-line initials in red or blue, one four-line initial in
blue. uA touch of wrinkling to one edge, otherwise AN ESPECIALLY FINE LEAF, clean, fresh, and bright. $550
________
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335
verso,
recto
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH AN EXCELLENT HISTORIATED
INITIAL, FROM AN EARLY BIBLE IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE PROLOGUE AND FIRST THREE
CHAPTERS OF EZECHIEL. (France, middle of the 13th century) 216 x 146 mm. (8 1/2 x 5 3/4"). Double column,
49 lines of text, in a fine, very small gothic book hand. Attractively matted. Headings and chapter numbers
in red and blue, verso with two two-line initials in red or blue with trailing penwork in the other color, recto
WITH ONE FOUR-LINE AND ONE FIVE-LINE INITIAL IN COLORS AND BURNISHED GOLD, the four-line
________
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initial in pink on a blue background, the center filled with swirling leaves in pink, ochre, blue, and green with
delicate white tracery and heightened with four dots of burnished gold, and THE FIVE-LINE INITIAL of similar
design, but SHOWING EZECHIEL REVEALING HIS VISIONS TO AN APPARENTLY TERRIFIED CROWD
OF MEN, the scene set against a burnished gold background. With a few marginal corrections in a very neat
contemporary hand. uA little minor soiling to the (generous) margins, verso with faint residue of mounting
tape, gold on the historiated initial just slightly dulled, otherwise an excellent leaf, fresh and well preserved in
every way. (See also illustration on p. 30.) $2,000
On this leaf the memorable opening visions of the
Book of Ezechiel are penned, accompanied by the pink
initial "E," which is dotted with white circlets and
filled with a gold backdrop before which stands the
seer, a long white veil flowing down his back and a
staff in his hand. Ezechiel appears to eye his flock with
some skepticism. The listeners are indicated by a cluster of

overlapping faces with pointed chins. The uppermost figure
seems afflicted with gigantism, his popping eyes showing
an almost comical astonishment at the prophet's utterances.
Short, thin bangs are indicated on his high forehead beneath
a cap. Judging by the frightened looks on the men's faces,
the Israelites are well aware that God is displeased with
them. (CBM1013)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH AN HISTORIATED INITIAL SHOWING
SAINT PETER, FROM A BIBLE IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE END OF THE FIRST EPISTLE AND THE
BEGINNING OF THE SECOND EPISTLE OF PETER. (Paris, middle third of the 13th century) 248 x 152 mm.
(9 3/4 x 6"). Double column, 55 lines of text in a very small, pleasing gothic book hand. Attractively matted.
Capitals struck with red, rubrics in red, chapter numbers and headlines in red and blue, four prominent chapter
initials in red or blue with elaborate penwork in the same two colors, and one side WITH AN EXCELLENT
FOUR-LINE HISTORIATED "S" IN COLORS AND GOLD, SHOWING SAINT PETER. uAn insignificant
small marginal hole, an equally insignificant short tear at one edge, minor soiling and creasing, but generally
in fresh, appealing condition, the richly painted initial without any erosion of pigment or gilt. $3,250
This and the next leaf, from the same manuscript,
have illumination in the style of the Grusch atelier,
a group of 10 or 12 artists who take their name from
the canon who copied one of their Bibles in 1246.
At work in Paris for about 35 years, beginning in the
late 1230s, the group produced some 39 manuscripts
known to Robert Branner (see his "Manuscript Painting
in Paris during the Reign of Saint Louis," pp. 82-86,

and illustrations 212-43). The manuscript from which
these two leaves come was larger than the so-called
pocket Bibles and no doubt commissioned by a person
of considerable means. A rich blue predominates in
the initial, with maroon and orange serving as strong
secondary colors. Peter sits with authority on his throne,
the (immense) key to the kingdom of heaven grasped
firmly in his left hand. (ST11317)
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Telling a Grand Story Creatively with the Use of a Noose
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH AN UNUSUAL AND ESPECIALLY
APPEALING HISTORIATED INITIAL SHOWING KING AHASUERUS, ESTHER, AND MORDECAI,
ALL CONNECTED BY A HANGMAN'S ROPE, FROM A BIBLE IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE OPENING
THROUGH THE FIRST THREE CHAPTERS OF ESTHER. (Paris, middle third of the 13th century) 248 x 152 mm. (9
3/4 x 6"). Double column, 55 lines of text in a very small, pleasing gothic book hand. Attractively matted. Capitals
struck with red, chapter numbers and headlines in red and blue, two prominent chapter initials in red or blue with
elaborate penwork in the same two colors, and one side WITH A FINE HISTORIATED INITIAL TELLING THE
STORY OF ESTHER AND MORDECAI, the main part of the capital in three compartments (measuring, together,
approximately 60 x 8 mm.) at the top of the column and with a marginal extender stretching the entire length of
the text. uFaint marginal discoloration, minor soiling and rumpling, but generally in nearly fine condition, the
vellum fresh, and the elongated initial extremely well preserved. $5,500
This is a remarkably engaging early Bible leaf with an
initial that is replete with narrative communicated
in an unusually imaginative visual manner. The Book
of Esther tells the story of how the faithful court official
Mordecai is saved from being hanged at the hands of the
Persian king Ahasuerus' treacherous minister Haman.
And it tells of the successful attempt made by the Jewish
queen Esther to save her people from Haman's edict of
extermination, an order prompted by the fact that Mordecai,
a Jew, refuses to prostrate himself in Haman's presence. Our
initial seems to conflate the two stories in a clever and artful
way. In the bottom compartment of the long initial "I," we see
Mordecai, dressed only in tatters from waist to knees, with a
noose around his neck. He is done entirely in white against a
magenta background, a depiction that suggests his impending
lifelessness (there is also a tiny dragon nipping at his feet).

The rope stretches upward through the floor of the middle
compartment and into the top compartment, where the
regally attired king sits with both hands grasping the deadly
cord. A good firm tug, and Mordecai is dead. But in the
crucial middle compartment sits Esther, who also grasps the
rope in such a way as to provide the critical slack necessary
to save the would-be victim. As is seen here, the historiation
of Bibles produced during the 13th century tends to relate to
the text in some specific way (though there are also a certain
proportion of generic figures). What is infrequently seen
is the incorporation of multiple elements of the story. And
what is even more uncommon is the case, as here, where
the artist takes imaginative liberties with his subject in an
effective visual way in order to emphasize something grand
and inherently difficult to portray—like a queen saving her
people. (ST11316)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF IN LATIN, PROBABLY FROM A BIBLE, WITH
A FINE HISTORIATED INITIAL SHOWING KING DAVID. TEXT FROM PSALM 69. (France, ca.
1270) 194 x 140 mm. (7 5/8 x 5 1/2"). Double column, 37 lines in a neat gothic book hand. Attractively matted.
With 71 one-line initials in blue or red, two two-line initials in blue or red with contrasting penwork infill
and extensions, one eight-line "I" with penwork extensions running the length of the text and extending into
the margins, and A DRAMATIC SEVEN-LINE HISTORIATED "S" SHOWING KING DAVID AND GOD THE
FATHER, the letter in mauve on a blue background, the lower half with a depiction of David in the sea, raising
his arms to God in prayer for salvation, the upper half showing God with his right hand upraised in blessing,
his left holding a golden orb; the initial with a 19-line ascender featuring a
human-animal grotesque, and with a descender extending well into the lower
margin, both in blue, mauve, and white, and embellished with dots of gold.
uFour small flakes of the background paint of the initial missing (similar
trivial loss in the extenders), though neither David nor God affected, text
rather faint (especially compared to the rich paint of the initial), but very fine
in all other ways, the vellum quite clean, bright, and fresh and with ample
margins. $3,750
The scene here illustrates the opening line of Psalm 69, in which David pleads
for God's salvation: "Save me, O God: for the waters have come in even unto
my soul. I stick fast in the mire of the deep and there is no sure standing. I have come
into the depth of the sea, and a tempest has overwhelmed me." Although the expected
headline is absent, the leaf may have come from the Book of Psalms within a Bible,
rather than from a Psalter. (ST12010)
________
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Two Leaves From a Rare Early Medical Work, Including
The Opening of the Text, with Fanciful and Heraldic Illumination
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TWO LARGE VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAVES, OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY, FROM SERAPION
THE ELDER'S "BREVIARIUM MEDICINAE OR PRACTICA CUM ANTIDOTARIO." TEXT FROM
THE OPENING OF THE WORK, CONTAINING PREFACE AND CHAPTER ONE; SECOND LEAF WITH TEXT
FROM CHAPTERS XI AND XII. (Northern Italy [probably Bologna or Padua], late 13th century) 333 x 476 mm.
(13 1/8 x 18 3/4"). Double column, 46 lines in a very neat gothic book hand. Rubrics in red, small initials in red
and blue with contrasting penwork, the first leaf with a three-line illuminated initial in colors and gold as well
as AN ILLUMINATED BORDER CONTAINING TWO DRAGONS AND A LARGE FLORAL BUD IN COLORS
ON A BURNISHED GOLD GROUND running the length of the left-hand column, and with graceful cord-andbead extensions along the top of the first column and across the foot of the page, these incorporating floral and
drapery elements, the lower border with a central illuminated coat of arms featuring a swan within a collar of
pink and blue flowers and burnished gold. Pen scribbles from the 17th century, especially on the indistinct
side of the second leaf. uRecovered from a binding and consequently with significant rubbing and soiling to
the recto of the first leaf (including the illuminated page) and verso of the second, a one-inch hole to second
leaf affecting two lines of text, five smaller holes to the same leaf affecting a couple of words, but one side of
each of the leaves quite legible, and the whole an excellent example of what was once a grand manuscript of
an important text. $4,500 for the illuminated leaf; $1,250 for the other leaf
The first of these two leaves represents the extremely
rare and fortunate survival of the opening of an early
gothic secular manuscript, with the very uncommon
added bonus of imaginative illuminated decoration.
It begins the "Small Compedium of Medicine," written
by the little-known early ninth century Syriac physician

Yuhannaa ibn Sarabiyun (whose name is spelled several
other ways as well). Translated from Syriac into Latin
by Gerard of Cremona (ca. 1114-87), where the author's
first name is rendered as Johannes, the work presents the
teachings of both Greek and Arab physicians on diseases
and their treatment. The text opens with a chapter on the

various forms of human hair loss, beginning with the rubric
"Capitulum primum de calvitio et alopitia" ("Chapter I, on
baldness and alopecia"). The second leaf is from chapters
XI and XII, which deal with the medicinal use of heated
wine and with the treatment of blows to the head. The
illumination is characteristically Bolognese (cf. F. Avril and
M-T. Gousset, "Manuscrits Enluminés d'Origine Italienne,
II, XIIIe Siècle, 1984, nos. 119 and 124), though it might
also be from nearby Padua, where the medical schools were
more important. The device of a swan in the lower margin
resembles that used by the Acciaioli family of Florence, and
occurs similarly in the margin of an early Bolognese Book

of Hours, now British Library, Add. MS 69865, fol. 5r (cf.
S. McKendrick, "Dismembered but not Destroyed," "Quand
la Peinture Était dans les Livres," Avril Festschrift, pp.
192-202). Serapion's "Breviarium" was printed in Venice
in 1479 and then again in that city in 1497; both editions
are extremely rare. The illumination on the first leaf here
is obviously a feature of considerable interest, especially
as it seems in part to be almost surrealistic: the form at
the bottom of the elongated vertical panel appears to be
a headless torso suspended by a dragon figure comprised
only of a long, slender neck terminating in a sharp hook.
(ST12566-3)

The "Beatus" Leaf from a 13th Century Psalter,
With Historiation Showing an Imminent Beheading
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT "BEATUS" LEAF FROM A PSALTER IN LATIN WITH
A FINE HISTORIATED INITIAL SHOWING SCENES FROM THE LIFE OF KING DAVID AND
WITH A DECORATIVE BORDER INCLUDING A HUNTING SCENE. TEXT FROM PSALM 1:1 - 2:8. (Southern
Netherlands [possibly Saint-Omer], late 13th century) 140 x 102 mm. (5 1/2 x 4"). Single column, 19 lines in
an excellent gothic liturgical hand. Versal initials in red or blue, three-line blue initial on verso with wispy red
penwork elaboration in the form of delicately drawn ivy leaves extending into three margins (slightly trimmed at
the top), RECTO WITH A WONDERFULLY ANIMATED 12-LINE HISTORIATED "B" (60 x 55 mm.) in pink with
white tracery, the initial on a ground of blue and pink knotwork, THE UPPER COMPARTMENT CONTAINING
A MINIATURE OF KING DAVID HARPING IN HIS PALACE (the towers of which poke through into the head
margin), AND THE LOWER COMPARTMENT SHOWING THE YOUNG DAVID ABOUT TO BEHEAD THE
GIANT GOLIATH, who is attired in a tunic and chainmail, both scenes in colors on a burnished gold ground, the
initial with branching leafy border extending into all four margins, the border composed of blue and pink bars
with twining leaves and berries in pink, blue, and orange at the corners, a bas-de-page scene of a hunter with a
horn and bow accompanied by two hounds pursuing a leaping stag, one blue bird flying up along the fore-edge
margin and another perched atop the initial, pecking at a berry, a delightful lion dozing on the very top of the
text, his improbably long tail extending down 13 lines. uGold mostly lost now (revealing white gesso), script a
little difficult to read because of fading or erosion, a number of very tiny holes where ink has eaten through the
vellum, other minor defects, but none of these imperfections fatal, the vellum generally well preserved, and the
original appeal of the dynamic leaf still largely intact. (See illustrations on p. 30 and on back cover.) $5,800
This is the extremely charming opening leaf of a very
fine early gothic Psalter with spirited decoration,
doubtless made for lay use. The scene in the lower margin
shows a stag hunt, probably very familiar from the world
of the patron. The subject and composition of the Beatus
initial, with two scenes of David's life, became characteristic
of the Southern Netherlands, especially in Ghent and
Saint-Omer (cf. G. Haseloff, "Die Psalterillustration im 13.
Jahrhundert," pp. 112-22, and K. Carlvant, "Manuscript
Painting in Thirteenth-Century Flanders, Bruges, Ghent
and the Circle of the Counts," p. 341). The theme of Psalm 1

is the triumph of righteousness over evil, and the beheading
of Goliath was an appropriate motif. Similarly, the lion,
crouching at the upper right here, had been a common
theme for Psalm 1 in romanesque Psalters. The delicate
style loosely resembles that of the manuscripts clustered
around the Psalter of Guy de Dampierre (Brussels, B.R.,
MS 10607), ca. 1265-70, but it was imitated elsewhere,
including at Saint-Omer (ibid., chapter 9, pp. 137-44). Even
with its condition problems, there is so much happening in
this leaf, and the quality of the work is so good, that it may
well prove to be irresistible. (ST12564)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF FROM A PSALTER IN LATIN. TEXT FROM
THE END OF PSALM 50 AND THE OPENING OF 51. (Southern Netherlands [possibly Saint-Omer],
late 13th century) 140 x 102 mm. (5 1/2 x 4"). Single column, 21 lines in a regular gothic liturgical hand. Versal
________
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF FROM A PSALTER IN LATIN. TEXT FROM
PSALMS 38 AND 39. (Southern Netherlands [possibly St.-Omer], late 13th century) 140 x 102 mm.
(5 1/2 x 4"). Single column, 21 lines in a regular gothic liturgical hand. Versal initials in alternating red and
blue, recto with three-line initial in blue with intricate penwork in red extending into an uncinate border of
blue and red, with red penwork flourishes at either end. uTwo small marginal spots (perhaps offsetting from
illumination on an adjacent leaf), a touch of browning to edges, several very tiny holes where the ink has eaten
through the vellum, otherwise very good. $175
Fom the same manuscript represented in the previous two and the opening "E" ("Expectans expectavi Dominum") of
items, this leaf begins with the final lines of Psalm 38, Psalm 39 ("I waited patiently for the Lord"). (ST12565-2)
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From a Nearly Contemporaneous Manuscript of
The Most Famous Medieval Work on the Siege of Troy
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AN EARLY VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF FROM GUIDO DE COLONNA'S "HISTORIS
DESTRUCTIONIS TROIAE." TEXT FROM THE END OF BOOK IV AND THE OPENING OF BOOK
V. (Italy, late 13th century) 279 x 206 mm. (11 x 8 1/8"). Double column, 35 lines in a rounded Italian book
hand. Rubrics in red, opening seven lines in capitals struck with red, one large seven-line initial in red. Later
arithmetical notations in margins. uRecovered from a binding and thus a bit soiled in general and with a
vertical crease down the center, half a dozen small stains, other minor defects, but a remarkable survival
entirely intact and in very satisfactory condition, the text completely legible, and the margins quite ample.
$6,500
This is from a very early copy—possibly produced during
the author's lifetime—of by far the most famous and
influential Medieval text on the siege of Troy. The work
was completed in 1287, and our manuscript was produced
within the next decade or so. The text here contains the end of
book IV, on the destruction of the city by Jason and Hercules,
and the opening of book V, on the refoundation of Troy by

King Priam. A Sicilian, Guido of Colonna based his Latin
account of the Trojan War on two earlier works, "De Excidio
Trojae Historia" by Dares Phrygius and "Ephemeridos Belli
Trojani" by Dictys Cretensis. Colonna's "History" was
popular in the Renaissance, being printed at least 15 times in
the 15th century, but manuscripts of (and loose leaves from)
the work seem to be quite rare. (ST12244-5)
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initials in alternating red and blue, verso WITH A SIX-LINE "Q" in pink with white tracery on a blue ground,
the letter ENCLOSING A COMICALLY DEMON-LIKE FAT FOUR-LEGGED BEAST in maroon and orange,
its head—WITH HUGE PROTRUDING TONGUE—emerging from a wide gold collar, a leafy three-quarter bar
border emanating from the initial in blue, maroon, and orange with burnished gold highlights. uThe vellum
faintly browned with age, gold rubbed off in spots (including the beast's collar), exposing the white gesso
beneath, several very tiny holes where the ink has eaten through the vellum, but still a pleasing leaf with no
grievous condition problems, the text without any erosion or fading. $1,800
From the same fine early gothic Psalter described in the demonic face, and oversized tongue, which would have been
previous entry, this leaf exhibits similarly animated used to spread his lies. The opening lines of the Psalm focus
illumination that betrays a sly wit and visual on the tongue, characterizing Doeg as one who glories in
inventiveness. The historiated initial here opens Psalm 51 malice: "All the day long thy tongue hath devised injustice:
(52 in the English Bible), in which David condemns the as a sharp razor, thou hast wrought deceit. Thou hast loved
calumny of Doeg the Edomite, whose slander resulted in malice more than goodness: and iniquity rather than to
the slaughter of Ahimelech and his family. The grotesque speak righteousness. Thou hast loved all the words of ruin,
in the letter no doubt represents Doeg, with bloated body, O deceitful tongue." (ST12565-1)
________
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A VERY ATTRACTIVE EARLY ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF, FROM A BIBLE IN
LATIN. TEXT FROM THE BEGINNING OF TOBIAS. (Italy, ca. 1280) 302 x 200 mm. (11 7/8 x 7 7/8").
Double column, 61 lines of text, in a very pleasing, very regular small gothic book hand. Attractively matted.
Rubrics in red, headlines and chapter numbers in red and blue, four four-line initials in red or blue with
contrasting penwork, and TWO LARGE AND VERY PLEASING PUZZLE INITIALS WITH FLAMBOYANT
PENWORK ELABORATION, one a six-line "C," the other a 10-line "T." uMounting traces at corners, slight
yellowing at edges, otherwise fine, the text without any fading, the initials in perfect condition, and the margins
extremely ample. $1,600
This is a most attractive leaf from a large-format
13th century Bible, distinguished by two "puzzle"
initials, so named because their red and blue elements
fit together like pieces of a puzzle. In the 13th century,
the production of Bibles became an important commercial
enterprise, and they were produced with varying degrees
of grandeur to match various pocketbooks. Those
manuscripts with historiated initials were provided to
clients of very considerable means, and codices with gold
but without inhabited initials were made available to

customers at the next lower level of financial commitment.
The present leaf comes from the third rank, Bibles
that would have been made for important clients with
discretionary money to spend, but unable to pay princely
sums. These three groups made up a relatively small
percentage of splendid volumes at the top of the biblical
food chain, with a great many small format Bibles being
produced for the general consumers—the parish priests,
students, and others possessed of significant piety or
scholastic need but with lesser means. (ST10962c)

________
31

From a Manuscript Famed for its Beauty and Outstanding Condition
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF IN LATIN, FROM THE VERY FINE AND
CELEBRATED BEAUVAIS MISSAL. USE OF BEAUVAIS. (Northern France, perhaps Beauvais or
Amiens, late 13th or early 14th century) 286 x 197 mm. (11 1/4 x 7 3/4"). Double column, the leaves with as
many as 21 lines of text in an excellent formal gothic book hand, and always with at least one column containing
10 staves of music. Attractively matted. Rubrics in red, chant text containing black penwork initials with red
and yellow geometric elaboration, BEAUTIFULLY ILLUMINATED with four two-line initials in blue or pink
with white tracery with background in the contrasting color and with blue and pink extensions terminating in
orange leaves, each initial accented with two burnished gold dots; recto featuring a three-line "L" in the same
style with horizontal extension across the head edge, immediately below that initial an orange fish within a
box five lines tall and 10 mm. wide; verso with a large (40 mm. square) and complex "G," the center filled with
swirling vines bearing orange leaves, the whole highlighted with burnished gold in 15 places, a gray heron
with a red head swallowing an eel perched on the upper left corner of the initial, and a tiny orange dog at the
initial's lower left, topping an extension descending the length of the leaf and dividing into two in the lower
border. uJust barely trimmed at top, touching edge of decorations, otherwise IN SPLENDID CONDITION,
remarkably clean, bright, and sparkling with gold. (See llustrations opposite and on front cover.) $9,500
This sumptuously decorated leaf—which could hardly
be more handsome or in a fresher, cleaner state—comes
from the last volume of a three-volume Missal presented
to Beauvais Cathedral by Canon Robert de Hangest
(d. 1356). The Missal remained at the cathedral at least
through the 17th century, when it is noted in an inventory,
but was removed from the church at some point, likely in
the aftermath of the French Revolution. The parent volume
of our leaves eventually entered the collection of HenriAuguste Brölemann (1775-1854) of Lyon. It passed to his
grand-daughter Etienne Mallet, who sold it at Sotheby's in
1926. Sometime in the next two decades it was acquired by
Otto Ege, doubtless the person responsible for breaking up
the book, as leaves from it are featured in his portfolios of
"Original Leaves from Medieval Manuscripts." Other leaves

from the volume are in the collections of the Morgan Library,
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Cleveland Museum of
Art, and the Houghton Library at Harvard. The text here is
the end of a Mass for Saint Margaret (July 20), the complete
Mass (July 21) for Saint Praxedes (an early martyr of Rome),
and the beginning of a Mass for Saint Mary Magdalene
(July 22). Although there is some dispute in the matter, the
illumination has been tentatively attributed to the artist of the
Hours of Yolande of Soissons, produced in Amiens ca. 1280
and now held by the Morgan Library (MS M.729). It is worth
noting that the town of Hangest, where the original owner
came from, is only 10 miles from Amiens, and is a likely place
of origin for the Missal. Beauvais Missal leaves appear only
infrequently on the market, and it is uncommonly lucky to
find one in such exceptional condition. (ST12555a-c)

446
verso,
recto
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TWO EARLY ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAVES, OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY,
FROM THE "CODEX JUSTINIANUS." TEXT FROM VII:16:36 TO VII:18:2 AND FROM VII:7:1b TO
VII:8:5. (Southern France [perhaps Avignon], ca. 1300) 321 x 210 mm. (12 5/8 x 8 1/4"). Double column, 44
lines of text, with commentary on all four sides, in a rounded law hand. Rubrics in red, paragraph marks
and chapter numbers in red and blue, first leaf with 11 one-line initials in red, eight two-line capitals in blue
with red penwork flourish, RECTO WITH A COMPLEX DECORATIVE INITIAL IN COLORS AND GOLD
AT LOWER LEFT CORNER INCORPORATING A HUNGRY DRAGON WITH A SKINNY NECK, the initial
running vertically along seven lines of text and extending into the bottom margin, and the VERSO WITH A
LARGER "I" IN GOLD AND COLORS AND INCORPORATING A SIMILAR DRAGON, the capital extending
vertically for 14 lines, with further extensions at the top, running across the width of both columns of text;
second leaf with six one-line initials in red, five two-line initials in blue, and one illuminated six-line initial
in branching gothic style in colors and burnished gold. Middle of the gutter between text columns on verso
of the first leaf with a neatly drawn manicule and accompanying text by a very early (15th century?) owner.
uFormerly used as a structural binding element and consequently a bit darkened around the edges, small
ragged area at bottom of one column on both leaves (perhaps 30 words missing in all), trimmed close at bottom
and fore edge (with many words lacking a letter or two), adhering paper remnants obscuring small portions of
the commentary, but quite attractive despite these problems, the main text very legible, quite clean, and free
from defects, and the splendid initials in excellent condition. $2,250 (for the first leaf); $1,500 (for the second)
________
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These stately leaves come from a large manuscript of a number of commissions and committees, the original fruit
fundamental work in jurisprudence. Born in the Balkans, of which was the "Codex," promulgated in 529. This was a
Justinian I (483-565) became the most famous of all the late simplification and clarification of the imperial ordinances
Roman emperors, his reign filled with great events and passed during the middle and later empires. The first leaf
achievements. Above all else, he is remembered today as a contains text concerned with "abolishing Latin freedom and
legislator and codifier of the law. He took the Roman law, its union in a certain manner with Roman citizenship." The
which he found in a very confused state at the beginning script of the main text here is a rounded law hand, known
of his rule in 528, and immediately formed the first of a as "Bolognese" but also practiced in France, and the gloss
________
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is more characteristically French. The illuminated initial
is in branching deeply cusped gothic style, with little gold
balls seemingly nudged along or balanced in the tendrils:
there are very close parallels in a Gratian manuscript in the
Fitzwilliam Museum (S. L'Engle and R. Gibbs, "Illuminating
the Law," no. 9, pp. 153-55) and in a Bible in the Walters Art
Museum, W. 123 (L. Randall, "Medieval and Renaissance
Manuscripts in the Walters Art Gallery," I, "France, 8751420," no. 43, showing a "mingling of Italian and French
elements in both physical and decorative elements"). Both
the Fitzwilliam and Walters manuscripts are ascribed to

southern France, very possibly Avignon, then the seat of
the exiled papal court. This leaf was recovered from use in
a binding in Germany, probably in the mid-16th century, as
the date 1538 appears in red on the recto of this leaf. There
is also marginalia quoting Augustine's "De Civitate Dei."
The text of the second leaf deals with lawsuits for liberty
brought by those claiming to be wrongfully held in servitude.
In the blank space beneath the commentary at the top of the
recto, a cynical 16th calligraphic hand has quoted Horace:
"Et genus et formam regina pecunia donat" ("Money, like a
queen, bestows both rank and beauty"). (ST11946b)
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From the Most Authoritative Work in Medieval Medicine
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AN EARLY VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF FROM HIPPOCRATES' "CANON MEDICINAE." TEXT
FROM BOOK III, CANONS 47-50. (Italy, ca. 1300) 305 x 203 mm. (12 x 8"). Double column, variable
number of lines, the Hippocratic text in large gothic script, the commentary in up to 59 lines in much smaller
script. Paragraph marks in red, 12 two-line initials in blue with red penwork or red with purple penwork.
uCreased horizontally across the center from use in a binding, with five small holes along the crease and with
inch-wide glue stain above it on one side (the legibility of five lines of commentary and one line of Hippocratic
text slightly impaired as a result), early slit to vellum at tail edge with old vellum repair partially obscuring two
words, but still a very usable specimen, the text otherwise clean and legible, and the leaf as a whole with no
major condition issues. $2,500
This item involves the work of three great minds Monte Cassino, Contantinus Africanus (1017-87).
in the history of medince. The leaf comes from the As Kibre observes, "In the annals of Medieval medical
works of Hippocrates of Cos (ca. 460-370 B.C.), as well as cultural history, the name and authority of
universally known as the "father of medicine," here Hippocrates of Cos knows no rival, other than his later
with commentary by Galen (ca. 130 - ca. 210), the disciple Galen." The text of our leaf gives ingredients
celebrated Roman physician, and translated into for efficacious liquid concoctions containing vinegar,
Latin by Medieval physician and later monk of honey, and garlic. (ST12566-4)
________
34

From a Phillipps-Beatty Bible: Two of the
Most Beautiful Leaves We Have Ever Offered
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A WONDERFUL HISTORIATED
INITIAL, FROM AN OUTSTANDING MONUMENTAL BIBLE IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE
OPENING OF II MACHABEES. (Southern France, perhaps Bordeaux, ca. 1300) 330 x 229 mm. (13 x 9").
Double column, 40 lines of text in an extraordinarily fine gothic book hand. Attractively matted. Rubrics
in red, capitals struck with red, headlines and chapter number in red and blue, one two-line chapter initial
in blue with elaborate red and blue penwork extending the full length of the leaf in the inner margin,
and the recto WITH A MAGNIFICENT HISTORIATED INITIAL "F" SHOWING JUDAS MACCABEUS
AND THREE OTHERS STANDING BEFORE GOD, Judas at the front of the group gesturing with a
finger of one hand pointing at the other hand (see below), the scene set against a magenta and white
tesselated background, the body of the initial in blue, pink, and white with burnished gold disks (the
historiated part of the initial measuring approximately 42 mm. square, but with a wide descender several
lines long), the letter terminating near the top of the middle margin with a leafy stalk surmounted
by a pensive, scrawny bird. uA tiny bit of wrinkling at one lower corner, otherwise REMARKABLY
WELL PRESERVED, ESPECIALLY BRIGHT, CLEAN, AND FRESH, WITH THE INITIAL IN PRISTINE
CONDITION. (See illustrations opposite and on inside front cover.) $19,500
This and the next item are two of the most beautiful the contents of the letter is unclear. Our leaf was once
Bible leaves we have ever offered for sale, and, part of a spectacular Bible in the collection of Sir Thomas
not surprisingly, they come with distinguished Phillipps (his MS 2506) and later owned by Sir Alfred
provenance. The condition could not be any better, Chester Beatty (his MS W. 173). Phillipps bought the
and the artistic accomplishment here is difficult to manuscript in the 1820s from Thomas Thorpe, who had
overpraise. The painter, who has obviously done his purchased it in Spain. The Bordeaux origin is suggested
work with great care and confidence, has produced by the presence in the original volume of two 16th
a scene characterized by sharply defined figures, century inscriptions by monks from that city. Phillipps'
impressive precision in the application of paint, and an heirs sold the Bible privately to Beatty in 1921, and it
intelligent design, all of which add up to an unusually was auctioned in his sale at Sotheby's on 24 June 1969
high level of aesthetic achievement, especially for the to Alan Thomas, then bought by Duschnes of New York
time period. The iconography here is intriguing. The and broken up. Phillipps (1792-1872) began collecting
opening chapter of II Machabees contains a letter from books with his schoolboy allowance, and once he
Judas Maccabeus and leaders of the Jewish community succeeded to his father's large estate, he made collecting
in Jerusalem inviting the Jews of Egypt to join in the chief business of his life, eventually becoming
celebrating a festival of thanksgiving (which became the simply the greatest collector of manuscripts in history.
holiday known today as Hanukkah), commemorating His collection reached the staggering number of 60,000
the liberation of Jerusalem from Syrian control and the manuscripts and approximately 1,000 incunabula, as
reconsecration of the Temple after its desecration by well as many other printed books old and new. By the
Antiochus IV. In French and Italian illuminated Bibles time he was 35, the American (later British and then
of the 13th century, the conventional historiated initial Irish) engineer Beatty (1875-1968) had made a fortune
for II Machabees depicts a messenger either receiving in copper mining. But the years in the mines, where he
the letter in Jerusalem or delivering it in Egypt. Our started at the bottom, caused serious harm to his lungs,
miniature, by contrast, presents an unusual and perhaps and he spent considerable time travelling to salubrious
original tableau. Architectural elements at the right edge climates to repair his health. Cairo in particular became
represent the newly rededicated Temple, as an image of a second home and a location from which he began
God looks out benevolently from beneath the soffit of a serious career in collecting manuscripts, at first
the building's cornice in the direction of four figures at Islamic and then Western, accumulating in the end
the left side, apparently representing Judas Maccabeus enough material to fill a catalogue of some 38 volumes.
and three of the others who jointly authored the letter According to George Edwards' article in "Grolier
with him. The arrangement of the hands of the Judas 2000," Beatty "had the highest standards of quality and
figure suggests a speaking gesture, though whether condition" as a collector, a claim that is validated by the
addressing thanksgiving to God or related somehow to present leaf. (ST11383b)
________
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF
WITH THREE IMPRESSIVE INITIALS, TWO OF
THEM FINELY HISTORIATED, FROM AN OUTSTANDING
MONUMENTAL BIBLE IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE OPENING
OF LUKE. (Southern France, perhaps Bordeaux, ca. 1300) 330
x 230 mm. (13 x 9 1/16"). Double column, 40 lines of text in
an extraordinarily fine gothic book hand. Attractively matted.
Rubrics in red, capitals struck with red, RECTO WITH TWO
BEAUTIFUL INITIALS in colors and gold, THE FIRST AN EIGHTLINE "Q" CONTAINING A PICTURE OF LUKE dressed in a red
robe, addressing the reader through his prologue to Theophilus,
the scene set against a blue background with columns and stars
traced in wispy white, the tail of the "Q" flowing into a very large
13-line "L" adorned with a flowering blue branch bearing pink
and white blossoms and burnished gold discs, the whole on a
pale pink background with white tracery, a wide blue descender
emanating from the bottom of the capital and running the length
of the text, terminating in the lower margin with a cluster of
pink blossoms and a stalk bearing a large gold disc; the VERSO
WITH A STRIKING 17-LINE HISTORIATED "F" showing
Zacharias as an old man fulfilling his temple service, kneeling
and praying before the altar (as set forth in the accompanying
text), the picture with a tessellated pale pink background, the
body of the initial in pink on a dark blue background featuring
elaborate white tracery accented with burnished gold discs, a curling extension at the tail with a burst of
yellow, gold, pink, and white fruit, and a wide ascender in pink, blue, white, and burnished gold running
upward the length of the column. uIN THE SAME EXCEPTIONALLY FINE CONDITION AS THE PREVIOUS
LEAF. (See also illustrations on front cover and inside front cover.) $22,500
Another leaf from the very fine Bible described in the preceding entry and just as desirable for its aesthetic
qualities, the text of this one—as it includes the opening of the Gospel of Luke—is of very special importance.
Among much else here, the first chapter, for example, contains two
great announcements made by the angel Gabriel: the first to the
doubting Zacharias, informing him of the imminent birth of John the
Baptist, and the second being the Annunciation to the Virgin Mary,
telling her that she would bear the Savior of mankind. The text of both
the "Ave Maria" and the "Magnificat" are taken from this passage. The
first column on the recto here is entirely occupied with the conclusion
of Mark's Gospel, which ends with an Explicit at the very bottom.
Then follows the first of two prologues, accompanying the image of
Luke and beginning "Quoniam quidem"; this is Luke's own prologue
(addressed to Theophilus). In the Medieval vulgate textual tradition,
Luke's prologue was always textually discrete from the Gospel itself
(which opens with "Fuit in diebus Herodis"), and the normal order
was Jerome's Prologue, followed by Luke's Prologue, and then the
beginning of the Gospel. In this manuscript the order is inverted, with
Luke's Prologue preceding Jerome's. Of particular interest here are the
notes for the rubricator (in a scratchy, tiny, but entirely legible hand)
that appear at the very edge of the top and bottom margins; these
instruct the rubricator—whose work was done separately from the
main scribe—as to what the basic wording of his rubrics and headlines
are to be. These notes would normally be trimmed off by the binder, so
it's a special feature that they are still present. (For another example of
this same uncommon feature, see next item.) (ST12086b)
________
36

A Very Impressive Historiated Initial,
Along with Instructions to the Illuminator
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH AN EXTRAORDINARILY LARGE
HISTORIATED INITIAL, FROM A VAST ANTIPHONAL IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE OPENING
OF MATINS FOR THE FEAST OF THE ASCENSION. (Italy, probably Emilia, ca. early 14th century) 546 x 375
mm. (21 1/2 x 14 3/4"). Single column, six four-line staves of music on each side with text underneath in a very
clean, rounded book hand. Attractively matted. Rubrics in red, some notes in blue, first two words of the text
in large capitals with yellow wash and elaborated with many fanciful curling flourishes, two large maiblumen
initials in red and blue, and WITH A HUGE HISTORIATED "P" SHOWING THE ASCENSION OF CHRIST
(the main part of the initial, not counting the marginal flourishes, measuring about 107 mm. wide and 254 mm.
long, including the thick descender). uAn early 2 1/2 x 5 1/2" vellum patch in the lower margin of recto, slight
smudge in the cloud supporting Christ and on the face of the angel to the left, some wrinkling to the vellum,
especially in bottom margin, the illuminated side with vellum grain lending a grayish cast, very small losses in
the gold, but still a very desirable leaf, the memorable initial without any significant damage, the vellum clean
and fresh, and the margins very ample. $9,500

________
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The striking illumination here is in the style of Neri da
Rimini (about whom, see Margaret M. Manion and Vera F.
Vines, "Medieval and Renaissance Illuminated Manuscripts in
Australian Collections," no. 8, figs. 32-39 and plate 8). Manion
and Vines describes Neri as "a miniaturist active ca. 1300-22
who was a major contributor to the new developments
towards gothic naturalism which took place in Italian
illumination during the first two decades of the 'trecento,'
paralleling and interacting with the innovations in fresco and
panel painting associated with the influence of Giotto and
painters at Assisi and Rimini." At the same time, it is easy to
see the influence of Byzantine models here. Our initial may
have been done by an associate of Rimini's, someone who has

been identified as the so-called Master of the Fulget, whose
work has been distinguished by an inclination for brighter and
more varied colors (see R. Gibbs, "Neri da Rimini," pp. 80-81).
The initial here is exceptionally large and deserves the focus of
attention it receives. But a less noticeable feature in the upper
left margin should not be overlooked. It is there that we can
find instructions to the illuminator—a readily apparent "p" to
indicate the letter needed and a faintly visible "ascensione d'iesu"
to indicate the subject matter. For a discussion of written (and
visual) directions to the illuminator, see "Medieval Illuminators
and their Methods of Work" by Jonathan J. G. Alexander. One
other feature to mention here is the uncommon use of blue
neumes in the first two lines of the Responsory. (ST11204)

in the inner margin ("U," "G," and "D"), no doubt providing the illuminator with directions for which initials are
to be painted in each case (as they, in fact, were painted). uA hint of soiling and darkening, tiny tip of lower
corner torn away (not near the text), otherwise a really excellent leaf with no significant defects. $1,000
The verso of this charming little leaf contains
the text of Psalm 119 with the opening phrase,
"In my trouble I cried to the Lord and he heard
me." Following this is the start of Psalm 120,
"I lift up my eyes unto the hills." The recto has
three complete prayers, one for cleansing, one
for grace, and one for the protection of angels,
this last from the suffrage to Saint Michael the
Archangel. Our long-horned beast represents
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AN ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPT VELLUM LEAF WITH HISTORIATED INITIAL AND
CONSIDERABLE GOLD DECORATION, FROM A PSALTER
IN LATIN. TEXT FROM PSALMS 68 AND 69. (England, ca. early 14th
century) 260 x 171 mm. (10 1/4 x 6 3/4"). Single column, 30 lines in an
attractive regular gothic book hand. Paragraph marks in blue with red
penwork or burnished gold with blue penwork, (many) versal initials in
alternating blue or burnished gold with similar penwork, 22 ornamental
line fillers in rose and blue generously highlighted with burnished gold,
verso WITH A TWO-LINE INITIAL "D" in maroon and blue with white
tracery, burnished gold extensions (now rather rubbed) curling for three
lines above and into the lower margin below, THE CENTER OF THE
CAPITAL WITH THE HEAD OF A BEARDLESS YOUNG MAN, his eyes
raised to heaven, on a burnished gold ground. A dozen letters or words
added or strengthened with black ink; fore-edge margin with a very
small stitch of green cloth (apparently decorative or as a content guide,
as there is nothing to repair). uMinor wrinkling to lower margin, a little
light soiling overall, otherwise a fine, fresh leaf glittering with gold. (See
also illustration on inside front cover.) $950
This beautifully decorated leaf comes from what must
have been a magnificent manuscript illuminated by a
follower of the Master of the Queen Mary Psalter, whose
workshop was active in East Anglia between 1310 and
1335. The region was at that time the most important in
England for production of illuminated manuscripts; in
addition to the Queen Mary Psalter, East Anglian artisans
produced the Macclesfield Psalter and the Gorleston Psalter.
Our leaf comes from an incomplete manuscript sold at
Sotheby's in 1969, at which time it was suggested that the
work had been done for the church of Saint Botulph at Iken
in Suffolk, as Botulph is one of just three English saints

gratuitous whimsy, as the line filler abutting
it serves adequately to occupy the space
left between the lines above and below.
This caprine drollery has the appearance of
an alpine ibex with its long curved horns,
shaggy stomach, and beard. The legs are a bit
stunted, which enables the insertion of the
beast at the end of the line. He lifts one front
hoof in a friendly gesture. (CBM1007)

From the Principal Medieval Text
On the Medicinal Properties of Natural Substances
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A VELLUM MANUSCRIPT CONTINUOUS BIFOLIUM FROM PSEUDO-SERAPION THE
YOUNGER'S "AGGREGATUS IN MEDICINIS SIMPLICIBUS." TEXT FROM CHAPTERS 457-61.
(Italy, ca. early 14th century) 292 x 394 mm. (11 1/2 x 15 1/2"). Double column, 55 lines in a rounded gothic
script. Rubrics in red, paragraph marks in red and blue, four two-line initials in red or blue with contrasting
penwork. uRecovered from a binding, so with one side rubbed and quite browned (perhaps half the script on
one of the four pages illegible), the bifolium bisected horizontally (with loss of one line of text) and reattached
with four small pieces of clear tape, some significant stains and perhaps half a dozen tiny wormholes, but still
a useful specimen of a desirable text, the lines on three of the four pages generally very legible. $1,600
This leaf comes from the principal Medieval text on
the medicinal properties of natural substances, a
work commonly attributed to Serapion, but probably
by Ali Ibn al-Husain Ibn al-Wafid, an 11th century
pharmacologist and physician from Toledo known
in Latin as Abenguefit. Our author was said to have
extracted more than 500 medicinal substances from

various plants. Present here in the translation of Simon of
Genoa and Abraham the Jew of Tortosa, "De Medicamentis
Simplicibus" was printed more than 50 times in Latin. Our
text is from chapters 457 (on milk and butter), 458 (on dried
meat), 459 (on animal skin), 460 (on bone marrow), and
461 (on lard and fat), corresponding to folios 165v-167r of
the Venice edition of 1503. (ST12566-5)

mentioned in the
Litany (the others being Saint Dunstan and Saint Edmund).
A note on the flyleaf of the volume mentioned two locations
in Suffolk near Iken. It is certainly not from any "scriptorium"
at Iken (there wasn't one) and may actually be professional
London work, but it is tentatively attributed to the ownership
of Iken Church in A. G. Watson's "Supplement to Medieval
Libraries of Great Britain," p. 73. The variety of designs and
the copious use of gold on the line fillers suggest that great
care, great skill, and great expense went into its production.
(ST12627-2)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A CHARMING LONG-HORNED
BEAST, FROM A BREVIARY IN LATIN. (France, ca. early 14th century) 133 x 86 mm. (5 1/4 x 3
3/8"). Single column, 20 lines of text in a very fine gothic book hand. Verso with seven one-line initials in red
or blue, with trailing penwork in the other color, recto with three two-line initials in burnished gold on a blue
and pink ground embellished with white tracery, verso with a two-line and a three-line initial of similar design,
a total of eight decorative line fillers in blue and red, and, at the end of one of these ON THE VERSO, A VERY
CHARMING LITTLE LONG-HORNED BEAST deftly rendered in blue and gray. Recto with small, black letters
________
38

________
39
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A SUBSTANTIAL FRAGMENT OF A VELLUM MANUSCRIPT BIFOLIUM FROM PSEUDOSERAPION THE YOUNGER'S "AGGREGATUS IN MEDICINIS SIMPLICIBUS." TEXT FROM
CHAPTERS 86-90 AND 136-42. (Italy, 14th century) 267 x 368 mm. (10 1/2 x 14 1/2"). Double column, 52 lines
in a rounded gothic script. Rubrics in red, 36 one-line and 10 two-line initials in red, and a decorative four-line
initial in (quite faded) yellow. uRecovered from a binding and consequently somewhat rubbed and lightly
browned, one column vertically trimmed with loss of perhaps two-thirds of text, lower half of another column
a bit ragged and missing a few letters at the end of each line, bisected horizontally (between lines of text, with
no loss) and reattached with two small pieces of clear tape, a dozen or so small holes and other minor defects,
but still a useful specimen of a desirable text, with both sides mostly very legible. $1,600
This leaf comes from the same work (but perhaps not
the same manuscript) as that described in the previous
item. The medicinal substances discussed here
include sesame, the jujube (a fruit), "de testiculis
vulpis" (actually an orchid, not wolf testes), the

willow (source of the main ingredient in aspirin),
and "medicine qui sunt frigide et humide in primo
gradu" (i.e., "remedies which are cold and damp in
the first degree," here comprising plum, spinach,
violet, and the plane tree). (ST12566-7)

Medical, Vernacular, and from the Time of the Black Death
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A VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF FROM A WORK ON PHARMACOLOGY IN ITALIAN. (Italy
[possibly Tuscany], 14th century) 318 x 222 mm. (12 1/2 x 8 3/4"). Double column, 36 lines in a large,
rounded gothic book hand. Laid down on modern vellum (with only one side visible) and apparently lightly
sprayed with some kind of preservative. Heading in red, two two-line initials in red or blue, with penwork in
the contrasting color. uNo doubt once part of a binding and now ragged at edges (not affecting text), rather
browned and stained, three small wormholes affecting a letter or two, otherwise very good, with the pleasing
text entirely legible. $1,500
This is a leaf from a work on practical domestic
medicine from the period of the Black Death. It is a
fortunate survival, even in its compromised condition, as
scientific vernacular manuscripts are rare from this period

555
656
657

(or before). The text here begins with the description of
a mixture for curing abscesses, followed by a chapter on
diseases which enflame the mouth ("Delle posteme che
enfiano nella bocca"). (ST12566-8)
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VERY ATTRACTIVE VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAVES FROM AN ANTIPHONAL WITH
DECORATIVE INITIALS AND WHIMSICAL FACES. (Besançon, ca. 1330) 292 x 216 mm. (11 1/2 x
8 1/2"). Double column, each column with 13 four-line staves of music above lines of text in a small, excellent
gothic book hand. Incipits in red, numerous calligraphic initials in black and red, 13 of these embellished with
whimsical faces (sometimes an initial incorporating two faces), a number of larger initials in red or blue, with
penwork in the contrasting color (but no faces), two leaves each with a still larger puzzle initial in red and blue,
with very intricate penwork in both colors and decorative extensions running the length of the leaf (one of the
leaves with a second similar large initial but without an extension). uEach leaf with minor soiling and stains,
the least costly leaf with some blurring to initials or rubrics because of water exposure, otherwise in very good
condition, generally fresh, and with no serious defects. $600 for the leaf with smaller initials only; $1,250 for
each of the leaves with larger initials
More commonly found in 15th century manuscripts,
the kind of delightful anthropomorphized capitals seen
here generally do not appear as early as ca. 1330. And
when they are found, these emergent faces tend to resemble
each other more closely than is the case in the present
leaves, where the individual drawings seem to depict distinct
persons or at least a particular rank or type of personage. For
example, one of the three large initials contains two faces:
one long, thin, and aristocratic, wearing an elegant cap; the

other pudgy, unshaven, and pug-nosed, obviously from the
peasant class. Another large initial shows the profile of a
bearded man with a bored, almost contemptuous, expression.
The character in the third large initial has a bulbous nose,
a curly beard, and fangs, but with a spray of flowers on a
long branch emerging from his mouth. The faces peering out
from small initials display a surprising range of emotions
with just a few penstrokes: they are by turns angry, wistful,
surprised, dismayed, kindly, or jolly. (ST11844a-e)

________
40

________
41

557 details
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TWO VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAVES, OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY, FROM JACOBUS DE
VORAGINE'S "SERMONES DOMINICALES." (Probably Italy, 14th century) 165 x 111 mm. (6
1/2 x 4 3/8"). Double column, 32 lines, in a small cursive
hand. Capitals struck with red, each leaf with a twoline initial in red. uRecovered from a binding, so one
side of each leaf with stains from glue, adhering bits
of paper, and faded text, both somewhat darkened and
a bit wrinkled, especially at the top, one with quarterinch hole at head of one column, affecting a couple of
words, the other with a tear halfway across one column,
affecting three lines, other minor defects, but still quite
usable, one side of each leaf less browned, and almost
all of the text readable (even if sometimes with effort).
$450 each
Written in an unprepossessing cursive script, these
leaves constitute good examples of modest manuscripts
that would have been put to everyday use by a parish
priest or some other owner of lesser means. They
contain part of the Sunday Sermons from the Temporal
written by the Dominican preacher and scholar Jacobus de
Voragine (1230-98), best known for his very popular and
very influential hagiography "The Golden Legend." Jacobus

wrote several collections of sermons, all theologically sound
and highly structured. These were widely disseminated
among Dominicans and other priests across Europe, who
used the Latin models to preach in a number of vernacular
languages. Although they may seem very different, Jacobus'
sermons and his "Golden Legend" had the same aim: to
provide ordinary people with a practical guide to leading a
virtuous, Christian life. (ST12365-4a)

Eight 14th Century Leaves from a Cornerstone Work
On the Ailments, Care, and Training of Horses

flatulence), a hollow reed is to be inserted in the anus, and
oil with cumin and phenol thereby injected. In chapter eight,
Ruffo deals with pain caused by overeating, prescribing
mercury, honey, salt, and oil as remedies. Chapter nine

treats of pain caused by retention of the urine, which may
be treated with roots, asparagus, and warm oil. And the leaf
ends with the first sentences of chapter 10, dealing with
swelling of the testicles. (ST12246-02)
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A DECORATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF FROM GIORDANO RUFFO'S "DE MEDICINA
EQUORUM." TEXT ON THE TREATMENTS FOR SWOLLEN TESTICLES, OVEREATING, OVERWORK,
AND DIFFICULTY BREATHING. (Italy, ca. 1350) 260 x 184 mm. (10 1/4 x 7 1/4"). Single column, 31 lines in a
very pleasing rounded gothic book hand. Rubrics and chapter numbers in red, paragraph marks in red or blue,
recto with a two-line initial in red with contrasting penwork in purple, verso with a three-line initial in blue,
its swirling red penwork extending the length of the text. uThe vellum on one side a bit grainy, but A FINE,
FRESH LEAF. $1,250
Continuing from the previous item, this leaf begins with a
discussion of swollen testicles, a condition which Ruffo
attributes to an imbalance of humors and to overwork.
He recommends a paste be applied, made of strong vinegar,
pulverized chalk, honey, and salt. Chapter 11 treats a
condition Ruffo call "infunditus," caused by excessive eating
and drinking and/or overwork. When the horse has been
ridden to excess, the humors become imbalanced, and the

legs are affected, as well as the feet and hooves. The cure is
fasting and rest: the horse must slim down, and any stones
must be removed from the hooves. Chapter 12 deals with a
condition of the lungs which makes breathing difficult. The
cure is effected through hot liquids into which, among more
obscure ingredients, cardamom and saffron have been mixed.
The ailing horse will not be able to endure a bridle, but should
be given some exercise, led by the hand. (ST12246-07)

659, 60, 61, 62,
63, 64, 65, 66
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A DECORATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF FROM GIORDANO RUFFO'S "DE MEDICINA
EQUORUM." TEXT ON THE TREATMENT OF SORES, SWELLINGS, IMBALANCES OF THE FOUR
HUMORS, AND FLATULENCE. (Italy, ca. 1350) 260 x 184 mm. (10 1/4 x 7 1/4"). Single column, 31 lines in a very
pleasing rounded gothic book hand. Rubrics and chapter numbers in red, paragraph marks in red or blue, each side
with three two- or three-line initials in red or blue with contrasting penwork infilling and swirling extensions. uJust
a hint of trivial smudging, but A VERY FINE LEAF, quite clean, fresh, and bright. $1,600
This and the following seven extremely well-preserved horse in Medieval commerce, transportation, and military
leaves come from a rare early manuscript of a work matters, and Ruffo provided horse trainers and horse
on equine care, diseases, and remedies, authored by doctors with a practical and enlightened guide to their
Giordano Ruffo (1213-53), farrier to the Holy Roman profession. And there is little need to state the obvious:
Emperor Frederick II (1194-1250), to whom the work that these kinds of leaves are simply not generally available
is dedicated. Characterized by DSB as considerably (and especially not in agreeable condition, as found here).
influential in the development of veterinary medicine and The text on the present leaf begins in the midst of chapter
a cornerstone work on the study of horses, "De Medicina four, on "strangullo," which gives the head a chill and
Equorum" drew on the teachings of Galen, but relied most impedes eating and drinking. It advises that the sore caused
heavily on Ruffo's own practical experience and keen by "strangullo" be treated with an ointment containing
observation, including what he apparently learned from butter. Chapter five addresses a type of swelling or growth
the performing of autopsies. Beaujouan, in "Médecine Ruffo calls "vivoli," which affects the head, neck, or jaw,
Humaine et Vétérinaire à la Fin du Moyen Âge," records 21 and which shuld be treated by lancing with a heated blade.
manuscripts of this text, all in public collections, primarily In chapter six, Ruffo discusses a pain which he believes
in Italy and France. Six of our leaves, including the present to be caused by an excess of blood, a theory based on the
item, are divided into chapters discussing specific ailments ancient idea that diseases were the result of an imbalance
and their treatments; three other leaves are from a more of the four humors. Opening a vein should remedy the
general section concerning the training and care of horses. condition. Chapter seven is one of the most curious. For
It would be difficult to overstate the importance of the a horse suffering from pain caused by "wind" (apparently
________
42

________
43

Butter for the Horse's Ears, Salt for its Eyes
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A DECORATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF FROM GIORDANO RUFFO'S "DE MEDICINA
EQUORUM." TEXT ON THE TREATMENT OF COLDS, CHILLS, AND EYE DISORDERS. (Italy, ca.
1350) 260 x 184 mm. (10 1/4 x 7 1/4"). Single column, 31 lines in a very pleasing rounded gothic book hand.
Rubrics and chapter numbers in red, paragraph marks in red or blue, recto with two two-line initials in red or
blue with penwork in the contrasting color, verso with flamboyant four-line initial in blue with swirling red
penwork extending three-quarters of the length of the text. uJust a hint of rumpling and yellowing, but IN
FINE CONDITION, clean, fresh, and bright. (See illustration on p. 43.) $1,250
Here are three more chapters of Ruffo's work on equine
medicine: chapter 16 covers chills of the head and
nostrils—essentially, the common cold—for which Ruffo
recommends keeping the horse warm and wrapping its
head in flannel. The beast should be allowed to crop the
grass and should sniff incense, which Ruffo charmingly
calls "Saracen" fumes. The next chapter discusses another
sort of chill that affects the head and the eyes. The rather

odd remedy includes butter in the ears, with oil of laurel and
juniper placed in a bag and tied to the chest. Incense is again
employed, and the nose is to be anointed with butter and
laurel oil. Chapter 18 is on ocular infirmities, and, among
other things, advises a mixture of frankincense, mastic,
and egg white to cure runny eyes. Our leaf ends in the
midst of discussion of the treatment for cloudy eyes, which
(ominously) includes the use of salt. (ST12246-06)

Frankincense for Equine Pain in the Loins
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A DECORATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF FROM GIORDANO RUFFO'S "DE MEDICINA
EQUORUM." TEXT ON THE TREATMENT OF SADDLE SORES, CALLUSES, AND OTHER SKIN
DISORDERS. (Italy, ca. 1350) 260 x 184 mm. (10 1/4 x 7 1/4"). Single column, 31 lines in a very pleasing rounded
gothic book hand. Rubrics and chapter numbers in red, paragraph marks in red or blue, recto with a four-line
initial in red with graceful purple penwork extending the length of the text and into the head and tail margins,
verso with three two-line initials in red or blue with contrasting penwork. uQUITE A FINE LEAF, with only
trivial imperfections. (See illustration on p. 43.) $1,250
This leaf addresses in chapters 22 through 24 what
surely must have been one of the most common
equine complaints—saddle sores and calluses on
the shoulders. Some could be treated with honey and
vinegar, but others would require lancing or application
of a solution of vinegar and something called "bear
claws." Carbuncles and scabies are discussed in chapters
25 and 26, with the drastic measure of opening a vein in
the neck recommended for the latter. Chapter 27 covers

the serious complaint characterized by pain in the loins.
Ruffo attributes this problem to superfluous humors
and chilling. As there is danger that the kidneys could
be affected, no expense is to be spared in concocting
a poultice requiring many ingredients which must be
gathered in the appropriate "longitudes and latitudes,"
including French clay, Greek pitch, the gum resin
galbanum from Syria, and frankincense from "the East."
(ST12246-05)
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A DECORATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF FROM GIORDANO RUFFO'S "DE MEDICINA
EQUORUM." TEXT ON THE TREATMENT OF FOOT AND LEG PROBLEMS. (Italy, ca. 1350) 260 x
184 mm. (10 1/4 x 7 1/4"). Single column, 31 lines in a very pleasing rounded gothic book hand. Rubrics and
chapter numbers in red, paragraph marks in red or blue, each side with three two- or three-line initials in red
or blue with contrasting penwork infilling and swirling extensions. uVirtually nothing in the way of faults: AN
ESPECIALLY FINE LEAF. (See illustration on p. 43.) $1,500
This leaf begins with chapter 41 on "scortillata in the
vulgar tongue," a lesion of the foot or shank which can
cause limping. The ingredients of the remedial poultice
are obscure, but vinegar and fenugreek are among them.
The convalescent horse is to be led gently by hand over
soft ground. The next chapter poses the problem of swollen

legs. As in other cases, Ruffo attributes the condition to an
imbalance of the humors, and he advises opening a vein to
relieve the surfeit of blood. He then concocts a mixture of
chalk, vinegar, and salt to apply to the swelling. He also
advises applying leeches to the swollen shank. On the
verso, Ruffo comes back in chapter 43 to the sore topic of

________
44

thorns. After the irritant has been removed, the wound
is to be treated with butter, honey, egg white, and other
less recognizable ingredients, including the puzzling "bear
claws." Chapter 44 discusses a condition "called forma in

the vulgar tongue." Like problems covered earlier, forma
involves callosities on the feet and is caused by hard ground
and negligence. Our leaf finishes with the first sentence of
chapter 45, dealing with cracked hooves. (ST12246-03)

Making the Horse's Neck Look Graceful
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A DECORATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF FROM GIORDANO RUFFO'S "DE MEDICINA
EQUORUM." TEXT ON THE DOCTRINE OF HORSE MAINTENANCE. (Italy, ca. 1350) 260 x 184 mm. (10
1/4 x 7 1/4"). Single column, 31 lines in a very pleasing rounded gothic book hand. Rubric in red, recto with a two-line
initial in red with contrasting penwork in purple. uFaint, naturally occurring variations in the grain of the vellum,
about a dozen tiny wormholes, mostly in margins, but a very fine, clean, fresh leaf. (See illustration on p. 43.) $950
This and the following two leaves come from a section of
the manuscript dealing with the training and general care
of horses. The present item opens with advice to train horses
with gentleness and patience and to pet them often; this is the
best way to render them tame. A rubric then announces the
topic of the "doctrine" of horse maintenance. The overall goal
is to keep the animal strong and cooperative. Ruffo cautions
against hobbling the horse. By day the horse should be out to

pasture, at night be provided with a bed of straw and hay. In
the morning the horse must be curried and watered. He may
wade into the water up to his knees, but his legs should then
be dried off. Instructions for feeding follow, and Ruffo has
the notion that it is good for the horse to extend itself when
reaching for fodder, the thinking being that such an effort will
result in a more graceful looking neck. To be healthy, the horse
must not be too fat or too thin. (ST12246-10)
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A DECORATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF FROM GIORDANO RUFFO'S "DE MEDICINA
EQUORUM." TEXT ON THE DAILY CARE OF HORSES. (Italy, ca. 1350) 260 x 184 mm. (10 1/4 x 7 1/4").
Single column, 31 lines in a very pleasing rounded gothic book hand. Rubrics in red, recto with a two-line initial in
blue, with contrasting penwork extensions in red. uAbout a dozen tiny wormholes, mostly affecting the margins, a
bit rumpled and very faintly smudged, but an unusually clean, bright, and fresh leaf. (See illustration on p. 43.) $1,000
This leaf features daily care of the horse, beginning with
directions for watering. Cool moving water gives the best
results, and the beast's mouth should be washed often and
rubbed with salt and wine. Horseshoes must fit well and
must not be too heavy. The horse will lose the proper balance
of humors if it becomes overheated and sweats too profusely,
or, conversely, if exposed to the cold night air. With this in
mind, it is best to ride him in the morning; it is important
not to exercise the horse too assiduously in July and August;
and in January, it is best to let him become warm enough
to work up a bit of a sweat. Ruffo recommends performing

phlebotomy three times a year, opening a vein in the neck.
The text then moves on to the topic of bridles. Proper training
with the bridle is the key to making the horse obedient, and,
to this end, the bridle should be light, and the bit anointed
with honey. Once the horse begins to accept the bridle, he
should be led by hand morning and evening, then gently
ridden, without using a saddle or spurs, turning the horse
often to right and left and riding over level, smooth ground.
Next, the horse must be accustomed to the saddle. Now he
is ready to practice turning and eventually jumping, trotting,
galloping, and backing. (ST12246-09)
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A DECORATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF FROM GIORDANO RUFFO'S "DE MEDICINA
EQUORUM." TEXT ON TRAINING A HORSE. (Italy, ca. 1350) 260 x 184 mm. (10 1/4 x 7 1/4"). Single
column, 31 lines in a very pleasing rounded gothic book hand. uNaturally occurring variations in the grain
of the vellum, a hint of rumpling, half a dozen or so tiny wormholes to margins, otherwise in especially fine
condition. (See illustration on p. 43.) $900
It takes five years, asserts Ruffo, to train a horse
completely, and in this leaf our author gives a number
of directions and cautions in this process of equine
instruction. There are light and heavy bridles and bits,
and the horse must have one suitable to it. Horses must
not be frightened, so Ruffo advises avoiding loud noises
or "tumult," and letting the animal gradually accept

mounting and dismounting. The horse's mouth must
become accustomed by degrees to the bit in order to avoid
sores, and a horse with a soft mouth requires extra caution;
gradually the mouth should toughen. Finally, a horse must
have regular exercise to avoid growing lazy and fat; one
should increase by degrees the amount of daily exercise, but
always spare the spurs. (ST12246-11)

________
45

From a Very Rare 14th Century Work on Fevers,
No Edition of Which Was Ever Printed
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MOST OF A VELLUM MANUSCRIPT BIFOLIUM FROM THOMAS OF BRESLAU'S "PRACTICA
MEDICINALIS" IN LATIN. TEXT ON TYPES OF FEVERS AND THEIR CURES. (Italy [perhaps Bologna],
late 14th century) 267 x 330 mm. (10 1/2 x 13"). Double column, up to 60 lines (of a larger number) in a small,
regular gothic book hand. Rubrics in red, initial spaces left blank. uCreased, rubbed, and stained from use
as a binding cover (perhaps for documents dated 1564-66, as those dates appear written in manuscript on one
side of the vellum), the other side pasted over with paper lining, with the text largely obscured, pieces of inchwide leather straps laced through the text of one column, a dozen wormholes causing minor damage to the
text; not without significant problems, but an early example from an uncommon and desirable medical text in
usable condition. $2,500
This is a leaf from an extremely rare medical work,
written just a few years after the ravages of the Black
Death and apparently never printed. A treatise on
fevers and practical medicine, the "Practica Medicinalis"
is attributed to Thomas of Breslau (or Wrocław), Bishop
of Sarepta (1297 - ca. 1378); our bifolium discusses
types of fever and their appropriate remedies. One of the
recommendations is the application of powdered beaver
testicles, for which the animals were hunted to extinction in
Europe. The first column, which is the most legible, is close
to, and sometimes reproduces exact wording from, the "De
Morbis Membrorum," book III, attributed to the Spanish
alchemist, astrologer, and physician Arnaldus de Villanova
(ca. 1235 - ca. 1311). Arnaldus translated a number of
medical works from the Arabic, including Avicenna and
Qusta ibn Luqa (Costa ben Luca). What we know about
the author here comes almost entirely from the "explicit"
or final paragraph of the "Practica," in which Thomas tells
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AN EARLY VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A FINE, LARGE "PUZZLE" INITIAL, FROM A
NOTED MISSAL IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE FEAST OF THE ASCENSION. (Germany[?], ca. later
14th century) 330 x 222 mm. (13 x 8 3/4"). Double column, 30 lines of text in a thick, regular gothic book
hand, along with several half lines of neumes. Rubrics in red, large capitals painted in red or blue, A LARGE
(approximately 50 x 65 mm.) "PUZZLE" INITIAL IN RED AND BLUE WITH VERY ELABORATE PENWORK
INFILL as well as intricate marginal extension up the middle margin the entire length of the leaf AND WITH A
SMALL BUT CHARMING HISTORIATED INITIAL in black and red incorporating a bishop's elongated head.
uRecovered from a binding and, consequently, considerably soiled, one marginal stain, some of the text and
music a bit faded (everything legible, though sometimes with effort), a series of small slits in center bottom of
the leaf, affecting about five letters, but the important initials very well preserved, the text all present, and the
leaf with extremely ample margins. $750
verso

recto

us that he began the work in the year 1360, when he was
63 years of age; that he was a canon regular of the Order
of Prémonstré (the Norbertines); that he had practiced as
a physician in various areas of Europe before settling in
Breslau; and that he was bishop of Sarepta. It is likely he
studied medicine at Montpellier, as he extensively cites
works by two professors there—Gilbert the Englishman and
Bernard of Gordon—in this work. The "Practica" is the final
section in a four-part work and the one that most reflects
the author's own experience in therapeutic matters. The
other three parts are: "Regimen Sanitatis" (a basic guide
to healthy living), "Aggregatum" (simple medicines), and
"Antidotarium" (composite medicines). Given the context
of the devastating plague that swept through Europe in
1348-50, a leaf from this work, begun just a decade later, is
an unusually resonant link to a frightening period when a
book like the "Practica" would have been especially useful
and highly valued. (ST12566-1)

By the 13th century, the adoption of square neumes
had taken hold everywhere in Europe except in
Germany. There, scribes developed a special type of
notation called gothic neumes or, more commonly,
Hufnagel neumes, the name deriving from the German

word for horseshoe nails, which the notes resemble.
Our leaf contains, first, the Mass for the Vigil of the
Ascension, followed by the Mass for the feast itself and
the "Viri Galilei," which begins with the puzzle initial and
starts the introit of the Mass. (ST11325g)

In the Style of the Boucicaut Master
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A MINIATURE OF THE VISITATION,
FROM A BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE OPENING OF LAUDS. (France, ca. 1410)
191 x 152 mm. (7 1/2 x 6"). Single column, 13 lines in fine, regular gothic script. Attractively matted. Rubrics
in red, four one-line initials in burnished gold on pink and blue grounds with white tracery, three line fillers
in colors and gold, recto with panel borders of hairline stems bearing burnished gold ivy leaves, verso with a
three-line "D" in pink with white tracery on a ground of burnished gold, its center filled with scrolling floral
vines in blue and orange, the initial with extensions forming a three-quarter bar border of blue, pink, and gold,
and, tangent to that, A FULL VINE BORDER in blue and orange with many burnished gold ivy leaves inhabited
________
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by three charming birds and two butterflies and ENCLOSING A FINE MINIATURE OF THE VISITATION, the
Virgin in deep blue with golden hair, Saint Elizabeth in a pink robe and white coif, the figures standing on
a vague square of green with a tessellated backdrop of tiny blue, pink, and burnished gold squares. uPaint
flaking a little on faces and on a couple of tiny spots in the background, otherwise a fine leaf, clean and bright
with especially ample margins at bottom and fore edge. $6,500
The scene here is rather simply portrayed: the Virgin, with her right hand
raised, touches Elizabeth's heart with her left; for her part, Elizabeth, wearing
the headdress of an older woman, places a hand on her cousin's swollen belly,
to which she also directs her eyes. The rest of the scene is all tessellated backdrop
and vague green grass. However, outside the square confines of the meeting, the leaf
is exuberant and even memorable, with its handsome and elaborately decorated large
initial and its twisting vines, sweet little birds, and bright butterflies. The leaf is in
the style of one of the greatest illuminators of the early 15th century, the famous
Boucicaut Master, who derives his name from the Boucicaut Hours, a magnificent
manuscript with 44 miniatures, made for the Maréchal de Boucicaut between 1405
and 1408. The delicate sprays of leaves seen here are typical of the products of his
workshop (compare, for example, Meiss, "French Painting in the Time of Jean De
Berry," plate 35). The Boucicaut Master illuminated books for the Visconti of Milan
as well as notable French clients. Meiss discerns in his style Italian influences, and
he hesitantly favors the identification of this great master with Jaques Coene of
Bruges, who visited Venice in 1410 and made his home in Paris, where the Boucicaut
atelier was active from about 1405 to about 1420. According to Meiss, the master had an important influence on the
work of Jan van Eyck. (ST12349)
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ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAVES, OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A VERY
DECORATIVE BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. (Paris, ca. 1420) 203 x 143 mm. (8 x 5 5/8"). Single
column, 15 lines of text in an attractive gothic book hand. The leaves with a variable number of finely illuminated
one- and two-line initials in blue or magenta with white tracery and containing one or more twining flowers
in blue, orange, and white, the whole on a burnished gold ground, usually as many line fillers (of the same
design) as initials, the text always enclosed on three sides by a bar border of blue and gold, with acanthus leaf
extensions at the bottom, and EACH SIDE OF EACH LEAF WITH A VERY INTRICATE FULL BORDER OF
RINCEAUX, consisting of many floral buds, gold bezants, and ivy leaves. uA small number of leaves trimmed
a little close at one edge (with the most trivial loss of decoration), a hint of yellowing at edges, but generally in
excellent condition, THE ILLUMINATION ESPECIALLY AND CONSISTENTLY BRIGHT AND FRESH. $1,250
- $1,500 (depending on decoration and condition)

________
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These are Parisian Book of Hours leaves from what
was obviously a splendid manuscript. The substantial
size of the leaves, the glistening gold, and the intricacy
of the decoration of the border and the illuminated

letters combine here to make a very positive impression.
(Another leaf from this same manuscript, but with a
later miniature pasted in, appears as item #184, below.)
(ST11052b-2d)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A BEAUTIFUL MINIATURE OF THE
ANNUNCIATION TO THE SHEPHERDS, FROM A BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM
THE OPENING OF TERCE. (Northern France, ca. 1420) Visible framed size: 174 x 123 mm. (6 3/4 x 4 7/8").
Single column, five lines of text in a fine gothic book hand. In an attractive new dark wooden frame. Two
one-line initials in burnished gold on blue and mauve
backgrounds, one four-line "D" in blue and white on a
pink and white ground, infilled with a circle of blue and
red flowers on burnished gold, a thick bar of pink and
blue highlighted with burnished gold extending from
the initial to form a three-quarter frame for the text and
miniature, A FULL BORDER OF SWIRLING HAIRLINE
STEMS SUPPORTING burnished gold leaves and bezants,
blue and pink flowers, and red strawberries, and WITH A
LARGE AND VERY FINE ARCH-TOPPED MINIATURE
OF THE ANNUNCIATION TO THE SHEPHERDS
(measuring approximately 101 x 66 mm.), the scene set
on a stylized hillside beneath a starry sky, with four
sheep peacefully grazing while the two rather grandly
dressed shepherds gaze up in awe at a red-winged angel
bearing a banner reading "Gloria in excelsis" and pointing
a long forefinger toward Bethlehem. uSmall triangular
chip to left edge (not affecting decoration), paint and gilt
slightly rubbed on the bars and initials, but A VERY FINE
LEAF, the vellum smooth, clean, and bright, and THE
BEAUTIFULLY EXECUTED MINIATURE EXTREMELY
WELL PRESERVED—richly colored, and with paint and
gold entirely intact. $6,000
This is an especially attractive leaf from what was and shoulders of the angel seem to appear in the sky
no doubt a luxurious prayer book. The top third of as through a curtain. There is a firmness of purpose in
the scene is dominated by the deep blue firmament the angel's directive, but the serenity of heaven's power
studded with many six-pointed gold stars, and the head prevails in its messenger, a noticeable contrast with
________
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the confusion and animation in the lower part of the
scene. The shepherds, who (oddly) are dressed more like
merchants than peasants, are obviously awestruck by
the apparition above. Their hands are thrown up as if to
defend themselves or shield their eyes from a bright light,
and their faces reflect fear and consternation. Their sheep,
by contrast, seem unfazed by the wonders above: two are
lying down with pleased expressions on their faces, while

another grazes, and the fourth rubs affectionately against
the staff of the shepherd on the right. The receding hills
painted in various greens give depth to the scene, and
one shepherd's bright orange leggings and undersleeve
provide a pop of color. The general composition and the
balance of colors here are obviously sophisticated, and
the artist demonstrates a high level of artistic ability—for
example in the deft painting of the faces. (ST11988)

Three Accomplished, Emotionally-Charged Miniatures
From a Luxurious Book of Hours
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AN ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPT LEAF ON VELLUM WITH A
POIGNANT MINIATURE OF CHRIST CARRYING THE CROSS,
FROM A BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. USE OF SAINTES. TEXT FROM THE
OFFICE OF TERCE FOR THE HOURS OF THE CROSS. (France [probably Paris],
ca. 1420) 210 x 146 mm. (8 1/4 x 5 3/4"). Single column, recto with five lines
of text, verso with 16 lines, all in a very pleasing, very regular gothic book
hand. Attractively matted. Rubrics in red, verso with one two-line and four
one-line initials in colors and burnished gold, recto with a one-line initial and
two line fillers in the same style as well as a two-line "D" in blue and white
with enclosed flowers, all on a burnished gold ground, the same side WITH A
LOVELY FULL BORDER of swirling hairline stems bearing numerous leaves
and berries of burnished gold and with sprays of acanthus leaves, flowers, and
fruit in multiple colors spilling from the corners, this border separated from the
text by a thick bar frame of burnished gold, AND, AT CENTER, A PITEOUS
MINIATURE OF CHRIST CARRYING THE CROSS (measuring approximately
65 mm. square), the sad procession led by the Savior, his head bleeding from
the crown of thorns, looking back over his shoulder at his mother with three
other women, three men in silly hats behind Christ appearing to enjoy what is happening, the scene with a
walled and turreted Medieval city in the upper left beyond rolling green hills. With a small cross stitched in white
thread in each upper corner. uA little rumpling to fore edge, a couple of trivial border smudges, tiny flaking of
paint from three of the women's faces, but with no major defects and generally in excellent condition, the paint
otherwise intact, and the considerable gold quite lustrous. (See also illustration on p. 52.) $6,000
From the same fine Book of Hours as represented in the next
three items, this leaf contains a scene alive with detail,
from the reflection of red roofs in the river (or moat)
that runs beside the crenelated walls in the background
to the tufts of grass on the hillside and the clumps of
trees in the middle distance. The chief artistic content, of
course, is the emotional picture of Christ and his mother: the
horizontal bar of the cross he carries on his shoulder cuts
across the other people in the scene and points directly to
the Virgin. Her hands are clasped in prayer, but she looks
steadily and stoically at her suffering son, who gazes back at
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her, both seeking and giving comfort and support. The women
huddled behind the Madonna are grave and frightened, but
the men behind Jesus seem to be in a celebratory mood—one
even appears to be blowing into something like a trumpet.
For Christ and his mother, none of these characters matters;
the heavy-hearted moment is between the two of them.
The miniature differs from those on its sister leaves in the
extravagant degree of its use of gold. The wide gold bar that
encloses it on four sides (rather than the three seen in the
other miniatures) emphasizes the weight of the scene both
visually and metaphorically. (ST12005a)

AN ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPT LEAF ON VELLUM WITH AN EXTREMELY EMOTIONAL
MINIATURE OF THE DEPOSITION, FROM A BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. USE OF SAINTES. TEXT
FROM THE OFFICE OF NONE FOR THE HOURS OF THE CROSS. (France [probably Paris], ca. 1420) 210 x 146
mm. (8 1/4 x 5 3/4"). Single column, recto with five lines of text, verso with 16 lines, all in a very pleasing, very
regular gothic book hand. Attractively matted. Rubrics in red, verso with a one-line and two two-line initials as
well as a line filler in colors and burnished gold, recto with a one-line initial and a line filler in the same style,
________
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and with a quite large five-line "D" in pink and white with enclosed floral
diapering, all on a burnished gold ground, the same side WITH A LOVELY
FULL BORDER of swirling hairline stems bearing numerous leaves and
berries of burnished gold and with sprays of acanthus leaves and flowers in
multiple colors spilling from the corners, this ENCLOSING A POIGNANT
ARCH-TOPPED MINIATURE OF THE REMOVAL OF CHRIST FROM THE
CROSS (measuring approximately 85 x 60 mm.), the miniature within a thin
gold frame and enclosed, in turn, on three sides by bars in colors and gold,
the scene showing two men on ladders unfastening Christ's lifeless body
from the cross, while Joseph of Arimathea waits below, clutching cloth to
be used for a burial shroud as the Madonna, at the lower left of the picture,
reaches up to clasp her son's bloody arm. With a small cross stitched in
white thread in each upper corner. uA little soiling right along hinge edge, a
few smudges in the border, a couple of tiny flakes of paint missing from the
cross and the sky, otherwise fine, the vellum clean and fresh, the colors rich,
and the gold lustrous. (See also illustration on p. 52.) $6,000
This is an especially sorrowful scene, depicted with
power, grace, and sensitivity by an artist demonstrating
very considerable skill in composition and execution.
The scene is well designed, with the cross providing a
device for focus at the center of the miniature. Nicodemus
(identified by his expensive attire) is atop a ladder behind
the cross, lowering Christ's limp body onto the shoulder of
another man, probably a servant, whose ladder is set against
the front. Despite the fact that the corpse is more bones than
flesh, the artist has made it seem a heavy burden draped
over the shoulder of the man as he walks backward down
his ladder. Fully stretched out, Christ's left arm is held for
balance by Nicodemus at the top right, while the other arm

hangs down toward the Virgin. While we can only see her
back, her image evokes great pathos, as she reaches up with
both hands to grasp the mangled arm of her son, his blood
running from his hand onto hers. Joseph of Arimathea,
whose position anchors the right side of the picture, looks
on with concern, tightly holding linen to shroud the body.
(St. John and Mary Magdalen, conventional participants
in the Deposition, are not present in this miniature.) While
it is possible and even likely that the same artist produced
this scene and the miniature of Christ Carrying the Cross,
this one is better, as the faces are more deftly painted and
the folds in the various garments are more clearly defined.
(ST12005f)
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AN ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPT LEAF ON VELLUM WITH A
MINIATURE OF A FUNERAL, FROM A BOOK OF HOURS IN
LATIN. USE OF SAINTES. TEXT FROM THE OFFICE OF THE DEAD. (France
[probably Paris], ca. 1420) 210 x 146 mm. (8 1/4 x 5 3/4"). Single column, recto
with five lines of text, verso with 16 lines, all in a very pleasing, very regular
gothic book hand. Attractively matted. Rubrics in red, verso with seven one-line
initials as well as three line fillers, all in colors and burnished gold, recto with
a prominent six-line "D" in blue and white, the initial placed on a pink square
with white tracery and with enclosed scrolling flowered stems on a burnished
gold ground, the letter with wide gold bar extensions containing blue, red, and
green flowers enclosing three sides of the text and miniature, the same side
WITH A FULL BORDER of curling vines densely foliated with blue, red, and
burnished gold leaves as well as pink and green flowers and fruit, and WITH A
SOLEMN MINIATURE OF A FUNERAL SERVICE (measuring approximately
62 mm. square), the foreground of the scene dominated by the bier draped with
a blue and gold pall and flanked by two gold candlesticks, behind it a bishop
and two priests at a wooden lectern, a third priest on the left holding a censer, and on the right three mourners
robed and hooded in black. uA little light soil to the margins, significant fading and erosion to the blue and
black paint, minor smudging, other insignificant defects, but still a pleasing leaf, the paint and gold in the
magnificent border almost entirely intact. (See also illustration on p. 52.) $5,000
The sobriety of a miniature designed to inspire gold relieving the gloom of the scene. The black-robed
contemplation of one's mortality is balanced here by mourners have no faces inside their black hoods, which
a vibrant border, its lavish use of lustrous burnished gives them a very unsettling appearance, as if they were
________
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ghostly presences from the other side. The red lining of
the cloak worn by the priest holding the censer provides
the only touch of rich color in the scene. The goldembroidered pall and heavy golden candlesticks imply
a deceased of some stature—someone like the original
owner of this book—reminding us that earthly riches are
no defense against the angel of death. The present leaf
is a good example of how miniatures can vary markedly
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within the same Book of Hours as a consequence of
the presence of more than one hand at work: while it is
conceivable that the same artist painted all of the scenes
in this and the two previously described items, the
illuminator responsible for the riotous thicket of a border
seen here could not have been the same person who did
the more delicately wrought borders in the previous two
miniatures. (ST12005c)
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RICHLY ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPT LEAVES, OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A BOOK OF
HOURS WITH ENGLISH PROVENANCE, IN LATIN. USE OF SARUM. (England, first half of the
15th century) 244 x 162 mm. (9 5/8 x 6 3/8"). Single column, 19 lines in a fine, formal gothic book hand. Rubrics
in red, occasional framed catchwords (one in the form of a bird), one-line initials and paragraph marks in blue
with red penwork or burnished gold with black penwork, line fillers in blue and gold, a number of leaves with
one or more two-line initials in highly burnished gold on a pink and blue ground with white tracery, these with
foliate sprays in green and burnished gold extending in the margins for three or four lines, THREE LEAVES
WITH A SEVEN-LINE INITIAL IN THICK BURNISHED GOLD on a blue and pink ground, with up to four
foliate sprays extending into the margins. Prickings preserved on a number of leaves. uOne leaf a bit soiled
and faded on verso, a couple of leaves with shallow chips or slits along the hinge margin, occasional minor
marginal stains or thumbing, otherwise excellent specimens, generally clean and fresh with sparkling gold
and generous margins. $150 - $750 (depending on decoration and condition); one special leaf priced at $1,250
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ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAVES, OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A BOOK
OF HOURS IN LATIN. (France [probably Paris], ca. 1420) 210 x 140 mm. (8 1/4 x 5 3/4"). Single
column, 16 lines in a fine gothic book hand. Rubrics in red, one- and two-line initials in burnished gold on a
blue and pink background with white tracery, line fillers in the same colors and gold. uGenerally VERY FINE
SPECIMENS, clean and bright with enormous margins. $150 each
These text leaves come from the fine Book of Hours described in the previous three entries. (ST12005r-3J)

Because Books of Hours with an English provenance are
uncommonly seen on the market, this group of leaves
produced for a book with a Use of Sarum (Salisbury)
is desirable to begin with, and more especially so
because of the often brilliant gilt decoration present
here. The eye is first drawn to the lovely decorated initials
on these pages, but the large, rounded gothic script of the
presumably English scribe is also a very attractive feature.
Based on an inscription in the front of the (incomplete)
book from which these leaves came, it was created for the
Cotterell family, to be used probably in a chantry chapel,
and it may have been chained in such a premises in the
West Country. Such chapels were endowed for the benefit
of the souls of family members, for whom services were
to be chanted. These endowments came to an end by the
decree of Henry VIII. The chapels might be free-standing,
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or they could be incorporated into a cathedral; references
here in the rubrics to the bishop, dean, cantor, chancellor,
treasurer, and ordinal suggest that the manuscript was
intended for use in a cathedral chantry. The contents of our
fragment include parts of the Hours of the Virgin, Hours
of the Cross, Penitential Psalms, Litany, and the Office of
the Dead. The rubric following the Commendation of Souls
specifically mentions the church of Salisbury. We also find
the Fifteen Prayers of Saint Bridget—now believed to be the
work of an English Brigittine mystic—which concludes with
a rubric promising delivery from Purgatory for those who
recite them. The Passion according to Saint John is followed
by a prayer on the Seven Last Words of Christ attributed to
the Venerable Bede. Other texts include the Verses of Saint
Bernard, the Psalter of Saint Jerome, and the Psalms of the
Passion. (ST12640(1-78))

AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A MINIATURE OF THE
ANNUNCIATION TO THE SHEPHERDS, FROM A BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. (Brittany[?],
first half of the 15th century) 178 x 140 mm. (7 x 5 1/2"). Single column, 12 lines in a very pleasing regular
gothic book hand. Rubrics in red, verso with one- and two-line initials in burnished gold on a pink and
blue ground with white tracery and with two panel borders of delicate hairline stems dotted with gold
________
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berries, one of these with blue flowers on the vines and sprays of pink
flowers growing from the foot; recto with a three-line "D" in pink and
maroon with white tracery on a burnished gold ground, its center with
a blue and white trellis entwined with a flowering vine, a baguette-like
border in pink, blue, and white extending up from the letter to near the
top of the miniature, the same side WITH A FULL RINCEAUX BORDER of
swirling hairline stems blossoming with pink and blue flowers and many
burnished gold berries and leaves, the lower left corner with a group of
red flowers springing up from a patch of grass, other corners with blue,
red, green, and pink acanthus leaves and large berries, a burnished gold
bar border extending from a berry in the lower right corner to the top of
the miniature, the border ENCLOSING AN APPEALING MINIATURE IN
VERNACULAR STYLE OF THE ANNUNCIATION TO THE SHEPHERDS
(measuring approximately 55 x 58 mm.) within a simple frame of
burnished gold, the angel appearing above simply as a face flanked by red wings, the usual banderolle
free floating before him in the starry sky, two shepherds below holding their crooks by the stem, a solitary
sheep of great size behind and above them, and a long-maned creature (white as a sheep but probably
a sheep dog) sitting at the right, the scene set in a green landscape marked by plant growth vaguely
resembling a series of fleurs-de-lys. uGold around the "D" missing a couple of tiny flakes, mild thumbing
to margin, otherwise in excellent condition, generally well preserved and with generous margins. $4,500
This and the next four miniatures are the work of
a charmingly naïve artist at work in the provinces,
and the present scene has the feel of a homespun
folktale. Our two rustics gesture in astonishment toward
the angel above, both men with comically bulging cheeks
and retroussé noses, attending what must be a pitiful
flock, represented here (uncharacteristically) by a lone
sheep. They all are placed in a leafy meadow, where trees
sprout fans of enormous leaves, looking rather tropical
and bearing golden fruit, and unusual growths sprout
from hillocks in a repeating pattern almost as if on a
6107 detail

tapestry. Of the usual sequence of miniatures in a Book
of Hours, the Annunciation to the Shepherds is the one
where the artist has the greatest latitude in depiction,
and the most potential for being humorous. This is,
of course, because the main players in the scene are
peasants whose character and actions are not normally
enshrined in, and consequently restricted by, a grand
drama. As a result, the quaintness of the work seen here
is less disappointing than it might be with something
like the Coronation of the Virgin, where the artist would
always reach for the sublime. (ST12166)

6108 detail
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH
A MINIATURE DEPICTING THE PRESENTATION IN THE
TEMPLE, FROM A BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. (Brittany[?], first half of
the 15th century) 178 x 140 mm. (7 x 5 1/2"). Single column, 12 lines in a
very pleasing regular gothic book hand. Rubrics in red, verso with one- and
two-line initials in burnished gold on blue and pink grounds with white
tracery and with two panel borders of delicate hairline stems, one with buds
of pink or blue, the other with pink, blue, and gold flowers and burnished
gold berries, recto with a four-line "D" in pink and maroon with white tracery
on a burnished gold ground, its center filled with a flowering trellis in blue,
pink, white, and burnished gold, a burnished gold bar border rising from the
initial to the top of the miniature, the recto also WITH A FULL RINCEAUX
BORDER of swirling hairline stems blossoming with pink, blue, and green
flowers as well as many burnished gold berries and leaves, the corners with
various large flowering clumps, the border ENCLOSING A MINIATURE OF
THE PRESENTATION IN THE TEMPLE (measuring approximately 50 x 60 mm.) within a simple burnished
gold border, the figures standing on an orange and yellow diamond-patterned floor and in front of a dark
tessellated backdrop, the Virgin presenting the naked Christ Child, her two handmaidens behind, the younger
carrying the basket of turtle doves (to be sacrificed), the priest in a mitre-like hat extending a white cloth to
receive the baby, accompanied by his own two ecclesiastical attendants. uSmall patch of (naturally occurring?)
discoloration to head margin of recto, three small black stains to fore edge of same side (well away from any
decoration), a little paint flaked from the robe of Mary's attendant, otherwise an excellent leaf, generally clean
and well preserved with extremely generous margins. $4,500
Exhibiting the same forthright style as in the previous
leaf, our artist presents a scene here of balanced
simplicity, almost as if the Virgin's party (on the left)
and the priest with his retinue (on the right) meet to
negotiate. Even though the painter has not reached great
aesthetic heights with these figures, he has created clear
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expressions for the main players: Our Lady looks delicate
and a bit nervous, and the priest is a study in benignity.
The architectural context is surprisingly exuberant, the
complex purple and orange reticulation in the wall and
floor providing an almost festive note to an otherwise
solemn occasion. (ST12351)

AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM LEAF WITH A MINIATURE
SHOWING THE FLIGHT INTO EGYPT, FROM A BOOK OF
HOURS IN LATIN. (Brittany[?], first half of the 15th century) 178 x 140 mm.
(7 x 5 1/2"). Single column, 12 lines in a very pleasing regular gothic book
hand. Rubrics in red, verso with one- and two-line initials in burnished gold
on a blue and pink ground with white tracery and with two panel borders of
delicate hairline stems, one with buds of pink or blue, the other with pink
and blue flowers and burnished gold berries, the recto with a four-line "D"
in shades of blue with white tracery on a burnished gold ground, its center
filled with a scrolling white and maroon flowering vine, the recto also WITH
A FULL RINCEAUX BORDER of swirling hairline stems bearing pink, blue,
red, and green flowers and fruits, and many burnished gold berries and
leaves, the corners with various large flowering sprays or clumps, the border
ENCLOSING A MINIATURE OF THE FLIGHT INTO EGYPT (measuring
58 x 56 mm.) within a simple burnished gold border (and flanked by two
baguette-like elements in blue, pink, and white), the scene showing Joseph facing back toward his spouse
(while petting their apparently balking donkey), his socks rolled down at his knees, a tiny keg hung from his
belt, and a sickle carried over his shoulder, the Virgin sitting side-saddle, the Christ Child very small and lost in
swaddling clothes in Mary's arms, green grass below and a tessellated background. uWhite paint significantly
eroded, affecting the clarity of the faces and the infant, just a hint of soil at edges of the leaf, otherwise an
excellent leaf with ample margins. $3,750
________
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The Flight into Egypt is depicted very simply here:
three members of a family and their transportation on
a lonely road in the night. The stubborn expression on the
donkey's face adds a bit of levity to the scene. Joseph's sickle
is an unusual feature, perhaps a clever indirect reference to
the legend of the grain which magically sprung up at their
passing to confuse Herod's henchmen. In that apocryphal

episode, a farmer tells the pursuing soldiers that no one
has passed him (in the presumably several days) since his
now very visible grain was sown; the soldiers turn back,
not realizing that the grain had sprouted miraculously
overnight. The glittery tessellated wall as backdrop here
might seem incongruous, but it could also be seen as an
imaginative suggestion of a starry sky. (ST12350)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A
MINIATURE OF CHRIST BEFORE CAIAPHAS, FROM A BOOK
OF HOURS IN LATIN. (Brittany[?], first half of the 15th century) 178 x
140 mm. (7 x 5 1/2"). Single column, 12 lines in a very pleasing regular
gothic book hand. Rubrics in red, verso with one- and two-line initials in
burnished gold on a pink and blue ground with white tracery and with
two panel borders of hairline stems bearing burnished gold berries, one
of these also adorned with maroon and blue flowers and berries and with
blue, pink, and green acanthus leaves, the recto with a three-line "D" in blue
with white tracery on a burnished gold ground, its center with a flowering
trellis in blue, maroon, and burnished gold, the recto also WITH A FULL
RINCEAUX BORDER of swirling hairline stems blossoming with pink and
blue flowers as well as many burnished gold berries and leaves, the corners
with various large flowering sprays or clumps, the border ENCLOSING AN
ARCH-TOPPED MINIATURE OF THE JUDGMENT OF CHRIST (measuring
75 x 57 mm.) outlined in burnished gold, the scene showing Jesus, his hands bound, surrounded by five men,
one a soldier wearing elaborate leg armor, and facing the High Priest in his black judicial cap, sitting on a
wooden armchair beneath a red canopy, stars above and grass beneath marked with white abstract patterning.
uMild thumbing to the wide margins, otherwise in very fine condition—clean and fresh, and with sparkling
gold. $4,500
This is an appropriately joyless but aesthetically
very interesting scene: a barefoot Christ stands with
hands tied before the High Priest, who sits in judgment on
an elaborate canopied chair, dressed in the splendid attire
of his office, a cowl over his robe edged with ermine;
he raises his right hand as if to signal Christ's removal.
In this scene, we again see the naïveté of the artist, but
also an ability to reflect in aesthetic terms the emotional
content of the narrative. Christ and his interrogator are
obviously the central figures in the action, and the artist,
either accidentally or—more likely—with an instinctive
sense of design, has made them physically a good deal
larger than the other five men in attendance (the priest,
in fact, is so large that his head bumps up against the
canopy). It is not altogether clear who is sitting in the
canopied chair: before Christ was sent off to be crucified,
he endured the sequential judgments of Annas, Caiaphas,
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Pilate, and finally Herod. Although the text here mentions
Pilate, the figure seems to be Caiaphas, historically
Christ's chief antagonist, for four reasons: statistically,
Caiaphas appears in judgment of Christ more frequently
in miniatures than Pilate; when Pilate does appear, he is
normally shown figuratively washing his hands of the
weighty matter before him; ermine-trimmed garments
would more likely have been worn by Caiaphas, who
led a palacial life, than by Pilate, a Roman governor
frequently involved with military matters; and the Gospel
passage John 18:28 specifically mentions that Christ's
interview with Caiaphas ends during the night, after
which he is transported to Pilate early in the morning.
This last hypothesis may explain why the painter here
has otherwise unaccountably chosen to depict the scene
outdoors, with a star-studded blue sky filling in the arch
of the compartment. (ST12167)

AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A MINIATURE OF THE DEPOSITION,
FROM A BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. (Brittany[?], first half of the 15th century) 178 x 140 mm.
(7 x 5 1/2"). Single column, 12 lines in a very pleasing regular gothic book hand. Rubrics in red, recto with
minor initials and two panel borders of delicate hairline stems with burnished gold berries, one of these also
with a vine bearing pink and blue flowers and green leaves, verso with a two-line initial in burnished gold on
a blue and pink ground with white tracery, the same side WITH A FULL RINCEAUX BORDER of swirling
________
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hairline stems bearing pink, red, and blue flowers and fruits, as well as many
burnished gold berries and leaves, the corners with various large flowering
sprays or clumps, the border ENCLOSING A CURIOUS MINIATURE OF
THE DEPOSITION (measuring 57 mm. square) within a simple burnished
gold border (and flanked by vertical baguette-like elements in blue and pink
with white tracery and burnished gold accents), the scene showing Christ
being lowered from the cross by Nicodemus and Joseph of Arimathea, both
wearing knee-length tunics, the sky behind filled with stars, the ground
covered with thick grass and sprouting an unusual pattern of alternating
white and black weeds that vaguely resemble fleurs-de-lys, the body of the
dead Christ angular and bloodied, one arm limply draped over the head of
Joseph of Arimathea, the other arm still attached to the cross and dripping
blood as Nicodemus—portrayed as an elderly bearded man with enormous
nose and eyes—works to extract the nail with a pair of pliers. uA VERY FINE
LEAF, clean and fresh, with glittering gold and generous margins. $4,000
This miniature represents an appealing reflection of the
interests and knowledge of its provincial artist. There is
less emphasis than normal here on pathos (no mourning
Virgin appears) and more on engineering, as the outstretched
arm of Christ directs our eye to the chief action in the scene—
the removal by Nicodemus of crucifying nails with pliers or

the Medieval equivalent. Additionally, the curious stylized
repeating pattern that represents luxuriant vegetation (also
seen in the Caiaphus and Shepherds miniatures) seems almost
as if it were stencilled or woven on a tapestry. Our painter may
not be good with proportions, but he seems to know about tools
and arts and crafts. (ST12352)

The Virgin, in Need of Purification, Meets Doubting Simeon in the Temple Courtyard
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A RICHLY
DETAILED MINIATURE OF THE PRESENTATION IN THE TEMPLE,
FROM A BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE OPENING OF NONE. (Paris,
ca. 1440) 121 x 89 mm. (4 3/4 x 3 1/2"). Single column, three lines of text on verso, nine
lines on recto, in an especially fine gothic book hand. Attractively matted. Rubrics
in red, recto with two one-line initials as well as three line fillers, all in colors and
burnished gold, the same side with a swirling quarter panel border featuring flowers,
acanthus leaves, and many burnished gold ivy leaves on hairline stems, the verso with
a large three-line initial in blue and white with enclosed scrolling flowered stems,
the whole on a burnished gold ground; the verso also WITH A FULL INHABITED
BORDER featuring much acanthus and other vegetation and fruit as well as two lively
doves, the border FRAMING A RICHLY DETAILED ARCH-TOPPED ILLUMINATED
MINIATURE OF THE PRESENTATION IN THE TEMPLE (measuring approximately 65 x 44 mm.), the scene
showing the Virgin outside the Temple accompanied by an attendant, the Christ Child seated in the palm of
the hand of Simeon. uTop margin very narrow (but nothing cut into), the faces and robes of the two women
with a bit of paint erosion (very minor loss also in the two men's necks), otherwise very fine, with the vellum
fresh, bright, and clean. $5,500
The iconography of this well-designed scene is
intriguing, as it shows an atypically retrospective
version of that important moment, 40 days after
the birth of Jesus, when, by Jewish law, the Virgin
comes to the Temple to be purified and to present to
the High Priest her first-born male child. In the vast
majority of miniatures of the Presentation in the Temple
to be found in Books of Hours of the late Medieval and
Renaissance period, the Christ Child is handed over to the
priest (usually identified as Simeon) at an altar indoors, as

the Virgin and Joseph and other attendants look on. In the
present version, Joseph is absent, the setting is outdoors,
and the focus is less on the mother and infant than it is on
Simeon and the child. Although infrequently seen in 15th
century Books of Hours, the exterior setting is ancient and
found, for example, in a well-known miniature of the 11th
century in the Cologne School Gospels of the Abbess Hitda
of Meschade, where the child is actually seen frontally
and looks directly at the viewer. In our miniature, Simeon
has taken the child into his hands, which are covered

________
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by a cloth as a mark of reverence, and, inspired by the
Spirit, he recognizes in the child the promised salvation
of Israel and says the "Nunc dimittis" ("Now I can depart
in peace") in thanksgiving. It is this encounter between
Simeon and the child that was the original iconography
for the Presentation and is the subject of the earliest
surviving depiction, the mosaic of the fifth century in
Santa Maria Maggiore in Rome (where the setting is also
outside the temple). The woman behind the Virgin carries
a basket of sacrificial turtle doves, a consistent feature of
the Presentation scene, but this female is not normally
seen, as here, with a nimbus. (She seems not to be Saint
Anna the prophetess, whom Luke describes as coming
to the Temple at the same time as the Virgin, as Anna

was "of a great age," while our figure seems still rather
young). The elaborateness of the architectural backdrop
here attests to the skill and patience of the artist, and the
bright green lawn, colored roofs, and abundant use of
gold lend pleasing contextual details to the scene. The rich
background elements include a slender fountain (perhaps
symbolizing the waters of life) in the center, a massive
gateway with mosaic roof behind our principals, and a
cloister wall above which rise the peaks of two houses
roofed in red and blue as well as two large tufted trees. A
poignant note is introduced by the mournful expression
on the face of the Virgin, something that can easily be
interpreted as reflecting her contemplation of the painful
future prophesied for her son. (ST11459-79)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH AN EXCELLENT
MINIATURE OF THE CRUCIFIXION, FROM A BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN.
TEXT FROM THE OPENING OF THE HOURS OF THE CROSS. (Paris, ca. 1440) 121 x 89
mm. (4 3/4 x 3 1/2"). Single column, three lines of text on verso, 12 lines on recto, in an
especially fine gothic book hand. Attractively matted. Rubrics in red, recto with one line
filler in colors and burnished gold, the same side with a swirling quarter panel border
featuring flowers, leaves, strawberries, and many burnished gold ivy leaves on hairline
stems, the verso with a large three-line initial in blue and white with enclosed scrolling
flowered stems, the whole on a burnished gold ground; the verso also WITH A FULL
INHABITED BORDER featuring much acanthus, other vegetation, and fruit as well as a
strutting peacock and a sedate dove, the border FRAMING A RICHLY DETAILED ARCHTOPPED ILLUMINATED MINIATURE OF THE CRUCIFIXION (measuring approximately 65 x 43 mm.), the
scene showing an emaciated Christ hanging from the cross in the center, his head bowed toward his mother
on the left, and with John the Baptist on the right, a green hill rising steeply behind each of them, the towers
of Jerusalem in the distance between the two hills, and the sun and moon sparkling above the cross in the
crepuscular sky. uSignificant loss to the white paint of Christ's body, a few faint naturally occurring wrinkles
in the vellum, otherwise very fine, the leaf clean, bright, and fresh, and with quite comfortable margins. $4,500
Simplicity and balance are the keywords here, as
this miniature (which comes from the same manuscript
represented by the previous and the following eight entries)
contrasts with many Crucifixion scenes that are
crowded with soldiers and other subordinate figures.
The two mourning figures, their pink and blue garments
neatly balancing one another on either side of the cross,
provide a symmetry to the composition that is reinforced
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by the sun and moon, equally opposite in their locations.
While it was surely not the artist's intention, the erosion in
the white paint (which seems as vulnerable as blue in 15th
century French miniatures) provides a sense of bodily decay
appropriate for the corpse that confronts us in the middle of
our mournful scene. By contrast, the folds of the clothing of
John and the Virgin are uncommonly bright with remarkably
well-preserved, shimmering gold. (ST11459-122)

AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A FINE MINIATURE DEPICTING A
BURIAL SCENE, FROM A BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE OPENING OF THE OFFICE
OF THE DEAD. (Paris, ca. 1440) 121 x 89 mm. (4 3/4 x 3 1/2"). Single column, four
lines of text on recto, 15 on verso, in an especially fine gothic book hand. Attractively
matted. Rubrics in red, verso with five one-line initials as well as three line fillers,
all in colors and burnished gold, the same side with a swirling quarter panel border
featuring flowers, leaves, strawberries, and many burnished gold ivy leaves on hairline
stems, the recto with a large three-line "D" in blue and white with enclosed scrolling
flowered stems, the whole on a burnished gold ground; the recto also WITH A FULL
INHABITED BORDER featuring much acanthus, other vegetation, and fruit as well
as two birds with raised wings, the border FRAMING A RICHLY DETAILED ARCHTOPPED ILLUMINATED MINIATURE OF A BURIAL (measuring approximately 65 x
________
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42 mm.), the scene showing a thin, shrouded corpse being lowered into a grave by two sturdy gravediggers,
a priest in a blue cloak ornamented with a gold fleur-de-lys sprinkling holy water with a golden aspergillum,
a monk with a sorrowful face in attendance on the left, behind these figures a large crowd of mourners, the
two foremost draped and hooded in velvety black, and (on the left) a pretty white gothic church, replete with
architectural detail, including a sparkling gold roof, and with the tree behind it and the bright blue sky above
dotted with gold. uMinor losses of paint from the white portions of the garments of the priest and monk,
otherwise very fine, with good margins, bright paint and gold, and smooth, fresh vellum. $5,500
Apart from those relatively few copies with illustrated
calendars, the miniatures found in Books of Hours
are almost entirely devoted to retrospective Bible
scenes that are obviously outside the experience of the
illuminator; it is only in the present kind of funeral
scene at the beginning of the Office of the Dead that
we can see a contemporaneous rendering of a scene
from the daily life of the Middle Ages. More often than
not, this scene is set indoors, and the constraints placed

on the artist as a result are significant, often making for
a depiction that contains little more than a draped coffin
and perfunctory mourners (who were, as a matter of
historical fact, frequently professionals with no connection
to the deceased). Here, we see a much more dynamic
scene where the artist has an opportunity to present an
imaginative narrative. The result—with considerable detail
and movement as well as an expansive feeling of space—is
very satisfying. (ST11459-129)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A SMALL
MINIATURE OF SAINT LUKE, FROM A BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT
FROM GOSPEL LESSONS. (Paris, ca. 1440) 121 x 89 mm. (4 3/4 x 3 1/2"). Single column,
15 lines of text in an especially fine gothic book hand. Attractively matted. Rubrics in red,
verso with two line fillers in colors and gold as well as a two-line burnished gold initial
on a pink and maroon ground with white tracery, the capital decorated with a graceful
blue tendril bearing two orange and white flowers, recto of the leaf with an elaborate
quarter panel border in the fore margin featuring animated flowers and other vegetation
and many burnished gold ivy leaves on hairline stems, verso with a similar (though more
lush) three-quarter border (and with a tangent vertical bar of red, blue, and burnished
gold), and the same side WITH A CHARMING MINIATURE OF SAINT LUKE (measuring approximately 26 x
31 mm.). uA vague hint of marginal creasing, top margin very small (though nothing cut into), minor loss of
paint from the wall behind the saint, otherwise in nearly faultless condition. $2,750
The considerable charm of this miniature lies in the
rapport conveyed by the artist between Saint Luke and
his symbol, a golden bull. Both are in a room, the floor of a
light and dark green tessellated pattern suggesting depth, the
windows at the back partially obscured by a red tapestry screen
decorated with an intricate gold design. A thoughtful Luke,
dressed in voluminous blue robes with gilded folds, writes
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on the long scroll unfolded over his knees, while the ox, his
hindquarters cut off by the miniature's frame, sits comfortably
on the floor, his forelegs folded under his breast, watching and
smiling in approval. An interesting feature of the room is that it
appears to be in an attic, as a wood-planked ceiling fills the two
upper corners of the miniature's background. The text relates
the story of the Annunciation to the Virgin. (ST11459-14)

AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A SMALL MINIATURE OF SAINT
MATTHEW, FROM A BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM GOSPEL LESSONS. (Paris, ca. 1440)
121 x 89 mm. (4 3/4 x 3 1/2"). Single column, 15 lines of text in an especially fine gothic book hand. Attractively
matted. Rubrics in red, recto with a line filler in colors and gold and a two-line blue capital
decorated with charming blue and scarlet flowers on delicate white tendrils, the whole on a
burnished gold ground, the verso with an elaborate quarter panel border featuring acanthus
leaves, flowers, and other vegetation and many burnished gold ivy leaves on hairline stems,
the recto with a simliar but more lavish three-quarter panel border (and with a vertical bar of
red, blue, and burnished gold between the text and the border in the fore margin), the recto
also WITH A SMALL AND EXTREMELY CHARMING MINIATURE OF SAINT MATTHEW
(measuring approximately 27 x 29 mm.). uA sliver of decoration trimmed along the top left
of the three-quarter border, otherwise in virtually faultless condition, especially bright and
fresh, with the paint and gold entirely intact. $2,750
________
59

This scene shows a golden-haired Saint Matthew in
the foreground accompanied by his angelic attribute,
who, with star-spangled wings, is placed further back on
the right. The pair inhabit a room with a tessellated green
floor that pulls us backward in space to a maroon screen
embellished with gold partially obscuring three windows,
the whole beneath a wood plank ceiling (as in the previously

described item). The artist has been particularly lavish here
in depicting the garments, with the Evangelist wearing a
pink gown and a voluminous blue cloak highlighted by
angular gold folds, and the angel in a matching blue cloak
with a gold border and massive circular gold clasp, beneath
which shows his simple white gown. The text here tells the
story of the Three Wise Men. (ST11459-16)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A SMALL
MINIATURE OF SAINT MARK, FROM A BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT
FROM GOSPEL LESSONS. (Paris, ca. 1440) 121 x 89 mm. (4 3/4 x 3 1/2"). Single column,
15 lines of text in an especially fine gothic book hand. Attractively matted. Rubrics in
red, recto with a line filler in gold and colors and a two-line blue initial decorated with
white tracery and four sprouting leaves, the verso with an elaborate quarter panel border
featuring animated flowers and other vegetation and many burnished gold ivy leaves on
hairline stems, the recto with a similar but more lavish three-quarter panel border (and
with a vertical bar of red, blue, and burnished gold between the text and the border in the
fore margin); recto also WITH A SMALL AND EXTREMELY CHARMING MINIATURE OF
SAINT MARK WITH HIS LION (measuring approximately 27 x 30 mm.). uTop edge of the three-quarter border
just very slightly trimmed, otherwise in extremely fine condition, very clean, bright, fresh, and smooth. $2,750
The apostle Mark looks quite monkish in this
miniature, dressed in a midnight blue cloak highlighted
in gold, his gilded hair in a bowl cut with short bangs
framing a full, placid face. He flourishes his stylus
while his faithful lion sits, strong and attentive,
obviously proud of a magnificent ruff and long tail.
The pair inhabit a room with a tessellated green floor

that recedes to a maroon tapestry with a gold pattern
hung as a backdrop behind them, obscuring the lower
portions of four windows at the back. The text here is
from Mark 16:14, where Jesus appears to "the eleven . . .
and upbraid[s] them with their unbelief and hardness of
heart, because they believed not them which had seen him
after he was risen." (ST11459-18)
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AN ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A SMALL MINIATURE OF
JOHN THE EVANGELIST, FROM A BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT
FROM THE SUFFRAGES OF THE SAINTS. (Paris, ca. 1440) 121 x 89 mm. (4 3/4 x 3 1/2").
Single column, 15 lines of text in an especially fine gothic book hand. Attractively matted.
Rubrics in red, verso with a large two-line "E" in maroon and white with enclosed scrolling
flowered stems, the whole on a burnished gold ground, the same side with a one-line
initial and a line filler, both in colors and burnished gold, along with a swirling quarter
panel border featuring flowers, leaves, strawberries, and many burnished gold ivy leaves
on hairline stems; the recto with a three-quarter panel border of similar design, though
more lavish (and with a vertical bar of red, blue, and burnished gold between the text
and the border in the fore margin), as well as with a two-line initial in colors and burnished gold, the same
side also WITH A SMALL AND QUITE CHARMING MINIATURE OF JOHN THE EVANGELIST (measuring
approximately 25 x 29 mm.), the saint in pink and blue holding the chalice (one of his identifying attributes),
standing at the center of the picture, his halo reaching the upper rim, surrounded by small, spade-shaped trees,
two eerie rock formations framing the background, which contains a large lake and a walled city. uIn virtually
perfect condition, the margins excellent and the vellum, paint, and gold all especially fresh and bright. $2,500
A common but far from universal element in a Book natural death), and so on. Depending on the devoutness,
of Hours, the collection of texts under the heading of the inclination toward ostentation, and the financial well"Suffrages" is a group of primarily short prayers said being of an artist's patron, a Book of Hours could contain a
to saints. Like so many things in Medieval life, Suffrages handful or a plenitude of Suffrages. Wieck points out that
were arranged hierarchically: the Virgin Mary has first Blanche of Burgundy had 83 Suffrages in her 14th century
place, followed by Saint Michael, John the Baptist, the Book of Hours, and when King Charles V of France acquired
apostles, the martyrs, the confessors (saints who died a Blanche's Horae, he found even that number insufficient for
________
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his saintly stable, and so he added 32 more. But in many cases,
especially in more modest Books of Hours, the Suffrages
will be found without illustrations, or else a single one
picturing the Trinity will suffice for the whole section. The
earliest manuscripts to contain Suffrages date from the 13th
century, though these prayers seem to have been known as
early as two centuries earlier. Frequently included among
the honored saints, John the Evangelist finds himself

in the present miniature in verdant territory, walking
through what seem to be lush pastures and orchards. He
is shown frontally, with a solemn facial expression, clutching
the chalice with his left hand, while pointing with his right
to this symbol of salvation. There is no dramatic moment
to rivet our attention, but the artist has provided us with
a pleasing, skillfully rendered composition nevertheless.
(ST11459-143)
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AN ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A SMALL MINIATURE OF THE STONING OF
SAINT STEPHEN, FROM A BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE
SUFFRAGES OF THE SAINTS. (Paris, ca. 1440) 121 x 89 mm. (4 3/4 x 3 1/2"). Single column,
15 lines of text in an especially fine gothic book hand. Attractively matted. Rubrics in red,
recto with a one-line initial and two line fillers in colors and burnished gold, both sides
with a two-line "D" in blue or pink and burnished gold (the capital on the recto with
emanating marginal embellishment of gilt ivy leaves), the recto with a swirling quarter
panel border featuring flowers, leaves, strawberries, and many burnished gold ivy leaves
on hairline stems, the verso with a three-quarter panel border of similar design, though
more lavish (and with a vertical bar of red, blue, and burnished gold between the text and
the border in the fore margin), verso also WITH A SMALL, EMOTIONALLY CHARGED
MINIATURE OF THE STONING OF SAINT STEPHEN (measuring approximately 25 x 29 mm.), the youthful
proto-martyr dressed as a deacon with a pink tabard over his white gown, his two attackers depicted as fops
wearing short tunics and parti-colored leggings, the scene set in a grassy meadow dotted with small trees,
behind which rise the walls of Jerusalem with tiny golden clouds floating above. uIn very fine, especially
bright condition. $3,200
In Acts of the Apostles, Stephen alarms the Jews with
his preaching that the true temple is in the heart. He is
charged with blasphemy, for which the penalty is stoning.
Execution must take place outside the walls of Jerusalem,
and our miniature shows Stephen in the countryside, his

hands joined in prayer, submitting quietly to his destiny as the
first of Christ's followers to be martyred. Since Stephen was
not one of the canonical 12 Apostles, he was considered to be
a deacon, and is seen here dressed in attire appropriate to that
office in the 15th century. (ST11459-144)
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ESPECIALLY PRETTY ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAVES, OFFERED
INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. (Paris, ca. 1440) 121 x 89 mm. (4 3/4 x
3 1/2"). Single column, 15 lines of text in an especially fine gothic book hand. Rubrics in red, all leaves with
multiple one-line initials as well as at least one line filler, all in blue, maroon, and burnished gold, many leaves
with one or more two-line initials in the same colors and gold but also enclosing charming flowers on scrolling
stems, a number of these two-line initials with marginal extension in the form of gilt ivy leaves on sinuous
stems, and EACH LEAF WITH A FINE SWIRLING QUARTER PANEL BORDER ON EACH SIDE featuring
flowers, leaves, strawberries, and many burnished gold ivy leaves on hairline stems. uIN ESPECIALLY FINE
CONDITION, with the paint and gold bright, fresh, and entirely intact. $325 - $450 (depending on decoration)
From the same manuscript as the miniatures described in the previous eight items, these are lovely little leaves

________
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from a fragment of a Book of Hours that obviously
was produced for a client of considerable means
by skilled craftsmen in a Parisian studio probably
a little before the middle of the 15th century. These

diminutive leaves were clearly intended to be put into
a book that could be carried easily on one's person, and
part of what makes them so charming is this portable size.
(ST11459-34-149)
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TWO ESPECIALLY PRETTY ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAVES, OFFERED
INDIVIDUALLY, FROM THE CALENDAR OF A BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. CALENDAR LEAVES
FOR JANUARY AND OCTOBER. (Paris, ca. 1440) 121 x 89 mm. (4 3/4 x 3 1/2"). Single column, 17 lines of text in
an especially fine gothic book hand. Calendar entries in blue, red, and thick burnished gold, line fillers of the
same design, recto with a two-line "KL" ("Kalends") in colors and burnished gold and with marginal extension
in the form of gilt ivy leaves, and EACH LEAF WITH A FINE SWIRLING QUARTER PANEL BORDER ON
BOTH SIDES featuring flowers, leaves, strawberries, and many burnished gold ivy leaves on hairline stems.
uThe panel borders at the fore edge of half of the leaves just slightly trimmed, otherwise in the same especially
fine condition as others from the identical manuscript, including those described in the previous entry. $400 $425 (depending on condition)
(ST11459-22-33)
recto

verso
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A VERY PRETTY ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF
FROM A BOOK OF HOURS IN DUTCH. (Netherlands, ca. 1440) 168 x
121 mm. (6 5/8 x 4 3/4"). Single column, 14 lines in a fine, regular, flourished gothic
book hand. Capitals struck with red, verso WITH A PROMINENT FOUR-LINE "I"
in burnished gold on a blue and pink background with white tracery, A FULL
BAR BORDER IN PINK, BLUE, AND BURNISHED GOLD EMANATING FROM
THE INITIAL, this frame with burnished gold trefoils on curling hairline stems,
delicate daisies with burnished gold centers, and gold bezants with calligraphic
flourishes. uAN EXTREMELY FINE LEAF—clean, fresh, and bright, with thickly
applied sparkling gold. $1,500
This is an equally well-preserved and even more visually pleasing leaf from the
manuscript represented in the previous entry. (ST12633)

From a Book of Hours of Great Beauty
And Ostentatious Size
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ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAVES, OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A VERY
FINE, VERY LARGE BOOK OF HOURS. (Paris, ca. 1440) 222 x 162 mm. (8 3/4 x 6 3/8"). Single
column, 16 lines of text, in a beautiful gothic book hand. Rubrics in red, the leaves with varying numbers of
line fillers and one- and two-line initials in burnished gold, blue, and magenta highlighted with white tracery,
and WITH LOVELY RINCEAUX BORDERS on one or both sides, these composed of delicately twining hairline
stems bearing red and blue blossoms and FEATURING A PROFUSION OF BURNISHED GOLD IVY LEAVES.
uIN OUTSTANDING CONDITION, the vellum extraordinarily bright, fresh, and clean, and WITH MARGINS
AS VAST AS ONE COULD EVER HOPE FOR. $550 - $750 (with a few less decorative leaves priced lower);
three especially beautiful leaves priced at $1,250
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A VERY PRETTY ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF FROM A BOOK OF HOURS
IN DUTCH. (Netherlands, ca. 1440) 168 x 121 mm. (6 5/8 x 4 3/4"). Single column, 14 lines in a
fine, regular, flourished gothic book hand. Rubrics in red, capitals struck with red, recto WITH A TWOLINE "G" in burnished gold on a blue background with white tracery, the center with a white-dotted spiral
on a pink ground, the initial TANGENT TO A FULL BAR BORDER IN PINK, BLUE, AND BURNISHED
GOLD, this frame with burnished gold trefoils on curling hairline stems, delicate daisies with burnished
gold centers, and gold bezants with calligraphic flourishes. uIN ESPECIALLY FINE CONDITION—clean,
fresh, and bright, with sparkling gold. $1,250
This is a beautifully written out and illuminated leaf, in fine, bright condition with the text in the Dutch
translation of Gerardus Magnus or (in Dutch) Geert Groote (or other variants,
including Gerard, Gerrit, or Gerhard Groet, 1340-84). At a time when Books of Hours
were almost exclusively in Latin (with occasional calendars, rubrics, or personal prayers
in the vernacular), Groote sought to make the communication between the individual
and the divine more direct by translating the Office of the Virgin into Dutch in or
about 1385. A priest whose life was characterized by luxury and irresponsibility until
he experienced a profound spiritual awakening, Groote had established a scriptorium
in Deventer in 1371 that would allow impoverished scholars to earn a living copying
texts. This organization eventually grew into the Brethren of the Common Life, a
teaching order that had a profound influence on European education, establishing the
first graded schooling and emphasizing humanistic studies and Latin. Their students
included Erasmus, and they had a lasting effect on the development of German
humanism. (ST12632)
________
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________
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Commissioned for use by a female (as indicated by the
feminine form in the "Obsecro te"), the Book of Hours
from which these leaves come could only have been a
manuscript of great beauty prepared for a household
of very substantial wealth and importance. The level of
achievement manifested here in both the scribal hand and
the execution of the illuminated decoration clearly indicates
that some of the best artisans money could buy were at
work on this book, and only a powerful family could afford
to pay their price. Further corroboration of this fact is
seen in the leaves' immense margins, which are at least as
wide as on any Book of Hours leaves we have ever seen.

Such a conspicuous display of purchasing power (those
extra millimeters meant the slaughtering of extra animals,
and that meant greater cost) announces an owner's selfcongratulatory consequence that is uncommon except in
the grandest of prayer books of the period. Happily, the
condition here matches the importance of the manuscript,
which was obviously considered from the beginning—and
ever after—an object to be carefully preserved. The three
especially pretty leaves, each of them with a three-quarter
panel border aflame with glittering ivy leaves and bezants,
open Gospel readings from Matthew, Mark, and Luke.
(ST12158b)

and pink ground with white tracery (one leaf with on1ly two-line initials and one with just one-line capitals),
all but one of the leaves with line fillers in the same style, TWO OF THE LEAVES WITH AN ELABORATE
THREE-QUARTER FLORAL BORDER ON BOTH SIDES containing acanthus leaves in red, blue, and gold and
with swirling hairline stems bearing flowers, berries, and a multitude of burnished gold ivy leaves, THREE OF
THE LEAVES WITH THE SAME KIND OF BORDER ON ONE SIDE (the sixth with a panel border on each
side featuring brushed gold, acanthus leaves, and several flowers in various colors). uA couple of tiny faint
brown spots to (ample) margins, but ESPECIALLY FINE LEAVES, unusually clean and bright, with rich colors
and sparkling gold. $350-$450 for the leaves with burnished gold borders; $300 for the leaf with brushed gold
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ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAVES, OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY, FROM THE
CALENDAR OF A VERY FINE, VERY LARGE BOOK OF HOURS. (Paris, ca. 1440) 222 x 162 mm.
(8 3/4 x 6 3/8"). Single column, 17 lines in a beautiful gothic book hand. Headings and feast days in alternating
blue and red, Dominical letters "A" in burnished gold on blue and red ground with white tracery, two Kalends
in the same style, RECTO AND VERSO WITH A LOVELY RINCEAUX BORDER composed of delicately twining
hairline stems bearing red and blue blossoms and FEATURING A PROFUSION OF BURNISHED GOLD IVY
LEAVES. uIN the same OUTSTANDING CONDITION as the leaves in the previously described entry. $425 each

These are calendar leaves from the manuscript colors, rather than in gold or red (the latter practice being
described in the item immediately above. Unusually, the source of our phrase "red letter days") to highlight
the scribe has chosen to list the saints' days in alternating important feasts. (ST12158a)
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BLANK RULED VELLUM LEAVES, OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A VERY FINE, VERY LARGE
BOOK OF HOURS. (Paris, ca. 1440) 222 x 162 mm. (8 3/4 x 6 3/8"). Ruled in red with 17 lines. uIN
VERY FINE CONDITION—especially clean, bright, and obviously never used. $150 each
These leaves were ruled for use in, and were once bound into, the Book of Hours described in the previous
entries, but the scribes at work here ran out of text before they ran out of leaves. (ST12158c)
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SIX ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAVES, OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY, WITH
ESPECIALLY PLEASING FLORAL BORDERS, FROM A LOVELY BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN.
(France, ca. 1440s) 152 x 114 mm. (6 x 4 1/2"). Single column, 14 lines of text in a very attractive, slightly angular
gothic book hand. Rubrics in red, varying numbers of one- and two-line initials in burnished gold on a blue
________
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With the text being enclosed on three sides by elaborate, especially desirable mainstream 15th century French
sparkling floral borders, and with the vellum, paint, (no doubt Parisian) leaves, particularly at the prices
and gold being so well preserved, these leaves are asked. (ST12625-7)
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A FRAGMENT FROM A VELLUM MANUSCRIPT
LEAF CONTAINING BIBLICAL LECTIONS,
PROBABLY FROM A MISSAL OR POSSIBLY A BREVIARY,
IN LATIN. TEXT INCLUDING MATTHEW 18:31-35, I TIMOTHY
2:2-7, AND MARK 4:24-29 (Germany, 15th century) 171 x 216
mm. (6 3/4 x 8 1/2"). Perhaps half the leaf, containing 14
complete lines in each of the two columns, in an unusually
squarish, sans serif gothic book hand. uRecovered from a
binding and thus creased, a bit browned, and with half a
dozen small stains, one side with a strip of paper adhering
along the tail edge, otherwise a very good specimen in an
especially interesting script. $125
(ST12365-5)
________
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THE LOWER HALF OF A VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF FROM A HYMNAL IN LATIN. TEXT
CONTAINING HYMNS TO SAINT LAURENCE, THE HOLY CROSS, AND THE VIRGIN MARY.
(Germany, 15th century) 210 x 292 mm. (8 1/4 x 11 1/2"). Single column, 15 or 17 full lines (of more) in a large,
regular gothic hand, and each side with either one or two five-line staves of music in Hufnagel notation (about
which, see item #68, above). Headings in red, one-line initials in red or blue, one large initial (about 40 mm.
tall) in red with tracery in blue and white. Evidence of a sewed repair to close a tear at a place where there
should have been text, but where the page is blank and—in an unusual scribal occurrence—a red circle has been
painted, apparently to alert the manuscript repairman that work needed to be done. uOnce used in a binding,
and consequently creased, a thin one-inch hole affecting a couple of lines, one side a bit browned, but the other
side unusually bright, and, in all, a very good specimen with the text legible on both sides. $175
(ST12365-8)
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A CUTTING FROM A SPANISH ANTIPHONAL. (ca. 15th century) 368 x 95 mm. (14 1/2 x 3 3/4").
One side entirely occupied with interlocking diamonds filled with Arab-inspired knots of strapwork
in white, burgundy, red, blue, and yellow, the triangular spaces between them filled with two alternating floral
fan designs, one in red and yellow, the other in olive green and yellow (the opposite side blank). uA neatly
cut-out but incomplete border, somewhat rubbed and slightly stained, though quite decorative and generally
pleasing nevertheless. $150
(ST11821b)

4101,
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599 recto, verso

AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT
LEAF WITH A LARGE INITIAL FEATURING
FLORAL EXTENSIONS INCLUDING A BIRD, PERHAPS
FROM THE END OF A MISSAL, IN LATIN. TEXT FROM
BIBLICAL LECTIONS FOR ADVENT. (Germany or possibly
Austria or Bohemia, 15th century) 267 x 235 mm. (10 1/2 x 9
1/4"). Apparently all but a small portion of the leaf, with 19
full lines in single column, in an excellent thickish gothic book
hand. Rubrics in red, two two-line initials in red or blue, and a
prominent two-line "Q" in red, with darker foliate decoration,
its tail descending for five lines, the main part of the capital on
a ground of blue with swirling green acanthus leaves, one of
these extending into a curling branch bearing a white lily, and
on the stem of the flower a charming white bird perched with
one foot raised. uOnce in a binding and consequently with one
side rather browned and somewhat blurred (though the text
legible with some effort), half a dozen small holes in margins
from stitching, a little light soiling, but the side with the initial
clean, readily legible, and with colors of the decoration still
rich. $175
The script here is very good, and the illumination Carthusian. The readings here are for use in Advent, in
delightful. The punctus flexus punctuation suggests times of tribulation, for peace, and for family members.
that the manuscript may have been Cistercian or (ST12365-10)
________
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A CUTTING FROM A SPANISH ANTIPHONAL. (ca. 15th century) 232 x 76 mm. (9 1/8 x 3").
One side with complex knots in red and blue as well as elongated octagons filled with maiblumen
elaboration, the other side blank. uA neatly cut-out but incomplete border, somewhat rubbed, though certainly
decorative and pleasing. $50
(ST11821a)
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FOUR VELLUM MANUSCRIPT BIFOLIA, OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A BREVIARY IN
LATIN. (probably the Netherlands, 15th century) 233 x 284 mm. (9 3/16 x 11 3/16"). Double column,
36 lines in a pleasing gothic book hand. Rubrics in red, a number of two-line initials in red or blue. uRecovered
from a binding and consequently a little wrinkled, outer sides somewhat browned and stained, a couple of
leaves with one column trimmed at edge, with loss of a few letters or a word at the end of each line, one leaf with
numerous early (16th century?) scribbles, otherwise very good specimens, the text entirely legible. $375 each
The texts here are from the Temporal for Sundays in Lent and the weekdays that follow. (ST11914-3-6)

________
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A LARGE VELLUM MANUSCRIPT BIFOLIUM FROM A MISSAL IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE
GOSPEL OF JOHN FOR GOOD FRIDAY MASS. (Rhineland or Netherlands, 15th century) 340 x 451
mm. (13 3/8 x 17 3/4"). Double column, 31 lines of text in a pleasing gothic book hand. Rubrics in red, one sixline "I" in red. uOnce part of a binding and consequently with the fore edge of the first leaf a little frayed, a
couple of one-inch marginal cracks to vellum, one corner creased, about a dozen tiny holes (not affecting text),
a bit soiled, but generally in excellent condition, especially for a recovered leaf, with ample margins and clear,
unfaded text. $450
This sizeable consecutive bifolium comes from a monastic the entire Gospel reading from John (18:1 to 19:42) on
manuscript, probably Cistercian or Carthusian, to judge the Passion, from the Arrest to the Entombment of Christ,
from the punctus flexus punctuation. The text contains used at the Mass on Good Friday. (ST11913-11)
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A CONSECUTIVE VELLUM BIFOLIUM FROM A MANUSCRIPT MISSAL IN LATIN. TEXT FROM
DAILY MASS FOR PASSION WEEK. (France, 15th century) 286 x 410 mm. (11 1/4 x 16 1/8"). Double
column, 31 lines of text in two sizes of very precise gothic script. Rubrics in red, 14 two-line initials in red or
blue, one three-line initial and two five-line initials in red. Prickings preserved along the fore edge of the left
hand leaf. A few 17th century scribbles. uRecovered from a binding, so inner side a little rubbed, second
leaf somewhat ragged along tail edge, and with dark brown stains to lower half, obscuring text on the bottom
fourth of one column, small hole between columns of text in same area, the first leaf with a few tiny holes (not
affecting text), otherwise clean, fresh, and legible. $450
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The text on these consecutive leaves is from the
end of the Mass for Tuesday of Passion week (the
sixth week of Lent), followed by the Masses for the
Wednesday and Thursday and the opening of the

Mass for Friday. While the condition of the bifolium has
obviously suffered, it was once part of a very attractive
Missal with a notably large and elegant scribal hand.
(ST11914-8)
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TWO ATTRACTIVE ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAVES, OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY,
FROM A MISSAL IN LATIN. (Italy, perhaps Siena, ca. 1450) 343 x 248 mm. (13 1/2 x 9 3/4"). Double
column, 29 lines, in a large, rounded, regular gothic hand. Rubrics in red, a few one-line initials painted in
blue or red, each leaf with from six to 12 two-line initials in red or blue with contrasting penwork, and EACH
LEAF WITH A VERY PRETTY THREE- OR FOUR-LINE INITIAL BRIGHTLY PAINTED IN SEVERAL COLORS
AND GOLD. uOne side of one leaf with text rather faded (but still legible), minor fading in a very few spots
elsewhere, a little soil, but wide-margined leaves in generally excellent condition, the large painted initials very
well preserved. $1,250 - $1,500 (depending on decoration and condition)
(ST10809b)
________
68

________
69

Four Carefully Composed, Convincingly Detailed
Miniatures from a First-Class Parisian Workshop
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A LOVELY MINIATURE OF THE
ANNUNCIATION, FROM A FINE BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN AND FRENCH. TEXT FROM THE
OPENING OF MATINS. (Paris, ca. 1450) 159 x 108 mm. (6 1/4 x 4 1/4"). Single column, four lines of text on
the recto, 15 on the verso, in a very pleasing gothic book hand. In a very attractive gilt wooden frame. Rubrics
in red, verso with three one-line and two two-line initials in burnished gold on a blue and pink ground with
white tracery, two line fillers in colors and gold, and a swirling quarter panel border featuring flowers, leaves,
strawberries, and many burnished gold ivy leaves on hairline stems; recto with a large three-line "D" in blue and
white with enclosed scrolling flowered stems, the whole on a burnished gold ground, and with a one-line initial
and a line filler in colors and gold, the same side WITH A FULL DIAPERED BORDER featuring much acanthus
and other fruits and vegetation within alternating clear and brushed gold compartments, THE BORDER
FRAMING A RICHLY DETAILED ARCH-TOPPED ILLUMINATED MINIATURE OF THE ANNUNCIATION
(measuring approximately 75 x 55 mm.) showing the Virgin in blue and purple robes kneeling at her prie-dieu,
her prayer book open, while Gabriel—more than usually resplendent in a golden gown and blue wings, both
liberally flecked with gold dots—kneels beside her, and the white dove of the Holy Spirit glides down into
the picture on thin strands of golden grace. uMinute loss of paint from the background, affecting the floor
by the Virgin's robe and the acanthus leaves in the lower corner of the border, just a faint hint of soiling and
rumpling, but a very fresh and generally quite clean leaf in excellent condition, with nothing approaching a
serious defect. (See also illustration on p. 54.) $6,500
This and the next three miniatures all come from a
Book of Hours decorated by extremely skilled members
of what must have been a first-class workshop. The
present carefully composed Annunciation scene is framed
by two purple marble columns supporting a double arch
with much gothic tracery and intricate architectural detail

in the background. The Virgin sits beneath a red canopy
with delicate gold decoration, the folds of her robes
heightened with gold. The magnificent Gabriel kneels
beside her and reaches a comforting hand to touch her
arm, providing reassurance at a high-stress moment. This
illumination of the Annunciation is striking and unusual
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because of the close contact of the Virgin and the angel and
the interaction which the artist conveys by showing them
glancing into one another's eyes. Often the angel appears
fluttering into the opposite side of the chamber, but here
the celestial messenger not only kneels close to the Holy
Mother, but actually grasps her cloak. The faces of both are
rather similar, with arched brows, pink cheeks, and sharp
noses, but Mary is softly smiling. Through the stone tracery
of a gothic window behind Gabriel, we see a blue sky and
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A LOVELY MINIATURE OF THE
VISITATION, FROM A FINE BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN AND FRENCH. TEXT FROM THE
OPENING OF LAUDS. (Paris, ca. 1450) 159 x 108 mm. (6 1/4 x 4 1/4"). Single column, four lines of text on the
recto, 15 on the verso, in a very pleasing gothic book hand. In a very attractive gilt wooden frame. Rubrics in
red, one two-line and seven one-line capitals as well as four line fillers, all in colors and burnished gold, the
verso with a swirling quarter panel border featuring flowers, leaves, strawberries, and many burnished gold ivy
leaves on hairline stems, the recto with a large three-line "D" in blue and white with an enclosed spray of red
roses, the initial on a burnished gold ground; the recto WITH A FULL BORDER featuring much acanthus and
other fruits and vegetation as well as burnished gold leaves and berries, the whole FRAMING A VERY FINE
ARCH-TOPPED ILLUMINATED MINIATURE OF THE VISITATION (measuring approximately 77 x 54 mm.).
uVery minor smudging or soiling to a couple of spots in the recto border, trivial loss of pigment (in Elizabeth's
robe), otherwise A FINE, FRESH LEAF with rich colors and bright gold. (See also illustration on p. 54.) $6,000
This familiar scene is well composed and executed with
impressive artistic skill. The two women are shown at a
fork in the road, with Elizabeth kneeling in adoration before
the pregnant Mary. Our Lady is in her usual blue cloak,
here over a purple dress, both of them heightened with gold,
partly as decoration, partly to illustrate folds. The road
behind Elizabeth disappears into the border on the right,
while that behind the Virgin curves toward a distant city.
The hill rising above the women is dotted with trees and
shrubs, and a cluster of pink-roofed stone buildings stands
at the top, dominated by a large, round tower. The Visitation
more usually is depicted with the two women embracing
or at least touching each other. Here, however, the artist
shows Elizabeth on her knees and somewhat behind Mary,
on a diagonal. As in other miniatures by this artist, strong
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________
70

distant green hills. The receding tiled floor and the carved
walls of the room give the scene depth, and the artist has
used gold adeptly to convey shadow and light, especially
on the garments. Significant artistry is demonstrated in the
painter's adroit realization of faces, attire, the interior in
general, and the convincing color and texture of the marble
columns in particular. The abundance of gold dots is perhaps
slightly bold, representing a particularly enthusiastic use of
an uncommon feature. (ST11774-30)

shadows stream out diagonally from the figures toward the
upper right. These diagonals are cleverly echoed throughout
the scene, in the hem of the Virgin's robe, in Elizabeth's
head scarf, in the receding path, and by the high hill behind
Elizabeth. The face of Mary conveys her sweetness and
tenderness; that of the older woman is rugged and impassive.
Like other miniatures from this Book of Hours, our artist
has done his work carefully here, not just in terms of design,
but also in choosing complementary colors and applying
his paint. The soft greens, pinks, and blues of the landscape
go very well with the women's clothing, and the degree of
detail is notable in the clustered buildings discussed above
and in the city behind the Virgin's head, both of which show
almost astonishing particularity realized with an exacting,
steady hand in a tiny space. (ST11774-56)

AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A GRUESOME MINIATURE OF THE
MASSACRE OF THE INNOCENTS, FROM A FINE BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN AND FRENCH.
TEXT FROM THE OPENING OF VESPERS. (Paris, ca. 1450) 159 x 108 mm. (6 1/4 x 4 1/4"). Single column, four
lines of text on the verso, 15 on the recto, in a very pleasing gothic book hand. Attractively
matted. Recto with a line filler in colors and gold, verso with a one-line initial in burnished
gold on a maroon and blue background with white tracery and a three-line "D" in blue
and white enclosing a spray of violets in the same colors, the capital on a burnished
gold ground, the same side WITH A FULL SWIRLING BORDER of acanthus leaves,
flowers, and berries, and many burnished gold ivy leaves ENCLOSING A BLOODY
ILLUMINATED MINIATURE OF THE MASSACRE OF THE INNOCENTS (measuring
approximately 78 x 54 mm.). uFore and lower margins on the side with the miniature a
bit rubbed and with faint patina reflecting frequent use (also, minor fading and loss of
paint and gold in the same place), otherwise in fine condition, THE MINIATURE itself
REMARKABLY WELL PRESERVED, WITHOUT ANY EROSION OF PIGMENT. (See
also illustration on p. 54.) $6,500
________
71

The Massacre of the Innocents cannot help but be a
moving subject, and the composition here as well as
the painter's considerable ability add to the emotional
impact in the present miniature. The center of the scene
is dominated by the gold-armored, gray-bearded soldier
whose sword is raised over the head of a woman clinging to
her son. The blood-spattered foreground is littered with the
dismembered bodies of infants, looking like so many broken

dolls. On the left, we see a row of modest cottages, providing
considerable depth as they recede toward distant hills. On
the right stands a crowd of grim-faced soldiers, all as elderly
as their commander, and seemingly following orders that are
unwelcomed; it is perhaps the acute sadness in their faces that
makes this scene especially memorable. The clear sky, green
fields, and serene blue mountains in the distance contrast
markedly with the horrific events unfolding. (ST11774-85)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A LOVELY
MINIATURE OF THE CORONATION OF THE VIRGIN, FROM A FINE
BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN AND FRENCH. TEXT FROM THE OPENING OF
COMPLINE. (Paris, ca. 1450) 159 x 108 mm. (6 1/4 x 4 1/4"). Single column, four lines
of text on the recto, 15 on the verso, in a very pleasing gothic book hand. Attractively
matted. Rubrics in red, verso with two two-line and five one-line initials as well as
four line fillers, all in colors and burnished gold, the same side with a swirling quarter
panel border featuring flowers, leaves, strawberries, and many burnished gold ivy
leaves and berries on hairline stems, the recto with a large three-line "C" in blue and
white with enclosed spray of blue and white violets, the initial on a burnished gold
ground, and with a one-line initial and a line filler in colors and gold, recto also WITH
A FULL SWIRLING BORDER of acanthus leaves, flowers, strawberries, and thistles
ENCLOSING A BEAUTIFULLY REALIZED ILLUMINATED MINIATURE OF THE CORONATION OF THE
VIRGIN (measuring approximately 77 x 54 mm.). uIN ESPECIALLY FINE CONDITION, everything fresh,
clean, and bright. (See also illustration on inside front cover.) $7,500
This is an enormously appealing miniature, rendered
with great skill and unusual detail. The demure Virgin
is shown in blue robes and a golden crown kneeling before
God enthroned in majesty, the latter holding an orb and
blessing her, while fiery seraphim and the rest of the
heavenly host watch from behind a purple tapestry screen.
Our artist, who has the imagination and daring to compose
scenes differently from his contemporaries, does not,
as is more typical, show the Virgin in the center flanked
by the heavenly father and son, nor does he choose, as
usual, the moment when she receives her crown. Instead,
he limits the major figures to two, placed on a diagonal to
one another. The heavy crown is already on Mary's head,
which bows under its weight and in reverent thanks, while
God the Father raises a hand in blessing. While we are, of
course, absorbed by the action in the foreground, it is in

These leaves come from the same manuscript as those attractive, unusually well preserved, and meant to
described in the previous four entries. They are very represent especially good value. (ST11774)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF FROM AN EXTREMELY LARGE PONTIFICAL
IN LATIN. (France, ca. 1450) 343 x 229 mm. (13 1/2 x 9"). Single column, 15 lines of text, in a large, clean
gothic hand. In a striking 24 x 20" antique-style ornate gilt wooden frame. Extensive rubrics in red, one line filler,
three one-line initials, and TWO PROMINENT TWO-LINE INITIALS, all in burnished gold, blue, and pink, with
white tracery. uA vague six-inch vertical crease in the fore edge, otherwise IN BEAUTIFUL CONDITION. $1,100

the audience of angels that we see especially how good our
painter is. Our eyes are drawn to the red-orange seraphim,
who provide a rich contrast to the colors chosen for the
main part of the miniature (soft pink and purple for God
the Father, pale brown and pink for the throne and floor,
lavender for the screen). And behind the seraphim, the artist
has used a swath of dark blue as a particularly successful
visual context for a row of 10 angels whose bodies and faces
emerge from the background in a ghostly way. A superficial
look does not pick up the individuated figures, but a more
studied inspection reveals that we are in the presence of a
great many heavenly shadows. We can see how deft the
artist is by how carefully he has applied his paint, but even
more noteworthy is his clever design involving three zones
of action, an aspect assuring that the miniature will repay
close and protracted study. (ST11774-93)
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A SELECTION OF LOVELY VELLUM LEAVES, OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A FINE
MANUSCRIPT BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. (Paris, ca. 1450) 159 x 108 mm. (6 1/4 x 4 1/4").
Single column, 15 lines per page in a fine gothic book hand. Leaves with varying degrees of decoration: (1)
Calendar leaves with large "KL" in burnished gold on a red and blue background with white tracery, text in
blue, red, and black ink, and with a swirling quarter panel border featuring flowers, leaves, strawberries, and
many burnished gold ivy leaves on hairline stems; (2) text leaves with one- or two-line initials and line fillers in
colors and gold, almost all of these leaves also with a similar quarter panel border (some with a panel border on
both sides). uIsolated trivial stains or imperfections, but EXCEPTIONALLY BRIGHT, CLEAN, AND FRESH.
$275 - $450 (for leaves with panel borders, depending on decoration and condition); leaves without borders
available for $65 - $150
________
72

________
73

Given its size (and the handsome frame around it),
this is an impressive leaf from a Pontifical, a volume
containing the rites and ceremonies presided over by
a bishop. Unlike Missals and Breviaries, which were used
by all priests and which needed to be supplied in large
numbers, the Pontifical was—and is—a rare service book.
The text here is more than a little interesting in its practical
details, especially for what it suggests about the exigencies
faced by the Church at the local level at the time it was
produced. It comes from the rite "De cleric faciendo," for
conferring clerical status. After tonsuring the candidates,

the bishop proceeds to invest each with the surplice, the
characteristic liturgical garment of the cleric, symbolic of
his putting on "the new man." The bishop then says the
prayer on the verso of our leaf with his miter removed ("sine
mitra"), as practice directs. A rubric on the recto explains
how to avoid a logistical difficulty: if only one surplice is
available for a multiplicity of candidates, the bishop should
place it successively over the head and shoulders of each.
The bishop is to fully invest only the final candidate, but
this investiture is to be considered to apply to the entire
group. (ST11635)
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THREE VERY HANDSOME ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAVES, OFFERED
INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE OPENINGS OF TERCE,
SEXT, AND COMPLINE. (Flanders, ca. 1450) 184 x 133 mm. (7 1/4 x 5 1/4"). Single column, 15 lines in a pleasing
gothic book hand. Rubrics in red, capitals struck with red, several one-line initials in burnished gold on a blue
or pink ground with white tracery, two or three two-line initials in blue or pink with white tracery and infill
of twining floral vines, all on a burnished gold ground, RECTO OF EACH LEAF WITH A FULL BORDER
of curling hairline stems with flowers and acanthus leaves in blue, orange, pink, and green as well as with
many burnished gold ivy leaves, AND THE TEXT ENCLOSED ON THREE SIDES BY A THICK BAGUETTE of
intricate floral vines and knotwork in several colors and gold, this border ATTACHED TO AN EXTREMELY
LARGE SIX-LINE INITIAL (measuring approximately 41 x 53 mm.) in blue with white tracery on a burnished
gold ground and with ornate floral infill in several colors and gold. uA touch of browning at edges, a small
faint marginal stain at tail of hinge edge, otherwise ESPECIALLY FINE LEAVES, clean and fresh, with the paint
and considerable glittering gold entirely intact. $2,750-$3,500 (depending on decoration)
These sizeable, lovely leaves are intricately decorated
with much gold, and no doubt came from a handsome
Book of Hours. The thick three-sided border (called a
baguette or sometimes a baguette border) often accompanied
a miniature, and since the splendid decoration here appears
each time on what would be the right hand leaf of an
opening, it is certainly possible that each of these leaves did
originally face a miniature inserted, probably without text,
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A SMALL, FINE MINIATURE OF A
CISTERIAN MONK WITH THE VIRGIN AND CHILD, FROM A MISSAL IN LATIN. TEXT FROM
THE MASSES FOR THE VIRGIN. (Eastern France, perhaps Neubourg Abbey in Alsace, ca. 1450) 311 x 229 mm.
(12 1/4 x 9"). Double column, 21 lines in a lovely gothic liturgical hand. In a handsome gilt wooden frame.
Rubrics in red, five two-line initials in burnished gold on pink, blue, and white grounds with two- to three-line
marginal extensions of hairline stems terminating in burnished gold leaves, recto with one three-line "S" in pink,
white, and gold and infilled with scrolling floral vines, a blue and burnished gold bar border extending from
the initial the length of the central margin, a small furry gold creature with large ears and curling tail sitting
atop the bar within a wreath of red and blue acanthus leaves, this the centerpiece of an upper rinceaux border
of swirling hairline stems abloom with flowers of various colors and bearing many burnished gold ivy leaves,
a lower border of similar design, with a brushed gold urn of flowers at center, a small gold lion reclining amid
the vegetation, the same side of the leaf WITH A COLUMN-WIDE MINIATURE (58 mm. square) just above
the large initial DEPICTING THE VIRGIN AND CHILD seated within a walled garden, A CISTERCIAN MONK
KNEELING BEFORE THEM, a banderolle emanating from his lips with the words "Mater Dei memen[to mei]"
("Mother of God remember me"). uA little paint flaking from the Virgin's robe, otherwise IN ESPECIALLY
FINE CONDITION, very clean and bright, with lustrous gold. $8,500

on the left. It is also at least as possible that these leaves
came from a Book of Hours commissioned by someone who
did not ask for miniatures, and our conspicuously decorative
baguettes and sizeable initials would have served as the
highest level of adornment in the manuscript. In any case,
the double borders—incorporating the usual floral frames,
along with the uncommon baguettes they enclose—give
these leaves an especially animated feeling. (ST12437-a-b)

________
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________
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This lovely leaf comes from a very fine illuminated
Missal perhaps made at Neubourg Abbey in Alsace. Even
though the Cistercians typically eschew lavish decoration in
their manuscripts, the connection with the order is confirmed
in the present case by the punctus flexus punctuation and
by the presence of the Cistercian monk in his distinctive
white habit with black scapular (a figure also appearing in
other miniatures known to have been part of the manuscript
represented here). This was one of four leaves from the same
manuscript auctioned at Sotheby's as lot #8 on 5 December
1995. A leaf from the Mass of Corpus Christi had a miniature
depicting four Cistercian monks in the Procession of the
Holy Sacrament, and the leaf containing the Introit for the
Nativity of Saint Bernard of Clairvaux shows that founder
of the Cistercian order preaching to a group of his monks.
It is notable that the Mass is not for Saint Bernard's regular
feast day of August 20, but for his nativity—something
that would be more likely to be celebrated by the order he

founded. The provenance of Neubourg Abbey is suggested by
the presence of the abbey's arms—sable, with double tower
argent—in the border of a page from the feast of Epiphany.
The Rhineland style of illumination seen here accords with
the Abbey's location in Alsace. Founded in the early 1130s by
Count Reinhold of Lützelburg, Neubourg Abbey had a library
of more than 500 manuscripts at the time of its suppression
following the French Revolution; none of these has ever been
traced. The decoration here is pleasingly symmetrical, and
the rinceaux borders are light and airy, with the whimsical
inhabitants adding charm. The miniature has wonderful
small details, most particularly the beatific expression on the
face of the monk as he kneels in awe before the Madonna
and Child, and the very realistic folds of his habit. The sky
above the gray stone wall encircling the garden is filled with
swirling gilt tracery that seems to emanate from the serene
Virgin. In keeping with the delicate nature of the illumination,
the scribal hand here is elegant and slender. (ST12292)
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TWO ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAVES, OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A
MISSAL IN LATIN. (Italy, probably Tuscany, ca. 1450s) 356 x 248 mm. (14 x 9 3/4"). Double column,
32 lines of text in an extremely appealing large, rounded gothic book hand. Rubrics in red, seven or else nine
two-line initials in red or blue with contrasting red, blue, or purple penwork elaboration extending well into the
margin, some reaching below the text. uA few faint wrinkles, isolated minor darkening because of the natural
grain of the vellum, but almost entirely IN VERY FINE CONDITION, the vellum extremely clean and smooth,
the margins especially ample, and the text and decoration rich and fresh. $425 each
These are leaves from the Temporal of a remarkably the special satisfaction that comes with extremely careful
well-preserved Missal with substantial dimensions. execution of an unusually pretty script and delicately
While they do not have the glitter of gold, they provide elaborated decoration. (ST11067a-j)
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A VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF FROM A MISSAL IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE COMMON OF
SEVERAL MARTYRS. (Germany, ca. middle of the 15th century) 391 x 260 mm. (15 3/8 x 10 1/4").
Double column, 32 lines of text in a very good gothic script. Rubrics in red, 13 large initials in red or (faded)
blue. uRecovered from a binding, so one side rather browned, a dozen small holes, half of them affecting a
letter or two, one-inch slit along a marginal fold, but still a desirable specimen with legible text and no fatal
condition problems. $500
Among other things, this leaf is of interest because
its scribal hand closely resembles the typeface used in
the Gutenberg Bible of ca. 1455. It was, of course, the
natural thing for early printers to manufacture types that

resembled the letters in manuscripts of the period, and a
leaf like this one—as it comes from the time and place where
Gutenberg was at work—could have served as a design
example. (ST11913-7)
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A VERY FINE ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH
A MINIATURE OF A BURIAL SCENE, FROM A BOOK OF HOURS IN
LATIN. TEXT FROM THE OFFICE FOR THE DEAD. (France, ca. middle of the 15th
century) 152 x 108 mm. (6 x 4 1/4"). Single column, four lines of text under the miniature
and 13 lines on the verso, in a very fine gothic book hand. Verso with four one-line
initials in burnished gold on pink and blue grounds with white tracery and with three
line fillers in the same style, recto with a handsome three-line "D" in blue with white
tracery on a ground of burnished gold, the center of the initial with a spray of flowers
on a brushed gold ground, above the initial AN ARCH-TOPPED MINIATURE OF
A BURIAL SCENE (measuring approximately 80 x 50 mm.), the text and miniature
framed on the left by a burnished gold bar border and on the right and bottom by a
very pleasing baguette featuring a chain of pansies on a brushed gold ground, the
________
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________
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whole ENCLOSED BY AN ORNATE FLORAL BORDER densely filled with acanthus leaves, grapes, berries, and
other vegetation as well as many tiny burnished gold bezants. uIN SPLENDID CONDITION, extraordinarily well
preserved, with rich colors, intact paint, and shining gold. (See also illustration on inside front cover.) $7,500
This beautiful leaf features a miniature in outstanding
condition with very considerable detail, and an
illuminated frame containing a riot of foliage, fruit,
and flowers. The focus of the scene is an open grave
into which two gravediggers are lowering a shrouded
corpse. In the foreground, we see part of the open coffin,
and in front of the grave are a shovel and a skull. The
gravediggers holding the body have intent expressions as
they struggle to coordinate their efforts. On the other side
of the grave stands a third workman, holding a blue bell. To
the left of this central group are three mourners in hooded
black robes, and on the right are five tonsured clerics in
gilt-embroidered blue copes. One of them is sprinkling

holy water on the body with a thin gold aspergillum.
In the background on the left is a large round building
with a dome, many diamond-paned windows, and flying
buttresses. Further in the background and on the right
is a green-roofed structure with a gothic gable, its sides
open to reveal a great many skulls stacked to the rafters.
A staple for use in the Office for the Dead, the funeral
scene normally occurs in a dark interior, posing special
challenges (which are often not well met) for the artist;
here, we have the open air, and our painter has produced
an almost radiant scene, made all the more brilliant by the
shimmering gold frame surrounding it. For more on the
funeral scene, see item #84, above. (ST12625-3)
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A LARGE ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF
WITH AN HISTORIATED INITIAL, FROM A BOOK OF
HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE OPENING OF THE GOSPEL
SEQUENCES. (France, ca. middle of the 15th century) 229 x 165 mm.
(9 x 6 1/2"). Single column, 17 lines in a fine, regular gothic book hand.
Rubrics in red, BOTH SIDES WITH AN INTRICATE THREE-QUARTER
BORDER of swirling hairline stems bearing many burnished gold bezantberries, acanthus leaves, and other vegetation and blossoms (including,
unusually, a large gourd in each border), THE RECTO WITH A
PROMINENT SIX-LINE HISTORIATED "C" in blue and pink with white
tracery, THE CENTER OF THE LETTER OCCUPIED BY THE ANGEL
OF SAINT MATTHEW in a pink robe with blue wings and bearing a
banderolle with the saint's name, the initial outlined with thick burnished
gold. uTiny smudge to head edge of border on recto, minor traces of
previous mounting, a little rumpling to side margins, otherwise in very
fine condition, quite clean, fresh, and bright, with generous margins and
lustrous gold. (See also illustration on inside front cover.) $3,500
This attractively illuminated leaf comes from a Book
of Hours with uncharacteristically large dimensions,
and the decorators have made the right decision here
to enlarge everything, rather than to pack additional
material into the design. As a consequence, the historiated
initial is relatively simple but features quite a large figure,
there are fewer acanthus leaves than the borders could

accommodate (though they are more robust), and the gourds
stand out as especially striking elements that are closer
to whopping than to diminutive. The scribal hand is also
enlarged here, and the whole leaf gives the suggestion of a
manuscript prepared for someone desiring the ostentation
linked to an oversized presentation (or else for someone
whose eyesight is not as good as it used to be). (ST12637a)

With Two Very Fine Historiated Grisaille Initials
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF
WITH TWO LOVELY GRISAILLE HISTORIATED
INITIALS, FROM A BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE
SUFFRAGES OF THE SAINTS. (Flanders, ca. 1460s) 156 x 105 mm. (6
1/8 x 4 1/8"). Single column, 14 lines of text in a very fine gothic book
hand. Attractively matted. Rubrics in red, each side with an "L"-shaped
bar border of red and gold terminating in foliate clumps at top left
and lower right of the text, verso with a two-line initial in burnished
________
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gold on a pink and blue ground, BOTH SIDES WITH A VERY FINE SIX-LINE GRISAILLE INITIAL (measuring
approximately 40 x 40 mm.), THE RECTO SHOWING SAINT HERMES ON HORSEBACK, THE VERSO SAINT
AEGIDIUS (GILES) WITH HIS HIND, each initial in blue highlighted with white, and the whole on a cusped
ground of burnished gold. uMinor soil and discoloration at edges, otherwise IN VERY FINE CONDITION, the
gold bright and the margins especially ample. (See also illustrations on back cover and inside front cover.) $7,500
Our artist has used great skill and a particularly
pleasing method to produce two very fine historiated
initials. In use especially during the late Medieval
period, the technique employed here is called grisaille,
a method of painting that imitates the effects of relief
sculpture. Normally involving monochrome painting that
employs shades of gray (the term derives from the word
"gris," French for "gray"), grisaille work was generally
executed using a black pigment such as lampblack and
an inert white pigment, often—as here—with the addition
of gold highlights. The technique first appeared in the
late 13th century and experienced its greatest period of
popularity from the second half of the 14th through the end
of the 15th century. This style enabled the artist to depict
subtle degrees of light and shadow, and consequently
show considerable detail—seen here, for example, in the
face of Aegidius. The two historiated initials present a
striking contrast. Saint Hermes gallops across the field,

his steed prancing. Saint Aegidius sits quietly in his forest
retreat, his hand absently caressing the diminutive hind
who was his companion and who had nourished him with
her milk. Hermes was popuar in Flanders, where his relics
were said to have been deposited in Ronse, which became
a popular pilgrimage destination, especially for those
seeking relief for mental problems. According to legend,
Hermes was once a slave. He was freed and prospered,
but his Christian faith led to his martyrdom in second
century Rome. Aegidius was not a martyr, but a holy
hermit from the south of France. His burial place in Saint
Gilles du Gard was likewise a destination for pilgrims,
and he was considered to offer potent help in averting
and curing the plague. The conjuction of appeals to two
healing saints, Hermes and Aegidius (known in England
as Giles), perhaps reflects the recurrence of plague in
the years 1463-65, presumably about when this leaf was
produced. (ST11534)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH AN EXCELLENT
MINIATURE OF THE ANNUNCIATION TO THE SHEPHERDS, FROM A
LOVELY LITTLE BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE OPENING OF TERCE.
(Northern France [probably Paris], ca. 1460s) 130 x 98 mm. (5 1/8 x 3 7/8"). Single column,
14 lines in a very fine gothic book hand. Rubrics in red, verso with three one-line initials
and one two-line initial in blue with white tracery and scrolling pink and blue floral infill
on a ground of burnished gold, two line fillers in similar style, a panel border with acanthus
leaves and much other vegetation as well as a charming yellow bird with outstretched wings,
recto with two one-line initials and a line filler like those on the verso, a similar but more
detailed three-line "D" on a burnished gold ground, and A SPLENDID BRUSHED GOLD
FULL BORDER teeming with vegetation, flowers, and fruit in rich shades of several colors,
the border inhabited by two realistically painted birds, an insect with delicate aqua wings, and a perky, long-eared
squirrel munching on a berry, this golden frame ENCLOSING A VERY PLEASING ARCH-TOPPED MINIATURE
OF THE ANNUNCIATION TO THE SHEPHERDS (measuring approximately 58 x 45 mm.), at the top a bright
red angel peeking through a semi-circle of burnished gold and holding a scarlet banderolle, in the foreground
two shepherds on a hillside, attired in brown sugarloaf hats and warm tunics and leggings, one on the ground
gazing up at the angel in awe, the other standing with folded arms, leaning on his staff, apparent skepticism on
his face, a golden sheepdog curled up asleep a short distance away, further back a huddled herd of sheep grazing
on a verdant hillside punctuated with trees, and in the distance a white, turreted castle. uSignificant flaking to
the shepherds' garments and to one of their faces, otherwise in fine condition, the rich gold frame lustrous, the
margins extremely ample, and other defects all trivial. (See also illustration on inside front cover.) $4,750
As often happens with the Annunciation to the
Shepherds image, this miniature presents us with a
dramatic contrast between celestial splendor and the
lowly life of humans. Above, the fiery angel parts the
sky to let a small piece of heaven shine through, while on
the rough ground below, two peasants in tattered clothes
struggle to grasp the situation. Our shepherds are well
individuated, one falling to the ground in surprise, the

second more hesitant, but thrusting his face forward as if
listening intently. The dog provides a spot of tranquillity at
the center of the scene, blissfully sleeping through all the
excitement. The artist is obviously sophisticated. We can
feel the night cold because of the heavy garments of the
sheepherders, the tightly curled sleeping dog, and the flock
of sheep conspicuously pressed together as they graze. And
the miniature is well designed: the repeated round shapes of

________
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the huddle of sheep, the hill they stand on, and the treetops
give the scene a pleasing design harmony, and the artist
has admirably suggested depth of space by using a high
horizon for the vivid green hill, placing the tower centrally
in the middle distance, and adding a misty blue slope on
the right in the far distance. The border (no doubt done
by a different painter) is arresting in its lavish decoration,

with botanical elements being unusually dense, and their
swirling shapes giving a sense of movement and animation.
The birds' markings are carefully rendered, and the insect's
imaginatively blue-green wings are delicately stippled and
flecked with larger pimple-like spots. The overall level of
aesthetic achievement is high, suggesting that the leaf came
from a manuscript of notable quality. (ST12021-93)

With Very Lively Inhabitants, and among the Most Attractive Hours Leaves We've Ever Had
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ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAVES, OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A LOVELY
LITTLE BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN, ALL THE LEAVES WITH FINELY EXECUTED PANEL BORDERS
FEATURING DELIGHTFUL ZOOMORPHIC INHABITATION. (Northern France [probably Paris], ca. 1460s)
130 x 98 mm. (5 1/8 x 3 7/8"). Single column, 14 lines of text in a very fine gothic book hand. Rubrics in red, leaves
with variable numbers of one- and two-line capitals in blue with white tracery, the initials on a burnished gold
ground and infilled with ivy leaves in blue, orange, and white, ALL OF THE LEAVES WITH A PANEL BORDER
ON EACH SIDE, ONE OR BOTH OF THE PANEL BORDERS INHABITED BY AN ANIMAL, A HUMAN, A
FANCIFUL CREATURE, OR A FANTASTICAL HYBRID OF THESE, the remarkably charming residents placed
amidst a tangle of acanthus leaves, flowers, buds, thistles, fruit, and other vegetation painted in brushed gold,
blue, green, pink, and other colors. uA very few minor signs of use, but generally IN EXTRAORDINARILY FINE
CONDITION, the gold sparkling, the paint uneroded, and the vellum almost entirely clean and fresh. $350-$550
(depending on decoration); a few leaves with very special inhabitation priced up to $1,500

These leaves come from a large fragment of a beautifully small birds, but also several peacocks, hens, roosters, and
executed little Book of Hours done by very sophisticated a duck). In addition to the usual plants and birds, a number
artists whose illumination in general—and zoomorphic of borders contain images of fanciful beasts, some winged,
inhabitation in particular—are extremely (and some half-serpent, some whose faces morph into musical
sometimes immensely) charming. The borders here are instruments, and some creatures with human faces. Peopled
the source of considerable delight, containing carnations, borders include a crowned individual, a man with a basket on
thistles, roses, daisies, violets, peas, melons, squash, his back playing a flute, and a mermaid. These are certainly
strawberries, grapes, insects, a deer, squirrels, hounds, foxes, among the most attractive and delightful small Book of
stoats, camels, a goat, a cat, and many birds (frequently Hours leaves we have ever offered for sale. (ST12021a)
________
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT CALENDAR LEAF, WITH ROUNDELS SHOWING
THE LABOR OF THE MONTH AND THE SIGN OF THE ZODIAC, FROM A LOVELY LITTLE
BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FOR MARCH, WITH ILLUSTRATIONS OF PRUNING AND ARIES.
(Northern France [probably Paris], ca. 1460s) 130 x 98 mm. (5 1/8 x 3 7/8"). Single column, 18 lines on the
recto, 15 on the verso, in a very fine gothic book hand. Attractively matted. Text in red, blue, and burnished
gold, two-line "KL" in blue with white tracery on a ground of burnished gold, each side with a quarter panel
border filled with curling blue and gold acanthus, that on the RECTO WITH AN ATTRACTIVE ROUNDEL
SHOWING TWO PEASANTS PRUNING, VERSO WITH A ROUNDEL SHOWING ARIES THE RAM. uGold
around the Kalends a little flaked, trivial loss of paint from acanthus leaves and roundel frame on verso, small
dark marginal smudge on recto, otherwise in fine, fresh condition. $2,750
This and the following 25 entries all describe leaves that
come from a large fragment of a very appealing Book
of Hours with especially charming borders containing
human and zoological inhabitants. In the calendar
leaves, the Golden Numbers are indeed in burnished gold,
as are the feast days of major saints. The labor of the month
for March depicts two peasants clad in rough work clothes
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hard at work in an orchard or vineyard, pruning the plants
for the coming springtime. The appropriate sign of the
Zodiac, Aries, is represented by a docile-looking white ram
in a meadow, with a city made up of gray towers in the
distance. Although the main text of the manuscript here is
in Latin, the calendar leaves are in French, as is very often
the case. (ST12021-3)

5122, 123, 124, 125,
126, 127, 128, 129, 130
THE SAME, but TEXT FOR APRIL, WITH ILLUSTRATIONS OF PICKING FLOWERS AND TAURUS.
(Northern France [probably Paris], ca. 1460s) 130 x 98 mm. (5 1/8 x 3 7/8"). $3,750

This leaf has text and decoration similar to that described blossoms into a wreath. The fashionable lady appears in other
in the previous item, but the labor of the month on the recto miniatures from this work and is almost certainly the person
shows two women in a meadow, one a servant who is for whom this Book of Hours was intended. On the verso of
gathering flowers and bringing them in her apron to her the leaf, the sturdy bull Taurus stands majestically in a field.
noble mistress. Her lady, dressed aristocratically in a purple Apart from minor loss of gold from the "KL" background, the
robe with black trim and a tall, conical hennin, is weaving the leaf is in fine condition, quite clean and fresh. (ST12021-4)
________
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THE SAME, but TEXT FOR JUNE, WITH ILLUSTRATIONS OF MOWING AND CANCER. (Northern
France [probably Paris], ca. 1460s) 130 x 98 mm. (5 1/8 x 3 7/8"). (See illustration on p. 81.) $3,000

Same as the previous item, but the labor of the with a brown and gold crustacean (more crayfish than
month showing a peasant in a short white tunic crab) representing Cancer. Most of the gold around the
and brown hat cutting hay, with one large haystack "KL" missing, otherwise a fine, fresh leaf. (ST12021-6)
behind him and a towered town in the distance. Verso
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THE SAME, but TEXT FOR JULY, WITH ILLUSTRATIONS OF REAPING AND LEO. (Northern France
[probably Paris], ca. 1460s) 130 x 98 mm. (5 1/8 x 3 7/8"). (See illustration on p. 81.) $3,000

The same as the previous item, but the labor of the month
consisting of the cutting of grain, seen here being accomplished
by a peasant kneeling with a sickle in hand and dressed in a fulllength red garment, a wide-brimmed straw hat, and a long white
cloth hanging down from the back of the head, no doubt as a
cooling device. This piece of attire as well as the shadows cast
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by the sun suggest a hot July day. One would expect the work
here to be done by a male, but everything about the figure (the
apparel, the lightness of the tool, the fair complexion) strongly
suggests a female. The verso shows Leo the golden Lion seated
in a field beside a large gray rock. The usual flaking to the gold
around the initials, otherwise fine. (ST12021-7)

THE SAME, but TEXT FOR AUGUST, WITH ILLUSTRATIONS OF THRESHING AND VIRGO. (Northern
France [probably Paris], ca. 1460s) 130 x 98 mm. (5 1/8 x 3 7/8"). (See illustration on p. 81.) $2,750

The same as the previous item, but the labor of the month between two large sheaves of grain. Usual flaking from gold
showing two men vigorously threshing grain inside a stone around the Kalends, thin line of paint missing from the border
barn; verso with Virgo depicted as a maiden in red, standing and roundel on verso, otherwise excellent. (ST12021-8)
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THE SAME, but TEXT FOR SEPTEMBER, WITH ILLUSTRATIONS FOR TREADING GRAPES AND
LIBRA. (Northern France [probably Paris], ca. 1460s) 130 x 98 mm. (5 1/8 x 3 7/8"). (See illustration
on p. 81.) $4,000
Same as the previous item, but the labor of the month
showing a man in a short red tunic stomping grapes
in a large wooden vat, a small vessel (perhaps containing
wine?) in his left hand; beside him, but behind two wine
barrels, is another man pouring wine from a ewer into a bowl.
The verso shows Libra as a handsomely dressed woman in
blue and green holding a pair of golden scales. Treading
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grapes, appearing as an October activity as often as one for
September, is frequently the most fully realized of the Labor of
the Month scenes, and, in keeping with this fact, the present
leaf is probably the most interesting—and at the same time the
most carefully painted—of those offered here. Most of the gold
surrounding the Kalends missing, two small smudges in tail
margin of recto, otherwise excellent. (ST12021-9)

THE SAME, but TEXT FOR OCTOBER, WITH ILLUSTRATIONS FOR SOWING AND SCORPIO. (Northern
France [probably Paris], ca. 1460s) 130 x 98 mm. (5 1/8 x 3 7/8"). (See illustration on p. 81.) $4,000

Same as the previous item, but the labor of the month
showing a man sowing in a plowed field, a large white
sack of golden grain at the side awaiting his attention and a
gray barn in the background; verso with a wicked-looking

brown scorpion beside a large rock, with tall towers and a
walled city in the distance. Usual flaking to gold on "KL,"
one tiny light brown stain to tail edge, otherwise a fine,
fresh leaf. (ST12021-10)
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THE SAME, but TEXT FOR NOVEMBER, WITH ILLUSTRATIONS FOR THE GATHERING OF ACORNS
FOR PIGS AND SAGITTARIUS. (Northern France [probably Paris], ca. 1460s) 130 x 98 mm. (5 1/8 x
3 7/8"). (See illustration on p. 81.) $4,500
Same as the previous item, but the labor of the month
showing a man in a wide-brimmed hat herding
swine, the pigs rooting about in mud for acorns at
the edge of a forest; verso depicting Sagittarius as a halfman, half-lion archer. The painting of the gathering scene

here is especially detailed—for example, in the leaves of
the forest trees, the acorns on the ground, and the bristles
on the pigs' backs. Apart from minor flaking, in very fine,
fresh condition, the miniatures especially detailed and
vivid. (ST12021-11)

________
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THE SAME, but TEXT FOR DECEMBER, WITH ILLUSTRATIONS FOR SLAUGHTERING A PIG AND
CAPRICORN. (Northern France [probably Paris], ca. 1460s) 130 x 98 mm. (5 1/8 x 3 7/8"). (See
illustration on p. 81.) $4,000
Same as the previous item, but the labor of the
month depicting a man in a white apron raising a
cudgel over the head of a pig he is about to kill; verso
showing Capricorn the Sea-Goat with his cornucopia-

like lower half, looking rather out of place in a green
meadow. Minor loss of gold around the Kalends, a
couple of tiny marginal stains, otherwise excellent.
(ST12021-12)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A SMALL
MINIATURE OF A LADY TAKING COMMUNION, FROM A LOVELY
LITTLE BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE THURSDAY HOURS OF THE
HOLY SACRAMENT. (Northern France [probably Paris], ca. 1460s) 130 x 98 mm. (5 1/8 x 3
7/8"). Single column, 14 lines in a fine gothic book hand. Attractively matted. Rubrics in
red, recto with two two-line initials and three one-line initials in blue with white tracery
and enclosing scrolling flower stems of pink, red, and blue, all on a ground of burnished
gold; verso with a one-line and a two-line initial in the same style, both sides with a
pleasing quarter panel border filled with swirling acanthus and fruit in blue, gold, red,
and green, that on the verso inhabited by a pretty green bird; the verso also WITH A
PLEASING MINIATURE (measuring 35 x 33 mm.) SHOWING A COMMUNION SERVICE in a lavenderwalled chapel with four arched windows, the priest in a blue chasuble holding aloft the communion wafer
before a carved wooden altar, an acolyte kneeling behind him holding a very large candle, and A NOBLE LADY
IN PINK AND BLACK (no doubt the owner of the manuscript) KNEELING TO RECEIVE THE SACRAMENT.
uA nearly invisible pinhole in the backgound of the miniature, otherwise IN VERY FINE CONDITION, quite
clean, fresh, and bright. $4,000
From the same Book of Hours as the calendar leaves
described in the previous entries, this very pleasing
leaf pictures the woman who commissioned the
manuscript or for whom it was commissioned. She
appears here in her distinctive pink gown elaborately
brocaded in gold and trimmed in black and with her
head adorned by a matching black hennin and lappets.
The manuscript in question was textually complex, as it
included the Hours for Each Day of the Week, the Hours
of the Holy Sacrament (from which this leaf comes), and
the Hours of the Conception of the Virgin—texts normally
absent from the vast majority of Books of Hours but found
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in more deluxe versions. Although their measurements
are not large, these leaves are characterized by careful
painting, an excellent scribal hand, and charming features
like the lovely panel borders appearing on every page,
many of them inhabited by grotesques or delightful
creatures like the bird seen here. Our small Communion
miniature is surprisingly detailed: we can see the gilded
carvings on the altar, the stonework around the windows,
the reverent expressions on the faces of the participants,
the clearly defined folds of the robes worn by the priest
and acolyte, and especially the subtle golden decoration in
the lady's robe. (ST12021-146)

AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A SMALL
MINIATURE OF DEATH MENACING A LADY, FROM A LOVELY LITTLE
BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE OPENING OF THE MONDAY OFFICE OF
THE DEAD. (Northern France [probably Paris], ca. 1460s) 130 x 98 mm. (5 1/8 x 3 7/8").
Single column, 14 lines in a fine gothic book hand. Attractively matted. The text similarly
decorated as in the previous entry, but with the panel border on the verso inhabited by
an amusing grotesque with a bird's beak, a monkey's ears, and the tail of a fish, the recto
WITH A DRAMATIC MINIATURE (measuring 35 x 33 mm.) OF DEATH MENACING A
LADY WITH HIS SPEAR, the two figures standing in a walled garden with a large tree
at center and delicate blue flowers in the background, Death depicted as a dark gray
skeleton draped in white, the spear in his upraised right hand threatening the same lady who appeared in
the previous miniature, facing him here with stolid equanimity. uA handful of small, faint marginal stains or
smudges, but IN VERY FINE CONDITION, quite fresh and bright and with paint entirely intact. $4,500
________
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This striking miniature features the owner of the
manuscript (see previous item) confronting Death, a
fearsome figure pointing a large spear directly at her heart.
The noblewoman whose life is in jeopardy is dressed as before,
except that the long pointed portion of her hennin is a lighter
color than both the black lappets descending from its bottom

and the long and intricate white gossamer veil that trails from
its point. This ostentatiously luxurious apparel emphasizes the
futility of worldly riches in the face of death. The lady, however,
is strong in faith: her hands are crossed over her chest, her face
is serene, and she contemplates mortality with the confidence
of one assured of her own salvation. (ST12021-137)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A SMALL
MINIATURE OF PENTECOST, FROM A LOVELY LITTLE BOOK OF HOURS
IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE OPENING OF MATINS IN THE HOURS OF THE HOLY SPIRIT.
(Northern France [probably Paris], ca. 1460s) 130 x 98 mm. (5 1/8 x 3 7/8"). Single column,
14 lines in a fine gothic book hand. Attractively matted. The text similarly decorated as in
the previous entry, but with the panel border on the verso inhabited by a large yellow and
brown bird with a long, curling tail, the recto WITH A STRIKING SMALL MINIATURE
(measuring 35 x 33 mm.) OF PENTECOST, the scene framed on three sides by a wide
golden arched doorway, through which we see the Virgin, seated at a table with a book
open in front of her, the dove of the Holy Spirit hovering above her head in radiating
flames, the disciples—St. John in white foremost among them—kneeling on either side of her. uOne small
marginal smudge, otherwise very fine—quite clean and bright, with paint and shining gold entirely intact.
$3,500
This is a richly decorated leaf, with multiple
illuminated initials and a carefully composed depiction
of Pentecost in which the Virgin dominates the scene,
as, of course, she should. In most depictions of Pentecost,
John and Peter flank the Virgin, and surely the cleanshaven youth at the left is John; whether the figure in the

right foreground is Peter remains uncertain, particularly as
his attribute—the key to heaven—is nowhere in sight. In any
case, the sophistication of the painter can be seen in the fact
that all of these three—and none of the other figures—have
whitened faces, as they are obviously bathed in the light
emanating from God's winged emissary. (ST12021-141)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A SMALL
MINIATURE OF JOACHIM AND SAINT ANNE MEETING AT THE GOLDEN
GATE, FROM A LOVELY LITTLE BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE
SUFFRAGES OF THE SAINTS. (Northern France [probably Paris], ca. 1460s) 130 x 98 mm.
(5 1/8 x 3 7/8"). Single column, 14 lines in a fine gothic book hand. Attractively matted.
The text similarly decorated as in the previous entry, but with the panel border on the
recto inhabited by a charming bird in brown and yellow, the verso WITH A TOUCHING
MINIATURE (measuring 35 x 33 mm.) OF SAINT ANNE AND JOACHIM MEETING AT
THE GOLDEN GATE in Jerusalem, the white-haired Joachim gently embracing his wife,
the pair standing before an impressive gate of brushed gold, with the towers of the city
visible over the gray stone wall. uOne tiny smudge in the margin, otherwise in very fine condition. $4,000
The miniature here contains the very uncommon and therefore sin-free from the beginning of her life. Her
image of Saint Anne and Joachim at what legend parents, Anne and Joachim, were bitterly disappointed
suggests was a crucial moment in the family history of at being childless, and both prayed to be blessed with
the Savior. The story of the two figures in our miniature offspring. Each was instructed by an archangel to meet the
first appeared in the second century apocryphal Gospel of other at the Golden Gate at Jerusalem and promised that
James, in which Anne is said to be the mother of the Virgin this would bring them a child. Legend has it that when the
Mary. As such, Anne became a personage of great interest, anxious pair met and fell into each other's arms, Mary was
and the legend that grew up around her life—a legend given miraculously conceived without the stain of carnal contact.
credence in Voragine's 13th century "Golden Legend"—is The scene was a popular subject in Medieval art, but is very
certainly curious. The growth of Marian devotion in the rarely encountered in a Book of Hours. Our miniature has
Middle Ages prompted the thorny theological question of many delicately painted details, and the almost rapturous
whether the Mother of God was free of original sin, and the expression of the two figures—so appropriate for this
obvious desire to see such a condition accepted nourished the charged moment—has been clearly communicated by the
notion that the Virgin Mary was "immaculately conceived" artist. (ST12021-236)
________
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A SMALL
MINIATURE OF SAINT ANNE WITH THE INFANT VIRGIN MARY, FROM
A LOVELY LITTLE BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE SATURDAY HOURS
OF THE CONCEPTION OF THE VIRGIN. (Northern France [probably Paris], ca. 1460s) 130
x 98 mm. (5 1/8 x 3 7/8"). Single column, 14 lines in a fine gothic book hand. Attractively
matted. The text similarly decorated as in the previous entry, but with the panel border on
the verso inhabited by a delightful grotesque in purple and gold with a curving trumpetshaped snout, the recto WITH A CHARMING MINIATURE (measuring 35 x 33 mm.)
OF SAINT ANNE HOLDING THE INFANT VIRGIN, the two attended by seven young
virgins, the group standing in a room with a tessellated stone floor, a gothic window, and
a red and gold wall hanging. uOne faint brown spot to margin, but a very fine, extremely fresh and clean leaf.
$3,000
This very pretty leaf opens the infrequently seen Hours
of the Conception of the Virgin, and it represents the
second appearance of Saint Anne (see previous entry)
in the manuscript from which the present group of
leaves comes. While we do not have historical evidence to
support such a hypothesis, there is no harm in speculating

that this unusual conjunction at least suggests the possibility
that the original owner of the Book of Hours in question
may herself have been named Anne. Like the others in
this group, this miniature is carefully painted and realizes
considerable detail in the scene's architecture and clothing.
(ST12021-153)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A SMALL
MINIATURE OF SAINT ANTHONY THE GREAT, FROM A LOVELY LITTLE
BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE SUFFRAGES OF THE SAINTS. (Northern
France [probably Paris], ca. 1460s) 130 x 98 mm. (5 1/8 x 3 7/8"). Single column, 14 lines
in a fine gothic book hand. Attractively matted. The text similarly decorated as in the
previous entry, but with the panel border on the verso inhabited by a long-necked hybrid
beast, the same side WITH A FINE SMALL MINIATURE (measuring 35 x 33 mm.) OF
SAINT ANTHONY THE GREAT, the Desert Father seated on a broad wooden bench
beneath a red and gold canopy, one hand upraised in blessing, the other holding an open
book, the saint flanked on either side by a fierce demon, one raising a stick with which
to beat him, and in the foreground, a pig sniffing around the saint's feet. uMinor loss of paint in a small spot
on the miniature, affecting the head of one demon, one initial faintly blurred, otherwise fresh, clean, and
altogether pleasing. $2,750
This is a memorably animated miniature showing the
father of Christian monasticism serenely ignoring the
demons sent to taunt and tempt him. The patron saint
of swineherds (thus the pig as his attribute), Saint Anthony
withstood many years of demonic torments, and offered
advice and encouragement to others in their own trials.
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While the artist was restricted by an expected reverence
toward the saint, he felt no such constraint in depicting
the devils, and the one on the left—with a chest resembling
the red scales of an alligator—is a particularly successful
expression of artistic license. (ST12021-241)

AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A SMALL
MINIATURE OF SAINT CHRISTOPHER FROM A LOVELY LITTLE BOOK
OF HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE SUFFRAGES OF THE SAINTS. (Northern France
[probably Paris], ca. 1460s) 130 x 98 mm. (5 1/8 x 3 7/8"). Single column, 14 lines in a fine
gothic book hand. Attractively matted. The text similarly decorated as in the previous
entry, but with the panel border on the recto inhabited by a yellow bird about to take
flight, the same side WITH A VERY ATTRACTIVE MINIATURE (measuring 35 x 33 mm.)
OF SAINT CHRISTOPHER BEARING THE CHRIST CHILD ACROSS A RIVER, the saint
in a short tunic and flowing red cloak, his passenger in purple, the blue waters of the
treacherous river choppy, the approaching bank steep and rocky, and atop it, a hermit
lighting their way with a lamp held high. uJust a hint of soil in the fore margin, but
especially well preserved in general. $3,750
________
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A very popular saint in the Middle Ages—and
so a figure often appearing in the Suffrages—St.
Christopher led a life that comprised one long quest
to find and serve the world's greatest ruler. The present
detailed and intriguing image shows the end of that search,
as the saint carries the Son of Man across a swollen river.
Even though Christopher is massive (measuring more than

seven feet tall) and greatly strong, the Christ Child becomes
a ponderous burden, as the saint is carrying, in the Child's
words, "not only the weight of the whole world, but also
of Him who made it." The crusty-looking hermit with the
lantern, who told Christopher to serve Christ by being
a human ferry, is a wonderfully charming element here.
(ST12021-242)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A SMALL
MINIATURE OF SAINT CLAUDE OF BESANÇON, FROM A LOVELY LITTLE
BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE SUFFRAGES OF THE SAINTS. (Northern
France [probably Paris], ca. 1460s) 130 x 98 mm. (5 1/8 x 3 7/8"). Single column, 14 lines in
a fine gothic book hand. Attractively matted. The text similarly decorated as in the previous
entry, but with the panel border on the verso inhabited by a leaping dog, the same side
WITH A GOLD-FRAMED MINIATURE (measuring 35 x 33 mm.) OF SAINT CLAUDE OF
BESANÇON attired in his bishop's regalia, standing in a hallway between two arch-topped
doors, reading a book. uA fine, fresh leaf, with only the vaguest sense of soiling. $2,750
Born in 603 and living well into his 90s, Saint Claude (or
Claudius) became Archbishop of Besançon in 685 and
after his death was so popular that his shrine became
one of the major destinations for pilgrims in France, the
town where he was buried actually changing its name
from Condate to Saint Claude. Lore surrounding this saint
strains credulity, and the historian Henry Wace has said that
"on this saint the inventors of legends have compiled a vast

farrago of improbabilities." Perhaps chief among the myths is
the belief that his body remained in an incorruptible state (at
least until it was destroyed during the French Revolution).
However well preserved his corpse remained, his feet were
exposed three times each day to be kissed by the many
pilgrims who flocked to his shrine. In the Hours of Henry
VIII in the Morgan Library, there is a miniature showing
Claude resuscitating a dead man. (ST12021-239)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A SMALL
MINIATURE OF SAINT GENEVIEVE, FROM A LOVELY LITTLE BOOK OF
HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE SUFFRAGES OF THE SAINTS. (Northern France
[probably Paris], ca. 1460s) 130 x 98 mm. (5 1/8 x 3 7/8"). Single column, 14 lines in a fine
gothic book hand. Attractively matted. The text similarly decorated as in the previous
entry, but with the panel border on the recto inhabited by a merry grotesque with the
body of a goose and a long-nosed human face on a serpentine neck, verso WITH AN
ATTRACTIVE MINIATURE (measuring 35 x 33 mm.) OF SAINT GENEVIEVE standing
in a room reading, while behind her an angel chases away a blue winged demon. uVery
minor flaking of paint in the miniature (not detracting from the image), two faint black
lines (perhaps offsetting from the outline of a miniature on the opposite page) running across the text, one of
the lines entering the miniature, otherwise a very clean, bright, and still quite pleasing leaf. $2,750
In this well composed and complex scene, the patron
saint of Paris, Genevieve, who saved the city from
Attila the Hun, is protected herself by an angel who
has flown in at just the right moment. This celestial
guard has a stick in each hand, and pokes the disgusting
demon into submission. In another manifestation of the

skill of the artist responsible for the small miniatures
offered as consecutive entries in this catalogue, the
appearance of a devil, as here, is always portrayed in
a darkened interior dominated by browns, whereas
the other, less ominous, scenes enjoy brighter colors.
(ST12021-246)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A SMALL
MINIATURE OF SAINT GREGORY, FROM A LOVELY LITTLE BOOK OF
HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE SUFFRAGES OF THE SAINTS. (Northern France
[probably Paris], ca. 1460s) 130 x 98 mm. (5 1/8 x 3 7/8"). Single column, 14 lines in a fine
gothic book hand. Attractively matted. The text similarly decorated as in the previous
entry, but with the panel border on the verso inhabited by a long-tailed pheasant, the same
side WITH A DRAMATIC MINIATURE (measuring 35 x 33 mm.) OF SAINT GREGORY
CELEBRATING MASS, the saint holding aloft the Communion wafer while the figure of
________
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Christ rises from the altar, blood from the wound to his hand cascading into the chalice on the altar surface,
the wall behind displaying the "Arma Christi," Gregory's doubting deacon kneeling behind him, and beside
the deacon, a noblewoman representing the owner of the Book of Hours (see items #131 and #135, above). uA
little faint soiling near edges, otherwise in fresh, bright, and altogether pleasing condition. $4,000
Representing the most heightened of religious
moments in general as well as a key point in the
life of Saint Gregory specifically, this leaf features
compelling actions being witnessed by the woman
for whom this Book of Hours was made. According
to the doctrine of Transubstantiation, the Communion
wafer becomes the body of Christ once the priest blesses
it with the words "this is my body," and this dramatic
transformation is revealed publicly at the moment when the
wafer is raised; similarly, when the wine is blessed by the
priest, it becomes the Christ's blood, a transmutation that
is obviously being symbolized by the spouting blood in the
present scene. For Gregory (ca. 540-604), this miniature
represents the occasion for gratitude toward God. Faced

with doubts expressed by his deacon about the validity of
Transubstantiation, Gregory had prayed for a sign that the
doctrine was true, whereupon the bread was transformed
in the deacon's presence into Christ in the visible guise of
the Man of Sorrows rising from the altar, clad only in a
loincloth and displaying the wounds left by the Crucifixion
(here, the wound on just the right hand suffices). The
miniature is full of absorbing details, including the "Arms
of Christ" (symbols from the Passion) displayed on the
wall, the gold hatching and black embroidery on the altar
cloth, the line of text and closure tabs on the Missal lying
on the altar, and the architectural elements of the chapel
(including a rooster standing on a pedestal, one more item
in the "Arma Christi"). (ST12021-233)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A SMALL
MINIATURE OF SAINT MARGARET, FROM A LOVELY LITTLE BOOK OF
HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE SUFFRAGES OF THE SAINTS. (Northern France
[probably Paris], ca. 1460s) 130 x 98 mm. (5 1/8 x 3 7/8"). Single column, 14 lines in a fine
gothic book hand. Attractively matted. The text similarly decorated as in the previous
entry, but with the panel border on the verso inhabited by a charming hybrid creature
with the face of a satyr and the body of an insect, complete with bright green wings
featuring black and gold dots, the recto WITH A DELIGHTFUL MINIATURE (measuring
35 x 33 mm.) OF SAINT MARGARET EMERGING FROM THE DRAGON in the confines
of an austere stone cell, the flummoxed beast with face and feet of a feline character, a
scaly reptilian body, bat-like wings, and long, curved blue horns, the golden-haired saint arising serenely from
the dragon's back, her deliverance complete except for the tail of her red cloak, still hanging from the monster's
mouth. uA handful of small, faint marginal spots, otherwise a fine, bright leaf. $4,000
With Saints Sebastian, Catherine, and Christopher,
Saint Margaret of Antioch was one of the most
enduringly popular of all Medieval saints, and along
with the scene showing the Annunciation to the
Shepherds, her emanation from the bowels of a dragon
typically provides one of the most delightful visual
moments in any Book of Hours where she appears.

Because she was the patron saint of pregnant women, Saint
Margaret is often found in Books of Hours designed for
females, her story to be used for comfort during childbirth:
just as Margaret emerged unhurt from the dragon, so might
a healthy infant emerge from the woman who asks for
Margaret's assistance. The bewildered look on the dragon's
face here is priceless. (ST12021-247)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A SMALL
MINIATURE OF SAINT MARK, FROM A LOVELY LITTLE BOOK OF
HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM GOSPEL LESSONS. (Northern France [probably Paris],
ca. 1460s) 130 x 98 mm. (5 1/8 x 3 7/8"). Single column, 14 lines in a fine gothic book
hand. Attractively matted. The text similarly decorated as in the previous entry, but with
panel borders on both sides inhabited by a bird flapping its wings, the recto also WITH
A PLEASING MINIATURE (measuring 35 x 33 mm.) OF SAINT MARK WITH HIS LION,
the saint sitting on a bench writing in a stone room with mullioned windows and a red
wall hanging decorated with gold, the lion watching alertly from the right. uA hint of
thumbing, otherwise in very fine condition—fresh, clean, and especially bright. $3,500
This leaf comes from the section of Gospel readings is pictured here, the text is from the first chapter of
near the beginning of the prayer book. Although Mark Luke, relating the Annunciation. (ST12021-13)
________
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A SMALL
MINIATURE OF SAINT MATTHEW, FROM A LOVELY LITTLE BOOK OF
HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM GOSPEL LESSONS. (Northern France [probably Paris], ca.
1460s) 130 x 98 mm. (5 1/8 x 3 7/8"). Single column, 14 lines in a fine gothic book hand.
Attractively matted. The text similarly decorated as in the previous entry, but with both panel
borders inhabited, that on the recto by a brown dog with a shaggy plume on his forehead
riding a blue and orange goose, and that on the verso by a half-woman, half-serpent, the recto
also WITH A PLEASING MINIATURE (measuring 35 x 33 mm.) OF SAINT MATTHEW, the
seated Evangelist writing on a scroll and reaching out to dip his quill in the ink pot held
by his angel, who wears a lavender deacon's dalmatic over his white robe. uFour nearly
invisible pinholes, one in the background of the miniature, otherwise especially clean, fresh, and bright. $4,000
This miniature provides the standard—and an
artistically agreeable—depiction of Saint Matthew
and his helpful attributive angel, but what really
stands out here are the two exceedingly charming
drolleries in the borders. On the recto, the dog is riding
the goose with such enthusiasm and in such a posture
as to suggest a coital agreement, while the grotesque on
the verso shows an extremely vivid imagination: the

combination of female human and serpent has spotted
yellow wings, wears a curling red hat and a green
bodice tucked into a similarly colored tail resembling a
large horn, and holds a tightly swaddled infant wearing
a hat that matches her own. It is entirely possible that
the child's nether region is also reptilian, though it is
obscured by the swaddling clothes, which look very much
like a cocoon. (ST12021-15)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A SMALL
MINIATURE OF SAINT SEBASTIAN, FROM A LOVELY LITTLE BOOK OF
HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE SUFFRAGES OF THE SAINTS. (Northern France
[probably Paris], ca. 1460s) 130 x 98 mm. (5 1/8 x 3 7/8"). Single column, 14 lines in a fine
gothic book hand. Attractively matted. The text similarly decorated as in the previous
entry, but with panel borders on both sides inhabited by a stately peacock, one with a
bright green tail, the other with a brushed gold tail, the recto also WITH A STRIKING
MINIATURE (measuring 35 x 33 mm.) OF SAINT SEBASTIAN'S MARTYRDOM, the halfnaked saint tied to a tree, bleeding from numerous arrow wounds, his two tormentors a
study in contrasts: one a large, uncouth fellow with a plain bow, the other a dandy in pink
tights and a blue and gold doublet shooting a crossbow, the scene set in a meadow with rolling green hills
leading to a turreted town in the distance. uOne tiny hole to the background landscape, with minor flaking of
paint from the immediate area, peacock on the recto a little rubbed, otherwise a fine, fresh leaf. $3,500
Although the martyred Saint Sebastian is invariably
pictured as shot full of arrows, he did not die from
these punctures, but rather was actually nursed back
to health by Saint Irene, then returned to serve the
emperor, who had him clubbed to death. As Wieck says
in "Time Sanctified," the story of these double miseries of our
third century captain in Diocletian's army had already made
Sebastian one of the two or three most popular of Christian
martyrs. But in addition to the wide regard that had accrued

from his martyrdom, "the opportunity that Sebastian
provided for portraying a beautiful nude youth ensured his
popularity among artists and many of their clients . . . from
the late Middle Ages, through the Renaissance, to the 19th
century." One of the archers in the Sebastian miniature is
usually depicted wearing an elaborately decorated doublet,
and in that tradition, the artist here has done an impressive
job of showing carefully defined gold embroidery on the
garment of the figure in the foreground. (ST12021-244)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A SMALL
MINIATURE OF THE TRINITY, FROM A LOVELY LITTLE BOOK OF HOURS
IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE SUNDAY HOURS OF THE HOLY TRINITY. (Northern France
[probably Paris], ca. 1460s) 130 x 98 mm. (5 1/8 x 3 7/8"). Single column, 14 lines in a fine
gothic book hand. Attractively matted. The text similarly decorated as in the previous
entry, but with the panel border on the verso inhabited by a spotted yellow hybrid beast
with a long neck and a fox-like head, the recto WITH A MINIATURE OF THE TRINITY
(measuring 35 x 33 mm.), the Father and the Son seated, their garments joined as if one,
Christ on the left with the Cross on his shoulder, the Father across from him holding
________
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an orb, and the two displaying an open book between them, the dove of the Holy Spirit hovering between
their heads directly above the book, the background with gold-embellished red and blue wall hangings. uIn
extremely fine condition with only the most trivial of imperfections. $4,000
The artist has chosen to place the Trinity in a
contemporary room here, such as the owner of a
15th century Book of Hours might inhabit, rather
than in a more exalted celestial environment. At the
very least, we might expect a throne rather than a humble
bench, but this ordinary setting would remind the reader

that the Trinity is always and everywhere present. The
connection between faith and scripture is emphasized by
the fact that a book (probably a Bible or Book of Hours)
is opened at the very center of the miniature, and both
God the Father and God the Son have their hands firmly
grasping it. (ST12021-133)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A SMALL
MINIATURE OF THE VIRGIN AND CHILD, FROM A LOVELY LITTLE
BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM "OBSECRO TE." (Northern France [probably
Paris], ca. 1460s) 130 x 98 mm. (5 1/8 x 3 7/8"). Single column, 14 lines in a fine gothic
book hand. Attractively matted. The text similarly decorated as in the previous entry, but
with the panel border on each side inhabited by a pretty brown and white bird in flight,
the recto WITH A GLITTERING MINIATURE (measuring 35 x 33 mm.) OF THE VIRGIN
AND CHILD, the pair seated on a red-canopied bed, its hangings with golden stippling,
the Virgin's blue robe also with much gold, and the Christ Child looking like a small
prince in a gold and red open robe. uA couple of minor marginal stains, otherwise an
especially fine, fresh leaf. $3,000
In this simple but very pleasing miniature, the Virgin
sits with a playful and energetic Christ Child on her
lap. The face of the young Jesus is convincingly infantile,
but his slender body prefigures his manhood, a Medieval
artistic convention suggesting that Our Lord possessed

all the wisdom of an adult from the time of his birth. The
"Obsecro te" is a prayer to the Virgin, begging for her aid.
Frequently used in Books of Hours, the prayer is most often
accompanied, as here, by a scene of the Virgin cuddling her
child or by a Pieta. (ST12021-20)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A CHARMING
SMALL MINIATURE OF THE VIRGIN AND CHILD, FROM A LOVELY
LITTLE BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE OPENING OF THE JOYS OF
THE VIRGIN. (Northern France [probably Paris], ca. 1460s) 130 x 98 mm. (5 1/8 x 3
7/8"). Single column, 14 lines in a fine gothic book hand. Attractively matted. The text
similarly decorated as in the previous entry, but with the panel border on each side
inhabited by a bright blue peacock with a golden tail, the recto WITH A TOUCHING
MINIATURE (measuring 35 x 33 mm.) OF THE VIRGIN AND CHILD, the Madonna,
as always in blue, seated on a large chair beneath a red canopy and guarded on either
side by a flame-bright seraph, the Christ Child—here shown as a squirming baby with
a mischievous face—lying on her lap and reaching his arms toward some unseen object of delight. uOne
small smudge to an illuminated initial, a couple of faint stains to head edge, otherwise a very clean and
fresh leaf. $3,500
The "Joys of the Virgin Mary" is a prayer that was
frequently added at the end of Books of Hours,
especially those produced in France in the 15th
century. It celebrates the joyous moments in the
Virgin's life (the Annunciation, Nativity, wedding
feast at Cana, Resurrection, Ascension, Pentecost,
and so on); 15 is the usual number, but sometimes there
is slightly less joy, as when five (as here), seven, or nine

"Joys" are celebrated. The present miniature portrays our
Lady and her son in their most human aspect. The Christ
Child in this scene is like any other curious, happy baby,
twisting on his mother's lap as he tries to reach some
desired item just out of sight. The artist has succeeded in
giving the Virgin a look of alarm at this activity, but the
seraphs are standing by to make sure no harm comes to
the Son of Man. (ST12021-238)

________
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An Especially Animated and Brightly Painted Miniature of David in Prayer
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A LARGE
MINIATURE OF KING DAVID AT PRAYER, FROM A BOOK OF
HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE SEVEN PENITENTIAL PSALMS. (France
[Limoges?], ca. 1460s) 165 x 117 mm. (6 1/2 x 4 5/8"). Single column, three lines
of text on recto, 15 lines on verso, in a fine gothic book hand. Attractively matted.
Verso with five one-line initials in burnished gold on pink and blue grounds,
RECTO WITH AN ANIMATED FULL RINCEAUX BORDER filled with blue and
gold acanthus leaves and vines bearing red, blue, pink, and green flowers and leaves
amid numerous burnished gold bezants and ivy leaves on twining hairline stems,
the border tangent with a fine inner baguette of brilliantly burnished gold decorated
with strawberry vines, and the whole ENCLOSING A RICHLY DETAILED ARCHTOPPED MINIATURE OF KING DAVID AT PRAYER (measuring approximately 80
x 64 mm.), the miniature atop text begun with a large and lovely "D" in pink with
white tracery enclosing a trio of blue violets, the letter on a burnished gold ground. uMinor loss of paint to
a few strawberries, top and inner margins very slightly extended (and with a number of tiny losses to border
decoration), very thin vertical crease downward from God the Father, slight thumbing in lower right corner,
but still an extremely appealing leaf, the paint very rich, the gold especially brilliant, and with the miniature
itself generally in a fine state of preservation. $7,500
This very fine miniature introduces the first of the
Seven Penitential Psalms, which were to be recited
during Lent as an act of contrition, but the sober text
here did not prevent our artists from making this
a very joyful and animated composition. David is
depicted as no longer the slayer of Goliath or the young
harper in a bucolic setting. His harp rests against the
wall, and the aged, repentant sinner kneels in an archway
between two rooms, an unroofed study with a bookstand
in the foreground, and a chapel with an altar behind. The
black and green tessellated floor serves to unify the space,
and in the upper right of the scene, God the Father (his
high forehead, forked white beard, and pink robe echoing
David's own appearance) leans forward out of the sky,

golden orb in hand. He appears to be smiling, and we might
conjecture that he is dispensing the forgiveness for which
the Psalm asks. Lest the penitent become too confident,
however, an archangel, presumably Michael, flies forward
beneath the Divinity with a threatening sword raised aloft.
The garments of David are a particularly attractive feature
here. The artist uses sharp folds that seem to rustle almost
audibly as they cascade around David. His voluminous red
robe is etched with golden fold lines, and his sweeping blue
cloak blows back, as if blasted by the intrusion of the Lord
and the archangel, to reveal a solid gold lining. The border
of strawberries that sets off the image from the surrounding
welter of foliage is a sweet touch, and the outer border is
unusually luxuriant. (ST11531)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH TWO CHARMING MINIATURES OF
FEMALE SAINTS, FROM A FINE BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE SUFFRAGES.
(Bruges, ca. 1465) 181 x 127 mm. (7 1/8 x 5"). Single column, 19 lines in a careful, pleasing gothic book hand.
In a very attractive new gilt wooden frame. Rubrics in pink (or faded red), one two-line initial in blue, magenta,
and burnished gold, two lines with undulating line fillers in blue and gold, both sides of the leaf with a
three-quarter panel border incorporating foliage, blossoms, and ivy leaves on hairline stems, the vertical part
of this frame with a bar border composed of colors and burnished gold terminating at top and bottom in
colorful acanthus leaves, and WITH TWO SMALL BUT VERY PLEASING MINIATURE PAINTINGS, SAINT
ELIZABETH ON THE RECTO AND SAINT GERTRUDE ON THE VERSO. uTiny worm(?)hole in fore edge
(where it has done negligible damage), small portions of the blue paint in the Elizabeth miniature eroded (gray
paint slightly smeared as well, but apparently at the time of painting), otherwise in fine, clean, fresh condition.
$5,500
This and the following two leaves are characteristic among Flemish illuminators of the time is indicated by the
work from the circle of Willem Vrelant, the leading considerable number of manuscripts illustrated in his manner
purveyor of books of private devotion in Bruges during by other miniaturists both in Bruges and in nearby cities
the third quarter of the 15th century. His leading position in Flanders. The illuminator of our Book of Hours shows
________
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a number of distinctive stylistic traits. Among these are a
preference for boldly patterned cloth backdrops, tessellated
flooring, landscapes filled with stylized bushes and trees,
and persisting prominent architectural constructions that
frame the subject, frequently in a corner (in these leaves, it
is a waist-high outdoor wall or an indoor feature resembling
wainscoting). The inclination for strong geometrical
patterning is manifested in the artist's angular treatment of
human figures and their garments. Dressed in pink and blue,
Elizabeth is depicted with a sweet, round face. She is saluted
here as the woman worthy to be the mother of John the
Baptist, the forerunner of the Redeemer. Gertrude is dressed in

monastic black, although a pink undergarment is visible, and
her inky habit is trimmed in gold. This shimmering feature is
a reminder that Gertrude (626-59) was the daughter of Pepin
I of Landen, Mayor of the Palace for the Frankish realm of
Austrasia and the forebear of Charlemagne. Gertrude is a
natural choice for illustration by an artist of Bruges, since she
was the patron of nearby Nivelles. The saint was routinely
invoked for aid in coping with mice, and is here shown
surrounded by four animated rodents as black as her habit.
No legend survives to explain why she had such power over
the creatures, who seem here to be more her pets (one climbs
her staff of office) than her victims. (ST11151b)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT
LEAF WITH TWO CHARMING MINIATURES
OF FEMALE SAINTS, FROM A FINE BOOK OF HOURS
IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE SUFFRAGES. (Bruges, ca.
1465) 181 x 127 mm. (7 1/8 x 5"). Single column, 16 lines
of text (17 on verso) in a very careful, attractive gothic
book hand. Rubrics in pink (or faded red), two two-line
initials in blue, magenta, and burnished gold, two lines
with undulating line fillers in blue and gold, both sides
of the leaf with a three-quarter panel border incorporating
foliage, blossoms, and ivy leaves on hairline stems, the
vertical part of this frame with a bar border composed of
colors and burnished gold terminating at top and bottom
in colorful acanthus leaves, and WITH TWO SMALL BUT
CHARMING MINIATURE PAINTINGS, SAINT MARGARET ON THE RECTO AND SAINT BARBARA ON
THE VERSO. uAreas of paint loss in Barbara's garment, front portion of Margaret's dragon somewhat blurred,
otherwise fine, the gold especially bright and the margins very ample. $5,000
________
91

In this delightful depiction of Saint Margaret, the
young saint demurely cocks her head and clasps
her hands in prayer, completely unruffled by the
experience of having just burst from the side of the
dragon who had swallowed her, and who still mouths
her blue robe. The dragon, although serpentine as to his
tail and back, seems to have been modelled on a fat orange
cat. Margaret of Antioch was one of the most enduringly
popular saints, invoked by women in childbirth with the

hope that their newborn would issue as painlessly from
the womb as Margaret did from the dragon. Barbara, on
the reverse, is also a popular Christian heroine who, like
Margaret, suffered for her decision to choose virginity over
marriage. The tower in which her father imprisoned her in
a vain attempt to make her change her mind on the topic of
marriage is here shown twice. She sits in its interior, calmly
reading a book, and beside her, a miniature tower stands as
her identifying attribute. (ST11143b)
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AN
ILLUMINATED
VELLUM
MANUSCRIPT
LEAF
WITH
TWO
CHARMING MINIATURES OF MALE SAINTS, FROM
A FINE BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE
SUFFRAGES. (Bruges, ca. 1465) 181 x 127 mm. (7 1/8 x
5"). Single column, 16 lines of text (17 on verso) in a very
careful, attractive gothic book hand. Rubrics in pink (or
faded red), two two-line initials in blue, magenta, and
burnished gold, three lines with undulating line fillers in
blue and gold, both sides of the leaf with a three-quarter
panel border incorporating foliage, blossoms, and ivy
leaves on hairline stems, the vertical part of this frame
with a bar border composed of colors and burnished
gold terminating at top and bottom in colorful acanthus
leaves, and WITH TWO SMALL BUT VERY PLEASING MINIATURE PAINTINGS, SAINT STEPHEN ON THE
RECTO AND SAINT LAWRENCE ON THE VERSO. uIN ESPECIALLY FINE CONDITION, the paint without
any perceptible erosion and the leaf entirely fresh and clean. $5,500
Saint Lawrence and Saint Stephen are paired together
here, just as they are in the famous paintings of Fra
Angelico in the Vatican chapel of Pope Nicholas V.
Both were martyrs and both were deacons, Stephen serving
the first community of Christians in Jerusalem, Lawrence
ministering to the first Christians of Rome. They are here
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dressed in similar dalmatics, royal blue tunics trimmed
with gold over long white gowns which crumple about their
feet. The artist has varied his treatment, centralizing the
backdrop for Lawrence, who holds in his hand the gridiron
on which he was grilled, and placing off center the angle of
the room in which Stephen stands. (ST11151a)
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A PORTION OF A VERY SUBSTANTIAL ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH
A LARGE DECORATIVE INITIAL. TEXT FROM PSALM 119. (Probably Italy, ca. 1470) 362 x 464
mm. (14 1/4 x 18 1/4"). Three (of more) four-line staves of music with text below. Rubrics in red, verso with
large initial "O" (measuring 70 mm. square) in blue with foliate design in blue and pink, the center with an
ornate lily in blue, green, pink, and yellow on a bright orange background with white tracery, the whole on a
ground of burnished gold, and with a spray of acanthus leaves in orange, blue, green, and pink extending from
the side of the initial into the margin. uOne margin slightly wrinkled, otherwise clean, fresh, and bright with
paint and gold intact. SOLD
The lovely initial seems to begin "Ostende nobis Domine us, O Lord, thy mercy; and grant us thy salvation"),
misericordiam tuam et salutare tuum da nobis" ("Show which appears in Psalm 84 and elsewhere. (ST11221a)
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ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAVES, MANY WITH GORGEOUS ILLUMINATION,
FROM AN EXTREMELY LARGE ANTIPHONAL IN LATIN. (Northeastern Italy [Verona or Mantua?],
ca. 1470) 584 x 400 mm. (23 x 15 3/4"). Six four-line staves of music with text beneath in a pleasing rounded
gothic hand. Rubrics in red, a variable number of large initials in blue or red with elaborate penwork in red
________
92

________
93
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A HANDSOME
INITIAL, FROM A BOOK OF HOURS IN DUTCH AND LATIN. TEXT
FROM THE OPENING OF VESPERS. (Netherlands, 1470) 159 x 114 mm. (6 1/4 x 4 1/2").
Single column, 19 lines in a pleasing gothic book hand. Attractively matted. Rubrics
in red, 11 one-line initials in blue with red penwork or burnished gold with black
penwork, two two-line initials in burnished gold on blue and pink grounds with white
tracery, recto WITH A HANDSOME SIX-LINE "G" IN BURNISHED GOLD delicately
chased with scrollwork, the initial on a blue background and infilled with pink and
elaborately scrolling white vines, the text with a vertical bar border of pink and gold
on either side, AND WITH AN ANIMATED THREE-QUARTER BORDER filled with
acanthus leaves and much other vegetation and FEATURING A STATELY PEACOCK
trailing gold tail feathers as he struts through the fore-edge border. uAN EXTREMELY
FINE LEAF, clean, bright, and sparkling with gold. $2,900
With text from the opening of the penultimate Hour
of the Virgin, this extremely pretty leaf clearly
comes from a very decorative manuscript that was
considered to be a valued possession by its owners.

The Dutch text is by Geert Groote, who is discussed in
item #92, above, a leaf very similar to this one (though
with opening initials not so impressive as the "G" seen
here). (ST12418)
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QUITE PRETTY ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT CALENDAR LEAVES, OFFERED
INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN AND FRENCH. (Poitiers, ca. 1470) 159 x
108 mm. (6 1/4 x 4 1/4"). Single column, 14 lines, in a neat, regular gothic book hand. Kalends in brushed gold
on a red or blue ground with gold tracery, Dominical letter "A" in gold on red or blue, EVERY LEAF WITH A
VERY PLEASING PANEL BORDER ON EACH SIDE featuring curling blue and gold acanthus leaves, flowers,
and often fruit, THE BORDER ON THE RECTO WITH A DELICATE FIGURE REPRESENTING THE LABOR
OF THE MONTH. uLeaves occasionally a little yellowed, infrequent minor soiling, but, as a whole, in fine,
bright condition. $275 each

or purple, some of the leaves WITH FINE, LARGE ILLUMINATED INITIALS IN BLUE, MAROON, GREEN,
YELLOW, AND WHITE ON A BURNISHED GOLD GROUND (measuring approximately 60 x 70 mm.),
SEVERAL LEAVES WITH VERY LARGE AND ESPECIALLY STRIKING INITIALS IN THE SAME COLORS
AND ON THE SAME SHIMMERING GOLD GROUND (these measuring approximately 160 x 160 mm.). uThe
usual slight yellowing on the hair side of the leaf, occasional fading of the text, other trivial imperfections, but
generally IN ESPECIALLY FINE CONDITION, the leaves clean and bright, and the illumination particularly
fresh and lustrous. (See also illustration on front cover.) $175-$275 for leaves without illumination; $1,250$1,500 for leaves with the smaller illuminated letters; $3,250-$6,000 for leaves with the larger illuminated initials
These are memorably beautiful and very well- of the leaves offered here come from a large fragment
preserved leaves from an antiphonal (also called of a one-volume Temporale that would have been part
an antiphonary or antiphoner), a service book that of a vast multi-volume antiphonal. The texts include
contains the sung portions of the Divine Office, the Saturday offices from the beginning of the year until
cycle of daily devotions performed by members of Easter. The illumination is localizable by the presence of
the clergy and by members of religious orders. The classical motifs in the foliage, and it is of a very high
sung portions of the Mass, on the other hand, are to quality. Although the leaves show traces of use, they are
be found in the Gradual. (By the Medieval period, the generally in a remarkable state, with especially smooth
Divine Office and the Mass, taken together, contained vellum, with richly opaque painted initials, and with
all of the basic parts of the Roman Catholic liturgy.) All glittering burnished gold. (ST12460)
________
94

________
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These calendar leaves come from a Book of Hours
that was very probably produced in Poitiers, given
the appearance in red in its calendar of Hilary, bishop
of Poitiers, and Radegund, a Merovingian queen who
founded and became the abbess of the famous monastery
of the Holy Cross at Poitiers. The artist here has affinities
with the leading painter in Poitiers, the so-called Master of
Adélaide of Savoie, at work in that city from about 1450 to

1480, and also with one of the leading masters of the century,
Jean Fouquet. The depiction of the Labors of the Month in
these leaves is most unusual: the figures appear with minimal
spatial context (they are simply placed on an oval of green),
they are painted in such pale colors that they seem almost
ghostly, and because of these two facts, they blend in with,
rather than stand out from, the borders they inhabit. (March,
April, May, September, and October are available.) (ST9561-I)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A MINIATURE OF
"ALL SAINTS," FROM A BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM HOURS
OF THE DAYS OF THE WEEK. (France, ca. 1470s) 127 x 89 mm. (5 x 3 1/2"). Single column,
14 lines in a very fine bâtarde book hand. Rubrics in red, three decorative initials (one-,
two-, and three-line) in colors and gold, the verso with an "L"-shaped baguette composed of
lozenges of blue, pink, gold and white, this below and to the left of the text, the same side of
the leaf WITH A FULL BORDER featuring much vegetation in many colors and inhabited by
a maroon bishop reading a book, the border ENCLOSING A FINE MINIATURE (measuring
approximately 66 x 44 mm.) DEPICTING "ALL SAINTS," featuring Saint John the Baptist at
the center flanked by Saint Peter on the left and by Saint Martin of Tours on the right, both
in handsome blue and gold robes, with five other saints (all at least partially hidden), the group standing within
a gothic chapel with tiled floor, stained-glass windows, twisted and gilded columns, and vaulted ceilings, John
in a hair shirt and holding his attribute, the lamb sitting on a book tucked into the crook of the saint's left arm,
Peter to his right wearing a papal tiara and holding the key to heaven, and Saint Martin on John's left wearing
a bishop's mitre and clutching his crozier. uThe outer border trimmed close, with minute losses, otherwise in
fine condition, the other margins ample, and the vellum clean, fresh, and bright. $4,800
This is an attractive example of an uncommonly
seen image for use in what clearly was a manuscript
characterized by textual complexity. The miniature begins
the Tuesday portion of the Hours of the Days of the Week, an
infrequently included Office that would only appear in a very
substantial Book of Hours containing many parts beyond the
basics. When this image does appear, it will represent not only
major, readily identifiable figures, but also various categories
of saints: prophets and patriarchs, apostles and evangelists,
martyrs, confessors (those who suffered but did not die for the
faith), saints of the various religious orders, military saints,
virgins, and other female saints. Here, the artist is clearly
featuring John the Baptist, as he appears not only at the very
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center of the scene, but separated from virtually all the others
by the two slender columns in the foreground that support the
ceiling of the room they occupy. The partly obscured bearded
figure in purple robes peering at John's lamb may be Anthony
the Abbot, the hermit of the Egyptian desert generally thought
of as the founder of the monastic way of life. The other two
visible male saints wear martyr's red, and the faceless figures
in black and red represent women saints. The sophisticated
design here is equalled by the artist's considerable adroitness
as a painter, and the miniature is altogether pleasing in its
charmingly diminutive size, its colorful and animated border,
and its well realized figures with clearly defined garments
and facial features. (ST12354)

AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A CHARMING
HISTORIATED INITIAL AND INHABITED BORDERS, FROM A BOOK OF
HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM SUFFRAGES TO THE SAINTS. (France, ca. 1470s) 133 x 89
mm. (5 1/4 x 3 1/2"). Single column, 16 lines in an attractive bâtarde hand. Rubrics in red,
two two-line initials in burnished gold on a pink and blue ground with white tracery, two
line fillers in colors and gold, the verso with an ascender of a "d" curling into the head margin
and forming a face, the same side with a quarter panel border densely filled with much
vegetation, burnished gold ivy leaves, and a golden bird with spread wings, the recto WITH
A FOUR-LINE HISTORIATED INITIAL in blue and burnished gold DEPICTING SAINTS
PHILIP AND JAMES THE LESS, and with an animated full floral border in many colors and
much gold, the upper corner with a man seated on a bench, twisting to peer at something in the distance, the
lower border with a prominent hybrid beast featuring the torso of a man and the hindquarters of a lion. uA touch
of wrinkling to tail margin, but in fine condition—clean, fresh, and generally very well preserved. $1,800
________
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The text here begins with the conclusion of the Suffrage
to Saint Peter, followed by the complete Suffrage to the
apostles Saint Philip and Saint James the Less, who
share a feast day (May 1). In the miniature here, the
two latter saints are shown in an interior featuring a blue
flagstone floor and a gold-embroidered red tapestry on the
wall behind. Philip, who was sent to preach in Phrygia, is
attired as a traveller, wearing a short tunic with a hat, a

staff, and a pouch. James, the Lord's brother who headed
the Church in Jerusalem, is wearing long robes and holding
a cross. The space occupied by the actual scene within the
initial (approximately 20 x 15 mm.) is quite small, a fact
that presents a particular challenge to the artist, but the
charming composition he has produced and the animated
and whimsical borders on both sides make this an appealing
leaf in any case. (ST12625-1)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH
TWO CHARMING HISTORIATED INITIALS AND
INHABITED BORDERS, FROM A BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN.
TEXT FROM SUFFRAGES TO THE SAINTS. (France, ca. 1470s) 133 x 89
mm. (5 1/4 x 3 1/2"). Single column, 16 lines in an attractive bâtarde
hand. Rubrics in red, one two-line initial in burnished gold on a blue
and pink ground, EACH SIDE WITH A FIVE-LINE HISTORIATED
INITIAL in blue and burnished gold, THE ONE ON THE RECTO
SHOWING SAINT FIACRE WITH HIS SPADE, THAT ON THE
VERSO DEPICTING THE HOLY TRINITY, AND BOTH SIDES WITH
A FULL INHABITED FLORAL BORDER containing many flowers,
fruits, and acanthus leaves, that on the recto with a human-headed grotesque flapping red wings, that on the
verso with two creatures, a similar grotesque having blue wings and a golden moth. uA faint hint of wrinkling
to tail edge, but IN ESPECIALLY FINE CONDITION, very clean, fresh and bright. $4,000
In this lavishly illuminated leaf taken from the same
manuscript as the previous item, we find Fiacre in his
monk's habit, standing outside on the grass holding his
spade, as befits the patron saint of gardeners. Behind him
is a red backdrop elaborately painted with gold floral tracery.
In this typical Holy Trinity image, God the Father and God
the Son are seated, holding an open book between them and
casting sidelong looks at each other. Both are clad in white

and wrapped in a pink cloak that joins them together. Christ
holds a tau cross in his right hand, the Father holds an orb
and wears a gold papal-style crown rather than a nimbus. A
gilt embroidered green tapestry hangs behind them, flanked
on either side by fiery seraphim. Unaccountably not pictured
is the dove representing the Holy Spirit, perhaps because of
the artist's desire to depart from the conventional, a lapse in
his concentration, or his lack of understanding. (ST12625-2)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH
TWO CHARMING HISTORIATED INITIALS, FROM A
BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE SUFFRAGES. (Paris,
ca. 1470s) 140 x 89 mm. (5 1/2 x 3 1/2"). Single column, 16 lines of text
in a fine early bâtarde book hand. Attractively matted. Rubrics in red,
verso with one two-line initial in burnished gold on a blue and pink
ground, EACH SIDE WITH A FULL BORDER filled with swirling blue
and gold acanthus leaves, sprays of pink, red, and blue flowers, and
numerous burnished gold bezants on hairline stems, and both borders
INHABITED BY A CHARMING GROTESQUE with a long neck, a
human face, and a jester's hat, THE RECTO ALSO WITH A FIVE-LINE
HISTORIATED "C" FEATURING SAINT ANDREW on a burnished gold ground, AND THE VERSO WITH
A LARGE FIVE-LINE HISTORIATED "B" in blue and white on a burnished gold ground DEPICTING SAINT
BARTHOLOMEW holding the knife employed in his martyrdom. uSmall black smudge to the lower edge of
the initial on the recto, otherwise only trivial defects; a very fine leaf with generous margins and with paint and
gold that are bright and fresh. $3,600
The illuminator of this leaf seems to have departed of Saint Peter and patron saint of Scotland, who
at least slightly from traditional iconography. It normally is garbed in apostolic robes, encased here in
is a little surprising to find Saint Andrew, brother a suit of armor, capped with a helmet, and wielding
________
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a sword. The "Ecclesiastical History" of Ordericus
Vitalis (1075-1143) may be responsible, for in his pages
Saint Andrew is transformed into a dragon slayer. On the
reverse, Saint Bartholomew is scantily clad, no doubt as
a representation of his martyrdom, which involved the
flaying of his skin (as suggested by the dagger he holds).
This leaf (and the next one) are very similar to, and may

have come from, the same Book of Hours as the previous
item, where the Holy Spirit is missing from the Trinity
historiation, perhaps by design. Both the present and the
previous leaf may reflect our painter's willingness to
ignore the expected. Whatever the case, the historiation
and the border decoration are both well executed and
delightful. (ST11532)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH
TWO CHARMING HISTORIATED INITIALS, FROM A
BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. (Paris, ca. 1470s) 140 x 92 mm. (5 1/2
x 3 5/8"). Single column, 16 lines of text in a fine early bâtarde book
hand. Attractively matted. Rubrics in red, recto with one line filler in
colors and gold, verso with one two-line initial in burnished gold on
a blue and pink ground, EACH SIDE WITH A FULL BORDER filled
with swirling blue and gold acanthus leaves, sprays of pink, red, and
blue flowers, and numerous burnished gold bezants on hairline stems,
and both borders INHABITED BY A CHARMING GROTESQUE with
a long neck and a human face, THE RECTO WITH A FIVE-LINE HISTORIATED "O" FEATURING SAINT
MICHAEL THE ARCHANGEL SLAYING A DEMON, the scene set against a burnished gold ground, AND
THE VERSO WITH A LARGE FIVE-LINE HISTORIATED "D" in blue and white on a burnished gold ground
DEPICTING SAINT DENIS HOLDING HIS SEVERED HEAD. uIN VERY FINE CONDITION, with only trivial
defects, the gold and paint bright and rich, and the margins particularly generous. $3,900
Saint Denis, patron of Paris along with Saint
Geneviève, was believed to have been the city's bishop
in the third century. Martyred in the area now known
as Montmartre, the saint was said to have picked up his
severed head and walked 14 miles to his place of burial,
where today stands the famous Abbey of Saint Denis,
the first ever built in gothic style. In our initial, against
a backcloth of red tapestry decorated with golden
scrolls, the bishop is depicted holding his head, which
still retains its bishop's mitre. On the reverse, a cheerful

Saint Michael dressed in armor floats in a brilliant blue
sky touched with sunset pink at the horizon. Beneath,
a demon lies supine, subdued by Michael's spear. These
two saints were, of course, great favorites throughout
Medieval France. The grotesque that appears in the lower
margin of both sides of the leaf has quite a young face on
one side but an aged and world-weary visage on the other.
The borders and historiation are done with skill and very
considerable charm, and the beautifully preserved leaf is
entirely pleasing. (ST11533)
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TWO ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAVES, OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A
BREVIARY AND FERIAL PSALTER IN LATIN. (Autun, 1472[?]) 229 x 165 mm. (9 x 6 1/2"). Double
column, 31 lines, written in a very pleasing uncluttered gothic book hand. Both leaves in attractive new gilt
wooden frames. Rubrics in red, several one- and two-line initials in red or blue, and WITH A FINE FIVE-LINE
INITIAL AND INTRICATE ACCOMPANYING BORDERS of acanthus, various flowers, and many gold leaves
and disks on hairline stems, the initial in blue or pink with intricate white decoration and enclosing winding
tendrils and leaves in blue and pink with white tracery, the border design either filling all of the top and bottom
margins or else all of the left margin and extending halfway across the top and bottom, and a bar border of
burnished gold and colors connecting or tangent to the floral borders. uMinor fading and faint dampstaining
in bottom floral border, otherwise in fine condition, the leaves fresh and clean and generally very pleasing.
$1,250 each
These leaves come from a Burgundian prayer book in Autun, or, as he learnedly calls it, the cathedral of the
that contained both a Psalter and a Breviary. The Aedui, the Gaulish tribe headquartered in that location in
manuscript is unusual in that it was signed and dated (on Roman times. Manuscripts that are signed and dated are
a leaf now sold) by its scribe, Gerald Lequyn. He tells us very uncommon in the marketplace to begin with, but what
that he began the book on the 15th of December and that is extraordinarily rare here is that the scribal information
it was intended for use by the Cathedral of Saint Lazare is provided, not at the end of the codex (as one would
________
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normally see), but on the first page of the Temporale.
We could find no mention or recorded appearance of
Lequyn in the Bénédictins de Bouveret, "Colophons" II,
1967, or anywhere else. Despite the general rarity of such
things, Leroquais describes a number of Autun breviaries
with inscriptions by their scribes, suggesting that such
announcements of responsibility were a local custom.
Our inscription reads in part: "Incipit breviariu[m]
s[e]c[un]d[u]m usum egregie ac s[an]c[t]e cathedralis
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ecclesie eduen[sis]. Inceptu[m] per supradictum geraldum
lequyn. xv mens[is] decembris." Unfortunately, the year
is uncertain, as the portion of this manuscript available
to us does not include a leaf giving information beyond
what is delineated here. The date of 1472 has been
supplied by the source of the leaves, and while there is no
definitive evidence for that date, there is nothing about
the present leaves that would make that date seem wrong.
(ST9059-1-434)

AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A SMALL
MINIATURE OF THE ANNUNCIATION, FROM A BOOK OF HOURS.
(Flanders, doubtless Bruges, second half of the 15th century) 98 x 64 mm. (3 7/8 x 2 1/2").
No text on the side with the miniature, and blank on the other side. Verso WITH AN
ANIMATED FULL BORDER filled with acanthus leaves and much other vegetation as
well as many burnished gold bezants, the top border with a gray and pink bird in flight,
the lower and fore-edge borders with charming grotesques, one a small, chubby griffin
with a unicorn's horn, the other a blue creature with green wings and two heads (one a
bird, the other a shaggy-haired human with a very long neck), the border ENCLOSING
A CHARMING SMALL MINIATURE OF THE ANNUNCIATION (50 x 33 mm.) within a
thin gold frame, the Virgin kneeling before a prie-dieu and turning to look behind her at
Gabriel, who wears a gold-trimmed red cape over his white robe and holds a banderolle with the opening of the
"Ave Maria," the two figures in a white-tiled room with gray stone walls, arched mullioned window, and gothic
wood furnishings, a lily (an attribute of all virgin saints and closely associated with the Virgin Mary) growing
from a gold pot between the two figures, an arched doorway behind the angel revealing a green landscape and,
at the top, God the Father holding a golden orb, the dove of the Holy Spirit sliding down along the orb's radiant
golden beams towards the Virgin. uUNUSUALLY WELL PRESERVED, without even a trivial imperfection
worth mentioning, the vellum especially clean, and the paint and gold entirely intact. $4,500
________
99

This and the following two leaves are characteristic
work from the circle of Willem Vrelant, a major artist
who is discussed in item #149, above. Specifically, the
faces and elongated figures here show strong similarity
to the work of a follower of Vrelant now in the Walters
Art Gallery (W.229), although the borders of our leaves
are designed with greater richness and verve, closer to the
work of another member of Vrelant's coterie, the so-called
Master of the Vrai cronicque descoce. Our very sweet little
Annunciation is an appealing work full of appropriate
actions and emotions, beginning with the Virgin, who
inclines her head slightly toward the angel and glances

down, her hands raised as if in an attempt at emotional
balance. The typical 15th century Renaissance setting here
is a gothic building with vaulted ceiling painted blue and
spangled with stars, with an open door through which a
green formal garden is glimpsed, and with a white tiled
floor whose converging lines give the effect of recession
in space. The level of detail is impressive for a miniature
of this size, and the painter demonstrates great skill in
producing well-realized figures with convincing facial
expressions—Our Lady registers a humble wonderment,
Gabriel shows respect and reassurance, and God the Father
radiates benevolence. (ST12639a)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A SMALL
MINIATURE OF THE MASSACRE OF THE INNOCENTS, FROM A BOOK
OF HOURS. (Flanders, doubtless Bruges, second half of the 15th century) 98 x 64 mm.
(3 7/8 x 2 1/2"). No text on the side with the miniature, and blank on the other side.
Verso WITH AN ANIMATED FULL BORDER filled with acanthus leaves and much
other vegetation as well as many burnished gold bezants, a small brown wren in the top
border, lower and fore-edge border inhabited by hybrid creatures with the green body
and gold wings of a bird and a human head (one of these being Janus-faced), the border
ENCLOSING A SMALL BUT DRAMATIC MINIATURE OF THE MASSACRE OF THE
INNOCENTS (measuring 51 x 37 mm.) within a thin gold frame, the scene set in Herod's
throne room, the king resplendent in ermine-trimmed robes and with a yellow turban and
gold crown on his head, a scepter in his right hand, seated on his carved royal seat under a canopy, a minister
in fur-trimmed hat and robes standing to his left, the minister's concerned face revealing misgivings about
the violent proceedings, and in the foreground, a woman kneeling on the floor before the throne, her mouth
rounded in a scream as she attempts to push away the armor-clad soldier, who, with his sword upraised, is
trying to wrest a swaddled infant from his mother's arms. uTrimmed close at fore edge (but with virtually no
loss), otherwise A VERY FINE LEAF, especially clean and bright, with rich colors and glistening gold. $4,000
With an architectural context much like the previous
item, but in a departure from convention, this leaf
brings the calamitous action of infanticide indoors.
Through an arched doorway, we glimpse the formal gardens
of Herod's palace, their tranquillity a sharp contrast to
the drama unfolding inside. Again, the artist has taken
great care with the expressions and the body language
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of the subjects. The mother's face is horror-stricken and
terrified, her threatened infant has the passivity of the
unknowing, and the soldier looks heavy hearted in the face
of his distasteful duty. The minister has raised his hands,
attempting to steer Herod from this murderous course, but
the king is implacable, sternly pointing at the soldier to
carry out his orders. (ST12639b)

AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A SMALL
MINIATURE OF THE PIETA, FROM A BOOK OF HOURS. (Flanders,
doubtless Bruges, second half of the 15th century) 98 x 64 mm. (3 7/8 x 2 1/2"). No text
on the side with the miniature, and blank on the other side. Verso WITH AN ANIMATED
FULL BORDER filled with acanthus leaves and much other vegetation as well as many
burnished gold bezants, a pink and gray bird flying across the top border, a strutting
peacock with golden tail in the lower border, and a small green dragon with a long
red tongue in the fore-edge border, the border ENCLOSING A SMALL, MOURNFUL
MINIATURE OF THE PIETA (measuring 50 x 31 mm.) within a thin gold frame, the Virgin
Mary in her usual gold-embroidered blue robes seated in the foreground at the foot of the
cross with the bloodied body of her son draped across her lap, Mary Magdalene and Saint
John on either side of the Virgin in matching red and light blue robes, the craggy hill of
Calvary extending behind the cross, with trees in a meadow and the towers of Jerusalem in the distance. uIN
ESPECIALLY FINE CONDITION—very bright, clean, and fresh, and without any loss of paint or gold. $3,750
________
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This is a simply composed but emotional miniature
in which the Virgin appropriately dominates from
her central position. Her robe is spread out to create
a stable triangle, while John and Mary Magdalene form
more acute triangles on either side of the Virgin, both
facing away from her as if lost in their own grief. In a
reflection of historical accuracy, the Mother of God is
depicted as a middle-aged matron with a double chin, and
her face here reflects more shock than grief. Her right

hand rests gently on Christ's chest, almost as if she hopes
to feel a heartbeat. The body of the crucified Lord is frail,
and blood still flows from wounds on his hands, feet,
and side. John has a horrified expression, and is holding
up one hand as if to hide the sight before him. The
Magdalene clutches one hand to her chest in a gesture of
great sorrow. The painter has obviously succeeded again,
communicating all of this in a convincing way in a very
small space. (ST12639c)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A MINIATURE
OF DAVID PRAYING, FROM A BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT
FROM THE OPENING OF THE SEVEN PENITENTIAL PSALMS. (Northern France,
second half of the 15th century) 165 x 114 mm. (6 1/2 x 4 1/2"). Single column, recto
with three lines, verso with 15 lines of text in a fine gothic book hand. Verso with
four one-line initials in blue or gold, four line fillers in blue gold, recto with a large
three-line "D" in blue and white with enclosed scrolling flowered stems, the whole on
a burnished gold ground, and WITH A FULL BORDER featuring much acanthus with
roses, lilies, violets, strawberries, and other vegetation, some of the flowers on four
brushed gold panels, the backround sprinkled with tiny dots of gold, and the border
charmingly inhabited by a haughty peacock with a brushed gold tail and by a small
red-faced man in a jester's cap astride a hybrid creature with the head of a rooster,
the border FRAMING A RICHLY DETAILED ARCH-TOPPED MINIATURE OF KING
DAVID AT PRAYER (measuring approximately 80 x 60 mm.), the king in his golden crown and richly dressed
in an ermine-trimmed blue robe covered with gold fleurs-de-lys as he kneels on a green tiled floor beneath a
red and gold embroidered canopy, his harp at his feet and his mournful, penitent gaze directed at the figure of
God the Father appearing at a window, his right hand raised in absolution amidst radiating beams of golden
light. uVerso with small remnants of mounting tape, very thin crease across the miniature with trivial loss, a
faint hint of rubbing, but otherwise in fine condition, very clean and fresh. $4,000
Details surprise the viewer here, as every surface—
from the patterned walls and draperies to the king's
sumptuous attire—testify to the painter's skill and
desire to elaborate. David seems tired and humbled, as he
kneels to beg God's mercy in the words of Psalm 6, which
appear here ("Domine ne in furore tuo arguas me: neque in
ira tua corripias me"; "Lord rebuke me not in thy fury: nor

chastise me in thy wrath"). God the Father has a kindly
expression and radiates forgiveness. Very often the border
elements are entirely divorced in content and tone from
the miniature they enclose, but here we see appropriate
inhabitation by two creatures symbolic of Pride: a strutting
peacock with a scornful face, and the cocky hybrid, which
embodies the foolishness of hauteur. (ST12026)

A Large, Richly Painted Initial
Enclosing Saint Stephen's Quiet Acceptance of Death
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A LARGE HISTORIATED VELLUM INITIAL "S," SHOWING THE STONING OF SAINT
STEPHEN, CUT FROM A CHOIRBOOK. (Verona/the Veneto, ca. 1475) 152 x 146 mm. (6 x 5 3/4").
Mounted in a recessed compartment enclosed by a mat, the whole within a very pleasing 15 1/8 x 12 1/8" new
gilt wooden frame. The cutting comprised of a large "S" in different shades of pink with subtle white tracery, the
elements of the letter outlined with lush blue and green foliage, the initial against a background of burnished
gold, the lower opening of the "S" revealing Stephen, his hands clasped in prayer, blood flowing from his head,
in which is embedded a stone, other bloodied stones at his feet, the opening above showing his attackers,
both about to cast another lithic missile, behind them hills topped with castles and a walled city, the whole
painted in clear, bright colors. uTwo faint horizontal creases (one above the stoning figures, one through the
top of Stephen's head), loss of paint at very edge and in lower corner in the foliate extension, otherwise in very
pleasing condition, the colors and gold very rich, and the three figures extremely well preserved. $6,500
________
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This cutting provides a study in contrasts between
violence and resignation. Saint Stephen, the young
deacon and the first of Christ's followers to suffer
martyrdom, is shown here with a bright blond tonsure, an
elongated face, and a suffering resigned expression that
gives him great individuality. Stephen had argued that the
true temple is the temple of the heart, and for this he was
stoned, the usual punishment for blasphemy. The artist
has cleverly entwined the victim and the attackers in the
plump initial "S." Three towers on improbably steep hills

jut up behind the stoners, whose actions are vicious and
determined. At the same time, we are not appalled by them,
partly because of their costumes and expressions. The more
youthful of the two, for example, has an enormous red hat
(such as a 15th century wastrel might wear) perched on his
voluminous pile of hair, and his face, with its cleft chin,
snide expression, and round rosy cheeks, is unflattering
without being hateful. The size of the initial and its rich
paint and gold constitute an impressive visual context for
the quiet acceptance of death it encloses. (ST10994)

Grisly and Memorable: Five Franciscan Martyrs
Inside a Beautifully Painted Initial
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A VERY LARGE ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A GRISLY HISTORIATED
INITIAL SHOWING FIVE FRANCISCAN MARTYRS, FROM AN ANTIPHONAL IN LATIN.
(Florence, ca. 1480) 533 x 381 mm. (21 x 15"). Single column, six lines each of text in a fine rounded gothic hand
and of music on red four-line staves. Rubrics in red, eight black capitals with delicate penwork elaboration,
verso with a fine large maiblumen initial in blue with very elaborate penwork in red, and THE RECTO WITH
A LONG (355 mm.) PANEL BORDER of flowers and vegetation in several colors and containing many gold
bezants, AND, NEXT TO IT, AN EXTREMELY FINE HISTORIATED INITIAL ENCLOSING FIVE FRANCISCAN
MARTYRS, ALL WITH SCIMITARS STUCK INTO THE TOP OF THEIR HEADS. uThe hair side of the leaf a
bit darker as always, lower edge with a small round notch missing, the historiated page with slight thumbing
in bottom margin, otherwise IN VERY FINE CONDITION, the initial and border with gilt and paint that are
still quite bright and rich. $5,500
________
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This music comes from text used when several martyrs
are commemorated together. The response reads, "God
has wiped away every tear from the eyes of the saints."
The large pink initial "A" is framed in a gold square and
decorated with delicate white sprays and plump green
and blue leaves lined in pink. It contains five martyrs in
Franciscan garb, looking similar enough to be quintuplets,
with blond hair fringing their tonsures and with their
pale, desolate faces beneath small scimitars, from which
flow rivulets of blood. The central figure holds in his

hands a small Bible and the palm of martyrdom. These
five may be generic martyrs (a possibility that would
square with their similar appearance), or perhaps they
are meant to be particular personages. Saint Francis
(1182-1226) believed conversion rather than crusade
was the best policy toward Islam. He himself visited the
sultan of Egypt, and he sent out his disciples to preach
the faith, five of whom were martyred in Morocco shortly
before Francis' own death; it may be that those five are
represented here. (ST10670a)
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AN UNUSUAL ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A SEMI-GRISAILLE
HISTORIATED INITIAL AND INHABITED BORDERS, FROM A BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN.
TEXT FROM THE OPENING OF VESPERS IN THE HOURS OF THE HOLY SPIRIT. (French Flanders, ca. 1480)
________
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178 x 124 mm. (7 x 4 7/8"). Single column, 16 lines in a pleasing, distinctively
flourished gothic hand. Rubrics in red, two two-line initials in burnished gold on a
blue and pink ground with white tracery, RECTO WITH A PLEASING FIVE-LINE
SEMI-GRISAILLE INITIAL outlined in burnished gold, the "D" in shades of blue
with dark gray medallion at center featuring a bird with a human head in shades of
gray with a light touch of gold at the neck, wing, and feet, THE SAME SIDE WITH
AN ANIMATED THREE-QUARTER BORDER with sinuous hairline stems bearing
strawberries, blue and lavender flowers, green and brushed gold leaves, and many
burnished gold circlets, a rectangular compartment in the head portion of the
border with a pink bird on a brown background, another compartment at upper
corner with a gray and white bird on an azure background, and a compartment at
lower corner with a small gray man on a green and brown background. Prickings
visible along fore edge. uA trace of thumbing to lower corner, otherwise IN FINE
CONDITION, with generous margins, rich colors, and everything fresh. $3,000
This is a thoroughly distinctive leaf originating
in French Flanders (the rubrics are in French),
perhaps somewhere like Cambrai, Valenciennes, or
Tournai. The unusual script and decoration here are
noteworthy. The scribe added flourishes to the ends of
words and even to some internal letters, giving the effect
of a kind of transitional hand between the gothic and the
bâtarde (at a time when such a transition would have

been taking place). The initial is darker than the usual
grisaille, and the image has a vaguely ominous quality.
The border is a study in contrasts: the floral panels are
light and airy, but the three illustrated corner panels
have darker hues and feeling. The birds do not seem
happy, and the poor gray man is obviously frost-laden
and shivering. (For more on the grisaille technique, see
item #119, above.) (ST12627-1)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A MINIATURE
DEPICTING SAINT MARK AT HIS WRITING DESK, FROM A BOOK
OF HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE GOSPEL SEQUENCES. (France, probably
Rouen, ca. 1480) 165 x 114 mm. (6 1/2 x 4 1/2"). Single column, 17 lines of text on
the verso (four lines of text under the miniature on the recto), in a fine gothic book
hand. Verso with a quarter panel border featuring gold and blue acanthus, other
foliage, red flowers, and blue berries on hairline stems accented with gold bezants,
recto with a three-line initial in colors and burnished gold on a brushed gold ground
decorated with flowers and butterflies and WITH A FULL BORDER filled with
swirling acanthus leaves, berries, and flowers in shades of blue, gray, pink, green,
red, and blue on a brushed gold ground, and INHABITED BY TWO VERY LARGE,
CHARMING GROTESQUES (in the fore margin a beast with the head of a man,
ears and neck of a camel, torso of a winged dragon, and hindquarters of a lion, and
at the bottom of the page a winged dragon with a head in the usual spot and another at the end of its tail—
both looking humorously truculent), THE WHOLE ENCLOSING AN ARCH-TOPPED MINIATURE OF SAINT
MARK COMPOSING HIS GOSPEL, with his lion at his feet. uMounting traces on verso, a couple of light ink
smudges to the border, a very small, faint stain to the lower margin, but still IN EXCELLENT CONDITION,
generally bright and clean, and without any loss of pigment in border or miniature. $5,500
Between the whirling, animated border and the horn, book weight, and scroll hang from the top edge of
intriguing, detailed miniature, this is a leaf that is the desk, and, lovingly, the saint looks away from his
especially colorful, aesthetically significant, and manuscript down at the protective lion sitting at his feet.
entirely engaging. As often is the case, the border—full In the background, the stone walls and diamond-paned
of dramatic movement—presents a strong contrast to the windows are elaborately detailed, and a gilt-embroidered
delicately painted scene of gentle piety. Mark, clothed red tapestry hangs behind and extends as a canopy
in red and blue robes heavily accented with gold and above the saint. The scene is topped by three gold gothic
with the short hair of a Medieval monk, is seated in a arches, perhaps reminding us of the Trinity. The artist
tower room in a large armchair, with a scribe's fold-up(?) has departed here from typical iconographic models, as
wooden writing desk propped up in front of him. An ink we see the Evangelist from a point on the opposite side
________
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of his desk, rather than from the side. This allows for the
optimum manifestation of facial expression, as well as
for a greater sense of depth. The artist is accomplished:
he has modelled the face quite sensitively, making Mark
appear to be middle-aged and worn with thought; he has
indicated a light source from the left with the consistent
use of shadow; he has successfully foreshortened the

central figure; and he has designed the whole scene in an
intricately balanced way. Furthermore, the book weight
is historically interesting and a bit unusual as a reflection
of the painter's intimate knowledge of the Medieval
equipment involved with manuscript production. The
grotesques, subtly colored in green, blue, and yellow, are
more than usually delightful. (ST11786c)
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A VERY SMALL MINIATURE PAINTING ON VELLUM OF SAINT JAMES OF COMPOSTELA,
CUT FROM A BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. (Bruges, ca. 1480s) 32 x 25 mm. (1 1/4 x 1"). Attractively
matted. Recto WITH AN ACCOMPLISHED TINY MINIATURE OF SAINT JAMES OF COMPOSTELA, standing
as a pilgrim in his voluminous white cloak against a green background, a staff in his right hand, a book in a
loose envelope binding in his left, and a wide-brimmed hat with a scallop shell on his head, the whole within
a simple thin gilt frame. uIn very fine condition. $1,500
This cutting is taken from a manuscript decorated in the style of the Master of
the Dresden Prayer Book, whose atelier was active in Bruges for about 20 years,
beginning in 1470. (After 1490 he worked in Tournai and then Amiens, but returned
to Bruges about 1505.) This master, whose name derives from a Book of Hours in
Dresden's Sächsische Landesbibliothek, has traditionally been associated with very
small yet detailed miniatures, often decorating the calendar sections of manuscripts
with jewel-like depictions of the labors of the months. Wieck says, however, that
recently our master "has been shown to be a most gifted and prolific artist; nearly
50 manuscripts and illuminated incunables have been attributed to him" ("Painted
Prayers," no. 72). The artist's real name seems to have been Didier de la Rivière, who
was a member of the guild of booksellers in Bruges. His style is Dutch and Flemish,
with particular connections to Utrecht, and with landscapes reminiscent of those done
by the Flemish painter Hugo van der Goes (d. 1482). Even in such a tiny work as
the present miniature, the master has been able to provide convincing detail, as seen
especially in the realistic folds of the cloak. The miniature is noteworthy also in that
it pictures an important saint, but one who does not appear with great regularity in
Books of Hours. The apostle and martyr Saint James of Compostela (or Saint James the
Great) was one of the three witnesses of Christ's Transfiguration as well as his agony
in the garden of Gethsemane, and he was the first apostle to die for the Christian faith,
losing his head to Herod Agrippa. He was traditionally thought to have been buried
at Compostela, his body having been transported from Palestine on a drifting boat. A cult of Santiago (i.e., Saint James)
de Compostela flourished from the 12th to the 15th century, in part because James became identified as a powerful
defender of the Christian faith against the Moors. The pilgrimage to Compostela became one of the most important in all
of Medieval Christendom, reaching such heights of popularity that it actually transformed the iconography of James into
that of the archetypical pilgrim, as seen in the present miniature. (ST9378-3t)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A MINIATURE OF
SAINT EUSTACE, FROM A BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE
SUFFRAGES. (Rouen, ca. 1480s) 121 x 86 mm. (4 3/4 x 3 3/8"). Single column, four lines of
text on verso, 15 lines on recto, in a very fine bâtarde book hand. Attractively matted. Rubrics
in red, recto with one two-line initial, one one-line initial and one line filler in colors and
burnished gold, and a quarter panel border with blue and gold acanthus leaves and sprays
of red roses and blue violets, VERSO WITH A FULL BORDER containing much swirling
vegetation partly on geometric grounds of blue, red, or brushed gold, one gold circle at
the bottom containing a large flapping bird, the border ENCLOSING AN ARCH-TOPPED
MINIATURE OF SAINT EUSTACE (measuring approximately 55 x 40 mm.), beneath the
miniature a four-line "M" in brushed gold on a red ground. uA hint of soil and wrinkling, but generally very
well preserved, with little or no erosion in the paint and gold, and with especially ample margins. $4,800
________
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Saint Eustace, patron of hunters, is frequently depicted
at the moment when a stag appeared to him with a cross
between his horns. Our artist, however, has chosen to
portray one of the long-suffering saint's worst moments,
when his two little sons were savaged by a wolf and lion,
as told in the story from Jacobus de Voragine's "Golden
Legend." The episode took place at a river crossing, and in
our leaf, the saint recreates that moment, standing in the river
and dominating our scene. He raises his hands in alarm, but
also in the early Christian orant position of prayer, signifying

his acceptance of God's testing of his fortitude. Meanwhile,
the two small, limp sons are in the maws of the beasts.
The landscape is one of the most appealing features of this
illumination. The fields bordering the river are planted with
rows of crops, some of them an improbable pink. Small trees
separate the fields from each other, tiny boats dot the river,
and in the distance, green hills rise against a cloudy sky. It
is a carefully painted, aesthetically pleasing, and particularly
serene backdrop. The image of Saint Eustace is uncommonly
seen in Books of Hours. (ST11536)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A MINIATURE
OF SAINT BARBARA, FROM A BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT
FROM THE SUFFRAGES TO THE SAINTS. (France, last quarter of the 15th century)
152 x 114 mm. (6 x 4 1/2"). Single column, 15 lines of text on the recto and 11 on the
verso, in a very careful and pleasing bâtarde hand. Rubrics in red, recto with two-line
initial in brushed gold on a red ground, verso with five one-line initials in brushed
gold on a red or blue ground, two line fillers in colors and gold, and WITH A FULL
BORDER OF GEOMETRIC DESIGN creating a patchwork of red, blue, and brushed
gold squares and triangles, the red and blue compartments decorated in white to
create bas-relief-style flowers and acanthus leaves, brushed gold compartments with
sprays of flowers or strawberries in colors, THE BORDER ENCLOSING AN ARCHTOPPED MINIATURE OF SAINT BARBARA in an architectural frame (measuring
approximately 60 x 65 mm.), the saint, in blue and ermine robes and a brushed gold
cloak, shown standing on the prone body of her father beside the tower in which he imprisoned her, a book
in one of her hands and a palm frond in the other, behind her the wall of a loggia with two red pillars creating
windows through which the countryside beyond is visible. uFore edge neatly extended by a half-inch-wide
strip of vellum (to compensate for close cropping, with very tiny loss near the bottom), otherwise in especially
fine condition, with everything clean, bright, and fresh. $3,300
This colorful leaf celebrating the popular Saint Barbara
is of considerable interest in both its decoration and
visual content. The columns framing the miniature as
well as those in the background are brushed gold with red
detailing, and the saint herself is golden from head to foot—
nimbus, hair, palm branch, and sumptuous cloak. Even
her wicked father has golden hair and beard. In addition
to her martyr's palm, the saint holds an open book, which
suggests the power she has gained through learning. The
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text below the miniature is the opening of the suffrage to
Saint Barbara, while that on the recto is the suffrage to Saint
Roch, who, like Barbara, was one of the Fourteen Holy
Helpers invoked for protection from plague and sudden
death. Partly because the borders are fully covered with
paint (as opposed to the usual swirling vegetation placed
amid considerable unpainted space) and partly because
there are so many rich colors used, the leaf as a whole is
unusually vibrant. (ST12631)

A VAST ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH AN EXTREMELY LARGE
AND IMPRESSIVE INITIAL, FROM AN ANTIPHONER IN LATIN. TEXT FROM MATINS FOR
CHRISTMAS DAY (Tuscany, perhaps Florence, last quarter of the 15th century) 572 x 410 mm. (22 1/2 x
16 1/8"). Single column, five lines of text beneath five four-line staves of music, in a very pleasing, regular
gothic book hand. Attractively matted. Rubrics in red, one large maiblumen initial in blue and red, and the
recto WITH A MAJESTIC "H" (measuring approximately 146 x 140 mm.) in pink with white tracery and
with several sprouting leafy vegetal elements in blue, green, and pink (these extending into the margin,
along with many gold bezants), THE INITIAL ON A BURNISHED GOLD GROUND AND ENCLOSING A
PROMINENT GRACEFUL FLOWER in the same colors and burnished gold in the center against a field of
deep blue with many swirling white tendrils and stylized floral buds. uFaint thumbing in bottom margin,
a bit of fading to notes on the verso, the gilt partially eroded from portions of the initial and some of the
bezants, but still a most impressive leaf, the rich paint on the initial completely intact, and the entire leaf
generally fresh and clean. $7,000
________
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The text of this leaf contains the end of the antiphon first response ("Hodie nobis c[a]elorum rex") beginning
("Diffusa est gratia"), the rubric for Psalm 44, and the with our huge and lovely "H." (ST11392)

With a Depiction of
What Seems To Be Vineyard Grafting
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A CHARMING ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT CALENDAR LEAF WITH ZODIACAL
AND LABOR OF THE MONTH MINIATURES, FROM A FRENCH BOOK OF HOURS. TEXT FOR
THE MONTH OF MARCH, IN FRENCH. (France, late 15th century) 162 x 114 mm. (6 3/8 x 4 1/2"). Single column,
16 lines of text in a fine gothic book hand. Text of saints' days in alternating red, blue, or (for special saints)
gold, headings and numerals in burnished gold, four one-line initials in burnished gold on a red and blue
ground, the usual "KL" (for "Kalends," that is, the first of the month) at top left of recto in the form of gray and
________
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white acanthus leaves on a background of brushed gold, verso with quarter panel
border featuring blue and gold acanthus leaves and sprays of blue or pink flowers
on leafy stems, RECTO WITH A THREE-QUARTER BORDER of red, blue, and pink
acanthus leaves and flowers on a burnished gold ground, THE LOWER SECTION
WITH A ZODIACAL MINIATURE of a white quadruped (surely a sheep, probably a
ram) in a pleasant landscape, representing Aries, AND THE FORE-EDGE PORTION
OF THE BORDER WITH A MINIATURE SHOWING THE LABOR OF THE MONTH
(a man pruning and/or grafting grapevines). uA touch of browning to fore edge, a
bit of wrinkling to inner margin, minute loss of blue and white paint of acanthus
leaves on the recto, one saint's name a bit smudged, two trivial marginal stains, but
still in excellent condition, fresh and clean and with the flesh side (containing the
painted scenes) quite bright. $4,800
This very pleasing calendar leaf and those described
in the next two entries are extremely animated and
altogether charming. The decoration is full of detail
and brightness: the name of month, the numbers, and the
major saints' days are in gold, and all occurrences of "A"
in the descending sequence of Dominical Letters appear
enlarged and gilded. The style of painting is naïve, but the
leaf is nevertheless engaging and intriguing. In the Zodiac
miniature, we see the lamb frolicking in green pastures,
with blue hills in the distance. It is a reminder that Easter,
the sacrifice of the Lamb of God, is coming, when all shall
be renewed. Featuring a bare landscape under a cloudy
sky, the vineyard scene depicts a worker in a rough jacket
apparently pruning with a bladed implement in his left hand
and a length of plant in his right. A curious feature of the

scene, and one obviously intended by the artist to be noticed,
is the presence of a length of white cloth wrapped around
a vine at the worker's foot. Whatever other operations
are being undertaken, it seems possible that we are seeing
an early (and uncommon?) representation of grafting, an
activity that would have involved a cut (with the man's
implement) and then some way to secure the pressing
together of the grafted elements (with the tied cloth). A
small white mass in the foreground probably represents
some form of sustenance or refreshment. A gratifying
detail that manifests the artist's desire to be convincingly
representational is the presence of a second blade tucked
inside the worker's belt. Our vintner is absorbed in his
labor, the artist having succeeded in infusing his face with
concentrated enterprise. (ST11786g)
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A CHARMING ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT CALENDAR
LEAF WITH ZODIACAL AND LABOR OF THE MONTH MINIATURES,
FROM A FRENCH BOOK OF HOURS. TEXT FOR THE MONTH OF JUNE, IN
FRENCH. (France, late 15th century) 162 x 114 mm. (6 3/8 x 4 1/2"). Single column,
recto with 16 lines of text, verso with 15, in a fine gothic book hand. Text of saints'
days in alternating red or blue (special saints in gold), headings and numerals
in burnished gold, four one-line initials in burnished gold on a red and blue
ground, "KL" at top left of recto in the form of gray and white acanthus leaves on
a background of brushed gold, verso with quarter panel border featuring blue and
gold acanthus leaves and sprays of blue or red flowers on leafy stems, RECTO WITH
A THREE-QUARTER BORDER of blue and lavender acanthus leaves and flowers on
a brushed gold ground, THE LOWER SECTION WITH A MINIATURE OF A LARGE
RED CRUSTACEAN representing Cancer, the Zodiac sign of the month, AND THE
OUTER SECTION WITH A MINIATURE SHOWING THE LABOR OF THE MONTH (mowing). uA touch of
browning to fore edge, minor wrinkling to inner margin, otherwise A VERY FINE, BRIGHT LEAF, the colors
rich and the gold sparkling. $4,000
From the same manuscript as the previous leaf and The pale greens and blues of the pastoral background provide
similarly decorated, this delightful specimen displays an a soothing contrast to inflamed Cancer. The besmocked
equivalent level of sophistication, charm, and curious haymaker, wearing a broad-brimmed hat to protect against
detail. Like the ram that seems rather equine on our March the sun, has evidently been wielding his scythe for some time,
leaf, the Cancer crustacean here seems to be a cross between a as we see a very large haystack in the background, at its foot
crab and a lobster, but notwithstanding this uncertain lineage, a white sack, perhaps containing the laborer's midday meal.
it seems merry and certainly bright—very pleasantly red and The painter has given him the convincing look of someone
with much gold highlighting (almost as if having been boiled). who understands his work and is willing to do it. (ST11786d)
________
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A CHARMING ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT CALENDAR
LEAF WITH ZODIACAL AND LABOR OF THE MONTH MINIATURES,
FROM A FRENCH BOOK OF HOURS. TEXT FOR THE MONTH OF OCTOBER, IN
FRENCH. (France, late 15th century) 162 x 114 mm. (6 3/8 x 4 1/2"). Single column,
16 lines of text in a fine gothic book hand. Text of saints' days in alternating red or
blue (special saints in gold), headings and numerals in burnished gold, five oneline initials in burnished gold on a red and blue ground, the usual "KL" at top left
of recto in the form of gray and white acanthus leaves on a background of brushed
gold, verso with quarter panel border featuring blue and gold acanthus leaves and
sprays of blue or pink flowers on leafy stems, RECTO WITH A THREE-QUARTER
BORDER of red and blue acanthus and various flowers on a brushed gold ground,
THE LOWER PORTION WITH A MINIATURE OF A SCORPION (representing
Scorpio, the Zodiac sign of the month), AND THE SECTION AT THE FORE EDGE
WITH A MINIATURE SHOWING THE LABOR OF THE MONTH (sowing). uA bit of browning right at fore
edge on both sides, minor wrinkling to inner margin, otherwise IN FINE, BRIGHT CONDITION, with only the
most trivial loss of pigment. $4,500
Perhaps even more than in the previous two leaves,
the artist here has made excellent use of gold in
the labor of the month miniature, where dots of
it appear as the bright seeds being scattered into
freshly ploughed furrows, as well as the leaves
taking on their autumnal coloring on the trees in the

background. We notice this in particular because the
gold on this leaf is even a bit more glittering than on the
others. The worker here is warmly dressed for the cool
fall weather, and other interesting features of costume
and the agricultural setting convince us as being accurate.
(ST11786f)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A MINIATURE OF
ALL SAINTS, FROM A BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM HOURS
OF THE DAYS OF THE WEEK. (France, ca. 1490) 133 x 191 mm. (5 1/4 x 7 1/2"). Single
column, three lines on the recto, 16 lines on the verso, in a pleasing, careful bâtarde hand.
Rubrics in red, verso with one two-line initial in burnished gold on a pink and blue ground,
recto with three-line "S" in the same style, recto also with A FULL FLORAL BORDER
containing blue and gold acanthus leaves, sprays of red and blue flowers with green and
gold leaves, hairline stems and burnished gold berries, THE BORDER ENCLOSING AN
ARCH-TOPPED MINIATURE OF ALL SAINTS showing at least a dozen figures standing
on a white tile floor with blue and white sky above. uA hint of pigment loss in one or two
areas of blue, but IN ESPECIALLY FINE CONDITION, entirely fresh, clean, and bright. $4,500

Although this is well composed and well painted, its figures
are not identified in the usual way. Except for Saint Paul,
who has his sword and book, none of the saints depicted
here is accompanied by an attribute, so it is difficult to be
certain who is being pictured. In the front row of saints, the
artist seems to have given Paul an uncanonical full head of hair,
while (presumably) Peter sports a monk's tonsure to Paul's left.
The other three men near the front are all youthful, the bearded
figure on the left in ample robe and cloak, the remaining two

figures young and clean-shaven; the blond on the right is
probably meant to be John the Divine. The cap on the youth in
the middle is intriguing, being a tall red cone, so narrow that it
seems likely to topple off, and the young blond has a bizarre red
feather(?) protruding from his halo (or perhaps this is meant to
be a flame of inspiration). For a discussion about the rarity of
the office from which this leaf comes and about the substantial
size of the manuscript that must have contained it, see item
#156, above. (ST12417a)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A MINIATURE OF PENTECOST, FROM
A BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE OPENING OF THE HOURS OF THE HOLY SPIRIT.
(France, ca. 1490) 146 x 95 mm. (5 3/4 x 3 3/4"). Single column, three lines on the recto, 16 lines on the verso, in
a pleasing, careful bâtarde hand. Verso with two one-line initials in blue with red penwork, one pink and blue
line filler, and two two-line initials in burnished gold on pink and blue grounds, recto with a three-line "D" in
blue on a pink ground with white tracery, the center with four trefoils of burnished gold, the same side WITH
A FULL FLORAL BORDER featuring blue and gold acanthus leaves, sprays of pink, blue, and red flowers with
________
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green and gold leaves, and numerous burnished gold berries, the border ENCLOSING
AN ARCH-TOPPED MINIATURE OF PENTECOST (measuring approximately 72 x 58
mm.), the Virgin sitting on a low dais at the center of the scene, an open book in her
lap, the apostles clustered around her, two of them kneeling on the tile floor at her feet,
another (perhaps Saint John) standing on the right, his hand extended, apparently after
opening the shutter of an arched window in the back to admit the dove of the Holy
Spirit, which hovers in front of a pink sun radiating gold beams, the miniature and text
within a thin burnished gold frame. uMuch of the blue rubbed off the "D" and small
patches of paint flaked off the green robes of three apostles, otherwise a fine leaf, very
clean and bright, with shining gold and ample margins. $4,200
All eyes are on the Virgin in this Pentecost miniature,
the scene most frequently used to begin the Hours of
the Holy Spirit, one of the basic texts in the typical
Books of Hours. She bends her head in gracious modesty,
her sweet face framed by a white coif, and it is clear that
everyone in the room is emotionally joined with her.

Particularly notable here is the artist's success at creating
space, using deeply receding perspective to create a room
of ample proportions and considerable depth. The removal
of the shutter to allow the dove to enter is a nice touch and
something we have not noticed in other representations of
this event. (ST12416)
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TWO ESPECIALLY FINE ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAVES, OFFERED
INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A MISSAL IN LATIN. (Southern Germany, perhaps Augsburg, ca. 1490)
318 x 235 mm. (12 1/2 x 9 1/4"). Double column, 25 lines, in a large, bold gothic book hand. Attractively matted.
Rubrics and foliation in red, capitals struck with red, one- and two-line initials painted in blue or red, and
EACH LEAF WITH A VERY HANDSOME LARGE (approximately 60 x 60 mm.) PAINTED INITIAL in blue,
green, or pink and with artful modeling in a contrasting color, the initial ON A BRILLIANT BURNISHED AND
CHASED GOLD GROUND, the whole within a frame of two colors (chosen from reds, greens, and blues),
each leaf also with flamboyant swirling marginal decoration comprising acanthus leaves, other vegetation,
and gold bezants. uMounting tissue at the corners on versos, a hint of soiling in bottom margin, but IN FINE
CONDITION, THE INITIALS ESPECIALLY BRIGHT AND WELL PRESERVED, with no erosion in the paint or
gold. $2,500 for the leaf with the initial "R"; $3,000 for the leaf with the "F"

The texts here are taken from the Office of the Dead
and from the office for the dedication of a church.
A very special feature of our initials is the chasing,
or shallow incising, done in the surface of the highly
burnished gold ground of the capitals. In one case, the
ground has been diapered with a very fine instrument,
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FINE ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAVES, OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A
BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. (Rouen, ca. 1490) 197 x 127 mm. (7 3/4 x 5"). Single column, 24
lines, in a clean, attractive bâtarde hand. Rubrics in red, line endings of blue or red with gold embellishment,
several (typically a dozen or even 20) one-line initials in gold on a red or blue ground, all but a few leaves with
at least one two-line initial in white with black or maroon decoration on a brushed gold ground and enclosing
a charming flower in red and green, and BOTH SIDES OF EVERY LEAF WITH A VERY ATTRACTIVE PANEL
BORDER featuring acanthus leaves, flowers, grapes, and other vegetation, all ON A BRUSHED GOLD
GROUND. uOne margin just slightly browned at the very edge, other trivial imperfections, but generally
IN VERY FINE CONDITION, the gold and paint bright and fresh, and the margins very ample. $275-$475
(depending upon decoration)
(ST10758a-2w)

6190 detail

________
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and there are tiny, charming flowers within the diapered
compartments. These leaves were formerly in the
illustrious collection of Cincinnati businessman and
philanthropist Cornelius J. Hauck (1893-1967); the sale
of his library at Christie's in 2006 totaled more than
$12.4 million. (ST10911a-b)

6191 detail

6191 detail

________
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6192 detail
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A VERY LARGE ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A FIVE-LINE INITIAL,
FLORAL BORDERS, AND STAVES OF MUSIC, FROM A MISSAL IN LATIN. (Germany? end of
the 15th century) 483 x 343 mm. (19 x 13 1/2"). Single column, mixture of text in a large gothic script and of
four-line staves of music with Hufnagel notation (see item #68). Rubrics in red, seven one-line initials in red
or blue, five five-line calligraphic initials struck with red, four five-line initials in red or blue, verso WITH A
LARGE FIVE-LINE "D" (measuring 80 x 86 mm.) in green with acanthus-leaf detail on a blue and burnished
gold ground, the letter infilled with pink and graceful gilt scrollwork, THE SAME SIDE WITH A THREEQUARTER BORDER of curling green vines as well as with flowers and berries in blue, pink, and burnished
gold. Fore edge with white pigskin tab near head; prickings visible along hinge edge. uVerso somewhat soiled,
especially to lower half of page, two-inch semicircular piece missing from edge with small loss of border,
this same edge trimmed a bit close with minor loss to decoration, much of the gold (except that along the
top margin) rubbed away, other minor signs of use, but still a very good leaf with once-lovely decoration that
retains much of its appeal. $750

5182

This very animated leaf comes from a manuscript with the illuminated initial, contains the complete text of
that once must have been spectacular. All of the Psalm 110, "Dixit Dominus Domino meo sede a dextris
recto and the first third of the verso are taken up with meis" ("The Lord said to my Lord: Sit thou at my right
antiphons, and the remainder of the verso, beginning hand"). (ST11035i)
________
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________
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Vast and Beautiful Choirbook Leaves Previously Owned by Doris Duke
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VERY PLEASING ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAVES, OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY,
FROM AN EXTREMELY LARGE ANTIPHONAL IN LATIN. (Spain or Italy[?], ca. 1500) 591 x 432
mm. (23 1/4 x 17"). Five four-line staves of music, most with text beneath. Rubrics in red, EACH LEAF WITH
EITHER TWO OR THREE VERY LARGE AND HANDSOME HAND-PAINTED INITIALS in red or blue with
intricate penwork elaboration in the contrasting color (the initials each measuring approximately 95 x 100
mm.) uVague soiling and darkening at bottom outer corner, otherwise IN ESPECIALLY FINE CONDITION,
the leaves consistently fresh and clean, and with less contrast than usually seen between the hair side and flesh
side. (See also illustration on preceding page.) $650 - $750 (depending on condition and decoration)
The leaves are particularly attractive, especially large,
and distinguished in their provenance: they were once
in the celebrated collection of Doris Duke (1912-93),
who at the age of 13 inherited tens of millions of dollars
from her fabulously wealthy father, James "Buck" Duke,
founder of the American Tobacco Company. Duke was

a highly cultivated woman who amassed major collections,
including carefully chosen art, furniture, jewelry, and
wines. Although her namesake foundation was the major
beneficiary of her estate, she left substantial legacies to Duke
University, which had been endowed by her father, and to
the Metropolitan Museum of Art. (ST11622a-j)

A Calendar Leaf with a Most Unusual Array of April Saints within Wonderfully Charming Borders
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A
LOVELY
ILLUMINATED
VELLUM
MANUSCRIPT CALENDAR LEAF, IN FRENCH,
WITH LABOR OF THE MONTH AND DEPICTIONS OF
VARIOUS SAINTS, FROM A BOOK OF HOURS. TEXT
FOR THE MONTH OF APRIL. (France, probably Paris, ca.
1500) 164 x 113 mm. (6 1/2 x 4 3/8"). Single column, in
red, blue, and gold ink, in an attractive gothic book hand.
Attractively matted. One-line initials in burnished gold on
blue and red backgrounds, two-line "KL" in blue with white
tracery on a ground of burnished gold, BOTH SIDES WITH
A STRIKING THREE-QUARTER BORDER of brushed gold
decorated with swirling acanthus leaves, flowers, and fruit
in multiple colors, and POPULATED WITH FIGURES OF
SAINTS whose feast days are celebrated during the month,
that on the verso showing Saint Leonard as an abbot, Saint Mark and his lion, and Saint Eutropius as a bishop, the
recto with Saint Mary of Egypt (her long hair covering her nakedness), Saint Jerome with the lion, Saint Apollonia
with the pliers that pulled out her teeth, and Saint Macarius with a book; RECTO ALSO WITH A LARGE ARCHTOPPED MINIATURE framed in gold and divided into two panels by a golden column, the panel on the left WITH
THE LABOR OF THE MONTH (two women gathering flowers and making daisy chains), AND that on the right
showing TAURUS THE BULL, peacefully grazing in a meadow with wooded hills and a densely-spired city in the
distance. uOne tiny wormhole barely touching one letter (no loss), paint faintly rubbed in a couple of spots, but A
VERY FINE LEAF, clean and bright with vivid colors and shining gold. $6,500
This is a wonderfully animated calendar leaf,
displaying not only the labor and Zodiacal sign of
the month, but also several of the saints whose feast
days appear on the calendar. The borders are alive with
colorful vegetation, and the depictions of the saints are
quite detailed and full of delight (distanced as we are from
the martyrdoms suggested). These Calendar borders with

pictures of the saints from each month are probably derived
from (or made in competition with) printed Books of Hours
with metal cuts of saints in the borders that were becoming
popular at the end of the 15th and into the early 16th
century. In addition to its charm, this kind of manuscript
decoration is extremely rare—we have never seen anything
like it in 35 years of bookselling. (ST12105a)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A MINIATURE DEPICTING A
KNEELING PATRON BEFORE THE CROWNED VIRGIN, FROM A BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN.
(Paris, ca. 1500; the border from ca. 1420) 203 x 140 mm. (8 x 5 1/2"). Single column, 15 lines of text on verso
in an attractive gothic book hand. Rubrics in red, line filler and five one- and two-line initials in blue, orange,
and burnished gold, BOTH SIDES WITH A FULL BORDER OF RINCEAUX,
including very many gold ivy leaves on hairline stems as well as floral buds and
acanthus leaves, THE RECTO WITH A (later, inserted) MINIATURE PAINTING
(measuring approximately 90 x 61 mm.) SHOWING A NUN KNEELING
BEFORE THE CROWNED VIRGIN. uA bit of browning at edges and a little
wrinkling, minor fading in a relatively small portion of the text, slight loss of
paint in the arms of two angels and in the Virgin's face (significant without
being severe), otherwise well preserved. $2,900

________
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This miniature was done sometime around 1500, and a later owner (perhaps the
"Bourdereul" whose name appears in a framed panel beneath the scene) has laid
it down onto a leaf taken from the manuscript described in item #70, above, done
in Paris around 1420. This combination provides a revealing contrast of the styles at
either end of the century, as well as of the varying levels of skill of the artists at work
here. The name "Bourdereul" remains something of a mystery. We would expect it to refer
to the nun kneeling in the foreground, as she is the only mortal depicted in our miniature.
________
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Perhaps she is a relative of Jean Bourdereul, a lawyer
who constructed the chateau of Rentilly in the hamlet of
Bussy Saint Martin at the beginning of the 16th century
(the historical moment would certainly be right for such a
connection). At any rate, the nun is certainly the person who
commissioned the miniature, and her patron saint stands
behind her, presenting her to the Virgin. The iconography
of Mary's depiction here combines the motif of angels
holding a crown over the Virgin's head—suggesting scenes

of the Coronation of the Virgin—with other elements that
foreshadow the depiction of the Immaculate Conception
so popular in Spain in the 17th century. For example,
Murillo's famous depiction of the Immaculate Conception
shows Mary standing on the moon and accompanied by
angels, as here. The motif of the moon at her feet is taken
from the description of the woman clothed in the sun in
the Book of Revelations, and the Virgin appears here in a
golden mandorla. (ST11052a)
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AN EXTREMELY CHARMING ILLUMINATED VELLUM
MANUSCRIPT CUTTING, FROM A MISSAL IN LATIN.
(Perhaps southern Germany, ca. early 16th century) 70 x 51 mm. (2 3/4 x
2"). The cutting showing a tonsured deacon in a simple red gown (though
with a decorative gold shawl) clutching a small green book to his chest and
apparently blessing himself, the figure within an interior space dominated
by modelled acanthus decoration, as if representing a carved wooden wall.
uIn very fine condition, extraordinarily clean and bright, and without any
loss of pigment. $950
Our little miniature shows a three-quarter portrait,
with the ecclesiastical figure standing in an interior
depicted in gold, browns, and grays. This is quite a
charming little portrait that seems to be the work of a
skilled artist. The face, hands, garment, and even the

modelled acanthus context are extremely convincing
and done with memorable delicacy. The brush strokes
looked at under magnification (for example, in the
individual strands of hair) are extraordinarily deft.
(CJE0601a-d)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A FINE, VERY LARGE MINIATURE
OF THE PRESENTATION IN THE TEMPLE, FROM A BOOK OF
HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE OPENING OF NONE. (Central or Northern
France, probably Bourges, early 16th century) 191 x 133 mm. (7 1/2 x 5 1/4").
Single column, 23 lines of text on one side, five lines below the miniature on the
other, in a fine, large bâtarde hand. Rubrics in red, several initials, line fillers, and
a paragraph mark in brushed gold on a red or blue ground, two two-line initials
with floral decoration in colors on a brushed gold ground, one four-line initial in
gray and maroon with white tracery on a brushed gold ground, its center with a
spray of red berries, and A LARGE MINIATURE OF THE PRESENTATION IN
THE TEMPLE (measuring 112 x 91 mm.), with the Virgin kneeling before an altar
and handing the Christ Child to the priest's waiting arms, Joseph and a young
woman with the basket of sacrificial doves standing behind the Virgin at the head
of a large crowd, the text and miniature enclosed by a simple gilt frame. uSmall
faint brown stain to lower margin, two trivial patches of loss to paint of the priest's
cloak, a touch of wrinkling to side margins, remnants of mounting to verso (not
affecting text), otherwise A VERY FINE LEAF, clean and fresh, with ample margins and unusually rich colors.
$5,500
This handsome leaf from a Book of Hours with large just been told, in Simeon's prophecy, that a sword would
dimensions features an expressive miniature that pierce her soul—that is, that she will suffer along with her
beautifully conveys the drama of this moment in the life son as he does God's redemptive work. Simeon, in contrast,
of the Virgin. Mary, dressed in somber gray covered by her wears the gratified expression of one whose prayers to see
customary blue cloak, kneels at the center of the scene, holding the salvation of Israel have been fulfilled, as expressed in his
her son out in a gesture that is both offering and supplication canticle, the "Nunc dimittis" ("Now I can depart in peace"). A
to the priest (who may or may not be Simeon, with Luke pretty, fashionably dressed young woman stands on the left
2:25-35 seeming to come down in favor of this). Her face holding a basket with two turtledoves brought as an offering
displays the concern that would be expected in one who has (for those people not in a position to provide a lamb). Her
________
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green dress and crimson cloak mirror Simeon's vestments
and the canopy above him, and, like the priest, she is wearing
a striking hat. Everything is carefully detailed from the
facial expressions to the folds of clothing to the decorative

designs on the altar and dark gray walls. The scene is artfully
composed and balanced, with a trio of somber blue and gray
figures at center and vibrant red and green on either side,
anxiety offset by faith and hope. (ST12557)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH AN
EXCELLENT MINIATURE OF SAINT LUKE, FROM A BOOK OF
HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE GOSPEL SEQUENCES. (Central or Northern
France, probably Bourges, early 16th century) 184 x 127 mm. (7 1/4 x 5"). Single
column, 12 lines of text on the side with the miniature, 23 lines on the other side,
in a fine, large bâtarde hand. Rubrics in red, two small initials and one pretty threeline "I" in colors and brushed gold, the latter in pink and white and accented by a
long-stemmed red rose, the same side WITH A RICHLY DETAILED MINIATURE
OF SAINT LUKE (measuring 64 x 92 mm.) at his desk in a comfortably furnished
room, writing the Gospel under the watchful gaze of his bull, shown here with
spread red wings, the miniature with five lines of text above and seven below, and
both the text and the miniature with their own thin gilt frame. uThe illuminated
initial on the plainer side partly obscured (by the remnant of mounting tissue?), a
touch of wrinkling to left and right edges, other trivial imperfections, but still IN
FINE CONDITION, the paint especially rich, and the vellum fresh, clean, and bright. $3,500
From the same large, fine Book of Hours as the previous
item, this leaf presents us with an uncommon design,
the miniature being flanked by text above and below,
rather than enclosed by a decorative border. Here we
see Luke at the center of the room, sitting at his writing
desk wearing a blue robe from beneath which peek
unexpectedly bright red socks (which not only serve to
keep the saint's feet warm, but also add a balanced splash
of bright color opposite the bull's magnificent wings).
Behind the Evangelist and to the right is a window
through which we glimpse green trees and blue sky, and

beside it a table with drinking vessels. The detail lavished
on the interior is impressive: the walls are elaborately
panelled; the floor tiles have green, red, and gold shading
that produces a marbled effect; the table and dishes have
intricate decoration; there is carving on the desk and
table; and the cloths covering these are edged with gold
fringe. Luke's robe has gold detailing around the neck
and hem, and the bull's wings are delicately feathered.
The bull seems a good symbol for the burly man pictured
here, and both wear tranquil, purposeful expressions.
(ST12558)
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TWO ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAVES WITH INHABITED BORDERS, OFFERED
INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A PSALTER AND PRAYER BOOK IN LATIN. (Northern Germany, perhaps
Hildesheim, 1524) 165 x 133 mm. (6 1/2 x 5 1/4"). Single column, from 24 to 34 lines, in a compressed chiseled
calligraphic bâtarde hand. One leaf with five three-line initials and several one-line capitals in brushed gold on a
blue or brown ground (the other leaf with one three-line initial only), BOTH LEAVES WITH A FULL BRUSHED
GOLD BORDER ON EACH SIDE WITH STYLIZED PLANTS AND FLOWERS, ONE SIDE OF BOTH LEAVES
INHABITED BY A CHERUB (the leaf with fewer initials also inhabited by a bird). uTwo borders trimmed close
(without loss), the most trivial erosion of pigment, otherwise in extremely fine condition, the gilt, paint, and
vellum still quite fresh. $850-$950 (depending on decoration)
verso

recto

________
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These leaves come from an unusual German
Renaissance manuscript containing a composite text
for use at Mass and other services, with the Hours
of the Passion, a ferial psalter, Psalms for use at
Vespers, the Office of the Conception of Mary, and
miscellaneous prayers to the Virgin. Dated 1524 in
two places, this highly personalized manuscript bore the
arms of Mansfeld, a prominent family from northern
Germany, and it may have been executed for Albert,

count of Mansfeld (1480-1560). The fact that it contained
a miniature of Saint Godehard, bishop of Hildesheim (d.
1038), suggests that it may have been produced at that
location, an important bishopric and center of artistic
activity at the time. Subsequently, the manuscript
belonged to the Comte d'Aspremont-Lynden. It was sold at
Sotheby's as lot 100 on 23 June 1987 and was afterwards
broken up. The illusionistic borders here are the source of
considerable charm. (ST9378-3u)
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A VAST AND VERY ORNATE ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF FROM AN
ANTIPHONARY IN LATIN. (Italy, ca. 1520) 610 x 435 mm. (24 x 17 1/8"). Single column, 11 lines
of text (12 on verso) in a majestic gothic hand (one correction involving three letters in the middle of the
recto made in a less elegant later hand), six (mostly partial) staves of music on the recto. Attractively matted.
Rubrics in red, capitals struck with yellow, eight large initials painted in red or blue and with maiblumen
decoration in the contrasting color and gold, THE RECTO WITH TWO VERY LARGE CAPITALS in red or red
and blue, WITH ELABORATE DECORATION of similar design (the larger initial measuring 111 mm. square),
THE INITIALS ENCLOSED BY A THREE-QUARTER KNOTWORK BORDER OF QUITE INTRICATE DESIGN
in red, blue, green, and gold. uPerhaps half the text on the recto with eroded ink (though all words legible, and
the text on the verso rich and clear), bottom margin a little yellowed and with many small shallow wrinkles,
a hint of soil, but still quite an impressive leaf, the especially intricate decoration very fresh and without any
erosion of gold or paint. $2,500
The very animated ornamentation here encloses on the
recto the daily hymn for None, which, loosely translated
in verse, reads, "O God, whose power unmoved the whole
/ Of Nature's vastness doth control, / Who mark'st the
day-hours as they run / By steady marches of the sun. /
O grant that in life's eventide / Thy light may e'er with us

abide." This is followed by Psalms 129-32 and the beginning
of 133. Rather than being burnished, the gold here is brushed
on and used in (a great many) small spaces. Consequently,
the leaf does not shimmer. Nevertheless, it has so much
decoration that is so carefully applied that the impression it
makes is a memorable one. (ST10745b)

Miniatures and Text Leaves from the Doheny Master,
Showing "Virtuosity of Technique Without Parallel"
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH AN EXQUISITE
MINIATURE OF THE ARCHANGEL MICHAEL REPRESSING THE DEVIL, FROM
AN EXTREMELY FINE BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE SUFFRAGES. (France,
Tours or Paris, ca. 1530) 114 x 64 mm. (4 1/2 x 2 1/2"). Single column, 21 lines of text, written in
a very fine, tiny, upright humanistic hand. Attractively matted. Rubrics in red, one paragraph
mark in black on a gold ground, one two-line initial in gold on a black ground, both sides of the
text within a knotted ropework border in gold and red with convoluted tassels at the bottom;
one side of the leaf WITH A BEAUTIFUL, ANIMATED, AND BRIGHTLY COLORED SMALL
MINIATURE SHOWING MICHAEL AND SATAN, the lively diagonal composition depicting
an intent golden-haired archangel (dressed in a gold tunic trimmed in pink, and with white,
pink, and green wings) brandishing his sword, as he pushes the devil down into the lower left corner with
a gold-encrusted blue shield, Satan (painted a lavender color with gold highlights and covered with bristling
hairs) pleading for mercy, the scene with a rich black background, and the whole within a plain gold frame (the
miniature measuring 21 x 20 mm.). uThe fore edge slightly oblique (apparently as always, because of a lack of
squareness in the vellum piece used here), very small blacked-out place at middle of top margin (presumably
to cover up old foliation), but IN ABSOLUTELY SPLENDID CONDITION, the bright paint and the glitter of the
gold entirely intact. (See also illustration on p. 111.) $4,500

4189

________
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This extraordinarily pleasing item and the following the 1520s Hours Workshop (Walters MS 449) is described
three entries comprise leaves produced by the as "a fine example of the superb level of craftsmanship
celebrated atelier known as the 1520s Hours Workshop. attained in French manuscript production during the last
These leaves represent the finest illumination being quarter century of its full-fledged existence" (II, 532). Kay
done during the final and glorious period of French Sutton, describing a manuscript from the workshop (sold
manuscript production, and, frankly, some of the as lot 23 at Christie's on 29 November 2000), says that the
finest illumination ever done. Given its name by Myra atelier's manuscripts "are among the highest achievements of
Orth as a reflection of the studio's principal type of output French Renaissance painting." And Christopher de Hamel,
and period of operation (though work continued into the in discussing what is probably the studio's chef d'oeuvre
1530s), the 1520s Hours Workshop created, in Wieck's (sold at Sotheby's as lot 39 on 21 April 1998), says that the
words, "illuminations of the most refined delicacy" ("Painted painting done by the 1520s artists manifested the "utmost
Prayers," p. 73). In Lilian M. C. Randall's catalogue of professionalism. It was executed with a microscopic detail
French manuscripts in the Walters Art Gallery, a book from and virtuosity of technique probably without parallel even
________
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in the long tradition of illumination." Orth in her seminal
dissertation on the workshop identifies four closely related
painters as being responsible for the devotional manuscripts
known to have been produced by the atelier, almost all of
them tiny Books of Hours of jewel-like quality done for
wealthy patrons. The four artists are all eponymous: the
Master of the Rosenwald Hours, the Master of Jean de
Mauléon, the Master of the Getty Epistles, and the Doheny
Master, who is responsible for our leaves and who, says de
Hamel, "may have been the master of the whole enterprise."
Although unmistakably French, the workshop's production
represented a synthesis of great moment. "The 1520s Books
of Hours are the ultimate statements of the reception of
Italianate and classical culture into the French court and

into books as inherently gothic and northern as Books of
Hours, and they illustrate graphically the rediscoveries
of antiquity and the natural world which define the
Renaissance." (de Hamel) The workshop has traditionally
been located in Tours (which had the status at the time of
being France's second capital city), but recent scholarship,
particularly by Orth, suggests that its home may have been
in Paris. Despite its small size, the present miniature of
Michael the Archangel is memorable, partly because the
artist has focused on the heart of the conflict (the upper
frame cuts off all but the pommel of the raised sword, yet
we see everything we need to see), and partly because the
plain richly black background sets off the very bright colors
used for the two adversarial figures. (ST9378b)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH
EXQUISITE MINIATURES OF JOHN THE BAPTIST AND JOHN
THE EVANGELIST, FROM AN EXTREMELY FINE BOOK OF HOURS IN
LATIN. TEXT FROM THE SUFFRAGES. (France, Tours or Paris, ca. 1530) 114 x 64
mm. (4 1/2 x 2 1/2"). Single column, 21 lines of text, written in a very fine, tiny,
upright humanistic hand. Attractively matted. Rubrics in red, four paragraph
marks in black or gold against a gold or black background, four line fillers in
black and gold or gold and red (one in the shape of a knotted rope, another a
pruned branch), two two-line initials in black on a gold ground with red filigree
embellishment or gold on a black ground with wispy gray decoration, text on
both sides within a knotted ropework border in gold and black with convoluted tassels at the bottom; RECTO
WITH AN EXTRAORDINARILY FINE, SMALL MINIATURE OF JOHN THE BAPTIST in his brown camel hair
shirt with a maroon mantle, holding a book and pointing his finger prophetically at his symbol, the Lamb of
God (a small white sheep with a nimbus), resting on top of the book, these figures set against a beautifully
detailed forested backdrop, and the whole within a simple gold frame (the miniature measuring approximately
21 x 20 mm.); THE VERSO WITH A LOVELY SMALL MINIATURE OF SAINT JOHN THE EVANGELIST in
a simple white shirt and maroon mantle, the saint raising his right hand in a tranquil salute, his left hand
grasping a gleaming chalice from which emerges a vicious rampant green reptilian bird, the scene set against a
rich black background, the whole within a simple gold frame (the miniature measuring approximately 22 x 19
mm.). uIN EXTRAORDINARILY FINE CONDITION. (See also illustration on p. 111.) $5,500
This is an especially attractive leaf in that it contains
two superb, delicately realized miniatures. Particularly
impressive is the depiction of the background of the John the
Baptist scene, where the artist has used three different greens
to make his trees three-dimensional and consequently to give
the scene a genuine sense of depth. At least as remarkable
is the painter's ability to individuate the hairs on John's
shirt, face, and head. The hideous green creature in John the

Evangelist's chalice is a variation of the more usual image
depicted of several dark snakes wriggling over the brim. The
artist's subtlety can be seen again here: the painter has used
tiny slivers of a lighter shade of green along the top of the
dragon's body to indicate reflected light from above, and this
technique not only keeps the green from being lost against its
black background, but also pulls our eye immediately toward
the one focus of discordance in the miniature. (ST9378-4b)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH AN EXQUISITE
MINIATURE OF SAINT MARK, FROM AN EXTREMELY FINE BOOK OF
HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE GOSPEL LESSONS. (France, Tours or Paris, ca. 1530)
114 x 64 mm. (4 1/2 x 2 1/2"). Single column, 21 lines of text, written in a very fine, tiny,
upright humanistic hand. Attractively matted. Rubrics in red, two paragraph marks in
black or gold against a gold or white background, two line fillers in black and gold (one
in the shape of a knotted rope), a two-line initial in gold on a gray ground with wispy
gold decoration, text on both sides within a knotted ropework border in gold and red with
convoluted tassels at the bottom; one side of the leaf WITH AN EXTRAORDINARILY FINE,
________
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SMALL MINIATURE SHOWING MARK seated with a scroll on his knees, the youthful apostle, dressed in
blue and maroon, deep in thought, his elbow resting on his knee, his attribute, the lion, looking on with an
especially charming expression of sympathy, the scene in an interior with a window at the top left above a
leafy molding, the whole within a plain gold frame (the miniature measuring approximately 21 x 18 mm.).
uIN EXTRAORDINARILY FINE CONDITION. (See also illustration on p. 111.) $3,500
In this miniature, the painter has been remarkably
successful in giving both the Evangelist and his
emblematic companion clear expressions of emotion,
even working within the confines of a tiny scale. The

depiction of architectural detail like the window molding
here is typical of the elegant little touches in these very small
miniatures that could only have been executed convincingly
by an artist with the highest degree of skill. (ST9378a)
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EXQUISITE TINY ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAVES, OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY,
FROM A VERY FINE BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. (France, Tours or Paris, ca. 1530) 114 x 64 mm.
(4 1/2 x 2 1/2"). Single column, 21 lines of text, written in a very fine, tiny, upright humanistic hand. Rubrics
in red, varying numbers of paragraph markers and one- and two-line initials in gold on a black ground or the
reverse (and often with red filigree elaboration), frequent delicate line fillers in various combinations of gold,
black, and red, featuring knotted rope and pruned branch motifs, text on both sides within a knotted ropework
border in gold and black with convoluted tassels at the bottom. uIN EXTRAORDINARILY FINE CONDITION,
ESPECIALLY FRESH, CLEAN, AND BRIGHT. $600 each

These leaves come from the same manuscript described in
the previous three entries. Even though they do not feature
any miniatures or historiation, it is not overstating the
case to say that these text leaves are exquisite. The tiny

and beautifully regular script and the delicate initials and
line endings are impressive manifestations of scribal artisans
working at the very top of their craft during the final flowering
of illuminated manuscript production in France. (ST9378i-3n)
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VERY LARGE DECORATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAVES, OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY,
FROM AN ANTIPHONAL IN LATIN. (Spain, ca. 1550) 552 x 394 mm. (21 3/4 x 15 1/2"). Five
four-line staves of music with text beneath. Rubrics and foliation in red, some tall gothic capitals painted
in black with yellow highlights, leaves usually with one or two prominent initials (typically measuring
about 85 x 55 mm.) in red or blue with elaborate penwork embellishment in the contrasting color, often
extending into the margin, ONE SPECIAL LEAF WITH A VERY LARGE AND SPLENDID PUZZLE
INITIAL painted in red and blue and decorated with intricate penwork in red, blue, and purple (this initial
measuring approximately 177 x 172 mm., not counting very elaborate marginal extensions). uVarying
degrees of yellowing to the hair side of the leaves, otherwise in fine, clean, fresh condition, with unfaded
text and very ample margins. (See illustration on p. 122.) $95-$250 (depending on decoration); $1,600 for
the special leaf with the very large initial
These well-preserved leaves come from a manuscript staves of music, these have five, and the text is, as
that would have been readily visible by even a large a result, quite large and very easy to read even at a
group of singers: in contrast to other Medieval and considerable distance. (For more on antiphonals, see item
Renaissance choirbooks that contain as many as nine #153, above.) (ST11548)
________
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VERY LARGE DECORATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAVES, OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY,
FROM AN ANTIPHONAL IN LATIN. (Spain, ca. 16th century) 508 x 349 mm. (20 x 13 3/4"). Six
five-line staves of music with text beneath. Rubrics and foliation in red, some tall gothic capitals painted in
black with yellow highlights, leaves usually with one or two prominent initials (typically measuring about 60 x
40 mm.) in red or blue with elaborate penwork embellishment in the contrasting color, TWO SPECIAL LEAVES
WITH A VERY LARGE AND SPLENDID PUZZLE INITIAL painted in red and blue and decorated with intricate
penwork in red, blue, and purple (these initials measuring approximately 127 mm. square or 127 x 145 mm.).
uA bit of light soiling to some leaves (one of the special leaves rather soiled, the other with a bit of fading in
the music and text), varying degrees of yellowing to the hair side of the leaves, otherwise in excellent condition,
generally clean and fresh, and with ample margins. (See also illustration on p. 124.) $75-$195 (depending on
decoration and condition); $1,400 and $1,500 for the special leaves with the very large initial
Many of the features discussed in the previous entry quite pronounced in the way the letters (especially the
pertain to the leaves offered here. One difference is two very large capitals) are decorated in the present
that the Moorish influence on the arts of Spain is leaves. (ST11551)
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A DECORATED MANUSCRIPT LEAF ON PAPER FROM A
LITURGICAL BOOK IN GREEK. A LEAF WITH BYZANTINE CHANT
NOTATION. (ca. 1700) 203 x 140 mm. (8 x 5 1/2"). With 12 lines of musical notation
alternating with 12 lines of text in a fluid Greek hand. Additional notation and text
in red, border of verso with two intricate initials, one six lines and one eight lines
tall, also in red. uRemnants of mounting tape to fore edge of recto, tiny worm
track to one corner, other trivial defects, but an excellent leaf, generally very clean
and fresh. $250
An uncommonly seen leaf like this one offers a contrast to Western European
musical notation, in which pitch is determined by the location of a note on the
staff. The gracefully curling Byzantine notation is relational, indicating the pitch of a note
by specifying the interval from the previous note. Whether or not one can read Greek, the
image it presents here is pleasing to the eye. (ST11221-2i)
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AN IMMENSE VELLUM MANUSCRIPT BIFOLIUM WITH AN HISTORIATED INITIAL, FROM AN
ANTIPHONAL IN LATIN. (France or Austria[?], ca. 1700) 749 x 997 mm. (29 1/2 x 39 1/4"). Single column,
five four-line staves of music with text beneath in a rounded gothic hand. Rubrics in red, three one-line and two
two-line initials in red, verso of second leaf WITH A VERY LARGE AND VERY IMPRESSIVE "S" (200 x 205 mm.)
in pale pink with acanthus leaf elaboration on, and extending from, the letter in pastel blue, green, and red, THE
UPPER PORTION OF THE LETTER SHOWING THE VIRGIN MARY SHELTERING FOUR DOMINICAN NUNS
AND FOUR DOMINICAN FRIARS in black and white habits beneath the folds of her blue mantle, Saint Dominic
shown kneeling on a tiled veranda in the lower curve, gazing in rapture at the Virgin above, white lilies in his hand
and a white hound recumbant beside him, a baton in its mouth, the whole on a brilliantly shimmering ground of
burnished gold. uOuter side with small remnants of adhesive in margins, the leaf with the initial missing a very
shallow portion of vellum along five inches at the bottom, mild thumbing, otherwise a fine specimen, generally
clean and fresh, the initial entirely intact, with thickly applied gold that is especially bright. (See illustration on
preceding page.) $3,500
Given the subject matter of the historiation, it seems
likely that this impressive bifolium comes from a
choirbook made for a Dominican convent, perhaps
Austrian or French. The tender and even rapturous mood
and pastel coloring of the illumination can certainly be seen as
consistent with a date in the late 17th or early 18th century.
In the upper scene, the Madonna della Misericordia (Virgin
of Mercy) benevolently spreads her cloak to shelter her little
flock of eight Dominican nuns and friars, all with notably
sweet and innocent faces. Below, Saint Dominic, his hands
spread in prayer and/or a gesture of awe, kneels on a tiled
patio bordered by a marble balustrade, beyond which trees

grow. The saint, however, ignores the natural world and gazes
upward in reverence at the compassionate Holy Mother. In his
left hand he clutches a stalk of white lilies, one of the symbols
of the Virgin. He is accompanied by a small hound, appropriate
since Dominicans were known as "domini canes" ("hounds of
the Lord") and are frequently present in Medieval art through
the use of some kind of canine representation. Like everything
else in this blissful initial, the dog is mild-mannered and seems
intent on engaging his oblivious master in nothing more
harmful than a pleasant game of fetch. All of this dulcitude
might seem cloying, were it not for the size and power of the
gigantic initial that dominates the page. (CJW1303)
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH TWO MODERN HISTORIATED INITIALS,
FROM AN ANTIPHONER IN LATIN. TEXT FROM VESPERS IN THE COMMON OF VIRGINS. (Italy,
perhaps Tuscany, 15th century, but with a 20th century[?] miniature) 591 x 406 mm. (23 1/4 x 16"). Five lines of
text beneath five four-line staves of music, the text in a very large, clean gothic hand. Rubrics in red, one large
initial painted in blue with elaborate penwork in red, and WITH TWO (MODERN) HISTORIATED INITIALS, THE
ONE ON THE RECTO SHOWING SAINT FRANCIS AND THE BIRDS, AND THE ONE ON THE VERSO TWO
GENERIC SAINTLY VIRGINS (the main part of the initials measuring, respectively, 70 x 67 and 105 x 105 mm.).
uOne upper corner neatly renewed (before the initial was painted), the Saint Francis side (the hair side) with overall
browning because of the grain of the skin, lower outer corner defective (but well away from the text), a little flaking
in the gold ground of the initial on the other side, very minor soiling and wrinkling, otherwise excellent—the flesh
side with no darkening at all, the leaf mostly quite clean, and the paint in the two initials fresh and bright. $950
________
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3detail
from recto
Our virginal saints within the "M" are elegantly himself inside a garishly scarlet initial, our Saint Francis
painted, their clothing reproduced with impeccable is also skillfully painted. This is, of course, a hybrid item,
precision and impressive detail; however, they look uniting a genuine Renaissance choir book leaf with modern
perhaps more Pre-Raphaelite than Medieval. And even embellishment for commercial purposes, probably executed
though he is all wrong for the text, and despite finding with tourists to Italy in mind. (ST11405b)
________
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II. Complete or Nearly Complete Illuminated Manuscripts,
1450-1925
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A FINE DECORATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT CONTAINING THREE LESSER-KNOWN
TEXTS BY SAINT JEROME. VITA PAULI HEREMITAE. [and] DIALOGI CONTRA PELAGIUM. [and]
ALTERCATIO LUCIFERIANI ET ORTHODOXI. (Italy, ca. 1450) 241 x 165 mm. (9 1/2 x 6 1/2"). [44] leaves (two
folios wanting from end of volume). Single column, 39 lines per page in multiple neat humanistic hands. Three
works bound in one volume. Modern quarter vellum over paper boards, flat spine. With four four-line initials
in red with iridescent yellow infill and TWO LARGE 12-LINE INITIALS IN RED, BLUE, AND YELLOW, both
with scrolling banners around an inner staff (the first initial with a geometric pattern similar to eighth- and
early ninth-century Insular initials, the second with ascender flourishes like those on romanesque initials).
Bergendal Collection Catalogue: "One Hundred and Twenty-Five Manuscripts," no. 38. uOne leaf with tiny
hole (not affecting text), isolated minor smudges, occasional darkening because of the natural variation in the
color of the vellum, but A VERY FINE, ESPECIALLY FRESH AND CLEAN SPECIMEN with generous margins
(and in an unworn binding). $30,000

This beautifully preserved humanistic manuscript was one of Jerome's last, a response to the heresies of his
contains three of Saint Jerome's lesser-known—and contemporary, Pelagius (ca. 354-420/40), who denied the
most interesting—writings. The first work, "Life of Paul concept of original sin. To counter what he sees as such an
the Hermit" (fol. 1r-3v), was one of his early texts, written extreme stance, Jerome maintains the universality of sin,
when Jerome (ca. 347-420) was about 30. According to even taking the position of claiming that Christ himself
J. N. D. Kelly, author of "Jerome: His Life, Writings, and had flaws. While typically bellicose in his controversial
Controversies," this book "introduced an entirely new genre writings, Jerome is less blustering and intemperate than
into Latin literature and proved one of the most popular usual in this work, but he does not confine himself to logic
of his writings," being translated into Greek, Coptic, and evidenced persuasion; in fact, he does not refrain in
Syriac, and Ethiopic soon after its initial appearance. the course of his arguments from referring to such things
Based on Egyptian monastic traditions, it tells the story as his opponent's notable corpulence and the self-deceived
of Paul of Thebes, who took refuge in the desert during notions of that antagonist's supposed success with women.
the persecutions of Decius and Valerian. His ascetic life Beginning on folio 37, the final text, one of the earliest of
inspired Saint Anthony, the earliest of the Desert Fathers, Jerome's polemical works, is another refutation of a heretic,
who became the aged hermit's first visitor when Paul was this time an adherent of Lucifer Calaritanus, a bishop who
113, and who buried him, with the help of two lions, when refused to be reconciled with those who had once been ArianPaul died at age 115. As Kelly says, this "is not really a Christians (those who define the Son as separate from, and
biography, . . . but rather a romantic idealisation of monastic subordinate to, God the Father). The text is presented as
withdrawal, as full of wonders and fabulous creatures as a a debate between Helladius the Luciferian and the wise
fairy-tale." The second work, "Dialogues Against Pelagius," Orthodoxus, who with citations of Scripture and ruthless
________
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logic demonstrates that believers who have renounced the
Arian heresy must be considered as Christians in the eyes
of the Church. Kelly describes it as "an instructive witness
to Jerome's understanding of the nature of the Church,
his respect for tradition as an independent authority, his
conviction of the duty of abiding in the Church founded
by the Apostles, [and] his horror of sects and schisms."

The humanistic hands here are small, employing slender,
elegant, closely spaced letters, allowing these three works
to be contained in a relatively small book. Although the
initials are not numerous, they are striking when they
appear, and the vellum is uniformly fresh. In sum, this is a
most appealing manuscript Sammelband of texts by one of
the greatest of the Church Fathers. (ST12085)

A Distinguished Manuscript with 15 Fine Miniatures,
Probably Painted by Rouen's Master Illuminator
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AN EXQUISITE ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN AND
FRENCH, FROM THE WORKSHOP OF THE MASTER OF THE GENEVA LATINI. USE OF ROUEN.
(Rouen, ca. 1465) 133 x 95 mm. (5 1/4 x 3 3/4"). [261] leaves (lacking one leaf after f. 120); first two leaves
(unrelated to the original manuscript) inserted later (see below); single column, 16 lines in a small, very pleasing
formal bâtarde book hand. CONTENTS: Calendar (in French) ff. 1-12v; Office of the Virgin, Use of Rouen ff.
13-53v; Hours of Saint Catherine ff. 54-67; Hours of John the Baptist ff. 67v-80v; Seven Penitential Psalms ff. 8192; Litany, Petitions, and Collects ff. 92-97; Hours of the Cross ff. 97v-100; Hours of the Holy Spirit ff. 100v-103;
Hours for the Days of the Week: of the Trinity ff. 103-106, of the Dead ff. 106v-110, of All Saints ff. 110-113, of the
Holy Spirit f. 113, of the Sacrament ff. 113v-116v, of the Cross f. 117, of the Virgin ff. 117-120v; [1 leaf lacking, with
text missing from end of previous and beginning of:] Hours of the Compassion of the Virgin ff. 121-141; Litany
of the Virgin ff. 141-144v; prayers to the Virgin ff. 144v-145v; a devotion consisting of the incipits of the Seven
Penitential Psalms, each accompanied by a prayer ff. 145v-150v; Psalm 113, the Athanasian Creed, and a collect
ff.150v-157; Office of the Dead, use of Rouen-Sarum ff.160-188; Gospel extracts ff. 192-197v; prayers Obsecro
te and O intemerata ff. 197v-204v; the Passion of Christ according to Matthew chapters 26-27 ff. 205-220; Long
Hours of the Passion ff. 220v-243; prayers to Saint Michael and the Virgin ff. 243-255v; Psalter of Saint Jerome
ff.256-274; prayer to All Saints ff. 274v-276v. Excellent brown straight-grain morocco by Charles Hering (his ticket
on verso of front free endpaper), covers blind tooled with palmette frame enclosing a stylized fanfare design,
raised bands, three spine panels blind tooled in a scrolling pattern, two panels with gilt titling, turn-ins densely
gilt with a frame of interlocking circles, fleuron cornerpieces, all edges gilt. In a crushed morocco pull-off box
with gilt titling, "Livre d'Heures / MS Picard /1460-65" (see below). Rubrics in red, one-line initials throughout
in burnished gold with black penwork or blue with red penwork, a few blue and gold line fillers, calendar leaves
with two-line "KL" ("Kalends") in blue and pink on a burnished gold ground and with quarter panels on the recto
featuring blue and gold acanthus leaves and flowering vines in red, blue, pink, green, and gold as well as accented
with burnished gold besants, important feasts and Golden Numbers in burnished gold, other saints' days in blue
or red; numerous two-line initials in blue with white tracery and scrolling floral infill on a burnished gold ground,
about half the pages with a very fine floral panel border in colors and gold, three of these pages with panel borders
on both sides of the text, and one with a full border; FIFTEEN VERY FINE ARCH-TOPPED MINIATURES WITH
FULL BORDERS featuring much foliage, fruit, and flowers rendered in a semi-naturalistic style, the first border
with a brushed gold ground, the scenes depicting the Annunciation, the Visitation, the Nativity, the Adoration
of the Magi, the Presentation in the Temple, the Flight into Egypt, Christ among the Doctors, the Death of the
Virgin, Saint Catherine, Salome Presenting the Head of John the Baptist, King David, the Crucifixion, Pentecost,
a Burial, and the Betrayal and Arrest of Christ, the text on these pages beginning with a three- or four-line initial
with floral or peacock infill on a ground of burnished gold. Two inserted vellum leaves at front with 15th, 16th,
and 17th century family arms. Front flyleaf with faint pencilled inscription: "Missal of considerable delicacy &
beauty / cost Mrs. Bliss [£25?]," as described in: Saunders & Hodgson, "Bibliotheca splendidissima: A catalogue
of a select portion of the library of Mrs. Bliss, deceased, removed from her residence at Kensington" (1826), lot
#461. uA touch of rubbing to binding extremities, lower blank corner of June calendar leaf and lower fore edge
of folio 234 neatly replaced, probably ca. 1800 when the book was rebound (text not affected), burial miniature
creased at top (and possibly repaired, though, if so, with considerable skill), Crucifixion and Nativity miniatures
with marginal smudge and/or imperfection at the top (not affecting miniature), one border and one initial slightly
blurred by a minor splash, other trivial imperfections, but IN REMARKABLY FINE CONDITION, the binding
and text showing very few signs of use, the vellum especially clean and fresh, and the text, paint, and glistening
gold entirely intact. (See also illustrations on front cover, inside front cover, and p. 145.) $165,000
________
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number of miniatures are very different, the style, coloring,
composition, delicacy, and finish of the illuminations here
display a strong kinship with the Hours of Saint-Lô, the
masterpiece of the Master of the Geneva Latini, which
sold at the Ortiz-Patiño sale in 1998 for $3,3000,000, the
highest price ever paid for a Book of Hours. Each of our 15
miniatures is a remarkable little achievement, with vibrant
paint deftly applied in scenes of memorable realization
composed in such a way as to bring about the optimal
emotional response. All have richly detailed architecture,
costumes, and backgrounds, and in the faces, our artist
particularly shines, producing a wide range of features and
expressions that manifest character as well as emotions. For
example, the face of Joseph (often portrayed as buffoonish in
Medieval art and drama) shows the confusion and concern
of a man who finds himself completely out of his depth.
When confronted with the Magi, he gawks comically at the
three kings while clutching his head in amazement at the
riches before him. As another example in a very different
scene, the bloodied Christ looks down from the cross,
conflicted with pity, regret, and resignation, as he sees his
mother collapsed in the arms of Saint John. In addition to
the expected texts, this manuscript contains the rare Hours
of the Days of the Week, the Hours of the Compassion of
the Virgin, the Long Hours of the Passion, the Psalter of
Saint Jerome, the Athanasian Creed, two chapters from the
Gospel of Matthew recounting the Passion of Christ, and
additional prayers and devotions. Given the particularly
full texts and uncommonly-seen miniatures (Christ among
the Doctors, Salome with the head of John the Baptist),
it seems likely that this manuscript would have been a

commission of considerable importance that could only
have been answered by the finest work the workshop could
produce. The provenance here is intriguing and important.
There are no Suffrages to the saints, but the inclusion of the
full Hours of Saint Catherine and of Saint John the Baptist
suggests that the work was commissioned by or for a couple
with those patron saints. It is tempting to speculate that
this Catherine and this John are represented by the richly
attired young couple holding a candle in the Presentation
miniature, standing in the spot normally occupied by
Joseph (absent here, but present in other Geneva Latini
manuscripts). The arms on the inserted leaves are probably
those of early (though not the original) owners, some of
them possibly members of noble families from Artois. The
"MS Picard" on the morocco box that houses the volume
indicates another possible owner: Charles-Adrien Picard
(d. 1779), one of the greatest of all 18th century collectors,
who owned more than 100 illuminated manuscripts of
the very highest class. The present manuscript may have
been lot #39 from his sale of 31 January 1780, "Heures,
MSS sur vélin, decoré de XVI miniatures, in-8, v. m. dent
d'or." The book later passed into the hands of Rebekah Bliss
(1749-1819), England's earliest female bibliophile. It was
bequeathed to her life-long companion Ann Whitaker (d.
1825), and sold as lot #461 in the Bliss sale at Saunders
& Hodgson on 26 April 1826. It is likely that Bliss had
the book rebound by the great English binder of the day,
Charles Hering (d. 1815), who has been described as the
artistic successor to Roger Payne. This manuscript has
apparently not appeared in the marketplace since 1902,
when it was offered in a Quaritch catalogue. (CEH1308)

A Fine, Especially Substantial Book of Hours with
Lively Borders and 38 Charming Historiated Initials
The finest Book of Hours we have ever offered for great prestige for providing these large manuscripts, his
sale, this lovely manuscript was created at the workshop made its way by issuing Books of Hours. His
leading atelier in Rouen at a time when that city work is characterized by very detailed and richly colored
was producing the most sumptuous manuscripts in miniatures that have distinct similarities in composition
Europe, and it is notable for its uncommon contents (see, for example, Christopher de Hamel's comparison of
and the high level of its aesthetic achievement. The several key details of four Geneva Latini Nativity scenes
illumination here bears the unmistakable marks of the in "History of Illuminated Manuscripts"). Other particular
workshop of the eponymous Master of the Geneva Latini, distinguishing characteristics of the master are seen here
also known as the Master of the Échevinage de Rouen, and in the use of grisaille acanthus leaves in the liquid gold
the work here is of such high quality that it is likely to border of the first miniature, and the use of an unusually
have been done by the master himself, generally recognized opaque yellow pigment, noticed most prominently in
as the most successful Norman illuminator of the period. the Betrayal miniature. The grisaille acanthus is useful
Active in Rouen for a quarter century, beginning in the late in dating the manuscript, as it was a feature that made
1450s, the artist painted a substantial number of chronicles, a limited appearance in the master's work in the early
including perhaps a dozen copies of the Bouquechardière, 1460s. And this fact is of great interest, as his early work
Jean de Courcy's ancient history of the Rouen region; is recognized as much superior to what came later, when
these were done for municipal patrons, or "échevins," demand invited the simplification of style in the name
from which our painter takes his name. While he earned of more rapid production. While the dimensions and the
________
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A FINE, ELABORATELY DECORATED, AND PROFUSELY
HISTORIATED ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT BOOK OF
HOURS IN LATIN AND FRENCH. USE OF ROME. (Bruges, ca. 1460) 175 x 121
mm. (6 7/8 x 4 3/4"). 313 vellum leaves (304 original, plus 9 at the end added in the
16th century) as well as two paper leaves at the front and two at the back, lacking
at least 7 leaves with text and probably a number of inserted single leaves with
miniatures. Single column, 18 lines to the page, written in a very pleasing, quite
regular bâtarde hand with frequent flourishes. Very attractive 17th century French
mottled calf, neatly rebacked reusing the original spine, raised bands, backstrip
in six compartments with elaborate floral gilt decoration. In a fine fleece-lined
brown morocco box with raised bands and gilt titling (by the Lakeside Press,
Chicago). Rubrics in red, 24 Calendar leaves in red, blue, and considerable gold
with 12 three-line "KL" openings and quarter panel borders; well over 1,000 oneline initials and line endings, 365 two-line initials, 14 three-line initials (in addition to those in the Calendar),
13 four-line initials, and 50 five-line initials, all in pink, blue, white, and burnished gold; 250 quarter panel
borders in all, each incorporating burnished gold leaves and disks as well as colored leaves, flowers, and
fruit on hairline tendrils; eight similar half-borders accompanied by four-line initials, and three three-quarter
________
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borders with four-line initials; 13 FULL-PAGE BORDERS (all of these accompanied by a five-line capital),
SOME CONTAINING DROLLERIES, ANIMALS, OR BIRDS; AND 38 VERY CHARMING HISTORIATED
INITIALS ACCOMPANIED BY THREE-QUARTER BORDERS. Inside upper cover with the engraved bookplate
of H. R. H. Frederick Augustus, Duke of Sussex (1773-1843), son of George III, and also with the bookplate
of Isabelle Corwith Cramer (1861-1954), with a note in her hand laid in at front indicating that she had given
the book to her daughter, Isabelle Ryerson, in 1920; inside lower cover with the armorial gilt leather bookplate
of Yorkshire antiquarian and book collector Edward Hailstone (1818-90). uSlight signs of use to the binding,
but the volume solid and attractive externally. One leaf with upper margin excised (costing part of the border
but not affecting the text), otherwise the text and decoration with only minor defects—the lower margin with
intermittent light soil, some faint offsetting from gilt ivy leaves, a hint of rumpling here and there, other trivial
imperfections, but QUITE WELL PRESERVED IN GENERAL INTERNALLY, the painted historiation without
noticeable erosion, and THE GOLD ESPECIALLY BRILLIANT THROUGHOUT. $75,000

This elaborately decorated Book of Hours has almost
certainly had a grand provenance from the very
beginning. There are a number of clues to indicate that
it was made in Bruges, probably for a member of the
French-speaking court of the duke of Burgundy. We
know it was created after 1450 because it includes a suffrage
for Saint Bernadino, who was canonized that year. Philip
the Good, Duke of Burgundy, commissioned a number of
manuscripts from Bruges illuminator Willem Vrelant, and
the decorations in our prayer book seem to combine Vrelant's
animated style with the attractive scrolling backgrounds
typical of the workshop of the Masters of the Gold Scrolls,
who dominated the illumination scene in mid-15th century
Bruges. The calendar highlights the feast day of Saint Basil,
and the litany invokes Omer, Bertin, and Bavo, saints
especially revered in the area of Bruges. The inclusion of three
particular saints is persuasive evidence that this manuscript
was made for a member of the Burgundian court: Saint
Iodocus or Josse, name saint of the son of Philip the Good;
Saint Louis, patron of the French royal family and thus of the
dukes of Burgundy; and Saint Denis, the patron of France. The
volume is very substantial, much bigger than the typical Book
of Hours. It contains an unusually large collection of prayers,
including the Hours of the Passion, of the Cross, and of the
Holy Spirit. In addition to the usual Office of the Virgin, we
have the Mass of the Virgin, the Hours of the Compassion of
the Virgin, prayers to the Virgin of Compassion at the seven
hours, and the Litany of the Virgin. The Suffrages, Penitential
Psalms, Litany, and Office of the Dead are followed by the

Psalter of Saint Jerome, One Hundred Meditations on the
Passion, additional prayers to Christ, and the Hours of the
Dead. Saint Anselm of Canterbury's Meditation on Chastity
is an uncommon inclusion here that also appears in the prayer
book made for Philip the Bold, Duke of Burgundy, and later
used by his grandson Philip the Good. Prayers added to the
manuscript include those to Saint Edmund the Martyr, placed
at the beginning of the book, and those to Saints Andrew, Peter
of Luxembourg, Eustace, Michael, and Eugenia, which appear
at the end. Prayers are in both the masculine and feminine
forms, with the latter more common, and in some cases they
ask for blessings on "your Servants," suggesting the book may
have been used jointly by a married couple. The decoration is
excellent throughout, from the Calendar with its lavish use of
gold letters to the plethora of fine borders filled with the usual
flowers, berries, and ivy leaves—along with amusing animals
and grotesques. The monkey and bear playing chess in the
border at the opening of the Mass of the Virgin (a border also
containing a rabbit and a lion) are especially charming. The
historiated initials feature a surprising amount of detail. For
example, tiny boats dot the sea we glimpse beyond the hills
on which John the Baptist stands, and the book Saint Anne
is reading to her daughter the Virgin and the infant Jesus
is complete with lines of text. A number of the male saints
depicted in the historiated initials are wearing a knight's
armor, usual attire for Saint George, Saint Michael, and Saint
Martin, but rarely seen on the martyr Saint Sebastian, who
here clutches the arrows more commonly shown piercing his
naked torso. (ST11803)

A 16th Century Confirmation of Nobility,
Opening with Unusually Beautiful Illumination

202

________
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AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT CARTA EXECUTORIA DE HIDALGUA IN FAVOR
OF LUYS MELENDEZ CALDERON, IN SPANISH. (Spain, 1573) 330 x 235 mm. (13 x 9 1/4"). [39]
leaves; single column, 38 lines in a rounded, spacious, very clean gothic book hand. In an uncommonly seen early
(perhaps original) binding of sheepskin covered with green (silk?) cloth, flat spine. With 39 three-line initials in
liquid gold on a red ground, 26 headings in the same style, and THE FIRST OPENING WITH A FULL BRUSHED
GOLD BORDER DECORATED IN THE GROTESQUE STYLE of Nero's Golden House, with putti, winged male
and female human torsos, a human-headed vine entwined like a caduceus, and many illusionistic flowers, birds,
insects, and a snail, a large panel (measuring 90 x 125 mm.) forming the lower border of the first page with Melendez
Calderon's coat of arms featuring a castle, two cauldrons, and a star, the whole surrounded by acanthus leaves on
a pink ground, THE SAME PAGE WITH A VERY LARGE HISTORIATED "D" (125 mm. square) CONTAINING A
MINIATURE OF THE ANNUNCIATION featuring a bare-breasted angel with pink wings flying into the Virgin's
room wielding a gold rod and a banderolle, the Virgin in her blue mantle kneeling at a marble prie-dieu, a bed
with luxurious green hangings behind her and a pot of lilies on the floor, a very large white dove (as big as a turkey
and looking perhaps more like one than a dove) swooping down towards the Virgin and emanating golden rays,
the forward part of the "D" composed of a nude Kanephoros ("basket bearer" in English), her hamper overloaded
with fruit balanced on her head and her legs morphing into a pair of twisting snakes, the whole on a cerulean
blue ground with gilt tracery. uHinge quite open at the front, though joints (mostly hidden under the cloth) with
no apparent cracking, several spots in the dramatic illumination at the front with minor erosion and other signs
of use, margins with faint browning and thumbing throughout (though never severe), recto of front flyleaf soiled
and spotted, other minor imperfections, but generally an appealing manuscript with no fatal condition problems,
and with the beauty of the illumination more than compensating for the manuscript's damage. $4,500
________
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AN 18TH CENTURY ILLUMINATED VELLUM
MANUSCRIPT
ENTITLED
"OFFICIUM
SACERDOT[OTIS] HEBDOMADAR[II] AD USUM CARTUSIAE
VALLISCLUSAE." SUZAN, BERNARDUS ALBANIENSIS, Scribe.
(France [Provence]: 1711) 292 x 197 mm. (11 1/2 x 7 3/4"). 14 p.l., 122
pp. Single column, 20 lines of text in a very attractive mix of neat
roman and italic hands. Excellent contemporary black morocco,
covers with two double-ruled gilt frames and fleuron cornerpieces,
raised bands, spine gilt in compartments with large central complex
fleuron and scrolling cornerpieces, densely gilt turn-ins, special golfflocked glazed endpapers, all edges gilt. Rubrics and headings in red,
a number of pleasing two-line initials in red, title page with handpainted headpiece containing a medallion showing the dove of the
Holy Spirit flying in a sunny sky, this vignette flanked by an olive
branch and a ribbon bearing the motto "Virtute Probatur" ("The Proven
Power"), and with a pair of crossed quill pens bound by a ribbon
above the scribe's name; four other headpieces and two tailpieces, all
in floral, foliate, and ribbon designs. uLeather with general minor
wear, a couple of noticeable abrasions to upper board, but the binding
entirely sound, very well preserved overall, and not without appeal.
Vellum a bit rumpled, causing the boards to splay a bit (as usual),
naturally occurring variations in the color of the vellum, occasional
minor dust soiling to head edge, a couple of small, additional insignificant imperfections, otherwise a fine
example, the leaves clean and fresh, and the appealing script intact and unfaded. $7,000

This handsomely illuminated document, issued of peasant or Jewish or Moorish blood were exempt from
by Philip II of Spain (1527-98) to Luys Melendez taxation. (The noble would have to perform military service
Calderon, vicar of Fuente la Encina, breathes the in lieu of tax payment, but he could employ someone else
spirit of late Renaissance Spain, particularly in the to fulfill this obligation—which would in the end be cheaper
two lavishly decorated pages at the beginning. There, than paying taxes.) So, well-born clients often spent huge
the pious rendering of the Annunciation to the Virgin sums on commissioning these manuscripts and having
contrasts with both the profane decorations inspired them confirmed by the king or other person of authority;
by antiquity and the illusionistically depicted flora and the more impressive they looked, the more definitively
fauna of the natural world. While manuscripts relating to aristocratic the grantee no doubt felt. Melendez Calderon,
aristocratic verification like this one come on the market described as a notable hidalgo (minor noble), has arms here
with regularity, they are mostly later, and the quality of with scallops in the border, indicating that he had made
the painting invariably falls far short of what is achieved the pilgrimage to Compostela. Our lengthy manuscript
in this case. Although it is impossible to identify the artist is dated 1573 and signed by one "Sedeno." In the days of
responsible for the memorable opening, he was clearly of Philip II, son of Emperor Charles V and rival of Elizabeth I
notable ability, both in design and execution. The result of of England, Spain was a mighty power. The entire opening
his work is a carefully realized and arranged collection of page of text here is devoted to chanting the names of the
varying images that as a whole is very powerful, especially many counties over which Philip held title (including
when contrasted with the usual rearing, chubby horse and Jerusalem, which was not actually in his power). This
kneeling recipient featured in the typical scene painted binding is like nothing we have ever seen. The cloth, which
in manuscripts of this kind. While these documents are apparently once had an embroidered design, seems to have
commonly called "grants of arms" or "grants of nobility," been placed over the sheepskin at the very beginning, and
they are, in fact, confirmations of such. It was important while it has seen better days, we felt it best to leave it in its
to obtain these documents because aristocrats with no trace unrestored original(?) state. (ST12510)
________
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This is an attractive specimen of an early 18th century feast) days, as well as the unchanging Common of Saints
Carthusian liturgical manuscript with important and prayers for the departed. The manuscript is signed
monastic origins. The volume begins with a dedication to under the title by the scribe, Carthusian priest Bernardus
the prior of the charterhouse (as Carthusian monasteries Suzan Albaniensis, which makes it clear that this item
are called), and continues with a Calendar showing saints came from Chartreuse pontificale du Val-de-Bénédiction
days and major festivals. The text provides the Propers and at Villeneuve-lès-Avignon (Vaucluse), one of the greatest
prayers (which change from day to day) for feast (and non- charterhouses of Europe. Founded in 1358 by Pope Innocent
________
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VII in what had been his palace (as Cardinal Etienne
Aubert), the Chartreuse pontificale du Val-de-Bénédiction
enjoyed both papal and royal patronage, and expanded over
time to become the wealthiest charterhouse in France. Our
manuscript was produced at the height of the monastery's
influence and power: in the late 17th and 18th century, the
charterhouse had approximately 40 priests, 30 lay brothers,
and an equal number of servants and laborers who tended
the extensive vineyards and farmland. It prospered until
the French Revolution dissolved all the religious houses in
1790. Suzan, like other Carthusian monks, would have lived
as a hermit within a community, housed in his own private
cell with a work area, taking all but one meal a week alone.
His manuscript would have been written within this cell,
rather than in a communal scriptorium. The final line of

the title page reads "Iuxta impressum Prisiis. apud Joannem
Dupuis," which suggests that the manuscript is a verbatim
copy of a printed work, although OCLC seems not to locate
a work or publisher with precisely this name. The fact that
the manuscript was made at all—on a superior writing
surface at the cost of many hours and many sheep—implies
that someone of importance and considerable means wanted
a luxurious version of a text that must have been readily
available in printed form (on paper). The title of the work,
"The Service of the Priest of the Week according to the use
of the Carthusians of Vaucluse," indicates that the monks
took turns leading the daily offices and Mass. Suzan's script
is beautifully spaced and carefully written, providing us
with an aesthetically pleasing experience as well as a direct
link to monastic life three centuries ago. (ST12194)

An Attractively Illustrated Manuscript Compendium
Of Mathematics and Navigation

204

(MARITIME MANUSCRIPT). NAVIGATION AND MATHEMATICS (spine title). (England [possibly
Gosport], ca. 1795) 371 x 264 mm. (14 5/8 x 10 3/8"). 440 pp. Single column, approximately 29 lines
per page, in an extremely neat, very legible cursive hand. Probably contemporary marbled boards, recently and
expertly rebacked to style, thick raised bands embellished with and flanked by decorative gilt, gilt spine panels
with large central fleuron. VERY ATTRACTIVELY ILLUSTRATED THROUGHOUT with numerous diagrams
(two of them full-page), five hand-colored maps (four of them full-page), and 16 large and attractive vignettes at
the beginning of chapters depicting English cottages and farms, castle ruins, and ships at sea. uPaper boards

________
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a little soiled and chafed, upper cover with paper rubbed away in a one-inch patch and in three smaller spots,
but the pleasing binding very carefully and sympathetically restored. One leaf with straight vertical surface
crack almost the length of the page near inner margin (with a reinforcing paper strip on blank verso mending
it but also causing faint discoloring from glue), another leaf with superficial four-inch cut of no consequence
(probably from pen nib)—the text undisturbed in both cases—occasional very minor smudges or offsetting,
other trivial imperfections, but IN FINE CONDITION INTERNALLY nevertheless, the leaves remarkably fresh,
clean, and smooth. $19,000
This is a very attractively illustrated manuscript
compendium of mathematical knowledge and
navigational skills that would be necessary for
an officer in the Royal Navy. It is quite similar to a
manuscript in the special collections of the Nimitz Library
at the U. S. Naval Academy, which was a textbook or
teacher's manual from the Royal Academy at Gosport,
founded in 1791 by William Burney as a preparatory school
for young gentlemen wishing to join the naval, military,
and diplomatic services. Like other maritime manuscripts
of this sort, the volume covers arithmetic, geometry, plane
trigonometry, geography, navigation (at nearly 100 pages,
by far the longest section), spherics, spherical trigonometry,
astronomy, latitude, longitude, and marine surveying.
There is also a section entitled "Days Work," which is an
account of a voyage aboard the HMS Resolution in June

of 1795. Much of the text is transcribed from standard
works of the day, including James Atkinson's "Epitome of
the Art of Navigation," Charles Vyse's "The Tutor's Guide,"
and George Fisher's "Arithmetick." The plane charts were
probably copied from Edward Wright's "Certaine Errors in
Navigation." The maps include charts of the eastern North
Atlantic from Iceland to West Africa, Palmerston Island
(discovered by Cook in the South Pacific), and the peninsula
of Kamchatka. There are also watercolor charts of small
lakes for use in textbook examples. This is an extremely
attractive volume: the text is in a fluid, elegant, regular
hand, and both the maps and the pen and ink drawings
are carefully done, being highlighted especially by subtle
shading. Subjects of the drawings veer between ships in full
sail and the quiet life in the English countryside that the
sailors have left behind. (ST11964)

4204,
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A Substantial Manuscript Beautifully Produced
By an Early 19th Century English Naval Cadet
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(MARITIME MANUSCRIPT). WHICHCOTE, THOMAS. A PLAN OF MATHEMATICAL LEARNING
TAUGHT IN THE ROYAL ACADEMY PORTSMOUTH. PERFORMED BY THOMAS WHICHCOTE,
A STUDENT THERE. (Portsmouth, England: April 27, 1804) 375 x 279 mm. (14 3/4 x 11"). 1 p.l. (title), 1-161,
[1] (blank), 162-236, [1] (blank), 237-94, [1] (illustration), 295-96, [1] (blank), 297, [1] (blank), 298, [1] (blank),
299, [1] (blank), 300-424, [1] (blank), 425, [1] (blank), 426, [1] (blank), 427-54, [1] (blank), 455-509 pages, all
written in a beautiful, clear cursive hand. Pleasing contemporary flamed calf, invisibly rebacked to style,
flat spine handsomely gilt in panels formed by multiple plain and decorative rules and with whirling floral
centerpiece, red morocco label. COPIOUSLY ILLUSTRATED with 10 half-page and two full-page ink wash
illustrations, one half-page and one full-page pen and ink drawings, and 10 half-page watercolors, all land- or
seascapes; eight full-page maps and one folding map, all in color; five full-page black and white diagrams, 11
full-page color diagrams, and numerous diagrams in the text, some heightened with color. Front free endpaper
with ink ownership inscription of "Thomas Whichcote, Esq., of His Majesty's Ship ye Beaulieu of 44 Guns."
uCorners a little bumped, spine a bit dry and crackled with a couple of one-inch chips, minor loss of gilt,
folding map with two-inch tear along a fold, just touching the edge of the image, last two leaves with slight
soiling and fraying to fore edges, isolated minor thumbing, small stains, and other trivial imperfections, but A
VERY FINE MANUSCRIPT, the expertly restored binding sound and attractive, the leaves clean and crisp, the
elegant writing extremely clear, and the illustrations demonstrating considerable artistic skill on the part of
Midshipman Whichcote. (See also illustration on back cover.) $29,000
This impressive manuscript was written and plane trigonometry, geography, navigation (by far
beautifully illustrated by a student at the Royal the longest section), spherics, spherical trigonometry,
Naval Academy at Portsmouth, which was astronomy, latitude, longitude, marine surveying,
founded to recruit and train officers from among fortification, gunnery, and mechanics. The text is neatly
the many qualified young men who lacked the written in a very skilled and controlled hand, and
family connections otherwise to obtain a naval examples of calculations are given. Perhaps the most
commission. The volume covers arithmetic, geometry, unexpected and pleasurable features of this manuscript
________
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are the illustrations, which sometimes approach a kind
of modest magnificence. Whichcote was a talented artist,
and while at the Royal Naval Academy, he would have
had the opportunity to study with noted marine artist
Richard Livesay (1750-1826), who served as drawing
master there from 1796 to 1811. The ink washes and
watercolors here portray not only ships and scenes at
sea, but also several fine landscapes, including a full-

page view of the Portsmouth Academy. The maps show
Christmas Island, the Coast of Kamchatka, Table Bay
and the Cape of Good Hope, the western Atlantic with
the coastline of North America and the West Indies, and
the eastern Atlantic with the coast of Africa, Ireland,
Greenland, and Iceland. The whole is beautifully
preserved and a notable artifact of early 19th century
naval knowledge. (ST11776)
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(ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS - MODERN). AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT
ENTITLED "LES HEURES CHOISIES." (Paris: Desgodets et Gérard [but not an actual imprint], 1901)
178 x 92 mm. (7 x 3 5/8"). 46 unnumbered leaves, mounted on stubs (including two blanks before sectional
openings and two blank leaves where text was apparently intended to appear but was never written out);
single column, 20 lines, in an elegant italic script. Contemporary marbled calf, raised bands with flanking
blind rules extending onto covers, upper board with blindstamped coronet at center and entwined "S" and
"R" in lower right corner, turn-ins with blind-tooled scrolling frame enclosed by double gilt fillets, ivory
watered silk endleaves, all edges gilt. BEAUTIFULLY PAINTED AND ILLUMINATED THROUGHOUT: two
richly illuminated title pages at the front with full floral borders, the first with a pond of yellow waterlilies
at foot, cattails growing on one side and purple irises on the other, at the top the Holy Dove descending in a
golden sunburst towards a banderolle highlighted with silver and with the title in brushed gold; the second
with a birdbath at foot, two doves perched on the rim and a rambling pink rose growing out of the center,
the top half of the page with the Christogram "IHS" emitting rays of golden light, below it a billowing silver
cloud inscribed with the title in gold; foliated initials throughout, each page with a border comprising various
decorative shapes along the top and outer edge, a wider ornamental border at the bottom throughout, each
of these larger borders with graceful and realistic floral displays in many colors, gold, and silver; most pages
with additional vine, branch, or religious symbols in an upper corner; a third ornate title page (this one for the
Nuptial Mass) decorated predominantly in green, silver, and gold and bearing two escutcheons with the initials
"S" and "L"; (15 pages here and there with decoration drawn in but unaccountably left uncolored). uVague
fading and slight wear to the binding, but the volume solid and pleasant in appearance. IN EXTREMELY FINE
CONDITION INTERNALLY, with virtually no signs of use. $4,500

________
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This is at once a lovely and puzzling little manuscript that Possibly our artist ran out of time to complete this project, as
seems to have been designed for use in a way that never 15 pages are left uncolored, and the text in the Mass skips
materialized. The text contains prayers used before, during, from the Epistle Prologue to the middle of the Creed, with two
and after Mass as well as the complete Mass for celebrating blanks in between. Perhaps the missing text was too big for the
a marriage, and since the latter section is preceded by a title space left to fill, or perhaps those who commissioned the project
with an escutcheon bearing the initials "S" and "L," it seems changed their minds. It is also possible that the wedding was
reasonable to speculate that the work might have been intended called off, and this handsome object was unhappily discarded,
as a wedding gift for the bride and groom whose names began along with cake and tiaras. In any case, the manuscript has
with those letters. Whatever the intention, it is entirely possible been subjected to virtually no use, a fact that explains why
that this manuscript was not used for its envisioned purpose. the leaves left for recording births, marriages, and deaths at
________
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the back are not used and why the internal condition here is
so outstanding. The appearance of a publisher's imprint on
the first title pages suggests that the manuscript was copied
from a printed book, and Desgodets et Gérard was a frequent
publisher of chromolithographed prayer books and holy cards.
But this is not—as it may appear at first to be—a printed book,
as universal tiny irregularities in the formation of letters
identify it as a manuscript, likely intended for a wealthy client
who wanted something substantially more luxurious than a
printed object for an occasion as special as a wedding. The

scribe and illuminator worked with considerable skill here,
producing a beautifully legible text framed by colorful garden
flowers. The delicate hand coloring adds to the realism: the
flowers are not generic five-petaled rosettes, but realistically
rendered foxgloves, hollyhocks, sweet peas, wisteria, and
sweet william. Gold and silver are used extensively but subtly,
enhancing rather than outshining the designs. (As with other
puzzles here, the question of why the initials on the cover
are "S" and "R" and those on the escutcheons are "S" and "L"
remains a mystery.) (ST12022)

Phoebe Boyle's Copy of a
Glittering Alberto Sangorski Manuscript on Vellum
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(ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS - MODERN). SANGORSKI, ALBERTO, illuminator. BACON,
FRANCIS. AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT ENTITLED "OF GARDENS, AN ESSAY."
(London: Especially written out and illuminated by F. Sangorski & G. Sutcliffe, [ca. 1905]) 248 x 178 mm. (9
3/4 x 7"). 2 p.l. (half title followed by a blank), 18, [2] pp. Excellent gilt-decorated dark green crushed morocco
(which the Boyle catalogue attributes to Sangorski & Sutcliffe), covers with frame of multiple gilt rules enclosing
stylized cornerpiece fans and, at center, a large almond-shaped ornament formed by gilt strapwork and with
leafy embellishment and tangent circles containing small crosses on a stippled ground, flat spine with vertical
titling and floral tools, RED CRUSHED MOROCCO DOUBLURES featuring a frame of multiple gilt rules and,
at the middle, a complex gilt wheel ornament, red watered silk endleaves. In a (repaired) velvet-lined slipcase.
EIGHT LARGE AND EXQUISITE ILLUMINATED INITIALS IN SEVERAL COLORS AND BURNISHED GOLD,
two with long marginal extensions, THREE ESPECIALLY FINE, BRIGHT OVAL VIGNETTES (approximately 90
mm. across) SHOWING LOVELY GARDENS, one of these at the front as part of A MAGNIFICENT DOUBLEPAGE OPENING FEATURING A PROFUSION OF PINK AND YELLOW ROSES with a green parakeet perched
among them (on the left) AND GRAPEVINES BEARING SUCCULENT PURPLE FRUIT (on the right) being
eyed hungrily by a long-tailed bird, BOTH ON A BRUSHED GOLD BACKGROUND within a burnished gold
border, the left page serving as a title page, with "Of Gardens, An Essay By Francis Bacon" in letters of raised
burnished gold, the opening initial of the title in blue and white on a burnished gold ground and enclosing a
tessellated design in burnished gold and colors, the right page beginning with the word "God" in burnished
gold, the text's ENORMOUS OPENING INITIAL "G" (60 mm. tall) in blue decorated with pink and green
flowers, the center of the initial filled with curling blue and brown acanthus leaves above which dangles a
bunch of grapes, the whole on a burnished gold ground. Front flyleaf with engraved bookplate of Phoebe A.
D. Boyle; verso of front free endleaf with engraved bookplate of John Achelis. uBarely perceptible rubbing to
joints (well masked by refurbishment), but A VERY FINE COPY, the pretty binding scarcely worn, the vellum
creamy and bright, the paint vivid, and the gold shimmering. $20,000
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From the distinguished Phoebe Boyle collection—the New York on 19-20 November 1923 (this item was lot #18).
most eminent source of such beautiful things—this is Ratcliffe describes the Boyle collection as "unrivalled" for its
a very appealing Sangorski illuminated manuscript jewelled bindings and modern illuminated manuscripts, and
of Bacon's prescription for the ideal princely garden, any book from the Boyle collection, which was put together
adorned here with lush decoration befitting the topic. with the greatest taste and discrimination, is recognized as
It was executed at the height of the period when Alberto desirable beyond its intrinsic merit. Our manuscript was
Sangorski was producing such fine work for Sangorski & later in the American Art Association sale of John Achelis'
Sutcliffe, before he left the firm in 1912 to join Riviere. The "Jewelled and Elaborate Bindings" held on 16 December
quality of the painting here is particularly rich and delicate, 1932 (coincidentally as lot #18). Sangorski's manuscripts
with much fine detail, and the miniatures and borders are often in elaborate, sometimes jewelled, bindings, a fact
can only be described as luscious. This lovely item was which adds considerably to their cost; because the present
in the outstanding collection of fine bindings, illuminated example is in a less impressive (though certainly pleasing)
manuscripts, vellum printings, and other private press binding, it offers a rare chance to acquire a beautiful
books owned by Phoebe Boyle, whose library was sold in Sangorski manuscript for a more modest price. (ST12504)
________
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(ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS - MODERN). FARNSWORTH,
SIDNEY, Scribe and Illuminator. [EVANS, MARY ANNE]. "GEORGE
ELLIOT" (Pseudonym). AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT ENTITLED "O
MAY I JOIN THE CHOIR INVISIBLE." (Chelmsford, Essex, 4 October 1916) 146 x 114
mm. (5 3/4 x 4 1/2"). [8] leaves; 17 lines per page, in an attractive rounded vaguely
gothic hand. VERY ANIMATED IVORY CRUSHED MOROCCO, ELABORATELY GILT
AND INLAID, BY SANGORSKI & SUTCLIFFE (stamp-signed on front doublure), each
cover with a frame composed of thick and thin gilt rules enclosing 28 inlaid brown
morocco daisies, each of these alternating with three gilt leaves, central panel of the
upper cover filled with a very vigorous overall design of sprays of blue inlaid blossoms
emanating from a central gilt strapwork lozenge studded with inlaid red morocco dots,
spine gilt in compartments with central inlaid daisy surrounded by gilt rose leaves, TURQUOISE CRUSHED
MOROCCO DOUBLURES framed in ivory morocco with inlaid floral sprig at corners, the central panel with
a field of alternating gilt floral sprigs and tulips, pale blue silk endleaves, all edges gilt. In a light blue linen
double slipcase. Title, half title, opening lines and initials in red, the first word of the title page and two other
words to open sections with large letters infilled with delicately chased burnished gold, FOUR PAGES WITH
LAVISH AND BEAUTIFUL FULL BORDERS of various leafy designs incorporating much thickly applied
burnished gold, other pages with partial borders of leafy tendrils. uSpine uniformly a bit darkened, otherwise
IN EXTREMELY FINE CONDITION, entirely fresh, clean, and bright. $8,500

This immensely charming manuscript reinterprets
Medieval script and illumination rather than trying to
replicate the work of that period. Farnsworth says in the
preface to her 1922 book, "Illumination and its Development
in the Present Day," that modern practice "should result in
something more than weak imitations of illuminated borders
which were produced in the medieval period. Illumination
ought to be a real living art [today]." The decoration here
shows the influence of the earlier illuminators, but has a
lighter and more modern feel. Farnsworth's script also pays
homage to earlier styles, particularly English uncial and
12th century French hands, while being very much of the
20th century. Our scribe/illuminator must have enjoyed a
fine reputation in her field, as she was commissioned in
1912 to create an illuminated manuscript to be presented
to J. P. Morgan, a work now held in the Morgan Library.

The present text, a meditation on the afterlife, is the most
noted poem by novelist George Eliot. It takes its inspiration
from the Ciceronian quote so beautifully framed in this
manuscript: "Longum illud tempus, quum non ero, magis
me movet, quam hoc exiguum" ("That long time to come
when I shall not exist has more affect on me than this short
present time"). Sangorski & Sutcliffe took inspiration from
Farnsworth's illuminations for their vibrant binding with its
delicate vines, bright gold leaves, and pretty blue blossoms,
all executed with their usual precision and finesse. After
studying under and then working for Douglas Cockerell,
Francis Sangorski and George Sutcliffe founded their own
bindery in 1901 and continued in a successful partnership
until 1912. The firm grew and prospered, employing a staff
of 80 by the mid 1920s and becoming perhaps the most
successful English bindery of the 20th century. (ST12629k)

dots, flat spine with vertical gilt titling, marbled
endpapers, that at the rear stamped with binder's
(unidentified) gilt leaf insignia. In a felt-lined
linen chemise and matching blue morocco-lipped
slipcase. Title page with large black lettering
decorated with intricate red penwork extending
into a curling red and blue grapevine, explicit in
red, text bordered on the right side by delicate
red bar border, multiple one-line initials in blue
with red penwork, floral and foliate penwork
line fillers, 13 five- or six-line black initials with
elaborate red penwork, seven of these sprouting
twining extensions, one 11-line initial in black
with red penwork. uOne margin with three small
(naturally occurring) yellow spots, otherwise in
virtually perfect condition inside and out. (See
also illustration on p. 142.) $2,500
This appealing modern manuscript tells the story of a
Medieval minstrel who enters a Cistercian monastery,
where, as a "tumbler" (or gymnast) by trade, he
(mistakenly) fears that he has no skill to contribute to
the community. He is uneducated, and knows none of the
Offices the monks chant each day; in fact, he doesn't even
know the Latin words to the "Our Father." In despair, he
visits a crypt, where he finds an altar to the Blessed Virgin
Mary, and, there, he is suddenly inspired to perform his
vaults and leaps for her as his way of worshipping. When
the bell rings for the hours of prayer, he goes to the chapel
and performs for Our Lady. A suspicious monk follows
him and reports the spectacle to the Abbot. When the two

of them hide in the chapel to observe the tumbler, they see
the Queen of Heaven herself appear in glorious raiment
with a retinue of angels to fan the brow of the minstrel
who has collapsed in exhaustion. The purity of the
tumbler's love has pleased God and the Virgin more than
the dutiful chants of the monks, and he is venerated as
an example to all. The scribe who produced our unsigned
manuscript was not in a calligraphers' pantheon with
Edward Johnston, but (s)he was nevertheless skilled and
careful, and the style of lettering is appropriate for the
Medieval legend related here. The binding, too, with its
animated but controlled gilt movements, is fitting for the
story of a "tumbler." (ST12067)
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(ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS - MODERN). AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT
ENTITLED "OUR LADY'S TUMBLER." (n.p., n.d. [ca. first half of the 20th century]) 216 x 152 mm.
(8 1/2 x 6"). 1 p.l., 27 pp. Modern (contemporaneous or mid-century?) blue-gray crushed morocco, covers gilt
in a geometric design formed by multiple straight and curving gilt fillets accented by six inlaid red morocco
________
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________
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III. Facsimiles of Famous Illuminated Manuscripts
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(ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS - EARLY, FACSIMILES). LES TRÈS RICHES HEURES DU DUC
DE BERRY. (Lucerne: Faksimile Verlag Luzern, 1984) 302 x 216 mm. (11 7/8 x 8 1/2"). [206] leaves (in
the facsimile). Two volumes (the facsimile plus a commentary volume in German). Commentary by Raymond
Cazelles and Johannes Rathofer. No. 755 OF 980 COPIES. Publisher's replica red morocco binding, covers
with gilt-ruled border and cresting floral frame, coat of arms with coronet at center, raised bands, spine gilt

in compartments with floral spray centerpiece and leafy frond cornerpieces, green silk pastedowns, all edges
gilt. Commentary volume in red morocco-backed green silk. Both housed in an acrylic case with slide-out
panel. With numerous illuminated initials, many with marginal extensions, 65 small miniatures (measuring
approximately 80 x 50 mm.) and 66 full-page miniatures. uIn nearly mint condition. $9,500
This is an excellent facsimile of one of the greatest—and
perhaps the most famous—Medieval Book of Hours. It was
commissioned by Jean, Duke of Berry (1340-1416), from the
great illuminators Paul, Herman, and Jean Limbourg, who had
previously created the "Belles Heures" for the duke. They began
work on this masterpiece around 1412, but all three brothers
died in 1416, probably from plague, leaving the manuscript
incomplete. The duke also died in that year, broken by the defeat
of the French monarchy at Agincourt, and the manuscript
passed into the hands of his great-nephew, King Charles VII of
France. After this change in possession, an artist known only as
the "Intermediate Painter" worked on some of the illustrations;

although we don't know exactly when, costume details in some
of the miniatures indicate they were executed in the mid-15th
century. In 1485, Charles, Duke of Savoy, commissioned
painter Jean Colombe to complete the Book of Hours. Cazelles
and Rathofer identify the Calendar miniature of November as
Colombe's work, and other indications that a painting was done
or finished by Colombe include the presence of an architectural
frame or the use of an intense blue in the landscape. In addition to
being far more lavishly illustrated than the usual Book of Hours,
the "Tres Riches Heures" is distinguished by its quarto size. It is
an impressive tome, not a small book for personal devotion, and
the facsimile production is beautiful. (ST12465)
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(ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS - EARLY, FACSIMILES). FILIPPO CALANDRI'S "TRATADO
DE ARITMÉTICA DE LORENZO EL MAGNÍFICO." (Valencia: Patrimonio Ediciones, 2002) 203
x 133 mm. (8 x 5 1/4"). [122] leaves. Without the volume of commentary in Spanish. No. 77 OF 999 COPIES.
Publisher's blue-gray velvet, covers with decorative silver center- and cornerpieces, velvet strap with silver
clasp. In the publisher's dark blue velvet-covered box. Lavishly illustrated and illuminated throughout in colors,
gold, and silver. uIn nearly mint condition. $3,000

________
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This is an especially attractive and convincing
facsimile of what must be one of the loveliest
arithmetic books ever created. Commissioned by
Lorenzo de Medici to educate his son Giovanni in the
family business of banking, the volume contains the Italian
text—in an elegant humanistic script—attributed to Filippo
Calandri, the foremost arithmetician in Florence at the end
of the 15th century. The problems here were illustrated by
Spanish master Pedro Berruguete, court painter to Queen
Joanna the Mad, and by the workshop of the great Sandro
Botticelli. The book opens with a portrait of Lorenzo the
Magnificent at his desk, enclosed by an ornate illuminated
frame containing the Medici coat of arms. This is followed

by 18 pages of mathematical tables rendered in brilliant
colors and illuminated in silver and gold. Then, the first
page of text is written in gold on a lapis blue background,
within an elaborate illuminated frame. The book's
miniatures illustrating the math problems offer charming
and revealing glimpses of Renaissance life, from merchants
negotiating the sale of commodities to winemaking and
shipping. Despite Lorenzo's plans for his son, and despite
such a beautiful and useful educational resource as the
"Tratado," Giovanni de Medici did not gravitate toward the
family's commercial enterprises; instead, he became Pope
Leo X. The paper used here is more like vellum than in any
other facsimile we have seen. (ST12466)
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(ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS - EARLY, FACSIMILES). DAS GOLDENE EVANGELIENBUCH
VON ECHTERNACH. CODEX AUREUS EPTERNACENSIS. [THE GOLDEN GOSPEL BOOK
OF ECHTERNACH]. (Zurich: Coron Verlag, 1982) 457 x 324 mm. (18 x 12 3/4"). 136 leaves (in the facsimile
volume). Two volumes (including commentary volume in German). Companion volume by Rainer Kahsnitz.
No. 8 OF 150 SPECIAL COPIES in the deluxe binding (of 850 total copies). Facsimile attractively bound in the
publisher's gold slubbed silk, both covers with brass corner plates featuring a stylized quatrefoil leaf, front
cover with the same plate used, on the diagonal, as centerpiece, wide raised bands; FACSIMILE VOLUME
HOUSED IN A STRIKING LEATHER BOX WITH cork lining and a top in which is set A CONVINCING 8 x 5"
REPRODUCTION OF THE ECHTERNACH GOSPEL COVER, FEATURING THE 10TH CENTURY OTTONIAN
IVORY CRUCIFIXION, AROUND WHICH IS A WIDE FRAME WITH JEWELS set in gold filigree between
intricately decorated enamelled plaques; companion volume with vellum spine and rose boards depicting in
28 squares roaring lions of Medieval style. Text in 23 1/2 karat gold, more than 500 initials in colors, gold,
and silver, full-page initial at the opening of each Gospel, four "carpet" openings adorned with the colors
and patterns of Byzantine fabrics, and 60 miniatures illustrating Christ in Majesty with the Evangelists and
the Prophets, parables told by Jesus, and scenes from the life of Christ. Prospectus with folder containing
sample leaf laid in. uThe corners of the box showing a hint of wear, but the facsimile volume in virtually mint
condition. $12,500
The monks of Echternach, a community founded in the cover of the original book is from a few decades earlier)
Luxemburg in the late seventh century by the English and is executed in the style of illumination developed during
missionary St. Willibrod, produced outstanding the so-called Ottonian Renaissance of the 10th century, when
illuminated books, one of the grandest of which is this the German Empire (in which Echternach was then included)
Golden Gospel, named for the golden lettering of the was ruled by one Saxon Otto or another: Otto I (936–973),
text. Our marvelous facsimile, which does not stint the use Otto II (973–983), or Otto III (983–1002). One interesting
of gold leaf, effectively reproduces the delicate colors of the feature of these Gospel illustrations is that the influence of
original, in which orchid pink and mint green predominate. Byzantine Greek art is noticeable; this is due to the arrival
The Gospel dates to the early 11th century (the ivory used on in Germany in 972 of the 12-year-old Greek princess
________
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leather profile of Julius Caesar at center, ivory watered
silk endleaves, all edges gilt and gauffered. In a padded,
silk-lined cream-colored suede box with an enamel
medallion on the upper cover. With many decorative
initials, elaborate floral extensions and partial borders,
a tondo miniature at the foot of each calendar page,
seven historiated initials with full borders, and five
full-page miniatures, each by a different Italian master.
uIn mint condition. $10,000
Theophano to marry the future Otto II. The Greek influence is
particularly strong in the depictions of the evangelists, seated
at their desks, surrounded with a classicizing architectural
frame, and surmounted by their winged symbols. The four
creatures reappear, along with four prophets at their desks,
in the eight tondos surrounding the Christ in Majesty, also
Greek in style. Whereas these scenes are formal and hieratic,
the narrative scenes are done in a lively, vernacular style,
and clearly more than one artist worked on this masterpiece.

Christ is shown with long black hair, his large hands
often raised in a gesture of healing and teaching, followed
by disciples wearing a rainbow of garments. Our very
substantial and heavy facsimile—the box and two volumes
together weigh almost 40 pounds—is an extraordinary piece
of work, and it represents facsimile production at its finest,
especially in our strictly limited version that reproduces the
late 10th century binding done in Trier, considered to be the
finest book cover of the Ottonian era. (ST12570)

The Facsimile of a Lovely Humanist Book of Hours
In a Binding with Riotous Decoration
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(ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS - EARLY, FACSIMILES). IL LIBRO D'ORE DI BONAPARTE
GHISLIERI. [THE HOURS OF BONAPARTE GHISLIERI]. (Modena: Franco Cosimo Panini,
2008) 216 x 152 mm. (8 1/2 x 6"). 136 leaves (in the facsimile). Three volumes (including two volumes of
commentary, one in German and one in Italian). No. 201 OF 980 COPIES. SUMPTUOUS RED MOROCCO,
central panel of each cover with thin open-work black leather in an ornate vine pattern laid over blue and gold
silk, creating a stained glass effect, the leatherwork incorporating floral circles painted in red and gold, three
large medallions arranged down the center of the panel, those at head and tail of red morocco painted in a
black, gold, and blue pattern and with a large, round semi-precious stone at the middle, the central medallion
comprising a miniature on silk, that on the upper cover of the Archangel Gabriel, that on the lower cover of the
Virgin Mary; raised bands, spine diapered in blind, with a single gilt dot at the center of each lozenge; floral
silver cornerpieces and two clasps, red morocco doublures framed in silver, doublure panels with intricate
decoration in gilt and black, large central medallion of open-work black leather over blue silk with a molded
________
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Done in a beautiful humanistic hand, this sophisticated
Book of Hours was produced in 1503 at the behest
of Bonaparte Ghislieri, a member of an important
Bolognese family. In commissioning it, Ghislieri wanted
to bring together several of the most famous artists of
the period, each of whom was called upon to create a
full-page miniature. The intention was to offer a sort of
miniature anthology of the best that the Bologna school of
illumination could produce at the time. Consequently, we
see a succession of works by: Amico Aspertini (Adoration
of the Shepherds), Lorenzo Costa (King David and his Lyre),
Il Francia [Francesco Raibolini] (Saint Jerome), Matteo da

Milano (Annunciation), and Perugino (St. Sebastian). This
last is the only miniature ever painted by Raphael's teacher.
Bologna was also the home of the scribe, Pierantonio
Sallando, who taught grammar at the University of Bologna
and was to become a famous professor of writing. The codex
passed from the Ghislieris to the Albani family of Urbino,
where it is documented in the 18th century; the following
century it reached England, where it was purchased by Henry
Yates Thompson in 1897. Since 1941 it has been kept in the
British Library. The binding here is remarkably intricate and
imaginative, and it is surely one of the most impressive done
for any octavo facsimile publication. (ST12207)

The Deluxe Version, with the
Immense Gilded, Sculpted, and Bejewelled Lid
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(ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS - EARLY, FACSIMILES). DAS PERIKOPENBUCH HEINRICHS
II. [THE LECTIONARY OF HENRY II]. (Lachen am Zürichsee: Coron-Verlag, 1995) Text: 445 x
330 mm. (17 1/2 x 13"): Box: 700 x 500 mm. (27 1/2 x 19 5/8"). Two volumes (including commentary volume
in German). No. 244 OF 250 SPECIAL COPIES in the immense sculpted container (of a total edition of 500).
Publisher's light gray-green silk, upper cover with pierced brass palmette frame, large central medallion of
the Agnus Dei surrounded by four smaller medallions of the Virtues (Justice, Prudence, Temperance, and
Fortitude), raised bands, two ornamental brass clasps and leather thongs. Housed in a massive suede-lined
________
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brown leather box, its lid a gilt-plated metal
reproduction of a Medieval relief scuplture
of Christ in Majesty, his nimbus studded with
colored gems and pearls, an orb in one hand,
with small figures representing the Holy Roman
Emperor Henry II and his wife Cunegund on
either side, kneeling to kiss the Savior's feet.
Rubrics in red, illuminated five-line knotwork
initials throughout, and 28 full-page miniatures
with burnished gold applied by hand. With a
folding cloth case containing two prospectuses,
authentication documents, and related material.
uIn mint condition. (See also illustration on
back cover.) $12,500
This is the deluxe form of a facsimile of one
of the major works of Ottonian decoration,
written and illustrated ca. 1007-12 at the
scriptorium of the Benedictine abbey of
Reichenau, in its glory then as the largest and
most influential school of book illumination in
the 10th and 11th centuries. The Pericope, which
contains the Gospel excerpts to be read at Mass
throughout the liturgical year, was commissioned
by Henry II for the consecration of the cathedral at
Bamberg. The miniatures here illustrate key stories
from each Gospel and are typical of the large New
Testament cycles found in the Liuthar group of
manuscripts, attributed to a monk and scribe of that
name who produced works of outstanding artistic
merit, among them the Gospels of Otto III and the
Aachen Evangeliary. The greatest care was taken in
reproducing the original manuscript (now held by
the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek in Munich), using
digitization methods of the highest resolution and
employing artisans to apply 23 1/2 karat gold by
hand and to handstitch the leaves. Curators from
BSB compared the facsimile to the original to
insure the accuracy of the colors. The binding, too,
is convincing: for example, the metalwork on the
front cover, obviously accomplished by hand, is full
of irregularities in the strips and nails used to hold
down the decorative leafy frame. The facsimile itself
(issued in a press run of 500 copies) is impressive
enough, but the box in which it is housed (for the 250
special copies like the present one) is particularly
memorable. The relief sculpture of Christ, which
is based on a piece held by the Cluny Museum in
Paris, represents without doubt the most majestic
packaging of any modern facsimile. (ST12572)
________
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Reproducing Two Magnificent Works of Art,
Including a 13th Century Limoges Book Cover
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(ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS - EARLY, FACSIMILES). DIE LAMBETH APOKALYPSE. (Stuttgart:
Müller & Schindler, 1990) Text: 290 x 210 mm. (11 1/2 x 8 1/4"); Box: 330 x 245 mm. (13 x 9 3/4").
Two volumes (including commentary volume in German). Commentary by Ruth Mettler, Nigel Morgan, and
Michelle Brown. No. 23 OF 250 SPECIAL COPIES in the deluxe binding (apparently apart from a smaller version
of this same facsimile issued by the same publisher in a run of 550 copies without the recessed enamel cover).
The facsimile volume in maroon calf over bevelled boards, a sterling silver facsimile seal of the archbishop of
Canterbury attached to the center of the front board, brass clasps and four brass corner guards, double raised
bands; the companion volume in matching leather; both in a very sturdy leatherette box lined with cork, the
commentary volume in the bottom of the box, a cork divider between it and the facsimile on top of it, another cork
divider atop the facsimile, a leatherette lid with a wide handle, and, on top of it all, A STUNNING DETACHABLE
REPRODUCTION IN GOLD AND ENAMEL OF A MEDIEVAL BOOK COVER DEPICTING CHRIST IN MAJESTY,
the main part of the image within a sunken panel, and the whole attached with gold nails to a wood backing.
With full-page frontispiece depiciting a Benedictine scribe being directed by the Virgin Mary and a talkative
Christ Child, first page with eight-line historiated initial featuring elaborate extension into lower margin inhabited
by a peacock, 78 half-page miniatures of scenes from Revelations illuminated with 23-karat gold, 28 half-page
miniatures (two per page) depicting Christian legends, and 14 full-page miniatures of the Virgin Mary, Christ,
and various saints. With color prospectus and publisher's certificate of authenticity laid in. uA couple of faint
scratches to covers of commentary volume, otherwise a virtually mint copy. (See also illustration on p. 156.) $7,500
________
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This is a most remarkable large-format facsimile in around the year 1300. Its image depicts Christ in Majesty,
that it reproduces two magnificent works of art—the much as he was sculpted over church doors of the period,
Lambeth Apocalypse and a memorable 13th century enthroned as king of heaven and surrounded by the four
Limoges book cover. The Lambeth Apocalypse dates to winged creatures, as described in the Apocalypse. The
the 13th century, when Medieval English book illustration original manuscript was commissioned by Lady Eleanor
was at its peak. The subtle colors (predominantly pink, mint De Quincy, Countess of Winchester (ca.1230-74), who
green, blue, and a dull orange), are very well reproduced, is probably the woman kneeling at the feet of the Virigin
and the use of actual gold leaf on many of the images in one of the full-page miniatures. The peacock on the
enhances the verisimilitude. The figures are graceful and first page of text may indicate that the work was done
attenuated, the folds of the garments are crisp, and the in a London workshop known to use that signature. The
monsters and demons are fittingly gruesome. In addition to book was later owned by Elizabethan book collector, John,
illustrations of John's mystic revelations, the manuscript Lord Lumley (1534-1609) before passing into the Royal
includes some striking full-page images, among them the Library and becoming part of the founding collection of
Virgin and Child, the Crucifixion, the risen Christ with the Archbishop of Canterbury's library at Lambeth Palace.
Mary Magdalene, the martyrdom of Saint Sebastian, and There is a great deal of hand work involved in the text
St. Catherine of Alexandria. Currently in the Victoria and especially the cover here, and the final achievement
and Albert Museum, our gold and enamel book covering represents facsimile production of extraordinary quality.
beautifully recreates a French cover produced in Limoges (ST12571)
________
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In an Intricate Replica Carved Ivory Binding,
One of the Most Beautiful Facsimiles Ever Produced
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(ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS - EARLY, FACSIMILES). DAS LORSCHER EVANGELIAR. [THE
LORSCH GOSPELS]. (Lucerne: Faksimile Verlag, 2000) 387 x 279 mm. (15 1/4 x 11"). 111, [1], 124
leaves (in the facsimile). Three volumes (including a commentary volume in German and a prospectus). No.
208 OF 333 COPIES with the special replica binding. (There were also 60 copies without the reproduction
binding.) IN AN ESPECIALLY FINE REPLICA OF THE ORIGINAL CARVED IVORY BINDING, upper cover
with a headpiece showing two angels holding a medallion of Christ, tailpiece depicting the Nativity and
Annunciation to the Shepherds, large triptych with the Virgin and Child at center flanked by a bearded saint
on each side; lower cover with similar headpiece, but with the tailpiece depicting the visit of the Magi and
central triptych with Christ triumphant, an angel on either side; both covers encased within metal frames;
raised bands, black leather spine. In a padded black leather folding box with color medallion on upper cover.
Text in gold, framed by decorative color columns bordered in silver and gold, three full pages of decorated text,
and four full-page miniatures. uIn mint condition. $18,000
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This facsimile is surely among the most magnificent "evangelium pictum cum auro scriptum habens tabulas
examples of its type, being deemed sufficiently eburneas" ("an illustrated Gospel Book, written in gold
grand to be used by Pope Benedict XVI as a present with ivory covers"), it was produced ca. 810 in the
to Queen Elizabeth during his visit to Britain in scriptorium of Charlemagne at Aachen. It first appeared
2010. A monumental work of Carolingian art, known in an inventory of books at Lorsch Abbey about 50 years
both as the Lorsch Gospels and the Codex Aureus, the later. Between the majestic insular majuscule text and
original manuscript is one of the rare books of the early the decoration, the book could hardly be more golden
Middle Ages entirely written in gold ink. Described as an or more luminous. Reflecting the height of creativity at
________
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the time, the striking covers consist of two masterfully
carved ivory plates. Of obviously great value, these
were taken off the manuscript when it was stolen from
the Bibliotheca Palatina in Heidelberg during the Thirty

Years War. Since found again, the front cover is now in
the Victoria and Albert Museum, and the rear cover at
the Vatican Library, which also holds the manuscript.
(ST12208)

In a Gorgeous Replica Binding of Velvet and Jewels,
Befitting the Magnificent Lorenzo's Daughter
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(ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS - EARLY, FACSIMILES). DAS FLORENTINER STUNDENBUCH
DES LORENZO DE MEDICI. [THE FLORENTINE BOOK OF HOURS OF LORENZO DE MEDICI].
(Modena: Franco Cosimo Panini Editore/Faksimile Verlag Luzern, 2004) 162 x 105 mm. (6 3/8 x 4 1/8"). [472]
pp. (in the facsimile). Two volumes (including commentary volume in German). No. 7 OF 980 COPIES.
SUMPTUOUS REPLICA ROYAL PURPLE VELVET, SET WITH LARGE JEWELS, covers adorned with gilded
metal filigree lozenge centerpiece containing a large oval lapis lazuli, gilded cornerpieces set with cabochon
rose quartz, two golden clasps featuring silver hearts with chain link fasteners incorporating a rectangular piece
set with a blue stone, edges gilt and gauffered in a diapered pattern. In a padded, satin-lined blue velveteen
jewel box with silver and enamel heraldic crest on the upper cover (the commentary volume concealed beneath
the velveteen lining). Rubrics and calendar text in blue and gold, Kalends and a handful of four- to five-line
initials in gold on a blue and green background with foliate decoration, numerous two-line initials in colors and
gold, 12 medallions depicting the labors of the month, seven six-line historiated initials in gold accompanied
by a floral quarter panel border in pink, blue, green, and yellow with many gold bezants, five large historiated
initials in an elaborate full border teeming with flowers, putti, and gold bezants, with a small vignette in the
tail-edge border, and more than 20 small medallion portraits of various sizes, as well as four large arch-topped
miniatures in golden frames surrounded by an extremely ornate border full of fruit, flowers, garlands, birds,
putti, bezants, and much gold, with similar vignette and medallions. uIn mint condition. $7,500
________
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This is a splendid facsimile of the Book of Hours given by
Lorenzo the Magnificent (1449-92) to his daughter Luisa
(1477-88) in 1485. The text was written by the distinguished
humanist scribe Antonio Sinibaldi, who did a great deal of work
for the Medicis and who signed and dated the manuscript. To
provide the illumination, Lorenzo commissioned Francesco
Rosselli (1445-ca.1513), who had worked on the famed Bible of
Federico da Montefeltro. The result was a jewel of Renaissance
art, which was then wrapped in velvet and gems before
being presented to the young recipient. The illumination was
exceedingly elaborate, the borders representing a memorable
wealth of decoration. The miniatures—of the Annunciation,
King David at prayer, the Crucifixion, and the Deposition—are
wonderful compositions in the Italian Renaissance style, all with
beautiful Italian landscapes in the background. After the death
of Luisa and Lorenzo, the manuscript at some point ended up
in the Netherlands—Ferdinand de Merode, Comte de Montfort,
inscribed his name on the flyleaf in 1660. The book fell into the
hands of infamous book thief Guglielmo Libri in the 19th century,
and was subsequently purchased by the 4th earl of Ashburnham.
After the earl's death, the Italian government acquired the work
and returned it to Florence, where the original presently resides
in the Medicean Laurentian Library. (ST12203)
________
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Sieges, Assaults, Floods, and Burnings at the Stake,
All in an Imposing Pigskin Binding
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(ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS - EARLY, FACSIMILES). SCHILLING, DIEBOLD, THE ELDER.
DIE GROSSE BURGANDER CHRONIK [THE GREAT BURGUNDIAN CHRONICLE], "ZÜRCHER
SCHILLING." (Lucerne: Faksimile Verlag, 1985) 391 x 273 mm. (15 3/8 x 10 3/4"). 1035 pp. (in the facsimile).
Two volumes (including commentary volume in German). No. 1 OF 980 COPIES. Stately replica blindstamped
pigskin, covers with multiple floral frames, small rampant lion stamped in black ink on each central panel, raised
bands, brass and leather clasps. With numerous large miniatures depicting battles, sieges, assaults, floods, fires,
and the burning of two unfortunates at the stake. uIn mint condition. $4,500
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This is a fine facsimile of the Great Burgundian
Chronicle, also called the "Zürcher Schilling" (after
Zurich, where it is kept), the most original and thorough
book from the period on the Burgundian Wars between
the Swiss Confederation and Charles the Bold. It was
executed around 1480 in the tradition of the Bern chronicles
begun by Konrad Justinger in 1420, and it is the most
comprehensive of all chronicles ever carried out by Schilling.
The Great Burgundian Chronicle gives a unique witness as the

expression of a genuine patriot and does so without the heavy
censorship that characterizes later "official" versions of the
text. One of the most important features of the manuscript's
illustrations is the landscape in which the events take place.
It hardly ever corresponds to topographic reality, but is rather
based on the artist's imagination. The viewer sees the depicted
scenes from above, being treated to fanciful versions of little
towns, villages, and castles, all carefully inserted into a lovely
(but imaginative) landscape of rolling hills. (ST12206)
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(ILLUMINATED
MANUSCRIPTS
EARLY,
FACSIMILES).
DAS
STUNDENBUCH DER SFORZA. [THE SFORZA
HOURS]. (Lucerne: Faksimile Verlag, 1993) 206 x 168
mm. (8 1/8 x 6 5/8"). Four volumes (each with separate
volume of commentary in English and German).
With commentary by Mark L. Evans. No. 195 OF 980
COPIES. Publisher's red velvet, flat spine, two silver
gilt clasps, each volume housed in a matching velvet
box with the commentary volume (in paper wrapper),
gilt coat of arms on upper cover of each box. With
138 borders and 48 miniatures by Birago, and two
borders and 16 miniatures by Horenbout. uIn mint
condition. $6,500

________
160

This is a fine facsimile of a Renaissance Book of Hours Hours, hiring scribe Etienne de Lale to provide the missing
with an intriguing history and with decoration by two text pages and Flemish illuminator Gerard Horenbout (ca.
distinguished illuminators more than a quarter of a 1465-1541) to paint miniatures and two borders. Horenbout
century apart. To produce the miniatures for this book, had produced the miniatures in the Breviary of Eleanor of
Giovan Pietro Birago (fl. 1471-1513) was engaged by Bona Portugal and those in the Hours of James IV of Scotland.
Sforza, wife of the Duke of Milan, around 1490. A surviving He also briefly worked as painter in the court of Henry
letter from Birago to an unknown nobleman complains that VIII. Horenbout included a small portrait of Charles V in
part of the manuscript was stolen by an unscrupulous "Fra one of the borders here, leading art historians to believe that
Jacopo," and demands restitution in the enormous amount Margaret gave the book to the emperor to commemorate his
of 500 ducats. No one knows if Birago was ever reimbursed coronation. The manuscript resurfaced in Madrid in 1871;
for his loss, but the duchess bequeathed what remained of it was purchased by an Englishman and was donated to the
the manuscript to her nephew's wife, Margaret of Austria. British Library by a later owner. As noted in the library's
In 1506, Margaret, daughter of the Holy Roman Emperor, online exhibit of the original codex, "the manuscript
moved to the Netherlands, where she served as Regent for the is outstanding for its rich decorative scheme[,] and an
future Charles V until his coronation in 1520. While in the unusually high number of its text pages have minutely
Low Countries in 1517, she set about completing the Sforza detailed borders, initials and vignettes." (ST12210)
________
161

IV. Documents from the 15th to the 18th Century
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AN GROUP OF SEVEN EARLY VELLUM DOCUMENTS IN ENGLISH AND LATIN. (England, ca.
1588-1680) Ranging in size from 80 x 230 mm. (3 1/4 x 9") to 320 x 535 mm. (12 3/4 x 21"). uMinor
tears, stains, and fading affecting legibility of small portions of the text (one document with multiple small holes
along fold, affecting parts of 10 or 12 words), but still a very good collection representing a variety of scripts. $350

5222, 223,

223

224, 225

A DOCUMENT IN ENGLISH ON VELLUM: TRANSFER OF PROPERTY IN WINTERTON,
NORFOLK. (27 March 1613) 318 x 165 mm. (6 1/2 x 12 1/2"). 28 lines, in an attractive, careful,
sloping hand. uSeal missing, otherwise in excellent condition—fresh and clean. $100

All but one of the documents here deal with the
law: wills, notes of money borrowed or owed, and
transfers of property. Four of these are in English
(dated from 1588 to 1680) and three in Latin (1623-

42). The largest document, which is in Latin, is an
archdeacon's appointment of a chaplain for the Chapel
of Saint Anthony. All documents are legible, and all are
complete. (ST10236-3l)
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A DOCUMENT IN GERMAN ON VELLUM: MOST OF A LARGE DOCUMENT DETAILING
MONEYS OWED TO LUDWIG VON SICKENGEN BY PHILIP VON MASSENBACH. (BadenWürttemberg, Germany, 1471 [dated in line 5]) 358 x 210 mm. (14 x 8 1/4"). Single column, 49 lines in a legal
hand. uTwo one-inch holes to text, the usual stains and crinkling found in leaves recovered from bindings, but
a very good example of a 15th-century legal document. $75
(ST11946h)
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In this document Christofer Echard of Frosingfield,
executor, records that in a will of 1591 Alice Rose
granted a dwelling and land in Winterton, Norfolk,
to a laborer named Leonard Chackster. Both being now
deceased, the land has passed to Chackster's widow, who
has remarried John Chamberlyn, a Winterton tailor. Upon
her death, the property is to be transferred to William Fox
of Yarmouth, mariner. The property concerned includes

a grange, "Croft adioyninge," and half an acre of arable
land. Above the vellum strip intended for the (missing)
seal, Echard releases all claim on the property and signs
the document in a bold hand. Echard may possibly be
the enterprising Christofer (or Christopher) Echard who
obtained a patent from the crown for making salt in 1606.
(ST10236-1s)
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A DOCUMENT IN LATIN ON VELLUM: JOHN BUNNE'S SURRENDER OF A LEASE TO THE
BARON COURT OF ATTLEBOROUGH, NORFOLK. (19 July 1615) 140 x 298 mm. (5 1/2 x 11 3/4").
16 lines, in a very dark, bold cursive hand. uOne light stain in upper left corner, otherwise fine condition. $75

The product of a proceeding presided over by Robert surrendered by John Bunne and granted to Samuel Daynes
Fitzwalter, a knight of the garter, this document and Thomas Salter. The heavily flourished signature is that
concerns a lease of land in Attleborough in the vicinity of Fitzwalter's seneschal. (ST10236-2o)
of the Mortimer manor. The property in question is

A DOCUMENT IN LATIN ON VELLUM: THE GRANT OF A HOUSE FROM JOHN ELICE AND
SIMON SOLI TO WILLIAM AND ALICE DANY. ([Wingham, Kent], 2 December 1502) 70 x 298
mm. (2 3/4 x 11 3/4"). 7 lines, in a small flourished workmanlike hand. With two pendant red wax seals—one
partially broken, the other intact and with a large "H"—attached to the document with vellum strips. uA little
soiled, other very minor defects, but generally an excellent example of a Tudor legal document. $300

225

Dated the 17th year of the reign of Henry VII of the Archbishop of Canterbury to the north and south, to
England, this conveyance grants title of a house in William Dany of Wyngham parish and his wife, Alice. It is
the village of Wingham (in Kent, near Canterbury), signed by grantors John Elice and Simon Soli and endorsed
situated between King Street to the east and the land of by five witnesses. (ST10236-1x)
________
162

Thomas Standish, Thomas Morris, and John the first year, to Edward Bridgman of Wigan. The
Wiggin (the latter two from Heapey near Wigan in signatures of Standish and Morris are clear, although
Lancashire) agree in this document to pay a debt of the third scrawl can only be read as "Wiggin" with
£200, just over half of this amount to be rendered in considerable imagination. (ST10236-1h)
________
163

A DOCUMENT IN ENGLISH AND LATIN ON VELLUM: A BOND FROM WIGAN, LANCASHIRE.
(December, 1622) 171 x 241 mm. (6 3/4 x 9 1/2"). 8 lines Latin, 10 lines English, in a clean, legible
hand. uOne-inch tear at top into text, but not damaging legibility, sizable amount of lower corner missing (not
affecting text); a small but useful specimen. $75

With a Very Fine Specimen of the Great Seal of Charles I
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A DOCUMENT IN LATIN ON VELLUM: LETTERS PATENT OF KING CHARLES I GRANTING
THE OFFICE OF ESCHEATOR OF CHESHIRE TO THOMAS ALDERSEY. ([London], 2 May 1629)
Manuscript: 340 x 390 mm. (13 1/2 x 15 1/2"); Seal: 150 mm. (6") in diameter. 36 lines of text in an elegant court
hand. In a 19th century card box with handwritten paper label on lid. Large calligraphic "C" to begin the king's
name, a couple of calligraphic flourishes in head margin. COMPLETELY INTACT GREAT SEAL OF CHARLES
I attached by a vellum tag through the bottom margin of the document, the obverse with a detailed portrait
in high relief of Charles enthroned, a scepter in one hand and an orb in the other, flanked by a lion holding a
banner of England and a unicorn holding the flag of Scotland, the royal coat of arms ensconced above the throne,
the whole encircled by a Latin motto reading "Charles, by the grace of God, of England, Scotland, France and
Ireland, King, Defender of the Faith"; verso depicting the king in full armor on a charging steed, sword upraised
in his right hand, a faithful hound running alongside, a distant view of London in the background, the scene
surrounded by the same Latin text. For the seal: Birch, "Catalogue of Seals in the Department of Manuscripts
at the British Museum," nos. 571-93 (the great majority fragmentary or imperfect). uMild soiling to exterior
of the folded document, otherwise AN EXCEPTIONAL SPECIMEN, the text clean and fresh, and apart from
minor flattening to the monarch's knees and orb, THE SEAL IN EXTRAORDINARILY FINE CONDITION. (See
also illustration on p. 173.) $6,500

This document with its impressive royal seal appoints
Thomas Aldersey (1600-75) to the important post of
managing escheats—the reverting of property to the
crown when no legally qualified persons are able
to inherit or claim it. Whenever a landowner died, an
escheator in each county was responsible for convening
an "inquisition post mortem," during which a jury was to
determine if there were any legal heirs. If none could be
found, the escheator would claim the land on behalf of the
crown and report the escheat to the Exchequer. Aldersey
attended Queens' College, Cambridge, and became a
distinguished solicitor at Gray's Inn. He was the favorite
nephew of merchant and antiquary William Aldersey
(1543-1616), and upon taking up his appointment, he
set about updating his uncle's noted civic histories of
Chester. The seal attached here is as fine an example as
one could hope to find of the Third Great Seal of Charles

I, used from 1627 to 1640. Not only is the wax entirely
undamaged, with no cracks or chips, but it has retained
a remarkable amount of detail. The curling edge of the
king's collar, the Baroque decoration of his throne, and
the floral pattern of the carpet are clearly visible, while
on the reverse side, one can distinguish the Thames,
London Bridge, and Old Saint Paul's Cathedral in the
view of London glimpsed beneath the belly of the king's
horse. The preservation of this document and its attached
seal is all the more fortuitous when one considers that its
appointee lived through the turbulent English Civil Wars
and Interregnum. As a royal appointee, Aldersey was no
doubt in some danger under the Commonwealth and the
Protectorate. Fortunately, he survived to see Charles II
restored to the throne in 1660. The present document
was obviously a treasured family heirloom which was
carefully protected over the years. (ST12369)
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A DOCUMENT IN LATIN ON VELLUM: A LEASE OF A FARM AT BESTHORPE TO THOMAS
BUNN. (15 April 1631) 152 x 216 mm. (6 x 8 1/2"). 16 lines in a sloping but legible hand. uIn
particularly fine condition. $75
This document comes from the same court in Norfolk
near Mortimer Manor in Attleborough as item #224,
above, but is dated 16 years later. We find that the
personnel has changed, with Alexander Radcliffe, knight,
now presiding over the court. The Radcliffe family was
related to the Fitzwalters, one of whom presided in the
earlier document; both families were connected with

the earls of Suffolk. Thomas Bunn, the recipient of the
lease in question here, is now representing the Bunn (or
Bunne) family (rather than John), and the seneschal is
now William Leeke, who has signed his name with a
number of flourishes. The land is in Besthorpe, a town
which today numbers some 500 souls, about a mile from
Attleborough. (ST10236-2z)
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A DOCUMENT IN LATIN AND ENGLISH ON VELLUM: A BOND FROM THAXTED IN ESSEX.
(11 August 1631) 178 x 229 mm. (7 x 9"). 7 lines Latin, 12 lines English, in a very clear, upright,
careful, and attractive hand. uSeal missing, but in excellent condition otherwise, with only faint grubbiness.
$85
The lower edge of this deed was partially indentured,
apparently being cut from a larger piece of parchment
on which the details of the obligation undertaken by
Samuel Westley and his widowed mother Susan were
spelled out in two further documents. The exact nature of
the covenant, therefore, which they herein bind themselves to

perform for the benefit of Newman Leader and Edward More,
a tanner, is not disclosed. In any case, the large sum of £2,000
mentioned in the Latin section of the document is at least a
little unlikely or even suspicious, especially since there seems
to be no mention of this in the English section. All the parties
to the agreement resided in Thaxted, Essex. (ST10236-1q)

Signed by a Goose
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A DOCUMENT IN ENGLISH ON VELLUM: RELATING TO THE TRANSFER OF PROPERTY
IN COLBY, NORFOLK. (25 March 1634) 178 x 273 mm. (7 x 10 3/4"). 18 lines in a flowing, legible
hand. Attractively matted. uThong present, but pendant seal lacking, fold creases, verso slightly soiled, but
generally in excellent condition. $125

________
164

This document acknowledges the receipt of £240 by one and curtilage and adjoining lands used in connection
Anthony Starlinge of Colby in Norfolk from Richard with the household. It is signed on the recto by Starlinge
Harman, alderman of Norwich, as payment in full for and on the verso by witnesses Thomas Ballyston and
a dwelling house in Colby with its adjacent buildings Robert Goose. (CFS9905)
________
165
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A DOCUMENT IN ENGLISH ON VELLUM: A MORTGAGE DEFAULT, ASHLEY,
CAMBRIDGESHIRE. (4 July 1636) 438 x 311 mm. (17 1/4 x 12 1/4"). 53 lines, in a clear, careful,
upright (almost elegant) hand. uLacking its seal, otherwise in excellent condition, with only minor soiling. $150
The sad experience of foreclosure is not new to our own
time, as this document attests. Three years previously,
in 1633, John Collett of Ashley in Cambridgeshire had
mortgaged his home, called Gouldings, and two closes totalling

14 acres of land to John Sathe for some £223. Three years
later the document here, signed by Collett, acknowledges that
he has defaulted, and that Sathe is within his rights in taking
possession of the property. (ST10236-1v)
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AN EXTREMELY LARGE AND IMPRESSIVE VELLUM DOCUMENT IN ENGLISH: AN INDENTURE
QUADRIPARTITE COVERING THE SALE OF THE MANOR OF ABBASS HALL, ALSO KNOWN AS
GREAT CORNARD IN SUFFOLK. (24 May 1654) 533 x 699 mm. (21 x 27 1/2"). 72 and 40 lines, both in a careful
cursive hand. With thongs for four seals, one almost entirely intact, two others about half present. uA few faintly
darkened areas and one marginal tear, but in nearly fine condition overall—very fresh, clean, and attractive. $500
This majestic indenture was one of four copies made
for the four parties involved in the sale of a manor in
Sudbury, Suffolk, known both as Abbass (Abbas) Hall and
Great Cornard. The property, to be sold for £1,400, includes
the rectory of Great Cornard, and all land belonging to both
the manor and rectory. Two parties (four people, all of them
signatories) are jointly selling the property—Robert Stevens
with his son Robert, clothiers of Dedham in Essex, and John
Brond, also a Dedham clothier, and his wife Grace, who is the
daughter of the elder Robert Stevens. The buyer is John Eldred

of Little Birch in Essex, and the fourth party is the London
widow Elizabeth Catcher, to whom the Bronds had assigned
their right of inheritance, should the estate revert to them. One
large sheet of vellum was not sufficient for the full particulars
of the transaction, so a second has been attached, on which
the terms of the sale are continued. This manor house remains
today and, according to the website of the Sudbury Society,
is "one of the oldest houses in Europe still in occupation." It
originally belonged to the Abbess of Malling, and analysis of the
tree rings in the wood dates the building to 1289. (ST10236-1g)

Unsettled for More than Three Decades, and with so Many
Bequests to Clerics that the Archbishop Had To Intervene
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AN EARLY VELLUM DOCUMENT IN ENGLISH RECORDING COURT PROCEEDINGS
PRESIDED OVER BY A WOMAN: LADY ISABELLE GRANTS LAND TO AN ETON SCHOLAR.
(3 May 1669) 127 x 298 mm. (5 x 11 3/4"). 12 lines in a homespun cursive hand. uWith light overall soiling,
otherwise very good. $150
This small document is rather appealing because it
records a manor court presided over by a woman,
Isabelle de la Warr, in Middleton, Hampshire.
Also significant is the fact that the recipient of the

two messuages and land which the lady grants is John
Allen, Jr., who we are told is of Eton College. His father,
the elder John Allen, practices law at Clement's Inn.
(ST10236-2l)
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A DOCUMENT IN ENGLISH AND LATIN ON VELLUM: AN UNDERTAKING FROM JOSEPH
HADDON AND HIS WIFE TO PAY EDWARD RAWLINGS £60. (20 June 1670) 146 x 254 mm. (5
3/4 x 10"). 15 lines in a clean, sloping hand. Remnants of seal in lower right corner. uA bit soiled, and some
ink faded from brown to orange, otherwise an excellent, very legible specimen. $75
This document solemnizes a loan made by Edward Rawlings of Addingham to Joseph Haddon and his wife, of
Brannington. (ST10236-3i)
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A DOCUMENT IN ENGLISH ON VELLUM: CONCERNING SALE OF LAND IN THE COUNTY
OF RUTLAND. (22 January 1677) 356 x 597 mm. (14 x 23 1/2"). 36 lines, in a sloping, flourished,
careful hand. With a (nearly intact) red pendant seal. uOne light smudge, three words somewhat smeared,
but in excellent condition. $175
This document involves the sale of land in Rutland larger words written in a gothic style. The attorney's
by Edward Rawlins of Branston to Sarah Rawlins of memorandum and seven signatures appear on the back of
Manton, a widow. Above the seal the seller has signed the document. (ST10236-1b)
the document, which includes a large initial "T" and several
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The unusual provisions of Thomas Owfield's will meant clergymen. Tracking down these clerics would have been no
that it was not settled until 1700, 32 years after his death, easy task, and it is little wonder the will was long unsettled.
and it took a decree of the archbishop of Canterbury No doubt because of all the bequests to clergy, the archbishop
(Thomas Tenison, who served from 1694-1715), attached became involved. The Latin document attached to the will is
here, to disburse the estate at last to the surviving heirs. issued by Tenison, and signed by his deputy. It is addressed
Owfield was unmarried and childless, but he had two sisters, to Maria (Mary) Abney and Thomas Abney, a soldier in the
one apparently deceased at the time of the will, the other, London guard, who are described as the surviving heirs of
Elizabeth, residing in Stoke Newington, Middlesex. Owfield Owfield. Mary Abney (1676-1750), known to history as Lady
may have lived with her and her family, since among his Abney, ended up inheriting the manor of Stoke Newington,
bequests are 40 shillings to each of her servants. Elizabeth is which became known as Abney House. On the knighting of
to inherit all his household goods, her husband, John Euston, her husband Thomas, who served under William III as lord
is to have all of Owfield's books, and the couple's children mayor of London, Mary became Lady Mary. She delighted
(Thomas and Mary) are each to receive £100 at age 21 (or in developing the grounds of the manor, and seems to have
earlier for Mary, should she marry before 21). The most inherited her great uncle's fondness for clerics, since Isaac
surprising part of the legacies, however, is that nearly £500 Watts (1674-1748), the well-known writer of hymns, came to
is divided in various complicated ways among at least 35 reside in her household. (ST10236-4c)
________
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This most appealing document tells the complicated Marsh is to have and hold the lands for 1,000 years, there
tale of the transactions of Richard Marsh, a merchant is an escape clause. Woodcock was allowed to recover
of London, who is acting on behalf of Theobald Shelley the lands if he were to come up with £1,060 by a certain
of Horsham in Sussex, a minor for whom Marsh was date, but (the usual story) he failed to do so. Then, on 29
trustee. By a rather complicated series of real estate April 1681, Woodcock received another £600 from Marsh
transactions, Marsh netted his ward £48. The tale begins in return for releasing all rights to recover the properties,
when a man stakes land in order to procure a loan, with unless he could come up with £1,648 by 30 October. This
Marsh—using money from Shelley—acting as banker. deadline also passed, and the next day, Marsh, on behalf
Specifically, Marsh paid to Edward Woodcock, a Londoner of Shelley, sold by this indenture the lands in question to
of the parish of Saint Margaret, Westminster, the sum of Paul Allenstrey and Toby Garbram, London merchants
£1,000 in September of 1680, in return for Woodcock's like Marsh himself. Three brief notations appear on the
rights to a number of Sussex properties in Buncton, Wiston, back of the parchment, including a four-line statement
Ashurst, Plumpton, Steyning, West Grinstead, Ashington, signed by Marsh acknowledging that he has received the
and elsewhere. Although the document specifies that £1,648. Meanwhile, of course, the properties had continued
________
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A DOCUMENT IN ENGLISH ON VELLUM: THE LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT OF THOMAS
OWFIELD OF STOKE NEWINGTON. (27 April 1668) Larger membrane: 533 x 610 mm. (21 x 24").
Smaller one: 327 x 324 mm. (12 7/8 x 12 3/4"). 48 lines in English, and (on an attached sheet) 32 lines in Latin, in
a handsome upright hand. Testator's name written in large calligraphic letters. Blue official 5-pence stamp affixed
to upper left corner of the Latin document; paper wrapper/case for the seal of the Archbishop of Canterbury laid
into a vellum fold, with the contours of the seal clearly indicated (the wax seal itself lacking). uA few light spots
of foxing, but both documents otherwise in fine condition, quite clean and unwrinkled. $275

A DOCUMENT IN ENGLISH ON VELLUM: A TRIPARTITE INDENTURE COVERING THE SALE
OF ESTATES IN SUSSEX BY THE TRUSTEE OF A MINOR, PERHAPS FROM THE FAMILY OF
THE POET SHELLEY. (31 October 1681) 572 x 740 mm. (22 1/2 x 29 1/8"). 64 lines in a very fine professional
hand. The first three words of the text in large, ornamental letters. With two hanging ribbons beneath the
signatures of Richard Marsh and Theobald Shelley, with Shelley's seal intact (the seal a bit larger than 30 mm.
square, with no image, and having been originally wrapped in parchment). uA hint of wear at two folds,
but AN EXCEPTIONALLY WELL-PRESERVED AND ATTRACTIVE DOCUMENT—clean, fresh, and bright,
penned in an upright, rounded, and handsome hand. $450
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A DOCUMENT IN ENGLISH ON VELLUM: A CONVEYANCE BY MARY NEWTON OF HER
DOWER INTEREST IN LANDS PURCHASED FROM HER HUSBAND. (Enfield, 5 September
1683) 343 x 521 mm. (13 1/2 x 20 1/2"). 33 lines in an extremely fine sloping hand With red wax pendant seal
encased in paper. uShort tear to one fold (not affecting text), otherwise clean and fresh, with the seal intact. $175
This document may have been prepared by a smalltown lawyer, not a London solicitor employing expert
clerks. The hand is quite bold, regular, and pleasing, but
there are numerous small errors requiring the addition of
a word in tiny script above the line, as well as marginal
ink splatters that might not be so acceptable in a City firm.
The very purpose of the document suggests an earlier error:

Samuel Newton's property in Enfield was sold to William
Ingram without properly conveying Newton's wife's
dower rights in the lands. This oversight was apparently
not discovered until Ingram sold the property to Thomas
Hart and his wife, Priscilla Aswoll, and our document was
drawn up to transfer the dower rights of Mary Newton to
the Harts. (ST10114f)
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A DOCUMENT IN ENGLISH ON VELLUM: A VAST INSTRUMENT ON THREE SHEETS OF
VELLUM COVERING A DISPUTE BEFORE THE COURT OF CHANCERY. (25 April 1692) 559 x
705 mm. (22 x 27 3/4"). 51, 55, and 25 lines, in a very fine professional court hand. uA few trivial spots of light
soil, one marginal orange spot, a handful of letters faded, but generally in very fine condition $350
This massive document, consisting of three large
parchment sheets joined together by a string,
involves a complicated suit with a large cast of
characters. The proceedings go back as far as 1689,

to be worked by the various tenant farmers listed in the
document, so that Shelley actually would have profited
by the rents they owed as well as gaining the £48. Marsh
apparently continued to be an honest guardian, for we know
that Theobald Shelley in 1689 was able to set up a modest

and there is not much prospect that this document is
the final step, as the signatures of the parties involved
do not appear (Trevor Barth, probably a chancery clerk,
signs on the final sheet in handwriting that matches

charitable trust. The romantic poet Percy Bysshe Shelly
(1792-1822) was born in the vicinity of Horsham, where
his family had lived for generations, making it more than
just possible that Theobald belonged to the same family as
the poet. (ST10236-4b)
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A DOCUMENT IN ENGLISH ON VELLUM: COVERING THE SALE BY A LONDON TAILOR
OF A MEADOW IN RUTLAND. (27 August 1683) 438 x 660 mm. (17 1/4 x 26"). 39 lines, in a neat
cursive hand. The first letter a calligraphic 10-line "T" with flourishes extending into head margin. uInoffensive
light brown spotting, ink faded to a reddish brown but very legible, several holes the size of pinpricks due to
folding, but in excellent condition nevertheless. $175
In this document William Manton, described as a
merchant tailor of Saint Brides in London, sells a
meadow to Clement Pretty the Younger, a tanner of
Liddington in the county of Rutland. Manton's father,
John Manton of Liddington, had bequeathed him the meadow

in Thorp, but as the younger Manton had migrated to the big
city, he here divests himself of it. The document, embellished
with a great many flourishes in the upper left, is written in an
attractive, very legible hand, and is signed by Manton above
the pendant ribbons for the missing seal. (ST10236-1d)

________
168

________
169

the rest of the document). The principal defendants are
the three Clapham brothers and their wives, the eldest
couple being Christopher Clapham and his wife Eleanor.
The Claphams are accused of having seized an estate, an
action probably not worth the trouble it caused, since
numerous other parties have claims on it (ranging from

Anne Crosby's claim of £1,691 to demands as small as
£4, 16 shillings). The ramifications here are a match
for the Jarndyce case imagined by Dickens in "Bleak
House," and it appears that, as for the luckless Jarndyce
heirs, the case will not be settled before the entire estate
has been dissipated in legal fees. (ST10236-3p)
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A DOCUMENT IN ENGLISH ON VELLUM: THE SALE OF PROPERTY ON THE ISLE OF
WIGHT. (4 October 1693) 298 x 686 mm. (11 3/4 x 27"). 36 lines in an upright, very legible hand.
uSome soiling, smudging, and fading, slightly affecting legibility, but generally an excellent specimen. $150
This document involves the sale of land in Ride (Ryde), being sold by Henry Pressey, a shipwright, and his wife
parish of North Church, in the county of Southton (i.e. Eleanor (in conjunction with her mother Eleanor Dearson)
Southhampton) on the Isle of Wight. The property is to James Goodeve. (ST10236-1k)
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A DOCUMENT IN LATIN ON VELLUM: PART OF AN INDENTURED LEASE OF LAND. (4
March 1696) 432 x 184 mm. (17 x 7 1/4"). Single column, 12 lines, in a bold, attractive court hand.
uVague fading, slightly soiled, but nearly fine otherwise. $175
This is a good example of the so-called court hand (also
known as common law hand), used in Medieval law
courts, especially the courts of Common Pleas and the
King's (or Queen's) Bench. It is dense, with ascenders and

descenders of exaggerated length, and it became so stylized
over time that almost nobody outside the inner circle of law
could read it. The hand was actually formally banned in
1731. (ST10236-2m)

A Vast, Visually Dramatic William III Document,
With Original Pendant Seal in Pristine Condition
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A SUPERB DOCUMENT IN LATIN ON VELLUM WITH A LARGE PORTRAIT OF WILLIAM III,
MUCH BEAUTIFUL CALLIGRAPHIC EMBELLISHMENT AT THE TOP, AND THE ORIGINAL
PENDANT ROYAL SEAL: AN EXEMPLIFICATION OF RECOVERY OF LAND IN WALES. (29 March 1696)
495 x 705 mm. (19 1/2 x 27 3/4"). 19 lines in a professional scribe's notarial hand. UPPER LEFT CORNER WITH
A VERY LARGE ENGRAVED PORTRAIT OF THE KING (measuring approximately 240 x 220 mm., including
its calligraphic surround), the first words of the document ("Gulielmus Tertius Dei") in large, bold, calligraphic
letters across the full length of the document, and WITH A LOVELY SWIRLING ENGRAVED INHABITED
ACANTHUS BORDER IN THE TOP MARGIN incorporating a pheasant, a rampant lion, an eagle, a stork,
and a unicorn. WITH THE LARGE ROYAL SEAL, measuring slightly more than 100 mm. in diameter, on its
vellum thong at the bottom, the seal ENCASED IN ITS ORIGINAL PAPER WRAPPER (now adhering to the
wax and fitting around its contours). uThe border decoration at the top and the final word of the first line of
text trimmed off at the right (though the rest of the text intact), a bit of abrasion along folds and four small
holes where folds intersect, very slight soiling, otherwise IN FINE CONDITION, the engraved decoration and
written text rich and clear, the vellum bright and fresh, and the seal perfectly preserved. $2,500
This splendid royal document is an exemplification a particular piece of land to certain individuals. Done at
of recovery, something used as the official statement the end of this lawsuit, the exemplification, always a very
in the transfer of title to land whenever a "common attractive document featuring a portait of the monarch
recovery" took place. "Common recovery" was a and the Great Seal, was an official copy of the court record
maneuver used to circumvent entail and consisted that could be used to prove the title to the land. Until the
essentially of a fake lawsuit in which all interested mid-18th century, these documents were written in Latin
parties colluded to break free from those conditions or using an archaic and almost indecipherable court hand.
stipulations that restricted the inheritance or transfer of The present exemplification concerns the recovery of
________
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lands in Beguildy, a small village seven miles northwest
of Knighton in Radnorshire, South Wales; the principals
involved are Hugh Lewis, Michael Taylor, and Morgan
Vaughan. In addition to the Great Seal, our document
has a blue paper seal with an embossed version of the
royal seal, most likely a revenue stamp denoting fees
paid when the property was transferred. Because the
paper wrapping around the royal seal now takes the
shape of the contours of the impressions in the wax, we

can see that the recto depicts a rampant lion and unicorn
flanking a shield, with a crown above and a stylized
"W" beneath, and the verso shows the monarch seated
on a prancing horse, with the "W" floating behind his
back. This appears to be the second seal of the king, used
after Mary II died in 1694. It is difficult to find any
large antiquarian royal wax seal in fine condition, and
to encounter it, as here, encased in its original wrapper,
is extraordinarily lucky. (ST10236-2x)

243

A DOCUMENT IN ENGLISH ON VELLUM: PAYMENT FOR A CLOSE IN CATHERINGTON,
HAMPSHIRE. (8? October 1697) 457 x 216 mm. (18 x 8 1/2"). 18 lines, in a very careful, upright
hand. uLacking the seal, otherwise in unusually fine condition. (See illustration on next page.) $125
This instrument from the time of William III concerns it is drawn up in a very elegant hand, with a good deal
the sale of a close by Phillipp Blake to John Booker, both of ornamental penwork in the upper left corner. It can be
husbandmen of Catherington in Hampshire. Although conjectured that the five shillings was a nominal payment,
this handsome document concerns a mere five shillings, and that the close was really more valuable. (ST10236-1u)
________
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A VAST DOCUMENT IN ENGLISH ON VELLUM: AN INDENTURE QUINQUEPARTITE
SETTING UP A TRUST. (England, 8 May 1747) 699 x 876 mm. (27 1/2 x 34 1/2"). 61 lines,
and 13 lines on reverse, all in a very neat, surprisingly small and dense professional hand. Opening
words "This Indenture" with ornamental calligraphic elaboration, the "T" quite large and extravagantly
flourished, the royal seal and recumbant lion and unicorn within the initial, four small medallions of
allegorical figures among the flourishes in the head margin. Two small printed paper stamps with crown
and cipher of George III, one sixpence beige and one five-shilling blue embossed paper seal, each of the
four signatures accompanied by small red wax seal. uSeveral small inoffensive areas of soiling, one larger
grease(?) spot necessitating repair (the text just very slightly affected), other minor condition issues, but
still excellent and stately in appearance. $175
This is an indenture setting up a trust and trustees
for Clare Smyth, daughter of the late Sir Richard
Smyth, with land in Blyborough. As is the case with
a number of other documents in this catalogue, the top

of this one has a wavy (or "indented") line—and thus the
name "indenture." The upper margin has been uniquely
cut, so that only it and other copies of the same contract
will match, as a proof of authenticity. (ST8269a)

226 details
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A DOCUMENT IN ENGLISH ON VELLUM: THE TRANSFER OF A COPYHOLD LEASE. (8 and
9 October 1697) 394 x 635 mm. (15 1/2 x 25"). 35 lines, in an extremely attractive upright hand.
With an ornate opening line ("This Indenture" in very large, bold letters, with the royal seal enclosed by the
first "T"). uExcellent condition, despite a few spots, three very small holes in a fold, and some fading of the
ink. $125
This document concerns the same principals as in the acquire three acres of land. Like the previous document,
previous item—husbandmen Phillip Blake and John the physical features here are very attractive for the modest
Booker of Catherington, the former paying the latter to nature of the transaction in question. (ST10236-1w)
________
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V. Single Printed Leaves from the 16th, 17th, and 18th Centuries

246

FOUR VELLUM PRINTED LEAVES,
OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A
MISSAL IN LATIN. (Italy or Germany[?], ca. 1500)
368 x 248 mm. (14 1/2 x 9 3/4"). Double column, 34
lines of text plus headline in two sizes of a large, very
pleasing gothic type. Rubrics in red, two of the leaves
with a two-line initial in red. uOne leaf with (naturally
occurring) imperfections in the vellum and with one
small hole (all in margins), but IN ESPECIALLY FINE
CONDITION—very clean, fresh, and smooth, and
with ample margins. $450 each
These handsome leaves are beautifully printed on vellum
that has been so painstakingly prepared that it is equally
bright on both the flesh and the hair sides. Although we
were unable to match anything in the facsimile volumes
of the British Museum Catalogue of 15th century printed
books, the typeface here looks convincingly incunabular.
The text is for weekday Masses during Lent and Passiontide.
(ST12584a-d)

250

A PRINTED VELLUM LEAF WITH A VERY
FINE, EXTREMELY LARGE ILLUMINATED
MINIATURE PAINTING OF THE MASSACRE OF THE
INNOCENTS, FROM A BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN.
TEXT FROM VESPERS. (Paris: Gilles Hardouin, ca. 1510)
222 x 140 mm. (8 3/4 x 5 1/2"). Single column, 30 lines
of text, gothic typeface. Attractively matted. Verso with
elaborate metalcut compartmentalized border featuring
mischievous putti and grotesques, the martyrdom of Saint
Sebastian, and a woman shearing a sheep; the same side
with 18 one-line hand-painted initials in gold on a blue or
red ground, two similar two-line initials, and one threeline foliated initial in gold on a red ground; recto WITH
A RICHLY PAINTED AND ILLUMINATED WOODCUT
OF THE MASSACRE OF THE INNOCENTS, with a
glimpse of the flight into Egypt on the left side of the
scene. uA touch of wrinkling to lower outer corner,
verso with remnants of mounting tape, otherwise A
VERY FINE LEAF, the printing clear and fresh, the colors
vivid, and the gold lustrous. $3,600

247

A PRINTED LEAF FROM HIERONYMUS'
"EPISTOLAE."
(Venice:
Doninius
Pincius, [not before 1502]) 298 x 216 mm. (11 3/4 x
8 1/2"). Double column, 62 lines, roman type. uOne
wormhole affecting one letter of text, margins slightly
browned, otherwise fine. $75
(CES718)

248

A PRINTED LEAF FROM LUDOLPHUS
DE SAXONIA'S "DAT BOECK VAN
DEN LEVEN ONS LIEFS HEREN IESU CHRISTI."
(Antwerp: Henrick Eckert van Homberch, 1503) 267
x 197 mm. (10 1/2 x 7 3/4"). Double column, 41 lines
of text in gothic type. With a three-line hand-painted
initial in red. uWith just a faint hint of overall
browning, otherwise in fine condition. $25
(ST6942y)

The massacre depicted here appears to be taking place in Herod's
throne room, as if he had ordered it for his own entertainment.
Seated in the center of the piece on a massive gold throne,
he views the heartbreaking chaos before him impassively,
A PRINTED LEAF FROM A BIBLE ignoring an angry women who is lifting her bleeding infant
IN LATIN. TEXT FROM DANIEL. up to him as if to say, "See what you've done!" The mothers
(Germany[?], ca. 1510) 330 x 229 mm. (13 x 9"). Double here are not wailing in grief, but are angrily fighting for their
column, 69 lines of text in a pleasing gothic typeface. sons' lives. In the foreground, a soldier pushes a golden-haired
Attractively matted. Two three-line woodcut initials woman out of the way, in order to finish off the dazed and
and decorative border FINELY HAND COLORED wounded infant she and her companion are attempting to
in soft red, green, yellow, and brown; headline, shield. On either side, soldiers have raised swords to smite
paragraph markers, and capitals touched with red. the helpless tots, and to the right of Herod, a bleeding infant
uTop margin just shaved, otherwise an appealing looks pitifully up at the armored solder who holds him by the
arm, ready to deliver the fatal blow. In the upper right, we
leaf in excellent condition. $95
see a baby impaled on a spear. A glimpse of hope through an
(CEs235)
________
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open window mitigates the horror of the gruesome scene: we
see Joseph leading a donkey bearing the Virgin and the Christ
Child as they flee to Egypt, blessed by golden rays streaming
down from heaven. The action here is dramatic, intense, and
memorable; the colors are vivid, the heavy use of gold adding
light to an overwhelmingly sober subject. (ST11712)

251

A PRINTED LEAF FROM MELCHIOR
PFINTZING'S "DIE GEUERLICHEITEN
UND EINSTEILS DER GESCHICHTEN DES
LOBLICHEN . . . HELDS VND RITTERS HERR
TEWRDANNCKHS.
"
(Nuremberg:
Johann
Schoensperger the Elder for Emperor Maximilian I, 1517)
324 x 229 mm. (12 3/4 x 9"). Single column, 24 lines of
text in the calligraphic fraktur type cast especially for
this work. Matted. With large calligraphic flourishes at
head and tail. Brunet V, 787; Adams P-962. uSlightly
shaved at head edge (as usual), faint two-inch dampstain
to upper corner (not affecting text), mild marginal foxing
and thumbing, but an excellent leaf, still fresh, and with
deep impressions of the type. $85
The elaborate fraktur type was designed by Vinzenz
Rockner, secretary to Emperor Maximilian I, whose
patronage made it the standard national type in Germany.
(ST10582u)

252

A PRINTED LEAF FROM A BIBLE IN
LATIN. TEXT FROM II KINGS. (Venetiis:
Lucas Antonius de Giunta, 1519) 152 x 102 mm. (6
x 4"). Double column, 52 lines of text and headline
in gothic type. Matted. uA touch of freckled foxing,
otherwise a fine, fresh leaf from the first Giunta Latin
Bible, containing Chapter 12, complete, and much of
Chapter 13, including Nathan's reproach of David for
having taken Bathsheba from her husband, Uriah, and
arranging for the latter's death. $45
(ST10962f)

253

A PRINTED LEAF FROM A BIBLE IN
LATIN. TEXT FROM ESAIAS. (Lyon: J.
Sacon, 1521) 330 x 248 mm. (13 x 9 3/4"). Double
column, 66 lines of text and headline in gothic type.
Matted. Paragraph marks in red, capitals struck with
red, underlining in red, five four-line foliated woodcut
initials and with a woodcut (measuring approximately
62 x 80 mm.) of two sundials within a decorative
border. Darlow & Moule 6101. uA scattering of small
ink spots in a lower corner, faintly brown, but still in
nearly fine condition. $125
The woodcut here relates to the text, which mentions a sundial
as part of God's message of deliverance. (CEs239)

254

A PRINTED LEAF FROM JACOBUS
PHILIPPUS
DE
BERGAMO'S
"SUPPLEMENTUM CHRONICARUM" IN ITALIAN.
(Venice: Giovanni Francesco and Giovanni Antonio
dei Rusconi, 1524) 308 x 213 mm. (12 1/8 x 8 3/8").
Single column, 60 lines of text and headline in roman
type. Margin with printed timeline giving the date
as Anno Mundi and Anno Domini. uLight freckled
foxing to margins, otherwise a fine, fresh leaf. $45
This leaf from Bergamo's popular world chronicle covers
events from the years 1421 to 1425, including episodes
relevant to Milan, Cyprus, and Venice. (ST6463z)

255

LEAVES, OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY,
FROM A FINE, LARGE BOOK OF
HOURS IN LATIN, PRINTED ON VELLUM. (Paris:
Germain Hardouyn, 1524[?]) 229 x 152 mm. (9 x 6").
Single column, 29 lines, gothic type. Leaves typically
with several one-line initials in brushed gold on a
blue or terra cotta ground. The text of each page
within a four-sided border, the top portion imitating a

4255

________
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sculptural motif, often floral, and one vertical side also
decorative, usually taking the form of stacked columns;
the other two sides of the text framed with elongated
panels depicting sacred and secular vignettes, the
latter featuring dancing figures, cherubs, dragons, and
especially hunters, who are pictured in very pleasing
elaborately detailed sylvan settings. Perhaps Bohatta
1092. uIN REMARKABLY FINE CONDITION, with
trivial defects only. $125 - $145
4260

These are large leaves with very attractive metalcut
borders, and they are in especially clean, fresh condition.
The historiated panels are more elaborate and more
skillfully executed than typical Books of Hours leaves
from this period. And this group is intended to be priced
advantageously. (ST9474)

256

A PRINTED LEAF FROM ANTON
PFORRE'S TRANSLATION OF BIDPAI'S
"BUCH DER WEISHEIT DER ALTEN WEISEN."
(Germany, early 16th century) 197 x 152 mm. (7 3/4
x 6"). Single column, 35 lines of text in gothic type.
Verso WITH A LARGE WOODCUT (90 x 120 mm.)
of a man with an ax walking toward a snake curled
on a rock. uFaint corner crease, verso with remnants
of mounting tape, trivial soiling, but still in really
excellent condition. $150

browning, some leaves with large (faint) dampstain,
but still excellent specimens of early English
printing. $50 for regular leaves; $165 for leaves with
uncolored woodcuts; $95 for the leaves with crudely
colored woodcuts
These leaves come from the press of England's second
most famous incunabular printer, Wynkyn de Worde (d.
1534?), apprentice to William Caxton and successor to the
business at the latter's death in 1491. (ST7232c1-12)

258

TWO PRINTED LEAVES, OFFERED
INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A BIBLE IN
LATIN. TEXT FROM GENESIS. (Lugduni: Jacobi Myt,
1532) 343 x 248 mm. (13 1/2 x 9 3/4"). Double column,
70 lines of text and headline in gothic type. With
large and small woodcut initials. uA little browned
in places, the less expensive leaf with a small portion
at the top neatly replaced (but with loss of text on
a part of four lines in one column), otherwise very
good. $25 - $35
(ST7610z-ee)

The "Book of the Wisdom of the Old Ways" is a German
translation of Bidpai's Hindu animal fables, which were
very popular in Medieval Europe. (ST7491b)

257

259

A
PRINTED
LEAF
FROM
HIERONYMUS'
"EPISTOLAE."
(Parisiis: Apud Claudium Chevallonium, 1533) 368 x
248 mm. (14 1/2 x 9 3/4"). Double column, 65 lines
of text and headline in roman type. Seven large and
small woodcut initials. uVery fine condition. $35
(ST6463q)

PRINTED
LEAVES,
OFFERED
INDIVIDUALLY, FROM JACOBUS DE
VORAGINE'S "GOLDEN LEGEND." (Westminster:
Wynkyn de Worde, 1527) 254 x 171 mm. (10 x 6 3/4").
Double column, 46 lines of text and headline in
PRINTED
LEAVES
FROM
THE
black letter type. A few leaves with small woodcuts
"INSCRIPTIONES
SACROSANCTAE
of saints (some of these ineptly painted with a light
brownish wash). STC 24880. uSlight, even overall VETVSTATIS" OF PETRUS APIANUS and
________
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BARTHOLOMAEUS AMANTIUS. (Ingolstadii: In
Aedibvs P. Apiani, 1533) 311 x 210 mm. (12 1/4 x 8 1/4").
Printed in roman capitals. Decorative woodcut border
on each page, many woodcut frames representing
tablets, tombs, urns, and columns, and a few leaves
with prominent woodcut figures of humans and animals
shown as statuary or in relief. STC German, p. 37;
Adams A-1291. uA trifle browned, with minor marginal
dampstains, but still excellent. $45 for regular leaves; the
leaves with woodcuts available for $75 - $125

4261

We have several leaves from this handsomely produced
volume that contains a collection of ancient inscriptions
in Latin and Greek taken from tombs, stelae, and other
monuments across Europe. (ST8120-7h)

261

A PRINTED LEAF FROM SEBASTIAN
MUENSTER'S "COSMOGRAPHICA."
(Basel: Heinrich Petri, ca. 1540) 318 x 203 mm. (12 1/2
x 8"). Single column, 55 lines of text and headline in
roman type. A FINE LARGE WOODCUT (140 x 76
mm.) showing Ottocar of Bohemia enthroned and
consulting counsellors. uTiny tear in lower margin,
slight browning, otherwise very fine. $125
(ST7491i)

262

woodcut initials. uSmall lateral wormhole slightly
affecting a few letters, very minor marginal browning,
otherwise fine. $50
(CEs246)

A PRINTED LEAF FROM A BIBLE IN
PRINTED
LEAVES,
OFFERED
LATIN. TEXT FROM EZECHIEL. (Lyon:
INDIVIDUALLY, FROM TITUS LIVIUS'
Widow of Johannes Crespin, 1546) 343 x 235 mm.
(13 1/2 x 9 1/4"). Double column, 70 lines of text "LE DECHE DI T. LIVIO PADOVANO DELLE
and headline in gothic type. Matted. Seven four-line HISTORIE ROMANE." (Venice: Heirs of Luciano
________
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Antonio Giunti, 1547) 305 x 210 mm. (12 x 8 1/4").
Single column, 54 lines of text and headline in a
stately roman type. uExcellent condition. $25 each
(ST8120-4a-4u)

264

THREE PRINTED LEAVES, OFFERED
INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A BIBLE IN
ENGLISH. (MATTHEW'S BIBLE). TEXT FROM
NUMBERS, JOSHUA, AND PSALMS. (London: John
Daye and William Seres, 1549) 292 x 197 mm. (11
1/2 x 7 3/4"). Double columns, 65 lines of text and
headline in black letter type. Darlow & Moule 47.
uMinor marginal stains, but in very good condition.
$45 each
(ST11127c)

265

THREE PRINTED LEAVES, OFFERED
INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A BIBLE IN
ENGLISH. (THE GREAT BIBLE). TEXT FROM
DEUTERONOMY AND LEVITICUS. (London: E.
Whitchurch, 1549) 305 x 191 mm. (12 x 7 1/2"). Double
column, 57 lines of text and headline in black letter
type. Herbert 76. uA hint of soiling to margins, but
still in excellent condition, the text clean and fresh.
$75 each
(CEs137)

266

PRINTED
LEAVES,
OFFERED
INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A DIGLOT
BIBLE (IN LATIN AND TYNDALE'S ENGLISH
VERSION). TEXT FROM ACTS OF THE APOSTLES.
(London: W. Powell, 1549) 210 x 159 mm. (8 1/4 x
6 1/4"). English black letter text (40 lines) facing

Erasmus' Latin set in a roman face (57 lines). Herbert
78. uTrimmed close at the top (without loss), lightly
browned and with a few minor spots, otherwise in
excellent condition. $75 each

text in gothic type. Each leaf WITH TWO TO FOUR
ATTRACTIVELY HAND-COLORED WOODCUT
BOTANICAL ILLUSTRATIONS (typically four inches
high by a half column wide). One leaf with neat
underscoring in red, no doubt early. uLeaves with a
hint of soiling, but remarkably clean and fresh (by any
standard, but more especially so for an early herbal).
$95 - $125 (depending on content and illustration)
(ST9156a-k)

Taken as a whole, Erasmus' work on the New Testament
probably constituted the most significant scriptural
scholarship of his age. And although his work was
suppressed and he himself was exiled and eventually
executed, Tyndale (1492-1536) was one of the greatest
forces of the English Reformation. His Bible translation
served as the foundation for later versions, particularly
the 1611 King James Bible. Our leaves come from the
third appearance of the Tyndale/Erasmus diglot, which is
virtually the same as the second (Herbert 67), issued the
year before by our same printer. (The first printing of this
diglot, Herbert 36, was done in 1538.) (ST10063a-y)

269
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A note with the leaf says that this was printed at a Cistercian
monastery. (CEs99505)

PRINTED
LEAVES,
OFFERED
INDIVIDUALLY,
FROM
OVID'S
"OPERA QUAE VOCANTUR AMATORIA." (Basel:
Johann Herwagen, 1549) 305 x 203 mm. (12 x 8").
Text in single column, roman type surrounded by
commentary in smaller and quite pleasing italic type.
uTypographically very attractive leaves in especially
fine condition. $35 each
(ST8120-5Q-6J)

268

PRINTED
LEAVES,
OFFERED
INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A 16TH
CENTURY HERBAL IN GERMAN. (Germany,
probably middle decades of the 16th century) 279
x 191 mm. (11 x 7 1/2"). Double column, 51 lines of

3268

A LEAF PRINTED ON VELLUM, FROM A
BOOK OF LATIN SERMONS. (Spain?, ca.
1550) 400 x 267 mm. (15 3/4 x 10 1/2"). Double column,
47 lines of text in a large roman typeface. Matted.
One four-line initial "S" with floral embellishment.
PRINTED ON VELLUM in red and black. uNoticeable
yellowing to recto, otherwise clean and pleasing. $150

270

A PRINTED LEAF FROM A BIBLE IN
ENGLISH (MATTHEW'S BIBLE). TEXT
FROM JEREMIAH. (London: Thomas Petyt, 1551) 305 x
191 mm. (12 x 7 1/2"). Double column, 55 lines of text
in black letter type. Matted. Herbert 91. uFragment
torn from inner margin with loss of half of one side
note, faintly soiled, otherwise excellent. $65
(CEs139)

271

TWO PRINTED LEAVES, OFFERED
INDIVIDUALLY, FROM DIETHELM
KELLER'S "KÜNSTLICHE UND AIGENDTLICHE
BILDTNUSSEN DER RHÖMISCHEN KEYSEREN."
(Zürich: Andreas Geßner, 1558) 184 x 114 mm. (7
1/4 x 4 1/2"). Single column, 39 lines of text in a very
pleasing gothic typeface. One leaf with a woodcut
portrait medallion showing Frederick Barbarossa, the
other leaf showing the Byzantine emperor Alexius.
uTrimmed close (and on a slant) at top, with the
page number grazed, but very bright and otherwise in
extremely fine condition. $50 each
(ST6465n)

272

Leaves are available from Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers,
Judges, I and II Esdras (i.e., Ezra and Nehemiah), and
Esther. (ST7588a-3w)

273

PRINTED
LEAVES,
OFFERED
INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A BIBLE IN
ENGLISH (THE BISHOPS' BIBLE). (London: R.
Jugge, 1568) 400 x 273 mm. (15 3/4 x 10 3/4"). Double
column, 57 lines of text in black letter type. uSome
leaves with marginal smudging, otherwise in excellent
condition. $65 - $75 (depending on decoration)
We have several leaves, some with foliated or historiated
initials, with text from Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of
Solomon, Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Lamentations. (ST76105L-8w)

274

A PRINTED LEAF FROM A BIBLE IN
ENGLISH (THE BISHOPS' BIBLE). TEXT
FROM ISAIAH. (London: Richard Jugge, 1575) 273 x
184 mm. (10 3/4 x 7 1/4"). Double column, 59 lines
of text in black letter. Matted. Herbert 139. uFaint
overall browning, but still fine condition. $85
(CEs145)

275

PRINTED
LEAVES,
OFFERED
INDIVIDUALLY, FROM JOHN FOXE'S
"ACTS AND MONUMENTS OF MARTYRS."
(London: John Day, 1576) 305 x 216 mm. (12 x 8
1/2"). Double column, 87 lines and headline printed
in roman and black letter type. uInoffensive light
overall browning, but fresh and generally fine. $35
each
(ST8120-4w-5L)

276

PRINTED
LEAVES,
OFFERED
INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A BIBLE
IN ENGLISH (THE GENEVA BIBLE). (London:
Christopher Barker, 1582) 216 x 159 mm. (8 1/2 x 6
1/4"). Double column, 70 lines and headline, printed
in black letter and roman type. uInch-long worm
path in margin (sometimes affecting part of a side
note only), trimmed a little close at head, a few light
stains, but still in very good condition (and excellent
in terms of other 16th century English Bible leaves).
$35 each

PRINTED
LEAVES,
OFFERED
INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A BIBLE IN
ENGLISH. (THE GREAT BIBLE). TEXT FROM EXODUS
and others (see below). (Rouen: Richard Carmarden,
1566) 413 x 273 mm. (16 1/4 x 10 3/4"). Double column, We have leaves from I Kings, Joshua, Judges, and Job.
58 lines of text in black letter type. Each leaf with at (ST8120-3L-3v)
least one five-line woodcut initial, most with multiple
A PRINTED LEAF FROM A BIBLE IN
initials. Herbert 119. uSlight marginal soiling from
ENGLISH. (THE GENEVA BIBLE). TEXT
use, faint dampstaining at edges, but still in excellent
FROM
I
CHRONICLES.
(London: Christopher Barker,
condition, generally fresh and pleasing. $65 each
________
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________
178

1583) 406 x 279 mm. (16 x 11"). Double column, 59
lines of text in black letter type. Matted. One fourline decorative woodcut initial. Herbert 178. uAn
impressive leaf in very fine condition. $125
(CEs148)

278

PRINTED
LEAVES,
OFFERED
INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A BIBLE IN
ENGLISH. (THE BISHOPS' BIBLE.) TEXT FROM
MORNING PRAYER and other preliminary material (see
below). (London: Christopher Barker, 1584) 279 x 191
mm. (11 x 7 1/2"). Double column of text in black
letter type. Some leaves partly printed in red. Herbert
185. uEdges a little browned, some minor wrinkling
at corners, but still very good. $35 each
We also have Calendar leaves with tables giving the lesson
reading for morning and evening prayers on each day, a
schedule of Propers, the Collects (prayers), and a list of
biblical books with a brief synopsis of each. As indicated in
a letter to Bishop Wickham of Lincoln in July of 1587, this
edition of the Bishops' Bible was emphatically mandated
by Archbishop Whitgift to be distributed and used by
every parish in Britain. (CEs150)

282
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A PRINTED LEAF FROM A BIBLE IN
ENGLISH. (THE GENEVA BIBLE). TEXT
FROM LEVITICUS. (London: Christopher Barker, 1588)
210 x 165 mm. (8 1/4 x 6 1/2"). Double column, 71 lines
of text in black letter. Matted. Herbert 188. uIn nearly
fine condition, with trivial defects only. $75
(CEs153)
A LEAF PRINTED ON VELLUM,
FROM A MISSAL OR SOME OTHER
LITURGICAL BOOK. TEXT FROM THE FEAST OF
SAINT JOHN BEFORE THE LATIN GATE. (Italy?,
late 16th century) 403 x 286 mm. (15 7/8 x 11 1/4").
Double column, 42 lines of text and headline in
roman type. Matted. Verso with four-line woodcut
initial surrounded by foliage, recto with a seven-line
initial featuring a charming unicorn frolicking among
blooming branches. uRecto a bit yellowed, verso
with a couple of minor smudges, otherwise a fine
leaf, clean and fresh, with considerable appeal. $225

279

A PRINTED LEAF FROM A BIBLE IN
ENGLISH. (THE BISHOPS' BIBLE). TEXT
FROM II CHRONICLES. (London: Christopher Barker,
1584) 152 x 140 mm. (6 x 5 1/2"). Double column, 64
lines of text in black letter. Matted. One seven-line
decorative woodcut initial. Herbert 186. uA little
soiled and discolored, but very good. $85
This is apparently the same mandated Bible as mentioned
in the previous entry, though in the more modest format
that Whitgift thought suitable for "chapels and very small
parishes." (CEs151)

A PRINTED LEAF FROM A BIBLE IN
ENGLISH. (THE GENEVA BIBLE). TEXT
FROM II SAMUEL. (Geneva: Deputies of Christopher
Barker, 1592) 279 x 191 mm. (11 x 7 1/2"). Double
column, 60 lines of text in black letter type. uEdges
lightly browned, otherwise fine. $70
(ST7610-4q-4s)

A PRINTED LEAF FROM A BIBLE IN
ENGLISH. (THE GENEVA BIBLE). TEXT
FROM JOSHUA. (London: Christopher Barker, 1597)
267 x 184 mm. (10 1/2 x 7 1/4"). Double column, 68
lines of text and headline in roman type. Matted.
Herbert 210. uIn fine condition. $75
(CEs155)

286

A PRINTED LEAF FROM A BIBLE IN
LATIN. AN INDEX LEAF COVERING
LETTERS "T" AND "V". (Antwerp: Johann Keerberg,
1600) 311 x 197 mm. (12 1/4 x 7 3/4"). Double column,
61 lines of text and headline in italic type, within a
ruled border. uSlight dampstaining in head and upper
fore margin, inner margin at center with short tear and
slight fraying, otherwise in excellent condition. $25
(ST7610nn)

287

A PRINTED LEAF FROM A BIBLE IN
ENGLISH (FULKE'S NEW TESTAMENT).
TEXT FROM THE OPENING OF THE EPISTLE OF SAINT
PAUL TO THE ROMANS. (London: Christopher Barker,
1601) 324 x 203 mm. (12 3/4 x 8"). Double column, 62
lines of text and headline, one column in roman type, the
other in italic. Matted. Two six-line decorative woodcut
initials. Herbert 265. uIn nearly fine condition, with
only trivial imperfections. $100
(CEs156)

280
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Celebrated on May 6, the feast day of Saint John before the
A PRINTED LEAF FROM A BIBLE IN Latin Gate tells the tale, passed down by Jerome, of John's
LATIN. TEXT FROM JEREMIAH. (London: torture at the hands of the Roman emperor Domitian.
Henry Middleton, 1585) 216 x 152 mm. (8 1/2 x 6"). Although thrown into a vat of boiling oil, the Evangelist
Double column of text surrounded by commentary, emerged unharmed. A note from the most recent previous
roman type in two sizes. Matted. Darlow & Moule owner of this leaf says that it is from a book used for
6176. uFine condition. $50
Cistercian services. The large initial with the rearing
(CEs257)
unicorn is delightful. (ST11035ab)
________
180

289

A PRINTED LEAF FROM A BIBLE IN
ENGLISH. (THE BISHOPS' BIBLE).
TEXT FROM EZECHIEL. (London: Christopher Barker,
1585) 400 x 254 mm. (15 3/4 x 10"). Double column, 58
lines of text in black letter type. Matted. One four-line
historiated initial. Herbert 188. uA grand leaf in fine
condition. $100
(CEs152)

281

A PRINTED LEAF FROM A BIBLE IN
GERMAN. TEXT FROM EXODUS. (Basel:
Lazari Zekners, 1603) 330 x 216 mm. (13 x 8 1/2").
Double column, 63 lines of text and headline in gothic
type. Matted. Darlow & Moule 4214a. uText area
obviously browned from poor quality paper, minor
marginal worming and dampstaining. $20
(CEs260)
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A PRINTED LEAF FROM A BIBLE
CONCORDANCE IN GERMAN. TEXT
COVERING "ULL" to "ULS." (Frankfurt: Johann
Friederich Weiss, 1609) 362 x 222 mm. (14 1/4 x
8 3/4"). Three columns of text in gothic type. One
side with several entries underlined. uOverall faint
freckled foxing, two small wormholes (trivial loss),
otherwise in very good condition. $20
(ST7610LL)
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TWO PRINTED LEAVES, OFFERED
INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A BIBLE IN
HEBREW. TEXT FROM EZEKIEL. (Basel, 1609) 400
x 267 mm. (15 3/4 x 10 1/2"). Two columns of text
surrounded by 70 lines of commentary in smaller
type. uOverall light browning, but still quite crisp
and generally excellent. $100 each
Apparently not in Darlow & Moule, if—as a supplied
facsimile of the title page indicates—our edition was, in
fact, printed in Basel in 1609. In any case, these are tall,
stately, attractive leaves. (ST10323c-e)

Leaves from the First Printing
of the King James Bible
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PRINTED
LEAVES,
OFFERED
INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A BIBLE IN
ENGLISH. (THE KING JAMES BIBLE). TEXTS FROM
EZRA AND NEHEMIAH (London: Robert Barker, 1611)
394 x 254 mm. (15 1/2 x 10"). Woodcut headpieces and
initials. Herbert 309. uSlight marginal browning, a
few trivial spots, otherwise generally in fine condition.
$150 each

These leaves come from the first printing of the King
James Bible, one of the great printed books of the 17th
century. Although English translations of the Bible before
the 17th century constituted notable achievements, they
all seemed to provoke strong objections. Consequently,
when John Reynolds, the president of Oxford's Corpus
Christi College, suggested in 1604 that a new translation
be made, the king readily approved of the idea. The labor,
A PRINTED LEAF FROM A BIBLE IN which took more than four years and six teams totaling
ENGLISH. (THE GENEVA BIBLE). TEXT 50 translators to complete, first appeared in 1611. The
FROM I CHRONICLES. (London: Robert Barker, 1606) King James, or Authorized, Version of the Bible stands
216 x 165 mm. (8 1/2 x 6 1/2"). Double column, 71 among the greatest contributions to our literature,
lines of text in black letter type. Matted. Herbert 287. and its influence on subsequent intellectual history in
uFine condition. $45
the English-speaking world is impossible to calculate.
(CEs157)
(ST7307)
________
181
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(BOTANICAL ENGRAVINGS). BESLER, BASIL. A PLATE FROM "HORTUS EYSTETTENSIS."
(Eichstatt, 1613) 521 x 419 mm. (20 1/2 x 16 1/2"). A full-page copper engraving with four
individual images of of iris blooms, leaves, and rhizomes (each of the four measuring approximately 210 x
190 mm.), all with contemporary hand coloring. Cleveland Herbal 159; Hunt 430 (1713 edition); Nissen BBI
158; Pritzel 745; Stafleu TL2 497. uA touch of browning to edges, a couple of very minor light stains at head
edge (well away from any image), trivial wrinkling in a few places (a couple of these wrinkles appearing
to be—but, in fact, almost certainly not—repaired tears), otherwise in fine condition—clean and fresh, with
rich, careful coloring. $2,250
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TWO PRINTED LEAVES, OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A BIBLE IN ENGLISH. (THE
KING JAMES BIBLE). TEXT FROM EXODUS. (London: Robert Barker, 1613) 203 x 146 mm.
(8 x 5 3/4"). Double column, 71 lines of text and headline in black letter and roman type. Matted. uOne
leaf just slightly trimmed at top, with the headline grazed, overall faint darkening, otherwise in excellent
condition. $65 each
(CEs322)
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A PRINTED LEAF FROM JOHN FOXE'S "ACTS AND MONUMENTS OF MARTYRS." (London:
Company of Stationers, 1632) 381 x 286 mm. (15 x 11 1/4"). Double column, 80 lines of text and
headline in roman and italic type. uIn fine condition, with only trivial imperfections. $75
(ST10323i)
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A PRINTED LEAF FROM A BIBLE IN ENGLISH. TEXT FROM NEHEMIAH. (London: Christopher
Barker and J. Bill, 1632 [but probably 1633]) 337 x 216 mm. (13 1/4 x 8 1/2"). Double column, 68
lines of text and headline in roman type. Matted. Text vigorously ruled in red. Herbert 466. uIn excellent
condition, unusually bright and fresh, and especially attractive with the red ruling. $85
(CEs164)
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A PRINTED LEAF FROM A BIBLE IN ENGLISH. (THE PEARL BIBLE). TEXT FROM ISAIAH.
(London: John Field, 1653) 114 x 57 mm. (4 1/2 x 2 1/4"). Double column, 62 lines of text and
headline in a minute roman type. Matted. Herbert 635. uHeadline cropped, text with overall mottling,
otherwise very good. $75
Taking its name from the tiny typeface, this is "Pocket") manuscript Bibles were meant to be small enough
apparently the first so-called Pearl Bible printed in to be carried on one's person. (CEs166)
English. A great 13th century innovation, "Pearl" (or

From the First Bible Printed in America
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A PRINTED LEAF FROM A BIBLE IN THE MASSACHUSETT DIALECT OF ALGONQUIN.
(ELIOT'S INDIAN BIBLE). TEXT FROM DEUTERONOMY. (Cambridge, Massachusetts: S. Green
and M. Johnson, 1663) 184 x 146 mm. (7 1/4 x 5 3/4"). Double column, 62 lines of text and headline in roman
type. FIRST PRINTING. Matted. Darlow & Moule 6737. uVery faint overall browning, two small darker areas
where the leaf is taped to the mat, otherwise clean, fresh, and generally excellent. $950

This is a very atttractive leaf from the "Hortus engravers. The bishop's garden contained a wide range
Eystettensis," the earliest printed large folio-size of plants, many newly imported from the Americas and
botanical work, compiled and published by Nuremberg the Ottoman Empire. The present plate depicts the dwarf
horticulturist and apothecary Basil Besler (1561- bearded iris. The four blooms have been delicately colored in
1629). For the "Hortus," images of more than 1,000 flowers white, azure blue with lavender highlights, yellow with red
from the gardens of Besler's patron Johann Conrad von highlights, and ice blue. The leaves are not the monochrome
Gemmingen, Prince Bishop of Eichstätt (ca. 1561-1612), green of early botanicals, but rich verdant tones subtly
were engraved over a period of 16 years. The drawings shaded with yellow and brown. Done on thick, textured
were done from nature by various artists, and engraved paper, this is an excellent representative specimen from one
by Wolfgang Kilian of Augsburg and 10 other master of the most spectacular florilegia ever printed. (CJB1108)
________
182

This is a very desirable leaf from the first appearance of Eliot's Indian Bible. Darlow & Moule says that this Bible
"was the first scripture printed in North America, and also the first version prepared for a pagan people in their own
language." It was also "the earliest example in history of the translation and printing
of the entire Bible in a new language as a means of evangelization. . . . John Eliot
performed the Herculean task of learning the difficult Algonquin tongue, of translating,
unaided, the entire Bible in this unknown and unwritten language, of overcoming
many technical difficulties, and of then teaching the Indians to read their own tongue.
Samuel Green, the printer, was aided greatly by James Printer, an Indian compositor
and corrector of the press. . . . The language is now extinct." Eliot (ca. 1604-90) was
a Puritan minister in Roxbury, Massachusetts, who, beginning at age 42, studied for
15 years the Narragansett, or Massachusett, dialect of the Algonquin language spoken
by the Indian tribes in his vicinity. He worked for an additional eight years on his
translation. Printing was begun in 1660 with equipment and supplies shipped from
England by the Corporation for the Promoting and Propagation of the Gospel of Jesus
Christ in New England. The New Testament appeared in 1661, and the entire Bible in
1663. (CEs189)
________
183
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A PRINTED LEAF FROM A BIBLE IN ENGLISH. THE TITLE PAGE FOR THE NEW TESTAMENT.
(Cambridge [England]: By John Hayes, 1674) 394 x 254 mm. (15 1/2 x 10"). Woodcut printer's
device. Apparently Herbert 717. uTrivial worming, but a stately title leaf in fine, bright condition. $125
(ST8821-3d)
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TWO PRINTED LEAVES, OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A BIBLE IN THE MASSACHUSETT
DIALECT OF ALGONQUIN. (ELIOT'S INDIAN BIBLE). TEXT FROM LUKE AND NUMBERS.
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Samuel Green, 1685) 184 x 133 mm. (7 1/4 x 5 1/4"). Double column, 62 lines
of text and headline in roman type. The revised Second Edition. Matted. Darlow & Moule 6738. uModerate
wrinkling and some browning, but in quite good condition nevertheless. $500
The first and second printings of Eliot's Indian Bible on the present leaves from the second printing are
are very similar, but they can be distinguished by a bit more than 100 mm. wide and 160 mm. high).
measuring the width and height of the text (those (CEs190)

301

A PRINTED LEAF FROM THE FIRST LATIN TRANSLATION OF THE HEBREW MISCHNAH.
TEXT FROM PART IV, "SEDER NEZIKIN SIVE LEGUM MISCHNICARUM LIBER QUI INSCRIBITUR
ORDO DAMNORUM." (Amsterdam: Borstius, 1702) 356 x 235 mm. (14 x 9 1/4"). Double column, text in
Hebrew and roman type. Fuks, "Hebrew typography in the Northern Netherlands, 1585-1815" 612. uWith an
insignificant internal tear in upper margin, minor foxing, otherwise excellent. $150
This excerpt of the Hebrew law, or Mischnah, deals and Obadiah di Bertinoro, was translated into Latin by Dutch
with civil and criminal law and court procedures. The scholar Willem Surenhuys (ca. 1664-1729), and this translation
Mischnah, along with commentaries by Moses Maimonides was first published between 1698 and 1703. (ST10323f-g)
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(BOTANICAL ENGRAVINGS). WEINMANN, JOHANN W. A COLLECTION OF 27 BOTANICAL
PLATES, OFFERED IN TWO GROUPS, FROM "PHYTANTHOZA ICONOGRAPHIE." (Regensburg,
1735-45) Platemarks measuring approximately 335 x 210 mm. (13 x 8 1/4") on sheets of varying sizes, the regular
plates averaging about 460 x 295 mm. (18 x 11 5/8"); the Large Paper engravings about 503 x 355 mm. (19 3/4 x
13 5/8"). Two groups of very pleasing botanical plates colored by a contemporary hand, 23 of normal size, four
from a Large Paper Copy. Sitwell, p. 151. uA "regular" plate (though double-page) split into two along the fold,
otherwise only trivial defects. $1,750 for the 23 regular plates; $1,000 for the four Large Paper engravings

These plates come from one of the most impressive
flower books of the period, a four-volume work with
1,025 engravings produced over a period of more
than a decade. Sitwell says that the book was "perhaps
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PRINTED LEAVES, OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A BIBLE IN ENGLISH. TEXT FROM I
SAMUEL. (Oxford: J. Baskett 1740) 257 x 197 mm. (10 1/8 x 7 3/4"). Double column, 65 lines of text
and headline in roman type. Herbert 1048. uA breath of foxing right at edges, but in fine condition. $25 each
(ST7610-3q-3v)
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PRINTED LEAVES, OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A BIBLE IN GERMAN. TEXTS FROM
THE GOSPEL OF JOHN, THE EPISTLE TO THE COLOSSIANS, AND I KINGS. (Germantown,
Pennsylvania: Christopher Saur, 1743) 235 x 178 mm. (9 1/4 x 7"). Double column, 52 lines of text and headline
in gothic type. Darlow & Moule 4240. uOverall browning (as always), minor freckled foxing, but still in very
acceptable condition. $65 each
Of the presses established by the German population
in Pennsylvania, by far the two most important ones
were Peter Miller's at Ephrata and the Germantown
press founded by Christopher Sower (sometimes Saur
or Sauer, 1693-1758). Sower came to America in 1724,
learned the printing trade at Ephrata, and set up his own

305

________
184

the most notable example" of fine German natural history
productions during the first half of the 18th century. The
chief artists involved with the project were J. J. Haid, J. E.
Ridinger, B. Seuter, and the famous G. D. Ehret. (ST7597)

press in Germantown in 1738 (he later built a paper mill
and a book bindery). He issued a good deal of ephemeral
and some scriptural material, most important of which
was a quarto Bible in 1743, the first Bible in the colonies
after the Eliot Indian translation of 1663 and the first Bible
printed in America in a European language. (ST10582m)

(MORALIZING ENGRAVINGS). HOGARTH, WILLIAM. THE 12 ENGRAVINGS COMPRISING
THE "INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS" SERIES. (London: Published According to Act of Parliament,
30 September 1747) Platemark, Plates 1-10: 265 x 350 mm. (10 1/2 x 13 3/4"); Platemark, Plates 11-12: 275 x 405
mm. (10 1/2 x 16"). Size of sheets varies. Most of the plates in Paulson's Second State. With 12 detailed and
highly animated scenes, rich with symbolism, contrasting the lives of an industrious apprentice and an idle
apprentice, from their early days on the job to their ultimate destinies, the plates within architectural frames
decorated with allegorical elements, a cartouche (or sometimes two) below the scene containing a quote from
the Bible. Paulson 168-79. uFirst plate a little darkened, Plate 11 with slight fraying to head edge, occasional
corner creases or short closed tears (none affecting images), otherwise in fine condition, clean and fresh with
rich impressions and ample margins. (See also illustration on inside back cover.) $4,000
________
185

This is an uncommonly seen complete set of the
famous moralizing plates issued in 1747 by William
Hogarth (1697-1764). Previously, he had published two
similar series, "A Harlot's Progress" (1731) and "Marriage
à-la-Mode" (1743), which he had painted first and then
converted to copper-engraved plates. "Industry and
Idleness," on the other hand, was created simply and solely
as a set of engravings, each of the plates selling individually
for a shilling. The series is an animated and both powerful
and amusing warning of the dangers of loafing on the
job as well as a display of the benefits of industriousness
and honesty. Two apprentices, Francis Goodchild and
Thomas Idle, start out in the same weaver's studio, but
their approach to their work is different from the start: in
plate I, the industrious apprentice is neatly dressed, hard
at work, and surrounded by improving literature. The idle
one, scruffy and probably hung over, dozes at his loom
while a cat toys with the shuttle, his battered apprentice's
handbook on the ground and the decidedly unimproving
"Moll Flanders" on a post behind him. Despite an obvious
bias in the depiction, the viewer's sympathies are not

infrequently drawn to the rogue apprentice rather than the
priggishly virtuous one; still, the moral comes home again
and again: the good boy sings in church, sharing a hymnal
with a pretty girl, perhaps that same master's daughter
whom he marries in a later engraving, while the bad boy
gambles with his loutish friends and shacks up with a
prostitute. That same strumpet subsequently turns in the
rogue, who by this point is involved in stuffing a corpse into
a chest, and he makes his final appearance being driven to
the gallows. Meanwhile, the industrious apprentice ascends
higher and higher, ending up as Lord Mayor of London.
The supporting characters in these scenes are beautifully
realized, and the foibles of the great and the lowly are
satirized, from the wealthy merchants making gluttons
of themselves at a grand banquet to the knaves brawling
in a tavern and the hucksters selling souvenirs at Idle's
execution. These inimitable scenes of everyday life, as fresh
as Fielding's "Tom Jones," may possibly have served to
instruct lazy apprentices, and they certainly have enduring
value as documenting London life in all the squalor and
racy splendor of the 18th century. (ST12526a-l)
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A PRINTED LEAF FROM WENDLINGEN'S "ELEMENTOS DE LA MATHEMATICA." TEXT
FROM "GEOMETRIA." (Madrid: Joachin Ibarra, 1753) 165 x 114 mm. (6 1/2 x 4 1/2"). Single column,
20 lines of text in a very pleasing roman type. Matted. uIN ESPECIALLY FINE CONDITION, quite clean,
fresh, and bright. $150

Chosen as court printer to the Spanish king Carlos III,
Joaquin Ibarra (1725-85) had a celebrated career that
featured two remarkable achievements, the diglot Sallust
of 1772 and the beautiful Royal Academy edition of "Don
Quixote," generally considered to be the finest version of
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________
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the work ever produced. Influenced by the stately typefaces
of Bodoni, Didot, and Baskerville, Ibarra established such
a wide and considerable reputation that he made a major
contribution to "raising the standards of printing, not only in
Spain, but in Europe generally." (Glaister) (ST10582l)

A PRINTED LEAF FROM THE FIRST BASKERVILLE EDITION OF THE BOOK OF COMMON
PRAYER. TEXT FROM THE SERVICE ON THE THURSDAY BEFORE EASTER (MAUNDY THURSDAY).
(Cambridge: John Baskerville, 1760) 235 x 152 mm. (9 1/4 x 6"). Single column, 30 lines of text and headline in
________
187

roman type. The variant version printed without borders. Gaskell 12; Griffiths, p. 174. uTraces of mounting
glue along inner margin, paper thinned in a tiny spot, affecting one letter, two short closed marginal tears, but
clean and otherwise fine. SOLD
(ST6767b)
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(BOTANICAL ENGRAVINGS). BONELLI, GIORGIO. A COLLECTION OF 20 BOTANICAL
PLATES FROM "HORTUS ROMANUS." (Rome: Bouchard et Gravier, 1772-84) 533 x 387 mm. (21 x
15 1/4"). With 20 hand-colored plates made from drawings by Liberato Sabbati and Cesare Ubertini and engraved
by Maddalena Bouchard. With the botanical names in Latin and the common names in Italian and French below
each illustration. Dunthorne 45; Sitwell, "Great Flower Books," p. 79; Hunt 629; Nissen BBI 200; Pritzel 976;
Stafleu & Cowan TL2 634. uFive of the leaves with light horizontal crease across the middle, a couple of these
with short closed tear to margin, one plate with two three-inch light brown stains to margin, another with light
freckled foxing, otherwise in excellent condition, generally clean and fresh. $2,500 for the collection

________
188

These appealing plates depict a variety of plants from
the Roman Botanical Garden, founded in 1450 and
believed to be the first private garden of its type. The
distinguished Italian physician and noted pharmacologist
Giorgio Bonelli (1742-1782) was commisioned by the
publishers to be the scientific director for an illustrated
botanical catalogue of plants from the garden, and his
"Hortus Romanus" was the result. The keeper of the garden,

Sabbati, provided most of the content of the book, with
some text added by Bonelli. Dunthorne states that the "large
prints were engraved in an unusually broad manner and
colored with opaque colors producing extremely decorative
plates." Many of the specimens featured here are herbs with
small, inconspicuous blooms, but others, like the dramatic
Dracunculus, with its large purple spadix and spathe, make
a memorable display. (CJB1110)

309

PRINTED LEAVES, OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A BIBLE IN GERMAN. (THE "GUN
WAD" BIBLE). TEXTS FROM I CHRONICLES, ESTHER, AND PROVERBS. (Germantown: Christoph
Saur [the Younger], 1776) 254 x 197 mm. (10 x 7 3/4"). Double column, 52 lines of text and headline in gothic
type. Matted. Two leaves with a four-line ornamental initial. Darlow & Moule 4240. uLightly browned, a few
light fox spots, one leaf with faint fore margin dampstain, otherwise excellent. $65 each

________
189

Christoph Saur the Younger succeeded his father in
1758 as head of the Germantown family printing
establishment. This is the third edition of the Saur
Bible in German, notable in that it was issued in the

year of the American Revolution. It is said that some
3,000 copies were made, but most of them were destroyed
to make cartridges for muskets, a fact that gave this edition
the colorful name of "Gun Wad" Bible. (ST8821-4m)
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SOWERBY, JAMES, Illustrator. SMITH, JAMES EDWARD. 27 PLATES, OFFERED AS A GROUP,
FROM "ENGLISH BOTANY." (London, 1790-1814) 248 x 156 mm. (9 3/4 x 6 1/8"). A GROUP OF
27 HAND-COLORED BOTANICAL PLATES, each with accompanying explanatory text. uGenerally in fine
condition—very fresh, clean, and bright, and with only trivial defects. $500 for the group

James Sowerby (1757-1822) studied painting at
the Royal Academy and earned his living painting
portraits until disenchantment with the need to
please the vanity of his subjects led him to turn to
plants instead. He worked with William Curtis on his
"Flora Londinensis" and "Botanical Magazine" before
striking out on his own. Sowerby met botanist Sir James

Edward Smith (1759-1828) through his brother-in-law,
and proposed the project that became "English Botany,"
with Smith providing the letterpress and Sowerby nearly
all of the engravings, which are the chief attraction here.
"English Botany" was a success from the appearance of
the first issue in 1790, with the plates receiving the lion's
share of praise. (ST11652b-2c)

VI. Printed Books, 1505 - 1799
Published by the First Organization Founded Solely to Conduct Scientific Experiments
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(ACCADEMIA DEL CIMENTO). [MAGALOTTI, LORENZO]. SAGGI DI NATURALI ESPERIENZE.
(Firenze: Giuseppe Cocchini, 1667) 337 x 241 mm. (13 1/4 x 9 1/2"). 8 p.l., CCLXIX pp., [9] leaves (last
blank). FIRST EDITION, Second Issue (with the date 1667, not 1666, and with the dedication to Duke Ferdinand
II, which is not present in the First Issue). ANIMATED 19TH CENTURY DICED RUSSIA, EXTRAVAGANTLY
GILT IN A 17TH CENTURY DESIGN, covers with gilt palmette frame enclosing a bold design of painted
black strapwork forming a number of geometrical compartments around an elaborately gilt central wheel
device with black center, each compartment densely gilt with repeating small tools creating a filigree effect;
raised bands, spine in compartments each featuring four intricately gilt lozenges stacked on top of each other
at center and flanked by five triangles of similar design, turn-ins gilt, marbled endpapers, all edges gilt and
gauffered in a ribbon design. Engraved device on title page with the motto "provando e riprovando" ("trial
and error"), very large historiated woodcut initials, engraved vignette headpieces and tailpieces, engraved
frontispiece portrait of dedicatee (Grand Duke Ferdinand II of Tuscany), and 75 FULL-PAGE ENGRAVED
ILLUSTRATIONS (including several repeats), MOSTLY OF SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS. (Norman mentions that
there is a portrait of Duke Leopold that is "added to only part of the edition, and [that] is often lacking.") Title
printed in red and black. Thorndike VIII, 216; Brunet V, 29; Graesse IV, 335. uA hint of flaking to joints, three
corners worn through, light glue stain around turn-ins, but the glimmering binding quite solid and with only
very modest signs of use. Title page with brown thumb-sized stain to head, touching but not obscuring text, the
two dedication leaves on poorer quality paper and consequently with significant overall browning, persistent
(but always minor) mostly marginal smudges or freckled foxing, but the text and plates—done on high quality
paper—generally fresh and appealing, with generous margins. (See also illustration on back cover.) $7,500
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A PRINTED LEAF FROM A BIBLE IN ENGLISH. TEXT FROM THE GOSPEL OF MATTHEW. (New
Jersey: Isaac Collins, 1791) 267 x 216 mm. (10 1/2 x 8 1/2"). Double column, 65 lines of text and
headline in roman type. Matted. Herbert 1354. uA bit browned, minor marginal foxing, but still an excellent
specimen from the first Bible printed in New Jersey. $40
(ST8821-4o)
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A PRINTED LEAF FROM A BIBLE IN ENGLISH. TEXT FROM DANIEL. (Worcester, Massachusetts:
Isaiah Thomas, 1791) 298 x 235 mm. (11 3/4 x 9 1/4"). Double column, 60 lines of text and headline
in roman type. Herbert 1353. uMinor marginal foxing, a hint of browning, otherwise an excellent leaf. $50
Isaiah Thomas (1749-1831) is called by Blumenthal
"the first major figure in American printing. Printer,
binder, papermaker, publisher, and bookseller, he was, too,
a colonial patriot, an historian, and a public benefactor."

His history of American printing, published in 1810, is
certainly the most important early American work on
the profession. Benjamin Franklin called Thomas "the
Baskerville of America." (ST7610-3y)

313

A PRINTED LEAF FROM BODONI'S "DISGRAZIE DI DONNA URANIA OVVERO DEGLI STUDI
FEMMINILI." (Parma: nel Regal Palazzo, co' tipi bodoniani, 1793) 203 x 146 mm. (8 x 5 3/4"). Single
column, 26 lines of text in Bodoni type. Matted. Brooks 491. uA leaf, IN VERY FINE CONDITION, from the
most celebrated European printer of his era. $75
(ST10582x)
________
190

________
191

This is a handsomely bound copy of the "Essays on
Natural Experiments" produced by the Accademia
del Cimento, the most significant expression of postGalilean scientific progress in Italy. Founded in 1657, the
Accademia was the first organization formed for the sole
purpose of making scientific experiments, and so it occupies
a singular position in the history of the development of
science. Prince Leopold of Tuscany, the last exceptional
member of the Medici family, and his brother Ferdinand,
who followed the Medici family tradition of patronizing
the arts and sciences, provided the support, free-thinking
direction, and financial patronage for the Academy. A
well-equipped laboratory and an apparently inexhaustible
supply of apparatus and materials helped to make the work
of the 10 scientists associated with the Academy more
sustained and broader in scope than anything that had
come before it. (W. E. K. Middleton, "The Experimenters")
Among many other subjects, the experiments described here
"were concerned with air pressure, and freezing; or [they]
aimed to prove that water was incapable of compression and

that there was no such thing as lightness or positive levity.
Some [experiments] were magnetic and others electric, the
latter being chiefly performed with amber. Other subjects
investigated were the change of colors in fluids, the motion
of sound, and projectiles." (Thorndike) Although no author
is given by name, the title page indicates that this account
was written by the secretary to the academy, Lorenzo
Magalotti (1637-1712). A pupil of Viviani and a friend of
Boyle, Magalotti was celebrated for his highly finished,
colorful, almost dramatic descriptions of experiments. "He
has the distinction . . . of having written the best scientific
prose in Italian after that of Galileo." (DSB) Although the
illustrations of instruments and apparatus are characterized
by a functional simplicity and absence of ornament, this
volume, with its fine headpieces, tailpieces, and initials as
well as its wide-margined and thick textured leaves, was
obviously intended to be a luxury production. The binding—
which is unsigned but clearly the product of an extremely
skilled craftsman—is a powerful augmentation that magnifies
this luxury almost to the point of opulence. (ST12561)
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(ACCOUNTING). DE LA PORTE, M. LA SCIENCE DES NÉGOCIANS ET TENEURS DE LIVRES.
(Paris: Chez Jean de Nully, 1748) 127 x 203 mm. (5 x 8"). xvi, 608 pp. Contemporary calf, raised
bands, spine compartments gilt with foliate sidepieces and floral centerpiece, red morocco label, marbled
endpapers. Woodcut headpieces and tailpieces. Early ownership inscription on front blank. uJoints, covers,
and extremities obviously worn, front board with vertical fracture and separated from spine, some loss of
leather in top spine compartment; free endpapers gone or partly so, rear flyleaf defective, text slightly browned,
a dozen leaves with varying but generally minor ink stains, dampstains, or soiling, tiny wormholes in lower
corner and fore edge through first half of book (slightly elongated through a dozen leaves), other minor defects,
but generally well preserved internally. Nothing remotely like a fine copy, but with the text in very satisfactory
condition, especially for a book that would normally be subjected to hard use. $300
This is a revised and augmented edition of a
handbook for men of business and principally for
those keeping the books. First published in 1704 and
universally recognized as a classic in the field, the book
has numerous examples of actual accounts which take
us into the world of the shops of 18th century France.
The first section is on simple accounting, the second

on double-entry bookkeeping, and the third on other
sorts of business which a bookkeeper might be writing
up, such as bills of exchange or letters of credit. De la
Porte envisages an international business, and explains
the currencies and the weights and measures of other
European countries. He also includes a handy dictionary
of French business terms. (ST8271)

First published in 1766 to accompany the release of
new globes designed by the author, this work explains
in layman's terms how globes are designed and how
they can be used to solve practical problems. The globes
and the treatise both proved very popular, the former
selling well despite their relatively high cost and the latter
going through numerous editions by 1810. Compared to the
first printing, Adams added more background information
on the workings of the solar system to this second edition,
and addressed the uses of globes in spherical trigonometry.

The frontispiece here shows Adams' handsome new globe
with its unusual mounting, and a larger version appears
on (folding) plate 10. Nine of the plates are diagrams of
the solar system or of the earth's position in relation to the
sun; the other four illustrate the use of the globe in solving
spherical problems. In addition to being mathematical
instrument maker to George III, Adams (ca. 1709-72) was
the successful producer of scientific instruments and globes
in general; a number of his devices are in the collection of
the London Science Museum. (CJW1325)
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(AGRICULTURE). CLARKE, CUTHBERT. THE TRUE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF HUSBANDRY.
(London: Printed for the Author; and sold by G. Robinson and T. Slack, 1777) 248 x 184 mm.
(9 3/4 x 7 1/4"). xii, 363, [1] pp. FIRST EDITION. Attractive recent retrospective full calf, raised bands, one
burgundy and one black morocco label. With a few woodcuts in the text and with five folding plates, as called
for, illustrating agricultural implements and technology. Title page with flourished early ownership signature
of J[o]n[athan] Donkin. Fussell, p. 111; Perkins 348; ESTC T-145953. uTwo plates with short tears along a fold
(not touching image), occasional minor foxing, a little more noticeable on the plates, but still a fresh, clean, and
appealing copy with ample margins and in a virtually unworn sympathetic binding. $950

This practical guide for the farmer is constructed,
unexpectedly, as a Socratic dialogue between
"Philosophus," a wise natural philosopher and expert
on the subject of husbandry, and "Agricola," the farmer/
student whose name is both the Latin word for farmer
and a tribute to the Roman general of that name. Clarke
(ca. 1728-90) was a writer and lecturer on agricultural
topics who was well respected for his knowledge and his
improvements to farming technology. According to the DNB,
"his central objective in this work is the rationalization of
farming, to resolve 'the hitherto random Art of Husbandry
into a Science.'" The dialogue format allows him to adopt a

more conversational tone than the sometimes dry style of
other manuals, and the author has still made it easy to find
a section on a particular topic with a very detailed table of
contents. Following the Socratic portion is a section entitled
"Elements of Practical Mechanics: with the Application
thereof to Rural Affairs." It begins with a basic lesson in the
physics of how machines work and goes on to explain the
construction and workings of the basic implements necessary
to the farmer, which are illustrated on the five folding plates at
the rear of the book. These include Clarke's own design for a
"Plough that may be worked with the least Force possible," an
invention that had won a gold medal (in the corner of the plate,

6316, 317, 318, 326, 340
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ADAMS,
GEORGE.
A
TREATISE
DESCRIBING THE CONSTRUCTION, AND
EXPLAINING THE USE, OF NEW CELESTIAL AND
TERRESTRIAL GLOBES. (London: Printed for and sold
by the author, 1769) 216 x 127 mm. (8 1/2 x 5"). xxviii,
345 pp., [7] pp. Second Edition. Recent quarter calf over
linen, raised bands, red morocco label. With 14 plates,
13 of them folding. Isolated brief pencilled marginalia.
ESTC T-53466. uOne page with thin black mark (a
printing imperfection) running across seven lines of text
and obscuring a word in each line, mild offsetting from
most engravings, two plates with short closed tears along
a fold (not affecting image), occasional minor marginal
stains, otherwise an excellent copy—clean and fresh, and
in an unworn binding. (See also illustration opposite.) $750
________
192

________
193

a medallion measuring 45 mm. in diameter represents that windmill, and a grist mill powered by a water wheel are also
medal and is an oddly touching boast). Fussell considers this depicted and described, as are a number of grasses and grains
plough Clarke's "real achievement." Other types of ploughs, a which would be profitable to grow. (CJM1004)
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(AGRICULTURE). ELLIS, WILLIAM. CHILTERN AND VALE FARMING. [bound with] THE
PRACTICAL FARMER; OR THE HERTFORDSHIRE HUSBANDMAN. (London: Printed for the author,
1733; London: Printed for Weaver Bickerton, 1732) 191 x 127 mm. (7 1/2 x 5"). viii, 400 pp.; iv, 5-171 pp., [5] pp.
(ads). Two separately published works bound in one. Early [First?] Edition of the first work; Second Edition
(with additions) of the second work (published in same year as the first edition). Pleasing recent retrospective
half calf over marbled boards, raised bands, spine with red morocco label, speckled edges. Paper repairs to title
page and pp. iii and 151 of first work, no doubt to remove library stamps. Perkins 557, 562. uA few quires of
the first work with faint dampstain in the upper half of the fore margin (not affecting the text), light soiling to
"Chiltern" title page, isolated minor browning in the first work, otherwise quite a fine, fresh, clean copy with
only trivial imperfections internally, and in an unworn sympathetic binding. (See illustration on p. 193.) $650
This volume contains two important 18th century
English works dealing in a direct, specific way with
land management, soil amelioration, and animal
husbandry. William Ellis (d. 1758) was a self-described
"plain farmer," whose second book "The Practical Farmer"
(bound last in our volume) was an immediate success,
going into three editions in its first year. Divided into nine
chapters, it covers topics that clearly were of interest to
the contemporaneous audience, from "increasing crops of
pease and beans" to "how to keep pigeons and tame rabbits
to advantage." The 14 chapters of the first work in our
volume cover a great many headings, but with a narrow
focus. Its various discussions concentrate on two kinds of
fields—those found in "the Chiltern," or hilly ground (where
soils are diverse and frequently problematic), and those in
"the Vale," or lowlands, full of fertile black and "blewish"
soils. Ellis' gift lay in his business sense: in Fussell's words,
he was among the first agricultural authors to try "to prove
the advantages of the methods he propounds by attaching

to them the golden measure of their financial profit, a
touchstone that reaches everybody." As a result, he found
himself very much in demand as a farm management
"consultant" to the landed gentry, travelling all over
England to proffer his expertise. Always one to capitalize
on an opportunity, he supplemented his income by selling
seeds and implements to his clients. These enterprises,
coupled with his steady production of literature (including
the first English book devoted entirely to sheep herding),
led him to neglect his own farm in Hertfordshire. As a
result, his reputation suffered in the eyes of visitors who
expected to see a model of modern farming methods on his
own spread, but who found instead outdated equipment
and general dilapidation. As Fussell indicates, Ellis was
criticized by more serious scholars for his inclusion of
picturesque descriptions of the countryside and anecdotes
about "gipsies and thieves," but, ironically, this inclusion
constitutes one of the major attractions of his work for the
modern reader. (CJM0807)

In Remarkable Condition, and in Bindings with Particularly Handsome Decoration

actually took up residence and did the work. The present book
is based on notes ("minutes") that he made while managing
a farm in Surrey from 1774 to 1778. According to Fussell,
it was originally published in the latter year, after winning
the approval of Samuel Johnson. Marshall heavily revised the
work in 1798 and reissued it as part of his rural economy
series on the agricultural regions of England and Scotland; our
1799 edition is augmented by the first appearance of a second
work, which deals with the countryside surrounding London.
Marshall takes us through the farming year, observing when
he planted and reaped, what tools and animals he used (his

preference for oxen over horses was controversial), and
what weather conditions prevailed. Useful for farmers in its
time, it is interesting to the modern reader for its first-person
account of daily farm life in 18th century England. Former
owner George de Ligne Gregory (1740-1822) was heir to
the Harlaxton Estate and was remarkable for letting its 15th
century manor house decline while extensively updating and
improving the housing of his tenants. He built a new, more
modest manor near Hungerton, where perhaps our volumes
once resided, in very much the same condition as we find
them today. (ST12560)
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AKENSIDE, MARK. THE POEMS OF MARK AKENSIDE, M. D. (London: Printed by W. Bowyer
and J. Nichols, 1772) 216 x 133 mm. (8 1/2 x 5 1/4"). xii, 402 pp. Edited by Jeremiah Dyson. First
Collected Edition. One of 1,000 copies (according to the publisher's records). Extremely pleasing contemporary
polished calf, raised bands flanked by gilt rules, green morocco label (evidence of removed labels at head and
tail of spine, though this expertly masked). Front pastedown with armorial bookplate of the library of the Duc
de Luynes at Chateau Dampierre (see below). ESTC T-87425. uFront joint with just slight flaking (and with old
refurbishing in response to it), a few small stains to boards, one corner slightly bumped, a2 with tiny hole to
margin (paper flaw), isolated faint marginal foxing, but generally quite a fine period copy, the binding entirely
solid, lustrous, and scarcely worn, and the text especially clean and fresh. $450
This is an attractive copy, with illustrious provenance,
of the major poems by Dr. Mark Akenside (1721-70),
physician to Queen Charlotte and a major poet of his
day. Before Akenside came to public attention, no less a
luminary than Alexander Pope advised Robert Dodsley to
pay the considerable sum of £120 for the right to publish his
first work, because in Pope's estimation, "this was no everyday writer." Such counsel proved to be sound. "The Pleasures
of Imagination" appeared in January 1744 and went through
three more editions by the end of the year. That philosophical
poem appears here in its original state, as well as the version
rewritten along "a somewhat different and an enlarged Plan"
that was published in 1765. The present collection also
6320 6356

includes the innovative "Odes on Several Subjects," a genre
that was employed by Joseph Warton, William Collins, and
others. And then, as a reflection of Akenside's tendency
to engage in literary disputes and biting satire, there is
"To Curio," directed at a politician who chose to accept a
peerage rather than lead his party in a time of crisis. Edited
by the poet's good friend and heir, Jeremiah Dyson, this
posthumous collection appeared in two versions in 1772—
the present edition, which contains "Notes" on Akenside's
"Hymn to the Naiads" and a section entitled "Inscriptions,"
and another version (often described as quarto) that lacked
those items (but had a frontispiece portrait). Our copy comes
from the grand library of the dukes de Luynes at the Chateau
6355
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(AGRICULTURE). MARSHALL, WILLIAM. MINUTES, EXPERIMENTS, OBSERVATIONS, AND
GENERAL REMARKS ON AGRICULTURE, IN THE SOUTHERN COUNTIES . . . TO WHICH IS PREFIXED
A SKETCH OF THE VALE OF LONDON, AND AN OUTLINE OF ITS RURAL ECONOMY. (London: G. Nichol, 1799)
216 x 137 mm. (8 1/2 x 5 3/8"). Two volumes. Second Edition of the first work; FIRST EDITION of the second
work. Very attractive contemporary diced russia, covers with gilt chain border, flat spines each featuring six wide
bands and a titling label that have been darkened and marbled (the bands decorated with gilt fleurs-de-lys and
flanked by plain rules and decorative rolls), the other panels (in smooth, lighter calf) with a large, intricate gilt
fleuron, marbled endpapers and edges. With five double-page engraved plates, two with plans of farms, three
with farming implements, and one folding table. Front pastedowns with bookplate of George de Ligne Gregory
(see below). uMild offsetting to plates, isolated marginal spots, but AN EXCEPTIONALLY FINE SET, extremely
clean, fresh, and smooth internally, and in virtually unworn bindings. (See illustration on p. 319.) $2,250
Offered here in bindings of unusual design (and perhaps (1745-1818) was one of the most important agricultural
with decoration more stylish than their subject matter writers of his day, but was thought to be a lesser figure than
might call for), this is a guide to farming in Southern Arthur Young. Modern commentators, however, have judged
England, based on the practical experience of its author, Marshall more favorably, in part because Young merely toured
and written mostly in the form of a journal. Marshall farming districts and reported on what he saw, while Marshall
________
194

________
195

Dampierre, begun in the 17th century by the courtier and
political schemer Marie de Rohan Montbazon (1600-79),
Duchesse de Luynes and de Chevreuse, immortalized in
Dumas' "Musketeers" novels as a calculating lady-in-waiting
to Queen Anne. The Dampierre books in this catalogue were

probably purchased by the 6th duc de Luynes, whose circle
included the philosophes and physiocrats, and who managed
to protect the library during the French Revolution (he was
arrested in 1793, but released upon the supplication of his
chateau's occupants). (ST12579-3)

The First Octavo Juvenal, and one of the Earliest Books in Aldus' New Italic Typeface
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(ALDINE IMPRINT). JUVENALIS, DECIMUS JUNIUS. [and] PERSIUS
FLACCUS. [SATYRAE]. [bound after] CATULLUS, TIBULLUS [and]
PERSIUS. [OPERA]. (Venice: Aldus, 1501; Paris: Simon Colines, 1529) 165 x 102 mm. (6
1/2 x 4"). Juvenal: [78] leaves; Catullus: 167, [1] pp. Two separately published works in
one volume. First Aldine Edition of Juvenal; reprint of Aldine 1502 Edition of Catullus.
Pleasing early—and very probably contemporary—calf, covers with a blind-ruled mitered
frame, lower cover with 19th century blindstamped coat of arms (probably German)
at center, raised bands, top compartment and a thin strip at bottom of spine expertly
renewed, ties missing, PASTEDOWNS FROM A MID-13TH CENTURY MANUSCRIPT
with extensive contemporary marginalia (see below). Front free endpaper with early
ink inscription "Antonius Dulworth(?) ex dono fratris . . . " and with modern bookplate
of Gerald Mander of Tettenhall Wood in Staffordshire; front flyleaf with inscription of
Henry Bracegirdle (who bought this volume in Oxford on 6 December 1660); title page
with 17th century inscription of Edward Palmer, King's College Oxford; marginalia
throughout in Bracegirdle's hand, including an index at the end. Juvenal:
Renouard, pp. 29-30; Ahmanson-Murphy 36. Catullus: Renouard, "Simon
de Colines," p. 132; Schreiber 52. uA handful of small abrasions to front
cover, joints and extremities a little rubbed, but the binding sound and
rather appealing as a lucky survival without much wear. Two leaves with
short closed marginal tears, half-inch wormtrail at tail of gutter on last
four leaves, other trivial imperfections, but A REMARKABLY FINE COPY
INTERNALLY, the leaves clean and fresh, the Juvenal notably bright. (See
also illustration on p. 398.) $12,500
This is an especially pleasing copy of what is apparently while the other matches Briquet 9547. In the present volume,
the third book to appear in Aldus' new italic typeface, the Juvenal is preceded by Simon de Coline's 1529 edition
instituted in imitation of the cursive hand in fashion of the Latin elegiac poets Catullus, Tibullus, and Propertius
at the time and perfectly suited for the small format (all first century B.C.), the text being a reprint of the Aldine
editions popularized by our famous printer. The edition of 1502. The work of Catullus, one of the three great
collection of 16 satires by the great Roman poet Juvenal (ca. Latin lyricists (with Horace and Virgil), is superior here in its
60 - ca. 130) and six satires by the short-lived Stoic Persius intensity and technical perfection, but the poems of Tibullus
(34-62) has provided inspiration for a number of poets intent also have a refined and quiet charm, and perhaps the most
upon denouncing the vices of society, among them Johnson, absorbing portion of the text is the last, in which Propertius
whose "London" clearly borrows from Juvenal's third satire, dwells upon the successive phases of bliss, disillusionment,
showing Megalopolis (i.e., Rome) as the seat of vice and and repulsion in his irregular union with a certain "Cynthia."
corruption. Reflecting Aldus' sustaining commercial goal of These sentiments struck a chord with former owner Henry
providing modestly priced portable editions of the classics Bracegirdle, who encircled text deploring the avarice of girls
to a wide audience, our volume represents the first octavo for luxuries and the inconstancy of women (Bracegirdle
edition of these satires. Renouard indicates that there were signed his first name at the foot of one page, facilitating
two Aldine editions dated 1501: our printing (without the the attribution of the marginalia). There are also intriguing
printer's famous anchor on the title) and one with the anchor annotations on the 13th century (almost certainly Parisian)
present; the latter edition actually appeared several years manuscript leaves used as pastedowns here. From Aristotle's
later (STC Italian suggests 1515). Like the 1995 auction copy "Topica" (book V, chapter III), these leaves contain extensive
(in 19th century boards, sold at Christie's for £3,910) our contemporary glossing that includes diagrams, a manicule
copy has two stocks of paper: one bears an "A" watermark with a long, arching index finger, and the head of a man
very close to, and perhaps identical with, Briquet 7919, wearing a hood. (ST12442)
________
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(ALDINE PRESS). LIBURNIO, NICCOLÓ. LE OCCORRENZE HVMANE. (Vinegia: In Casa de'
Figlivoli di Aldo, 1546) 146 x 95 mm. (5 3/4 x 3 3/4"). 12 p.l., 5-147, [1] pp., [2] leaves. FIRST EDITION.
Appealing old vellum over stiff boards, upper cover inscribed with a small "R" in ink, yapp edges, raised bands,
ink titling on spine. Aldine anchor on first and last leaves. Text in an italic face. Front pastedown with engraved
bookplate of classical scholar Thomas Gaisford (1779-1855); front flyleaf with ink ownership inscription of
Patrizio Francesco Righi dated 1734 and with bookplate of Charles F. Roth tipped on; title page with an Italian
signature dated London, 1657. Renouard 1546; Ahmanson-Murphy 311. uLower cover with half a dozen small
brown spots of no consequence, occasional marginal foxing, faint dampstain to upper outer corner of a couple
of gatherings, but really QUITE AN EXCELLENT COPY, the text especially fresh and clean, and in a pleasing
unsophisticated binding with nothing approaching a significant defect. (See illustration on p. 200.) $2,500
This is a series of 18 wide-ranging conversations
regarding, among other things, beautiful women,
their rarity, virtues, and so on. The characters in the
conversations are generally fictitious, but a discussion of
the nobility of cities and peoples is conducted by Aldus'
patron, Marcus Musurus, and others. Renouard says this
work formerly had a high reputation and did not deserve
the neglect into which it had fallen, because it preserves

many curious details of literary history in speaking
of the learned men and great libraries of the time. Of
special note in this regard is a discussion of the library
at Fountainebleau, praised for its fine collection of Latin,
Greek, and Hebrew books put together by François I. This
is a rare book in the marketplace: in addition to the present
volume, ABPC records just two copies at auction since
1975. (ST11761)
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(ALDINE IMPRINT). PONTANUS, JOANNES JOVIANUS. OPERA. [THE COLLECTED POETICAL
WORKS]. (Venice: Aldus Manutius, 1505) 170 x 105 mm. (6 3/4 x 4 1/4"). 242 unnumbered leaves.
FIRST EDITION. Old vellum over paste boards, ink titling on flat spine. With Aldine anchor device on title and last
page. Renouard, p. 46; Ahmanson-Murphy 75. uFirst three and final two gatherings with dampstain along inner
margin (not affecting text), trivial soiling to vellum, a few insignificant smudges and rust spots, otherwise a very
fresh, clean copy with ample margins, and in a bright and solid binding. (See also illustration on p. 200.) $8,500
This is an especially crisp copy of the first printing
of Pontano's poetic works, handsomely set in Aldine
italic type. Rivaled only by Poliziano as a Latinist,
Pontano (1426-1503) is often called the most elegant and
fertile writer of the 15th century. A greatly trusted and
respected figure in his time, he had a distinguished career—
apart from his literary achievements—in the service of
the Aragonese rulers of Naples as a soldier, historian,
mediator, royal secretary, and head of the academy formed
by Alfonso. But it is his philosophical works and his
poetry for which Pontano is justly famous. His collected
philosophical works were first published in 1501 by
Vercellensis, and are notable for their elegant and natural
style and for their freedom from bias. Our volume contains
the first collection of his poetry, which has a wide range,
from "Urania" (hexameters on astrology) to "Lepidina" (a Aldus in 1502. The publisher was enthusiastic, but decided
mythological account of the marriage of the god Sebeto to to wait for additional works hinted at by the poet before
the nymph Parthenope) to personal lyrics and elegies. In going to press. Unfortunately, a manuscript dispatched
addition to those works, our volume contains "Meteorum," by Pontano went missing for a year when the messenger
"De Hortis hesperidum," "Meliseus," "Mæon," "Acon," to whom it was entrusted took ill and died in Padua in
"Hendecasyllaborum," "Tumulorum," "Neniæ," and the summer of 1503. Pontano himself died in September
"Epigrammata." Pontano writes as if Latin were his native of that year, and the poems languished unpublished for
language and graceful, harmonious verse his natural two years, until Pontano's fellow Neapolitan humanist
means of expression. His most attractive poems are often Pietro Summonte sent additional pastorals to Aldus for
those expressing the intimate joys and sorrows of family inclusion in the collection. Aldus reprinted the work in
life, perhaps because of his own devotion to his wife and 1513 and 1533; both of these editions are more common
children. Pontano had first sent some of his poems to in the markeplace than the present one. (CEH1306)
________
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(ALDINE IMPRINTS). TACITUS. [OPERA]. [bound with] ALCIONIO, PIETRO. LEGATUS DE EXSILIO.
(Venice: Aldus, 1534; 1522) 206 x 133 mm. (8 1/8 x 5 1/4"). 12 p.l., 260 leaves; [70] leaves (including
blank e7 and e8). Two separately published works in one volume. Only Aldine Edition of the first work; FIRST
PRINTING of the second work. Pleasing late 17th or early 18th century English polished calf, "D 6" written in ink on
upper cover, raised bands, spine gilt in compartments (one featuring a bishop's coat of arms with the motto "Veritas
Vincit" ["Truth conquers"], the others with floral lozenge centerpiece and volute cornerpieces), tan morocco label, red
sprinkled edges (very expert repair to small portion of the top of spine). Printer's anchor and dolphin device on title
and last page of each work. First work: Renouard, pp. 112-13; Ahmanson-Murphy 239; Dibdin, p. 450. Second work:
Renouard, p. 95; Ahmanson-Murphy 187. uA couple of small abrasions to boards, minor wear to joints, but the
binding entirely solid, the leather lustrous, and the volume showing little use externally. Four leaves with short, faint
dampstain to tail margin, second work with very light soiling to title and last page, other trivial imperfections, but AN
ESPECIALLY FINE COPY, the text exceptionally clean, fresh, bright, and smooth. (See illustration opposite.) $7,500
This is a remarkably well-preserved copy of a volume
containing two works—the most accurate available edition
of a classic history of Rome and a Renaissance dialogue
so Ciceronian in style that the author was suspected of
copying it from the great orator. The first work here, the
"Annals" of Tacitus (ca. 55 - ca. 117), is the famous account
of the history of Imperial Rome, describing the deeds and
misdeeds of the Julio-Claudian dynasty from 14-68 A.D. It was
the outstanding work of the great Roman historian, a star of the
Silver Age of Latin literature known for his concise prose and
penetrating psychological insights into politics. This, the only
Aldine edition, is a reprint of Froben's 1533 edition compiled
by Beatus Rhenanus (1485-1547) from the Beroaldus edition
of 1515, with (as Dibdin noted) "many errors of that editor . . .
corrected." Dibdin and Renouard both observe that our edition
is much sought after and fetches a far higher price than the
Froben version. It includes three other works: (1) a short piece
on the Germanic peoples, an ethnologically important work
that favorably contrasts their crude virility with the corruption
of Rome; (2) a biography of Agricola, governor of Britain under

Domitian (and Tacitus' father-in-law), considered one of the
outstanding biographies of ancient literature and a very valuable
record of part of the early history of the British Isles; and (3)
a concluding dialogue on oratory, contrasting unfavorably the
speeches given in Tacitus' own day under the watchful eyes of
an emperor with the great harangues of Cicero's late Republican
era. Bound in the present volume with the Aldine Tacitus and
appearing in print here for the first time, "Legatus" is a dialogue
in praise of exile by Venetian humanist Pietro Alcionio (ca.
1487-1527), professor of Greek at Florence and later installed
by Clement VII in the chair at Rome. The accusation that he
had plagiarized Cicero was not finally refuted until the 18th
century, and it left a lasting stain on Alcionio's reputation.
An important editor of Aristotle, Alcionio had worked as a
proofreader and translator for printer Aldus Manutius, and the
man who denounced him was Aldus' son, Paulus Manutius, a
Cicero scholar with an intense personal dislike for Alcionio.
Both of these editions are uncommonly seen, and one could
scarcely hope to find a copy of either of these works in brighter,
fresher condition than what is seen here. (ST12444)
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(ALMANAC). GENEALOGISCHER SCHREIB- UND POST-CALENDAR AUF DAS SCHAST JAHR 1744.
([Prussia]: Mit Approbation der Kön Breüss. Societaet der Wissenschafften, 1744) 98 x 60 mm. (3
7/8 x 2 3/8"). [130] leaves. IN A VERY PLEASING ORIGINAL STIFF VELLUM WALLET-STYLE BINDING,
covers with ornate embossed silver-gilt frame and centerpiece medallion with the year flanked by two curving
cornucopia and topped with a crown, flat spine with embossed head- and tailpiece, red speckled endpapers, all
edges gilt. With 27 plates: engraved frontispiece portraits of Frederick, King of Prussia, and his queen, Elisabeth
Christine, a folding colored map of the area of the Lower Hayn, 12 allegorical engravings, each representing a
month of the year, and 12 portraits of the king's ancestors. Three folding genealogical tables. Verso of front free
endpaper with library label; front flyleaf with armorial bookplate; blank leaves in calendar with notations in a
contemporary hand. uBinding a bit soiled, a substantial portion of the silver now oxidized (but still pleasing as
gray), hinge open at first gathering, but the interesting binding still entirely sound and otherwise A FINE, FRESH
COPY of a fragile item that could well have been found today as wreckage. (See illustration opposite.) $750
This charming little pocketbook served, among other a Silesian variant, while the biographies are prefaced by
things, as a reference to determine saints' days and to genealogical information and short entries for rulers of
give essential information on the Prussian rulers from the various smaller states into which Germany was then
Frederick Prince of Brandenburg in 1416 to Frederick divided. The binding is of significant historical interest, and
William, who died in 1740. The current king, pictured as while it would be a stretch to call it beautiful, it is certainly
a young man, would become Frederick the Great (1712-86). charming and pretty, and the silver that remains intact
The calendar includes sketches of the weather for various (for example under the flap, protected from light) is quite
months, and gives both the German list of holy days and pleasing. (ST12173-3)
________
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(AMERICA, HISTORY OF). BRAINERD, DAVID. MIRABILIA DEI INTER INDICOS, OR . . . DIVINE
GRACE DISPLAY'D AMONGST THE INDIANS. (Philadelphia: Printed and Sold by William Bradford,
[ 1746]) 194 x 117 mm. (7 5/8 x 4 5/8"). viii, 232, 231-253, [1] pp. (pagination as in British Library copy). With
the half title. FIRST EDITION. Pleasing recent retrospective full dark brown calf, raised bands, two red morocco
labels. Sabin 7340; Howes 717. uMany (but not all) of the leaves moderately browned, mostly from offsetting
(one gathering rather spotted), but generally quite clean, reasonably fresh, and considerably better internally than
the typical early American imprint, and in an unworn retrospective binding. (See illustration on p. 193.) $6,500
This work is important as a production of a noted
early American printer, as an insight into the attitudes
of English colonists towards the Native Americans,
and as a source of understanding about the strained
relations between the two groups. Our account by
Puritan missionary David Brainerd (1718-47) of his efforts
to convert American Indians to Christianity was published
at the expense of the Society in Scotland for the Propagation
of Christian Knowledge, Brainerd's sponsor in this work. It
is written in the form of a journal, starting on 19 June 1745,
the day Brainerd set off for Crosweeksung, New Jersey, to
"Christianize" the tribes in that area. His techniques included
preaching hell-fire and brimstone and catechizing his
prospective converts in the tenets of Christian doctrine. At
the end of the book Brainerd discusses the major obstacles he
has encountered in his missionary work; chief among them
is the "immorality and vicious behaviour of many [colonists]
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who are call'd Christians." Brainerd had little success in
winning souls, and unfortunately he infected many of those
he wished to save with the tuberculosis that took his own
life at age 29. As ANB puts it, "Brainerd preached the Word
of Life, but he spoke with a poisoned breath." This work
was printed by William Bradford (1721-91, known as the
"patriot-printer of 1776"), a prominent colonial printer and
a hero of the War of Independence. According to ANB,
"he signed the Non-Importation Resolutions of 1765, he
supported a proposed continental congress, and his paper
carried the serpent and 'Unite or Die' slogan from July
1774 until October 1775. The London Coffee-House, which
Bradford owned and frequented, became the Revolution's
unofficial Philadelphia headquarters. A leading Son of
Liberty, he printed the most extreme material opposing the
Crown; he was the first to publish Thomas Paine's 'Crisis'
essays." (CJM1101)

(AMERICA, HISTORY OF). (ELZEVIER IMPRINT). LAET, JOANNIS DE. NOTÆ AD
DISSERTATIONEM HUGONIS GROTII DE ORIGINE GENTIUM AMERICANARUM. (Amstelodami:
Apud Lvdovicvm Elzivirivm, 1643) 156 x 98 mm. (6 1/8 x 3 7/8"). 223, [1] pp. FIRST EDITION. Contemporary
stiff vellum, flat spine with ink titling. Printer's device on title page. Front pastedown with red wax seal.
Willems 997; Rahir 991; Sabin 38561. uVery minor soiling to vellum, three leaves with small chip at head
edge, isolated rust spots, trivial foxing, and corner creases, but A VERY FINE COPY—especially clean, crisp,
and bright, in a binding that shows no significant signs of use. $4,800
________
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In this major work in the continuing controversy over
the origins of the indigenous people of the Americas,
Dutch humanist Johannes de Laet (1581-1649) presents
a sharp refutation of the theories advanced by Hugo
Grotius. A founding director of the Dutch West Indies
Company, Laet had written an authoritative history of the
New World, published in Dutch in 1625 and in Latin in
1633. He did not speculate on the origins of the people of
the Americas in that work, though he did cite with approval
the theory of the Spanish Jesuit missionary José de Acosta
(1540-1600), who posited that the American Indians had
travelled to the new continent over a land bridge from Asia.
The question of the origin of the inhabitants of the New
World was of great concern to European Christians who
wanted to validate the biblical version of the origins of man.
In Renaissance Europe, how humans found their way to the
isolated continents in the Western hemisphere was as much
a question of theology as it was of history or anthropology.
When noted Protestant theologian Hugo Grotius (15831645) entered the fray, he turned to philologists and classical

historians—rather than to accounts by modern European
explorers and missionaries—in support of his argument that
North American Indians had Norwegian origins, that Central
American peoples had come originally from Ethiopia, and
that Peruvians were descended from shipwrecked Chinese.
Laet, who frequently opposed Grotius' theological views,
demolished these imaginative theories by pointing out
factual inaccuracies and geographical inconsistencies. He
offered 12 possible alternative origins for Native Americans
and backed up his suggestions with references to the
empirical data gathered by travellers to the New World.
His preferred theory—borne out by modern genetic testing—
designated Northern Asia as the origin of the the indigenous
Americans, and maintained that the migration must have
taken place in the distant past. Grotius issued a response
to this work, described by bibliographer Thomas Warren
Field as "much more hauteur than logic," prompting Laet to
publish a further blistering reply. This is an uncommonly
seen book: ABPC lists just five copies at auction since 1975,
only one of them in the 21st century. (ST12129a)

This is an exceedingly rare complete set of an important
contemporary account of the American Revolution,
issued in Boston a year before Cornwallis surrendered
at Yorktown. First published in Dublin in 1779 and
subsequently appearing in another edition in London,
it draws heavily on the "Annual Register," an analysis of
each year's major events edited by Edmond Burke, and on
Burke's own "An Impartial History of the War in America,"
sources considered to be the most complete and unbiased
contemporary accounts of the war. Our copy is a Boston
reprint of the London edition and the first to be printed in
America. In all, our volume contains five parts (complete
and rarely seen thus): the first two parts (making up the
bulk of the text) cover, in turn, the period from the beginning
of hostilities in 1764 until the arrival of General Gage in
Boston in 1774, and then from May of 1774 onwards. This
second part is followed by a 34-page appendix concluding
with the words "End of the First Volume." Then "Volume II"
(though the fourth part of the book) begins with an account of
the winter of 1778, when Washington's army was suffering

great deprivation at Valley Forge, and continues through the
autumn of 1779, ending with an account of the arrival of
the French navy in Charleston and the rout of French troops
by British forces near Savannah. At the conclusion of the
work, the British have the upper hand, although the author
notes that "there never was a defence of so much difficulty
conducted with more steady perseverance, or accomplished
with more vigour and ability" than that mounted by the
American colonies against the superior forces of the crown.
The appendix following this volume contains the treaty of
alliance between the United States and Louis XVI of France.
As Sabin observed, "a complete set is of extreme rarity," and
this is particularly true in commerce. ABPC and Americana
Exchange find only one—incomplete—set at auction since
1975 (a copy of the first two parts and one appendix that
was sold at Swann Galleries in 1984). The last complete set
appearing in the Americana Exchange database was offered
by Goodspeed's of Boston in 1948. To find this work entirely
complete and in an excellent contemporary binding as well
is extremely fortunate. (ST12579-2)
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Very Rare Complete Copy of a Major Contemporary Account of the American Revolution
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(AMERICA, HISTORY OF). THE HISTORY OF THE ORIGIN, RISE AND PROGRESS OF THE WAR
IN AMERICA BETWEEN GREAT BRITAIN AND HER COLONIES, FROM . . . 1764 TO . . . 1774. [bound
with] THE HISTORY OF THE RISE AND PROGRESS OF THE WAR IN NORTH-AMERICA FROM . . . 1774. [bound
with] THE HISTORY OF THE WAR IN AMERICA BETWEEN GREAT BRITAIN AND HER COLONIES, VOL. II.
(London, Printed. Boston: Re-printed by Thomas and John Fleet, 1780) 191 x 121 mm. (7 1/2 x 4 3/4"). 90 pp.;
iv, 5 - 381, 34 pp.; 84, 4 pp. Three volumes and two appendices bound in one. First American Edition. Excellent
contemporary sprinkled calf, raised bands, spine compartments formed by double gilt fillets, red morocco
label, very neat repairs at spine ends (made long ago?), newer endpapers. Sabin 32191; Howes H-532; Evans
16797; Gephart 1000. uCorners slightly bumped, leather slightly discolored, title and last page a bit browned
and with a couple of small stains, persistent—though always light—foxing and browning throughout due to
poor paper quality (much less significant than in many American imprints of this period), a couple of leaves
with small ink blotches to text, other trivial imperfections, but still an excellent copy, the binding entirely solid
and with only minor wear, and the text showing very few signs of use. $10,000
________
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An 18th Century Collection of Anecdotes, Owned by Wallis Simpson's Spurned Husband
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ANDREWS, JAMES PETTIT. (ERNEST ALDRICH SIMPSON'S COPY). ANECDOTES, ANTIENT
AND MODERN. WITH OBSERVATIONS. (London: Printed for John Stockdale, 1790) 222 x 140
mm. (8 3/4 x 5 1/2"). xvi, 470, xvi, 106, v, [1] pp., [8] leaves (ads). Pleasing early 20th century red three-quarter
morocco over marbled boards, raised bands flanked by plain gilt rules, gilt titling, marbled endpapers, all edges
gilt. With an amusing engraved frontispiece portrait of the author using bellows at a fireplace of imagination to
generate anecdotes. Front pastedown with woodcut armorial bookplate of Ernest Aldrich Simpson (see below).
uUpper corners slightly bumped, title page and frontispiece mildly foxed, text with occasional marginal
smudges, minor foxing, offsetting, or other trivial imperfections, but a fresh and generally excellent copy
internally, in a pleasing binding that shows almost no wear. $750

First printed in the previous year, these anecdotes by most scandalous gossip of the 20th century. The anecdotes
British historian and magistrate James Pettit Andrews here are drawn from Andrews' years of research in esoteric
(ca. 1737-97) are called by Britannica "an amusing volumes, and are arranged into 68 alphabetically-ordered
collection of gossip," and our copy is distinguished by topics, among them "Conjugal Infidelity," "Good Old Times,"
having belonged to a man at the center of some of the and "Lazy Monks." The elaborate index is as amusing and
________
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revealing as the stories, with entries including "Ear, lost, does
not ruffle a Spaniard's temper," "Drunkeness, where precisely
lies the sin of it?" and the pithy "Jesuits, troublesome." Ernest
Aldrich Simpson (1895-1958) was a graduate of Harvard, a
naturalized British citizen, and a successful shipping executive,
but he was chiefly known and is only remembered as the
spurned husband of Wallis Warfield Simpson (1896-1986),
the American for whom Edward VIII gave up the throne of
England. In his obituary, the "New York Times" called him

"the forgotten man" in the most publicized romance of the
century, which culminated in his ex-wife's marrying her royal
lover and becoming the Duchess of Windsor. One can easily
imagine why someone in Simpson's position would be anxious
to have a supply of anecdotes at the ready, in order to steer
cocktail party conversation away from his own circumstances.
Of some additional interest here is the long section of ads at
the back for a large number of priced books available from the
major London publisher John Stockdale. (ST11986)

offering . . . a tour of the canto." In any case, each of the
51 cuts has more than enough action and detail to reward
protracted viewing. There were a number of 16th century
printings of Ariosto (Valgrisi himself printed it at least half
a dozen times between 1556 and 1586), and repeated use
of the woodblocks means that the strength of impressions
from copy to copy and even from canto to canto within a

copy will vary significantly. While this variation is evident
to some extent in the present volume, the great majority
of the cuts are rich, and even the least strong impressions
here are excellent. While "Orlando Furioso" is certainly
available in one early edition or another, the vast majority
of copies have now perished from avid use, and finding an
agreeable copy is not very easy. (CJB1102)

Predecessor to (and Plagiarized by) Diderot, with Fine Plates of 18th Century Industries
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ARIOSTO, LODOVICO. ORLANDO FURIOSO [and] I CINQVE CANTI. (Venezia: Vincenzo Valgrisi,
1568) 257 x 178 mm. (10 1/8 x 7"). 8 p.l., 654 pp., [16] leaves (index). Two (continuously paginated)
works in one volume. Edited by Girolamo Ruscelli. Inoffensive 19th century Italian calf over paper boards, flat
spine with gilt titling. With woodcut historiated initials, headpieces, full-page architectural title border with a
portrait of Ariosto and the Valgrisi device, and WITH 51 FULL-PAGE WOODCUTS WITHIN BORDERS (46
for "Orlando Furioso," five for "I Cinque Canti"). Front pastedown with bookplates of Albert Hooper, Jules
Pardonneau of Tours, and James William Ellsworth. Graesse I, 198; Mortimer Italian 29 (citing the 1562 edition).
uCorners quite worn, joints and edges somewhat rubbed, but the binding solid and perfectly adequate; very
top of title page frame trimmed away, blank corner of one leaf restored, bottom half of one engraving with very
faint yellowing, intermittent minor foxing of no consequence, other trivial imperfections, but an excellent copy
internally, with fresh leaves and pleasing impressions of the woodcuts. $5,500
This is the great sprawling romantic epic by Ariosto love with a Saracen and elopes, Orlando goes mad, and is
(1474-1533), 50,000 lines long, 26 years in the making only restored to sanity when another knight flies to the
and refining, and one of the most influential works of moon in Ezekiel's chariot and obtains a magic potion to
literature ever produced (among those writers indebted break the spell. Our copy comes from the Venetian printer
to Ariosto being Tasso, Cervantes, Spenser, Shakespeare, Valgrisi, the first to add full-page illustrations to the work
Milton, Byron, and Shelley). The story of "Mad Orlando" in his edition of 1556, this enhancement being intended
takes place against the background of the war between as a stratagem to outsell rival publisher Gabriele Giolito's
Charlemagne and the Saracens, when Orlando, one of editions. The fascinating woodcuts, full of intricate detail,
Charlemagne's finest knights, neglects his duty out of depict a number of scenes at once, and Mortimer tells us
love for the pagan princess Angelica. When she falls in that "the upper part of the block often becomes a map,
________
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(ARTS ET MÉTIERS). (CHARCOAL MAKING). DUHAMEL DU MONCEAU, [HENRI-LOUIS].
ART DU CHARBONNIER. OU MANIÈRE DE FAIRE LE CHARBON DE BOIS. [bound with] (SLATE
QUARRYING). FOUGEROUX DE BONDAROY, [AUGUSTE-DENIS]. ART DE TIRER DES CARRIÈRES LA PIERRE
D'ARDOISE, DE LA FENDRE ET DE LA TAILLER. [bound with] (IRON MINING, SMELTING, AND FORGING).
COURTIVRON, [GASPARD LE COMPASSEUR-CRÉQUY-MONTFORT, MARQUIS DE], and M. BOUCHU.
ART DES FORGES ET FOURNEAUX À FER. ([Paris: Académie Royale des Sciences], 1761-62) 413 x 286 mm. (16 1/4
x 11 1/4"). iv, 30 pp.; iv, 66 pp.; 66, 31, 141 pp. Three works bound in one volume. FIRST EDITIONS. ESPECIALLY
ATTRACTIVE CONTEMPORARY MARBLED CALF, raised bands, spine heavily gilt in compartments with
unusual centerpiece composed of shell forms and drawer handles, and with intricate volute cornerpieces, red
morocco label, blue paste paper endpapers. WITH 27 OFTEN VERY PLEASING ENGRAVED TECHNOLOGICAL
PLATES: one in the first work, four in the second, and 22 in the last. Brunet II, 618-19. uOccasional faint marginal
foxing, but A VERY FINE COPY, the binding especially lustrous and showing only quite minor wear, and the text
and plates especially clean, fresh, and bright, (See also illustration on p. 206.) $2,500
This and the following five items are part of the
"Description des Arts et Métiers," a series of 75
treatises published in more than 100 parts that,
together, formed the outstanding 18th century work
on handicrafts. Issued over a period of almost three
decades, these works contain often splendid engravings of
the industrial contexts of artisans making paper, candles,
hats, playing cards, iron, sugar, wool, and many other
products. Published at roughly the same time as Diderot's

great "L'Encyclopédie," these volumes are larger than
those making up that better-known publication, and the
cuts here are even more striking that those in the Diderot,
which includes some plagiarized illustrations taken from
the present series. This ambitious undertaking, sponsored
by the Académie Royale des Sciences of Paris, "constituted
an effort to present a scientific picture of all the industrial
processes employed in France in the 18th century. Since
no corresponding survey was carried through in any other

________
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in the first work, three in the second, and 14 in the last, one of these double-page. Brunet II, 618-19. uCorners
a little mashed, small chip to tail of spine at front joint, but IN VERY FINE CONDITION, the binding lustrous
and otherwise with no significant wear, the margins especially ample, and the plates and text unusually fresh,
clean, and bright. (See also illustration on p. 206.) $4,500
The first work is a continuation of the explication
of ironworking begun in the volume described in the
previous entry. Our text here begins a fourth section
containing Emanuel Swedenborg's treatise on iron,
covering forges, furnaces, and mines, translated from
the Latin by M. Bouchu. Better remembered today for
his religious visions and writings on spiritual matters,
this is an unexpected context for Swedenborg (16881772), but he was the Assessor of the Royal College
of Mines in Sweden, where the mining of copper and
iron ore was a major part of the economy. The second

country at so early a date and since this one in France
anticipated but briefly the industrial changes commonly
associated with the phrase, 'the industrial revolution,' these
volumes are worthy of particular notice. In a sense, they
portray the maxima of skills attained at the end of a social
period, the age of the handicraftsman." (Cole and Watts)
Work on "Arts et Métiers" was begun under the auspices
of scientist René Antoine Ferchault de Réaumur (16831757) and was brought to publication under the editorship
of the multitalented French physician, botanist, and naval
engineer Henri-Louis Duhamel du Monceau (1700-82),
who also contributed a number of articles. As in the other

work in this volume discusses the making of candles
out of tallow, from the rendering of the animal fats to
the dipping of the "chandeliers," as these candles were
called (to distinguish them from wax candles, called
"bougies"). One of the most eagerly sought after works
from the "Arts et Métiers" series, the final work here
details the complicated process of making paper, which
demanded much in the way of labor, equipment, and
facilities, including a water mill. It is one of the crafts
where female (and child) workers are shown to be a
significant part of the labor force. (ST12366b)

works listed in the immediately following entries, the plates
here provide special understanding of the manufacturing
environments of the period at the same time as they give
particular aesthetic pleasure to the modern reader. The
present volume discusses the heavy industries of making
charcoal from wood, mining and cutting slate, and working
with iron. The extended three-part section on iron covers
mining, smelting, and forging. Its co-author, the Marquis
de Courtivron (1715-85), was a military hero as well as a
man of science. He also wrote a commentary on Newton's
"Optics" and an epidemiological study of a veterinary
disease outbreak in Burgundy. (ST12366a)

Swedenborg on Manufacturing Iron, and Women and Children Making Paper
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(ARTS ET MÉTIERS). (IRON MINING, SMELTING, AND FORGING, ANVIL FORGING, AND
ANCHOR MAKING). COURTIVRON, [GASPARD LE COMPASSEUR-CRÉQUY-MONTFORT,
MARQUIS DE], and M. BOUCHU. ART DES FORGES ET FOURNEAUX À FER. [bound with] (TALLOW
CANDLE MAKING). DUHAMEL DU MONCEAU, [HENRI-LOUIS]. ART DU CHANDELIER. [bound with]
(PAPER MAKING). LA LANDE, [JOSEPH JEROME LE FRANÇAIS DE]. ART DE FAIRE LE PAPIER. ([Paris:
Académie Royale des Sciences], 1761-62) 413 x 286 mm. (16 1/4 x 11 1/4"). 2 p.l., 196 pp.; 41 pp. (without section
title); 1 p.l., iv, 150 pp. Three works bound in one volume. FIRST EDITIONS. ESPECIALLY ATTRACTIVE
CONTEMPORARY MARBLED CALF, raised bands, spine heavily gilt in compartments with unusual centerpiece
composed of shell forms and drawer handles, and with intricate volute cornerpieces, red morocco label, blue
paste paper endpapers. WITH 26 OFTEN VERY PLEASING ENGRAVED TECHNOLOGICAL PLATES: nine
________
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(ARTS ET MÉTIERS). (WAX PRODUCTION) DUHAMEL DU MONCEAU, [HENRI-LOUIS]. ART
DU CIRIER. [bound with] (PARCHMENT MAKING). LA LANDE, [JOSEPH JEROME LE FRANÇAIS
DE]. ART DE FAIRE LE PARCHEMIN. [bound with] (PIN AND WIRE MAKING). RÉAUMUR, [RENÉ-ANTOINE
FERCHAULT DE]. ART DE L'EPINGLIER [bound with] (ANCHOR MAKING). RÉAUMUR, [RENÉ-ANTOINE
FERCHAULT DE]. FABRIQUE DES ANCRES. ([Paris: Académie Royale des Sciences], 1761-62) 413 x 286 mm.
(16 1/4 x 11 1/4"). 1 p.l., 113 pp.; 1 p.l., 52 pp.; 77 pp. (without section title); 54 pp. (without section title). FIRST
EDITIONS. ESPECIALLY ATTRACTIVE CONTEMPORARY MARBLED CALF, raised bands, spine heavily gilt in
________
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compartments with unusual centerpiece composed of shell forms and drawer handles, and with intricate volute
cornerpieces, red morocco label, blue paste paper endpapers. WITH 23 OFTEN VERY PLEASING ENGRAVED
TECHNOLOGICAL PLATES: eight in the first work, two in the second, seven in the third, and six in the last.
Brunet II, 618-19. uMinor worming on front board, a hint of rubbing to joints and extremities, but A VERY FINE
AND TALL COPY, especially bright, clean, and fresh inside and out. $3,000
These works describe the arts of making wax,
producing vellum, making pins, and forging anchors.
Wax, it seems, cannot just be left to bees—there are many
steps in making the proper sort of wax for a given purpose,
be it ordinary candles, large ceremonial candles, torches
for use as beacons, or seals for letters or legal documents.
The production of vellum, or parchment, is a malodorous
and generally unpleasant process that changed little in
the centuries before or after this was published. In the

introduction to "The Art of the Pin-maker," editor HenriLouis Duhamel du Monceau expresses wonder at the low
cost of pins, given the very complicated process required to
produce them. He discusses how the various steps can be
broken up into a "division of labor"—one of the earliest uses
of this phrase that was to be so significant in subsequent
works on economics. Despite being notably more
cumbersome, anchors seem to be easier to manufacture
than pins. (ST12366c)
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(ARTS ET MÉTIERS). (CHAMOIS LEATHER MAKING). LA LANDE, [JOSEPH JEROME LE
FRANÇAIS DE]. ART DU CHAMOISEUR. [bound with] (SILK DYEING). [MACQUER, PIERREJOSEPH]. ART DE LA TEINTURE EN SOIE. [bound with] (LEATHER WORKING WITH GOLD OR SILVER).
FOUGEROUX DE BONDAROY, [AUGUSTE-DENIS]. ART DE TRAVAILLER LES CUIRS DORÉS OU
ARGENTÉS [bound with] (IRON MONGERING). RÉAUMUR, [RENE ANTOINE FERCHAULT DE]. NOUVEL
ART D'ADOUCIR LE FER FONDU, ET DE FAIRE DES OUVRAGES DE FER FONDU AUSSI FINIS QUE DE FER
FORGE. ADDITION À LA TROISIÈME SECTION SUR LE FER. [bound with] (FORGING ANVILS). DUHAMEL
DU MONCEAU, [HENRI-LOUIS]. DE LA FORGE DES ENCLUMES. ([Paris: Académie Royale des Sciences],
1762-63) 413 x 286 mm. (16 1/4 x 11 1/4"). 1 p.l., 46 pp.; ix, [i], 86 pp.; 1 p.l., 42 pp.; viii, 124 pp.; 1 p.l., 11 pp. Five
works bound in one volume. FIRST EDITIONS. ESPECIALLY ATTRACTIVE CONTEMPORARY MARBLED
CALF, raised bands, spine heavily gilt in compartments with unusual centerpiece composed of shell forms
and drawer handles, and with intricate volute cornerpieces, red morocco label, blue paste paper endpapers.
WITH 18 OFTEN VERY PLEASING ENGRAVED TECHNOLOGICAL PLATES: four in the first work, six in the
second, two in the third, five in the fourth, and one in the last. Brunet II, 618-19. uCovers with minor worm
damage, otherwise VERY FINE, the binding lustrous and scarcely worn, the margins very ample, and the text
and plates especially clean, bright, and fresh. (See illustrations opposite and on inside back cover.) $2,000
These works cover a wide range of topics, from the soft
(making chamois leather, dyeing delicate silks, tooling
leather with silver and gold) to the hard (working
with iron and making anvils). The academicians who
prepared the articles for "Arts et Métiers" worked closely
with artisans and manufacturers who had first-hand
knowledge of the processes described, and the section on
dyeing silk demonstrates the necessity of such consultation.
In addition to explaining the basic process—which includes
6334

the environmentally unsound practice of washing the
colored cloth in a river—the author outlines the complicated
techniques employed to produce various colors. The pretreatment and coloring process varied depending on the hue
desired—it was far more complicated than just pouring in
a bottle of commercial dye at the right moment. Black was
especially difficult to get right, and nine pages are devoted
to outlining the procedure used by the most prominent
workshops to produce a rich, dark black. (ST12366d)
6335
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(ARTS ET MÉTIERS). (PLAYING CARD MANUFACTURE). DUHAMEL DU MONCEAU,
[HENRI-LOUIS]. ART DU CARTIER. [bound with] (CARDBOARD MAKING). LA LANDE,
[JOSEPH JEROME LE FRANÇAIS DE]. ART DU CARTONNIER. [bound with] (BRICK AND TILE
MANUFACTURE). DUHAMEL DU MONCEAU, [HENRI-LOUIS], [CHARLES RENÉ] FOURCROY [DE
RAMECOURT], and M. GALON. L'ART DU TUILIER ET DU BRIQUETIER. [bound with] (BARREL MAKING).
FOUGEROUX DE BONDAROY, [AUGUSTE-DENIS]. ART DU TONNELIER. ([Paris: Académie Royale des
Sciences], 1762-63) 413 x 286 mm. (16 1/4 x 11 1/4"). 1 p.l., 38 pp.; 1 p.l., 30 pp.; 1 p.l., 67 pp.; 1 p.l., 68
pp. Four works bound in one volume. FIRST EDITIONS. ESPECIALLY ATTRACTIVE CONTEMPORARY
MARBLED CALF, raised bands, spine heavily gilt in compartments with unusual centerpiece composed
of shell forms and drawer handles, and with intricate volute cornerpieces, red morocco label, blue paste
paper endpapers. WITH 19 OFTEN VERY PLEASING ENGRAVED TECHNOLOGICAL PLATES: five in
first work, one in second, eight (of nine) in third work (lacking plate VI), and five (of six) in the last work
(lacking plate V). Brunet II, 618-19. uExtremities a bit rubbed, with minor loss to fore edge of upper
board, a mild marginal smudge or tiny rust spot here or there, otherwise A FINE COPY, the text and plates
crisp, clean, and bright, and the original decorative binding very lustrous and showing no significant
wear. (See llustrations on p. 206-207 and on inside back cover.) $950
The text and illustrations in the four works contained
in the present volume explain the process of making
playing cards, cardboard, bricks and roofing tiles,
and barrels. Playing cards are surprisingly labor
intensive, from producing the proper type of paper stock
to painting the face cards using a series of stencils for the

various colors of the design. Brickmaking was a newer
industry in France at that time, and one of growing
importance due to the shortage of timber for building.
One of the plates illustrates an enormous furnace
capable of firing 500,000 bricks at a time, an indication
of the demand for the material. (ST12366e)
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(ARTS ET MÉTIERS). (COAL MINING). MORAND, JEAN-FRANÇOIS-CLÉMENT. L'ART
D'EXPLOITER LES MINES DE CHARBON DE TERRE. ([Paris: Académie Royale des Sciences], 176879) 432 x 279 mm. (17 x 11"). Supplement to part I (numbered 1357-62) bound after p. 196 of volume I; the 44-pp.
"Memoire" bound at the end of volume II, after p. 1356 (where the supplement would normally have appeared).
Four volumes. FIRST EDITION. Excellent contemporary marbled calf, flat spines gilt in compartments with
central fleuron encircled by small tools and with volute cornerpieces, each spine with one black and one red
label, marbled endpapers. WITH 79 OFTEN VERY PLEASING ENGRAVED TECHNOLOGICAL PLATES of
mining operations and equipment, three of these double-page. Front pastedowns with small round label of
Bibliotheque de Sailly. Kress 6581; Brunet II, 618-19. uLeather with a few minor abrasions, a significant area of
one cover with loss of patina from insect activity, general light wear, but the unrestored period bindings entirely
solid, with no serious signs of use, and with a pleasing shelf appearance. Three dozen leaves with slight or
moderate overall browning, intermittent small, light marginal dampstains, 20 leaves with one-inch elongated
wormhole at top edge (not reaching the text), a dozen plates slightly to somewhat browned, additional minor
defects, otherwise excellent internally, with good margins, with strong impressions of the engravings, and
with clean, fresh leaves. (See illustrations opposite.) $3,900
This treatise on coal mining comprises a survey of the
state of cutting-edge technology in the 18th century. It
covers the subject comprehensively, discussing geological
and mineralogical explanations for the locations of coal
deposits, the methods of mining coal, the state of the
coal industry in France, the commerce and economics of
the coal trade in Europe, and the ways—both practical
and theoretical—in which coal could be employed to heat
and light houses and to fuel factories and workshops.
At the time of publication, French forests were being
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depleted of wood at an alarming rate, and there was
a pressing need to find an alternate source of energy.
Coal seemed the answer to the problem. Jean-FrançoisClément Morand (1726-84) trained as a physician but
preferred to devote himself to scientific research rather
than to the practice of medicine. He became a member
of the Academy of Sciences in 1759, and was appointed
librarian to the organization. This set is uncommonly
seen in the marketplace, and when it does appear, it is
usually incomplete. (ST12311)

________
208

________
209

The 18th Century World in your Pocket: a Remarkably Well-Preserved Contemporary Copy
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(ATLAS - MINIATURE). GIBSON, JOHN, Engraver. ATLAS MINIMUS, OR A NEW SET OF POCKET
MAPS OF THE SEVERAL EMPIRES, KINGDOMS AND STATES OF THE KNOWN WORLD. WITH
HISTORICAL EXTRACTS RELATIVE TO EACH. (London: Publish'd . . . & Sold by J. Newbery, 1758) 114 x 89
mm. (4 1/2 x 3 1/2"). 4 p.l., followed by maps. Edited by Emanuel Bowen, Royal Geographer. FIRST EDITION,
Second Issue. APPEALING CONTEMPORARY POLISHED CALF, raised bands, original red morocco title
label. ENGRAVED THROUGHOUT, with frontispiece (featuring three cherubs around a large globe), title,
preface leaf, index leaf, and 52 CHARMING MAPS HAND COLORED IN OUTLINE
(as called for in the index). Title page with early owner's ink inscription at the top,
mostly effaced. Phillips 621; NMM III, 306 (listed under Emanuel Bowen); Moreland
& Bannister, p. 171; Welsh, "History of Miniature
Books," p. 85. uOne very small hole at bottom of
rear joint, small loss of patina to leather in three
places (no doubt because of insects), corners just
a bit bent, but the binding completely solid, still
lustrous, and showing only minimal wear. Two
maps with tiny, faint spot (one of them marginal),
but AN EXTREMELY FINE COPY, THE MAPS
CONSISTENTLY CLEAN, FRESH, AND BRIGHT.
(See also illustration opposite.) $11,500
This delightful book of maps, about the size of a pack
of cards, enabled an 18th century reader, probably an
adolescent, to carry the world in his pocket. It opens with
a twin-hemispherical world map, followed by five continental
maps, and then maps of the countries and regions within the
continents. Of special interest are the maps of the European
settlements in the New World—there are 16 maps of the
Americas in all—as well as those of exotic locales, including
"Negroland" (i.e., West Africa). The preface informs us that
the volume comprises "a comprehensive view of the several
parts of the globe, with historical extracts on each map," these
"extracts" being accounts, amounting to about 50 words each,
that include information about the population, government,
natural resources, and religion of the region. The publishers
also state that they anticipate a commercial acceptance of the
work because "no other epitome of this kind has been offered
to the publick [in a form] so convenient for the pocket." John
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Gibson (fl. 1750-92) was an important 18th century British
cartographer and engraver who produced thousands of
maps, but the "Atlas Minimus" was his magnum opus. He
is also of interest to us today as the engraver who produced
the four-sheet map of North America after the Treaty of
Paris. Gibson worked with Emanuel Bowen (1693/4–1767)
on both our atlas and the Treaty of Paris map. According
to DNB, Bowen made a substantial "contribution to 18th
century world and British atlases" as well as "engraved charts
for some of the leading hydrographers of his day," and he
produced a considerable amount of material for periodicals.
He also had "the distinction of being geographer to George II
from about 1747 and, according to many sources (particularly
Chubb), geographer to Louis XV of France." While copies of
the present item appear in the marketplace from time to time,
one would be hard pressed to find a copy in better condition
than what is seen here. (ST11498)

(ATLAS - MINIATURE). RIZZI-ZANNONI, [GIOVANNI ANTONIO]. ATLAS GÉOGRAPHIQUE
ET MILITAIRE OU THÉÂTRE DE LA GUERRE PRÉSENTE EN ALLEMAGNE [bound with] JOURNAL
DE LA GUERRE EN ALLEMAGNE, DEPUIS L'ANNÉE MIL SEPT CENT CINQUANTE-SIX, JUSQU'EN MIL
SEPT CENT SOIXANTE-UN. (Paris: Chez Lattré Graveur, [ 1763], 1761) 127 x 83 mm. (5 x 3 1/4"). 1 p.l. (title),
followed by plates, then 2 p.l., 64, [4], 4 pp. (last eight pages ads). Two separately published works bound in
one. Fine contemporary burgundy morocco, covers with triple fillet border, flower cornerpieces, flat spine
gilt in compartments with central floral sprig and volute cornerpieces, black morocco label, gilt turn-ins,
marbled endpapers, all edges gilt. Engraved title page by Choffard, engraved legend and list of battles, and 17
ENGRAVED MAPS, all with neat hand coloring of bodies of water and other elements. Moreland & Bannister,
p. 73. uLeather on front cover slightly crackled and with a smattering of tiny dark freckles, second work with
occasional mild foxing or minor smudges, otherwise a very fine copy, the maps quite fresh and clean, and the
handsome binding bright and with only minor wear. (See illustration opposite.) $1,500
________
210

This little atlas and its accompanying journal record the major
battles during the first five years of the Seven Years' War (175663). Sometimes called the first "world war" because hostilities spilled
over into colonial possessions on other continents, this conflict pitted
Frederick the Great of Prussia and his ally, Great Britain, against
Austria, France, Russia, Sweden, and Saxony. While Frederick
handled the warfare on the Continent, his British allies focused
on their overseas possessions, particularly in America, where the
French and Indian War resulted in Britain's gaining control of
Canada and Florida. The maps and the journal, whose entries were
taken from contemporary newspaper accounts, allowed interested
persons to follow the progress of the war. In the words of Moreland
& Bannister, Giovanni Antonio Rizzi-Zannoni (1736-1814) "was a
noted astronomer, surveyor and mathematician of great versatility. . .
. The maps in his various atlases were beautifully engraved, showing minute detail and embellished with elaborate cartouches."
The present atlas appears infrequently in the marketplace, and the combination of both works is quite rare. (ST11922)

5418, 338, 337
4339, 442, 447, 477, 503, 524
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(BACON, FRANCIS). MALLET, DAVID. THE LIFE OF FRANCIS BACON, LORD CHANCELLOR OF
ENGLAND. (London: Printed for A. Millar 1740) 210 x 130 mm. (8 1/4 x 5 1/8"). viii, 197 pp., [3]
pp. (ads). FIRST EDITION. Simple but pleasing contemporary dark brown calf, covers with double gilt fillet
border, raised bands flanked by double gilt rules. Title page vignette featuring a tondo portrait of Bacon. Front
pastedown with bookplate of Sir Lawrence Dundas, Bart., of Kerse (see below). Gibson 480a. uJoints and
extremities somewhat worn, rear joint starting at the head, leather a bit dry and crackled, but the binding solid
and not displeasing, and A VERY FINE COPY INTERNALLY, extremely clean, fresh, and bright with only the
most trivial of imperfections. $175
Statesman, author, philosopher, and scientist, Sir before turning his hand to biography. According to the DNB,
Francis Bacon (1561-1626) rose to the position of lord Fielding commended this "Life of Bacon" for "its judgement and
chancellor in the reign of James I, but fell from grace in 'nervous manly style,'" while Gibbon "admired the 'vigorous
1621, charged with bribery and corrupt practices. His sense' of Mallet as a historian. Vivid character sketches and
works include some of the most profound considerations of spirited narrative make the [present work] the most readable
scientific issues of his day, and his "Essays" have proved to be of Mallet's writings and induce regret that he could not or
an abiding contribution to popular thought. Poet and dramatist would not complete his life of Marlborough." Our volume
David Mallet (1701-65) had written several successful plays was once in the library of Sir Lawrence Dundas of Kerse, first
________
211

baronet (1712-81), an enormously successful army contractor the British army during the Seven Years' War, he purchased
and landowner dubbed the "Nabob of the North" by Lord vast estates in England, Ireland, and Scotland, as well as two
Shelburne. After making his fortune supplying provisions to slave plantations in the West Indes. (ST11824)
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BAILLY, [JEAN SYLVAIN]. LETTRES SUR L'ORIGINE DES SCIENCES. (Londres: M. Elmesly; Paris:
De Bure l'aîné, 1777) 216 x 140 mm. (8 1/2 x 5 1/2"). 2 p.l., 348 pp. FIRST EDITION. Pleasing recent
retrospective dark calf, raised bands, red morocco label. Title page with contemporary ownership signature of
M. M. Moseley, two leaves with neat repairs where library stamps were likely removed, occasional marginalia
in a contemporary hand. Caillet 650; Wellcome II, 87; Blake, p. 27. uVery faint dampstaining in most of the
text, slightly more noticeable on about a dozen leaves, but never offensive, otherwise the text fresh and even
rather bright, and the attractive sympathetic binding unworn. (See illustration on p. 193.) $550
This is a first edition of the correspondence between the
most eminent French philosopher of the Enlightenment,
Voltaire, and the astronomer Jean Sylvain Bailly (173693) concerning the latter's controversial first book
on the history of science, "Histoire de l'Astronomie
Ancienne" (1775). A respected writer and scientist who was
a member of the French academies both for the sciences and
for arts and letters, Bailly had made the rather astonishing
assertion in his "Histoire" that the science of astronomy
had begun in the mythical civilization of Atlantis, which
he believed to have been located near the North Pole.
According to his theory, refugees from the doomed island
had made their way to India and then to Europe, bringing
their scientific knowledge with them. This stood in contrast
to Voltaire's theory that civilization had its origins in India.
Bailly sent a copy of his book to the ailing Voltaire, who
responded graciously but skeptically. Voltaire's three letters
are published at the beginning of our volume, followed
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BARRIFFE, WILLIAM. MILITARIE DISCIPLINE: OR THE YOUNG ARTILLERY-MAN. (London:
Printed by John Dawson, 1643) 235 x 178 mm. (9 1/8 x 7"). 4 p.l., 166 pp., [2] leaves (table of
contents). Fourth Edition. Modern retrospective half calf over marbled paper boards, flat spine panels with
gilt fleurons, black morocco label. In an attractive light brown linen clamshell box. With a frontispiece portrait
(mounted on a stub) and numerous diagrams of troop formations in the text. With a folding plate supplied
in facsimile, and without the plate of the Arms of the Artillery Company and a folding plan. Cockle 133;
Wing B-918. uPaper boards a little rubbed at edges, but the binding otherwise showing very few signs of use.
Portrait with mild marginal soiling, edges of leaves faintly browned, P3 missing tip of lower corner (with loss
to about five lines of a printed side note on front and back), isolated trivial worming and faint staining, but still
very good internally, the leaves consistently fresh and clean. $400

by Bailly's 10 replies to the philosopher's criticisms.
Bailly further expounded his theories in the three-volume
"Histoire de l'Astronomie Moderne" (1779-1782); according
to Britannica, in both works "erudition was . . . marred by
speculative extravagances." One of the founders of the États
Generaux in 1789, he served as its first president and he
was later elected the Republican mayor of Paris, but as was
so often the case, he ran afoul of the more radical wing of
the Revolution. He was arrested and guillotined in 1793.
Legend has it that he was taunted on the scaffold with
the words, "Do you tremble, Monsieur Bailly?" He is said
to have replied, "Yes, but only because it is cold." True or
not, Britannica tells us that "he met his death with patient
dignity, having, indeed, disastrously shared the enthusiasms
of his age, but taken no share in its crimes." The present
work is sometimes bound with "Lettres sur l'Atlantide de
Platon et sur l'Ancienne Histoire de l'Asie," but the two
works are sold separately as often as not. (CJM1015)
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BAKER, GEORGE. AN INQUIRY INTO THE MERITS OF A METHOD OF INOCULATING THE
SMALL-POX, WHICH IS NOW PRACTISED IN SEVERAL COUNTIES OF ENGLAND. (London: J.
Dodsley, 1766) 213 x 124 mm. (8 3/8 x 4 7/8"). 4 p.l. (including half-title), 68 pp. FIRST EDITION. Recent very
nice retrospective half calf over marbled boards, raised bands. With a folding table at the end. A Large Paper
Copy. Contemporaneous manuscript correction (by the author?) on p. 56. Older paper repairs to corner on
half title and title page (apparently to remove library stamps). uHalf title a bit soiled and rumpled, isolated
extremely minor spots of rust or foxing in the text, otherwise A VERY FINE COPY, the leaves unusually fresh
and bright, and the pleasing sympathetic binding unworn. (See illustration on p. 227.) $950
This essay by royal physician Sir George Baker (1723- the last years of the 18th century. (Baker's method was
1809) discusses the process of inoculating a patient eventually banned as a treatment in 1840.) Sir George's
against smallpox by injecting the person with fluid endorsement of inoculation was important, as he possessed
taken from the pustule of someone suffering from the the prestige that came with serving as personal physician to
disease. The person inoculated would, it was hoped, suffer the royal family. At the same time this pamphlet appeared,
a mild case of the disease and thereafter be immune to it. Baker was engaged on work leading to the greatest
The practice had been introduced to England some 50 years discovery of his career: determining that the "Devonshire
before by Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, who had learned colic" rampant in that region was in fact a form of lead
of it in Turkey, where her husband served as ambassador. poisoning caused by the county's use of lead equipment in
While far from perfect—some of those inoculated would die brewing cider. According to DNB, "Baker has been fairly
of the disease—inoculation had a far lower death rate than characterized as 'a pioneer in the use of chemical analysis
the disease itself, and it was the only method of prevention to solve an epidemical problem.'" This item is uncommon in
until Edward Jenner developed the cow pox vaccine in the marketplace. (CJM1114)
________
212

First printed in 1635, this popular guide to artillery
practice is based on the field notes of Lieutenant
Colonel William Barriffe (1599/1600-43)—notes
which had gained quite a reputation among his
fellow officers—and is intended to produce a
supremely competent foot soldier, the backbone of
any army. An infantry officer in the parliamentarian
army, Barriffe had early in his career shown a genius
for military maneuvers. As DNB notes, the present work
was geared to the common soldier: Barriffe "eschewed
'fine phrases' and historical and foreign examples; his
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prose was plain and clear, his diagrams numerous, and
his instructions detailed as he 'set forth the exact grounds
of this our moderne discipline, for the exercising of a
foot Company.'" Barriffe gives his approval and support
to the emerging practice of a soldier using his musket
defensively by attaching his sharp-pointed pike to the
barrel. This innovation would eventually be formalized
in the bayonet. The present work was heavily used in
England and abroad for the remainder of the century, and
a manual published in America in 1706 mentions it with
approval as a much-valued text. (ST12431)

(BASKERVILLE IMPRINT). THE HOLY BIBLE CONTAINING THE OLD TESTAMENT AND THE
NEW; WITH THE APOCRYPHA. (Birmingham: John Baskerville, 1769-71) 413 x 283 mm (16 1/4 x
11 1/8") [618] leaves. Modern quarter calf over marbled boards, raised bands decorated with gilt, red morocco
label, marbled edges and endpapers. With 20 copper-engraved plates of biblical scenes: eight of the 10 called
for by Gaskell plus 12 inserted plates, seven of these from a copy of Boden's Bible (see below). Gaskell 35;
Herbert 1210. uCorners a little rubbed, one-inch scratch to front cover, but the binding otherwise tight and
unworn. Frontispiece with large dampstains, title pages and most of the plates with at least a little soiling,
browning, or foxing, intermittent minor stains and offsetting in the text (never serious), one leaf with four-inch
tear into text (two words affected), other minor defects, but still a very good copy—with the vast majority of the
text quite clean and fresh—of a work one could expect to find in a very used state. $600
________
213

After a crudely printed Bible was issued by his bitter
enemy Nicholas Boden and his former senior workman
Robert Martin, Baskerville came out of retirement
to print this stately scriptural folio. The printing was
executed in Baskerville's usual elegant style, but the paper
used was of a poor quality. According to Gaskell, Baskerville
claimed to have used "a superfine Demy Writing Paper"
priced at 15 shillings and sixpence per ream; however, in
Gaskell's words, "this paper is certainly not a superfine

Writing Demy . . . and if Baskerville paid fifteen and six a
ream for it he was robbed." Gaskell calls for a frontispiece
and nine engaved plates; we have the frontispiece and seven
plates (bound in places he specifies), and this seems to be
the case with some other copies (two of the last three copies
listed in ABPC are like ours in this respect). Our copy has an
additional five plates in a very similar style, plus seven more
plates from the edition printed for his hated rival. For more
on the Baskerville press, see the following item. (CJW1316)

This is a very attractively bound copy of the fourth
and final Baskerville edition of the Book of Common
Prayer, and the only one issued in duodecimo format.
The Sternhold and Hopkins Psalter, printed the same
year and on the same paper, makes a suitable companion.
Baskerville (1706-75) began his career as a writing master,
then moved on to cutting letters for gravestones. He
patented a process for "japanning," a type of veneer that
replicated the popular Japanese lacquer work, and ran a
successful business in this manufacture for 10 years before
following his desire to cut type and print books. In the
preface to his Milton (1758), he explained, "Amongst the
several mechanic Arts that have engaged my attention, there

is no one which I have pursued with so much steadiness
and pleasure, as that of Letter-Founding. Having been an
early admirer of the beauty of Letters, I became insensibly
desirous of contributing to the perfection of them. I formed
to my self Ideas of greater accuracy than had yet appeared,
and have endeavoured to produce a Sett of Types according
to what I conceived to be their true proportion." In addition
to innovations in cutting type and making paper, Baskerville
was responsible for improvements to printing presses, ink,
and paper treatment. The elegant and feminine binding
may have been done for Hannah Hill, whose name appears
on the flyleaf. It certainly would have made an agreeable
accessory for a young lady to carry to church. (ST12473)
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BEAUMONT, FRANCIS and JOHN FLETCHER. DRAMATICK WORKS OF BEAUMONT AND
FLETCHER. (London: 1778) 216 x 140 mm. (8 1/2 x 5 1/2"). 10 volumes. ESPECIALLY FINE EARLY
19TH CENTURY VERY DARK GREEN RETROSPECTIVE SCOTTISH MOROCCO, HANDSOMELY GILT,
covers panelled in gilt in the Cambridge style, raised bands, spines densely gilt in compartments with large
central fleuron surrounded by small tools, tan morocco label, gilt turn-ins, marbled endpapers, all edges gilt.
With 54 attractive engravings, including portrait frontispiece and scenes from the plays. Front pastedown with
armorial bookplate of John Clerk Brodie. uA little rubbing to extremities, one small abrasion to corner of
one board (neatly masked with dye), mild offsetting from the plates, 15 leaves in volume VIII and 12 leaves in
volume IX with variable foxing (occasionally significant), additional trivial imperfections, otherwise A VERY
FINE SET—the text and plates especially clean, entirely fresh, and apparently unread, and in sparkling, virtually
unworn bindings that make a very handsome appearance on the shelf. $3,750
This is a beautifully bound collection of plays by Francis
Beaumont (1584-1616) and John Fletcher (1579-1625),
friends of Shakespeare and Jonson, and equals to these
two greats in terms of theatrical and critical success
of the period. Well-connected gentlemen, Beaumont and
Fletcher were educated at Oxford and Cambridge, and their
experience as aristocrats informed their plays. Dryden
noted that, in contrast with Shakespeare, "they understood
and imitated the conversation of gentlemen better; whose
wild debaucheries, and quickness of wit in repartee, no poet
before them could paint as they have done." The 52 plays
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(BASKERVILLE IMPRINT). THE BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER. [bound with] STRENHOLD,
THOMAS and JOHN HOPKINS. THE WHOLE BOOK OF PSALMS COLLECTED INTO ENGLISH
METRE. (Cambridge: J. Baskerville and B. Dod, 1762; Birmingham: John Baskerville, 1762) 171 x 105 mm.
(6 3/4 x 4 1/8"). [198], [61] leaves. VERY PRETTY CONTEMPORARY CLARET MOROCCO, ELEGANTLY
GILT, covers framed with dogtooth roll and fillet border enclosing floral roll, raised bands, spine gilt in
compartments with repeating rows of a small tool creating a lattice effect, gilt turn-ins, marbled endpapers,
all edges gilt. Cancellans title page with lozenge-and-star printed slip pasted over price at foot of page. Front
flyleaf with stenciled ownership: "Hannah Hill / her Book / January 5 / 1775." Gaskell 20, 21; Griffiths, p. 179,
no. 8. uThree darkened patches and a scattering of tiny worm tracks on upper cover, corners a bit mashed,
occasional mild foxing or minor marginal stains, but generally a fine copy, the text fresh and clean, and in a
lustrous binding with no significant wear. (See illustration on p. 227.) $1,400
________
214

here represent works written by the men individually and
in collaboration. Beaumont was considered the stronger
of the two at developing plots—Dryden reports that even
Jonson "submitted all his writings to his [Beaumont's]
censure and 'tis thought, used his judgment in correcting,
if not contriving, his plots"—while Fletcher's gift was witty,
engaging dialogue. Bellinger, in "A Short History of the
Drama," concludes that "both of these men were poets of
a high order, and their work was superior in invention,
scholarship, and charm to anything else in the Elizabethan
age except the best of Shakespeare. . . . These two possessed
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________
215

luxuriance of fancy and eagerness for new ideas combined
with a scholarly conservatism towards upstart modes;
they had, occasionally, the licentiousness and coarseness
characteristic of their times. [But] their command of
phrase was unsurpassed; they avoided foolish conceits
and violent metaphors, at the same time achieving a sort
of gorgeousness of language. Not only for their influence

on language, but also for their singular modernity of spirit
should they be remembered." Done in Scotland, probably
ca. 1830s—but with an obvious attempt to imitate designs
contemporaneous with Beaumont and Fletcher—our
unusually well-preserved bindings could well have been
executed for former owner John Clerk Brodie (1811-88), a
prominent Scottish solicitor and court official. (ST12552)
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BIBLE IN ENGLISH. (THE BASKETT BIBLE). THE HOLY BIBLE CONTAINING THE OLD
TESTAMENT AND THE NEW. (Oxford: John Baskett, 1717 [New Testament 1716]) 511 x 324 mm
(20 1/8 x 12 3/4"). Two volumes. Without the additional general title called for in Herbert. Excellent modern
black crushed morocco, covers with geometric blind tooling and gilt dots along joints, raised bands, gilt titling,
all edges gilt. General title with engraved vignette of Oxford, New Testament title with large engraved vignette
of the Annunciation, six architectural tailpieces, engraved historiated initial at the beginning of each book,
and 54 large, fine vignettes engraved on copper used as headpieces and tailpieces. Herbert 942A. uOne cover
dulled (no doubt from leather preservative), the majority of leaves with lower fore-edge corner dampstained,

________
216

softened, chipped, or frayed (usually a square inch affected, but sometimes a little more, and in a few cases,
the damage extending up the fore edge of the leaf), last leaf in volume I with three-inch closed tear into text (no
loss), occasional minor foxing, light browning, or small marginal wormtracks, but still a very good copy, the
text consistently clean and fresh, and the binding entirely unworn. $1,500
The Baskett edition of the King James Bible is one of
the most famous English Bibles printed after 1611,
known both for its beauty and for a rather endearing
mistake. Herbert justifiably calls this "a magnificent
edition" but makes it clear that the plates and typographic
beauty of the edition are more impressive than its textual
accuracy. Because of the book's many misprints, the printer
was said to have produced a "Baskett-ful of Errors," and
the most famous of these gives the edition its nickname: in
the headline above Luke 20 instead of "The parable of the
vineyard," the typesetters mistakenly produced "The parable

of the vinegar." John Baskett purchased a royal patent to
print Bibles from the executors of Thomas Newcomb and
Henry Hills, and his name began appearing with theirs on
Bibles in 1710. Baskett was jealous of his privilege, and won
a suit against Scottish printer James Watson, who had dared
to sell his Bibles in England. (Baskett was less successful
in challenging the right of the University of Cambridge to
print Bibles.) Our printer died in 1742, and the business was
at first carried on by his sons Thomas and Robert jointly.
After 1744, however, only the name of Thomas appears; he
continued printing Bibles until 1769. (CJW1319)

________
217
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A GROUP OF NINE DEVOTIONAL WORKS, INCLUDING SIX BIBLES PRINTED IN THE 16TH,
17TH, AND 18TH CENTURIES (see below). One volume in large folio, the rest octavo or small
quarto. Louvain Bible lacking title and three leaves at end, and with index leaves bound out of order; Geneva
Bible without first 56 leaves, including title; Calvin lacking title and three other leaves, with six leaves supplied
in fascimile; 1679 Book of Common Prayer without H4 (sometimes blank and sometimes containing a prayer
relating to the Great Fire of London). Two volumes in modern leather, others in contemporary or slightly
later leather bindings, two of these decoratively tooled in gilt. The Louvain Bible with 600 attractive woodcuts
of biblical scenes; the Allestree and the Baxter with engraved frontispieces; 1649 English Bible without the
40 plates noted in ESTC. Four with ink ownership inscriptions, two with notes on endleaves, two with ink
marginalia. uOlder bindings somewhat worn, but all solid. All volumes with considerable condition issues,
including tears, browning, foxing, and dampstains, the Basket Bible and the Luther Bible missing about a
quarter of the last page and title page, respectively, two works having numerous page repairs with some loss,
but all in otherwise acceptable condition (much of the Basket and Geneva volumes rather fresh and pleasing)
and advantageously priced as a group. $4,000 for the group
This group of nine items includes an important
illustrated Bible in Latin, a German Bible, and four
in English, representing two different Protestant
translations (brief descriptions of these and the other
three books follow). (1) The oldest Bible for which we know
a certain date is Christopher Barker's 1584 printing of
the Geneva Bible, the so-called "Breeches Bible" because the
translators chose the (imprecise) word "breeches" to describe
the coverings Adam and Eve fashioned for themselves out
of fig leaves. (2) First printed in 1547, the Louvain Bible

(in Latin) was the standard Catholic Bible for the second
half of the 16th century. We cannot positively identify our
edition, as its title and colophon are lacking, but it is one of
several octavo printings from the period (the 1547 edition
was in folio); whatever printing it is, it has very attractive
woodcut. (3) Our King James Bible printed in London
in 1649 has an attractively gilt binding, with repeating vase
and floral tools framing the covers and floral tooling on the
spine. Its endleaves contain handwritten birth, marriage, and
death records for John and Martha Peer and their children,

dated from 1798 to 1885. (4) Our 1679 English Bible with
Book of Common Prayer and Psalms has an intriguing
set of statistics: early owner William Francis counted and
recorded the number of books, chapters, words, syllables(!),
and letters (3,139,429) in the Bible, and he also noted that a
verse in Ezra contains all the letters of the alphabet. (5) The
folio 1717 "Vinegar Bible" published by John Baskett is
described in the previous entry. Our copy has some defects
but is generally pleasing. (6) The final Bible in our group
is a 1748 printing of Luther's German translation. Also
included in this group are three English works intended to

assist the faithful in leading godly lives. (7) John Calvin's
"The Institution of Christian Religion," translated into
English by Thomas Norton, is the oldest work in this second
group, printed in London by Henry Middleton in 1582. (8)
First published in 1650, "The Saints Everlasting Rest" was
the most famous book by prolific evangelical writer Richard
Baxter (1615-91); ours is the ninth edition of the popular
work, published in 1662. (9) And finally, Richard Allestree's
"The Ladies Calling" (Oxford, 1677) outlines the qualities—
modesty, meekness, compassion, affability, and piety—that
constitute a virtuous woman. (CJW1324)
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BIBLE IN ENGLISH. (THE OSTERVALD BIBLE). HOLY BIBLE: CONTAINING THE SACRED TEXT
OF THE OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS, AND THE APOCRYPHA AT LARGE. (Newcastle upon
Tyne: M. Brown, 1789-90) 425 x 286 mm (16 3/4 x 11 1/4"). [604] leaves. With "Practical Observations" by Jean
Frédéric Ostervald. Contemporary reverse calf, boards paneled in blind, raised bands, inexpertly rebacked
preserving most of the original backstrip (and corners renewed), red morocco label, marbled endpapers. With
engraved frontispiece, map of Jerusalem, and 45 plates. Verso of front free endpaper with ink inscription,
"Jonathan and Catherine Cowx's Famley [sic] / Bible 11th of Nov. 1812"; remnants of printed paper label on
verso of 10O2 (End of the Apocrypha) indicating that this is the family Bible of Isaac and Ann Nicholson, with
a date of 1791; evidence of bookplate removal to lower margin of three other leaves. ESTC: T-95035 uLeather
rather soiled, blind tooling muted, but the binding completely solid. Front free endpaper a bit loose, five leaves
holed (with four to six lines of text affected in an area about an inch or two wide), final 15 leaves with marginal
dampstain, not infrequent minor tears, stains, smudges, and thumbing consistent with regular devotional use,
but the text by and large extremely fresh and clean, and a very good copy in general of the sort of Bible in daily
use in 18th century middle class homes. (See illustration on p. 214.) $500
This is not a splendid Bible intended for show, but a
workaday edition that played a central role in daily
English family life. The engravings may not be of the highest
quality, but the book still is grand in its dimensions, and the
quality of the paper is more than adequate. In addition to the
Scriptures, our edition includes an extensive index and the

famous commentary of Swiss pastor and theologian Jean
Frédéric Ostervald (1663-1747), aimed at helping readers
apply the message of each chapter to their everyday lives. It is
not difficult to imagine the Cowx and Nicholson households
gathered around the fire to experience regular edification
from this ample, well-loved, and uplifting book. (CJW1317)
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(BIBLICAL HISTORY - SAMSON). VERDIER, FRANÇOIS. HISTOIRE DES ACTIONS
EXTRAORDINAIRES DE SAMSON. (Paris: Benoist Audran and Charles Simonneau, 1698) 248 x 337
mm. (9 3/4 x 13 1/4"). FIRST EDITION. Not at all displeasing 19th century continental half vellum over marbled
paper boards, flat spine gilt in a lattice and fleuron pattern, red morocco vertical title label (hinges expertly
reinforced with paper tape). ENGRAVED THROUGHOUT: WITH A TOTAL OF 40 FINE COPPER PLATES,
including an engraved dedication page, colophon, and 38 engravings illustrating the life of Samson, the plates
after Verdier, with four engraved by him and the rest by Audran, de Poilly, Simonneau, and others. Explanatory
text in French and Latin captions; recto of front free endpaper with (probably 19th century) calligraphic ink
ownership inscription of L. Schellbach Junior. uTiny scuffs and abrasions to title label (with minimal loss of
leather and gilt), a few marks and three small gouges to lower paper cover, edges a bit worn, but the binding
completely solid and with nothing approaching a serious problem. Dedication plate with overall faint soiling
and with four small ink splatters, two plates with short closed tears in bottom margin (last three plates with
one-inch open tear to lower inside corner), intermittent minor foxing or soiling, but generally quite an excellent
copy internally, the leaves much cleaner and showing fewer signs of use than would be expected from an
appealing picture book like this. (See also illustration on p. 398.) $1,500

________
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This is a rare complete set of Verdier's depictions of feats of strength, including the slaying of a lion with his bare
events from the life of Samson, beginning with an hands; his stormy marriage to a Philistine woman; and his
angel's annunciation to his mother that she will bear battles against the Philistines, during which he was given
a son who is "the glory of Israel and the terror of the supernatural strength by God. It ends with his seduction
Philistines." The work goes on to relate Samson's youthful and shearing at the hands of Delilah, and the subsequent
________
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destruction of the Philistine palace. Apart from the very
last episode in his life, Samson was not a frequent subject
for artists, which makes these attractive and uncommon
engravings all the more desirable. Verdier's drawings are
full of life and action, with beautifully rendered bodies,
detailed backgrounds, and artful use of light and shadow.
And the plates are done on thick, soft paper, which gives
the compositions an appropriately antique texture. The son
of a clockmaker to the French court, Verdier (1651-1730)
studied painting under the great Charles Le Brun (1619-90)

and won first prize for drawing at the Académie Royale in
1668. He was awarded a number of official commissions in
Paris, and assisted with Le Brun's works for Versailles and
the Trianon. In 1678, he was elected to the Académie, and he
later acquired the title of "Painter in ordinary to the King."
This is a genuinely rare book both in institutional collections
and in the marketplace: OCLC lists only nine copies, some
of them incomplete, and since 1975, ABPC records only
one complete copy at auction (and one, apparently later,
incomplete group of the plates). (ST11490)

One of the Great Ichthyological Works, with More than 200 Sometimes Silvery Fishes
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BLOCH, MARC ÉLIÉSER. ICHTHYOLOGIE, OU HISTOIRE NATURELLE, GÉNÉRALE ET
PARTICULIÈRE DES POISSONS. (Berlin: Chez l'Auteur, 1795) 495 x 311 mm. (19 1/2 x 12 1/4").
Six volumes (of 12) bound in three. Translated by J. C. Thibault de Laveaux. First Edition in French. Very
pleasing recent retrospective quarter calf over marbled boards by Courtland Benson, flat spines attractively
gilt in panels divided by five decorative gilt rolls, the panels featuring a central floral spray curling around a
large volute, red morocco labels, EDGES UNTRIMMED. WITH ENGRAVED FRONTISPIECE PORTRAIT AND
211 (of 216) VERY FINE HAND-COLORED ENGRAVED PLATES OF AQUATIC LIFE, some heightened in
silver. Nissen ZBI 416; Casey/Wood, p. 244; Dance, p. 56. u"Avertissement" leaf at front of first volume a bit
browned, isolated trivial smudges, but AN EXCEPTIONALLY FINE COPY, the beautiful plates in near-pristine
condition with vivid colors and shining silver, the text clean, fresh, and bright with enormous margins, and
the whole encased in an unworn convincing retrospective binding. (See also illustration on p. 399.) $39,000
The "Ichthyologie" is the masterpiece of Marc Éliéser some Latin, and began the study of anatomy and natural
Bloch (1723-99), one of the most important ichthyologists science that would be the passion of his life. He went on to
of the 18th century. It is an arresting publication famous for attend medical school in Frankfurt, and became a practicing
Bloch's use of silver to reproduce the sheen of his subjects, physician in Berlin, where he continued his scholarship in
as well as for the overall beauty of the illustrations. Bloch the field of ichthyology. He began publishing the present
adopted a Linnean arrangement as the basis for his work, work at his own expense, but it soon proved so popular that
but went further to establish 19 new genera and 176 new princes and patrons of the sciences gladly contributed to the
species. A German Jew who was born into poverty and who cause. Happily and atypically, the text and plates here are
was illiterate in German until age 19, Bloch knew enough in superb condition, and the artful use of silver transforms
Hebrew to be hired as a tutor to the children of a Jewish even the most humble carp into a shimmering, iridescent
surgeon. In that position, he learned to read German and beauty. The first French edition of what Dance calls
________
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________
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"possibly the most beautiful book on fishes ever published"
was produced by at least two different printers in Berlin:
our set is composed of the first six parts, printed by Louis
Philippe Wegener; Godefroy Hayn printed the second six

parts, which are very seldom seen in the marketplace. The
last complete set listed in ABPC sold at Bloomsbury in New
York in 2010 for $150,000. Accordingly, the cost of this item
is meant to be advantageous. (CJW1004)
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BLOSIUS, LUDOVICUS. [BLOIS, LOUIS DE]. HAND-BÜCHLEIN DER KLEINEN UND DEMÜTHIGEN.
[HANDBOOK FOR THE SMALL AND HUMBLE]. (Cöllen: Wilhelm Metternich, 1718) 103 x 60 mm. (4
1/16 x 2 3/8"). 6 p.l., 232 pp. Pleasing contemporary sprinkled calf, raised bands, spine densely gilt in compartments
with central fleuron and leafy cornerpieces, marbled endpapers. In a repaired cardboard slipcase. Front pastedown
with book label of Abel E. Berland. uShallow chip across head of spine, extremities a bit rubbed, small abrasion
and half a dozen minor scratches to lower board, text a bit browned, with occasional mild foxing (because of inferior
paper quality), a handful of leaves trimmed a bit close at head (without loss of text), but still a very satisfactory copy,
clean and fresh internally, and in a sound, pleasant original binding. $250
This is a rare edition of a pocket-sized High German
translation of a portion of Blosius' "Instructions for
the Ascetic Life," written for monks and nuns. Blosius,
also known as Louis de Blois (1506-66), entered the Abbey
of Liessies in Flanders when he was 14, and became its
abbot at 24. He reformed the lax monastic practices of
his predecessors, and wrote a number of popular works

on spirituality that were widely translated. The present
volume comes from the very distinguished collection
of Chicago bibliophile Abel Berland (1915-2010). The
sale of books from his library at Christie's in New York
on 8 and 9 October 2001 was one of the most important
bibliophilic events of the new century, bringing in more
than $14,000,000. (ST12040m)
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BLOUNT, SIR THOMAS POPE. DE RE POETICA: OR, REMARKS
UPON POETRY. WITH CHARACTERS AND CENSURES OF THE MOST
CONSIDERABLE POETS, WHETHER ANCIENT OR MODERN. (London: Printed by
Ric. Everingham, for R. Bently, 1694) 203 x 159 mm. (8 x 6 1/4"). 6 p.l., 129, [3] pp.;
248 pp. Two parts in one volume. FIRST EDITION. Really excellent contemporary
dark sprinkled calf, raised bands, spine gilt in compartments with central fleuron
and filigree cornerpieces, gilt titling (portions of the joints apparently repaired
with great skill). Front pastedown with engraved armorial bookplate of "Rolle"
(see below). Lowndes I, 221; Wing B-3347. uShort crack at top of rear joint, front
board just slightly tending to splay, minor wear to corners and covers, but the
attractive period binding entirely solid and generally very well preserved. Most of
the rear free endpaper torn away, isolated rust spots and marginal stains, but VERY
FINE INTERNALLY, the text unusually clean and fresh and printed within ample
margins. $1,900
This is a beautiful copy, with important provenance, his sources (as opposed to silently pilfering their words
of a survey of various poetic forms, coupled with and ideas) and for weaving the writings of others into a
short biographies of major ancient and modern poets. very readable narrative. His article on Shakespeare is
Politician and writer Thomas Blount (1649-97) begins particularly valuable as a synopsis of 17th century opinion
by discussing things a poet should or should not do: he on the merits of that author, whose place in the literary
must keep his "wit and Fancy" within bounds, while still pantheon was not yet secure. Our previous owner is almost
displaying a sense of humor; he should write about love certainly John, Baron Rolle (1751-1842), whose collection
but avoid "obscenity"; he should not be addicted to flattery. was described in a "Catalogue of the Library [of Lord Rolle]
These admonitions are followed by an examination of at Bicton House, Devon," published in 1850. Although a
various forms of poetry, from epics, elegies, and odes dedicated career politician and noted philanthropist, Rolle
to burlesques, lampoons, and farces. The second half is best remembered as the aging peer who tripped and fell
of the work, "Characters and Censures," contains 67 down the steps when approaching Victoria's throne at her
short biographies and critical evaluations of poets from coronation. The new queen inspired both admiration and
Aeschylus to Shakespeare. The book relies heavily on prior affection by rising from her seat and walking down the
scholarly works: Blount quotes Dryden so extensively that steps to allow the elderly Rolle to pay his homage. More
Macdonald includes the book in his Dryden bibliography, important from a bibliophilic perspective, books with the
noting that it "is a laborious compilation of other people's "Rolle" bookplate are renowned for being remarkably well
opinions." Blount must, however, be given credit for citing preserved. (ST12334)
________
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The Bodoni Dante in Remarkably Fine Condition and in a Sensational New Binding
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(BODONI IMPRINT). DANTE ALIGHIERI. LA DIVINA COMMEDIA. (Parma: Nel Regal Palazzo,
1796) 318 x 235 mm. (12 1/2 x 9 1/4"). Three volumes. Edited by Giovanni Jacopo Dionisi. The Large
Quarto Edition (there was a folio edition published the same year). VERY FINE REPLICA BINDINGS OF DEEP
BLUE
STRAIGHT-GRAIN
MOROCCO, HANDSOMELY
GILT, by Courtland Benson,
raised bands, covers gilt with
a wide frame of interlocking
drawer handle tools accented
with small flowers, inner floral
roll frame with oblique tulip
cornerpieces, raised bands,
spine panels with elaborate
gilt fleuron centerpiece, gilt
titling, marbled endpapers,
top
edges
gilt,
others
untrimmed. Brooks 654;
Koch I, 12. uExcept for faint
pinpoint foxing on the title
page of the second volume
and trivial smudges here and
there, AN ESPECIALLY FINE,
FRESH COPY WITH VAST
MARGINS, and in unworn,
particularly attractive, and
convincing
retrospective
bindings. (See also illustration
on front cover.) $7,500

________
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This is an especially tall copy—with leaves measuring
305 x 230 mm.—of the quarto edition of Bodoni's
Dante, considered by Brooks to be as beautiful as the
folio version (which he describes as "Bellissima"). The
same elegant format and typeface are used, and the two
editions differ only in pagination. Bodoni (1740-1813) was
simply the outstanding type designer, punchcutter, and
printer in Italy during his day. He used the finest quality
paper available, and his clear, beautiful types have been
envied and copied for many generations. He worked for
more than 20 years at the royal press in Parma before
obtaining permission to set up his own private press in
1791. Brooks says, "He took his printing in all its branches
very seriously, laboured incessantly to perfect his type,

had a fine artistic sense, . . . and produced books not only
of a very high standard, but also showing a remarkably
distinct individuality. . . . The result of his labours is a long
list of books which . . . reach a very high, many of them
the highest, level of technical excellence." Editor Giovanni
Jacopo Dionisi based the text of the present edition on the
manuscript of Filippo Villani, who had been appointed as
the Florentine public reader of the "Divine Comedy" in
1392. Neither version of the Bodoni Dante is common in
the marketplace: ABPC records just five copies, both folio
and quarto, at auction since 1975, and only one since 1988.
Although the bindings are new, they are faithful to the
period and executed with great skill and very considerable
aesthetic success. (ST12438b)

The Activities of Bodoni's Cupids Portrayed with Special Neoclassical Charm and Elegance
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(BODONI IMPRINT). ROSSI, GIOVANNI GHERARDO DE. SCHERZI POETICI E PITTORICI.
(Parma: Co' Tipi Bodoniani, 1795) 298 x 225 mm. (11 3/4 x 8 7/8"). [54] leaves of text (including
engraved title). FIRST EDITION (there is a variant first edition with different coloring of the plates).
EXTREMELY PLEASING CONTEMPORARY VELLUM, HANDSOMELY GILT, over substantial boards,
raised bands, six spine compartments, four with (two different styles of) elaborate gilt diapering, two with
labels, marbled endpapers, all edges gilt. In an excellent sturdy buckram folding cloth box with leather label.
Engraved pictorial title page and 40 VERY FINE SEPIA-TONED ENGRAVINGS featuring the activities of
Cupid among susceptible humans and allegorical figures, THE ENGRAVINGS WITHIN ELEGANT FRAMES
OF NEOCLASSICAL DESIGN (the frames in black and white), the illustrations engraved by Francesco
Rosaspina from designs by José Teixeira Barreto, the frames done by Giacomo Mercoli. Brooks 600; Graesse
VI, 169. uCorners a bit bumped, rear cover with two yellow stains (consisting of thin lines in the shape of

________
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the bottom edges of a book), very minor soiling to the vellum elsewhere, but the original decorative binding
solid and with an especially attractive spine. Two leaves with trivial soil, otherwise AN EXQUISITE COPY
INTERNALLY, the lovely plates richly impressed, the paper as bright and fresh as one could hope for, and
the margins vast. (See also illustration on front cover.) $5,900
This is a lovely illustrated book that epitomizes
the neoclassical style. Its 40 brief poems, written
with elegance rather than passion, are all about love.
The pictures and poems complement each other very
well, both in their serene mood and their contents. The
neoclassical line drawings are similar to, but a good deal
more subtle and delicate than, the work of Flaxman, and
the elegant frames, featuring cameos, shafts of wheat,
griffins, and many other motifs inspired by the art of
Pompeii, are described by Brooks as "of extraordinary
delicacy." Giovanni Gherardo de Rossi (1754-1827),
best known for his sprightly comedies, was a banker,
poet, classical scholar, and critic. He served for a time as
director of the Portuguese Academy of Fine Arts, which

may explain the choice of the little-known but obviously
talented Portuguese artist José Teixeira Barreto (also
known as Giuseppe Tekeira, 1763-1810) to design the
illustrations. The most celebrated European printer of
his era, Giambatista Bodoni (1740-1813) was responsible
for some of the most graceful and immaculate books to
be printed during the end of the 18th and beginning of
the 19th century, and the present item is certainly to
be counted among his most striking productions. The
elaborately gilt vellum binding here is a style that is
uncommonly seen, but it seems to be entirely appropriate
for this work, lending an exterior refinement that clearly
matches the volume's contents. (For more on Bodoni, see
previous item.) (ST11173)
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BOLINGBROKE, HENRY SAINT-JOHN, FIRST VISCOUNT. A DISSERTATION UPON PARTIES:
IN SEVERAL LETTERS TO CALEB D'ANVERS. . . .TO WHICH IS PREFIXED THE LIFE OF THE
AUTHOR. [and] REMARKS ON THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND. [and] A COLLECTION OF POLITICAL TRACTS.
[and] LETTERS ON THE STUDY AND USE OF HISTORY. [and] LETTERS ON THE SPIRIT OF PATRIOTISM. [and]
A LETTER TO SIR WILLIAM WINDHAM. [and in the same volume] SOME REFLECTIONS ON THE PRESENT
STATE OF THE NATION. [and in the same volume] LETTER TO MR. POPE. (London: various printers, 1771; [ca.
1780]; 1769; 1770; 1775; 1753) 216 x 127 mm. (8 1/2 x 5"). Six separately published volumes, uniformly bound
as a set. "Life of the Author" by Oliver Goldsmith. Ninth Edition (and First Edition with the "Life") of the first
work; Later Editions of the second, third, fourth, and fifth works; FIRST EDITION of the sixth work. Excellent
contemporary sprinkled calf, raised bands flanked by gilt rules, gilt volume numbers, red morocco labels
bearing the title "Bolingbroke's Political Works." With engraved frontispiece portrait of the author in the fifth
volume. Front pastedown with engraved armorial bookplate of the library of the Duc de Luynes at Chateau
Dampierre; front pastedown of each volume with Dampierre library shelf label. A Large Paper Copy of the
fourth volume. uFour joints with thin cracks at head, a little wear and discoloration to backstrips (including
at the bottom where a small book label may have been removed), covers a little marked, other small external
defects, but the original unrestored bindings nevertheless quite appealing, with lustrous leather and good shelf
appeal. Minor browning or light foxing here and there, but consistently clean, fresh, and smooth internally.
(See illustration on p. 195.) $750
This is an attractive group of works on history and will of the people shall govern the nation. . . . He proposed
political philosophy by the dashing and eloquent the elimination of party and the strengthening of a truly
Bolingbroke (1678-1751), Secretary of War during representative Parliament through a broad franchise. . . .
the Tory regime from 1704-08 and Privy Councillor In his proposals for a disinterested survey of history, he
and Secretary of State from 1710-14. Early in his has been called the first Englishman truly to sense the
public life, Bolingbroke was famous as a Restoration rake continuity of history and to observe contemporary events
who was said to have "run naked in the park in a state as workings of fundamental human conflicts paralleling
of intoxication." After his life took a more sobering turn, the past and developing out of it." Bolingbroke's shady
he entered the government of Queen Anne as a Tory and financial dealings, libertine ways, and vicious attacks on
was instrumental in the peace negotiations with France his opponents severely damaged his reputation among
that ended the wars of Louis XIV. According to Day, his his contemporaries, which led to his writings being
political philosophy "rejected the divine right of kings and dismissed or overlooked for many years after his death.
admitted the premise of the Bloodless Revolution, that the DNB observes that modern scholars view him as "a
________
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substantial, if flawed, political figure in Anne's reign and
as a brilliant, if eventually unsuccessful, political writer
in the age of Walpole. . . . Bolingbroke's writings tell us
much about the ideological divisions that persisted under
the first two Hanoverian monarchs. Although he lacked
good sense and political judgement, Bolingbroke was

widely read, wrote well, and did make a sincere effort
to provide the disparate elements of the parliamentary
opposition with a coherent political ideology and a moral
platform." This mixed set was likely assembled and bound
for the ducal library at Dampierre, for more on which see
item #320. (ST12579-9)
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BOLINGBROKE, HENRY SAINT-JOHN, FIRST VISCOUNT. LETTERS ON THE STUDY AND USE
OF HISTORY. (London: Printed for T. Cadell, 1779) 216 x 133 mm. (8 1/2 x 5 1/4"). 1 p.l., 479 pp.
A New Edition, corrected. Excellent contemporary sprinkled calf, covers with double gilt fillet border, raised
bands flanked by double gilt rules, red morocco label. Front pastedown with small label (almost certainly from
the library of the Duc de Luynes at Chateau Dampierre—see previous entry). A Large Paper Copy. uShort,
thin white line to lower cover, hint of rubbing to corners, small ink stain on fore edge, one gathering lightly
browned, isolated rust spots or faint flecks of foxing, but AN UNUSUALLY FINE COPY, the binding especially
lustrous, the text very clean and fresh, and the margins notably spacious. (See illustration on p. 195.) $450
Written in 1735 and first published in 1752, the
present work points out the failure of English
historical literature to produce either a general
history or particular histories comparable to those

of foreign nations. Our copy looks much as it did when
it was shelved in the library of the dukes of Dampierre.
For more on Viscount Bolingbroke, see previous item.
(ST12579-1)
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[BOULANGER, NICOLAS ANTOINE]. THE ORIGIN AND PROGRESS OF DESPOTISM: IN THE
ORIENTAL, AND OTHER EMPIRES, OF AFRICA, EUROPE, AND AMERICA. (Amsterdam [i.e.,
London]: 1764) 184 x 117 mm. (7 1/4 x 4 5/8"). 1 p.l. (title), 285 pp. (BB and BB2 bound in reverse order.) Translated
by John Wilkes. FIRST EDITION IN ENGLISH. Excellent contemporary crimson morocco, covers with gilt rule
border, raised bands, spine gilt in compartments with floral spray centerpiece and foliate cornerpieces, green
morocco label, gilt turn-ins, marbled endpapers. Sabin 6885; Minuti, Rolando. "Oriental Despotism." European
History Online (EGO), published by the Leibniz Institute of European History (IEG), Mainz 2012-05-03. URL:
http://www.ieg-ego.eu/minutir-2012-en. uJoints and top of spine slightly rubbed (and carefully refurbished),
occasional faint browning, half a dozen pages of text with rather light printing (but still entirely legible), one
opening with offsetting from ribbon bookmark, but A VERY APPEALING COPY, the unsophisticated decorative
binding bright and solid, with no serious wear, and the text fresh and clean throughout. $900
This is a pretty copy of the first appearance in
English of an Enlightenment-era examination of the
roots of despotism, a work that denounces religion
and theocracy as key elements in tyrannical rule. As
stated on the title page and in the text, "this theologicopolitical [work] is calculated for an introduction and key to
Montesquieu's 'Spirit of laws,'" a treatise primarily concerned

with the separation of powers. However, Boulanger and
Montesquieu disagreed on a key point. Montesquieu saw
religion, specifically Islam, as the potential ally of a despot,
but he considered it an overall stabilizing force in society.
Boulanger, on the other hand, saw little or no redeeming
social value in religious institutions, and strongly emphasized
the link between religion and despotism. As Rolando Minuti

A Fine, Fresh Contemporary Copy of the First French Geometrical Treatise
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BOUELLES, CHARLES DE. GEOMETRIE PRACTIQVE. (Paris: Imprimé par Benoist Prevost pour
Guillaume Cavellat, 1555) 222 x 156 mm. (8 3/4 x 6 1/8"). 79, [1] leaves. Fourth Edition. Appealing
period calf, covers with blind-ruled frame, gilt fleuron cornerpieces, and stylized floral centerpiece, raised
bands, spine panels with small gilt fleuron at center, newer(?) tan morocco label. With numerous woodcuts
in the text, including geometric diagrams, the tools of geometry (square rule and compass), and practical
applications relating to bells, wagons, water wheels, and fortification. Front pastedown with the armorial
bookplate of the Macclesfield library; title page with the embossed Macclesfield stamp. Brunet I, 1188; Mortimer
116. uThree short cracks at top and bottom of joints, corners somewhat bumped, leather on covers rather
pitted, with noticeable loss of patina and a scattering of tiny wormholes, but the binding still sound and not
without substantial antique charm. About half the leaves with shallow, faint one-inch dampstain to head edge
(barely perceptible, and well away from the text), other trivial imperfections, but A FINE COPY INTERNALLY,
the text especially clean and fresh. (See illustrations opposite.) $9,500
This is a very well-preserved copy, in an and octograms (eight-pointed stars) always equals 180
unsophisticated period binding, of the rare fourth degrees. Another section of the book is devoted to the old
edition of the first geometrical treatise in French. It problem of squaring the circle (the ultimately impossible
is the most important mathematical work of Charles de task of constructing a square with an area equal to a given
Bouelles (known additionally as de Bouvelles, de Bovelles, circle using just a compass and a straightedge). The first
and Carolus Bovillus, 1470-1553), a French scholar and edition of "Geometrie" in French was published by Simon de
canon of Noyon who also wrote books on philosophy, Colines in 1542, with woodcuts designed by mathematician
theology, and language. He studied arithmetic with and cartographer Oronce Finé, those same woodcuts being
the humanist Jacques Lefèvre d'Étaples, and published repeated here. Additional illustrations by another artist were
the original edition of this work, in Latin, in 1503. His added to the second edition in 1547, and also appear in this
"Geometrie" is notable primarily for its discussion fourth printing. There were two issues of this edition, both
of stellated polygons, the star-like shapes formed by printed by Prevost, the present one for Guillaume Cavellat,
extending lines of geometric figures. (If, for example, the the other for Gilles Gourbin. Both are rare, just as is every
lines of a pentagon are extended, it becomes a pentagram, early edition of this work, no matter the language: since
or five-pointed star.) He proved that the sum total of 1978, ABPC and AE find just one other copy of our edition
the angles in pentagrams, hexagrams (six-pointed stars), at auction and no copy of any earlier printing. (ST12159)
________
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observed in "Oriental Despotism," "Boulanger did not define
religion as socially useful but as the anthropological source of
a fundamental mystification that creates power. Its political
consequence, reinforced by superstition and idolatry,
would then be despotism." Boulanger (1722-59) was a road
and bridge engineer with a keen interest in philosophy,
particularly in the area of politics and human rights. He
wrote several articles on the rights of man for Diderot's

"Encyclopedia," and several books critical of religion, all of
which were published posthumously. The first edition of
the present work, in French, appeared in Geneva in 1761;
English politician John Wilkes (1725-97) privately printed
another French edition in London in 1763, and is believed
to have prepared this translation. While one can find copies
of the 1764 English edition, they almost never show up in
pleasing contemporary bindings, as here. (ST12475)
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BOYLE, ROBERT. OF THE RECONCILEABLENESS OF SPECIFICK MEDICINES
TO THE CORPUSCULAR PHILOSOPHY. TO WHICH IS ANNEXED A
DISCOURSE ABOUT THE ADVANTAGES OF THE USE OF SIMPLE MEDICINES. (London:
Printed for Sam. Smith, 1685) 168 x 95 mm. (6 5/8 x 3 3/4"). 16 p.l., 225, [1] pp., plus 13
pp. of ads at the back (also with two loose leaves from the end of Boyle's "Short Memoirs
for the Natural Experimental History of Mineral Waters" [published 1684] laid in at front,
and five leaves of ads from that work bound in before A1 here.) FIRST EDITION. Pleasing
recent retrospective unlettered dark polished calf, raised bands. Rear flyleaf with seven
lines of handwritten notes in red or purple ink. Fulton 166; Heirs of Hippocrates 366;
Norman 306; Osler 949; Waller 1391; Wellcome II, 224; Wing B-4013. uFrequent faint
browning, occasional minor foxing, isolated corner creases, one tiny round wormhole in
bottom margin, but still an excellent copy (especially for a cheaply made book like this), the
text quite clean and fresh, and the binding unworn. (See also illustration on p. 227.) $2,500
These two treatises reflect the efforts of Robert
Boyle (1627-91), the foremost scientist of the day,
to reconcile his mechanistic view of nature with the
practical art of medicine. In the text of the first work,
we encounter six propositions, with accompanying
experiments, which, in the words of the Robert Boyle
website, are discussed within the context of Boyle's place
in the world as champion "of the experimental philosophy
espoused by the Royal Society in its formative years," a
system of nature at odds with classical "theories, notably
the worldview associated with Aristotelian scholasticism."
The second part here constitutes a plea for physicians to
stop prescribing extremely complicated concoctions (some
containing 20 ingredients) to treat their patients. While his
theories represent marked modern departures from such
notions as Aristotle's four "elements," Boyle nevertheless
clings to some benighted Medieval ideas, such as the belief
in the healing powers of gemstones. The youngest of the 14
children of the earl of Cork, Boyle was one of the founders
of the Royal Society and a most active member throughout
his life. He published many significant books and treatises,
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did much original work in chemistry, helped to develop a
celebrated vacuum pump, and propounded "Boyle's Law,"
which formulated the important relationship between the
pressure and volume of gases. Of considerable interest
in addition to the text here are the advertisements at the
front and back of the book, containing in both places "A
Catalogue of late Physick Books sold by Samuel Smith,
at the Prince's Arms in Saint Paul's Churchyard" (seven
pages at the front and nine in the back), followed by "Books
Printed for, and sold by Samuel Smith" (three pages at the
front [incomplete]; four pages [complete] at the back). The
listings include dated books issued during the previous five
years and a considerable number of others without dates,
the latter being earlier publications, presumably undated
so that Smith's inventory would not appear to be slow to
sell. The ads at the front and the two loose leaves clearly
were once bound in the same volume as our two complete
parts, since all leaves share the tiny solitary wormhole in
the bottom margin. The present work is now seldom seen in
the marketplace: ABPC lists just one copy at auction since
1995. (CJM1201)

BOYLE, ROGER. THE DRAMATIC WORKS OF ROGER BOYLE, EARL OF ORRERY. (London: Printed
for R. Dodsley, 1739) 216 x 133 mm. (8 1/2 x 5 1/4"). Without the frontispiece portrait. Two volumes.
FIRST EDITION. HANDSOME 19TH CENTURY POLISHED CALF BY FRANCIS BEDFORD (stamp-signed
on verso of front free endpaper), covers with gilt French fillet border, spines richly gilt in compartments with
centerpiece of two birds perched on the rim of a chalice, one drinking, the other holding an olive branch in its beak,
this surrounded by a lozenge of small tools, daisy sidepieces, and scrolling floral cornerpieces, each spine with a
red and a green morocco label, densely gilt turn-ins, marbled endpapers, top edges gilt. ESTC T-67992. uA small
dark spot and a very minor abrasion on one cover, light flaking to joints, but the especially attractive decorative
bindings lustrous and otherwise unworn. Internally very fine, with only the most trivial imperfections. $700
________
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This is a very attractively bound set of plays by a
Restoration politician and writer whose dramatic
couplets were widely admired. Boyle (1621-79), first
earl of Orrery, had literary interests that extended beyond
his political activities, and he was actually better known to
contemporaries for his dramas than for his court intrigues.
According to DNB, the plays' "themes of honour, loyalty,
and betrayal suggested that, despite their sometimes exotic
settings—Sicily for 'The General,' Hungary for 'Mustapha,'
and in 'Tryphon' the history of the Maccabees—they
expressed the dilemmas that had beset him during his
tortuous career." Our set contains the last two as well as
three other works with exotic settings—"Herod the Great,"
"Altemira," and "Guzman"—and two works about the

Plantagenets: "The Black Prince" and "Henry the Fifth." A
comedy written by Roger's grandson, Charles Boyle (16741731), fourth earl of Orrery, is also included. For five years
our binder Francis Bedford (1799-1883) managed the firm
of Charles Lewis for the latter's widow, and then was in a
partnership for 10 years with John Clarke before establishing
his own bindery in 1851. He shortly became recognized as
the leading binder in fashionable West-End London, and
his firm enjoyed prosperity not only until his death, but
for a decade afterwards, under the ownership of Joseph
Shepherd. Bedford bindings are almost always elegantly
traditional in their design, as here, and they are consistently
so well executed that their appeal to a wide audience has not
diminished with the passage of time. (ST12623)
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Invaluable Visual Record of Medieval Europe, Complete with 363 Double-Page Maps and Views
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BRAUN, GEORG [and] FRANS HOGENBERG. CIVITATES ORBIS TERRARUM. ([Antwerp and
Cologne], 1573-[1620]) 425 x 298 mm. (16 3/4 x 11 3/4"). Six volumes bound in three. Apparently
the FIRST EDITIONS of each volume. IN RECENT ORNATE RED MOROCCO REPLICA BINDINGS BY
COURTLAND BENSON, covers panelled in gilt, raised bands, spines densely gilt in compartments featuring
multiple antique tools. COMPLETE WITH six engraved allegorical title pages and 363 FINE ENGRAVED
PLATES OF THE CITIES OF THE WORLD, two of these (Antwerp and Cracow) large folding plates, the rest
double-page. Koeman II, B & H 1-6; NMM III, 459; Phillips, "Atlases," 59 (citing the 1612 edition). uAbout
20 percent of the plates carefully cleaned to brighten them, the other plates with only minor yellowing and
slight foxing (mostly at edges), a handful of plates in weak impressions, other insignificant defects, but A
REMARKABLY ATTRACTIVE SET with few of the almost inevitable signs of use internally (virtually no tears,
for example, or fraying, dampstaining, thumbing, smudging, or worming), the engravings consistently clean
and fresh, and the beautifully executed retrospective bindings unworn. (See also illustrations on inside back
cover.) $195,000
This is an uncommonly seen complete set, with words, that is "a wonderful compendium of knowledge
none of the typically fatal condition problems, of of life in Europe in the sixteenth century" and "one of
an invaluable visual record of Medieval Europe. the most valuable sources remaining to the student
The first serious attempt to give graphic representations and historian of" that period. Tooley also calls it, more
of the world's main cities, this is a book, in Tooley's simply, "one of the great books of the world." The 16th
________
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century is notable for three remarkable cartographical
achievements: the first uniform modern world atlas,
Ortelius' "Theatrum Orbis Terrarum"; the first printed
marine atlas, Waghenaer's "Spieghel der Zeevaerdt"; and
the present volumes, the first uniform collection of plans
and views of the cities of the world. Unlike the first two
projects, the "Civitates" was not undertaken by one man,
but was the result of teamwork, involving principally
Georg Braun (or Bruin) and Frans Hogenberg, along with
Joris Hoefnagel (and other contributors, who included
Pieter Bruegel and Jacob van Deventer). Hogenberg seems
to have been the most discerning commercial motivator of
the group, recognizing that the atlas of Ortelius invited
the creation of a complementary atlas of cities, and his
assessment of audience needs was astute, as the project
became a considerable success. The "Civitates" contains
prospects, bird's-eye views, and maps of 546 cities, most
of them in Europe, but some also from the Middle East
and North Africa, and two from the New World (Mexico
City and Cuzco). These are the first engraved views of
many of the locations. One of the most charming features
of the work is the depiction of locals in native dress, often
seen in the foreground of the maps. In some they are

nobles enjoying their leisure, in others, peasants hard at
work. Tooley observes that in addition to its topographical
value, the "work is of great interest as a record of the
domestic life of the period, the town views, heraldic coatsof-arms, rural scenes, land and water transportation, public
buildings, etc. It can make an equal appeal to the historian,
geographer, the student of costume or the plain admirer
of decorative art." Robert Burton agreed; in his 1621
"Anatomy of Melancholy," he recommends perusing "these
books of Citties" as an uplifting activity for the armchair
traveller. The combination of an initial 45-year span
between the publication of the first and last volumes, and
the plundering of copies for individual plates as decorative
objects has inevitably depleted the number of complete
copies of the "Civitates," and it shows up frequently sold
as four or five volumes (of six) and very often with plates
missing, no matter the number of volumes. Given its
publication history and the fact that the work encourages
avid readership, complete copies, when found, are almost
invariably in deplorable shape. Our copy is distinguished
by being complete and by having only defects that one
can readily tolerate without great effort of forgiveness.
(CMM1301)
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BREREWOOD, EDWARD. ENQVIRIES TOVCHING THE DIVERSITY OF LANGVAGES, AND
RELIGIONS, THROUGH THE CHIEFE PARTS OF THE WORLD. (London: Printed by Iohn Norton, for
Ioyce Norton and Richard Whitaker, 1635) 194 x 143 mm. (7 5/8 x 5 5/8"). 12 p.l., 203 pp. Third or Fourth Edition
(according to STC). Sympathetic modern (probably 19th century) calf, covers panelled in blind, flat spine with
vertical gilt titling. Historiated headpieces, foliated initials, device on title page. Front pastedown with bookplate of
Isabel Somerset, Reigate Priory (see below). STC 3621. uSpine leather a bit marked and scuffed, leather on covers
slightly irregular in color, leaves with faint diagonal dampstain at lower right throughout (scarcely noticeable most
of the time, but slightly darker on a half dozen preliminary leaves), otherwise quite an excellent copy, the binding
solid, and the text clean, unusually fresh, and with comfortable margins. (See illustration opposite.) $950
A major early British work in the field of anthropology, of astronomy at Gresham College, Brerewood was reluctant
the "Enquiries" of Brerewood (1565?-1613) examines the to publish his works during his lifetime, so a nephew, Robert,
history and contemporary state of the relations of large saw the present item through the press after his uncle's
cultural groups in the world, particularly in Europe, death (it was first published in 1614). It became a popular
western Asia, and Northern Africa. Although Brerewood and influential work that was printed in English, French, and
writes as a person most interested in the locations, beliefs, Latin at least 10 times during the 17th century. According
and practices of the various branches of the Christian to Salmon in his "Effort and Achievement in 17th Century
religion, he actually takes on the formidable task of discussing British Linguistics," the book was even more important than
the changing character and influence of languages, peoples, the seminal works of Camden or Verstegan "in determining
and religions down through history. In the course of his the direction which philological enquiries were to take in
discussion, he examines the spread and decline of Greek and 17th century England." Lady Isabel Somerset (1851-1921),
Latin, the concurrent rise of the Romance languages, and whose elegant bookplate graces our volume, was a prominent
the nature of some other tongues, including Slavonic and philanthropist and promoter of sobriety. Deeply religious, she
Oriental. According to Hodgen ("Early Anthropology in the espoused the cause of temperance, working tirelessly for the
16th and 17th Centuries"), Brerewood, in his "perceptive movement and participating with American Frances Willard
little book on the geographical distribution of languages and in a speaking tour through England and Scotland. In 1895
religions," was "probably the first man to apply mathematical Lady Somerset founded the Duxhurst Colony for women
analysis to cultural and religious phenomena, and this recovering from alcoholism, building cottages to house some
in conjunction with a similar treatment of the origin and 40 residents on a 180-acre estate near Reigate. Lady Isabel's
diffusion of languages." An antiquary and the first professor residence at Reigate Priory is now a museum. (ST10996)
________
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[BROOKE, FRANCES]. THE HISTORY OF LADY JULIA MANDEVILLE. (London: Printed for J.
Dodsley, 1769) 175 x 108 mm. (6 7/8 x 4 1/4"). With one leaf of ads at the end of volume II. Two
volumes. Fifth Edition. Contemporary decorative sprinkled calf, raised bands, spines gilt in compartments
with large central fleuron, each spine with one red and one black morocco label. Engraved frontispiece in
volume I. Front flyleaf of each volume with ownership inscription of Sarah Atkinson dated March 26, 1814;
half-title and title pages with signature of William Guy dated November 20, 1835; title pages with a couple of
other handwritten words scratched out. ESTC T-73525. uFront joints with short cracks at the head, rear joints
with similar cracks at the tail, corners worn through, spines a little dulled and abraded (with significant loss of
gilt), shallow chips across the top of each spine, but the bindings solid and not without appeal as unrestored
survivals. Flyleaf of volume II slightly loose, tail margin of volume I with tiny wormhole running through
all leaves, one leaf with three-inch vertical tear at bottom inner margin (just touching, but not disturbing
text), occasional minor foxing, stains, or other signs of use, but still a very good copy internally, with nothing
approaching a major defect. $250

Praised by no less than Voltaire as perhaps the best Julia Mandeville." Though Brooke lapsed into obscurity for
epistolary novel since Samuel Richardson's "Clarissa," some years, her reputation was revived by 20th century
the present book relates the story of a doomed love feminist scholars. As the DNB observes, "in her life and
affair between the title character and her distant in her works she went where few women, especially of her
cousin, Harry. It was the most popular work of fiction class and education, had gone. She attempted successfully
by Frances Brooke (1724-89), a fascinating woman who the periodical, the novel, the tragedy, and the comic opera,
successfully published periodicals, plays, poems, and as well as poetry. In the development of the novel in
translations in addition to novels. She also found time particular, she was 'an essential link between Richardson
to travel with her husband, an Anglican clergyman, to on the one hand and Fanny Burney and Jane Austen on the
Canada, where they made an unsuccessful attempt to other', and she was 'an interpreter to English fiction of the
convert the Catholics of Quebec to Protestantism. She French novel of sentiment practised by Madame Riccoboni
incorporated some of her experiences there into another and Rousseau' . . . . She also set the novel on new paths
novel, "The History of Emily Montague," the forthcoming both in its delineation of North America and in its depiction
publication of which is publicized on the last leaf of "Lady of the lives of women." (ST11752)
________
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An English Buffon Bound in Very Pleasing Contemporary Tree Calf
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BUFFON, GEORGES LOUIS LE CLERC, COMTE DE. NATURAL HISTORY, GENERAL AND
PARTICULAR. (Edinburgh: Printed for William Creech, 1780) 210 x 130 mm. (8 1/4 x 5 1/8"). Nine
volumes. Translated by William Smellie. Very attractive contemporary tree calf, covers with decorative gilt
roll border, raised bands, spines gilt in compartments with central floral sprig and volute cornerpieces, each
spine with one green and one red morocco label, marbled endpapers, eight of the boards with (mostly small)
leather patches glued on at the time of binding, apparently to cover up areas of worming or silverfish damage.
307 (of 308) OFTEN CHARMING ENGRAVED PLATES, including frontispiece portrait, six folding plates, and
two folding maps (without plate #120, apparently omitted when books were bound). Front pastedown with
calligraphic bookplate of "E H." uRear joint of final volume (one of the areas patched at the time of binding)
cracked, with the board just slightly loose), corners a little bruised (as expected), minor areas of lost patina
because of insect visitation, but the bindings generally very well preserved and making a handsome display on
the shelf. Occasional mild browning or foxing, isolated small tears or smudges, but text and plates clean and
fresh, with few signs of use. (See also illustration on back cover.) $2,250

supplemental volumes dealing with other parts of the
natural world were added. (Buffon supervised the publishing
of 37 volumes before his death in 1788, and seven more
came afterward.) The elaborate, elegant plates of the first
volumes, engraved after the celebrated landscape painter de
Seve, were frequently imitated in subsequent editions, such
as our English translation by William Smellie. Our first
volume contains a theory of the formation of the earth, and
the next seven volumes discuss the history of man and other
mammals. Here we learn that different regions of the world
have different fauna, despite similarities in climate. This
first principle of biogeography became known as Buffon's
Law. The final volume covers aspects of cosmology, geology,

and meteorology. In the numerous illustrations, animals are
shown in their natural habitats, with pleasing backdrops of
plains, mountains, and rivers, as well as occasional villages
and domestic interiors. The engravings range from quaint
to very attractive, and they all have a definite charm. We
know that the leather on these volumes has been patched
at the time of binding because the marbling design has
been carried across the implanted areas. There is nothing
startling about seeing old volumes treated in this way, but
the present set is curious because of the extent of this early
face-lift (and, to a lesser extent, because of the ambition of
the insects that apparently attacked the volumes so soon
after they were first bound). (ST12260)

A Profusion of Costume Plates Depicting Knightly, Military, Social, and Charitable Orders
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BUONANNI, FILIPPO. ORDINUM EQUESTRIUM ET MILITARIUM CATALOGUS. (Romæ: Typis
Georgii Plachi, 1711) 248 x 191 mm. (9 3/4 x 7 1/2"). 20 p.l. (including three title pages, one engraved,
one in Latin, one in Italian), followed by plates with facing commentary and, at the end, two index leaves. FIRST
EDITION. Excellent contemporary sprinkled calf, covers with border in gilt and blind, raised bands, spines
handsomely gilt in compartments with large intricate fleuron centerpiece and scrolling cornerpieces, reddishbrown morocco label. WITH A TOTAL OF 167 FULL-PAGE ENGRAVED PLATES: a frontispiece showing
Victory perched above military accoutrements, 143 plates (engraved by Giovanni Battista Sintes after Andrea
Antonio Orazi) depicting members of various knightly orders in a variety of costumes (each plate facing a text
leaf of explication in Latin and Italian), and 23 plates showing the insignia of the orders (usually with several
figures on each of these 23 plates). Bookplate of the Macclesfield library on front pastedown, first three leaves
with small matching embossed armorial Macclesfield stamp. Brunet I, 1086; Graesse I, 480. uSpine and joints
with slight dryness and rubbing, several tiny marks to covers, a trivial spot here and there internally, but A
REALLY EXCELLENT COPY, the attractive early binding solid and without any serious wear, and THE TEXT
AND PLATES UNUSUALLY CLEAN AND FRESH. (See also illustration on p. 199.) $4,500

This is an early English edition of one of the most was read by "every educated person in Europe." Buffon
widely read works of the Enlightenment, Buffon's (1707-88) became the first person to present the natural
enormously influential "Histoire Naturelle." Modern world as one unified whole, entirely explicable in scientific
evolutionary biologist Ernst Mayr called Buffon "the father terms, and in a popular form. The sumptuous original, or
of all thought in natural history in the second half of the "Imprimerie Royale," edition (1749-67) of the basic "Histoire
18th century" and declared that the "Natural History" Naturelle" constituted Buffon's work on mammals, to which
________
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These illustrations of members of various "knightly of honorary, social, and charitable orders, so that some
and military orders" are a wonderful source for figures appear in suits of armor, others in clerical garb,
the costumes of the early 18th century. The groups and many in elaborate secular dress, decked out in the
represented include not only genuine fighting orders such extravagant fashions of the day. Of the orders, 18 are for
as the Templars and the Teutonic Knights, but all sorts women, all elegantly costumed here, some suitably for the
________
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cloister, others for the ballroom. Perhaps the most exotic
are a Roman member of the knightly (i.e., business) class,
dressed, naturally, in a toga; a Turkish member of the Order
of the Moon; a Peruvian; and a Floridian. The artist Andrea
Orazi (b. 1670) painted in oils and frescoed two Roman

churches. In addition to writing books on subjects ranging
from coins to musical instruments to natural history, the
learned Jesuit Buonanni (1638-1725) served as librarian of
the Collegio Romano and in 1698 became curator of the
Kircherian Museum. (ST11283)
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BURNET, GILBERT. HISTORY OF HIS OWN TIME. (Edinburgh: Printed by Hamilton, Balfour, and
Neil, 1753) 184 x 102 mm. (7 1/4 x 4"). Six volumes. Pleasing contemporary sprinkled calf, covers
with double gilt fillet border, raised bands flanked by double gilt rules, red and olive morocco labels. Front
pastedown of volume I with bookplate of "Dampierre" (see item #320) and that library's small shelf label.
uHalf of one board affected by silverfish activity (a second cover slightly marred in the same way), a little
wear to corners and spine tops, but the bindings very bright, showing little significant wear, and opening
only reluctantly as a sign of very infrequent use. A little foxing to the title pages (though nowhere else), mild
browning through the text because of inferior paper stock, but consistently fresh and clean internally. $400
This is a pleasing little set, with noble provenance, of
the classic posthumous history aptly titled "His Own
Time" (and sometimes "My Own Times"), a reflection
of the fact that the text reveals the personality and
political leanings of Burnet (1643-1715) as much as the
events he narrates. Originally published in two parts in
1724 and 1734, the account covers a period almost exactly
coinciding with Burnet's lifetime, from the beginning of the
English Civil War in 1642 to the treaty of Utrecht in 1713.
Bishop Burnet abhorred the immorality of Restoration life
so much that he retired to Holland, where he became an
adviser to William of Orange and accompanied the soon-

This is a remarkably fresh and bright copy of the first
printing of a major 18th century edition of "Hudibras," the
version upon which most subsequent printings were based
for many years, and simply "the best edition" according
to Lowndes. Butler's mock epic in octosyllabic couplets was
first published (in three installments) in 1663, 1664, and 1678.
Modelled after "Don Quixote," the work satirizes the hypocrisy
and self-seeking of the Presbyterians and Independents,
represented by the title character and his squire Ralpho,
whose humorous adventures provide ample opportunity to
demonstrate their pedantry, greed, duplicity, and cowardice,

as well as the ridiculous nature of their sectarian squabbles.
Numbered among the relatively few illustrations Hogarth did
for books, the engravings here were specially prepared for the
1726 edition of "Hudibras," and they were re-engraved for the
present edition, resulting in especially rich impressions. Our
early owner may well have been the Isaac Cookson (1705-54)
who was a prominent gold- and silversmith in Newcastle-uponTyne, where he ran a flourishing business with a specialty in
ecclesiastical silver. His obituary in the "Newcastle Courant"
on 24 August 1754 proclaimed him a paragon of commercial
and personal virtue. (ST12618)

to-be-king to England as his chaplain. Johnson is quoted
by Lowndes as saying, "I do not believe that Burnet
intentionally lied; but he was so much prejudiced, that
he took no pains to find out the truth. He was like a man
who resolves to regulate his time by a certain watch; but
will not enquire whether the watch is right or not." Day
is kinder, saying that, while the work "lacks the majestic
style and architecture of Clarendon, [it] shows a distinctly
modern concept of history writing, not as the struggle
of personalities to be examined for its teaching of moral
lessons, but as the contest of ideas and principles arising
from the total maturation of society." (ST12579-10)
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(CALLIGRAPHY). (DIAZ MORANTE, PEDRO). SANTIAGO PALOMARES, FRANCISCO
XAVIER. ARTE NUEVA DE ESCRIBIR. (Madrid: Antonio de Sancha, 1776) 308 x 222 mm. (12 1/8
x 8 3/4"). 1 p.l., xxviii, 136 pp., [1] leaf. FIRST EDITION. Contemporary quarter sheep over marbled boards,
paper label on flat spine. Vignette initials and 40 FINE PLATES SHOWING EXAMPLES OF ELEGANT
PENMANSHIP within frames containing a series of elaborate flourishes. Palau XX, 24. uCorners and bottom
edges of paper boards very worn, backstrip a bit dry, a little general wear and soiling to covers and spine (as
well as one small ink splash on back board), isolated minor soiling and a few stray ink marks in the text, but
the original fragile binding entirely sound, and a very attractive copy in general because EXTREMELY FINE
INTERNALLY, with very fresh and clean plates and text, the latter within especially ample margins. $2,800

Very Bright, Fresh Copy of the First Printing of the Best 18th Century Edition of "Hudibras"
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BUTLER, SAMUEL. HUDIBRAS. (Cambridge: J. Bentham [spelled "Bettenham" in volume II], 1744)
203 x 133 mm. (8 x 5 1/4"). Two volumes. Edited and annotated by Zachary Grey. Recent dark
brown half morocco over linen boards, raised bands, spine gilt in compartments with central fleuron, marbled
endpapers, top edges gilt. With engraved frontispiece portrait of Butler after Soest, and 16 lively engraved
plates after Hogarth, five of them folding. Title pages with early ownership inscription marked out with black
ink; title of volume I with ink signature of Isaac Cookson. Lowndes I, 335. uIsolated faint foxing, otherwise
AN UNUSUALLY FINE COPY, the text extraordinarily fresh, clean, and bright, and the retrospective bindings
unworn. (See also illustration on p. 202.) $1,250
________
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This work comprises the first printing of an 18th century with 40 elegant plates executed by Santiago Palomares in
scholarly examination of the calligraphy of Pedro Diaz the calligraphic style of Diaz Morante. Palomares (1718 or
Morante (ca. 1566-1636), the great Spanish calligrapher 1728-96) was a paleographer and pioneer in the study of
from Toledo whose work shows the influence of Italian Spanish historical hands. He began his researches in the
writing masters of the period. The style that Diaz archives of Toledo, continued them at the Escorial library,
Morante developed and taught appeared originally in the and came to promote a national style of writing that could
now excessively rare "Nueva Arte de Escribir" (1615), and be executed with speed by systematic practice without
the present work, the title of which echoes the earlier book, deforming individual letters. In order to achieve this, he
was inspired by it. It includes a study of Diaz Morante's chose to develop and modify the hand of Diaz Morante as it
technique by Francisco Xavier de Santiago Palomares, along appeared at the beginning of the 17th century. The fine plates
________
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showing samples of elegant and simple letters in various
sizes are engraved by Francisco Asensio y Mejorada. The
last specimen illustrated is the work of one of the author's
young pupils, Maria Josefa Bahamonde, who at the age of

12 was able to write almost as well as a master. There are
short sections devoted to the choice and cut of quills, the
position of the pen, and the formation of letters modelled on
examples provided. (ST11100)

Sander, citing Rappaport, notes that some copies of the work
instead have a vignette of Saint George slaying the dragon on
the title page and also a Florentine version of the preaching
scene, but he indicates that these are inferior to what we

have. The present collection first appeared in 1495 and was
printed again in 1505; all editions of the work are very rare.
The present copy is the only one recorded at auction of the
1517 printing, selling in 1967 to Alan Thomas. (CEH1304)

369

[CARACCIOLI, ROBERTO]. SPECHIO DE LA FEDE. (Venetia: Stampato per Maistro Piero de
Quarengis Bergomascho, 1517) 305 x 215 mm. (12 x 8 1/2"). 155 leaves (lacking the final blank).
VERY PLEASING OLIVE BROWN MOROCCO BY LEIGHTON (stamp-signed on front pastedown), covers
panelled in an antique style, with gilt and blind rules and a broad and intricate gilt foliate border, gilt trefoils
as cornerpieces in outer panel, small gilt circular floral cornerpieces in inner panel, raised bands flanked by
blind rules terminating in trifoliate leaves on both covers, spine panels repeating the gilt foliate border from
the cover, gilt-ruled and decorated turn-ins, all edges gilt. Elaborate woodcut border on title and following
leaf, decorative woodcut initials, FINE WOODCUT VIGNETTE OF THE MARRIAGE OF THE VIRGIN (amidst
an elaborate woodcut frame) ON TITLE PAGE, LARGE WOODCUT SHOWING CARACCIOLI PREACHING
preceding first sermon, AND 42 SMALL WOODCUT VIGNETTES IN THE TEXT. Isolated old (17th century?)
marginalia. Front flyleaf with the pencilled signature of the well-known bookseller and author Alan G. Thomas.
Essling 836; Sander 1709. uOnly slight wear to joints and corners, spine faded (as always) to brown, a few
superficial scratches and two small abrasions to lower cover, otherwise the bright and appealing binding in
excellent condition. Six-inch tear artfully repaired in one leaf (readability just slightly affected), trivial losses
due to a couple of holes in other leaves, occasional light stains, faint browning, smudges, and marginalia, but
a very fresh and generally pleasing copy internally nevertheless. $3,500

5542, 430, 369 (top to bottom)
5371
CATULLUS. [and] TIBULLUS. [and] PROPERTIUS. [OPERA]. (Lugduni Batavorum: 1743) 152 x 89
mm. (6 x 3 1/2"). xvi, 344 pp. HANDSOMELY GILT CONTEMPORARY BURGUNDY MOROCCO,
covers with French fillet border, raised bands, spines densely gilt in compartments each filled with thick dots and
three horizontal rows of stippled volutes, gilt titling, marbled endpapers, all edges gilt. With engraved headpiece
vignettes, tailpieces, and three plates featuring tondo portraits of the authors surrounded by putti and allegorical
figures (one used as the frontispiece). Front pastedown with evidence of bookplate removal; rear blanks with
pencilled notes. uSmall chip to head of spine, joints with just a hint of rubbing, a bit of foxing to a few margins
(including two of the plates), other trivial imperfections, but quite an excellent copy, the very pleasing period
binding tight and lustrous, and the text remarkably clean, fresh, and bright. (See illustration on p. 227.) $275
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This is a handsomely bound and attractively printed
edition on high quality paper of the first century Latin
elegiac poets Catullus, Tibullus, and Propertius, all of
whom present themselves as young men in love, and all
of whom have a deep feeling for the Italian landscape.
Catullus is one of the world's supreme poets, writing verses
of unsurpassed intensity and technical perfection; the poems
of Tibullus have a refined and quiet charm; and Propertius is

a sophisticated author of well-crafted and sometimes fervid
poetry (perhaps the most absorbing portion of the text is the
last, in which Propertius dwells upon the successive phases of
bliss, disillusionment, and repulsion in his irregular union with
a certain "Cynthia"). Also included in our edition are surviving
fragments of poetry attributed to Cornelius Gallus, whom the
"Oxford Companion" credits with "the establishment of the
elegiac as one of the main forms of Latin poetry." (ST11673)
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The final product of the Quarengiis press, this is a was a controversial figure among the Franciscans of his
beautifully produced edition of Caraccioli's "Mirror time. This is one of his most important works, with sermons
of the Faith," a collection of 45 vernacular sermons on such topics as the mysteries of Christ, the glories of the
intended for the unlearned as well as the learned. Bishop Virgin, the heroism of the saints, the role of guardian angels,
of Aquino and later of Lecce, Caraccioli (1425-95) was the the truth of the Christian faith in the face of accusations
most celebrated preacher in Italy during the last half of the from the infidels, and so on. Essling indicates that the solemn
15th century. Called a "second Paul" and the "prince of and delicate title woodcut is taken from the Bible of 21 April
preachers," he was able to rouse his listeners to sometimes 1502, and the historically interesting preaching scene is from
unseemly levels of emotion, and partly for that reason, he an earlier edition of Caracciolus printed in that same year.
________
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CHANDLER, JOHN. A TREATISE OF THE DISEASE CALLED A COLD. (London : Printed for A. Millar; R.
and J. Dodsley; and J. Noon, 1761) 210 x 124 mm. (8 1/4 x 4 7/8"). 2 p.l., 123, [1] pp., with errata leaf tipped
in at back. FIRST EDITION. Recent half calf over marbled boards, raised bands. uOccasional faint marginal foxing,
last two gatherings with a little dust soil to head edge, other trivial imperfections, but a really excellent copy, the text
very fresh and clean, and the pleasing sympathetic binding unworn. (See illustration on p. 227.) $600
As the protracted title of this work indicates, the text will book cites "obstructed perspiration" as the cause of colds, and
show the "general nature and causes" of the cold, along cautions against sudden changes in air temperature. The work
with "its various species and different events, together was originally a paper delivered to the Royal Society, entitled
with some cautionary rules of conduct, proper to be "Histories of the Epidemic Cold which Happen'd in the Years
observed, in order to avoid taking this disease, or to get 1729 and 1732/3, Drawn from Observations Made at these
safely rid of it when taken [and] also a short description Times in London, and now Digested into Order." The book
of the genuine nature and seat of the Putrid Sore Throat." was reprinted and can be found in institutional collections but
By London apothecary John Chandler (1699/1700-80), the seldom appears in the marketplace. (CJM1116)
________
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[CHATTERTON, THOMAS]. POEMS SUPPOSED TO HAVE BEEN WRITTEN AT BRISTOL BY
THOMAS ROWLEY AND OTHERS IN THE 15TH CENTURY. [with] APPENDIX . . . TENDING TO
PROVE, THAT THEY WERE WRITTEN . . . ENTIRELY BY THOMAS CHATTERTON. (London: Printed for T. Payne
and Son, 1778) 225 x 130 mm. (8 7/8 x 5 1/8"). 1 p.l. (title), xxvii, [i], 333, [1] pp. Edited and with appendix by
Thomas Tyrwhitt. Third Edition of the poems; First Edition with the Appendix. PLEASING CONTEMPORARY
RED STRAIGHT-GRAIN MOROCCO, covers with gilt rule border, flat spine divided into compartments by
plain and decorative gilt rules and containing central gilt urn and circlet cornerpieces, turn-ins with Greek
key roll, marbled endpapers, all edges gilt. One engraved facsimile plate. Lowndes III, 2139. uBinding a but
dulled and soiled, lower corners rather worn, a hint of browning and minor foxing throughout (slightly more
prominent in half a dozen gatherings), one leaf with a thin darkened strip at fore margin edge (and with a small
chip in the same place), other slight defects; not without issues, but still an appealing copy, neither the elegant
original binding nor the text with any serious condition problems. (See illustration on p. 227.) $550
The most precocious of English poets and the heroic
martyr of the Romantic Age, Thomas Chatterton (175270) became famous for fabricating a number of poems
said to be by a fictitious monk named Thomas Rowley.
Chatterton, who from his youngest years was absorbed by
the antiquities of his native Bristol, supplied Rowley from
his imagination as the confessor and gifted poet to Willliam
Canynge, the famous mayor of Bristol in the early 15th
century. First printed the year before our edition, these
Rowley poems appeared after Chatterton, faced with great
poverty and disappointment in his attempt to launch a

literary career, died from an overdose of laudanum. The fraud
succeeded until well after Chatterton's death, and even when
it was revealed, the works of "Rowley" were recognized as
manifesting an impressive poetic genius. In the Appendix,
literary editor and critic Thomas Tyrwhitt (1730-86) sets
forth his "observations upon the language of these poems" that
belied their attribution to a 15th century author. According to
the DNB, Tyrwhitt's "intimate knowledge of the language of
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries also led to his being
acknowledged by contemporaries as the only real authority
among those involved in the Rowley controversy." (ST11902)
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(CHILDREN'S BOOKS). [SWILDENS, JOHAN HENDRIK]. VADERLANDSCH
A-B BOEK VOOR DE NEDERLANDSCHE JEUGD. (Amsterdam: W. Holtrop,
1781) 178 x 108 mm. (7 x 4 1/4"). 18 p.l., 3-58, [2] pp. FIRST EDITION. Contemporary
quarter calf over speckled paper boards. A TOTAL OF 33 VERY CHARMING ENGRAVED
PAGES comprising the title page, the following page with calligraphic alphabets, four other
full-page illustrations (comprising mathematical shapes, multiplication table and system
using digits of hands, vowels and consonants with small exemplary pictures, and the solar
system) and 27 half-page illustrations showing scenes of childhood, commerce, laboring,
and domesticity, these and the first two leaves done on heavy stock, the engravings by L.
Brasser, N. van der Meer, C. Bogerts, C. Brouwer, B. de Bakker, J. Condet, and H. Numan
after designs by the author in collaboration with P. Wagenaar den Jongen. Hesselink and
Kerssemakers 87. uSmall chip to head of spine with older repair, corners a little bumped,
three leaves with short closed marginal tears, A1 lightly soiled, occasional mild browning
or foxing, but still an extremely pleasing copy, the text clean and fresh, and the original
insubstantial binding solid and showing no significant signs of use. $2,500
This is an utterly charming "A-B-C" book in remarkably good
condition for a work intended for young children. The main
source of delight is the group of 27 half-page engraved scenes used
to illustrate the letters of the alphabet (apparently to show God's
greatness, there are two engravings for the letter "G"). Given their
emphasis, these scenes seem not so much intended to be charming
as to stir up Dutch society (beginning with its youth) to embrace a
sense of patriotism as part of a larger movement toward democracy,
enlightenment, and industriousness. Even so, each vignette provides
(at least to us) an abundance of pleasure: for "C," we see children in
school learning arithmetic; for "D," laborers building a dike; for "Q,"
a night scene showing a quack plying his bogus wares on a lit-up
stage; "L" stands for linen, as industrious women are shown outside
________
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their vine-covered cottage processing the plant and spinning
the fibers. The perfect family appears in an elegant bourgeois
interior, the mother nursing her baby and the father
overseeing the deepening of character and the embrace of
maturity on the part of his children. There are some exotic
localities in these scenes, but mostly they picture comfortable
households or laborers hard at work in spare workshops, neat
cottages, or well-managed construction sites. A professor of

law, Swildens (1745-1809) worked on the present book for
three years, designing the illustrations after getting expert
advice from many quarters about the best subject matter to
use in order to achieve his lofty ends. The work is quite scarce
outside of the Netherlands, with OCLC locating just five
copies in U.S. libraries, and ABPC and Americana Exchange
listing only five more at British or American auctions since
1975 (just one in the past 20 years). (ST12567)
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CICERO. DE OFFICIIS LIBRI TRES [and other works]. (Gandavi [Ghent]: Typis Francisci d'Ercle, sub
phœnice, 1672) 135 x 84 mm. (5 5/16 x 3 5/16"). 333, [49] pp. Contemporary stiff vellum, flat spine
with inked library shelf number. With engraved allegorical title page. Front free endpaper with book label of
Abel Berland. uVellum a little soiled, naturally occurring quarter-inch hole on lower board, final gathering and
rear pastedown with one-inch worm trail, isolated corner creases or minor stains, otherwise an excellent copy,
the text clean and fresh, and the binding tight and scarcely worn. $125
Looking, perhaps intentionally, like an Elzevier
imprint, this volume is mainly occupied by Cicero's
"De officiis," the treatise on duties which Cicero wrote
shortly before his death to instruct his son, who was
dawdling over his studies in Athens. It has always
been popular, and has particularly appealed to the English
notion of what constitutes an honorable gentleman. Other
perennial favorites from Cicero contained in our volume
include the "Cato," in which Cato the Elder at his farm
discourses on the pleasures of old age and explains that

death is not to be feared; the "Laelius," in which the title
character extols friendship and praises his own alter ego
Scipio the Younger; and the beautiful "Dream of Scipio," in
which Scipio describes his vision of the heavenly spheres
and is promised a heaven for statesmen who have served
their country. Ours is a rare edition: a search of OCLC,
COPAC, and KVK uncovers no copies, and our printer in
Ghent appears in OCLC only about once a year between
1669 and 1682, producing books mostly in Latin but some
in Flemish or French. (ST12040L)
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(CICERO). NIZOLIUS [MARIUS]. NIZOLIUS SIVE THESAURUS CICERONIANUS. (Basileae: apud
Ioannem Hervagium, 1559) 333 x 216 mm. (13 1/8 x 8 1/2"). 8 p.l., 3096 columns [misnumbered;
actually 2192 columns, or 1,096 pp.], [6] leaves. Excellent contemporary blindstamped pigskin over substantial
bevelled wooden boards, covers with concentric frames formed by thick and thin rules and three decorative
rolls, one featuring sheaves of grain, one with medallions and foliage, and one with four portraits (the Madonna
and Child, David, Isaiah, and Paul), the latter signed with the initials "MB" and dated 1553; raised bands, ink
titling on spine, lower third of spine painted red with library shelf location in black, remnants of two clasps.
With printer's device on title page and in colophon, and with historiated woodcut initial. Front pastedown with
ink inscription "Approbatus ['Approved by censor'] / 1578"; title page and introduction with printer's name and
editor's name scratched out in ink, presumably by the censor (the obliterated words helpfully written in by a
subsequent user); title page with ink ownership inscription of the Jesuit College in Innsbruck, dated 1563. Not in
Adams or Schweiger. For the binding: Haebler I, 60. uThin eight-inch crack to the middle of front joint, general
rubbing and a few scratches to boards and extremities (wood exposed at corners), leaves a shade less than bright,
with occasional minor tears, browning, stains, or foxing, but still an excellent copy, the text generally quite clean
and fresh, and the pleasing contemporary binding with no fatal defect. (See illustration on p. 242.) $2,500
First published in 1535 under the title "Observationes in the title page tells us that the augmenting of it by a fourth
Ciceronem" and appearing in its present form in 1548, part was itself a Herculean labor. Like his beloved Cicero,
this massive work of erudition doesn't function like a Mario Nizzoli (1498-1566) was a humanist philosopher, and
modern thesaurus to find alternatives to pedestrian went so far as to denounce Saint Thomas Aquinas and other
words or to help avoid repetition, but rather as a scholastics for their "monstrous ideas and barbarous [and of
dictionary of words used by Cicero in his works. "Iuba," course un-Ciceronian] language." The names of our printer
for example, might stump some scholars, but Nizzoli is Johan Herwagen and our editor, the Italian Protestant
standing by to tell us (in Latin, of course) that "iuba" is the hair theologian Celio Secondo Curio (1503-69), have been
that hangs from the necks of horses. Then, after the definition blacked out by the censor, perhaps a Jesuit displeased with
(as in the case of all the other words), Nizzoli quotes phrases their Protestant affiliations. Haebler suggests that our binder,
from different works of Cicero in which "iuba" appears. To "M.B.," is from Wittenberg, although he hesitates to identify
create such a work required an extraordinary effort, and him as the Wittenberger Matthias Bethinichen. (ST11836)
________
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joints a bit rubbed (those on two volumes starting at head), one board with two short patches of lost patina
from insect activity, a couple of leaves at beginning and end of each volume with offsetting from binder's glue,
first volume and beginning of second a little browned (the rest of the text very clean), occasional minor foxing
(more prominent in volume I), but a very good set, the text generally clean and fresh, and in sound bindings
without major wear. $300
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CLARENDON, EDWARD. THE HISTORY OF THE REBELLION AND CIVIL WARS IN ENGLAND,
BEGUN IN THE YEAR 1641. (Oxford: Printed at the Theater, 1705-06) 222 x 146 mm. (8 3/4 x 5 3/4").
Three volumes in six. First Octavo Edition. Contemporary mottled calf, most corners and spine ends renewed
with sprinkled calf, raised bands flanked by gilt fillets, each spine with a green and a red morocco label, marbled
endpapers. With engraved frontispiece portrait of the author in each volume. Front pastedown of first volume
with bookplate of Dampierre; front pastedown of each volume with small label from this same library. Lowndes
I, 467. uLeather somewhat pitted and crackled, as usual with acid-treated calf, three volumes with a joint
starting at head, one spine with quarter-inch tear at tail, extremities a bit rubbed, but the bindings solid and
not at all displeasing. Minor marginal worming in the first part of volume I, intermittent browning because of
inferior paper stock (more noticeably so in a few gatherings), occasional moderate foxing or minor stains, other
trivial imperfections, but still a very good set internally, with few signs of use. (See illustration opposite.) $450
First printed as a folio in 1702-04, this is an aristocratic
copy of one of the most important works of English
history. The writing of Clarendon's famous "History of the
Rebellion" was begun in 1646, and the work was printed
from original manuscripts given to Oxford by the author's
heirs (as Brunet indicates, some copies, like ours, appear
with all three volumes dated 1704). Since its publication,
it has remained one of the most important sources for
understanding the years 1625-49, when momentous events
changed the course of British political history. According
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to DNB, Clarendon understood the superiority of his
"History" because, as he said, he had "that genius and spirit
and soul of an historian," to go along with his "conversation
and familiarity in the inside of courts . . . with the most
active and eminent persons in the government." This kind
of robust self-satisfaction may suffice as a recommendation
for the author's authority, but for more on the life of
Clarendon (1609-74), see the following item. Our set once
resided in the ducal library at the Chateau Dampierre (see
item #320). (ST12579-13)

CLARENDON, EDWARD. THE LIFE OF EDWARD EARL OF CLARENDON. (Oxford: At the
Clarendon Printing-House, 1759) 222 x 140 mm. (8 3/4 x 5 1/2"). Three volumes. First Octavo
Edition. Contemporary mottled calf, covers bordered by double gilt fillets with oblique fleurons at corners
(five corners with older repairs), raised bands flanked by gilt rules, each spine with a red and a green label,
marbled endpapers. Front pastedown of first volume with bookplate of Dampierre; front pastedown of each
volume with small label from this same library. Lowndes I, 468. uLeather on spines a bit dry and crackled,
________
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Unpublished until 1759, almost a century after the one of the king's trusted counsellors. After his policy of
subject's death, this autobiography of Edward Hyde, reconciliation failed, Clarendon went into exile on the
1st earl of Clarendon (1609-74), brought fresh insight continent in 1648, where he served as a principal adviser
into the tumultuous period of the Great Rebellion. It to the future Charles II. Returning at the Restoration,
describes the statesman's life and activities up to 1667, he became the leading statesman of Britain, serving as
including extended coverage of his seven years of service speaker of the House of Lords, Lord High Chancellor of
to Charles II, material originally designed as a conclusion England, and chancellor of the University of Oxford. He
to his "History of the Rebellion," but removed from fell from grace, however, over foreign policy matters and
that work as too purely autobiographical. As a member returned to exile, dying in Rouen. A work described by
of the Long Parliament in 1641, Clarendon opposed Lowndes as "full of a thousand curious anecdotes, and
the absolutism of Charles I, but when Parliament grew fully answer[ing] my expectations," the autobiography
arrogant in turn, Clarendon turned royalist and became was a popular book for generations. (ST12579-12)

A Spectacular Contemporary Copy in Fine Red Morocco
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[COLLIER, JANE]. AN ESSAY ON THE ART OF INGENIOUSLY TORMENTING:
WITH PROPER RULES FOR THE EXERCISE OF THAT PLEASANT ART.
(London: Printed for A. Millar, 1753) 203 x 127 mm. (8 x 5"). 1 p.l., 234 pp. FIRST
EDITION. OUTSTANDING CONTEMPORARY RED MOROCCO, covers with triple gilt
fillet border, flat spine densely gilt with interlocking ovals composing a diapered pattern
accented with gilt dots, black morocco label, gilt turn-ins, blue paste paper endpapers,
all edges gilt. Engraved frontispiece of a cat tormenting a mouse in an oval frame
inscribed "Celebrare Domestica Facta" ("Celebrate Domestic Deeds"), with a cartouche
beneath bearing the motto ""The cat doth play / And after slay." Front pastedown with
contemporary armorial bookplate of Joshua Smith, Stoke Park; front free endpaper with
armorial bookplate of Charles Tennant (see below for both). uSpine label very slightly
faded, trivial rubbing to extremities and two very small abrasions and a tiny dent on
front board, B6-7 with a pea-size brown spot to inner margin at bottom, frontispiece
with overall slight darkening, but all of these imperfections negligible, and, in sum, AN
EXTRAORDINARILY FINE CONTEMPORARY COPY, the text exceptionally fresh and
clean, and the binding lustrous and altogether pleasing. $4,000
________
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This is a once-in-a-decade copy of a wickedly funny
satire on the joys of tormenting one's servants, children,
spouse, friends, and general acquaintances, written by
a woman who knew the pains of such an experience all
too well. Like Swift's "Instructions to Servants," which is
mentioned in the text, Collier's essay is an ironical advice book
designed to instruct its readers in the best methods for teasing
and mortifying their fellows for sadistic amusement. There
are sections on tormenting those over whom one has power—
servants, luckless unpaid companions, children, wives; and
those one can control by affection—husbands, lovers, and
friends. Good servants should be criticized harshly, bad
servants kept on to annoy their co-workers. Children should
be indulged and allowed to run wild: one cannot thus be
accused of cruelty, but the spoiled offspring will be a misery
to one's acquaintances, and eventually to themselves. Collier
points out the devious ways that women (her primary
targets) can manipulate their husbands and undermine their
female friends. The essay concludes with the admonition to
"Remember to do unto others, what you would least wish to
have done unto yourself." A fable at the end suggests that
Collier's own experiences prepared her to elucidate the work's
central topic. As the daughter of an impoverished vicar, she

(1714-55) knew about dependency on others who could
insult and abuse at will. She never married, due in part to the
lack of a dowry, and was forced to live on the benevolence
of siblings and friends. But she was rich in literary contacts,
among them Samuel Richardson and Henry Fielding, whose
sister Sarah collaborated with Collier on her only other
work, a novel entitled "The Cry." Happily, the "Essay" was
a critical and commercial success. Fielding declared that the
work demonstrated Collier's possession of "an understanding
more than Female, mixed with virtues almost more than
human." The very attractive binding here was perhaps done
for early owner Joshua Smith (1732-1819), a politician and
member of Parliament with a familial connection to another
great female writer, Jane Austen: his granddaughter Emma
married Austen's nephew James Edward Austen. Our copy
was later owned by a major force in the industrial world of
the last half of the 19th century, Sir Charles Tennant (18231906), a Scottish millionaire, politician, and art patron who
accumulated a vast fortune, mostly through his direction of
the family's chemical and mineral extraction companies. In
1854, he purchased the mansion and estate called The Glen
in Peeblesshire, where he assembled his world-class collection
of masterpieces. (ST12582)
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(COOKERY). MIDDLETON, JOHN. FIVE HUNDRED NEW RECEIPTS IN COOKERY, CONFECTIONARY,
PASTRY, PRESERVING, CONSERVING, PICKLING; AND THE SEVERAL BRANCHES OF THESE ARTS
NECESSARY TO BE KNOWN BY ALL GOOD HOUSEWIVES. (London: Printed for Thomas Astley, 1734) 206 x 124
mm. (8 1/8 x 4 7/8"). 1 p.l. (title), iv, 249, [9] pp. Revised and recommended by Mr. Henry Howard. FIRST EDITION.
Pleasing recent retrospective chestnut-colored calf, covers with central frame formed by multiple blind and decorative
rules, fleuron cornerpieces, raised bands, maroon morocco label. Printer's woodcut rose device on title page. Bitting,
p. 324; Oxford, p. 64; Vicaire, col. 598; Maclean, p. 101. uTitle page a little soiled, very faint dampstain to tail margin
of first half of text, occasional minor marginal stains, smudges, or corner creases, other trivial imperfections, but
AN EXCELLENT COPY of a book difficult to find in pleasing condition, the text generally clean and fresh with
especially ample margins, and in an unworn sympathetic binding. (See illustration on p. 202.) $3,500
Given the kind of use this volume would have been
expected to incur, this is an unusually well-preserved
copy of a sought-after collection of recipes for meat,
game, fish, fowl, confections, pastries, preserving, and
pickling from the repertoire of John Middleton, "Cook to
his Grace the late Duke of Bolton." Middleton begins with
terms and instructions for carving everything from eggs(!)
to deer. Recipes follow in no particular order, so that in the
space of three pages, one can find instructions for pickling
walnuts, "sousing" trout, and making a hedge-hog cream (a
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dessert in the shape of, rather than made with, a hedge hog,
one is somewhat disappointed to learn). At the end of the
volume, we are given samples of first and second courses for
meals in each month of the year. These "receipts" gave the
ordinary English housewife the opportunity to reproduce
the fare served in the homes of the nobility, rather like the
cookbooks done by celebrity chefs today, which allow the
modern cook to prepare dishes from the best restaurants.
This is, of course, a culinary item, but it is also a fascinating
glimpse into 18th century English domestic life. (ST11847)

COTTON, JOHN. A BRIEFE EXPOSITION WITH PRACTICALL OBSERVATIONS UPON THE WHOLE
BOOK OF ECCLESIASTES. (London: Printed by T[homas] C[hilde] for Ralph Smith, 1654) 165 x 102 mm.
(6 1/2 x 4"). 4 p.l., 277, [3] pp. Published by Anthony Tuckney, D.D., Master of Saint Johns College in Cambridge.
FIRST EDITION. Original unlettered rustic sheep, recently and expertly resewn, rebacked, and recornered. Brinley
560; Sabin 17049; Wing C-6413. uA bit of rubbing to edges, boards slightly marked and stained, but the binding
now very well restored and generally quite pleasing. Frequent light spotting and browning (but never severe, and
noticeable in only a couple of gatherings), one small, dark rust hole, otherwise very satisfactory internally, and in
a much better state of preservation than most early American imprints. (See illustration on p. 227.) $2,900
________
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This is a very scarce copy of an early Americanum, a work based on sermons
preached in the Massachusetts Bay Colony by Puritan divine John Cotton (15841652), grandfather of Cotton Mather. In the words of ANB, the elder Cotton was "one
of the most influential leaders . . . in the first generation of New England's settlement" and
someone who "brought a scholar's erudition to his practice as preacher, biblical interpreter,
disputant, and analyst of spiritual experience." Although his non-conformist views forced
him to emigrate from England to America, he was known in New England for his opposition
to dissent within the church and was one of the major opponents of Roger Williams, who
was banished from the colony for his religious beliefs. The present exegesis discusses the
biblical book that gave us the wonderful phrase "to every thing there is a season." Although
this is a very desirable book, the work is rarely encountered in the marketplace, ABPC
listing just one (very distressed) copy at auction since 1997. (ST11846)
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CROOK, JOHN. THE DESIGN OF CHRISTIANITY, TESTIFIED, IN THE BOOKS, EPISTLES AND
MANUSCRIPTS, OF THAT FAITHFUL SERVANT OF CHRIST JESUS, JOHN CROOK. (London:
Printed and Sold by T. Sowle, 1701) 197 x 121 mm. (7 3/4 x 4 3/4"). [26], 412 pp., [2] pp. (ads). FIRST EDITION.
Once quite pleasing 19th century half calf, marbled boards and endpapers, raised bands, spine elaborately
tooled with gilt in a dense floral pattern, red morocco label. Front flyleaf with ink presentation inscription
from Edward Backhouse (see below) to Alfred Backhouse dated 1851. uJoints rather worn, spine rubbed and
missing much of its gilt, other shelfwear, but the binding still perfectly sound and not without some appeal.
First few gatherings a little soiled and faintly dampstained, occasional mild foxing, other minor imperfections,
but the text mainly quite fresh and clean. $175
This is a compilation, issued two years after the author
died, of 31 essays on several 17th century moral and
theological questions, treated mostly from the Quaker
perspective. Most of the essays seek to explain the Quaker faith
and the Friends' reasons for not conforming to the worship of
the official Church of England, and include appeals to bishops
and to the restored monarch Charles II for understanding and
tolerance. Most influential among these pieces is "Truth's
Principles" (1662), which could easily have been entitled
"Quaker Principles," a treatise that was often reprinted. The son
of wealthy parents, John Crook (1616/17-99) was an officer
in the parliamentary army during the English Civil War, an
early convert to Quakerism, and an important apologist for

the faith. He travelled with George Fox to Cambridge and
Warwick, led a petition to Richard Cromwell for the release of
incarcerated Friends, and suffered imprisonment on more than
one occasion for his refusal to swear oaths. Our copy has an
interesting provenance: it was a gift from Edward Backhouse
(1808-79), a noted Quaker minister and historical writer,
someone who, in the words of DNB, "devoted himself chiefly
to the promotion of philanthropic and religious causes. He was
a generous supporter of various institutions in Sunderland,
including a mission hall which he founded in one of the poorer
districts, and is said to have spent over £10,000 a year on
charities." Our first edition of the present item is uncommon
in the marketplace. (ST11462a-345)

Decrying Over-long Locks and Cosmetics, Warning of Bleeding Hair and Bodily Afflictions
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(CULTURAL HISTORY - PERSONAL FASHION, HAIR AND COSMETICS).
HALL, THOMAS. COMARUM [then, in Greek:] AKOSMIA. THE LOATHSOMNESSE
OF LONG HAIRE. WITH AN APPENDIX AGAINST PAINTING, SPOTS, NAKED BREASTS, &C.
(London: Printed by J. G. for Nathanael Webb and William Grantham, 1654) 152 x 95 mm. (6
x 3 3/4"). 4 p.l., 125 pp. FIRST EDITION. Recent unadorned polished calf in the style of the
period, raised bands. Front pastedown with engraved armorial bookplate of Edward Astle,
Esq. (see below). Wing H-429; McAlpin III, 72; Thomason E. 1489(3). uLeaves somewhat
browned, especially at edges (perhaps from fire?), occasional minor spots of foxing or rust,
two pages with one-inch ink blot (one of these partially obscuring a sidenote), one sidenote
just grazed by the binder, but still a very good copy of a book expected to be found in poor
shape, with nothing approaching a fatal defect. $3,000
With warnings of acute consequences for libertine among men, backed by scriptural arguments and the
expressions of both sexes, this is first and foremost a 17th century version of urban legends. Described by
puritanical diatribe against the fashion for long hair DNB as "a man who fought all his life against popular
________
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revels and pastimes," Thomas Hall (1610-65) warns here of
a dire disease in which matted "snakes" of long hair become
infested with vermin and bleed when pricked with a needle.
Not lacking in imagination, Hall claims that sufferers in
Poland who cut off the offending hair "lost their eyes"
or had some other body part grievously afflicted. His
aversion to long hair on men is extreme: he mentions
approvingly his fellow Puritan William Prynne's attack on
"love-locks" (see item #518), but fears Prynne does not go
far enough in condemning the scourge of hirsuteness. After
95 pages of lecturing men on their hairstyles, Hall turns his
attention to the fashion crimes of women. Make-up is "the
badge of the harlot," and a bare decolletage an invitation

to adultery. When Charles II ushered in the Restoration,
Hall's parishioners ushered out their joyless minister,
whose sentiments and world view suddenly ran contrary to
those fostered by the monarch, and he died five years later.
Former owner Edward Astle (1770-1816) was the son of
famous antiquary and major manuscript collector Thomas
Astle (1735-1803), and was a bibliophile in his own right.
The elder Astle also had a library of around 1,500 printed
books in addition to his early manuscripts, and it is possible
that our volume was once a part of his collection. This is
not a common book: OCLC finds just nine copies in U.S.
libraries, and the Macclesfield copy is the only other one
that appears in auction records since 1975. (ST12493)

A good deal of our volume is taken up with Greek topics,
particularly the history of early Athens and comments on
Homer. An enthusiast of ancient history and Greek comedy,
Richard Cumberland (1732-1811) was a prolific dramatist,
penning both tragedies and comedies. He was a friend of
Garrick and a rival of Goldsmith and Sheridan, the latter
caricaturing Cumberland as Sir Fretful Plagiary in "The
Critic." Cumberland also served for a time as secretary to

the board of trade, and he spent 1790 on a secret mission
in Spain. He continued writing into old age, publishing two
volumes of memoirs in 1807, and was honored with burial
in Westminster Abbey. In his book on English periodicals,
Graham mentions Cumberland, but not "The Observer,"
perhaps reflecting its rarity (since 1975, ABPC lists one
copy only, of the 1791 Dublin edition, and institutional
holdings are surprisingly slender). (ST8681-3tHe)

An Untrimmed(!) Copy of an 18th Century Book Telling All There Is To Know about Hair
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(CULTURAL HISTORY - PERSONAL FASHION, HAIRDRESSING). STEWART, JAMES.
PLOCACOSMOS: OR THE WHOLE ART OF HAIR DRESSING. (London: Printed for the author,
1782) 254 x 152 mm. (10 x 6"). 3 p.l. (lacking half title), 485, [1] pp. FIRST EDITION. A recent replica binding of
blue paper boards backed with light gray paper spine and paper label, edges untrimmed. Engraved frontispiece
illustrating Shakespeare's "Seven Ages of Man" printed in sanguine, and 10 PLATES OF ELABORATE AND
FREQUENTLY FANTASTICAL HAIRSTYLES, engraved on copper by Delegal. Colas 2802; Hiler, p. 816;
Lipperheide 1681. uTwo short marginal tears to frontispiece, the text printed on paper a shade less than
bright, occasional minor foxing or smudges to the (very generous) margins, other trivial imperfections, but an
excellent copy of a book normally found in an undesirable state, the leaves and plates clean and fresh, and the
replica binding as new. (See illustration opposite.) $3,600
Published for ladies' maids and valets as well as that
less fortunate woman who relied on her own hands for
hairstyling, this work supplies "ample rules . . . [and]
directions" for arranging and preserving hair, along
"with a history of the hair and head dress, from the
earliest ages to the present time, particularly as they
have appeared upon the English stage" during the
16th, 17th, and 18th centuries. Our author/hairdresser
James Stewart offers a comprehensive analysis of hair's
growth, nature, and color as well as of the various products,
cosmetics, and wigs that might be used in hair care,
styling, and replacement. No doubt to widen the potential
customer base for the book, its protracted subtitle goes on
to inform us that "the plan of this work requiring it, there
are also complete rules for the management of children and

education of youth; and excellent rules for the preservation
of the health and happiness of age; being a guide through
the seven ages of man: the whole interspersed with moral
thoughts, being necessary for all families." Stewart has
illustrated this work with some of his elegant and fanciful
creations for both men and women, the latter evidencing
his (intuitive) belief in the old Southern maxim, "The higher
the hair, the closer to God." He employs actresses for his
examples, and throws in occasionally unkind commentary
on the personal grooming of past and present stars of the
stage. It would be nice to offer this work on bright paper,
but the other copies of it we have seen or seen described
have all been affected by overall browning and significant
foxing. This is not a common book: ABPC lists sales of just
three copies in the last 29 years. (ST12096)
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[CUMBERLAND, RICHARD]. THE OBSERVER. (London: Printed for C. Dilly, 1785) 229 x 140
mm. (9 x 5 1/2"). 5 p.l. (the title leaf a singleton), 414 pp. 40 issues bound in one volume. FIRST
EDITION. Publisher's original blue paper boards, expertly rebacked with old paper, edges untrimmed.
Woodcut headpieces and initial. uCovers somewhat soiled and abraded, as expected. A half dozen gatherings
with dampstaining (sometimes covering much of the page, but always quite faint), two signatures rather foxed,
otherwise very clean internally, with all of the spacious margins intact. $225
This volume contains the first 40 issues, bound together, Certain subjects and personages continue through more than
of "The Observer," a periodical containing essays in one issue, such as an investigation into Pythagoreanism;
a light, chatty manner on miscellaneous topics (there a defense of the miracles of Christ; and the tale of the
were eventually 153 numbers of the periodical issued). "female pedant," Lady Thimble, and her protégée Calliope.
________
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Fine—and Excessively Rare—Copy Containing all of the "Flora"
First Editions as Published over a 53-Year Span
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CURTIS, WILLIAM. FLORA LONDINENSIS; OR, PLATES AND DESCRIPTIONS OF SUCH PLANTS
AS GROW WILD IN THE ENVIRONS OF LONDON; [with] HOOKER, WILLIAM JACKSON. FLORA
LONDINENSIS; CONTAINING A HISTORY OF THE PLANTS INDIGENOUS TO GREAT BRITAIN. (London: Printed
for and Sold by the Author, at his Botanic-Garden; and B. White and Son, [ 1775]-1777-1798; London: Printed
for George Graves by Richard and Arthur Taylor, 1817-28) 489 x 298 mm. (19 1/4 x 11 3/4"). Lacking only the
dedication to the Earl of Bute and list of subscribers in volume I; collation occasionally differing from index, as
usual, but everything otherwise present. Nine volumes. FIRST EDITIONS. Beautifully rebound by Courtland
Benson in replica marbled half calf with green marbled paper sides, spines gilt in seven panels with floral center
tool and decorative pallets, red title label and green volume label, convincing new laid paper endpapers. With
two engraved black and white title vignettes and A TOTAL OF 639 FINELY EXECUTED, ALWAYS PLEASING,
AND NOT INFREQUENTLY MEMORABLE HAND-COLORED BOTANICAL ENGRAVINGS ON 636 PLATES
(as called for): volumes I-VI with 435 engravings on 432 plates, and volumes VII-IX with 204 plates. Original tissue
guards in first six volumes. Front pastedown of volumes I-VI with armorial bookplate of W. T. Salvin of Croxdale
(see below). Dunthorne 87; Johnston 532; Henrey 595; Hunt 650; Nissen BBI 439, 440; Pritzel 2004, 2005; Sitwell,
pp. 88-89; Stafleu and Cowan 1286. uOne lower corner torn off a text leaf (well away from the letterpress), two
index leaves expertly reinforced at fore edge to repair tears, occasional (three dozen?) text leaves with overall
yellowing or else faintly foxed, about 60 of the tissue guards with some degree of foxing (indicating they have
done their job), and perhaps 50 of the plates (the ones that contain dark, broad plant elements) faintly offset
through the tissue guards onto a facing page, the engravings printed on slightly varying shades of paper, with
perhaps a dozen plates beyond cream-color to yellowish (but never browned, and only three or four with even
minor foxing), other trivial imperfections, but AN EXTREMELY ATTRACTIVE COPY—WITH THE FINAL THREE
VOLUMES ALMOST PRISTINE—THE PLATES CONSISTENTLY CLEAN AND FRESH, RICHLY COLORED,
AND VIRTUALLY UNAFFECTED BY THE FOXING THAT NORMALLY AFFLICTS THIS WORK. The whole is
unworn wonderfully authentic bindings. (See also illustration on p. 399.) $40,000
________
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Although various parts and editions of the "Flora high degree of accuracy. In the opinion of [Sir J. E.] Salisbury,
Londinensis" appear regularly in the marketplace, the majority of the figures 'represent the most successful
the present item is an exceedingly rare copy of this portrayals of British wild flowers that have ever been
celebrated botanical work in that it is comprised of the achieved.'" (Henrey II, 67). Described by the Hunt catalogue
first editions of both William Curtis' original issues, as the "splendid, complicated, basic, English flora," the work
published in 72 numbers appearing between 1775 and contains some of James Sowerby's first botanical illustrations
1798, and Sir William Jackson Hooker's continuation as well as the work of William Kilburn, Sydenham Edwards,
of the work, published between 1817 and 1828. Since at Francis Sansom, and perhaps others (none of the plates is
least 1975, there seems not to be a single auction record in signed). Unfortunately, the "Flora Londinensis" was not a
ABPC for such a combined complete set of "Flora" volumes financial success and consequently was cut short for lack of
issued over the 53-year span of our copy's publication. subscriptions: according to Henrey's account, no more than
William Curtis (1746-99) is one of the great names in natural 300 of any single number are believed to have been printed.
history, and his "Flora Londinensis" (as well as his famous (Johnston, The Cleveland Botanical Collections, p. 495)
"Botanical Magazine") is a landmark in English botany. A The work was nevertheless appreciated by Curtis' fellow
pharmacist, botanist, and entomologist, Curtis set up a naturalists. John Lightfoot, for example, wrote to Curtis in
botanic garden of British plants at Bermondsey in 1771 and 1781: "I am charmed with every number of your excellent
two years later was appointed demonstrator of plants at the Flora." Another admirer was William Jackson Hooker (1785Chelsea Physic Garden, a post he held until 1777. Although 1865), a professor of botany at Glasgow University, who also
the stated purpose of the "Flora Londinensis" is to depict the served as editor of Curtis' "Botanical Magazine." Beginning
plants growing within a 10-mile radius of London, the work in 1817, he issued an enlarged, extended edition that included
is much more comprehensive in scope than its title suggests, both Curtis' original work, and three additional volumes of
for it embraces most of the flowers growing in England. As new plates with descriptions he wrote. The new addition is
a result, it should be properly regarded as the first color- in every way a worthy successor to Curtis' original, with
plate national flora. It is an impressive work with handsome beautifully detailed plates sumptuously colored. The first six
engraved illustrations and wonderfully rich coloring. In it, volumes of our set at one time graced the library at Croxdale
"Curtis adopted the novel plan of having specimens drawn to Hall, the stately home that has been in the Salvin family
a uniform scale and to life size, and most of the plates display a since 1402. (ST11651)
________
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Sir Walter Scott's Copy of Davenant's "Works," Presented to Charles Kirkpatrick Sharpe
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DAVENANT, SIR WILLIAM. (SCOTT, SIR WALTER,
HIS COPY). THE WORKS OF SIR WILLIAM DAVENANT
K[NIGH]T. (London: Printed by T. N. for Henry Herringman, 1673)
327 x 197 mm. (12 7/8 x 7 3/4"). 4 p.l., 402, [4], 486, 111, [1] pp.
Preface by Thomas Hobbes. First Collected Edition. Attractive late
19th century dark brown morocco, covers with gilt double-ruled
frames and quatrefoil cornerpieces, raised bands, spine gilt in
compartments with quatrefoil cornerpieces and large central lozenge
formed by drawer-handle ornaments and small floral tools, intricately
gilt turn-ins, marbled endpapers, all edges gilt and gauffered in
a chevron pattern. With frontispiece portrait by Faithorne after
Greenhill. Title page WITH INK SIGNATURE OF WALTER SCOTT
AND A PRESENTATION INSCRIPTION IN SCOTT'S HAND to
"Charles Kirkpatrick Sharpe / from his right feal [i.e., faithful] friend
/ Walter Scott," the date "March 11 — 1819" beneath the inscription
in Sharpe's hand; also on the same page the phrase "O rare Will
Davenant" beneath the title, apparently written in Scott's hand, and
the name "McMurdo" in an unknown hand. Front pastedown with
scrap of paper from previous binding fixed to it, reading "This book
was given to me by the first author of the age, 11 March - 1819 - at
which time he spoke with much commendation of the song - "Wake
all the dead" - p. 294. C:K:S:"; front free endpaper with morocco
bookplate of W. A. Foyle, Beeleigh Abbey. Wing D-320; Greg III,
1057-8. uFront cover with just a hint of some (carefully refurbished)
shallow scratches, intermittent faint browning right at top edge of
leaves, minor foxing here and there (a couple of gatherings slightly
more affected), occasional smudges, rust spots, or other trivial imperfections, but still an excellent copy, the
text generally clean and crisp, and the binding especially lustrous and with very little wear. $3,500

________
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This is a major literary publication with an equally major
literary provenance. Once thought to be Shakespeare's
illegitimate son, Davenant (1606-68) represented the one
personal bridge between Renaissance and Restoration drama.
He began writing plays in his early twenties, produced a
comic masterpiece ("The Wits") in 1636, and succeeded
Jonson as poet laureate in 1638. As a Royalist, he was forced
to flee to the Continent during the Interregnum, though
he remained active as a dramatist, producing in 1656 in a
private residence "The Siege of Rhodes," generally considered
the first English opera. When Charles was restored to the
throne in 1660, Davenant was one of two patentees to receive
royal commissions to reopen the theatres that Cromwell had
closed after declaring them precincts of the devil. This is the
first collected edition of his works, and includes his poetry
as well as his plays. As a volume that once belonged to Sir
Walter Scott (1771-1832), our copy has a most distinguished
provenance. According to the DNB, "Scott was the most
successful writer of his day. Not only did he sell more books,
but he was the author most generally admired. . . . He was a
radical inventor of literary forms, and he turned the novel
into an expressive medium for a variety of period, class, and
regional experience. All British, American, and European
novelists of the nineteenth century learned from his ways of

writing. . . . Walter Scott changed the world's understanding
of history." Scott came to know the Scottish antiquarian
and artist Charles Kirkpatrick Sharpe (1781-1851) in 1802.
According to DNB, "when Scott's 'Minstrelsy of the Scottish
Border' appeared . . . Sharpe immediately sent him copies of
'The Twa Corbies' and 'The Douglas Tragedy'. Scott visited
Sharpe in Oxford that year, and though each man was alive
to the other's weaknesses (and Sharpe could be extremely
unkind about those who tried to help him), they remained on
good terms until Scott's death." In words that could only come
from a person of close acquaintance, Scott described Sharpe
in his journal as a "very remarkable man. . . . His drawings are
the most fanciful and droll imaginable — a mixture between
Hogarth and some of those foreign masters who painted
temptations of Saint Anthony and such grotesque subjects.
[But] as a poet he has not a very strong touch. Strange that
his finger-ends can describe so well what he cannot bring
out clearly and firmly in words." Subsequent owner W. A.
Foyle (1885-1963) was co-founder with his brother of the
famous Foyle's Bookshop in Charing Cross Road. The three
large Foyle sales at Christie's held in 2000 were a bibliophilic
highlight of the new century, and the sum of $19 million
for which William Foyle's personal library sold in July set a
record for private European collections. (ST12007)

More than 400 Fearful Illustrations of Fortifications, but Embracing Urban Development too
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DILICH, WILHELM. PERIBOLOGIA ODER BERICHT VON VESTUNGSGEBEWEN [i.e.
VESTUNGSGEWEBEN]. [and in a second part] VON BEVESTIGUNG SOWOHL DER LAGER ALS
STÄTTE UNDT SCHLÖSSER. (Frankfurt: Anton Hummen,
1640) 318 x 210 mm. (12 1/2 x 8 1/4"). 163, [9] pp., followed
by plates. Two volumes bound in one. FIRST EDITION.
Attractive contemporary German blindstamped pigskin,
covers with multiple frames of palmette, medallion, and
floral rolls, central panel with lozenge centerpiece formed by
four fleurons, the same tool repeated in the corners, raised
bands, (faded) ink titling on spine, remnants of green cloth
ties. WITH 410 ENGRAVED ILLUSTRATIONS by Johann
Wilhelm Dilich printed on 232 plates, 192 of these doublepage, one a large folding plate. Cockle 832; Pollak, "Military
Architecture, Cartography, and the Representation of the
Early Modern European City: A Checklist of Treatises on
Fortification in the Newberry Library," 14; Berlin Katalog
3526. uA scattering of tiny brown flecks to upper board,
light external wear and a hint of soiling, but the original
binding completely solid and generally very well preserved.
Text faintly browned and offset (as is common with German
paper of this period), the majority of the plates with variable
marginal foxing (mostly light, never severe), the fold-out
plan with short tears and small patches of discoloration
(one other plate partly torn along fold), other trivial
imperfections, but still a very appealing copy internally
because everything fresh, and the impressions of the plates
extremely rich. (See also illustration on p. 242.) $6,500
________
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This is a classic work on fortifications by the leading
German authority of the period, someone whose own
defensive designs for the city of Frankfurt withstood
assault until Napoleon's attack in 1806. According to
Pollak, "This treatise is distinguished by the ferocity of
the illustrations which attempt to create an aesthetic of
fear, elaborated in the external form of the fortification,
especially the casemates, the gun embrasures of the parapet
and the gates. [Dilich's] outlines for fortified city plans are
somewhat influenced by Francesco de' Marchi's, but have
even more extensive outworks; [he] clearly supported a
fortification system based on the 'tenaille', a predilection
partially announced by his title (Peribologia = study of the
circumference [of a sanctuary]). Nonetheless, many of his
fortified city plans contain elaborate proposals for urban
compositions of streets, squares and building lots." This work

was published at a propitious time: the Thirty Years War was
raging in Europe, and it was becoming clear that Medieval
fortresses and walled cities were no defense against cannons,
as demonstrated in successful sieges like those at Heidelberg
and La Rochelle. There was thus quite a need for a book such
as " Peribologia," and our German first edition was followed
the next year by a Latin version. Wilhelm Dilich (1571-1650)
was a peripatetic polymath educated at Wittenberg and
Marburg. He spent many years touring and producing works
of geography and travel description, before accepting the
positions of historian, geographer, and architect to Maurice,
Elector of Saxony. The illustrations here are by Dilich's son,
Frankfurt engineer and architect Johann Wilhelm (1600-57),
who also underwrote the publication. Mattheus Merian was
inspired by the plates, which are both of historical interest
and considerable aesthetic merit. (ST12497)

A Splendid Copy in Contemporary Pigskin
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DIOSCORIDES, PEDANIUS. DE MEDICINALI MATERIA
LIBRI SEX. (Lvgdvni: Apud Balthazarem Arnolletum, 1550)
184 x 114 mm. (7 1/4 x 4 1/2"). 16 p.l., 790 pp. (plus original blank and nine
apparently later blank leaves at the end). Translated by Jean Ruel. VERY
FINE CONTEMPORARY BLINDSTAMPED PIGSKIN, covers with blind-ruled
frame and two roll-tooled panel borders, the outermost with repeating panels
featuring the initials "S. I." with a crown and stars above and a scallop shell
below, inner frame with flower and leaf stamps enclosing a central panel with
repeating botanical images (the date "1550" stamped above it on the upper
cover), raised bands, spine panels tooled in blind, remnants of clasps, rear
pastedown slightly(?) later. Woodcut printer's device on title page, decorative
initials, and 365 WOODCUT ILLUSTRATIONS BY CLÉMENT BOUSSY (mostly
botanical, but a few zoological) IN THE TEXT. Front pastedown with bookplate
of the Horticultural Society of New York (Bequest of Kenneth K. Mackenzie)
and their discreet embossed stamp on p. 71; later woodcut pasted over ink
library ("Bibliothek") stamp on verso of title page. Wellcome I, 1789; Durling
1153; Pritzel 2306; Nissen BBI, 499; Baudrier X, 127. uMinor stains and slight
rubbing to covers, trivial imperfections internally, but A REMARKABLY FINE
COPY, the excellent period binding tight and with no significant wear, and the
text surprisingly clean, fresh, and bright. $6,800

________
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This is an extraordinarily pleasing copy, in a most
appealing contemporary binding, of an early edition of
one of the major texts in the history of botany. A Greek
citizen of Cilicia, Dioscorides (fl. 50 A.D.) was a physician
to the Roman legions, and in this capacity he travelled
through many regions, collecting information on plants that
he compiled into the present book, a work of great labor
and research that was considered authoritative on both
botany and medicine for no less a period than 16 centuries.
During this long period, says E. L. Greene, Dioscorides
"was looked up to as the sole authority, so that everything
botanical began with him. Everyone who undertook the
study of botany, or the identification of medicines swore
by his words. Even as late as the beginning of the 17th
century both the academic and private study of botany may
almost be said to have begun and ended with Dioscorides."
And even after it became a work of curiosity rather than

utility, Dioscorides' "Materia Medica" remained a valuable
document "in drawing up a history of the state and progress
of medicine." (Smith) The work consists of an account of the
names and healing virtues of approximately 500 plants, and
these descriptions served as the basis for the commentaries
of many of the celebrated herbalists of the 16th and 17th
centuries, including Mattioli, Dodoens, Fabio Colonna, and
the Bauhins. Early editions of Dioscorides show up for sale,
but, since his work has always been a frequently consulted
text, these copies are normally found in poor condition. This
is the fourth printing of the plant engravings by Boussy, to
which Arnollet has added 12 zoological engravings that he
had previously used in two different French "Descriptions
of Animals," one by Aneau (1549) the other by Gueroult
(1550). The translation from Greek to Latin by Jean Ruel
(1479-1537), a French royal physician, was first printed in
1516 by Henri Étienne. (ST11609)
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(DODOENS, REMBERT). BLISS, CAREY S. A LEAF BOOK ENTITLED "A LEAF FROM THE 1583
REMBERT DODOENS HERBAL PRINTED BY CHRISTOPHER PLANTIN." (San Francisco: The Book
Club of California, 1977) 362 x 248 mm. (14 1/4 x 9 3/4"). 4 p.l., 28 pp., [2] leaves. ONE OF 385 COPIES. Original
pictorial cloth, gilt titling on spine. In the original plain dust jacket. Vignette in red on title, decorative initials,
woodcut illustrations in margins and text, three full-page woodcut portraits, one half-page portrait, one fullpage facsimile. WITH A TIPPED-IN ORIGINAL LEAF CONTAINING FIVE WOODCUT ILLUSTRATIONS,
one of them of pennyroyal. uIn very fine condition. $200
This is a very attractive and useful production, someone who made substantial advances in systematic
containing a leaf from the first edition in Latin of botany by collecting and describing new species and by
the famous "Herbal" produced by Dodoens (1517- providing good botanical illustrations. (ST05387)
85), one of the great botanical names of the period and

Very Fine Copy of a Major 17th Century Literary, Antiquarian, and Cartographic Work
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DRAYTON, MICHAEL. [POLY-OLBION] A CHOROGRAPHICALL DESCRIPTION OF ALL THE
TRACTS, RIVERS, MOUNTAINS, FORESTS, AND OTHER PARTS OF THIS RENOWNED ISLE OF
GREAT BRITAIN. (London: Printed for John Marriott, John Grismand, and Thomas Dewe, 1622) 286 x 191 mm.
(11 1/4 x 7 1/2"). 8 p.l., 303 pp.; 5 p.l. (including title), 168 pp., [4] leaves (index). Two parts in one volume.
FIRST EDITION, Third Issue of part I, First Issue of part II. Attractive late 18th century tree calf, covers with
gilt Greek key borders, raised bands, spine densely gilt in compartments with scrolling leafy cornerpieces
accented with small rosettes and with central fleuron formed by pomegranate and floral tools, gilt turn-ins,
marbled endpapers (careful repairs to spine ends and significant portions of the joints). In a modern folding
cloth box. With added engraved allegorical title and portrait of Prince Henry by William Hole, one woodcut
genealogical chart in text, and 30 double-page engraved maps. Front pastedown with engraved armorial
bookplate of Benjamin Way of Denham Place, front free endpaper with book label of William Delafield, rear
pastedown with book label of Scottowe Hall Library, engraved title with early ink inscription of "Tho: Tyrrell"
in tail margin. Newspaper clippings on sales of "Poly-Olbion" and correspondence relating to provenance laid
into the box along with Dr. Bent Juel-Jensen's essay on Drayton's books, published by the Bibliographical
Society in 1953 and inscribed by him to bookseller Raphael King. STC 7228 & 7229; Grolier "Langland to
Wither" 84; Pforzheimer 308 & 309. uExtremities a bit rubbed, a couple of light scratches to boards, but the
decorative binding entirely sound, lustrous, and generally well preserved. Repaired three-inch tear at bottom
of T2 reaching into text (with consequent displacement of letters in three words), Map of North Wales in part
I with small central rust or burn hole, other isolated rust spots and trivial imperfections, but A VERY FINE,
FRESH, SMOOTH COPY with ample margins and few signs of use. $22,500
________
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This is an extraordinarily attractive copy of Drayton's Olbion" means "many blessings," but, in addition, "Olbion"
magnum opus and one of the most collectible books of is nearly homonymous with "Albion," the ancient name
the 17th century, a series of 30 long poems in alexandrine for Britain and the name of the heroine of the poem; this is
couplets describing various regions of Britain, each altogether appropriate, since the work is both narrative in
accompanied by a map with towns and geographical form and antiquarian in content. Drayton (1563-1631) begins
features fancifully personified as allegorical or "Poly-Olbion" at the southern tip of Cornwall and moves
mythological beings. The title is a play on words. "Poly- north, reaching Kent by the end of part I and Cumberland
________
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by the end of part II. He had planned a third part, continuing
north "to crown Scotland with flowers," but this was never
completed. Despite what Drayton called his "Herculean toil"
in writing the text of this work, the maps are of more interest
to us. Their charm is considerable: cities are represented
by classically draped maidens wearing crowns that often
resemble turreted castles; rivers are populated by naked male
or female sprites, sometimes seen embracing suggestively
when two rivers conjoin; forests are usually portrayed by
Artemis-like females with bow and arrow; and hills are
topped by humorous rustics with hats and shepherds' crooks
who seem to have been caught in the midst of a Morris dance.
According to DNB, engraver William Hole (d. 1624) was "the
most versatile and prolific of the native-born members of his
profession working in the reign of James I." He is responsible
for both the maps and the frontispiece here, the latter

picturing Britannia within an architectural frame where her
four (much smaller) suitors/conquerors—Brutus the Trojan,
Caesar, Henge the Saxon, and William of Normandy—
stand on pedestals to gaze at her. The early owner whose
signature appears at the foot of the frontispiece may be Sir
Thomas Tyrrell (1593/4-1672), a judge and politician from
Buckinghamshire. Also from Buckinghamshire, Benjamin
Way (1740-1808) served as High Sheriff of the county and
as a member of Parliament. William Delafield (1936-2011)
was a rather eccentric bibliophile, farmer, and philanthropist
from Bedfordshire who collected the enclosed supporting
materials and tracked down the identity of Way. While
this work appears from time to time in the marketplace, it
often has some or all of the desirable maps removed, and
even when complete, it is seldom found so remarkably well
preserved as here. (ST12448)

Classic Botanical Work in Handsome Period Calf, with More than 180 Fine Engraved Plates
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DUHAMEL DU MONCEAU, HENRI-LOUIS. TRAITÉ DES ARBRES FRUITIERS. (Paris: 1768) 343 x
267 mm. (13 1/2 x 10 1/2"). Two volumes. FIRST EDITION. VERY PLEASING CONTEMPORARY
SMOOTH CALF, ATTRACTIVELY GILT, covers with French fillet border, raised bands, spine gilt in pretty
floral compartments with tulip cornerpieces and a large floral spray at center surrounded by small tools, one
burgundy and one brown morocco label, turn-ins with gilt foliate roll, marbled endpapers, all edges gilt. WITH
181 VERY FINE ENGRAVED BOTANICAL PLATES (including an engraved frontispiece depicting a man and
woman picking pears) as called for, illustrating the seeds, blooms, and edible products of fruit-bearing trees, the
plates designed by Magdeleine-Françoise Basseporte, Aubriet, and others and engraved by Catherine Haussard,
P. L. Cor, Henriquez Herisset fils, Menil, Charles Milsan, Poletnich, and others. Title pages with small early
circular monogram stamp. Nissen 550; Dunthorne 100; Pritzel 2466; Raphael, "Pomona" 28; Brunet II, 871.
uOne cover of volume II with a (well-masked) six-inch abrasion, joints of first volume beginning to crack along
first compartment at top and bottom on front and at bottom on back, a few tiny wormholes and small patches of
________
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lost patina from insect activity, but the handsome original bindings entirely solid, quite lustrous, and generally
well preserved. A dozen gatherings with faint overall browning because of paper stock (though the plates
almost entirely unaffected), isolated rust spots and other trivial imperfections, otherwise a fine copy internally,
the text especially fresh and clean, the plates richly impressed, and the margins remarkably ample. $17,500
With a decorative contemporary binding that
measures 343 x 267 mm., this is an extremely large as
well as generally quite pleasing copy of a beautifully
illustrated book by the man Raphael calls "one of the
outstanding botanists of the 18th century" in the fields
of plant physiology and agriculture. Henri Duhamel du
Monceau (1700-82) was a justifiably celebrated Parisian
polymath who gave up on formal university training
to take lodgings near the Botanical Gardens, where he
pursued his own plan of learning from the director and
from other distinguished persons who gathered there. He
cultivated trees on his own estates, authored a number
of important books on topics as diverse as agronomy,
marine architecture, and ichthyology, and was a member

of all the important scientific academies. This treatise
on fruit culture proved to be of considerable importance,
and the plates were among the most beautiful botanical
engravings of the period. The text begins by describing the
appropriate methods for pruning and grafting fruit trees,
and goes on to discuss the different varieties of individual
fruits, including, for example, no fewer than 58 types of
pears. The engravings show uncommon consistency from
beginning to end in how substantial and skillfully executed
they are. The images are faithful to nature, thoughtfully
designed, and so finely wrought as to appear luscious. The
work is uncommonly seen in an attractive contemporary
binding, and is rarer still in the kind of tall copy offered
here. (ST11764)

An Excellent Copy of a Seminal Work in Economics
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EDEN, FREDERIC MORTON. THE STATE OF THE POOR: OR, AN HISTORY OF THE LABOURING
CLASSES IN ENGLAND. (London: Printed by J. Davis, 1797) 279 x 225 mm. (11 x 8 7/8"). With the half
title in each volume, the errata leaf (in volume I, before the preface), and the extra eight leaves in volume III (beginning
with 5B*). Three volumes. FIRST EDITION. Very pleasing recent retrospective smooth calf, raised bands, russet and
brown morocco labels on each spine, new (but not disagreeable) endpapers. Folding table in volume III. Title pages
and six other leaves with a small oval area either skillfully repaired or covered over with a small patch of old paper,
to remove or obscure a mark of ownership. PMM 249; Kress B-3384; Lowndes I, 712; Graesse II, 462. uFaintly
spotted with foxing here and there, a hint of soiling to first few leaves in each volume, but A VERY ATTRACTIVE
COPY, the simple yet pleasing and entirely appropriate binding unworn, and the text in really excellent condition,
the leaves fresh and mostly quite clean, with only very minor defects. (See illustration opposite.) $4,500
As DNB says, these three volumes, published a year
before Malthus' "Essay on Population," "form one of the
classical works in economical literature, and are so rich
in valuable facts, not to be found elsewhere, that they
can never pass out of date. Karl Marx has said that Eden
is 'the only disciple of Adam Smith during the 18th century
that produced any work of importance.'" In a period when
social studies were yet to appear in university curricula and
the Industrial Revolution was in its infancy, this pioneering
work virtually created the discipline and methodology
of sociology. As the extended title indicates, "The State of
the Poor" covers the period from the Norman Conquest
to the time of publication, examining the laboring classes'
"domestic economy, with respect to diet, dress, fuel, and
habitation; and the various plans which, from time to time,
have been proposed, and adopted, for the relief of the poor:
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together with parochial reports relative to the administration
of work-houses, and the houses of industry; the state of
Friendly Societies; and other public institutions; in several
agricultural, commercial, and manufacturing districts."
There is also a large appendix containing "a comparative
and chronological table of the prices of labour, of provisions,
and of other commodities." Taking a stance which is both
reasoned and compassionate, the author sets out to analyze
the condition of the laboring classes and delineate the causes
of economic hardships. Sir Frederic Eden (1766-1809) began
his researches during the period when the battles of England
with the French Republic had caused a scarcity of grain and
a consequent rise in prices that made it difficult for the poor
to make ends meet. Eden was educated at Oxford and served
as the chairman of the Globe Insurance Company. This is the
major work which he produced in his short life. (CJM0706)

(ELZEVIER IMPRINT). BARCLAY, JOHN. EUPHORMIONIS LUSININI SIVE IOANNIS BARCLAII
SATYRICON PARTES QUINQUE CUM CLARI; ACCESSIT CONSPIRATIO ANGLICANA. (Lugd.
Batavorum: Apud Elzevirios, 1637) 130 x 79 mm. (5 1/8 x 3 1/8"). 717, [1] pp. First Elzevier Edition. Pleasing late
________
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5392, 441, 530
18th century red straight-grain morocco, covers with gilt fillet border, flat spine divided
into panels by stippled gilt rule, gilt titling, marbled endpapers, all edges gilt. Diverting
engraved allegorical title page, decorative woodcut headpieces, initials, and tailpiece.
Front pastedown with engraved armorial bookplate of Syston Park; front free endpaper
with engraved armorial bookplate of Thomas Brooke, F. S. A., Armitage Bridge (see
below for both). Rahir 447; Willems 452; Brunet I, 652; Graesse I, 291. uA couple of
faint scratches to spine, a little rubbing to extremities, isolated faint foxing or rust spots,
paper stock not especially bright, other trivial imperfections, but still essentially a fine
copy, the text clean, crisp, and smooth, and the binding lustrous and scarcely worn.
$375
Originally published in two parts in 1603 and 1607, John Thorold around 1775 and
this is a satire on the Jesuits in the form of a Latin expanded by his son John Hayford
picaresque novel, written by John Barclay (1582-1621), Thorold 40 years later, "was so large and so excellent" as to
the celebrated author of the famous Latin political and be ranked by Quaritch with the great libraries of Sunderland,
historical romance "Argenis." Brunet says that the last Beckford, and Spencer, and the library's books are well
three of the five parts here were actually additions originally known for their consistently outstanding condition. The elder
written by other persons. Willems and Rahir quibble about Thorold employed Roger Payne to bind several volumes. De
the two states of the present 1637 edition—Willems claims Ricci describes Sir Thomas Brooke (1830-1908) of Armitage
that copies like the present item with pages 207 and 209 Bridge House, Huddersfield, as a "great bibliophile" and "for
misnumbered "107" and "109" were printed first, while Rahir many years the best customer of the [bookselling] firm of [F.
says the opposite. More important, they and Brunet agree S.] Ellis." Apart from what De Ricci calls some "manuscripts
that our edition is superior to the Elzevier printings of 1655 of great value" that were given to friends or to the British
and 1658. This copy is twice distinguished by its provenance. Museum, Brooke's library was disposed of at seven sales at
The Syston Park library in Lincolnshire, established by Sir Sotheby's from 1909 to 1923. (ST12040p)
________
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(ELZEVIER IMPRINT). BARCLAY, JOHN. EUPHORMIONIS LUSININI SIVE IOANNIS BARCLAII
SATYRICON PARTES QUINQUE CUM CLARI; ACCESSIT CONSPIRATIO ANGLICANA.
(Amstelodami: Ex officina Elzeviriana, 1658) 135 x 79 mm. (5 5/16 x 3 1/8"). 6 p.l., 573, [1] pp. Fourth and last
Elzevier Edition. Contemporary sprinkled calf, rebacked and recornered some time ago, preserving much of
original backstrip, raised bands, remnants of gilt decoration to spine. Diverting engraved title page, decorative
woodcut headpieces, initials, and tailpiece. Front pastedown with evidence of bookplate removal. Willems
1225; Rahir 1254. uJoints and extremities a bit worn, boards with the pitting common to acid-treated leather,
head of title trimmed (to remove ownership inscription), two small edge tears (including on title page) without
loss, a couple of gatherings lightly browned, occasional rust spots or other trivial imperfections, but the text
generally clean and fresh, and the binding without any major condition issue. An undistinguished but certainly
satisfactory copy of a later printing of the item discussed in the previous entry. $85
(ST12040o)
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(ELZEVIER IMPRINT). GYLLIUS, PETRUS. P. GYLLII DE BOSPORO
THRACIO LIB. III. (Lugduni Batavorum: apud Elzevirios, 1632) 116
x 64 mm. (4 9/16 x 2 1/2"). 379, [5] pp. Edited by Antoine Gilles. EXTREMELY
ATTRACTIVE 18TH CENTURY BURGUNDY MOROCCO, ELABORATELY GILT,
covers with double French fillet frame and fleuron cornerpieces, raised bands, spine
compartments densely gilt with floral centerpiece and corner volutes, marbled
endpapers, all edges gilt. With engraved title page by C. C. Duysend featuring
two small landscapes above and below a depiction of Europa and the Bull. Front
pastedown with engraved armorial bookplate of Sir Joseph Copley and book label
of Abel Berland (see item #351). Willems 366. uSmall chips out of tail compartment
of spine, minor rubbing to joints, edges, and corners, but the very pretty original
5395, 400
binding completely solid, with no major defects, and generally quite appealing. Title
page a little browned (paper stock in general a shade less than bright), one leaf creased across text, obscuring
part of one line, other trivial imperfections, but a clean, fresh, pleasing copy internally. $175
First published in 1561, this account of the Thracian
Bosporus by French humanist scholar Pierre Gilles (14901555) was still being recommended to British travellers as
late as 1817. Gilles travelled to Constantinople in 1544 with
royal cosmographer André Thevet and an embassy of French
officials, then spent the next six years travelling through
Turkey, Egypt, and the Holy Land (even serving briefly in
the army of Suleiman the Magnificent) before returning to

Europe. He then went to Rome to consult historical sources
on Constantinople and was close to finishing his work when
he died of a fever in 1555. His brother Antoine took on the
task of editing the work and preparing it for publication.
Bonaventure and Abraham Elzevier issued two editions of
this work in 1632. Ours is the second, with "LX. V." in the last
line of Gilles' epitaph. It is described by Willems as "not as
pretty [as] but more correct" than the first. (ST12040n)

Small Octavo Transformed into an Elegant Engraved Quarto in a Lovely Decorative Binding
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(ELZEVIER IMPRINT). HORACE. (BINDINGS - ARNAUD). [OPERA]. (Lugd. Batav.: Ex Officina
Elzeviriana, 1629) 257 x 187 mm. (10 1/8 x 7 3/8"). 16 p.l., 239, [1]; 296 [i.e., 286]; 250 pp. (no
printed title to part II). Three parts bound in one volume. Edited by Daniel Heinsius. Second Elzevier Edition.
HANDSOME 19TH CENTURY RED CRUSHED MOROCCO BY ARNAUD (stamp-signed on front turn-in),
covers with gilt French fillet border, raised bands, spine gilt in compartments with central ornate fleuron
enclosed in a lozenge of small star and circle tools and with densely scrolling foliate cornerpieces inhabited
by a small bird, intricately gilt turn-ins, marbled endpapers, all edges gilt. Engraved title page showing a longhaired Horace strumming a lyre and flanked by two plump cherubs riding swans, the two printed title pages
with Elzevier device, foliated initials. THE ORIGINAL SMALL OCTAVO LEAVES (measuring 116 x 65 mm.)
INSET INTO QUARTO-SIZE LEAVES WITH FINE ENGRAVED BORDERS. Front pastedown with engraved
bookplate of Harald Wiens; verso of front free endpaper with morocco bookplate of Léon Rattier. Willems 314;
Rahir 285; Schweiger, p. 403 ("Best edition of Heinsius"); Moss II, 14; Dibdin 97-98; Brunet III, 317; Graesse
III, 353. uA hint of soiling to boards, isolated rust spots and some faint browning to the original leaves, but A
LUXURIOUS VOLUME IN VERY FINE CONDITION, the binding virtually unworn, and the leaves and their
elegant frames entirely clean and fresh. (See also illustration on back cover.) $3,600
________
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This is an impressively bound and beautifully presented
copy of the esteemed second Elzevier edition of Horace,
our copy with distinguished provenance. Louis Elzevier
first published Daniel Heinsius' edition of Horace in 1612,
but, according to Willems, it was "inferior in all respects to
the edition published by Bonaventure and Abraham in 1629,"
the present second edition (which normally appears in three
volumes). The first part (i.e., volume) here contains Horace's
complete works—the odes, epodes, satires, epistles, and "De
Arte Poetica." The second contains Heinsius' extensive
commentary to Horace's "Satires," explaining not only
matters grammatical, but also putting the author's delightful
sketches into historical and philosophical context; the third
part contains our editor's notes to all of Horace's works.
A person of obviously gifted intelligence, Daniel Heinsius
(1580-1655) was one of the most distinguished scholars of
his day. He began giving lessons in Greek and Latin when
he was 19, published a book at 20, and became professor of
history and politics at Leyden when he was 26. He went on
to become librarian and secretary of the university as well as
official historian of Sweden. He left some Latin drama and

poetry in imitation of the styles of various ancient authors,
produced several new editions of Greek and Roman writers,
and authored some humorous and satirical works. His study
of the Latin satirical genre had considerable influence on
Ben Jonson and other English dramatists (see P. R. Sellin's
"Daniel Heinsius and Stuart England"). One of our former
owners was the celebrated French bibliophile Léon Rattier,
whose collection was renowned for its beauty and uniformly
outstanding condition. Rattier was married to the cousin of
Edmond Goncourt, one of the arbiters of taste in Belle Epoque
Paris, and works from his library are always aesthetically
pleasing. Books from Rattier's collection made up much of
the sale held at Drouot on 6 June 1984. The other owner
here, Swedish collector Harald Wiens, had a magnificent
collection of Elzeviers: "Impressions des Elzeviers," a
catalogue issued by Lengertz Antikvariat in 1952, listed
804 Elzevier editions from his library. It is uncertain which
of these eminent bibliophiles commissioned the elaborate
mounting of the leaves and the lovely Arnaud binding, but
to see an Elzevier in this kind of enlarged, luxurious dress is
a distinct and unusual pleasure. (ST12235)

Apparently a Copy Once Owned by the Great Naturalist Gilbert White
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(ELZEVIER IMPRINT). ERASMUS, DESIDERIUS. COLLOQUIA NUNC
EMENDATIORA. (Amstelodami: Ex Officina Elzeviriana, 1662) 140 x 83 mm. (5
1/2 x 3 1/4"). 10 p.l., 672 pp. Probably 18th century stiff vellum, yapp edges, flat spine with
old titling in ink at head. Two numismatic portrait tondos, woodcut decorative headpiece
and initials, fine engraved title page by C. C. Dusend showing Erasmus gazing through a
telescope at the Godly orb seen through parted clouds at the upper right. Engraved title
with the signature of Gil[bert] White and of J. White; front pastedown and endpaper with
the bookplate and signature of the Rev. Geo[rge] H. Woods; front fly with "G. White" (in
a different hand) and "G. Woods"; front endpaper with the monogram of Edwin Wolf II,
and last text leaf with the signature of Charles Duey. Willems 1285; Rahir 1324; Vander
Haeghen, p. 40. uCovers a bit splayed, front joint with small, thin crack at foot, but the
________
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binding very sound and generally pleasing. Two minor paper flaws with trivial loss, one leaf torn at fore edge
just into text, a half dozen leaves with small light stains, but internally a very well-preserved copy, the text quite
fresh and attractive. $350
Perhaps the most appealing feature of this particular
copy of Erasmus' "Colloquia" is its provenance, as it
may have once belonged to the well-known Hampshire
naturalist and curate of Selbourne, Gilbert White
(1720-93). White was born in Selbourne, where his
grandfather was pastor, and he became so attached to the
beauties of the surroundings that he determined to spend
his life there in the humble position of curate, rather than
pursue a career elsewhere. A devoted naturalist, White
was often out in the fields and woods observing the life
of the local flora and fauna. In 1789 he published "The

Natural History of Selbourne," comprising letters he had
written over the space of 20 years describing his rambles
and researches. The discerning nature of his observations
and the sincerity of his love of the natural world gave
the book great appeal both in Europe and America. The
"J. White" whose name is on our title page might be
either of two John Whites, Gilbert's brother, chaplain to
the English forces at Gibraltar and also a naturalist, or
Gilbert's nephew. The present 1662 edition is the fourth
Elzevier in the 12mo format; in the same year, the second
24mo edition appeared. (ST10251u)
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(ELZEVIER IMPRINT). GROTIUS, HUGO. DE VERITATE RELIGIONIS CHRISTIANÆ.
(Amstelodami: Ex Officina Elseviriana, 1674) 130 x 79 mm. (5 1/8 x 3 1/8"). 6 p.l., 408 pp. Third
Elzevier Edition. Pleasant recent half calf over marbled boards, raised bands, earlier (19th century?) leather
spine label. Title page with publisher's device (Minerva, owl, and olive tree), foliated headpieces and initials,
historiated tailpieces. Title in red and black. Rahir 1599; Willems 1491. uLight abrasion on uppermost spine
compartment, dampstain in upper outer corner of all but the first 100 pages (the stain quite small at first, but
spreading slightly until it touches the top two or three lines of text in the final quire), otherwise fine—solid,
clean, and fresh inside and out. $275
First printed by an Elzevier in 1662, this is a later
edition of a treatise maintaining the truth of the
Christian religion, as opposed to other religions, rather
than a polemic in support of a particular variety of
Christianity at the expense of another Christian sect.
By far the most popular of Grotius' works, the piece reflects
the author's attitude toward the great schism: he dedicated
himself to reconciling Catholic and Protestant by emphasizing
a common piety, an approach for which he was made to
suffer greatly. The author of the landmark publication "On

the Laws of War and Peace," Grotius (1583-1645) was
recognized early in his life as a genius (at 15 he edited the
encyclopedic work of Martianus Capella), but he later was
sentenced to life imprisonment on theological grounds.
He continued to study and write in prison, smuggling his
books in and out in a laundry chest, and he eventually made
his escape in the same container. Apart from the text, the
frequent use here of quotations in Greek, employing the tiny
Elzevier Greek type, plus occasional use of Hebrew, make
this publication appealing for its typography. (CJM0802)
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(ELZEVIER IMPRINT). OVID. OPERA. (Amstelodami: Typis Ludovici Elzevirii, 1652) 124 x 67
mm. (4 7/8 x 2 5/8"). Complete with extra engraved title and preliminary leaves in volume I. Three
volumes. Contemporary stiff vellum, flat spines with faint vestiges of ink titling at head and tail. Volume I with
extra engraved title page showing the Olympian gods looking down on the poet at his desk from their cloudy
domain, while Minerva (the Elzeviers' symbol) stands at his side, an encouraging hand on his shoulder. Front
pastedown with book label of Abel S. Berland (see item #351) and older woodcut bookplate with the initials D.
G. V-B and a geometric cipher composed of an arrow, a circle, the number seven, and a "W"; front flyleaf with
two ink ownership inscriptions, one dated 1863; lower margin of engraved title with inkstamp of interlocking
"C's" topped with a coronet. Willems 1150; Rahir 1172. uPersistent faint browning and occasional foxing
in margins, otherwise only trivial imperfections: the bindings with virtually no wear or soiling, and the text
showing no real signs of use. (See illustration opposite.) $350
Ovid, one of the outstanding poets of the Augustan age, "Opera" of Ovid in 1629 in 12mo format, edited by Daniel
is perhaps best known for his love poems, the "Amores," Heinsius and based on the 1578 Plantin edition. Daniel's
the provocative "Art of Love," and his mythological son Nicolas significantly improved the text for the present
melange, the "Metamorphoses," all of which appear Elzevier edition of 1652. This set was apparently once
(with other lesser works) in these very well-preserved used by a young scholar, who numbered the verses in some
portable volumes. The Elzeviers published their first works. (ST12040e)
________
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4399, 569, 403, 472 (top to bottom)

(ELZEVIER IMPRINT). OVID. OPERA. (Amstelodami: Typis Ludovici Elzevirii, 1652) 116 x 62
mm. (4 9/16 x 2 7/16"). Lacking engraved title and four initial leaves in volume I (dedication). Three
volumes. Pleasant early (perhaps contemporary) burgundy morocco, covers with gilt triple fillet border, flat
spines gilt in compartments with central floral sprig and curling cornerpieces, black morocco labels, gilt turnins, marbled endpapers, all edges gilt (joints possibly repaired, but, if so, with great skill). Printer's woodcut
"Minerva" device on title pages. Front pastedowns with book label of Abel E. Berland; front flyleaf in volume
I with vestiges of ink ownership inscription ("Donleavy"?); occasional ink marginalia in an 18th century hand.
Willems 1150; Rahir 1172. uLeather just slightly dried, crackled, worn, and discolored, head of one spine
with quarter-inch chip, one label slightly defective, other minor imperfections, but the bindings nevertheless
appealing, being sturdy and without any serious condition problems. The text printed on paper stock a shade
less than bright, occasional very slight browning or foxing, but fresh and clean internally. A very good copy, in
an early binding, of the same book as described in the previous entry. (See illustration on p. 260.) $275
(ST12040d)
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(ELZEVIER IMPRINT). PLINY THE YOUNGER. EPISTOLARUM LIBRI X ET PANEGYRICUS.
(Lugduni Batavorum: Ex Officinâ Elseviriorum, 1640) 127 x 70 mm. (5 x 2 3/4"). 12 p.l., [1]-289,
300-414 (i.e., 404) pp., [14] leaves. First Elzevier Edition. Edited by Jean de Laet. VERY PLEASING 18TH
CENTURY CRIMSON MOROCCO, covers with triple gilt fillet border, raised bands, spine handsomely gilt in
compartments with large central fleuron within a lozenge
of small tools and volute cornerpieces, MATCHING
MOROCCO DOUBLURES with intricate gilt dentelle,
marbled endpapers, all edges gilt. Woodcut printer's
device on title page, woodcut headpieces, initials,
and tailpiece. Rahir 503; Willems 506. uLeather a bit
darkened in spots and with a hint of wear, occasional mild
foxing, isolated rust spots, other trivial imperfections,
but a really excellent copy, the binding very bright and
showing almost no wear, and the text clean, fresh, and
printed on better quality paper. $850
________
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The earliest Elzevier printing, this beautifully bound
volume contains 10 books of epistles, along with the
eulogy on the emperor Trajan, one of the two extant
works of Pliny the Younger (62-113) studied for the
incidental information it contains about the author and
his times. The graceful, light, and charming letters touch
on court activity, literature, matters of state, geography,
current events, and a variety of other subjects (particularly
interesting is Pliny's account of the eruption of Vesuvius
in 79). Together, these epistles give an intimate portrait of
Roman life and manners between 75 and 112, and a very
different picture from that found in Juvenal's satires. Pliny
served in the senate under Trajan and corresponded with

him in some of the letters which he sent from his post of
governor in Bithynia, the most notable being his description
of the rapid growth of Christianity in his province. Also
included in the letter collection is Trajan's response, in
which the emperor writes to tell Pliny not to hunt out
Christians, but only to interrogate those whose beliefs are
openly proclaimed. Pliny's panegyric of Trajan, while too
laudable to be impartial, gives us an interesting picture
of one of Rome's best rulers. Our Belgian editor Jean de
Laet (d. 1649) was not only a classical scholar, but also
a geographer who wrote a number of important works in
his field on topics ranging from Brazil to Persia to Belgium
itself (see, e.g., item #327). (ST11905)
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(ELZEVIER IMPRINT). SENECA. PHILOSOPHI OPERA OMNIA. (Lugduni Batavorum: Apud
Elzevirios, 1640) 143 x 90 mm. (5 5/8 x 3 9/16"). 12 p.l., 552 pp. Volume one, only, of three. First
Elzevier Edition. Contemporary stiff vellum, flat spine with remnants of paper label, yapp edges. Engraved title
page with frame featuring portraits of famous Stoics, full-page engraved portrait of the author, and frontispiece
depicting Seneca in the bath where he committed suicide. Front pastedown with book label of Abel E. Berland;
front free endpaper with ink stamp of Louis Houben of Eindhoven; front (defective) flyleaf with ink stamp of
a convent library. Willems 508; Rahir 505. uVellum a little soiled, with a scattering of small yellow spots on
spine and lower board, isolated rust spots or mild smudges in the text, otherwise very fine internally, the leaves
unusually clean, fresh, and smooth, and the margins very ample. $50
Our volume I (of three) from the first Elzevier
edition of Seneca contains his famous work "Of
Benefits," a treatise on the giving and receiving of
favors, full of sage and magnanimous advice which
can still be read with profit. Also here are his essays

"On Anger," "Of Providence," "Of the Firmness of the
Wise Person," "Of a Happy Life," "Of Leisure," and "Of
Clemency," as well as his letters of consolation to his
mother Helvia, and to his friends Marcia and Polybius.
(ST12040i)

John Landwehr's Large Paper Copy, with Fine Emblematic Scenes
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(EMBLEM BOOK). HAECHT GOIDTSENHOVEN, LAURENS VAN. [In Greek:] MIKROKOSMOS.
[then:] PARVVS MVNDVS. (Antuerpiae: apud Gerardum de Jode, 1584) 222 x 159 mm. (8 3/4 x 6 1/4").
[80] leaves (the last blank). Second Edition. Modern limp vellum, flat spine. WITH ENGRAVED ALLEGORICAL
TITLE PAGE AND 74 FINE ENGRAVED EMBLEMS BY GERARD DE JODE. A Large Paper Copy. Front pastedown
with engraved bookplate of John Landwehr and with a pencilled note that
this copy was in the collection of J. Borms. Landwehr, "Low Countries," 264
(this copy) and cf. 263. uL2 with repaired three-inch tear (just touching
caption of emblem, but with no loss), six other leaves with short marginal
tears expertly repaired, occasional minor smudges or soiling, other trivial
imperfections, but still an agreeable copy, fresh internally, and in an
unworn sympathetic binding. (See also illustration on p. 263.) $7,500
A rare Large Paper Copy and from the renowned collection of John
Landwehr, this volume represents an excellent example of the emblem
book, a genre featuring a combination of allegorical pictures and epigrams
which established an enduring fashion in moral symbols. Originated by
Andrea Alciati in the 1530s, this singular category of illustrated books exerted
a strong influence on both contemporary literature and the fine arts. Providing
a doubly powerful composite of symbolical design and verbal expression, the
emblem was intended to teach a moral truth in such a way that the reader's
memory would grasp it, not as a formula, but as a genuine experience that would
serve as an effective guide to understanding and conduct. First published in 1579,
________
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the present "Microcosm" features very pleasing scenes with
characters from classical literature. These are interpreted by
the accomplished Dutch artist and cartographer Gerard de
Jode (1509-91) and paired with Bible verses and Latin poetry
by Haecht Goidtsenhoven. While the engravings all convey
a moral, they tend to do so by telling a story rather than
by using an assortment of symbols that have been assigned

certain traditional iconographic values, and the plates are
more fully realized scenes than is the case with many emblem
books. Also distinguishing this volume is its relatively early
date, as the vast majority of emblem books now appearing on
the market were printed after 1600. The book is uncommon
in the marketplace in general, and a copy with the special
features seen here would be extremely rare. (ST12160)
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(EMBLEM BOOK). LA VIGNE, DAVID DE. SPIEGEL OM WEL TE STERVEN. [MIRROR OF A
GOOD DEATH]. (Amsterdam: Joannes Stichter, 1694) 260 x 203 mm. (10 1/4 x 8"). [10] leaves of
text, plus plates. Appealing modern calf by Strauss (stamp-signed on rear pastedown), covers with central
quatrefoil composed of intricate fleurons, the fleuron stamp repeated at the corners and in two panels on the
flat spine. TEXT AND IMAGES ENGRAVED THROUGHOUT, WITH 42 FINE PLATES AFTER ROMEYN DE
HOOGHE with images providing instruction on preparing for one's death. Landwehr, "Romeyn de Hooghe,"
84. uCovers with small whitish patches, title page with faint brown stain to lower fore corner, two plates with
small spot of foxing in margin, other equally trivial imperfections, but A VERY FINE COPY, the plates clean,
fresh, bright, and richly impressed, and the pleasant binding unworn. (See also illustration on p. 233.) $5,500

________
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The text and the detailed, often fascinating engravings
here provide meditations intended to help one prepare
for death. The work is divided into three sections, each with
a frontispiece and 13 plates. In each plate, we see a man on
his sick bed, with putti hovering above him holding a picture
depicting a scene from Christ's final days (first the Last
Supper, then the Passion, finally the Crucifixion). There
is always a helpful angel directing the invalid's attention
to these images, and sometimes there are frightful demons
tormenting the sufferer. The sickroom can be a messy place,
and here we see priests, servants, and family members
bumping into each other in their efforts to minister to the
patient. In some scenes, servants, family, and a pet dog are
sleeping by the sickbed; in others we see black-hatted Dutch
merchants discussing business in an adjoining room. The

text was first published in French in Paris in 1646, and was
inspired by the "good death" of La Vigne's patron, Philippe
Cospeau, Bishop of Lisieux; it was reissued in 1673 with
engravings by our artist Romeyn de Hooghe (1645-1708).
The plates in our Dutch edition are copies of those, but
in reverse and slightly smaller. Harthan calls De Hooghe
"the outstanding Netherlandish graphic artist of the later
17th century, perhaps the greatest illustrator of the whole
century. . . . His emphatic, emotional, exciting illustrations,
filled with movement [and] accumulated detail and lit with
strong contrasts of black and white, haunt the imagination."
This is an extremely rare book in the marketplace: ABPC
lists just two copies of our edition at auction (and none of
the first printing), the last record of any sale being more
than three decades ago. (ST12180)

With Particularly Fine, Large Engraved Emblems from Horace's Philosophical, Wry "Satires"
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(EMBLEM BOOK). VAENIUS, OTHO, Editor. Q. HORATI FLACCI EMBLEMATA. (Antverpiæ: Ex
Officina Hieronymi Verdussen, 1607) 229 x 191 mm. (9 x 7 1/2"). [3]-213, [1] pp., [1] leaf (blank).
Missing A1 (half title), but with the final blank. FIRST EDITION. Contemporary stiff vellum, titling neatly
penned in an old hand at top of spine. WITH 103 VERY LARGE AND NOT INFREQUENTLY POWERFUL
ENGRAVED PLATES (as called for) designed by Vaenius and engraved by C. Boël, Cornelius Galle, Pierre
de Jode, and perhaps by Vaenius himself (all of the plates with text printed on the verso, a few of them
cancels). Front free endpaper with extensive notes about Vaenius, written in Latin in a late 18th century hand.
Landwehr, "Low Countries," 817; Praz, p. 523; De Vries 35; Hoe, "Emblems," p. 125. uFront joint split (wider
at very top and bottom), but the cover tightly attached on four vellum cords, title page with small cluster of
tiny brown dots, a half dozen leaves with headline just cut into, final blank with most of another leaf adhering
to its verso, isolated smudges and other trivial imperfections, but QUITE AN EXCELLENT COPY, the original
binding solid, the volume clean inside and out, and with the striking engravings richly impressed. $5,500

This is the uncommon first edition of an emblem highlight a human foible. The engravings here sometimes
book with fine illustrations that take their texts from incorporate allegorical figures, such as Death or Time,
the works—particularly the "Satires"—of the Roman but also include genre scenes, their settings and costumes
poet Horace. The moderate philosophy and wry humor sometimes Roman, sometimes faintly Dutch from the time
of his poems, especially the "Satires," lend themselves of the book's printing. The engravings are highly detailed
to illustration by emblems that point out a moral or and quite skillfully executed, usually including landscapes
________
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or architecture in the background. Each image illustrates
Latin quotations appearing on the facing page, the topmost
from Horace, the rest, supporting the sentiment, from other
Roman authors. Otho Vaenius (or Otto van Veen, 15581629) of Leyden studied art in Italy and counted Rubens
among his pupils. He painted portraits and religious scenes,
as well as constructed triumphal arches and designed

illustrations such as these, sometimes using them for works
he himself composed. Our copy is from the state of the
work that includes the final blank (Dd4, not called for by
Landwehr), with pages 48 and 152 numbered correctly, and
with no emblems pasted over. The book is not common:
ABPC lists seven copies at auction during the last 35 years.
(ST11742b)
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(ENGLISH HISTORY). ORLÉANS, PÈRE [PIERRE JOSEPH] DE. HISTOIRE DES REVOLUTIONS
D'ANGLETERRE DEPUIS LE COMMENCEMENT DE LA MONARCHIE. (Paris: Chez Claude Barbin,
1693-94) 248 x 191 mm. (9 3/4 x 7 1/2"). Three volumes. FIRST EDITION. SPLENDID AND UNUSUAL EARLY
19TH CENTURY MARBLED CALF, SUMPTUOUSLY GILT, WITH RED MOROCCO SPINES IN THE STYLE OF
BOZERIAN, covers with gilt borders of two decorative rules and an elegant undulating floral vine, flat straightgrain morocco spines very handsomely gilt in compartments with pointillé ground and central circlet from
which radiate four lilies and four leaves on twining stems, turn-ins gilt with plain and decorative rolls, marbled
endpapers, all edges gilt. With engraved head- and tailpieces and eight engraved portraits. Verso of front free
endpaper with armorial bookplate of Baron de Mackau (see below); title page with ink ownership inscription
(of Alexander Paul Ludwig Goupy?) in a contemporary hand. Brunet II, 822; Graesse II, 428; Lowndes I, 1374.
uIsolated gatherings with variable browning (a small handful rather browned), one leaf in first volume with
inexpert early repair of four-inch tear (letters of four words partly obscured or displaced, and the text and
facing page somewhat discolored), a few additional trivial imperfections internally, but the text generally quite
fresh and clean. One joint with five small wormholes, a few (hardly noticeable) shallow scratches to covers, a
hint of wear to extremities, but THE LOVELY BINDINGS IN FINE CONDITION, with lustrous leather and gilt,
with only minor wear, and with their very considerable original visual appeal entirely intact. $2,250

This beautifully bound history of "England's he was also the author of a history of revolutions in Spain, an
Revolutions" begins with the invasion of the Saxons account of the Tartar conquerors of China, and a subsequent
and covers the struggles for the throne of England study of the English Civil War, covering the years 1603through the Plantagenets, Tudors, and Stuarts up to the 90 in depth. The present work was favorably received on
Restoration and the reign of James II. The learned Jesuit both sides of the Channel: the earl of Chatham commended
historian Pierre Joseph d'Orléans (1641-98) was described it in his letters, and du Fresnoy described it as a "history
by Voltaire as the first historian to specialize in revolutions— written with eloquence and judgment" and praised its equal
________
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treatment of Catholics and Protestants. When the present
set appeared in a George Bayntun catalogue, the bindings
were described as "very handsome" and "almost identical to
the set of Bertrand De Moleville's 'Histoire de la Révolution
de France,' 1801-1803 bound by Bozerian" and also from
the library of Baron de Mackau (1832-1918), a member
of the Chamber of Deputies for 42 years and a Chevalier
of the Legion of Honor. The volumes are unusual in their

combination of calf boards with contrasting morocco spines,
and their gilt decoration is particularly lovely. Active in Paris
during the first quarter of the 19th century, the Bozerian
binderies produced many fine books that are praised today
especially for their technical achievement and elegance of
design. The first edition of this work is surprisingly rare:
only nine copies appear in OCLC, and ABPC records no
copy at auction since at least 1975. (ST11540)

Passion Engravings on a Small Scale, but with Memorable Results
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(ENGRAVED BOOK - PASSION OF CHRIST). LE CLERC, SÉBASTIEN. FIGURES DE LA PASSION
D. N. S. JESUS CHRIST. (Augsburg: Johann Ulrich Kraus, ca. 1695) 152 x 203 mm. (6 x 8"). [38] leaves.
Very fine contemporary mottled calf, covers with gilt scallop and palmette border, large central lozenge composed
of fleuron and coronet tools, raised bands, spine gilt in compartments
with central floral spray and acorn cornerpieces, red morocco label,
marbled endpapers, all edges gilt. WITH ENGRAVED TITLE AND
37 PLATES BY JOHANN ULRICH KRAUS AFTER SÉBASTIEN LE
CLERC, all mounted within engraved decorative frames on thick
paper. uA little wear to joints, boards splaying slightly, leather with
a touch of pitting (as always with mottled calf), isolated mild stains
or foxing to the generous margins, one short closed marginal tear,
but AN EXTREMELY PLEASING CONTEMPORARY COPY, the
engravings quite clean, fresh, and richly impressed, and the binding
with nothing approaching a significant condition issue. (See also
illustration on back cover.) $4,200

Entirely Engraved and in a "Somber" Binding
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(ENGRAVED BOOKS). STURT, JOHN, Engraver.
[HOWEL,
LAURENCE].
THE
ORTHODOX
COMMUNICANT. (London: Engraven and sold by J. Sturt,
1721) 168 x 98 mm. (6 5/8 x 3 7/8"). 6 p.l., 82, [4] pp., including
the subscriber list. Second Edition. IN AN EXCELLENT
CONTEMPORARY SO-CALLED "SOMBER" BINDING of black
morocco, covers blind tooled in a panel design with a frame of
repeated curling tools enclosing a central area decorated with
a scalloped border and a variety of small botanical tools, raised
bands, spine panels with single quatrefoil centerpiece, marbled
endpapers. ENGRAVED THROUGHOUT, elaborate decorative
and historiated initials, each page with a fine pictorial frame, and
85 APPEALING ENGRAVED BIBLICAL SCENES (measuring
approximately 55 x 35 mm.). The thick leaves of the text apparently
made up of two pieces of paper, printed on one side and glued
together. Front pastedown with engraved bookplate of author and
art historian F. Gordon Roe; verso of front free endpaper with ink
ownership inscription of Caroline S. Plunkett (27 April 1859); front
flyleaf with ink signatures of Roe and of E. E. Dorling (dated 1893);
title page with ownership inscription of Rev. Sam'l White, D. D.,
Hampstead, Mid[dlese]x. uJoints a bit rubbed, corners somewhat
bumped, small marginal inkstain right at edge of final three leaves
and two fly leaves at back (not affecting the text), isolated minor
rust spots, smudges, and other trivial defects, but still an excellent
unsophisticated copy, internally fresh, with rich impressions of the
plates, and in a solid, very pleasing binding. SOLD
The entire contents of this volume are engraved, not
printed, and the New Testament scenes are remarkably
well-realized for their size, with the same fine detail
and sophisticated use of light as found in Sturt's "Book
of Common Prayer." Perhaps the best English engraver
of the period, John Sturt (1658-1730) was extremely
productive, executing engravings for numerous books,
including the famous writing-master John Ayres' most
important works on calligraphy. His skill was such that he
could engrave characters legible only under magnification.
The anonymous author of "Communicant," according to
Halkett & Lang and others, was Laurence Howel, (1664?-

This is a fine copy, in an especially appealing binding, whose influence is visible here—and became a professor
of the complete series of Le Clerc's dramatic "Passion of perspective at the Parisian Academy of Painting. His
of Christ," first printed in Paris in 1692 and here skill at creating depth in space is noteworthy in general
reproduced by a leading Augsburg engraver. A few and evident here. His style is measured and classicizing,
years after the Paris edition appeared, our Johann Ulrich harking back to the Renaissance and looking forward to
Kraus (or Krauss, 1645-1719) re-engraved the plates and French painters such as David. The story of the last days
mounted them on notably thick paper within specially of Christ is by its nature dramatic, and so are a number of
engraved thick frames. Despite the small size of the the scenes here, among them that of Christ's prayer to have
engravings (they measure about 65 x 95 mm., not counting the cup of sacrifice taken from him. Our artist is most in
the frames), the result is impressive, the composition, his element, however, when creating such scenes as the Last
detail, and sophisticated use of light all being notable. The Supper, to which he gives centrality and monumentality.
son of a goldsmith, Le Clerc (1637-1714) was one of the This seems to be quite a rare work in any form, both in the
foremost engravers of his era. He studied with Callot— marketplace and in institutions. (ST12595)
________
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1720), who composed this work during confinement in
Newgate for writing a pamphlet denouncing George I as a
usurper. The "somber" binding here is a very good example
of an appropriately restrained design meant to match the
content of the text and used on religious books of the 17th
and 18th centuries, including in particular the "Eikon
Bazilike" relating to the death of Charles I. This seems to
be a rare book: OCLC locates only two copies of the first
edition (1714) and 11 copies of the second, and ABPC
lists no copy of the 1714 printing at auction since at least
1975. Previous owner Rev. E. E. Dorling was the author of
"Heraldry of the Church." (ST12107)

ERASMUS, DESIDERIUS. APOPHTHEGMATVM LIBRI OCTO.
(Basileae: Per Hier. Frobenivm et Nic. Episcopivm, 1538-39) 178 x 114
mm. (7 x 4 1/2"). 8 p.l., 864 pp., [28] leaves. Pleasing contemporary blindstamped
Lyonnaise calf over wooden boards, expertly rebacked to style, covers framed
with thick and thin rules and a decorative roll including a tulip, a sunburst, and
a Janus face, raised bands, remnants of brass clasps, ENDLEAVES FROM A 12th
CENTURY MANUSCRIPT (once serving as pastedowns, now raised up). Printer's
device on title and last page. Early ink inscriptions on title; signature of Jacobus
Lorfeus[?] on last page. VD 16 E 2038. For the binding: Gid, "Reliures Francaises,"
I, 365 and II, plate 45, CHf9. uLight rubbing to extremities, vague stains and
scratches to boards, isolated rust spots and marginal smudges, other trivial
imperfections, but a very pleasing copy, the text clean, crisp, and bright, and the
carefully restored binding scarcely worn and generally well preserved. $3,500
________
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First published in 1531, Erasmus' "Apophthegms"
culls wise adages from Greek and Roman sages and
statesmen, all given in Latin. He begins with a lengthy
series of laconic sayings of the Spartans, followed by
Greek philosophers, with the Cynic Diogenes (suitably
for the taste of the author of "In Praise of Folly") taking
up more space than Socrates. Among statesmen, Pericles,
Alexander, Cicero, Pompey, and Julius Caesar all find
a place, as well as Cato the Elder, Tiberius, and even a
handful of Persian kings. The quotes are introduced with
historical settings, and Erasmus' performance certainly
illustrates the breadth of his learning. According to Gid,
our binding was produced by a Lyon atelier. The distinctive
roll used to stamp the binding appears identical to that
used on the covers of a 1522 printing of Trapezuntius'

"Rhetoricum Libri" published, like our Erasmus, in Basel.
Gid locates similarly decorated bindings in the municipal
libraries of Lyon, Saint-Dié, and Troyes, and in the Arsenal
and Sainte-Geneviève libraries in Paris. The pastedowns
here are from the second half of the 12th century, perhaps
ca. 1160-80, and are probably French; the text is from a
Breviary, containing parts of the offices for Good Friday
and Holy Saturday. These endleaves and related features
of the physical structure of our volume make it a very
good tool for the visual exposition of 16th century binding
technology: because the manuscript fragments have lifted,
the wooden boards in front and back are now exposed, and
we can see the horizontal channels (each about 20 mm.
long) containing the ends of the rawhide cords upon which
the book's signatures have been sewn. (ST12488)
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ERASMUS,
DESIDERIUS.
L'ELOGE DE LA FOLIE. (Leyden:
van der Aa, 1713) 165 x 95 mm. (6 1/2 x 3
3/4"). 16 p.l., 312 pp. Translated from the
Latin by Nicolas Gueudeville. EXTREMELY
ATTRACTIVE 19TH CENTURY FRENCH
RED MOROCCO, HANDSOMELY GILT,
BY HARDY (stamp-signed on front turnin), covers with gilt French fillet border, the
Villeneuve coat of arms at center, raised
bands, spine gilt in compartments with
central floral sprig surrounded by small
tools and with volute cornerpieces, inner
gilt dentelles, marbled endpapers, all edges gilt. Engraved frontispiece portraits of Erasmus, Thomas More, and
Holbein, extra engraved allegorical title page, six engraved folding plates, and 75 illustrations in the text, all
after Holbein. Front pastedown with red and blue morocco bookplates of Isidoro Fernandez. Vander Haerghen,
p. 125; Cohen-de Ricci 348 (citing a 1731 edition with these plates). uProbably washed at the time of binding
(in keeping with the general preference of serious 19th century bibliophiles), one plate and one leaf with neatly
repaired tears, another leaf with restored margin, occasional faint offsetting, other trivial imperfections, but
an excellent copy, the text and plates especially clean and smooth, and the lovely binding very lustrous and
entirely unworn. (See also illustration on back cover.) $2,500
This is a beautifully bound copy of a French translation selfishness, including everyone from pope to beggar (for
of Erasmus' classic satire "Moriae Encomium" ("In only God is truly wise). The work is central and revealing
Praise of Folly"), issued originally in 1511. A scathing in that Erasmus spent most of his life teaching against
denunciation of corruption in Erasmus' day, it was probably vice and corruption of all sorts and promoting humanism
inspired by Brant's "Ship of Fools," was composed in a week's and simple piety. The present edition is embellished with
time, and was written at the suggestion of Sir Thomas More amusing illustrations based on the pen-and-ink drawings
(the title is a friendly play on words involving his name). done in manuscript by Hans Holbein. The binding comes
A work that immediately and ever after made Erasmus from the Hardy atelier, which produced luxurious volumes,
famous, but one that its author later dismissed as, well, many of them armorial, for a range of 19th century
foolishness, "Folly" was printed more than a dozen times in connoisseurs. Among other connections in the bibliopegic
the decade following its first appearance, and continued to world, Hardy employed Jean Marius-Michel as a gilder near
be published 200 years later. It is in the form of an oration the start of his career. Our copy was in the distinguished
delivered by Folly herself, "praising" fools of all kinds, collection of Spanish bibliophile Isidoro Fernandez (1878from poets to kings, but especially churchmen. It spares 1963), a prosperous toy wholesaler who collected French
no one in its indictment of greed, violence, hypocrisy, and and Spanish literature in fine bindings. (ST12528)
________
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(ESTE, HOUSE OF). [VENTURINO, SALVATORE]. DE ATESTINORUM PRINCIPUM
CALAMITATIBUS COMMENTARII. (Lugduni Batavorum: 1755) 238 x 168 mm. (9 3/8 x 6 5/8").
155, [1] pp. FIRST EDITION. Contemporary stiff vellum, original brown morocco label, old restoration to head
of spine. With engraved allegorical vignette on title page and similar vignette as well as historiated initial
on opening page of text. Front pastedown with two engraved bookplates, one reading "Ex Libris Marchionis
Salsae," and the other with the motto "Comme Je Fus" (see below). uBoards a bit splayed, corners a little
bumped, slight soiling and discoloration to covers, trivial worming to spine and rear pastedown, one inch
crack to middle of rear joint, but the binding still sound and not without a certain antique charm. A couple of
minor smudges to title page, one leaf with faint foxing, otherwise a fine copy internally, quite clean, fresh, and
bright. $650
This is a history of the House of Este, the noble Italian family that ruled
Ferrara from the 13th through the 16th centuries, reaching its zenith of
power and influence during the Renaissance. Borso d'Este, the duke from
1450-71, was a famously influential Renaissance art patron, and Britannica
describes his successor, Ercole I (1431-1505), as a particularly important
figure in "his dynasty's patronage of the arts, taking the poet Matteo Boiardo
as his minister, extending his favour to the poet Ludovico Ariosto, espousing
the theatre and musical arts, and enlarging and beautifying Ferrara to such an
extent as to make it one of the first cities of Europe." Ercole's son Alfonso (14761534), in an attempt to improve relations with the Vatican, bravely became the
third husband of the notorious Lucrezia Borgia, daughter of Pope Alexander
VI—and managed to survive her. Our copy was owned by two other noblemen:
Giovanni Domenico Berio, Marchese di Salza (d. 1791) and William Ward, 3rd
Viscount Dudley and Ward (1750-1823), whose bookplates are found together
on a considerable number of books. This is an uncommon work: OCLC locates
copies in just seven libraries (two in America), and no copy is listed in ABPC
since at least 1975. (CJM1122)
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(ESTIENNE, HENRI). PATTISON, MARK. THE ESTIENNES: A BIOGRAPHICAL ESSAY . . .
ILLUSTRATED WITH ORIGINAL LEAVES FROM BOOKS PRINTED BY THE THREE GREATEST
MEMBERS OF THAT DISTINGUISHED FAMILY. (San Francisco: [Grabhorn Press for] The Book Club of
California, 1949) 362 x 241 mm. (14 1/4 x 9 1/2"). 6 p.l., 42 pp., [1] leaf (colophon). ONE OF 50 LARGE PAPER
COPIES (from a total edition of 390 copies). Original linen-backed marbled paper boards, flat spine with
paper label. In original plain ivory dust jacket. With Estienne family tree on title, five Estienne devices in the
text, and Grabhorn printer's device in colophon, all printed in red. WITH THREE ORIGINAL LEAVES FROM
ESTIENNE BOOKS TIPPED IN. A letter dated 21 December 1949 from the president of the Book Club of
California regarding the special edition laid in at front. "Disbound and Dispersed" 101; Heller & Magee 489.
uA mint copy in a very good but slightly browned and torn dust jacket; one of the 16th century Estienne leaves
slightly creased, but all three otherwise very fine. $425
This is a fine copy of the strictly limited deluxe maroon; and a special limitation was added to the colophon.
version, with three very fresh specimens from the The letter laid in here tells us that the special copies were
Estienne Press. The leaves included are from Henri heavily over-subscribed: there were 103 orders and only
Estienne's "Egregii Patris Ricardi de Superdivina Trinitate" 50 books. One copy was reserved for the Club, and the
(Paris, 1510), Robert's "Eusebii Pamphili Evangelicae other 49 were distributed by a drawing. All orders were
Praeparationis" (Paris, 1544), and Henri II's "Dionis Cassii placed in a box and, "under the watchful eye of the board
Romanarum Historiarum" (Geneva, 1592). The first and of directors, 49 cards were drawn out." This letter from
third are in Latin, the second in Greek. According to Heller George Harding, Club president, lists the lucky recipients,
and Magee, the 50 special copies differed from the regular who included Philip Duschnes, Mrs. Albert Ehrman
edition in five ways: the inserted leaves are of "extra (Broxbourne Library), Grabhorn Press bibliographer David
ornamental quality"; the leaf book text is printed on Crown Magee, and the Stanford University Library. Those who
and Sceptre handmade paper; the special copies are an inch missed out were offered the consolation of an extra copy of
taller; the binding has blue marbled boards rather than solid the regular edition. (CAH1262)
________
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FIELD, RICHARD. OF THE CHVRCH. (London: Imprinted by Humfrey Lownes, for Simon
Waterson, 1606) 225 x 165 mm. (8 7/8 x 6 1/2"). 8 p.l., 275, [1], 23 pp. FIRST EDITION. Probably
contemporary limp vellum, ink titling on spine, remnants of ties. Headpiece and printer's emblem on title
page, large historiated initials, historiated headpieces and tailpieces. Front pastedown with bookplate of John
Sparrow, title page with early inscription of the Reverend Henry Wright. STC 10857; Lowndes I, 796. uVellum a
bit rumpled and soiled, very small portions of the vellum missing in two places, but the original unsophisticated
binding still entirely solid and with significant appeal as a period survival. A handful of gatherings with very
faint dampstain in lower corner, trivial worming in bottom margin of three leaves, other insignificant defects in
the text, but still an excellent wide-margined copy with fresh leaves and deep impressions of the type. $1,500
This work constitutes a classic statement of the position of the Anglican
church on such controversial topics as Grace, the Bible, and the proper
relationship of church and state, steering a cautious course between
Catholicism and Lutheranism. Among the many "heretical" views denounced
here is the notion that women could be priests. Of this book, Field's great work,
DNB says, "It is needless to speak of a work which has long taken its stand by
the side of Hooker among the grandest monuments of polemical divinity in the
language." Despite the title (which mentions five books), this volume contains
(as it should) only four books (the fifth appeared in 1610), with an apology on
the final page by the author, who "thought it more fit . . . to publish these foure
Bookes by themselves than to stay them til the fift might bee added to them." Our
copy does, however, contain the sometimes missing appended material at the end
in which Field clarifies his position on some key points, including the doctrines of
Original Sin and of Transubstantiation. Richard Field (1561-1616, called "Field"
on the title page) was chaplain to James I and held other ecclesiastical offices, but
spent most of his time in peaceful Burghclere, Hampshire, where he was rector and
where learned men sought his conversation. Former owner John Sparrow (190692) was a barrister and literary critic who was elected dean of All Souls, Oxford,
in 1952. He gave various talks on the BBC and was an avid as well as a discriminating collector of books, letters, and
paintings. (ST11022)

much better than the translator." Cohen-de Ricci says that
the plates are charming and from Gravelot's best period;
the bibliography calls for just 11 plates in the 1767 London
edition, but the original 1750 Amsterdam (i.e., Paris)

printing cited by Cohen-de Ricci contains the same plates
as in our copy. The bindings here are simply decorated
but are much more elegant than rustic, and the set is very
attractive on the shelf. (ST8142)

Quintessential Edwards Fore-Edge Painting
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(FORE-EDGE PAINTINGS). (BINDINGS – EDWARDS OF HALIFAX). THOMSON, JAMES. THE
SEASONS. (London: Printed for Iohn Stockdale, 1794) 165 x 98 mm. (6 1/2 x 3 7/8"). xix, [i], 256,
[32] pp. (apparently published without a printed title). Once extremely pretty and still charming contemporary
vellum in the style of—and probably by—Edwards of Halifax, covers with frame formed by plain and decorative
gilt rules, including a Greek key roll on a painted band of blue and an elegant cresting border incorporating an
undulant beaded roll and leafy garlands, this frame enclosing a center panel with a floral tool pointing diagonally
inward at each corner, flat spine ornately gilt in compartments with a lyre centerpiece crossed with trumpets
and enclosed by a lozenge of small tools and drawer-handle cornerpieces, title labelling on a blue wash, gilt
turn-ins, marbled endpapers, all edges gilt. WITH A PLEASING FORE-EDGE PAINTING OF AN ENGLISH
LANDSCAPE containing typical Edwards features (see below). With extra engraved title page (featuring oval
portrait of Thomson) and 14 engraved plates after Thomas Stothard, as called for. Front pastedown with heraldic
bookplate bearing the motto "Confido." Front flyleaf with early(?) 19th century ink inscription to J. B. Macbride
from F. Pickford. uVellum slightly soiled, front board a little splayed, blue paint mostly rubbed off the titling
label and a bit faint in a couple of small spots in the cover border (spine gilt also somewhat dulled or lost), but the
original unsophisticated binding solid and still retaining much of its appeal as an Edwards example, and, most
importantly, with the painting in excellent state. Title page and frontispiece a little foxed, minor offsetting from
plates, other trivial imperfections, but a very pleasing copy internally, the leaves clean and fresh. $1,800
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(FIELDING, HENRY, ADAPTATION). DE LA PLACE, PIERRE-ANTOINE. TOM JONES OU
L'ENFANT TROUVÉ. IMITATION DE L'ANGLOIS DE M. H. FIELDING. (À Londres: Et se vend, à
Paris, Chez Bauche, 1767) 184 x 114 mm. (7 1/4 x 4 1/2"). Four volumes. Fourth Edition of the First Appearance
in French. Pleasing contemporary calf, covers with French fillet border, flat spines in compartments with small
circular floral centerpiece, hatched bands at head and foot, each spine with two tan morocco labels, marbled
endpapers, turn-ins and all edges gilt. Woodcut headpieces and tailpieces, and 16 engraved plates (including
frontispiece) after Gravelot, engraved by Aveline, Chedel, Fessard, and Pasquier. Cross II, 139-40; Cohen-de
Ricci 394-95; Lewine, p. 186; Hammelmann, p. 45 (the last two citing the 1750 edition). uTwo boards neatly
repaired with thumb-size patches of sheepskin (presumably at the time of binding), minor rubbing to joints and
extremities (two joints with tiny cracks just beginning), but the contemporaneous bindings absolutely sound,
generally well preserved, and rather pretty. Endpapers faintly browned from turn-ins, isolated trivial soiling
to text, but A FINE COPY INTERNALLY, the text and plates especially fresh. (See illustration on p. 236.) $750

This is a rare and attractive copy of an important Among other things, de la Place cut down the novel by a
French adaptation of one of the chief English novels of third, frequently compressing the narrative and eliminating
the 18th century. Pierre-Antoine de la Place (1707-93) was most of the initial chapters, which he saw as "preliminary
famous as the author of the compendious "Théâtre Anglais" discourses" that were instructive and amusing but not an
(1745-48), in which a number of plays by Shakespeare integral part of a novel. The first form of "Tom Jones" to be
first appeared in French, and he was a great admirer of published in French, de la Place's version appeared initially
Fielding. According to Cross, de la Place "could not resist in 1750, a year after Fielding's original; our set comes
. . . the temptation to translate ['Tom Jones'] into his own from the fourth, corrected edition, augmented with a life
language. . . . The result was not so much a translation of Fielding. Cross says that our volumes "were rendered
as an adaptation and abridgment" in keeping with what unusually attractive by 16 plates designed by Gravelot,
the French understood to be a finely wrought narrative. who, from a long residence in London, knew English life
________
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In terms of binding design, artistic representation, in the majority of painted Edwards scenes, there is a body
and the volume chosen for special fore-edge treatment, of water to the right and some important structure to the
this is a quintessential example of a fore-edge painting left (often a stately home, but sometimes—as here—part of a
done by its foremost exponent and practitioner. The ruined church or castle). The water is spanned by an arched
Edwards of Halifax bindery was founded by William stone bridge (another frequent visual ingredient). Clusters
Edwards (1723-1808) and continued by several of his of leafy trees complete the picture, and a fair blue sky with
brothers, half-brothers, and sons (by far the most important puffy clouds reigns over the entire tranquil setting. The
of the sons being Thomas, who lived from 1762-1834). This soft colors used—primarily blues, greens, and grays—are
famous firm produced a number of important innovations also typical of the Edwards palette. First published in 1730,
in binding design, the most significant being the idea "The Seasons" was considered in its day to be the most
of concealing a painting under the gilt of the fore edge. influential poem in blank verse between Milton and the
Once the edge was fanned out, this hidden treasure could Romantics. The poem finds beauty in wild places as well as
be revealed as a special surprise element of the volumes in cultivated fields, and sees in nature the reflection of the
Edwards bound—typically in Etruscan calf, or, as here, in creator's bounty. The incredibly popular work was found
vellum decorated with gilt and blue wash. In its content in a vast number of English homes, whether cottages or
and style, the present fore-edge painting is so typical of castles, and, later, was a frequent choice for embellishment
the scenes rendered by the Edwards workshop that we with fore-edge paintings, apparently as a means of boosting
feel confident in asserting that the edge must have been sales after demand for it waned and substantial numbers of
decorated at or near the time of the binding. As is the case copies remained unsold. (ST11936)
________
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416

(FOULIS PRESS). SALLUST. OPERA. (Glasguae: Excudebat Andreas Foulis, 1777) 157 x 95 mm. (6
1/8 x 3 3/4"). 2 p.l., 324 pp. Second Foulis Edition. Contemporary speckled calf, raised bands flanked
by plain and decorative gilt rules, panels with crossed arrow centerpiece, red morocco label. Front pastedown
with book label of Abel E. Berland (see item #351) and with engraved bookplate of Gilbert Farm Cunningham
pasted over earlier armorial bookplate with coronet. Gaskell 627; Schweiger II, 883; Brunet V, 87; Graesse VI, 241.
uJoints and extremities somewhat worn (joints just thinking about beginning to crack), spine gilt significantly
eroded, four small abrasions to boards, but the original unsophisticated binding sound and not displeasing.
Trivial imperfections in the text, but a fine copy internally, the leaves very fresh, clean, and smooth. $150
This is a pleasant contemporary copy of a student's
edition of the only extant texts of Sallust (86-34 B.C.):
his history of the conspiracy against Cataline, his
account of the Roman war against Jugurtha, and meager
remnants of his main work, a history of Rome in five
books. Though he is less concerned with facts than with
political propaganda, his narrative is marked by memorable
epigrammatic speeches, vivid scenes, and psychologically
complex delineation of characters. Founded by Robert Foulis
in 1740 (and later run with and by his brother and son,
both named Andrew), the Foulis Press produced more than

1,700 editions in six decades of publishing. With memorable
exceptions, some of which were of great importance in the
field of classical scholarship, the Foulis books were, like the
present item, generally small format editions of the classics
or other texts intended for university use. Whatever their
content, the books were always characterized by accurate
scholarship and printing that was done to exacting technical
standards. The text used here is that of the German classical
scholar and law professor Gottlieb Cortius Kortte (16981731), first printed in Leipzig in 1724, and considered one of
the best of his editions of Latin authors. (ST12040h)

417

(FOULIS PRESS). VIRGIL. OPERA. BUCOLICA, GEORGICA, ET AENEIS. (Glasguae: In Aedibus
Academicis, Excudebat Andreas Foulis, 1778) 381 x 254 mm. (15 x 10"). 4 p.l., 277, [1] pp.; 2 p.l.,
307, [1] pp. (lacking blank at end of volume I and two-leaf subscriber list at end of volume II). Two parts in
one volume. Edited by Pieter Burmann. Contemporary brown calf, covers with gilt guilloche border, rebacked
to style, raised bands, spine panels with gilt lozenge centerpieces, reused contemporary black label, marbled

endpapers, later flyleaves. Front pastedown with bookplate of David Godine. Gaskell 639; Dibdin, p. 558
(incorrectly dating this edition 1788); Schweiger III, 1178; Graesse VI, 343; Brunet V, 1293. uEdges and corners
a bit worn, covers a little marked and discolored, but the binding sturdy and not displeasing. The (later)
flyleaves slightly browned and somewhat foxed, one page with three small ink stains to margins, just a hint of
faint browning at very top of leaves, other trivial imperfections, but a really excellent copy internally, the text
clean and especially crisp, and with generous margins. (See also illustration on p. 214.) $950
This is a fresh, pleasing copy of one of the impressive
large format classical works issued by the Foulis Press
(about which, see previous item). With its large type and
generous spacing, the present volume presents a noble page
typographically, and, with a leaf measuring 370 x 232 mm.,
it gives the special feeling of spacious tranquility that comes
with a beautifully printed wide-margined copy. Dibdin rightly

comments that the text here is "printed in a correct and
magnificent manner," and Schweiger says the same thing. The
present edition of Virgil was begun by the famous classical
scholar Pieter Burmann (1668-1741) and completed in 1746 by
his nephew and namesake, Pieter Burmann the Younger (171478), whom Britannica characterizes as "a man of extensive
learning [with] a great talent for Latin poetry." (ST12274e)

418

(FRENCH
ILLUSTRATED
BOOKS).
BERQUIN,
ARNAUD. ROMANCES. (Paris: De l'Imprimerie de
Monseiur, 1788) 140 x 89 mm. (5 1/2 x 3 1/2"). 3 p.l., 3-73 pp., [3] leaves
(lacking 18 leaves of music sometimes found at the end). Excellent
contemporary crimson polished morocco, covers gilt with double
rule border and roundel cornerpieces, flat spine in gilt compartments
featuring decorative metope bands, stippled diagonal line at corners,
and small diamond centerpiece, two dark green morocco labels,
turn-ins gilt with festoon roll, all edges gilt. Woodcut decorated title
page, and 10 FINE PLATES AFTER BOREL, engraved by Dambrun,
Delignon, Guttenberg, Hubert, de Longueil, and Petit. Front pastedown
with armorial bookplate of Sir David Lionel Salomons. Cohen-de
Ricci 142; Lewine, p. 55; Graesse I, 348. uA few plates with light marginal foxing, one or two leaves creased,
but INTERNALLY AND EXTERNALLY IN VERY FINE CONDITION, the binding especially bright, the text
unusually fresh, and with strong impressions of the attractive plates. (See also illustration on p. 211.) $550
These "Romances" comprise eight sentimental rhymed
ballads on such themes as unhappy love, happy love,
and the innocence of childhood. The majority are original
creations of the author, but "The Hermit" is translated
from the English of Goldsmith, while a Scottish origin is
claimed for the first poem, which evokes the lament of a
young mother abandoned by her lover. The author, Arnaud
Berquin (1749-91), was best known for his children's books,
including the popular "L'Ami des Enfants," and a translation
of the often printed English favorite, "Sandford and
Merton." Apart from the pretty binding, the chief pleasure
of the present book lies in the illustrations, which depict, in
a skilled and frothy Rococo style, the charming and fragile
world of the French nobility just before the revolutionary

deluge. Our edition marks the first appearance of these
endearing plates; previous editions of "Romances" had used
illustrations by Marillier. The artist, Antoine Borel (17431810), also illustrated historical scenes and was known for
his erotica. The imprint used here indicates that our press
was under the patronage of "Monsieur," the brother of Louis
XVI, who later ruled as Louis XVIII. Books in the library of
Sir David Lionel Salomons (1851-1925) were chosen with
careful discrimination, the goal always to obtain copies in
very fine condition. The collection was notable particularly
for 18th and 19th century illustrated books. Before portions
of the library found their way into the marketplace, the
books passed into the hands of Salomons' daughter, Vera, the
noted bibliographer of French illustrated books. (ST10563a)

Large Paper Copy in Red Morocco of "One of the Masterpieces of the Illustrated Book"

419
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(FRENCH ILLUSTRATED BOOKS). BOCCACCIO, GIOVANNI. IL DECAMERONE. (Londra [i.e.,
Paris], 1757) 222 x 140 mm. (8 3/4 x 5 1/2"). Five volumes. Edited by Filippo di Matteo Villani. First
Edition with these Illustrations. EXCELLENT CONTEMPORARY RED STRAIGHT-GRAIN MOROCCO, covers
with gilt fillet border, flat spines divided into six panels by plain gilt rules, three panels with small floral tool
at center, two with titling, and one with a rampant lion and saltire from the Longe family crest, gilt-ruled turnins, marbled endpapers, all edges gilt. Engraved title in each volume, many engraved vignette headpieces and
________
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tailpieces, and 111 VERY FINE ENGRAVED PLATES (including frontispiece portrait in first volume), primarily
AFTER DRAWINGS BY GRAVELOT, but also after EISEN, BOUCHER, and COCHIN. Tissue guards (perhaps
original) for all engraved matter. A Large Paper Copy printed on Papier de Hollande. Front pastedowns with
engraved armorial bookplate of Francis Longe, Spixworth Park, Norfolk; final volume with ink monogram "ME"
on last page. Two instances of ink marginalia noting reversed order of plates. Cohen-de Ricci 158 ("un des livres
illustrés de plus réussis de tout le XVIIIe siècle"); Ray 15; Brunet I, 1003. uBoards just a shade brighter than the
spines, negligible rubbing to joints and extremities, covers with a couple of small dark spots, occasional minor
smudges to the (extremely wide) margins, other trivial imperfections, but A VERY FINE CONTEMPORARY
COPY—unusually clean, fresh, and bright inside and out. (See also illustration on back cover.) $7,800

This is a very special Large Paper Copy in period
morocco of one of the most famous and charming
illustrated books of the 18th century, and it may be
the supreme example of refined libertine illustration
of the time. Owen Holloway calls this one of the four
masterpieces of book illustration at the end of the Rococo
period. And Ray is expansive in his praise, calling the
work simply "one of the masterpieces of the illustrated
book." Although he had as collaborators on this work
some of the outstanding French artists of the 18th century,
Gravelot (born Hubert-François-Bourguignon, 1699-1773)
was chiefly responsible for its production, designing 89
of its 222 plates and all 97 of its immensely delightful
tailpieces. In this, the most ambitious undertaking of
his career, Gravelot gave Boccaccio's narrative the
settings and costumes of 18th century France, and this
transposition "made it possible for him to exercise his
special talent for depicting the social world around him.
For the most part, his figures are young, the women his plates have begun. They are peopled by amusing
graceful and pretty, the men lithe and handsome . . . . All children, who . . . usually play their parts in interpreting
levels of life are presented, from the peasant in his hovel Boccaccio's text." (Ray) Our handsome set was bound for
to the king in his palace. Every variety of interior is there, Francis Longe (1748-1812), a gentleman who served as
from boudoirs and bedrooms to dining rooms and salons. sheriff of Norfolk and whose library warrants mention
Animated street scenes alternate with glimpses of gardens in Quaritch's "Dictionary of Book Collectors." The
and farms, forests and river banks. The human condition "Catalogue of British and American Book Plates" held
has rarely been so attractively displayed. Yet this is only by the British Museum lists two different bookplates for
the beginning . . . . Gravelot's tailpieces complete what Longe (3385 and 3386). (ST12596)
________
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(FRENCH ILLUSTRATED BOOKS). IMBERT, BARTHÉLEMY. LE JUGEMENT DE PÂRIS, POËME
EN IV CHANTS. [and] OEUVRES MELÉES. (Amsterdam [i.e., Paris]: 1772) 225 x 146 mm. (8 7/8 x 5
3/4"). viii, 200 pp. FIRST EDITION. Pleasing early 20th century russet crushed morocco, covers bordered by
double gilt fillets with three-dot cornerpieces, raised bands, spine compartments simply gilt-ruled, gilt dots
in corners of compartments and on raised bands, gilt titling, orange ombré endpapers, top edge gilt (newer
endpapers, but with earlier flyleaves bound in). Woodcut headpieces and tailpieces, ENGRAVED TITLE PAGE,
AND FOUR PLATES BY OR AFTER J. M. MOREAU (the younger), and FOUR ENGRAVED HEADPIECE
VIGNETTES BY P. P. CHOFFARD. A Large Paper
Copy. Front pastedown with book label bearing
the initials "S C" inside an orb; front flyleaf with
contemporary presentation inscription in French.
Ray, p. 69; Cohen-de Ricci, pp. 506-07 ("very
pretty illustrations"); Holloway 105. uLeather
somewhat spotted (perhaps as an original feature
of the skin, but more likely a later development),
the binding otherwise tight, lustrous, and virtually
without wear. Two leaves with light brown streak
to fore margin (from bookmark?), expert repair at
the top of facing pages in signature L (well away
from the text), occasional minor marginal spots,
smudges, or overall faint browning, otherwise
excellent internally, the leaves especially fresh,
the margins vast, and the impressions of the cuts
strong. (See also illustration on p. 233.) $450
This first edition of Imbert's version of the "Judgment
of Paris" is graced with engravings that combine the
work of two of the most prominent figures in the
illustration of French books of the day. Ray says that
the work done by Jean-Michel Moreau le Jeune (17411814) during the 1760s "showed him to be the equal of the
established rococo masters Boucher, Eisen, and Gravelot"
and that in his work during the 1770s, "he carried all
before him." Less a book illustrator than a decorator, PierrePhilippe Choffard (1730?-1809) came to prominence
because of the decorations he produced for the 1762 edition
of La Fontaine and the Ovid of 1767-71. He did a great deal
of fine engraving, but very seldom from his own designs;
the present work is distinguished by Ray as among the

seven notable books with original Choffard creations. The
headpiece and tailpiece vignettes that were his specialty
can be seen here in the title poem's charmingly detailed
little scenes depicting the apple of discord and the emblems
and gifts of, respectively, Juno, Minerva, and Venus. The
story here is a retelling of the incident that triggered the
Trojan War: the decision by Paris, prince of Troy, to award
the golden apple for the fairest of the goddesses to Venus,
winning for himself the hand of the beautiful Helen and
incurring the wrath of the spurned Juno and Minerva.
"Jugement" is the best work produced by Imbert (1747-90),
one of a group of young poets who took Dorat as their
model. With the publication of the present book, Imbert
immediately placed himself beside his master. (CJM1003)

Handsomely Bound Set of one of the Most Ambitious and Successful of all Illustrated Books
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(FRENCH ILLUSTRATED BOOKS). LA FONTAINE, JEAN DE. FABLES CHOISIES. (Paris: Printed by
Charles-Antoine Jombert for Desaint & Saillant and for Durand, 1755-59) 406 x 286 mm. (16 x 11 1/4").
Four volumes. First Edition with these Illustrations, in the First State (no words on the leopard banner of plate 1
for Fable CLXXII). BEAUTIFUL BURGUNDY CRUSHED MOROCCO, HANDSOMELY GILT, BY CHAMBOLLEDURU (stamp-signed on front turn-ins), covers bordered by gilt French fillet, raised bands, spine compartments
intricately gilt with floral sprig in lobed frame at center radiating curling vines with leaves and flowers, lavishly
gilt inner dentelles, marbled endpapers, all edges gilt. Woodcut vignette on each title page, LOVELY WOODCUT
TAILPIECES AT THE END OF EACH FABLE (some repeated), FRONTISPIECE with bust of La Fontaine, AND
275 FINE ENGRAVED PLATES AFTER JEAN-BAPTISTE OUDRY, reworked by Cochin and then engraved by
Aubert, Aveline, Baquoy, Beauvais, Beauvarlet, Cars, Chedel, Chenu, Chevillet, Cochin, Cousinet (Elisabeth),
Dupuis, Duret, de Fehrt, Fessard, Flipart, Floding, Gaillard, Gallimard, Lebas, Legrand, Lemire, Lempereur,
Marvie, Menil, Moitte, Ouvrier, Pasquier, Pelletier, Pitre-Martenasie, Poletnich, Prevost, Radigues, Riland, Rode,
________
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Salvador, Sornique, Surugue, Tardieu, and Teucher. (Without the portrait of Oudry, added later and not considered
integral.) Front pastedown of each volume with bookplate of "RW" (dated 1897); front pastedown of volume I with
engraved armorial bookplate of Herman Marx; verso of front free endpaper in volume II with modern bookplate
of Nicolas V. Tzakas. Cohen-de Ricci 548-50; Ray, pp. 16-20; Lewine, pp. 274-75; Furstenberg 19; Rochambeau 86.
uOne opening in volume I and another in volume III with faint freckled foxing, two plates with half-inch closed
marginal tear, but these imperfections obviously trivial, and AN ALTOGETHER OUTSTANDING COPY, the text
clean, fresh, and bright, the plates in rich impressions, and the luxurious decorative bindings with virtually no
signs of use. (See also illustrations on front cover and inside back cover.) $27,500
In lovely bindings produced by one of the foremost
French binders of the 19th century, this is a very fine
copy of a work Ray cites as one of the three most
beautiful illustrated French books between 1700-1914
and "one of the most ambitious and successful of all
illustrated books." The plates are finely engraved with a
surprising degree of consistency (especially given the large
number of burins at work), they are always detailed and
delicate, and they are frequently alive with light. In Ray's
words, the illustrations, which feature a comprehensive
view of the French countryside of the 1730s, offer a fertile
world "to which the reader may return again and again for
delight and instruction." Oudry (1686-1755), the greatest
animal painter of his age, was ideally suited to illustrate La
Fontaine; as Ray says, his "rendition of animals is hardly
to be surpassed." At the same time, Oudry's interpretation
"is broad and free," and to make his 276 compositions more
workable for the engraver, Cochin was called upon to turn

the originals into finished prints. In doing so, he enhanced
the compositions, particularly the numerous illustrations
featuring human figures, and the book's preface says that
"Oudry himself recognized the new merit which his work
had acquired in passing through the skilled hands of his
illustrious colleague." This work comes on various papers
and with margins of various sizes; ours is apparently on
Holland paper (not ordinary bluish paper, or large imperial
paper or large Holland paper). While there are copies on
the last kind of paper that are from 70 to 95 mm. taller than
ours, our copy provides compensating features by being in
the first state (indicating the earliest and best impressions
of the engravings), by being in glorious bindings, and by
being priced so as to give optimum value. The bindings
here are a perfect example of the kind of beautifully done
French classical work produced for an extended period
under the name of Chambolle. A rough contemporary of,
and certainly the equal in technique to, binders like Trautz,

Marius-Michel père, Lortic, and Cuzin, the elder Chambolle
served his apprenticeship under Hippolyte Duru and later
formed a partnership with him (as is clear from the stamped
signature here), sometime in the 1860s. This important

work in its large folio format provided an opportunity for
the binder to produce a showpiece, with the highest quality
of morocco and with sumptuous, meticulous decoration,
and he has succeeded in impressive fashion. (ST12556)

Especially Pleasing Wide-Margined Contemporary Copy of a
"Very Famous Beautiful" Edition of "Paradise Lost" in Lovely Marbled Calf
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(FRENCH ILLUSTRATED BOOKS). MILTON, JOHN. LE PARADIS PERDU. (Paris: Chez Defer de
Maisonneuve, 1792) 346 x 251 mm. (13 5/8 x 9 7/8"). Two volumes. First Edition with these Plates.
EXCELLENT CONTEMPORARY MARBLED CALF, covers with delicate gilt frame of flower-and-ribbon band
flanked by cresting rolls, flat spines gilt in compartments with volute corn`erpieces and large and ornate urn
centerpiece inside a lozenge of gilt dots, each spine with a red and green morocco label, gilt turn-ins, marbled
endpapers, all edges gilt (tops of spines possibly with very expert repairs). 12 FINE STIPPLE-ENGRAVED
PLATES PRINTED IN COLOR ON HEAVY TEXTURED PAPER AND FINISHED BY HAND, the plates engraved
by various artists after Schall. Original tissue guards. With English text and French translation on facing pages.
Cohen-de Ricci 708; Lewine, p. 358; Ray, p. 145; Fuerstenberg, p. 122. uJoints and extremities with minor
wear, covers with many superficial scratches, but the very attractive original bindings solid, lustrous, and
generally well preserved. A few marginal tears of no consequence, one plate with small marginal ink stain,
isolated rust spots, mild foxing, minor marginal smudges and other trivial imperfections, but an extremely
pleasing copy internally, the leaves clean and fresh, the margins considerably more than ample, and the plates
bright and richly colored. (See also illustrations on front cover and p. 399.) $7,000
________
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423

(FRENCH ILLUSTRATED BOOKS). MONTESQUIEU, [CHARLES DE SECONDAT]. LE TEMPLE DE
GNIDE. [and bound in, with continuous pagination] CÉPHISE ET L'AMOUR. [and] ARSACE ET ISMÉNIE.
(Paris: Didot Jeune, l'An Troisième, [ 1795?]) 260 x 165 mm. (10 1/4 x 6 1/2"). xii, 153, [1] pp. Very attractive contemporary
red straight-grain morocco in the style of Bozérian, covers with wide frame of multiple gilt rules, large gilt lozenge at
center, flat spine divided into panels by gilt rules and chain roll, panels with pantera centerpiece, heavily gilt turn-ins,
blue watered silk endleaves, all edges gilt. WITH 12 FINE ENGRAVED PLATES, INCLUDING A FRONTISPIECE
AND NINE PLATES BY LE MIRE AFTER EISEN (in the first work) as well as two engravings (in "Arsace") after
Le Barbier, one each by Le Mire and Thomas; original tissue guards. A Large Paper Copy. Cohen-de Ricci 728-29.
uSpine slightly sunned, corners a little rubbed, one page with small, light stain to text, one tiny marginal tear, other
trivial imperfections, otherwise A FINE COPY—clean, smooth, and bright internally and in a lustrous period binding
with only minor wear. (See also illustration on p. 282.) $3,500

Fuerstenberg calls this a "very famous beautiful
edition," and Ray says that it is one of the finest
examples of color printing done at the end of the
18th century. The plates were produced using the
poupée printing technique, also known as dolly printing.
This process is described by Béguin as "an intaglio
plate coulour printing technique" which "consists in
applying some ink on the plate and spreading it out
with one's finger tip wrapped up in a strip of cloth.
This printing technique . . . allows the printer to put
several colours on the same plate contemporaneously."
According to the National Gallery of Art, "The method
takes its name from the poupée (doll), the small ballshaped wad of fabric that is used to ink the plate."
The plates vary in their emotional intensity, but the
illustration of Adam and Eve in their bower of bliss
has a pleasing mixture of innocence and sensuality,
and the final engraving, depicting the departure from
paradise, conveys strong feelings of pathos, danger, and
despair. The book's stately pages, high quality paper,
and impressive illustrations appropriately reflect the
content here, and the excellent condition of the present
copy, especially with its spacious margins, is a bonus.
(ST11977)
________
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With illustrations by Eisen, printing by Didot, and "took his inspirations direct from nature, but add[ed]
a binding in the style of Bozérian, this item brings something of the ideal, after the manner of Watteau and
together three important sources of pleasure for Boucher." Noel Le Mire (1724-1801) was a much esteemed
the connoisseur of 18th century French book arts. engraver who collaborated with Eisen on several books,
Regarding the "Gnide" engravings, Fuerstenberg says that including the aforementioned La Fontaine and Ovid, as
"the delicate sensuality of the women's bodies glorified in well as with Cochin and Moreau. Attractively printed
these illustrations was never outdone," and he indicates with enormous margins, the text of the first (and by
that they represented Le Mire's "lasting claim to fame." far the most important) work here is a prose-poem on
Ray ranks this elegant suite behind only Eisen's work on love (supposedly translated from the Greek) by one of
Dorat's "Les Baisers," the La Fontaine of 1762, and the the great political philosophers of the Enlightenment,
Ovid of 1767-71. He says that, "with regard to suavity Charles de Secondat, Baron de Montesquieu (1689-1755).
and grace, Eisen never surpassed" his "Gnide" engravings, Although the racy piece was popular in its day, it was not
and Cohen-de Ricci says the plates are "ravishing," both regarded as an important work in Montesquieu's oeuvre;
in terms of composition and engraving. Bryan says that modern scholars, however, are more inclined to see it as
Charles Eisen (1720-78), Louis XV's court painter and a philosophical fable. Our handsome binding is unsigned,
drawing master to Madame de Pompadour, had a hand in but an imprint on the verso of the half-title lists "Chez
"almost all the important [illustrated] books published in Bozérian" as one of the two locations selling the work,
France in his time." His "exquisite plates [are] engraved and it is reasonable to assume they also bound some of
with a light point and with striking originality." He the copies they sold. (ST12303)
________
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margins of two other leaves (no loss), isolated rust spots or light foxing, occasional faint offsetting from colors, but
A REMARKABLY FINE COPY, unusually clean and fresh internally (for any 16th century book and particularly for
an herbal), and in a solid binding with no significant wear. (See also illustration on back cover.) $17,500

5566, 423
(FRENCH REVOLUTION). MACKINTOSH, JAMES. VINDICIÆ GALLICÆ: DEFENCE OF THE
FRENCH REVOLUTION AND ITS ENGLISH ADMIRERS AGAINST THE ACCUSATIONS OF THE
RIGHT HON. EDMUND BURKE. (London: Printed for G. G. J. and J. Robinson, 1791) 210 x 133 mm. (8 1/4 x 5
1/4"). 2 p.l., xiii, [2], 16-*205, [1], 203-342 [i.e., 378] pp. (p. 378 misnumbered "342"). Third Edition, with additions.
Excellent contemporary speckled half calf over marbled boards, flat spine pleasingly gilt in compartments with
urn and garland centerpiece and floral spray cornerpieces, red morocco label. Front pastedown with armorial
bookplate of Sir Henry Paston-Bedingfeld, Bart. ESTC T-58807. uPaper on the covers a bit faded as well as
chafed and abraded, isolated mild foxing, one page with small marginal stain, but AN ESPECIALLY FINE
COPY, the text unusually clean, fresh, and bright, and in a remarkably well-preserved contemporary binding.
(See illustration on p. 289.) $700
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This is a virtually unused copy, in an inexpensive period
binding, of an important rebuttal to Edmond Burke's
"Reflections on the Revolution in France." Burke feared
revolution within Britain and railed against any support
whatsoever for the cause of the French rebels. In the present
measured response, Mackintosh, a whig and a member of the

Holland House circle, skillfully shows the weakness of Burke's
analysis and evidence, at the same time arguing for reforms in
Britain that would preclude the need for any rebellion. While
a lifelong proponent of democratic reform, Mackintosh was
understandably horrified by the excesses of the Reign of Terror
and was reconciled to Burke before the latter's death. (ST12134)

An Early Fuchs Herbal, in Glorious Condition, with Beautiful Contemporary Coloring
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FUCHS, LEONHARD. DE HISTORIA STIRPIUM COMMENTARII
INSIGNES. (Lvgdvni: Apud Balthazarem Arnolletum, 1549) 165 x
108 mm. (6 1/2 x 4 1/4"). 16 p.l. (the last blank), 852 pp., [6] leaves. Second
Lyon Edition. Excellent 17th century calf, double gilt fillet border on covers,
raised bands (expertly rebacked, preserving most of the original attractively
gilt backstrip). Woodcut printer's device, portrait, and IN EXCESS OF
500 WOODCUT BOTANICAL ILLUSTRATIONS, ALL COLORED BY A
CONTEMPORARY HAND. Endpapers with bookplates of A. D. Stodeur, M.D.,
and the Horticultural Society of New York (Bequest of Kenneth Mackenzie,
1934); title page with mostly removed ink inscription in a contemporary hand;
margin of bb7 with remnants of 17th or 18th century ink signature; e4 with light
embossed stamp of the Horticultural Society. Nissen, BBI 557; Hunt 61; Adams
F-1102; Mortimer 240. uLeather a little crackled, neat repairs to title page and
________
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This is an historically significant early octavo edition
of Fuchs' celebrated herbal, published seven years after
the work first appeared, offered here with uncommonly
careful contemporary hand coloring and in almost
amazing condition. Professor of medicine at Tübingen,
Fuchs (1501-66) sets out in this work to improve the
knowledge of materia medica by showing the largest possible
number of plants useful as drugs and herbs. Specifically,
he describes 400 German and 100 foreign plants, and
he illustrates them with more than 500 woodcuts. Our
scholarly author draws heavily on classical learning in his
text, but he also uses his knowledge of the northwestern
European species and even American plants like maize (the
fuchsia, when it was brought from America, was named
after him). He expresses a keen appreciation for the beauties
of nature, and he is enough of a true botanist to describe the
characteristics of plants, their habits, habitats, and forms.
It is this work that makes Fuchs one of the founders of

botany (along with Bock and Brunfels), a science that had
virtually stood still since Dioscorides. The clearest aspect
of modernity in the work is seen in the woodcuts, based on
firsthand observation of the living plant and establishing
a standard of plant illustration which has been followed
down to the present. Ours is the scarce second Lyon edition,
distinctive as the first printing of a smaller version of the
woodcuts used in the original edition, issued in 1542 in
Basel. The early folio editions are among the great illustrated
books of the period, and the small woodcuts here share the
detail and delicacy of those in the larger format printings. In
the present copy, the coloring has been done with deftness
and care, and the results are gratifyingly attractive. The
small editions of these works would have been used in the
field, the kitchen, and the apothecary shop, where they
would have encountered hazards from dirt, damp, spills,
and burns. To find a copy like the present one, with no such
signs of use, is extremely fortunate. (ST12459)
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GENLIS, STÉPHANIE FÉLICITÉ, COUNTESS DE. THEATRE OF EDUCATION. (London: Printed
for T. Cadell et al., 1781) 216 x 133 mm. (8 1/2 x 5 1/4"). Four volumes. FIRST EDITION IN ENGLISH.
Pleasing contemporary sprinkled calf, covers with double gilt fillet border, raised bands flanked by double gilt
rules, each spine with one red and one green morocco label, round paper label at head of each spine with
"18" written on it in ink. Front pastedown on volume I with engraved Dampierre bookplate. ESTC T-127391.
uExtremities a little rubbed (one corner rather mashed), small chip at head of one rear joint, spine of second
volume a bit dry and crackled, faint offsetting from binder's glue to edges of two or three leaves at the open and
close of each volume, other trivial imperfections, but A LITTLE-USED COPY that is very fine internally, the
text especially fresh, clean, and smooth as well as printed with expansive margins, and the volumes opening
only reluctantly as a sign of being infrequently read. $1,500
This is a very appealing contemporary copy of the first education, including Mary Wollstonecraft, Hannah More, and
printing in English of a collection of morality plays, mostly Jane Austen, who references Genlis' writings in "Emma." The
comic, for young people, written by one of the most prolific self-taught Stéphanie Félicité de Genlis (1746-1830) wrote the
and popular female writers of the period. The first work present work while governess to the daughters of Louis XVI's
published by Genlis, "Theatre of Education" enjoyed considerable nephew, the duke of Chartres, as a teaching tool for her royal
popularity in Britain (as did many subsequent books of hers), pupils. According to the editor's preface, the countess "laid it
being read with special interest by those concerned with female down as a rule, not to allow a male character to appear, nor a
________
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single sentence to be uttered, which was not of itself a lesson,
or did not lead to some instruction." The limitation on male
characters was relaxed after the first volume, perhaps because in
1777 Genlis was put in charge of the education of the duke's sons
as well as his daughters, an unprecedented position for a woman
at the French court (the boys' tutors promptly quit in protest). In
addition to plays with moral teachings, Genlis' other innovative
educational techniques included the use of magic lantern slides
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and the study of plants in their natural settings. An influential
work throughout Europe, "Theatre of Education" was translated
into six languages within a year of its initial publication. After
enduring exile and hardship following the French Revolution,
Genlis was able to return to France, and lived to see one of
her former pupils crowned King Louis Philippe. Our copy was
owned by another aristocratic French family, that of the ducs de
Luynes at the Chateau Dampierre (see item #320). (ST12579-7)

5426, 428

GERARD, JOHN. THE HERBALL OR GENERALL HISTORIE OF PLANTES . . . VERY MUCH
ENLARGED AND AMENDED BY THOMAS JOHNSON . . . APOTHECARYE OF LONDON. (London:
Printed by Adam Islip, Joice Norton, and Richard Whitakers, 1633) 362 x 241 mm. (14 1/4 x 9 1/2"). [40], 1634
(wrongly numbered 1630), [50] pp. First Edition of Johnson's Revision. Recent mottled calf in the style of the
period by Courtland Benson, raised bands flanked by double gilt rules, second spine compartment with red
morocco label, intricate gilt centerpiece in each of the other compartments. Engraved title with border of
vignettes (one a portrait of Gerard), decorative and historiated headpieces and initials, and 2,766 WOODCUTS
OF PLANTS IN THE TEXT. Dedication page with ownership inscription of Thomas Daniell, 1775(?); 17th
century inscription at end by "Henery Godfry of Sumersham in the County of Huntington"; from the collection
of Czech bibliophile Emil Starkenstein (see below). Hunt 223; Nissen 698; STC 11751; Brunet II, 1548 ("édition
. . . préférable"). uTitle page a bit rumpled and with moderate soiling (margins more so and with several tiny
frayed spots along fore edge), final dozen leaves of index a little ragged along top edge (no loss), faint browning
at edges on most leaves, text with occasional minor stains and other imperfections, but still AN EXCELLENT,
SURPRISINGLY CRISP AND CLEAN COPY of a book increasingly difficult to find in agreeable condition, and
in an unworn, expertly crafted retrospective binding. (See also illustration on p. 334.) $6,500
This is quite an excellent copy, and rare thus, of one of that although some claimed his great work to be more than
the most celebrated herbals ever published in England. a little derivative, "Gerard contributed greatly towards the
The work made the barber-surgeon and horticulturist advancement of the knowledge of plants in England, and in
Gerard (1545-1612) famous when it was first published in his 'Herball' described and illustrated several hundreds of .
1597, and it was held in high esteem for more than 200 . . native plants, including about 182 which were additional
years. Gerard based the work on experience in his own to those recorded in earlier works." In 1632 the successors
substantial gardens and as superintendent of several others of Gerard's first publisher commissioned Thomas Johnson
in and near London, including various properties owned by (d. 1644), a well-known apothecary and botanist, to prepare
William Cecil, first Baron Burghley, whose gardens were a second edition. He did this so well and added so much (a
famous for their variety of plants and trees. Henrey says valuable comprehensive historical introduction as well as
________
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half again as many woodcuts) that most people think of the
first edition of Johnson's revision, published in 1633, as the
appearance of an original work. In Hunt's words, Johnson
"corrected many of Gerard's more gullible errors, and
improved the accuracy of the illustrations by using Plantin's
woodcuts." Arber says that "the 'Herball,' thus transformed,
reached a far higher level than Gerard's own edition." In
this revised form, the book was still being used in botany
classes as late as the end of the 18th century. Besides
being very numerous, the woodcuts individually are large,
detailed, and charming, and turning the pages to almost
any opening is nearly always guaranteed to bring pleasure,
horticultural or aesthetic. Although its bookplate was lost
during its rebinding, this volume was part of the library of
Emil Starkenstein (1884-1942), a professor of pharmacology
at Prague who was instrumental in the development of
seasickness medication, and who put together one of the
most impressive pharmacological libraries ever assembled.
Before he was killed in the Nazi concentration camps,
his family agreed to sell the collection to rare book dealer
Ludwig Gottschalk, but when Gottschalk faced deportation
to the camps himself, he secreted the library in several
locations in the Black Forest and went into hiding. After the
war, he reassembled the Starkenstein books and for nearly
half a century sold items from the collection under the name
Biblion, Inc., in Forest Hills, New York. (CGT0901)
________
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GIBBON, EDWARD. THE HISTORY OF THE DECLINE AND FALL OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE.
(London: Printed for W. Strahan; and T. Cadell, 1783) 216 x 133 mm. (8 1/2 x 5 1/4"). Table of
contents of volume V mistakenly bound amongst the contents for volume VI. Six volumes. First (London)
Octavo Edition. Very pleasing contemporary sprinkled calf, covers with double gilt fillet border, raised bands
flanked by double gilt rules, each spine with one red and one green morocco label (one corner and top of one
spine with early repair). With engraved portrait of the author and three folding maps. Front pastedowns with
blue library shelf label of the Dampierre library (see item #320); circle of lighter leather (where paper labels
once were) at head of each spine. PMM 222 (for the first edition); Norton 35. uNot infrequent (though never
serious) foxing and browning to the text, but extremely fresh and clean internally. Two tiny wormholes to front
joint of one volume, otherwise the bindings in remarkable condition, with almost no wear and opening stiffly
as a sign of little use. (See illustration on p. 284.) $600
Of interest as a uncompleted publication issued in
partial form, this is a very appealing contemporary
copy of the first half of the first authorized octavo
edition of what is generally recognized as the greatest
historical work ever published. According to PMM,
Gibbon's "masterpiece of historical penetration and literary
style has remained one of the ageless historical works which
. . . maintain their hold upon the layman and continue to
stimulate the scholar." To his task, "Gibbon brought a width
of vision and a critical mastery of the available sources
which have not been equaled to this day; and the result was
clothed in an inimitable prose" that was elevated, cadenced,
and graceful. Gibbon (1737-94) spent 20 years on his saga,
publishing the first volume in 1776 and the last in 1789.

The whole gives a comprehensive account of the entire
Mediterranean area from the first century A.D. to the fall
of Constantinople in 1453; our part of the first official
octavo edition (there had been pirated copies in Dublin)
contains the text from the first three quarto volumes, ending
with the fall of the Roman Empire in the West in 582. (A
second six volumes in octavo appeared seven years later to
go with the present group.) It is not unlikely that the 6th
duc de Luynes would have completed the Dampierre set of
Gibbon if these additional six volumes had not appeared in
the course of the French Revolution, during which time he
was temporarily detained. In any case, our copy has hardly
changed at all in the years since it sat on the library shelves
at the Chateau Dampierre. (ST12579-8)
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GIBBON, EDWARD. MISCELLANEOUS WORKS . . . WITH MEMOIRS OF HIS LIFE AND WRITINGS.
(London: A. Strahan, T. Cadell Jun. and W. Davies, 1796) 292 x 222 mm. (11 1/2 x 8 3/4"). Two
volumes. Edited by John Lord Sheffield. FIRST EDITION. EXCELLENT CONTEMPORARY BLUE HALF CALF
over blue and orange marbled boards, wide raised bands decorated with gilt floral tools, spine panels with
very large blindstamped fleuron, black morocco
labels, matching marbled endpapers and edges.
Frontispiece silhouette portrait in volume I.
Front flyleaf of each volume with contemporary
ink owner inscription of M. Wyvill. Norton
131. uSpines slightly and uniformly sunned,
minor chafing to paper sides, a handful of
gatherings with light, sprinkled foxing, other
trivial imperfections, but A VERY FINE COPY,
the leather unworn, and the text unusually fresh,
clean, and smooth. $950
Showing almost no signs of use, this set
contains unfinished works, correspondence,
unpublished minor works from the author's
earlier years, and excerpts from Gibbon's journal,
all edited by his friend Lord Sheffield. The letters
and autobiographical sections are considered to be
especially valuable, and include correspondence with
historian William Robertson and economist Adam
Smith. A third volume of Gibbon's miscellaneous
works was published 20 years later. (ST12477)
________
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Goldsmith's First Important Work, the Finely Bound Isham Copy
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[GOLDSMITH, OLIVER]. THE CITIZEN OF THE WORLD; OR LETTERS FROM A CHINESE
PHILOSOPHER, RESIDING IN LONDON, TO HIS FRIENDS IN THE EAST. (London: Printed for the
Author, and Sold by J. Newberry et al., 1762) 178 x 108 mm. (7 x 4 1/4"). Without the terminal blank in the second
volume. Two volumes. First Collected Edition (the state of the text with "v" for "vii" in the Preface). HANDSOME
MOTTLED CALF BY RIVIERE & SONS (stamp-signed on verso of front endpapers), covers bordered with triple
gilt fillets and roundel cornerpieces, raised bands, spines attractively gilt in compartments featuring broad foliate
cornerpieces and an oval sunburst centerpiece in a double-ruled frame with notched corners, maroon and black
morocco labels, ornate gilt turn-ins, marbled endpapers, all edges gilt. Decorative headpieces. Front of each
volume with the bookplates of Edward B. King and of R. H. Isham (see below). Scott, pp. 71-75; Williams, pp. 12324; Rothschild 1021. uJoints slightly flaked, two very small round wormholes in head margin of second volume
(the first through most of the text, the second just through last quarter), two lower corners torn off without loss of
text, very faint overall browning here and there, a few other trivial faults, but A NEARLY FINE COPY, internally
fresh and quite clean, and in solid and very pretty bindings showing little wear. (See illustration on p. 239.) $900
Originally published from 1760 to 1761 in the "Public
Ledger" as a series of 123 letters purportedly from a
bemused Chinese sage visiting England, this work first
brought the young Goldsmith to the attention of the
reading public. The book is an amiable satire on English
society of the 18th century, with its class-consciousness,
artificiality, and preoccupation with money, written with
humor and perspicacity. Oliver Goldsmith (1730-74) was
Irish born and educated at Dublin, before studying in
Edinburgh and Leyden, where he seems to have been granted
a medical degree. Unsuccessful as a London physician,
Goldsmith turned to a life of miscellaneous writing, churning
out books and essays for the publishers. He first met Dr.
Johnson in 1761, and they became boon companions. Boswell
describes Goldsmith as gauche, hapless, and a prattler, but
clearly Johnson found the man amusing and lovable. And he
was both talented and popular as a writer. His best-known
works, both of them classics, are "She Stoops to Conquer" (a
comedy about an awkward fellow who prefers the company
of barmaids to ladies) and "The Vicar of Wakefield" (a novel
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with a hero as mild-mannered, garrulous, and improvident as
the author himself). Dickens' novels—with their memorable
characterizations, many coincidences of plot, and sympathy
for the unfortunate—show the deep influence of Goldsmith.
Ours is an attractive association copy. Ralph H. Isham
(1890-1955) was best known for his determined pursuit
and discovery of Boswell papers that existed at Malahide
Castle near Dublin. It was a good thing that our collector
started out wealthy, because he spent most of his fortune
in purchasing this and related material in the first place,
then in buying the rights to publish it, and finally in paying
editorial and printing expenses. In order to keep financially
afloat, he ended up having to sell, disadvantageously,
to Rosenbach a number of original leaves from Boswell's
manuscript of the life of Johnson. Finally, in 1949, Isham
was able to sell what remained of the Boswell papers to
Yale for $450,000. Although his bibliophilic interest had
always centered on Boswell's "Life of Johnson," Goldsmith,
as Johnson's close friend, would naturally have been a part
of Isham's collection. (ST10533)

[GOULART, SIMON]. THE WISE OLD MAN OR A TREATISE TOUCHING THE MISERIES INCIDENT
BOTH TO THE BODIES AND MINDES OF OLD MEN. TOGETHER WITH THE CAUSES OF THEM
BOTH, AS ALSO ASSURED CONSOLATIONS, FOR THE MORE CHEEREFULL VNDERGOING OR BEARING
OF THEM. PROFITABLE FOR OLD MEN, FOR THE AVOYDING OF MISERIES,
AND THE INIOYMENT OF HAPPINES. AND VSEFULL FOR YOUNG MEN, FOR
THE PREUENTING OF SUCH INFIRMITIES. (London: Printed for Nicholas
Bourne, 1621) 178 x 127 mm. (7 x 5"). 6 p.l., 205, [1] pp. (lacking the final blank).
"Translated out of French for the comfort of old and instruction of young men."
FIRST EDITION IN ENGLISH, Second Issue. Pleasant modern half calf in the
style of the period, (older?) marbled boards, raised bands flanked by double
gilt rules, red morocco label. With historiated and foliated woodcut initials,
ornate headpieces featuring a bat, and a circular woodcut frontispiece of an old
gentleman at his writing desk, surrounded by Latin mottos and flanked at top
and bottom by philosophical English verse. Early ink signature of "W. Sinclare"
on contents page. STC 12137. uTitle page and last leaf a bit soiled (title leaf also
repaired at inner margin, with insignificant loss of decoration), first gathering
with faint dampstain to lower half of leaves, most other leaves with light oneinch dampstain to tail edge, occasional minor foxing or rust spots, leaves trimmed
________
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a bit close at head and tail (no loss), early repair at bottom of two leaves, obscuring parts of half a dozen letters in each
case, other minor defects, but still an excellent copy of an extraordinarily rare book, generally clean and fresh, in an
appealing, unworn retrospective binding. (See also illustrations on pp. 357 and 398.) $2,500
As an early work in English on maintenance of physical
and mental health, this is an especially desirable
book, and it is all the more sought after because of its
exceptional rarity. As the title indicates, the book contains
advice for the aging male, provided by French Huguenot
theologian Simon Goulart (1543-1628), who draws on
the Bible and the teachings of Plato and the Stoics. Among
other things, he counsels meditating on the life of Christ and

avoiding wild women. The work is translated by "an obscure
Englishman" who signs himself only as "T. W." STC suggests
that clergyman Thomas Williamson (1593-1639) may be the
responsible party. For an English volume from this period,
there is an unusual amount of decoration here, and the woodcut
of an aging writer with its witty, rueful mottoes is especially
appealing. OCLC locates just nine copies of this work, and
ABPC lists no copy at auction since at least 1975. (ST12028)
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GÜTLE, JOHANN CONRAD. VERSUCHE UNTERHALTUNGEN UND BELUSTIGUNGEN AUS
DER NATÜRLICHEN MAGIE. (Leipzig und Jena: bei Adam Gottlieb Schneider, 1791) 197 x 127
mm. (7 3/4 x 5"). 9 p.l., 358. FIRST EDITION. Attractive contemporary half calf over pink paper boards, raised
bands, spine densely gilt in compartments with tulip centerpiece, fleuron sidepieces, and scrolling floral
cornerpieces, two tan morocco labels, marbled pastedowns. With hand-colored title page vignette and 11 FINE
ENGRAVED FOLDING PLATES, ALL COLORED BY HAND. uInsignificant fading to covers, minor foxing
confined to short portions of the text, other trivial imperfections, but AN OUTSTANDING COPY, the binding
with virtually no wear, the text unusually clean and fresh, and the intriguing colored plates in a remarkable
state of preservation. (See also illustration on p. 400.) $8,500

If there had been infomercials in 1800, the Nuremberg mentioned by contemporaries as an important artisan
polymath Johann Gütle (1747-1827) would have been and author (the poet Jean Paul, for example, alludes, with
actively involved in this kind of promotion. Self taught pleasure, to the use of his hair dye), and he made serious
in physics and mathematics, Gütle was an enthusiastic efforts to contribute to the scientific betterment of daily life.
entrepreneur who fabricated and sold everything from At the same time, Gütle was decried in Heilbronn as a fraud
etched glass to cleaning and beautifying products for his unsuccessful medical applications of electricity, which
(among them hair restorer and coloring) to lightning had to have been viewed at the time as macabre. The present
rods—including the first one in his home town. He wrote work contains sections on "Electrical Arts," "Mechanical
more than two dozen books dealing with, among other things, Arts," and "Colorful Magic," with the plates at the end of
mechanics, electricity, surveying, and magic. He ran a busy the book depicting the various devices and experiments
distribution center for his books and products, and he was explained in the text (these plates, in addition to being very
a travelling showman whose efforts to succeed in retailing detailed and attractively colored, are in almost unbelievably
had a component of entertainment—a significant fraction of fine condition for a work of this sort). All of Gütle's early
his writings dealing with the diverting amusement of magic publications are quite rare, including the present one: OCLC
tricks. Despite evidence that he could justifiably be labeled locates only a dozen copies of our book, and ABPC records
a huckster, he was also a talented and versatile handworker just one copy at auction since 1975. (ST11830)
________
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5432, 424
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HALES, JOHN. GOLDEN REMAINS OF THE EVER MEMORABLE MR. IOHN HALES. (London:
Printed for Tim[othy] Garthwait, 1659) 200 x 152 mm. (7 7/8 x 6"). 6 p.l. (including the frontispiece),
188, 80, 48 pp. Edited by Peter Gunning. FIRST EDITION. Modern unlettered blind-ruled calf, raised bands.
Engraved frontispiece and engraved title page, both by Wenceslaus Hollar and dated 1659. Wing H-269.
uSpine uniformly sunned and with one very small spot, engraved leaves closely cropped (with the tiniest of
loss), text trimmed close at top (a few headlines just touched), leaves a shade less than bright, isolated minor
stains, a very small hole through the gutter of two leaves (no loss), otherwise an excellent copy, the binding
unworn, and the text still quite fresh. $650
The erudite John Hales (1584-1656) was Greek professor at Oxford and
held other important academic positions; he is described succinctly in
the preface written here by John Pearson as "a man of great sharpness,
quicknesse and subtilty of wit as ever this; or, perhaps, any Nation bred."
Andrew Marvel described Hales as "one of the clearest heads and best prepared
breasts in Christendom." And in a long tribute found in "Memoirs of Eminent
Etonians" by Edward Shepherd Creasy, Hales is described as "respected by all
who knew him for his erudition and integrity, and beloved for his cheerfulness
and amiability." The present volume includes three sections: the first containing
nine sermons, full of impressively brandished metaphor; the second containing
Hales' early-career letters (1618-19) to Dudley Carlton, British ambassador to
The Hague (to whom Hales served as chaplain), reporting from the Synod of
Dort; and the third containing the Dort Synod letters of Dr. Balcanqual, Hales'
replacement at the council. Of special interest in the first section is a sermon
against duels. (ST11199)
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HERBERT, THOMAS. A RELATION OF SOME YEARES TRAUAILE, BEGUNNE ANNO 1626:
INTO AFRIQUE AND THE GREATER ASIA, ESPECIALLY THE TERRITORIES OF THE PERSIAN
MONARCHIE: AND SOME PARTS OF THE ORIENTALL INDIES, AND ILES ADIACENT. (London: Printed by
William Stansby, and Iacob Bloome, 1634) 295 x 194 mm. (11 5/8 x 7 5/8"). 4 p.l., 225, [15] pp. FIRST EDITION.
Contemporary calf, covers bordered with blind rules, corners with some neat restoration, rebacked to style
with a slightly lighter shade of calf, raised bands, green morocco label. Additional engraved title with large
pictorial border by William Marshall, woodcut device on final leaf, one full-page engraving, seven threequarter-page engravings, and 25 engravings in the text, two of these maps. Front pastedown with bookplates
________
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of D. G. Mackenzie and "GHDG"; Mackenzie ex-libris label on rear pastedown noting that the rebacking and
refurbishing of the binding and the repairs to four leaves were done by Sangorski & Sutcliffe in December,
1965. STC 13190; Sabin 31471. uBoards a bit scratched and with a handful of small patches of lost patina, but
the expertly restored binding solid and certainly quite pleasing. Ee2 and Ee3 with neatly repaired marginal
tears (minimal tears to B3 and M2 also repaired, but with such care as to escape all but the most exacting
notice), isolated mild marginal stains or smudges, but A FINE COPY, with wide margins, with clean and fresh
leaves, and with rich impressions of the engravings. SOLD
This is a well-preserved copy of the first edition of an
important and entertaining account of the travels of a
17th century Englishman in exotic Asian and African
territories, particularly Persia. It is significant both for the
ways it is accurate and for the ways it is fictitious. Thomas
Herbert (1606-82) accompanied Sir Dodmore Cotton and Sir
Robert Shirley on their diplomatic mission to Shah Abbas
of Persia in 1626. The trip did not go well. Both Cotton and
Shirley sickened and died in 1628, leaving their retinue to
find its own way home. En route back to Gravesend, Herbert
visited the cities of Gombroon, Shiraz, Esfahan, Ashraf,
Qazvin, and Qom in Persia, as well as Surat, Mauritius,
the Cape of Good Hope, and Saint Helena. When Herbert
sat down to write about his adventures, he was unable to
6435

resist the urge to embellish a good story. According to DNB,
"Herbert inserted materials into his narrative about places he
had not visited although he sometimes implied that he had . .
. . One particularly famous digression . . . was his speculation
about the medieval Welsh Prince Madoc's discovering and
colonizing America. This segment was apparently included to
please the earl of Pembroke's own Welsh nationalist fancies.
It also continued to help fuel various theories about Madoc's
colonies and Welsh Indians in North America until the early
years of the nineteenth century." The work was translated
into French and Dutch, and remained popular for some years
after Herbert's death. It is not an excruciatingly rare book in
general, but copies as fine as the present one are extremely
difficult to find. (ST12188)
6435, 434

reinforced with old paper). With woodcut initials, headpieces, and tailpieces, and a handsome engraved title
page showing Apollo and the nine Muses. Front pastedown with bookplate of distinguished 20th century
Detroit collector Otto Orren Fisher and, below it, the 17th century book label of Sir Charles Buck, Bart.
(head margin of title page also inscribed "Bucke"); verso of first blank with ink inscription of Mary Skynner
dated 1697. STC 13326; Lowndes II, 1063. uLeather on covers a little dried and abraded, but the binding
entirely sound and not at all displeasing. Title and first page of text with faint brown stains to lower half of
leaf, gathering S with light dampstain to top half of leaves (very faint and small dampstains in a few other
gatherings), occasional additional minor imperfections (mild marginal stains or thumbing, a rust hole or
small splash), but, by and large, AN EXTREMELY FRESH, CLEAN COPY internally, with leaves that crackle
when you turn them. $4,800
This substantial early 17th century encyclopedia of
women is one of the chief early books on its subject
in English. It commences with the goddesses of ancient
times and includes coverage of more than 3,000 women,
mythical and actual. Amazons and sibyls, virtuous
Roman maidens, daring Germanic queens, sinners from
Greek drama, strumpets and scolds—all are evoked in
turn and paraded before the reader as examples of female
virtue and vice. Not surprisingly, the author's praise of
beautiful, chaste, and modest women occupies some of
the work, but there are portions of the text that make a
more strenuous claim on our attention, like those dealing
with unfaithful or incestuous women, those who meet
with strange deaths, and even those who have by some
miracle changed their sex. Then there is the extensive and
intriguing section treating of witches. Heywood assures
his reader that "bewitching" beauties are not truly witches,
since witches are always ugly. They are also usually poor
beggars, he reminds us, in case we consider dabbling in
witchcraft to gain wealth. Much of his witchcraft material
is drawn from the work of Jean Bodin, but Heywood also

includes a story related to him personally by a neighbor
who had unwisely borrowed a cauldron from a witch and
set to sea with it. Later, when the witch appeared on the
ship's mast, such a storm was roused that the boat all
but capsized; the cauldron was finally tossed over, and
the witch sailed away on it. Thomas Heywood (d. ca.
1650) was a versatile actor and dramatist, belonging to
a group of players who were retained to put on private
performances for noblemen, eventually becoming the
queen's own troupe. He also wrote pageants for the mayor
of London, and he claimed to have written 220 plays (he
is generally recognized as the most prolific dramatist after
Lope de Vega). Although a much smaller number than this
has survived, they include historical dramas and tales
of high and low life. A denizen of the London taverns,
Heywood was always either writing or reading, and his
love of ancient literature is reflected in this disquisition
on women. There is an appealing historical link to a 17th
century woman, who was perhaps influenced by this
work, in the girlish signature of Mary Skynner at the
front of the volume. (ST12658)
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HILL, J[OHN]. HYPOCHONDRIASIS: A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE NATURE AND CURE OF
THAT DISORDER. (London: Printed for the Author, 1766) 210 x 127 mm. (8 1/4 x 5"). 1 p.l. (half
title), 43, [1] pp. FIRST EDITION. Recent blue paper wrappers. uVariably foxed: conspicuous foxing on a
couple of openings, but much of the text unaffected, and otherwise clean and fresh inside and out. $550

Encyclopedic Account, from 1624, of 3,000 Women,
From Amazons to Strumpets to Beauties who Bewitch without Being Witches
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HEYWOOD, THOMAS. [In Greek:] GYNAIKEION: OR, NINE BOOKES OF VARIOUS HISTORY
CONCERNING WOMEN. (London: Printed by Adam Islip, 1624) 295 x 190 mm. (11 3/4 x 7 1/2").
6 p.l. (the first blank), 466 pp. FIRST EDITION. Contemporary mottled calf, rebacked to style, raised bands
flanked by double gilt fillet, brown morocco label (rear cover repaired along fore edge, and hinges neatly
________
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One of the many publications by apothecary, actor, and botany which were respected by Linnaeus, Haller,
physician, journalist, and editor Sir John Hill Gessner, and other scientists on the Continent, Hill
(1716?-75), this is a rare copy of the first printing of never got the recognition he craved in his native land,
a significant pamphlet on the treatment of nervous and was denied election to the Royal Academy. (And
disorders, a topic rather different from what the his knighthood was considered by some to be forced and
title suggests to our modern understanding. In Hill's dubious, having been conferred by the king of Sweden.)
time, hypochondriasis did not mean a healthy person's Whatever else is to be said of Hill, the present work, in
conviction that he is sick, as it does to a modern reader, the words of G. S. Rousseau, "offers the modern student
but was a general term for "melancholy," "hysteria," of neoclassical literature a clear summary of the best
nervous disorders, or mental illness. Hill attributed thoughts that had been put forth on the subject, as well
hypochondriasis to obstruction of the spleen, and as an explanation of the causes, symptoms, and cures
recommended fresh air, exercise, a moderate diet, and of this commonplace malady." Original copies of our
a powder or tincture of the herb called "Spleen-wort," first printing of this work are not well represented in
which he happened—conveniently—to sell. Despite institutional collections and are extremely rare in the
publishing some worthwhile works on natural history marketplace. (CJM1120)
________
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With 60 Large Folio Floral Plates Featuring Particularly Rich Hand Coloring
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HILL, JOHN (Attributed to, but perhaps by) THOMAS HALE. EDEN: OR, A COMPLEAT BODY OF
GARDENING. (London: printed for T. Osborne; T. Trye; S. Crowder and Co.; and H. Woodgate, 1757) 410
x 260 mm. (16 1/8 x 10 1/4"). iv, ii, 714 pp. FIRST EDITION. Once very handsome and still quite appealing contemporary
red morocco, covers with wide gilt frame of botanical tools in a repeating pattern, very expertly rebacked using the
original spine compartments, raised bands, spine richly gilt with many charming floral and ornithological tools,
marbled endpapers, all edges gilt (small repair to lower cover at the time of binding). WITH allegorical frontispiece and
60 ENGRAVED PLATES OF FLOWERS, ALL BEAUTIFULLY COLORED BY A CONTEMPORARY HAND. Henrey
III, 776; Nissen BBI 880; Dunthorne 129; "Great Flower Books," p. 100; Hunt II, 559; Johnston, Cleveland Collections,
442; "Oak Spring Flora" 53; Plesch 312. uSpine a bit darkened, joints slightly rubbed and flaked, small scratches
and abrasions to covers, but the expertly restored binding solid and generally pleasing. Isolated faint offsetting from
plates, other trivial imperfections, but A FINE COPY INTERNALLY, the leaves clean and fresh, and the plates both
richly and expertly colored. (See also illustrations on front cover and p. 400.) $29,000
Even though it was published originally as a weekly
guide (and issued in weekly parts) offering information
on plants that would be blooming, fruiting, or needing
the gardener's attention in the following seven days,
this oversized, profusely illustrated botanical work is
a volume of considerable beauty and is of interest to
us today mainly for its impressive plates. The content

here addresses the needs of the flower garden, greenhouse
and nursery, fruit garden, and kitchen garden, and each
part is accompanied by an engraved plate depicting six or
more plant specimens, the vast majority of them beautiful
blossoms. As it was intended as a companion to "The
Compleat Body of Husbandry" (London, 1756) by Thomas
Hale, it lists that obscure gentleman's papers as the source

________
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for the contents. But the true author was apparently the money and to raise his reputation above its rightful altitude;
apothecary, botanist, and sometime actor John Hill (1716?- and he was always embroiled in controversies because
75). Although an autodidact in the field of natural science, of his ungovernable proclivity toward impertinence and
he became acquainted with noted members of the Royal derision as well as his overweening vanity. He made many
Society, including Martin Folkes, Sir Hans Sloane, Henry confirmed enemies in important circles, a fact that thwarted
Baker, William Watson, and James Parsons, and acquired his advancement. But DNB says that "his reputation has
Lord Bute as a patron. With Bute's assistance, he published been somewhat reclaimed since [his own day]. At the end
a number of significant works on plants and their uses, of the millennium, Hill was recognized as less of a quack
among them "The British Herbal" (1755) and his magnum and dilettante, and, to use George Rousseau's phrase, more
opus, the 26-volume "The Vegetable System." Hill was a 'a type of Renaissance man in the eighteenth century.'"
man of great energy and intelligence, but he was also This is an attractive book in its uncolored state and much
a flamboyant character who did not hesitate to air his more so when found—as here—with engravings that have
sometimes outrageous opinions. In addition to his scholarly been carefully painted by an expert hand using rich and
writings, he published a steady series of usually abusive convincing colors. Such copies, especially in well-preserved
periodicals; he was also constantly scheming to make condition, are seldom seen for sale. (ST12422)
6437, 497
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HOME, HENRY, LORD KAMES. SKETCHES OF THE HISTORY OF MAN. (Edinburgh: Printed for
W. Strahan & T. Cadell, London; and for W. Creech, Edinburgh, 1778) 213 x 130 mm. (8 3/8 x 5 1/8").
With ads at the back of the first and second volumes. Four volumes. Second Edition. Very attractive contemporary
polished calf, spines handsomely gilt with patera centerpiece inside a lozenge of flowers and an oval frame, beaded
curls and calligraphic flourishes at the corners, each spine with one red and one black morocco label. Occasional
ink marginalia or crosses, neat lists of page numbers on endpapers in a contemporary hand. uBoards with minor
marks and small spots of discoloration, short portion of one joint slightly defective (because of insect activity?) and
with old repair in response, just a little rubbing to joints and extremities, but the handsome bindings entirely solid,
very lustrous, and generally well preserved. Occasional light browning or mild foxing, isolated corner creases and
other trivial imperfections, but an excellent set internally, the text consistently clean and fresh. $1,100
This is a very decorative set of Lord Kames' influential
work on man's progress from primitive to civilized
society. Henry Home, Lord Kames (1696-1782), was a
barrister who rose to become one of the leading jurists in
Scotland. A renaissance man and a leading figure of the Scottish
Enlightenment, he wrote on topics ranging from the law to
philosophy to education. He acted as mentor to Adam Smith,
assisting him in acquiring a faculty position at the University
of Edinburgh, and to James Boswell, who ungratefully
repaid Kames by having an affair with his married daughter.
"Sketches of the History of Man" is Kames' major work, 30

1824"; fly title of each volume with ownership inscription of A. Scott. ESTC T-72970. uOne cover with small ink
stain, two others with minor abrasions, original spine gilt somewhat dulled and rubbed, but the bindings carefully
and solidly restored and not at all displeasing. Orange paint wherever it appears on the plates consistently offset onto
facing page (usually a minor problem, but more noticeable in four places), two half-inch fore-edge tears, otherwise
an excellent set internally with only trivial defects, the text unusually clean, fresh, and bright, especially for a work
expected to incur heavy use from uncareful hands. (See also illustration on p. 400.) $4,200

years in the making. He traces progress in diet, manners, arts,
commerce, government, morality, and theology as mankind
moved from hunter-gatherer to nomadic animal herder to
farmer to urban-dwelling tradesman. This stadial division
view of the progress of culture laid the foundations for the
emerging disciplines of anthropology and sociology, setting a
framework that would be used for generations. (Continued
scholarly interest in this work is suggested by the appearance
of an annotated critical edition in 2007.) The attractively gilt
calf bindings here are exactly what one would expect to see in
the library of an 18th century gentleman. (ST12265)
The degeneracy and frivolous activities of the young
apparently being as much a cause for concern in
the late 18th century as they are today, Dr. William
Hooper (fl. 1770-1810) first published this popular
compilation of "recreative philosophy" in 1774 in
hopes of inspiring his youthful audience with a love
of the sciences and mathematics. The first volume here
contains mostly mathematical puzzles and tricks, with
some mechanical contrivances such as a wind-powered
carriage; the second has experiments in optics and acoustics
as well as information related to such projects as the

construction of a pipe organ; the third contains experiments
on magnetism and especially on electricity, which are
drawn largely from Priestley's history; and the fourth is
on pneumatics, hydraulics, and pyrotechnics, including
chemical experiments. Many of the "recreations" are of the
nature of parlor tricks (including tricks with playing cards);
others are instructive demonstrations that might be used
in science class. And all of them are illustrated here with
appealing plates, which, judging from the copies appearing
at auction during the past three decades, seem to be found
colored only about 25 percent of the time. (ST11669)

440
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Tricks, Pyrotechnics, Pneumatics, and More To Dissuade Youth from Frivolity or Degeneracy
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HOOPER, WILLIAM. RATIONAL RECREATIONS, IN WHICH THE PRINCIPLES OF NUMBERS AND
NATURAL PHILOSOPHY ARE CLEARLY AND COPIOUSLY ELUCIDATED, BY A SERIES OF EASY,
ENTERTAINING, INTERESTING EXPERIMENTS. AMONG WHICH ARE ALL THOSE COMMONLY PERFORMED
WITH . . . CARDS. (London: Printed for L. David, J. Robson, B. Law, and G. Robinson, 1783 [vol. I], 1782 [vol. II-IV])
210 x 127 mm. (8 1/4 x 5"). Four volumes. Second Edition, Corrected. Pleasing contemporary polished calf, neatly
rebacked preserving original backstrips, flat spines outlined with one short and one long panel densely diapered
with gilt ribbons enclosing six-petaled flowers, each spine with one black and one red morocco label. WITH 65
FOLDING PLATES, as called for, illustrating the various tricks and experiments, ALL OF THEM COLORED BY A
CONTEMPORARY HAND. Front free endpaper of volume I inscribed "Presented by Mrs. Admiral Scott / Sept. 15th
________
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HORACE. OPERA. (Glasguae: In aedibus academicis, excudebat
Jacobus Mundell, 1796) 248 x 152 mm. (9 3/4 x 6"). xxx, ii, 575 pp.
Edited by William Baxter, Johann Matthias Gesner, and Johann Karl Zeune.
Attractive contemporary deep blue straight-grain morocco, covers with gilt
border of twining beads and leaf fronds, raised bands flanked by gilt rules,
spine panels with gilt lyre and crossed trumpets at center, gilt titling, turn-ins
with gilt chain roll, marbled endpapers, all edges gilt. With frontispiece portrait.
Front pastedown with engraved armorial bookplate of Sheffield Grace, L.L.D.,
S.S.A. (see below). uJoints just slightly flaked, covers varying slightly in color,
leaves with consistent overall slight browning, but an excellent contemporary
copy, the text clean and fresh, and the binding solid, with very little wear. $400
This is an attractively bound edition of Horace with commentary by three
leading scholars. William Baxter (1650-1723) was a British schoolmaster whose
annotated edition of Horace was admired throughout the 18th century. Sandys calls
Johann Matthias Gesner (1691-1761) "one of the greatest scholars in the 18th century"
and credits him with "introducing the principles of taste into interpretation of the
Classics." Johann Karl Zeune (1736-88) was a German philologist and professor at the
University of Wittenberg, whose explanatory notes on classic texts were renowned.
Former owner Sheffield Grace (1788-1850) was an attorney and historian who was a
fellow of the Royal Society and of the Society of Antiquaries. (ST12174-6)
________
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HOWARD, JOHN. [THE WORKS], Containing in volume I: THE STATE OF THE PRISONS IN ENGLAND
AND WALES, WITH PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS, AND AN ACCOUNT OF SOME FOREIGN PRISONS
AND HOSPITALS. And in volume II: AN ACCOUNT OF THE PRINCIPAL LAZARETTOS IN EUROPE; WITH VARIOUS
PAPERS RELATIVE TO THE PLAGUE: TOGETHER WITH FURTHER OBSERVATIONS OF SOME FOREIGN PRISONS
AND HOSPITALS; AND ADDITIONAL REMARKS ON THE PRESENT STATE OF THOSE IN GREAT BRITAIN AND
IRELAND. (London: Printed for J. Johnson, C. Dilly, and T. Cadell, 1792) 311 x 241 mm. (12 1/4 x 9 1/2"). Two volumes.
Fourth Edition. Pleasing recent retrospective half calf over marbled boards, raised bands, spines with red morocco title
label. Volume I with 22 plates, including 10 folding; volume II with 22 plates, 19 of them folding. PMM 224; GarrisonMorton 1598; Graesse III, 379. uPlates with a little faint marginal dampstaining here and there as well as a handful
of minor tears (mostly along folds), light offsetting from engravings in first volume, other trivial imperfections, but
A REALLY EXCELLENT COPY, the text and plates smooth, clean, and fresh, and the new sympathetic bindings
unworn. (See also illustration on p. 259.) $1,800

persons with "loathsome" diseases like plague, and in the
facilities in ports used to quarantine those arriving from
infected areas. Howard's dedication to improving the lot
of the most unfortunate and forgotten members of society
was remarkable: when denied access to lazarettos in Venice,
he booked passage to the city on a ship with a certificate

of "foul health," guaranteeing he would gain access to a
lazaretto to report on the conditions there. In all of his
studies, Howard stressed the importance of cleanliness in
ameliorating suffering and preventing disease. One will
see copies of one edition or another of Howard's two main
books, but they are not so easy to find together. (CJM0819)
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(HUMOR, 18TH CENTURY). [MORRIS, CORBYN]. AN ESSAY TOWARDS FIXING THE TRUE
STANDARDS OF WIT, HUMOUR, RAILLERY, SATIRE, AND RIDICULE. (London: Printed for J.
Roberts, and W. Bickerton, 1744) 206 x 133 mm. (8 1/8 x 5 1/4"). xxxiv, [2] (errata, ads), xxxii, 75, [1] pp. FIRST
EDITION. Contemporary sprinkled calf, covers bordered with double gilt fillet, raised bands flanked by gilt
rules, original brown morocco label. Front pastedown with armorial bookplate of "R E H D" engraved by and
signed in the plate by G. W. Eve (see below). uJoints, spine, and extremities a bit chafed and dried (though
much of this successfully masked by refurbishing), covers a bit scratched and with three patches of lost patina
from insect acitivity, one upper corner rather bumped, but the original unrestored rustic binding solid and
pleasing, with no serious defect. One leaf with three-inch tear into the text (neatly repaired without loss of
legibility, though with slight displacement of letters), otherwise only trivial imperfections internally, THE TEXT
REMARKABLY FRESH AND CLEAN and printed within quite ample margins. (See illustration on p. 211.) $750
This is a (not surprisingly) amusing attempt to
differentiate between wit, humor, raillery, satire,
and ridicule, written (surprisingly) by an economist
and customs inspector. The author begins by defining
wit as "the Lustre resulting from the quick Elucidation of
one Subject, by a just and unexpected Arrangement of it
with another Subject." Morris differentiates humor from
wit, describing the former as "any remarkable Oddity or
Foible belonging to a Person in real Life," and acknowledges
it gives more delight and pleasure than wit. His example
here is Falstaff, the embodiment of "Jollity, Mirth, and
Good-nature." Our volume ends with a letter on humor
in comedy by that master of the Restoration comedy of
manners, William Congreve. Corbyn Morris (1710-79)

had previously written a series of pamphlets defending the
policies of Prime Minister Robert Walpole, and the present
work opens with a 34-page dedication to that politician
which the normally forgiving DNB deems "extravagant
. . . even by contemporary standards." Morris once told
David Hume that he wrote "all his books for the sake of the
Dedications," and these seemed to be successful instruments
in advancing his career, as he was appointed secretary of
customs and salt duty for Scotland before subsequently
being appointed to the English board of customs. Our copy
bears the bookplate of Anglican clergyman and antiquary
Rashleigh Edward Hungerford Duke (1855-1932), engraved
by G. W. Eve, one of the foremost bookplate designers of
the day. (ST11753)

Extraordinarily Fine Contemporary Copy of one of the Major English Books on Witchcraft
In the words of "Printing and the Mind of Man," of other European countries. His findings were published
Howard's "State of the Prisons" is the "first major in the present "State of Prisons," first published in 1777.
practical work on the subject," and the research that In it, Howard credited the reformatory aspect of prisons
went into producing it (as well as the accompanying in the Low Countries for the lower crime rate there, and
volume here) actually helped bring about substantial made recommendations for implementing similar practices
reforms in the British prison system. As high sheriff in British prisons. In response, Parliament passed a bill
of Bedfordshire, John Howard (1726-90) was distressed providing for the establishment of two "penitentiaries,"
by the tradition of making gaolers dependent for their where efforts would be made to rehabilitate criminals.
livelihood upon fees assessed against the prisoners, a Howard continued his travels and inspections, spending
practice that led to the wrongful confinement of prisoners £30,000 of his own money. Subsequent editions of the
unable to pay the fee. Challenged by the authorities to find "State of Prisons" issued in 1780 and 1784 incorporated the
a British prison with a different policy, he began travelling reports from these endeavors. Our edition was published
to prisons all over England, where he saw conditions so after Howard's death (from gaol fever, contracted while
alarmingly squalid that he resolved to do all he could to touring Russian military prisons) as part of a two-volume
bring about prison reform. Determined to find better set of his works. The other volume, "An Account of the
methods for administering prisons and reducing recidivism, Principal Lazarettos in Europe," looks at the conditions
Howard set off at his own expense to examine the prisons both in hospitals dedicated to treatment of "lazars," i.e.,
________
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HUTCHINSON, FRANCIS. AN HISTORICAL ESSAY CONCERNING WITCHCRAFT. (London:
printed for R. Knaplock and D. Midwinter, 1718) 200 x 121 mm. (7 7/8 x 4 3/4"). xv, [v], 270 pp., [1]
leaf (ads). FIRST EDITION. Attractive contemporary
panelled calf, covers with frames of plain and
decorative blind rules, fleuron cornerpieces, spine
gilt in compartments with ornate central lozenge
framed by laurel branches, red morocco label,
lacking (plain) rear endleaf. Front pastedown with
armorial bookplate of "Rolle"; front free endpaper
with armorial bookplate of William Allen Potter.
Sabin 34063; Howes H-848. uGilt slightly dulled,
covers with two small patches of lost patina from
insect activity, two tiny chips to head of spine, but
AN OUTSTANDING CONTEMPORARY COPY,
the binding tight and the leather lustrous, and THE
TEXT AS FRESH, BRIGHT, AND CLEAN AS THE
DAY THE BOOK WAS ISSUED. $2,500
________
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This is a sensational copy of the first edition of the work credited with ending the
witch delusion in England. Anglican cleric Francis Hutchinson (1660-1739) graduated
from Cambridge and by 1692 was Curate at Saint James, in Bury Saint Edmunds, the site of
witch trials in 1645 and 1662. His book, which includes valuable historical details collected
from personal interviews with survivors and witnesses, discredits several famous witch trials
(including those in Salem, Massachusetts) with calm, rational skepticism. His study brought
to light political motivations behind many trials, gave examples of fraud, and emphasized the
number of trials that hinged on the testimony of children as well as the number of untoward
incidents that could be reasonably explained without recourse to witchcraft. He demonstrated
the invalidity of confession, and how application of rules of evidence would necessarily
invalidate many verdicts. Wallace Notestein, author of "A History of Witchcraft in England
from 1558 to 1718," chose the year this work was published as his cut-off date because
"Hutchinson levelled a final and deadly blow at the dying superstition. Few men of intelligence
dared after that [date to] avow any belief in the reality of witchcraft; it is probable that very
few even secretly cherished such a belief." Our copy was once owned by John, Baron Rolle
(1751-1842) and is in the superb condition for which works from that library are known; in 35 years of bookselling, we have
never owned a cleaner, fresher copy of any book from the period (for more on this collection, see item #352). (ST12187)

A Splendid Deluxe Copy of "the Stupendous Sallust"
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(IBARRA IMPRINT). SALLUST. LA CONJURACION DE CATILINA Y LA GUERRA DE JUGURTA.
(Madrid: Joachin Ibarra, 1772) 362 x 254 mm. (14 1/4 x 10"). 8 p.l., 395, [1] pp. First Edition of
this translation by the Infante Don Gabriel of Spain. ONE OF 120 LARGE PAPER COPIES. HANDSOME
CONTEMPORARY RED MOROCCO, covers bordered by gilt dogtooth and twining floral rolls, raised bands, spine
gilt in double-ruled compartments with acanthus leaf cornerpieces and central daisy surrounded by dots and
small flowers, turn-ins repeating the floral roll, blue watered silk endleaves, all edges gilt. Engraved title page with
decorative frame, portrait frontispiece, and nine plates, including one map, two scenes (a battle and a surrender),
two plates of weapons, one of coins, one of battle plans, and two of orthography (one being an inscription and one

________
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a table of letters). Verso of front free endleaf with bookplate of Florencio Gavito and tipped-on typed note stating
that the book had been acquired at the 1920 sale of the library of Edmond Rostand. Palau 288.134; Salvà 2791;
Cohen-de Ricci 938; Schweiger II, 900. uMinor rubbing to joints and extremities, covers with slight variation in
color, but A SUPERB COPY, the binding lustrous and with no signficant wear, and especially clean, fresh, and
bright internally, with thick, smooth paper and vast margins. (See also illustration on front cover.) $17,500
This is an outstanding contemporary copy of the plate mark impressions, developing his own printing ink
limited deluxe version of the masterwork of perhaps noted for its quality, and establishing standard measures for
the greatest Spanish printer of all time and certainly the production of type. His talents led to his appointment
the greatest printer Spain produced in the 18th century. as royal printer. According to Glaister, Ibarra "had a great
Even apart from the elegant period morocco binding, the influence on raising the standards of printing, not only in
book is a beautiful object: in our special Large Paper version, Spain, but in Europe generally." His Sallust was immediately
the text is printed on thick, particularly bright paper with recognized as a masterpiece: Europe's most famous printer
enormous margins, and is artfully arranged: the Spanish of the day, Giambattista Bodoni (1740-1813), called it
translation, in a large, graceful italic type by Antonio "the stupendous Sallust." The fine engravings, beautiful
Espinosa de los Monteros, dominates the page, appearing typography, rich impressions, and luxurious paper here
in a single column that uses twice the area of the much epitomize Ibarra's work. The binding is just what one would
smaller Latin text, printed below it in double columns in expect on such a showpiece, and the lack of wear inside and
roman type (this diglot edition combines the Latin text of out indicates that the volume has always been a treasured
the 1634 Elzevier edition with a translation by the Infante possession, treated as the work of art it is. The present copy
Don Gabriel, son of the Spanish King Carlos III). Joaquín is 352 mm. tall, just as was the royal presentation copy
Ibarra (1725-85) established himself at a fortunate time for given by the translator to James Harris, British Minister to
printers in Spain: when Carlos II ascended the throne, he Madrid from 1769-71 (and sold as one of 120 Large Paper
determined to improve all Spanish industry, but especially Copies, most recently at the 2003 Sotheby's auction of the
the book arts. The king exempted printers, typefounders, stock of H. P. Kraus). Our copy has apparently resided in
and punch-cutters from military service, and, even more the libraries of French playwright Edmond Rostand (1868importantly, reduced the price of metal used in making type, 1918), famous as the creator of "Cyrano de Bergerac," and
thereby stimulating production of new fonts. Ibarra was the 20th-century Mexican bibliophile Florencio Gavito. For
an innovative printer, experimenting with paper to reduce more on Sallust, see item #416, above. (ST12461)
________
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Introducing his "Water-Commanding Engine" a Century before Watt's Steam Engine
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(INVENTIONS, 17TH CENTURY). [WORCESTER, EDWARD SOMERSET, 2ND MARQUIS OF].
A CENTURY OF THE NAMES AND SCANTLINGS OF SUCH INVENTIONS, AS AT PRESENT I CAN
CALL TO MIND TO HAVE TRIED AND PERFECTED. (London: Printed by F. Grismond, 1663) 133 x 79 mm. (5
1/4 x 3 1/8"). 10 p.l., 72 pp., [1] leaf (blank), [10] pp., [2] leaves (first blank), 34 pp. (Missing blank A1.) FIRST
EDITION. Early 19th century polished half calf and marbled boards, neatly rejointed, flat spine competently
rebacked incorporating most of original backstrip, original red morocco label. With woodcut initials and
headpieces, and full-page royal coat of arms of Charles II preceding the supplement. Norman 1975; Wing
W-3532. uExtremities a bit rubbed, paper boards a little chafed, offsetting to endpapers from binder's glue,
faint marginal browning and isolated mild foxing, one leaf with burn hole barely touching two letters, other
trivial imperfections, but AN EXCELLENT COPY of a scarce work, the restored binding quite sound, and the
text clean and fresh, with deep impressions of the type. $4,500
This small, quirky publication contains descriptions of
several significant inventions, including the celebrated
"water-commanding engine," a device entitled to be
called the first steam engine. Additionally, our copy
contains the 34-page supplement—-very frequently missing,
as in the Norman copy—that features what basically
amounts to a patent for that important machine. (In this
section, as in a modern patent, Worcester describes the
parts and function of his water-commanding engine in an
application to King Charles II, and an Act of Parliament
dated 20 September 1663 grants Worcseter the right to
receive "the benefit and profit of a Water-commanding
Engine by him invented," reserving 10 percent of the benefits
therefrom to the Crown.) Other impressive inventions
described in our little volume include a calculating machine,
a universal language, repeating firearms, time bombs for
use against enemy ships, a mechanical flying bird, a device
for enabling a man to fly, burglar-proof locks, and eight
different mechanical alphabets. Edward Somerset, 2nd
Marquess of Worcester (d. 1667), was a courtier with a
strong interest in science and engineering. According to
DNB, around 1628 "he employed a Dutch engineer, Caspar
Calthoff, to assist him with experiments at [his] castle.
Although no surviving trace of it was ever found during

twentieth-century conservation work there, it is possible
that a machine employing the propulsive properties of
steam was constructed to raise water to the full height of
the great tower." As a Royalist, Worcester was forced to
flee to France when the monarchy fell, but by 1652, he had
returned to England, where he was allowed his freedom
by Cromwell, who seems to have been a supporter of the
young marquess' scientific pursuits. Worcester resumed
his partnership, and the present catalogue was composed.
In the words of DNB, of the various inventions described
herein, "the 'water commanding engine' . . . excited [the]
most interest among historians of science, because its
inventor claimed to have found a way to 'drive up water by
fire.' (Dircks, 475) Although the word 'steam' was not used
as a term in science or engineering until after Worcester's
death, the water commanding engine appears to have been
powered by that means, and thus the marquess has been
promoted, most vigorously by [his biographer] Dircks, as
an inventor of the steam engine." It is especially lucky to
find this work with the supplement: an exhaustive search
of OCLC, COPAC, and KVK locates 10 institutional copies
but only four that seem to have the supplement, one at
University College London and three at German libraries.
(ST11805)

With 300 Beautiful Hand-Colored Plates of Jacquin's Plants from the Americas
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(JACQUIN, NIKOLAUS JOSEPH, FREIHERR VON). ZORN, JOHANNES. DREYHUNDERT
AUSERLESENE AMERICANISCHE GEWÄCHSE NACH LINNEISCHER ORDNUNG. (Nuremberg:
auf Kosten der Raspischen Buchhandlung, 1785-88) 216 x 140 mm. (8 1/2 x 5 1/2"). Six volumes bound in
two. Edited by Johannes Zorn. FIRST EDITION. Quite attractive contemporary marbled half calf, stencilled
paper sides and similarly treated endpapers, flat spines divided into six panels with gilt plain and chain rules,
two panels with Grecian urn centerpiece, two with starburst centerpiece, one with black morocco title label,
and one with gilt volume numbers. Woodcut vignette on titles, woodcut head- and tailpieces, and 300 VERY
FINE HAND-COLORED ENGRAVED PLATES OF PLANTS. Pritzel 10726; Sabin 35519; Sitwell, p. 105; Nissen
2204 (under "Zorn"). uA hint of rubbing to extremities, three plates with very small portions of adhering
tissue guards (one of those guards missing), other trivial imperfections, but AN EXTREMELY ATTRACTIVE
CONTEMPORARY SET IN EXCEPTIONALLY FINE CONDITION, the bindings lustrous and scarcely worn,
and the text and the very pleasing colored plates especially fresh, bright, and clean. $9,500
________
300

This is an unusually fine copy of a very attractive botanical work
with intimate ties to the Americas. A Dutchman of French origin living
in Vienna, Jacquin (1727-1817) was the leading botanist of his day. Sitwell
tells us that, "Like Trew in Nuremberg, or Sloane and Banks in London,
Jacquin was the center of a flourishing circle of scientists and artists to
whom he extended his patronage, and many handsome books owed their
existence to his enthusiasm and enterprise." Jacquin became associated
with the famous gardens of Schoenbrunn when he was sent by the
emperor Francis I to America to gather exotic plants for the palace grounds.
Those travels resulted in the transporting of hundreds of plants from
the Caribbean, and Blunt says that with Jacquin's species, Schoenbrunn
"gave the illusion that the visitor had been transported into the heart of
America." This acquisition of plants also occasioned the publishing in 1763
of Jacquin's celebrated large-format "Selectarum Stirpium Americanarum
Historia" adorned with handsome engraved illustrations, but issued in a
very small quantity and at a prohibitive price. The present work, which
translates as "Three Hundred Outstanding American Plants, According to
Linnaean Order," contains richly and carefully hand-colored plates that
are reduced copies of those original engravings, along with explanations of
the plates, as a way of making at least a portion of the "Selectae" available
to people of ordinary means. (ST11478)
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JAMES, R[OBERT]. A TREATISE ON CANINE MADNESS. (London: printed for J. Newbery, 1760) 206
x 130 mm. (8 1/8 x 5 1/8"). 1 p.l., vi, 264 pp. FIRST EDITION. Very appealing contemporary rustic
sprinkled calf, covers with double gilt fillet frame, raised bands flanked by gilt fillets. Front pastedown with ink
ownership inscription of Peter Eaton. Roscoe A-258; Fleeman 60.10JCM; ESTC T-57163. uJoints and extremities
a bit rubbed (with very tiny losses at top of spine), boards just slightly splayed, first three and last two leaves
with marginal darkening from glue used to hold down turn-ins, F4 with arching two-inch paper flaw (text not
affected), occasional minor foxing or rust spots, but still an excellent copy—very clean and fresh internally, and in a
completely sound and appealing unsophisticated binding that shows little wear. (See illustration on p. 211.) $1,750
In this treatise on "hydrophobia," physician Robert has successfully treated. As a well-preserved contemporary
James (1703-76) recommends the use of mercury copy of an early English book on canine disease, it is of
ointment and a patent medicine called Turpeth Mineral considerable interest. Its author, though, was famous for
to prevent a mad dog's bite from leading to rabies. He something different—as the inventor of James' Fever Powder,
begins this work with a brief history of the disease and its perhaps the most successful patent medicine of its day. He
causes, then gives brief case studies describing patients he patented the product—a mixture of phosphate of lime, oxide of
________
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antimony, and mercury—in 1747, and it enjoyed such enduring
popularity that it was used for more than a century to help
cure a wide range of ailments (especially among the well-todo who could afford its high price); it was still to be found
in Queen Victoria's medicine cabinet in the 1860s. James
attended Lichfield grammar school, where he and fellow pupil
Samuel Johnson established a lifelong friendship; James gave
Johnson assistance with several medical definitions used in
his famous Dictionary of 1755. For his part, Johnson—who
is given credit for having written the six-page dedication
to the Duke of Kingston here—afforded James entrée into
the world of literary London, and he became the favored

physician of Hester Thrale and others. But the footing on
his medical promontory was precarious: the Fever Powder
was promoted for inappropriate use, and it was believed, for
example, that Oliver Goldsmith's death was hastened by his
reliance on it. Moreover, James' reputation was eroded by
the exaggerated claims he made about the popularity and
efficacy of his creation, by his drunkeness (Johnson said he
was never sober during the final two decades of his life),
and by his blatant womanizing. This is not a common book
(ABPC shows the book at auction only three times since
1975), and unrestored copies in agreeable condition like the
present one are not frequently seen. (ST12031)
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(JEWS, HISTORY OF). ALEXANDER, JOHN. GOD'S COVENANT DISPLAYED BY JOHN
ALEXANDER A CONVERTED JEW, WITH A PROŒMIAL DISCOURSE OF THE REASONS OF HIS
CONVERSION. (London: Walter Kittilby, 1689) 210 x 159 mm. (8 1/4 x 6 1/4"). 2 p.l., 33 pp. FIRST EDITION.
Modern half vellum. Front pastedown with bookplate of Alfred Rubens (see below). Wing A-914. uLight
dampstain to first two leaves, one marginal rust spot, a couple of corner creases, otherwise an excellent copy,
the text clean and fresh, and in an unworn binding. $1,250
In spite of, or perhaps in reaction to, the readmission of
Jews to England in 1655, the publication of discourses
related to Jewish conversion to Christianity appear to
have been popular in the 17th and 18th centuries, as
this and the following nine works attest. Distrusted and
despised for their economic prosperity as money lenders
(Christians were not allowed to lend money to earn interest)
as much as for their denial of Christ. (English Jews had
been ostracized for generations and eventually expelled by
Edward I in 1290, partly because the evolution of financial
systems made their lending expendable; they were permitted
to return by Cromwell for complex economical reasons,
having mostly to do with the desire for enhanced trade
possibilities abroad.) Whether motivated by sincere belief or
by a desire to escape prejudice, some arriving Jews chose to

join the Church of England. Here, John Alexander examines
Judaism, Islam, and Christianity, comparing "Doctrine with
Doctrine, Predictions with Events, and the nature of Promises
with their being accomplished." After conferring with some
clerics, who persuaded him with "reason and evidence of
Arguments," he accepted Christianity as the "surest means
. . . to a blessed end." Former owner Alfred Rubens (from
whose library this and the following similar books come)
was an avid collector of Judaica and a major contributor to
the Jewish Museum in London, where, as chairman of the
board, he was responsible for its continued development.
Early English books on the Jews (these 10 date from 16631735) are seldom seen in the marketplace, and when they do
appear, they are normally in condition nowhere near as fine
as is seen with this volume. (ST12455f)
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(JEWS, HISTORY OF). ALMANZA, ARON DE. A DECLARATION OF THE CONVERSION OF
MR. ARON DE ALMANZA, A SPANISH MERCHANT, WITH HIS TWO CHILDREN AND NEPHEW,
FROM JUDAISM TO THE PROTESTANT RELIGION. (London: J. Nutt, 1703) 206 x 152 mm. (8 1/8 x 6"). iv, 15
pp. FIRST EDITION. 19th century blue quarter roan over marbled boards, newer endpapers. Front pastedown
with bookplate of Alfred Rubens (see previous entry). uLeather slightly scuffed, extremities somewhat worn,
leaves with a bit of browning and minor marginal foxing, other trivial defects, but still an appealing copy, the
text generally fresh and clean, and the binding sound. $1,000
This testament by a Spanish Jew displays the zealotry
and rabid anti-Semitism of the recent convert. In
parallel Spanish and English texts, the author credits his
change of faith to his second—Christian—wife, "upon whose
Persuasion . . . I withdrew myself from the Jew Synagogue."
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First he excoriates the moral and religious integrity of
Jews, then denounces the (Jewish) aspersion that he had
previously been baptized a Roman Catholic, a faith that
adherents of the Church of England (the audience for this
work) found repugnant as well. (ST12455d)

(JEWS, HISTORY OF). BURNET, GILBERT. THE CONVERSION AND PERSECUTIONS OF EVE
COHAN, NOW CALLED ELIZABETH VEERBOON, A PERSON OF QUALITY OF THE JEWISH
RELIGION. (London: J. D. for Richard Chiswell, 1680) 203 x 156 mm. (8 x 6 1/8"). 3 p.l., 27 pp. FIRST EDITION.
Modern quarter vellum. Front pastedown with bookplate of Alfred Rubens; letter from bookseller E. P.
Goldschmidt to Rubens laid in at front; p. 25 with early ink correction of a typographical error. Wing B-5772.
________
302

uBoards tending to splay, but the binding unworn; C1 with short marginal tear and two small holes (one
affecting a word of text), two leaves with small light brown stain from ink correction, but AN UNUSUALLY
FRESH, CLEAN, AND BRIGHT COPY. $1,250
Famous for his "History of His Own Time" and other
works, the celebrated English divine Burnet (1643-1715)
wrote this account of a Jewish heiress from Holland
who braved her mother's pleas and her former coreligionists' persecution to convert to Christianity. Not

wishing to embrace the "idolatrous" Christianity (i.e., Roman
Catholicism) that was practiced in Brussels and France, she
fled to England, where she was baptized an Anglican on 10
October 1680 at Saint Martins in the Fields by the Reverend
William, Lord Bishop of Asaph. (ST12455g)
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(JEWS, HISTORY OF). FRANCO, RABBI SOLOMON. TRUTH SPRINGING OUT OF THE EARTH:
THAT IS, THE TRUTH OF CHRIST PROVED OUT OF THE EARTHLY PROMISES OF THE LAW. (London:
J. Flesher, 1668) 194 x 152 mm. (7 5/8 x 6"). 7 p.l., 71 pp. (without initial imprimatur leaf). FIRST EDITION. 19th
century half sheep over marbled boards. Front pastedown with bookplate of Alfred Rubens; three letters between
Rubens and C. H. Josten, the curator at the Museum of the History of Science at Oxford, laid in. Wing F-2066A.
uExtremities a bit rubbed, title page a little soiled and missing a corner, final leaf backed, other trivial defects,
but an excellent copy, the binding solid, and the text fresh and clean, with deep impressions of the type. $1,500
Written by a learned Sephardic Jew, this discourse sets
forth the argument for Christianity in true rabbinical
style, with references to the Talmud in Hebrew. Franco
had emigrated to America from Portugal in 1649, becoming
the first Jew to reside in the city of Boston; however, a
dispute over a commercial transaction gave the Puritans
of the Bay Colony the excuse they needed to deport him to
Holland. Afterward, he made his way to England, where
(according to his pupil's papers) he was Elias Ashmole's
tutor in Hebrew in 1652. The conversion of Rabbi Franco,

a prominent religious figure who supported the English
monarchy, must have served as a powerful argument in
the battle to win souls for Christianity. This work was
significant and popular enough to warrant a second printing
in 1670. The laid-in correspondence pertains to information
about Franco that Josten is seeking as he prepares an
autobiographical edition of Ashmole. The only appearance
in ABPC of our first printing was a disbound, soiled, and
torn copy that sold at Christie's South Kensington in 2005
for a hammer price of £500 ($925). (ST12455j)
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(JEWS, HISTORY OF). HICKES, GEORGE. PECULIUM DEI, A DISCOURSE ABOUT THE JEWS,
AS THE PECULIAR PEOPLE OF GOD. IN A SERMON PREACHED BEFORE THE HONOURABLE
ALDERMEN AND CITIZENS OF LONDON. (London: Walter Kittilby, 1681) 203 x 159 mm. (8 x 6 1/4"). 4 p.l., 32
pp. FIRST EDITION. Modern burgundy quarter sheep over marbled boards. Front pastedown with bookplate
of Alfred Rubens. Wing H-1858. uA little rubbing to extremities, first and last page a bit soiled, A1 with oneinch closed fore-edge tear and tiny hole at gutter, title slightly soiled, otherwise a very pleasing copy with only
trivial condition problems, the text almost entirely clean and fresh, and the binding with little wear. $950
This sermon delivered by Hickes, an early scholar of
Anglo-Saxon languages as well as a contributor to
Anglican theology, is less an indictment of Judaism
than a condemnation of the misappropriation of
Jewish practice and Jewish biblical importance in
certain Christian faiths. Hickes describes the ancient
Israelites as the "chosen people" of God who were given
special "ceremonial and judicial statutes" that applied only
to them, including dietary restrictions and circumcision
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of male infants. Hickes strongly disapproves of certain
Christian sects—notably the Roman Catholic and Eastern
Orthodox churches—continuing to follow this "Mosaic
Code," which was negated by the coming of Christ. Hickes
presents himself as an authority on Judaism because of the
study of Hebrew he undertook in order to discuss rabbinical
learning with his patron, the Duke of Lauderdale. This
sermon was well praised by his fellow theologians and
nonjurors Dr. Allestree and John Kettlewell. (ST12455e)

(JEWS, HISTORY OF). JACOB, JOHN. THE JEW TURNED CHRISTIAN; OR THE CORNER-STONE:
WHEREIN IS AN ASSERTION OF CHRIST BEING THE TRUE MESSIAH. (London: A[nne] M[axwell]
and R[obert] R[oberts] for Tho[mas] Cockerill, 1678) 191 x 146 mm. (7 1/2 x 5 3/4"). 2 p.l., 36 pp. (first and last
leaf mounted on stubs). FIRST EDITION. Modern quarter sheep over marbled boards. Front pastedown with
bookplate of Alfred Rubens and with his pencilled note related to purchase; title page with library stamp of
University College London and subsequent withdrawal stamp; last page with ink marginalia in an early hand.
Wing J-98; McAlpin Collection III, 806. uTrimmed close at top, affecting Hebrew letters on title and a few page
numbers, otherwise nearly fine, the binding scarcely worn, and the text very fresh and clean. $950
________
303

Demonstrating the depth of conviction to his new
faith, and in keeping with other 17th century converts
to Christianity, John Jacob, a Jew from Poland
baptized in England, makes the case here that fallen
man can find God's Grace and perfect peace and
salvation only through Christ. The Hebrew title to this
discourse reads "Even le - r'osh pinah" or "cornerstone,"
and references Psalm 118:22: "The stone which the builders
rejected became the corner stone." This tract was also
published in Dutch in Amsterdam under the title "Jesus

de waare Hoeckstein." Our female printer is worth a word
here. According to the notes of an exhibition held at the
University of Utah's J. Willard Marriott Library, "London
printer Anne Maxwell (fl. 1665-75) was the widow of
David Maxwell (fl. 1659-65). She produced one hundred
books between 1660 and 1684. Listed as a master printer
in a 1668 survey of London printing presses, she inherited
and managed two presses, employed three typesetters and
three pressmen. Between 1668 and 1690 she supervised
and trained twelve apprentices." (ST12455h)
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(JEWS, HISTORY OF). MARCUS, MOSES. THE PRINCIPAL MOTIVES AND CIRCUMSTANCES
THAT INDUCED MOSES MARCUS TO LEAVE THE JEWISH, AND EMBRACE THE CHRISTIAN
FAITH: WITH A SHORT ACCOUNT OF HIS SUFFERING THERE UPON. (London: J. Humfreys, 1724) 197 x 127
mm. (7 3/4 x 5"). xxiv, 126 pp. FIRST EDITION. Modern half vellum. Front pastedown with bookplate of Alfred
Rubens; with a typewritten transcription of a Marcus letter and two biographical articles laid in at front. ESTC
T-146445. uFront endpapers with light offsetting from laid-in items, but A BEAUTIFUL COPY, the binding
without wear, and remarkably fresh, clean, and bright inside and out. $950
This lengthy declaration of conversion to Christianity
was written by the 22-year-old scion of a wealthy
and prominent Jewish family, Marcus' father being
Mordecai Hamburger, founder of the Hambro'
Synagogue in London. In addition to the rationale for
his change of faith, Marcus relates a moving account of
his own life, from cherished son on a path to the rabbinate
to disowned and disinherited outcast left to rely upon
the the charity of a good Christian. There is some doubt

about the sincerity of Marcus' conversion. Laid in here
is a transcription of a letter in the British Museum's
manuscript collections, apparently written by Marcus to
his parents in May of 1724, begging forgiveness for the
"folly" of "turning Christian" and resolving to live and
die as a Jew. Whether he truly had a change of heart
and wished to return to the faith of his father or merely
regretted the loss of his inheritance, we do not know.
(ST12455c)
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(JEWS, HISTORY OF). [MAYO, RICHARD]. A CONFERENCE BETWIXT A PAPIST AND A JEW:
OR A LETTER FROM A MERCHANT OF LONDON, TO HIS CORRESPONDENT IN AMSTERDAM.
(London: A[nne] M[axwell] and R[obert] R[oberts] for Tho[mas] Parkhurst, 1678) 197 x 152 mm. (7 3/4 x 6").
2 p.l., 34 pp., [1] leaf (blank). FIRST EDITION. Modern quarter sheep over marbled boards. Front pastedown
with bookplate of Alfred Rubens. Wing M-1522. uImprimatur leaf a bit soiled and limp, a few closed marginal
tears, other minor defects, but still a very good copy, with no fatal defects, in a binding showing only slight
wear. $750
Attributed to the Rev. Richard Mayo, Minister of
Kingston-upon-Thames, and sometimes to John
Jacob, this "letter" is constructed as a friendly debate
between a Jesuit priest and a Jewish rabbi in the home
of "N. H.," who has also invited a learned gentleman
to attend. The discussion revolves around the veracity of
miracles performed by Christ, and what evidence tends to
substantiate or refute them. After the priest's presentation,
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our writer is certain the Jews will be convinced to
convert, but the rabbi presents strong arguments against
the credibility of the miracles, to which the priest has no
response. The "learned friend" then steps in, disproving the
"false" miracles of the Papists, but also invalidating the basis
of the rabbi's argument. In an ending with no surprise, he
urges both Jesuit and Jew to embrace the Protestant faith.
(ST12455i)

(JEWS, HISTORY OF). OTTOLENGHE, JOSEPH. AN ANSWER TO TWO PAPERS LATELY
PUBLISH'D BY GABRIEL TREVES, A JEW OF THE CITY OF EXETER. THE ONE . . . A VINDICATION
OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF GABRIEL TREVES AGAINST JOSEPH SOLOMON OTTOLENGHE . . . THE OTHER
. . . AN ADVERTISEMENT. WHEREIN IS CONTAIN'D THE SAID JOSEPH OTTOLENGHE'S VINDICATION OF
HIMSELF. (London: Edward Score, [1735]) 200 x 130 mm. (7 7/8 x 5 1/8"). 1 p.l. (title), iv, [ii], 32 pp. FIRST
EDITION. 19th century maroon half morocco over paste paper boards. Front pastedown with bookplate of
Alfred Rubens. ESTC T-1516. uBoards detached and rather worn, title page somewhat soiled, but the text itself
very fresh and clean. $700
________
304

In this tract the Italian-born son of a rabbi offers
an explanation for his conversion and a refutation
of charges made against him by his uncle, who had
attempted to coerce him back into the family and
their faith. After Joseph Ottolenghe (1711-75) embraced
Christianity, Gabriel Treves claimed his nephew owed him
money for his passage to England and for living in Treves'
home. Although briefly jailed, the convert prevailed in the
lawsuit, and here forgives his uncle for the aspersions cast

on his character. In this account of his conversion, he uses
his scholarly rabbinical education to justify his change
of faith. One can only surmise the effect Ottolenghe's
conversion had upon his later fortune, since he was sent
to the Georgia colony to establish a silk farm in 1771, and
there was elected to the American Philosophical Society.
He apparently took to his new faith with zeal, attempting
to bring the Word to the African slaves laboring in his silk
manufactory. (ST12455b)
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(JEWS, HISTORY OF). (OTTOLENGHE, JOSEPH.) STEPHENS, LEWIS. THE EXCELLENCIES
OF THE KINDNESS OF ONESIPHORUS TO ST. PAUL, WHEN HE WAS A PRISONER IN ROME:
EXEMPLIFIED IN A DISCOURSE PREACH'D BEFORE THE INHABITANTS OF ST. PETROCK IN EXETER, ON
6TH OF JULY, 1735: OCCASIONED BY THEIR DELIVERING JOSEPH OTTOLENGHE, A JEW, OUT OF SOUTHGATE PRISON; INTO WHICH HE WAS CAST BY A JEW; AFTER HIS CONVERSION TO CHRISTIANITY.
(Exon: Printed by E. Farley for E. Score, [1735]) 219 x 171 mm. (8 5/8 x 6 3/4"). 1 p.l. (title), 42 pp. FIRST
EDITION. 19th century half calf over marbled boards. Front pastedown with bookplate of Alfred Rubens.
ESTC T-101348. uFront joint cracked, extremities somewhat worn, title and last page a bit soiled along
the fore edge, a half dozen leaves at the beginning with light dampstain to upper fore margin, text with
occasional small chips, mild browning, or foxing, but still a very good copy, the binding serviceable, and
the text clean and fresh, with deep impressions of the type and with very ample margins. $550
This sermon preached by the Archdeacon of Chester
is less about the conversion and rescue from prison
of Joseph Ottolenghe (see previous item) than an
opportunity to exhort his parishioners to continue
the example of Onesiphorus' love and succor of St.

Paul in support of persecuted converts. Stephens
denounces the odious persecution of Jewish converts by
Jews and proclaims the newly enlightened most worthy
of the love and protection of the Church of England.
(ST12455a)

First Collected Edition of Jonson's "Workes," the Chew-Lefferts-Wilson-Auchincloss Copy
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JONSON, BEN. THE WORKES. (London: Imprinted by Will Stansby, 1616; [volumes II and III
printed for Richard Meighen, 1640]) 279 x 197 mm. (11 x 7 3/4"). The text with very disrupted
collation, but complete. (Pforzheimer: "The bibliographical variations of this book are bewildering
and all attempts to simplify them into categories have not materially reduced the confusion.") Three
volumes bound in two. FIRST COLLECTED EDITION of Each of the Three Parts. FINE 19TH CENTURY
MAROON CRUSHED MOROCCO, HANDSOMELY GILT, BY BEDFORD (stamp-signed on front turnin of each volume), covers with gilt border and central panel each formed by a French fillet, the panel
with floral cornerpieces and elaborate scrolling tangent sidepieces, raised bands, spines elegantly gilt in
compartments formed by plain and decorative rules, with graceful volute cornerpieces and large central
fleuron incorporating several botanical tools, densely gilt inner dentelles, marbled endpapers, all edges gilt
(the joints of the first volume very expertly renewed). In a recent sturdy cloth slipcase with marbled paper
sides. Engraved frontispiece portrait (originally in the 1640 volume, here inserted in volume I), engraved
title page in first volume, woodcut head- and tailpieces, and two woodcut half titles in volume I. Front
pastedowns with morocco bookplates of Marshall Clifford Lefferts, Harry Glemby, and Beverly Chew, and
the (loose) engraved bookplate of Carroll Atwood Wilson; front free endpaper with morocco bookplate of
Louis Auchincloss; verso of front free endpaper with engraved armorial bookplate of J. Harsen Purdy (see
below for provenance). Greg 1616; Pforzheimer 559, 560; STC 14751, 14754. uVery slight wear to joints
and extremities, isolated wax or rust stains of no consequence, a very few spots of foxing, occasional faint
thumbing, minor stains, or other trivial imperfections, but still quite an appealing copy, the text generally
very clean as well as remarkably fresh, and the bindings lustrous, completely solid, and with almost all of
their original elegance intact. (See illustration on p. 371.) SOLD
________
305

5459, 463, 460
Excepting only Shakespeare, Ben Jonson (1572-1637) and more importantly, British literature. He bought
was the most important literary figure of his age, heavily in 16th and 17th century authors, and sold 2,000
and in 1616 (the year Shakespeare died), he became choice titles in this area in one transaction to Henry E.
England's first (though unofficial) Poet Laureate. In Huntington, probably the most famous of all American
that same year, he became the first playwright to publish book collectors. Lefferts (1848-1928) was also an active
his collected dramatic works when he issued the earlier member of the Grolier Club whose special interests were
volume in our set (which was also the first printing of English and American literature. Most of his books were
English drama in a folio-size book). The second collection disposed of in sales held in 1902. An American lawyer
here, printed in two separate volumes but almost always who studied at Oxford, Carroll Atwood Wilson (1886bound as one, appeared after Jonson's death, in 1640. 1947) was an avid and meticulous collector, specializing
For the 21 years that he lived after Shakespeare, Jonson in 19th century authors, particularly American. He was
was the unquestioned ruler in all things literary; unlike known for his "wide-ranging scholarship, generosity,
Shakespeare (who borrowed heavily), he was a fertile and aptitude for bibliography," and John Carter called
source for memorable plots, and nobody before or after him "one of the most distinguished book collectors of
him has ever displayed the fascinating characters of our time." (Dickinson) Other owners of this set include
London so vividly on the stage. As Pforzheimer tells us Grolier Club member J. Harsen Purdy, and hairnet
(about the 1616 printing), "Jonson began the preparation magnate and art connoisseur Harry Glemby. Finally,
of this definitive edition in 1612. He used the quarto our volumes were once in the collection of attorney and
texts whenever available, but scrupulously and writer Louis Auchincloss (1917-2010), described by "New
systematically revised them, cutting out many marginal York" magazine as "the last gentleman novelist," and the
notes, altering the spelling, typography and punctuation author of more than 60 works of fiction and non-fiction,
in accordance with a consistent . . . plan introducing including an acclaimed biography of Edith Wharton. In
considerable editorial matter. The result is that this Folio the manner of late 19th century bibliophiles' copies, the
edition may be regarded as authoritative." Our copy has present set seems as if it might have been pressed (and
a very distinguished provenance. A successful New York lightly washed?) when its new bindings were put on,
banker and an active member of the Grolier Club, Beverly probably around 1880. However, there seems to be no
Chew (1850-1924) was an extremely discriminating significant harm done to the leaves, which still crackle
collector, first, of American literature and, subsequently happily when one turns them. (CTS0907)
________
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With 250 of the Best Zoological Plates of the Period,
This Copy Especially Fresh and Richly Impressed
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JONSTON, JOHN. HISTORIAE NATURALIS DE QUADRUPEDIBUS. [bound with] DE PISCIBUS ET
CETIS. [bound with] DE EXANGUIBUS AQUATICIS. [bound with] DE AVIBUS. [bound with] DE INSECTIS.
[bound with] DE SERPENTIBUS. (Amsterdam: Johann Jacob Schipper, 1657, 1655) 375 x 241 mm. (14 3/4 x 9 1/2"). 6,
[2], 163, [1], 160, 58, [1], [12], 160, [8], 147, [1], 37, [1] pp. Six separately published works bound in one volume. Second
Edition. Fine contemporary blindstamped pigskin over bevelled wooden boards, covers with multiple plain rules
and decorative roll frames, central panel with large fleuron centerpiece and floral cornerpieces, raised bands, old
paper title label, two brass and leather fore-edge clasps. With two woodcut title vignettes, four engraved titles, one
engraved additional title, and 250 FINE ENGRAVED ZOOLOGICAL PLATES (one more than called for in Nissen—
see below) after Matthaeus Merian the younger, Caspar Merian, and others. Front pastedown with early library
label of Hagenberg Schlossbibliothek, armorial bookplate of Philip Howard of Norfolk, and engraved bookplate of
Oliver Howard (see below). Nissen ZBI 2131, 2133, 2134, 2132, and 2135; Wood, p. 409; Anker 235. uBoards with
insignificant smudges and a sprinkling of minute rust-colored dots, half a dozen tiny wormholes to spine, but the
original binding entirely solid, extremely bright and clean, and with almost no wear. Overall yellowing to a few
plates, single minor wormhole at inner margin of fifth and sixth works and part of the fourth (with no significant
effect on the text), other trivial defects, but still A FINE COPY, the leaves consistently clean and crisp, and THE
ATTRACTIVE PLATES QUITE FRESH AND RICH. (See also illustration on inside back cover.) $16,000
First issued in Frankfurt in 1650-57, this famous
compendium of the animal kingdom was considered
the standard zoological encyclopedia of its era,
combining works on quadrupeds, birds, insects,
aquatic life, and reptiles, bound here in one massive
volume containing 250 folio-sized plates, most of them
with several figures each. Finely engraved, carefully
detailed, and often featuring a touch of whimsy, these are
among the most pleasing zoological plates produced in the

17th century. Mythical animals such as the griffin, the
phoenix, and a variety of unicorns are pictured alongside
real creatures, some of which no doubt seemed equally
improbable to 17th century Europeans. Our copy contains
one plate not recorded in Nissen: Plate XLVIII in the section
on fish, with pictures of a narwhal, containing details of its
skull and horn. Of Scottish extraction but born in Poland,
Jonston (1603-75) was a physician and compiler whose
extensive publications made significant contributions to

________
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the growing interest in natural history during his lifetime.
Although representing more compilation than discovery—
and particularly drawing on the works of Ulisse Aldrovandi
(1522-1605)—the books were important because of the
considerable interest they aroused. This kind of beautiful
picture book would normally have encountered heavy
use, often among the less careful, and engravings would
have frequently been harvested from this work to be sold
individually; consequently, although copies of Jonston do
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show up with some frequency, they are almost never in
condition approaching what is seen here. Former owner
Philip Howard was a member of the ancient and powerful
noble family who held the dukedom of Norfolk, the arms
of which appear on his bookplate. A later owner, Oliver
Howard (1905-61), was a bookseller and managing director
of Bernard Quaritch. A tiny notation on his bookplate
seems to indicate that he purchased the book at Sotheby's
in 1928. (ST11911)

JOSEPHUS, FLAVIUS. OPERA. [bound with] ARRIANUS, FLAVIUS. PONTI EUXINI. [and] MARIS
ERYTHRAEI PERIPLUS. (Basileae: J. Froben, 1544; Geneuae: apud Eustathium Vignon, 1577) 337 x
210 mm. (13 1/4 x 8 1/4"). 6 p.l., 967, [1] pp.; 12 p.l., 193, [25] pp., [1] leaf (blank); 18 p.l., 109 (i.e., 108) pp., [8]
leaves. (Arrianus conforms to Adams A-2015, the Pembroke-copy, with ¶2 after I6.) Two separately published
works bound in one volume. EDITIO PRINCEPS of Josephus. Contemporary blindstamped pigskin, covers with
multiple frames of decorative rolls, including one of the Virtues (Faith, Hope, Patience, Prudence, Justice), upper
cover stamped with initials "F I M" and the date "1580," raised bands, early ink titling on fore edge, brass clasps and
catches incorporating pigskin thongs (all original). Arrianus with a folding map of the Black Sea. Josephus text in
Greek, Arrianus in Greek and Latin. Front pastedown with late 18th or early 19th century engraved bookplate of
W. P. Perrin, Bloomsbury Square (see below). Adams J-351 and Adams A-2015. For the binding: Haebler II, 286
#6 ("source unknown"). uBinding a bit yellowed at spine and edges, a couple of light scratches to boards, first
work with intermittent minor foxing, a score of leaves more noticeably (but never severely) foxed, a couple of
dozen leaves with mild browning, the second (much shorter) work with the same minor foxing or browning, but
with half a dozen leaves noticeably browned, one with conspicuous marginal foxing; still, a pleasing copy, with
the folding map entirely unaffected, the text very clean and still quite fresh, and the original unrestored binding
entirely solid and with blind decoration extremely sharp. (See also illustration on p. 307.) $15,000
________
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This is a pleasing contemporary copy of two cause of the Jewish rebellion; and two books "Against
important Greek accounts of the classical world— Apion," an attempt to dispel current misrepresentations
the first printing in the original Greek of Froben's of the Jews. An ethnic Greek from Nicodemia, Arrian
Josephus, for generations the standard history of the (86-160) studied with the Stoic philosopher Epictetus
Jews, and Arrian's account of his circumnavigation in his youth, and then served the Roman Empire as a
of the Black Sea, which seems to contain the soldier, consul, and governor. It was while serving as
earliest map to show separately the immediate governor of the Black Sea province of Cappadocia that he
region of that body of water. Born in Jerusalem to penned these reports to the emperor Hadrian, recounting
Jewish parents, Josephus (ca. 37 - ca. 100) was swept his travels around the Black Sea region, then largely
up in the Jewish rebellion against Rome begun in 66, unknown to the authorities in Rome. A reliable map of
and eventually captured by Vespasian's troops. Brought a previously uncharted area would have been especially
before the commander, he was inspired to prophesy that valuable to his patron. Gibbon notes in "Decline and
Vespasian would become emperor. As a consequence Fall" that Arrian's descriptions contain "whatever the
of this propitious forecast, his life was spared, and governor of Cappadocia had seen from Trebizond to
when the prophecy came true two years later, he was Dioscurias; whatever he had heard, from Dioscurias to
freed, awarded Roman citizenship, given the Vespasian the Danube; and whatever he knew, from the Danube
family name of Flavius, and eventually pensioned on an to Trebizond." A man of considerable importance, our
estate, where he devoted the rest of his life to writing early owner was William Philp (or Phelp) Perrin (1742Jewish histories. Included in this corpus are his "Jewish 1820), whose London home was in Bloomsbury Square.
Antiquities," comprising 20 books on the history of the In 1759, he inherited from his father five Jamaican sugar
Jews from the Creation to the outbreak of the war with plantations worth about £60,000, a vast fortune at the
Rome; "The Jewish War," eight books covering the years time. He was a close friend of Sir Joseph Banks at Eton
of the revolt until 73, written largely from his own and Christ Church Oxford, studied law at Oxford, and
knowledge; a narrative of his own life, apparently to later became high sheriff of Kent. (ST12467)
defend himself against the charge that he had been the
________
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Owned by One of the Great Humanists of the Time
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[JUSTINIAN]. [CORPUS JURIS CIVILIS]. (CHRISTOPHORUS LONGOLIUS' COPY). [NOVELLAE
CONSTITUTIONES]. VOLUMEN PECULIARI VOCABULO DICTUM. ("VOLUMEN PARVUM"). (Paris:
Thielman Kerver, 1511) 230 x 175 mm. (9 1/4 x 7"). 8 p.l., 321 (i.e., 319), [1] leaves (folio numbers "163" and
"164" omitted, but complete). Edited by André Bocard, preface by Josse Badius. Modern Italian quarter vellum
over marbled boards. Printer's device on title page, and an impressive metalcut of the emperor and the seven
electors (measuring approximately 146 x 130 mm.) on last page of preliminaries, criblé initials throughout.
Printed in red and black. Head of title page WITH THE OWNERSHIP INSCRIPTION OF CHRISTOPHORUS
LONGOLIUS (Christophe de Longueil), IN LATIN, GREEK, AND
HEBREW, along with a note of what he paid for the volume ("xxx1/2
S" [i.e., 30 1/2 solidi]); a similar (earlier?) complex of inscriptions
(calligraphic Latin, Greek, and Hebrew) below this (perhaps in
Longolius' hand, with alternate forms of his name?); occasional ink
marginalia, some of them in Longolius' hand. Renouard, "Badius
Ascensius" II, 530; Adams J-669. uLeaves of first gathering and
final leaf mounted on stubs, variable, though not severe, worming
(a dozen or so tiny holes in early leaves, with small elongation for
a short time, a thin track to inner margin of perhaps a fifth of the
book, just encroaching on first column of commentary in half a
dozen quires), intermittent dampstains, more noticeable on opening
and closing leaves, hinge open at s1 (with stitching repair), A1 with
triangular open tear from hinge into first column with loss of a couple
of words on each side, A8 with four-inch arching repaired tear to tail
margin (not damaging text), occasional foxing, short marginal tears,
and other trivial imperfections; a number of condition issues, but
none of them fatal, the text still fresh, the binding unworn, and, in
general, a perfectly satisfactory copy of a book of interest primarily
for its provenance. $3,500
From a very rare edition, this copy of the "volumen by writing against Lutherans at the behest of the pope.
parvum," the final volume of the "Corpus Juris His main achievement was as a Ciceronian Latinist, but
Civilis," has especially illustrious scholarly even here, controversy dogged him, as his Latin style
provenance. Christophorus Longolius (ca. 1488-1522) actually became a matter of contention to such an extent
led a brief but amazingly varied and colorful life, and that it prompted a papal proceeding (during which he
he left behind an historical and bibliophilic legacy of was vindicated). When he died, Longolius bequeathed
considerable interest, especially when considered in his books to the young Reginald Pole, in whose house
connection with the present volume. There were early he had lived for the last year of his life. Those books
military adventures with Louis XII in Italy and Philip the came to England with Pole when he returned as papal
Handsome of Burgundy in the Netherlands and Spain. legate after the accession of Mary and soon thereafter
These were followed by legal studies in Bologna, Poitiers, was consecrated archbishop of Canterbury. Pole made
and Valence; by lectures on Pliny's Natural History; and no specific bequests of his books but left the distribution
by a period in Switzerland studying ichthyology. There of his property to the executor of his will, Alvise Priuli,
were misadventures. Appointed at 19 to be professor of who gave the books to New College, Oxford. Today the
law at Poitiers, he was about to begin his first lecture when college's holdings include 18 of Longolius' volumes, all—
he was challenged by a group of students who intended like the present copy—with his signature on the title page
to force him into giving up the position to a native of followed by a calligraphic device intended as a mark of
the area. According to "Biographie Universelle," he ownership. His name is also here in Greek (as in three
demonstrated strength of body as well as will by flooring of the Oxford books), then in Hebrew characters (of
the insurgent students with a makeshift weapon in the this there is no other example). The present item may
form of three enormous tomes, and the combat ended have been one of the earlier books Longolius bought for
contrary to all expectations. Later, while in Switzerland, his library, as the date of publication coincides with
he was imprisoned on suspicion of espionage. In 1520 the period of his legal studies—the only moment in
he became involved in the religious disputes of the time his life this book would have been of interest to him—
________
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and with the time he was living in Paris. At the same
time, the marginalia by Longolius suggest a mind more
interested in linguistic and antiquarian matters than
technicalities of the law. On folio 20 recto, for example,
a note corrects the spelling and discusses the unusual
word "Brephotrophiorum," and on folio 213 verso there

are notes to a law that prohibits "pantomimes" and
"histrionics" in public porticos where the emperor's
image is displayed. (See "Longolius' Collection of Books,"
Opus Epistolarum Des. Erasmi Rotterdami, ed. P. S.
Allen, vol. 11, Appendix XXVIII, pp. 379-383, [Oxford,
1947]). (CEH1305)

An Impressive Tome in Terms of Size, Binding, and Condition
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[JUSTINIAN]. [CORPUS JURIS CIVILIS]. [NOVELLAE CONSTITUTIONES]. IMPERATORIS
JUSTINIANI VOLUMEN UT PECULIARI VOCABULO VOCANT. . . LIBRUM AUTHENTICORUM . .
., TRES POSTERIORES LIBROS CODICIS, LIBROS DUOS FEUDORUM [and supplementary works]. (Paris: Claude
Chevallon, 1524) 419 x 279 mm. (16 1/2 x 11"). 6 p.l., 104, 64, 38 leaves. Impressive contemporary Netherlandish
blindstamped calf over thick wooden boards, sides with central diapered panel featuring enclosed pineapple
tools, the panel surrounded by a frame composed of alternating rosettes and floral lozenges, raised bands, neat
restorations to head and tail of spine, later brown morocco label, clasps renewed, original brass corner guards.
Printer's device of Bertholdt Rembolt on title page and a large metalcut of Justinian in Council (measuring
approximately 146 x 130 mm.) within a decorative frame on last page of preliminaries; decorative and historiated
initials throughout. Printed in black and red; a few contemporary manuscript notes. Mortimer 152 (for the
woodcut). For the binding: Foot, Henry Davis Gift 292. uFront joint cracked (but with no wobble to the board),
leather a little crackled and scuffed in spots, bands a bit rubbed, but the impressive binding solid, generally
well preserved, and very pleasing. Small wormhole to tail margin of a few leaves, three small repairs to bottom
edge of c8, a little light soil to recto of H1, isolated tiny spots or stains elsewhere, but all of these imperfections
trivial, and certainly A VERY FINE COPY INTERNALLY, the leaves unusually clean, fresh, and bright. $9,000

________
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This is a grand volume containing part of Justinian's great
codification of Roman law, the "Corpus Juris Civilis,"
offered here in very attractive condition and in a binding of
considerable beauty and interest. The "Corpus" consists of four
sections: the "Codex," a collection of imperial ordinances; the "Digest"
or "Pandects," extracts from the great Roman jurisconsults; the
"Institutes," an introductory textbook of Roman law; and the "Novels,"
additional constitutions of Justinian and later emperors. Our volume
contains this final portion (here called "Libri Authenticorum"),
which treats such topics as inheritance, executors, the ordination
of bishops, the founding of monasteries, and marriage. (Then there
are supplementary works discussing such topics as debtors, laws of
shipping, the agricultural census, and much else to fascinate social
and legal historians.) The commentary here is an augmented version
of that of Andrea Alciati (1492-1550) and Pyrrhus Angleberm. Both
men were learned lawyers; the Italian Alciati is also known for his
emblem books, while Frenchman Angleberm wrote a work on music
and dancing. Berthold Rembolt, whose device appears on the title
page, printed a number of editions of the "Code"; the illustration of
Justinian in our volume was created for the first edition he issued, with
Ulrich Gering, in 1499 (it also appears in this catalogue's previous
item). The stately binding was likely done in the Low Countries.
The overall design is similar to that seen on "The Henry Davis Gift"
#292, a binding attributed by Foot to Jan Ryckaert (active in Ghent ca.
1511-46) and used for a 1546 folio Oporinus edition of Lycophron.
Like ours, this binding features a diapered central panel with lozengeshaped tools inside the compartments, surrounded by a frame of
alternating rosettes and floral lozenges. An old catalogue description
in Dutch tipped onto the front pastedown describes it as a Louvain
binding with a design "very common in large sizes." (ST12441)

An Excellent Contemporary Copy of the Major Study of Music in the 17th Century
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KIRCHER, ATHANASIUS. MVSVRGIA VNIVERSALIS SIVE ARS MAGNA CONSONI ET DISSONI
IN X LIBROS DIGESTA. (Romae: Ex Typographia Hæredum Francisci Corbelletti; [second part:]
Typis Ludouici Grignani, 1650) 324 x 229 mm. (12 3/4 x 9"). 10 p.l., 690 (i.e., 692) pp., 462 pp., [19] leaves.
Two parts in one volume. FIRST EDITION. Pleasing contemporary blindstamped pigskin, covers framed with
three floral rolls, arabesque in central panel, raised bands, ink titling at head of spine, early paper shelfmark at
bottom, remnants of ties. Each title page with a (different) device, ornamental headpieces, historiated initials
and tailpieces, a number of smaller woodcut images, charts, and diagrams, and 23 SOMETIMES STRIKING
FULL-PAGE ENGRAVED SHEETS (with 24 images, one sheet containing two images), the cuts including, in
the first part, an engraved title page (featuring a musician angel on a globe) and a full-page engraved portrait
of Leopold William, Archduke of Austria, and, in the second part, an engraved frontispiece of Orpheus and
Cerberus. Musical notation printed on many leaves. Front pastedown with engraved bookplate of Bernardine
Murphy. Caillet 5785; Wellcome III, 394; Gregory & Bartlett, p. 135; Wolffheim 732; Honeyman sale catalogue,
lot #1816. uPigskin a bit soiled and peeling away slightly at top and bottom of spine, corners somewhat worn,
but the period binding quite sound and still attractive. Occasional mild browning or foxing, perhaps three
dozen leaves with faint marginal dampstaining, other minor imperfections, but still an excellent copy without
serious defects, consistently clean and crisp internally. (See also illustrations on pp. 307 and 398.) $12,500
This is a major work in music and acoustics and a book period. A storehouse of knowledge for the entire field of
with sometimes remarkably diverting plates, written music, it provides us with a valuable understanding of the
by one of the most significant scientific authors of the area of study as a whole in the middle of the 17th century.
________
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Being so encyclopedic in scope, it was long consulted as the
definitive treatise of musicology. Kircher's wide-ranging treatment
includes coverage of acoustics, vocal chords, birdsong, and the
operation of many musical instruments, a number of them of
his own invention and illustrated by some of the most engaging
and informative plates. Kircher demonstrates an excellent
understanding of Baroque musical composition, and he illustrates
his analysis with many musical examples, including one of his
own creation; among other musicians represented are Allegri,
Gesualdo, Monteverdi, and Palestrina. Called by Ferguson "a man
of vast—almost cumbrous—erudition," Athanasius Kircher (1602?80) was a polymath learned in the humanities, biblical studies,
and, above all, the sciences, which had fascinated him since his
youth. Born in Germany, he entered the Jesuit order as a teenager
and taught mathematics at the Jesuit College in Rome, where he
resided for 46 years. Undeterred by the relatively recent trial of
Galileo (in which his Jesuit College had played a role), Kircher was
a believer in the Copernican theory and an early observer through
the telescope. He studied and wrote on many things (a partial list
would include the heavens, hieroglyphs, physics and mechanics,
magnetism, medicine, and volcanoes). Kircher was assisted with
the present monumental work by Antonio Maria Abbatini (15951680), the concert master of the Gesu, the Jesuit church of Rome.
While this book appears in the marketplace from time to time,
it—like most of Kircher's other volumes—is almost always found in
unappetizing condition. Our atypically attractive copy comes from
the collection of California philanthropist Bernadine Murphy
Donohue (1904-68), who was awarded the title "Papal Countess"
by Pope John XXIII for her charitable works. (ST12502)
________
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The Earliest Obtainable Printing of the Koran
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KORAN IN LATIN. MACHUMETIS SARACENORUM PRINCIPIS . . . ALCORAN. [bound with] PHILO,
JUDAEUS. LIBRI ANTIQUITATUM. [bound with] VIVES, LUDOVICUS. CONFUTATIONES LEGIS
MACHUMETICAE. ([Basel: J. Oporinus, 1543]; Adam Petri, 1527) 279 x 191 mm. (11 x 7 1/2"). Several works in
two volumes. Edited by Theodorus Bibliander. First Printing in Latin, the variant issue with the (partly effaced)
name of Martin Luther on the title page. Attractive 17th century marbled calf, spines handsomely gilt in
compartments with floral center- and cornerpieces, red and green morocco labels, daubed endpapers. A word
here and there marked out in ink by censors, occasional contemporary marginalia. Adams M-1889 and P-1031.
uIndustrious (though confined) worming to head and tail compartments of spines (other minor worming to
covers), short, shallow chip to tail edge of one board, half a dozen small abrasions to leather, but the attractive
bindings entirely solid and generally well preserved. Title page of second work a little browned and soiled,
occasional minor marginal stains or foxing, half a dozen gatherings with faint dampstain to fore edge, other
trivial imperfections, but an excellent copy internally, extremely clean and quite fresh. $18,000

having Islam's holiest book was of use to our 17th century
ecclesiastical owners, but the edition's connection with the
leading figure in the Protestant Reformation was obviously
viewed with distaste. The 1543 Koran is a rare book: since
6464

1975, ABPC lists just three copies at auction (each with
various accompanying texts like, but not identical to, ours);
the last one sold in 1999 for a hammer price of £10,000
($16,200). (STCFM1201)
6464, 465

The First Printing of the Best Translation of the Koran,
Owned by a Scholar-Adventurer in the Employ of the Nawam of Oudh
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This is a very rare copy of the first printing of the first under pressure from Luther, the authorities approved
translation of the Koran into any European language, publication with the condition that the book would carry no
accompanied by a variety of anti-Islam treatises and imprint with the city, printer's name, or date. The only earlier
with intriguing signs of censorship. And although there known printing of the Koran was issued in Arabic in 1538
was one printing (in Arabic) that preceded ours, the present by Alexander Paganini in Venice. Immediately following that
edition is also the earliest printed version that is actually publishing event, alarums apparently sounded in the papal
obtainable in any language. The text of the Koran circulated apartments, for Pope Paul III decreed that all copies of the
widely in manuscript in the Islamic world, but it did not exist text were to be confiscated and destroyed. As a consequence,
in Latin until the 12th century, when the English scholar apart from a single known surviving copy of the 1538 edition,
Robert of Kent produced a translation, using a copy obtained the earliest printing in Arabic occurred in 1694 in Hamburg.
in Toledo by Pierre de Cluny and Bernard de Clairvaux. Four Contemporary manuscript inscriptions on the title page of
centuries later, Martin Luther, who owned a copy of this volume I indicate that our copy belonged to a Benedictine
translation—still in manuscript—asked Theodor Bibliander to monastery in the 17th century, and it is quite likely that this
edit and publish it. Bibliander consulted other translations of ownership led to the excision of the set's repugnant signs
the Koran and, after adding his changes, produced the text of Protestantism. Luther's name is crossed out in ink on
that appears here. There was some objection by the council the title page of volume I and is similarly repudiated in the
of Basel to publication of the controversial non-Christian index to volume II; in addition, text by Luther (comprising
scriptures, and printer Johann Oporinus was arrested and a preliminary leaf in the first volume and two leaves
briefly detained while the matter was resolved. Finally, containing a letter in the second) has been removed. Clearly,
________
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(KORAN IN ENGLISH). SALE, GEORGE. Translator. THE KORAN, COMMONLY CALLED THE
ALCORAN OF MOHAMMED. (London: Printed by C. Ackers for J. Wilcox, 1734) 254 x 203 mm. (10
x 8"). 3 p.l., iii-ix, [3], 187, [1], 508 pp., [8] leaves (index). FIRST EDITION OF SALE'S TRANSLATION. Excellent
late 18th century treated sheep, covers with gilt centerpiece of upturned sword topped by a Phrygian cap, the
handle of the sword containing the initial "P," flat spine with gilt
compartments featuring a garland centerpiece within a lozenge of
leaf tools, a smaller leaf tool at corners, black morocco label. With
five engraved plates: a map of Arabia, a plan of the temple in Mecca
(both folding), and three genealogical tables (two folding, and one of
these incorporating the fifth plate as one of its panels). Top of title
page with struck-through inscription of early owner J. B.(?) Thomas
as well as ink ownership inscription of Colonel Ant[oine] Polier (see
below); foot of title with "Antoine Polier an:2:" neatly stamped in black
ink; front free endpaper and title page with embossed coat of arms, a
shield with bend sinister and a fish hauriant in each field; front free
endpaper with ink stamp of A. v. Hammerstein of Abentheuer bei
Birkenfeld. Harris, p. 87; Lowndes II, 1290; Graesse IV, 44; Brunet III,
1309; Rothschild 1811. uJoints and extremities a bit rubbed (corners
worn through), covers slightly marked, a short closed marginal tear
to the map, perhaps 10 percent of the gatherings with overall faint
browning (not at all noticeable), occasional minor foxing or marginal
smudges, otherwise a fine copy, the text consistently clean and crisp,
and the binding solid and generally well preserved, with nothing
approaching a serious condition problem. $5,500
________
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This is the first accurate translation of the Qur'an,
or Koran, into English, or indeed into any modern
language, offered here in an attractive 18th century
binding, and with intriguing provenance. Sale's Koran
was the first version to be done directly from Arabic into
English, and its magisterial qualities are still held in high
esteem. A French translation by Du Ryer had appeared in
1649, a work that the normally restrained DNB characterizes
as "despicable," and from this French translation, Alexander
Ross had created an English version. The translation of Sale
is in a different class. According to DNB, "Sale's translation
is remarkably accurate." Partly because he has consistently
"made use of native commentators . . . , his version remains
the best in any language . . . . Sale's preliminary discourse
and notes display a remarkable acquaintance not only with
the works of European writers upon Mohammedanism
and its history, but also with native Arab literature. The
preface and notes are still reckoned among the best sources
of information with regard to the faith of Islam and the
Mohammedan peoples." A solicitor and collector of Oriental
manuscripts who never left England, George Sale (ca. 16971736) was taught Arabic by Daidichi, a Greek from Aleppo,

and probably also by the Syrian Christian Solomon Negri.
Negri and Sale cooperated on a translation into Arabic of
the New Testament, undertaken for the Society for the
Promotion of Christian Knowledge, and Sale then employed
the knowledge of Arabic he had gained to translate the
Qur'an. Given the gilt emblem on the boards here, the present
copy was probably bound for the adventurer and collector
Colonel Antoine-Louis Henri de Polier (1741-95), a military
engineer from Lausanne who made a fortune in India. He
had gone to that country in the employ of the British East
India company, but entered the service of the wealthy and
powerful Nawam of Oudh in 1772. His avocation was
collecting manuscripts in Sanskrit, Persian, and Arabic,
some of which he donated to the French royal library. Polier
returned to France in 1788, just in time for the revolution.
The symbol on the cover of this volume—the Phrygian cap
with sword—indicates that he supported, or wished to appear
to support, the revolutionary cause. (The "an:2:" ["year 2"]
stamp on the title page refers to the revolutionary calendar
year that ran from September 1793 through September
1794.) Polier was murdered in 1795, whether by robbers or
political enemies is unclear. (ST12610)
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LAVATER, JOHN CASPAR. ESSAYS ON PHYSIOGNOMY: DESIGNED TO PROMOTE THE
KNOWLEDGE AND THE LOVE OF MANKIND. (London: Printed for John Murray, 1789, 1792, 1798)
350 x 280 mm. (13 3/4 x 11"). Three volumes bound in five. Translated by Henry Hunter. FIRST EDITION IN
ENGLISH. Contemporary diced russia, covers with frame featuring a gilt floral chain, raised bands flanked by
thick and thin gilt rules, small gilt wheel tool at the center of spine panels, gilt titling, marbled endpapers, all
edges gilt. With three engraved title vignettes, more than 350 engraved text illustrations, and 173 ENGRAVED
PLATES SHOWING HEADS OF THE GREAT AND LOWLY (three of the illustrations and one of the plates
by William Blake, much of the engraved material after Henry Fuseli). Osler 3178; Wellcome III, 458; Bentley,
"Blake Books" 481; Lowndes II, 1321 ("a sumptuous edition"). uJoints a bit worn, three of them starting at tail,
corners bumped, boards somewhat spotted, about half the plates affected by (mostly marginal) foxing, a couple
dozen noticeably so, minor offsetting from engravings, other minor defects, but the text smooth and clean with
ample margins, and the attractive original bindings sound and generally well preserved. $1,500

This is the first appearance in English of a key work
in the field of physiognomy, with four engravings by
William Blake. First published in German between 1775
and 1778, Lavater's great work was translated into French
by La Haye and from French into our edition, which was
originally issued in 41 parts between 1789 and 1798. Our
luxurious edition on fine paper was overseen by artist Henry
Fuseli (1741-1825), who grew up with Lavater (1741-1801)
in Zurich. The text draws heavily on the works of Italian
polymath Giambattista della Porta and on the "Religio
Medici" of Sir Thomas Browne, which was published in
German in 1748 and much praised by Lavater. According to
Britannica, this work was widely admired for its "handsome
style of publication and the accompanying illustrations."
The original plates were re-engraved for our edition under
Fuseli's supervision, employing top English engravers,
among them Blake, whose work appears in volume I (the
memorable portrait of Democritus, after Rubens, bound
between pp. 158 and 159, and three signed illustrations
in the text on pp. 127, 206, and 225). There is significant
foxing in this set—as there is in almost all copies of this first
English edition—but the still-pleasing original bindings go a
good distance toward compensating for this. (CJW1203)
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LE BOSSU, RENÉ. TRAITÉ DU POÈME EPIQUE. (Paris: Chez André Pralard, 1693) 165 x 102 mm.
(6 1/2 x 4"). 6 p.l. (including the frontispiece), 420 pp. Contemporary mottled calf, neatly rebacked
(apparently in the 18th century), gilt ruled spine with raised bands and stylized gilt floral ornament as a
centerpiece. Engraved allegorical frontispiece, woodcut title vignette, headpieces, and tailpieces. Title printed
in red and black. Bookplate of "Milton, Peterborough." Brunet VI, 731 (citing a later edition). uLeather a bit dry
and flaking, small branching wormhole in lower margin of last four leaves, otherwise an excellent, remarkably
crisp copy in a sound and pleasant binding. $240
First printed in 1675, this treatise on the epic poem is
the chief work (along with a book discussing Aristotle
and Descartes) of the French critic Le Bossu (1631-80).
His writing was praised by Boileau and Dryden and quoted
in Congreve's "The Double Dealer" as well as in Macaulay's
"History of England." His main thesis here is that the epic
poet, epitomized by Virgil and Homer, creates a poetic

allegory intended to teach moral behavior and belief. This
doctrine runs counter to most modern notions of dramatic
technique because Le Bossu argues that the theme of any
work should be determined before the creation of characters,
and that the action should proceed independently from those
personages who participate in it. Early editions of this book
are not commonly seen in the marketplace. (ST9498)

Cautioning against Eating Too Much Frog Meat
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LEMERY, L[OUIS]. A TREATISE OF ALL SORTS OF FOODS, BOTH ANIMAL AND VEGETABLE: ALSO
OF DRINKABLES. (London: Printed for T. Osborne, 1745) 171 x 108 mm. (6 3/4 x 4 1/4"). xii, 372 pp.,
[12] leaves. Translated from the French by D[aniel] Hay, M.D. Fourth Printing in English. Contemporary sprinkled
calf, covers with double gilt border, raised bands flanked by double gilt rules (expertly rebacked, retaining
backstrip and original label). Woodcut headpieces and tailpieces. Approbation leaf with perforated stamp and
inked accession number of the Spokane Public Library (the book consigned to Christie's East and sold at its
12 October 2000 auction). Vicaire, p. 514; Maclean, p. 89; Oxford, p. 49; Cagle 822; Bitting, pp. 281-82; Gabler,
p. 165. uCorners and edges a bit rubbed, covers with small stains and a few marks, but the carefully restored
binding solid, generally well preserved, and certainly pleasing. Title page with overall browning (apparently from
protracted exposure to light while on display), a little browning and foxing in second half of volume, but still an
excellent copy internally, the text almost entirely fresh and very clean, and with few signs of use. $950
________
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This is apparently the fourth appearance (but issued
before the "second edition") of the first English
translation of the "Traité des Alimens" by the chemist
and physician Louis Lemery (1677-1743), physician to
the king of France, member of the Royal Academy, and
son of the famous pharmacist and chemist Nicholas
Lemery. Originally published in Paris in 1702 and first
printed in English two years later, the work is divided into
three sections, the first on the effects on one's constitution
of various fruits, vegetables, and spices; the second on
flesh, fowl, and fish; and the final section on drink.
Lemery believes that what one eats is a key to health and
that moderation and a balanced diet are advised (although
he qualifies this by noting that our earliest ancestors were

vegetarians and healthier for being so). Perhaps addressing
a contemporaneous culinary preference of which we are
unaware, he cautions against overindulgence in frog meat,
and he comes out in favor of water and tea as beverages.
Wine is also healthful when taken in moderation, and the
same is true of coffee and chocolate, although he warns
that excesses will cause sleeplessness. After the first
edition in English of 1704, Maclean lists "another edition"
in the same year issued by the same publisher, then a 1706
printing, then our edition, which adds to Lemery's text "an
introduction treating of foods in general." Little is known
about the Dr. Daniel Hay except that he translated this
book; the Wellcome catalogue guesses that he was born in
1669 (see volume III, 226). (ST8419)
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(LITERARY CRITICISM, 18TH CENTURY). [MATHIAS, THOMAS JAMES, attributed to]. THE
PURSUITS OF LITERATURE: A SATIRICAL POEM. (London: Printed for T. Becket, 1798) 216 x 133 mm.
(8 1/2 x 5 1/4"). 1 p.l., iii, [1], 443, [3] pp. Missing half title and one leaf of ads. Seventh Edition. Very pleasing
contemporary polished calf, covers with blindruled border, flat spine divided into panels by triple gilt fillets, original
tan morocco label. With occasional pencilled marginalia. uSpine lightly sunned and with a small water spot,
occasional minor foxing, isolated rust spots or smudging, other trivial defects, but still quite an excellent copy, fresh
and clean internally and in a sound, appealing binding that shows almost no use. (See illustration opposite.) $300
Published anonymously in parts between 1794 and
1797 and appearing in book form in 1798, this work
is described by the DNB as "a wide-ranging satire
with extensive notes on the conceit and licence of
contemporary authors." The work is political as well
as literary, as DNB indicates: "The poem is confessedly
of its political moment, declaring openly that literature is
an important tool of government. Held up for censure are
Sheridan, Fox, Priestley, Paine, Horne Tooke, and Godwin,"
and a "vehement distrust of Catholics" is expressed. The

This is a greatly desirable copy of a rare 16th century
secular work in English. The author aims to establish a
correct chronology for all of history, which he commences
with the creation of the world and Adam, explaining in
his preface that the Bible is an infallible source of correct
chronology, and the Gentiles, such as Greek historian
Thucydides, were hopelessly at fault. Although the method
would not commend itself to a modern scholar, this survey
of the history of the Holy Land, Greece, Rome, Persia, early
Medieval Spain and France, and Turkey is an interesting
reflection of the knowledge of history which a bookish
Elizabethan possessed. Lodowick (or Ludovic) Lloyd (d.
ca. 1610) was a Welsh courtier who held the position of
sergeant at arms under both Elizabeth I and James I. Lloyd
dabbled in poetry and produced historical compilations,
the most important of which is "The Pilgrimage of Princes"
(1573). His friend John Lane alleged (although this has
been questioned) that Lloyd paid for the funeral of Spenser,
who died in poverty. A less pleasant allegation is that Lloyd
falsified a royal grant to him to make it more favorable, a
peccadillo which the queen is conjectured to have overlooked
because of her fondness for Lloyd. While we cannot say
with certainty that the present copy was ever in the queen's

book inspired a number of responses to which our writer
(anonymously) replied. Contemporaries guessed that the
author was satirist and Italian scholar Thomas Mathias
(1753/4-1835), who had given up his post as a lector
at Trinity College, Cambridge, to follow in his father's
footsteps as treasurer of the queen's household. He later
took over the position of librarian at the queen's house.
Although he published a number of political satires in
support of the Tory party, he always denied having written
this work. (ST11896a)
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possession, it is obviously a point of great interest to note
the close relationship between our author and Elizabeth
and, at the same time, to ponder the presence of the royal
arms on the covers of our book. Whatever the case in the
Elizabethan period, the later provenance of this volume
is certainly distinguished. De Ricci says that the Britwell
Court library was simply the most outstanding collection of
English books ever assembled. The voracious book collector
William Henry Miller (1789-1848) was a bibliophile who,
in de Ricci's words, "literally bought by the cartload."
The books were kept at Miller's Britwell Court estate in
Buckinghamshire, where they were added to substantially
by successors Samuel Christy (d. 1889) and Wakefield
Christy (d. 1898), both of whom took the name ChristieMiller. Their immense library was sold between 1916 and
1927 at Sotheby's, bringing in more than £500,000 (the
present copy sold on 23 March 1926 for £19). The work
is exceptionally rare: ABPC lists no other complete copy at
auction since at least 1975. It is difficult to convey how well
preserved this copy is; perhaps it is sufficient to note the
survival of the original silk ties—something one could never
hope for—and to say that the leaves are fresher than one
could imagine in a 16th century English book. (CTS1205)

6470
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The Britwell Court Copy, in Superb Condition,
And Perhaps once Belonging to Queen Elizabeth I
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LLOYD, LODOWICK. THE CONSENT OF TIME, DISCIPHERING THE ERRORS OF THE
GRECIANS IN THEIR OLYMPIADS, THE VNCERTAINE COMPUTATION OF THE ROMANES IN
THEIR PENTETERYDES AND BUILDING OF ROME, OF THE PERSIANS IN THEIR ACCOMPT OF CYRUS, AND
OF THE VANITIES OF THE GENTILES IN FABLES OF ANTIQUITIES, DISAGREEING WITH THE HEBREWES,
AND WITH THE SACRED HISTORIES IN CONSENT OF TIME. (London: George Bishop, and Ralph Nevvberie,
1590) 213 x 162 mm. (8 3/8 x 6 3/8"). 8 p.l., 722 pp. FIRST EDITION. VERY IMPORTANT CONTEMPORARY
FLEXIBLE VELLUM EMBLAZONED WITH THE ROYAL ARMS OF ENGLAND at the center of both covers
within a double frame of gilt rules and decorative cornerpieces, flat spine with gilt bands and titling, wallet
edges, ORIGINAL SILK TIES. Publisher's device on title page, historiated headpieces, tailpieces, and initials.
Front pastedown with the bookplates of John Hely-Hutchinson and Cornelius J. Hauck, shelfmark indicating
ownership of Christie-Miller at Britwell Court (see below). Britwell Handlist, p. 599 (this copy); STC 16619;
Lowndes II, 1377. uVellum a little rumpled, slightly soiled, and with some of its gilt muted, very small loss
of vellum at bottom of front wallet edge, diminished top margin in last nine gatherings (a small handful of
headlines just touched), other trivial imperfections, but still AN EXCEPTIONALLY FINE CONTEMPORARY
COPY, the special binding solid and lustrous, and the leaves extraordinarily clean and fresh. $25,000
________
318
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LONICER, ADAM. KREUTERBUCH. (Franckfort: Bey Christian Egenolffs seligen Erben, 1587) 308 x
194 mm. (12 1/8 x 7 5/8"). 14 p.l., 382, [3] leaves (collates as the Harvard copy). Recent retrospective
vellum over pasteboard, raised bands, black and red morocco labels. Five large and 13 small woodcut vignettes
and HUNDREDS OF WOODCUTS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, FRUITS, ANIMALS, MINERALS, AND GEMS, ALL
WITH CONTEMPORARY HAND COLORING. Nissen 1228; Pritzel 5599. uExpert silking to outer margin of first
leaf, inner margin of second, and bottom margin of three other leaves (small portions of the text overlaid in each case
but readily legible), first two quires very neatly reinforced with Japanese tissue at inner margin (text not affected),
verso of H2 with repaired tear into text (three letters lost and replaced in neat pen facsimile), M2 recto with two
small holes in woodcut (caused by acidic paint) but no text lost, variable foxing throughout (never severe, but more
noticeable on a dozen or so leaves), occasional minor stains, browning, and soiling; far from splendid, but still an
excellent copy in a relative sense—being complete, in an unworn binding, and with no fatal internal defects—of the
kind of book now difficult to find in anything but wretched condition. (See also illustration on back cover.) $10,000
________
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first to distinguish deciduous trees from conifers. Linnaeus records an aggregate total of just 11 (colored and uncolored)
honored the author with the genus Lonicera. Institutional copies of 16th century editions of Lonicer, seven of them
copies of the present edition are scarce, and since 1975, ABPC incomplete and all in less than desirable condition. (ST12299)

In Fabulous Condition, Especially for an Herbal, and with Princely Provenance
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LONICER, ADAM. VOLLSTÄNDIGES KRÄUTERBUCH, UND KÜNSTLICHE CONTERFEYUNGEN DER
BÄUMEN. (Ulm: Daniel Bartholomä, 1713) 311 x 210 mm. (12 1/4 x 8 1/4"). 2 p.l., 566, [569]-750 pp., [12]
leaves (two leaves bound out of order, missing internal blank leaf bbb4). Excellent contemporary or slightly later
vellum over stiff boards, yapp edges, title neatly lettered at top of spine in an old hand. Woodcut vignette on title page,
ornamental headpiece and initials, historiated tailpieces, and MORE THAN 800 WOODCUT ILLUSTRATIONS
THROUGHOUT, including genre scenes, many individual plants and animals, and distilling apparatus. Front

This is a desirable colored copy of an uncommon reissued as late as 1783. The text covers all three parts of
edition of the enduringly popular herbal that made the natural world and directs its remarks to a wide audience
its author's reputation. Lonicer (or Lonitzer, 1528-86) that includes physicians, apothecaries, and both rural and
married the daughter of a printer who specialized in herbals, urban householders. The emphasis is on how one uses
and he worked as a proofreader for his father-in-law while animal, vegetable, and mineral substances in the production
beginning his own career of writing on arithmetic, botany, of medicinal, gastronomical, and household preparations.
and medicine. First published in 1546 by the printer here, the Lonicer provides us with one of the early descriptions of local
present work went through several subsequent editions, being flora, and, among his other accomplishments, he is one of the
________
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________
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pastedown with bookplate "Fürstl. Bibliothek zu Lich" (library of the princes of Lich) and small corresponding
library stamp on title page (see below). Nissen 1228; Pritzel 5599; Graesse IV, 256. uVery minor soiling to vellum,
binding slightly splayed (as expected), a handful of leaves with faint dampstain, but AN EXCEPTIONALLY FINE
COPY, the period binding solid and pleasing, and THE TEXT AS FRESH AND CLEAN AS ONE COULD HOPE
FOR, particularly in a natural history compendium like this. (See also illustration on p. 263.) $7,500
As indicated by the bookplate described above, our
copy once resided in princely surroundings, having
belonged to one of two princes of Solms-HohensolmsLich, either Charles Christian or Charles Louis
Augustus, who reigned from 1792-1803 and 1803-06,
respectively. (Before these two reigns, Lich was a county,
not a principality, and after them, the tiny Rhineland state

was swallowed up by its neighbors.) Books employed in the
maintenance of household health are almost always subjected
to hard use, and it is now difficult to find an early herbal in
even reasonably decent condition, let alone as remarkable as
the present copy—this is all the more true of 17th and 18th
century German imprints. For a full account of the author
and contents here, see previous item. (ST11300)

An Exceptionally Fine Copy of the
"Next Great Advance after Harvey in the Physiology of Blood Circulation"
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LOWER, RICHARD. TRACTATUS DE CORDE, ITEM DE MOTU & COLORE SANGUINIS, & CHYLI IN
EUM TRANSITU. (Amstelodami: Apud Danielem Elsevirium, 1671) 165 x 98 mm. (6 1/2 x 3 7/8"). 8
p.l., 237, [1] pp. (without final blank). Third Edition. Extremely pleasing contemporary speckled calf, raised bands
flanked by gilt rules, spine panels with central gilt palmette. Printer's
woodcut device on title page and six folding woodcut anatomical plates.
Front free endpaper with ink scribble (from a recalcitrant pen?) and three
lines of notes in an early hand, apparently having to do with purchase
details. PMM 149; Garrison-Morton 761 (these two for the first printing);
Berghman 588; Waller 6048; Wellcome III, 552; Rahir 1534; Willems 1447.
uRear joint with one inch of worming at tail, tiny evidences of worming
elsewhere in the leather, a little wear at top of spine, last plate with small,
faint dampstain along head edge, text with vague overall browning
in places, other trivial imperfections, but AN EXTREMELY FINE
CONTEMPORARY COPY, the insubstantially made book still entirely
solid, with little wear to the binding, and THE TEXT AND PLATES VERY
FRESH AND CLEAN. (See also illustration on p. 398.) $3,600
One of the most prominent English physiologists of
his day, Lower (in Norman's words) "made the next
great advance after Harvey in the physiology of blood
circulation when he determined experimentally, with
the assistance of Robert Hooke, that venous blood is
changed to arterial blood in the lungs by virtue of its
contact with air. The experiments leading to this discovery
are reported in the third chapter of Lower's 'De Corde,' a
work that also contains a number of other important
observations, such as the scroll-like structure of the cardiac
muscle (confirmed 250 years later by Mall), the heart's
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contractive and expulsive movements, the tamponade effect
of pericardial effusion, and the limiting effect of pericardial
adhesions on the heart." The fourth chapter here gives details
of blood transfusions Lower (1631-91) made between dogs
in February of 1665 and between humans in November of
1667, among the very first such operations to be performed.
An edition appeared in London in 1669, and that "is usually
considered to be the first." (Heirs of Hippocrates) All early
editions are in Latin, and while none of them can be said to
be extremely rare, it is difficult to imagine a contemporary
copy in better condition than the present one. (ST12162)

MACHIAVELLI, NICCOLÓ. MACHIAVELS DISCOVRSES UPON THE FIRST DECADE OF T.
LIVIUS. (London: Printed by Thomas Paine for William Hills and Daniel Pakeman, 1636) 152
x 89 mm. (6 x 3 1/2"). 22 p.l., 646 pp. (complete, with B1 cancelled and not replaced, as usual). Translated
"with some marginall animadversions noting and taxing . . . errours" by E[dward] D[acres]. FIRST EDITION
IN ENGLISH. Contemporary polished calf, covers framed by one gilt and four blind rules, flat spine divided
into panels by decorative gilt rolls, all edges gilt. In a custom-made gilt-titled folding cloth box. Woodcut
________
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borders on imprimatur page, woodcut initials. Front pastedown with modern
bookplate of "R. L. U."; recto of front blank with light pencilled inscription of
Charles Grace (dated 14 August 1839); verso of front blank with contemporary
ownership inscription of Nathaniell Lavender. STC 17160; Bertelli & Innocenti
XVII, 35. uFront joints with one-inch crack at head and tail, half-inch shallow chip
at head of spine, diagonal crack in leather from near the head of rear joint across
backstrip to near tail of front joint (repaired, but with small hole still visible),
leather a little rubbed at extremities, other small signs of wear, but the original
binding completely solid despite its flaws and appealing as an unlikely survival.
Inner margin with very minor worming throughout (just barely touching text on
four leaves), otherwise only trivial imperfections—AN ESPECIALLY FINE COPY
INTERNALLY, the text very clean, fresh, and smooth. $2,400
This is a pleasing contemporary copy of the first printing
in English of Machiavelli's "Discorsi," as influential a
work in political science as the much more famous "The
Prince," which it anticipates. In our book, the author
"discusses the foundation, organization, and expansion of the
state. For him the foundation and establishment of a state is
properly the work of an elected prince, not an hereditary one,
who, working rigorously for the common good, seeks sole
power in order to establish a principality or a republic. Once
it is organized, he shares with many men the responsibility
for its maintenance." (Kunitz & Colby) In his "Discourses,"
Machiavelli uses his own experience in Italian politics as
well as Livy's account of the period of the seven kings and
the first centuries of the Republic as a basis for his manual

of political do's and don'ts. The book was begun before "The
Prince," but completed after the author had interrupted
his work on it at a crucial period in Florentine history to
issue the latter celebrated treatise, which is a succinct and
powerful statement of the ideas evolved in the "Discorsi."
Machiavelli's utilitarianism gave him the reputation of being
the devil's advocate in England (as is suggested by comments
in More's "Utopia") even before his works had been
translated. Dacres followed his translation of the "Discorsi"
with "The Prince," and in later 17th century editions, the two
works were normally issued together. Although the present
copy has some external blemishes, we have decided to leave
it alone, since copies in unrestored original bindings are
growing extremely scarce. (ST11814)
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MANDEVILLE, SIR JOHN. THE VOIAGE AND TRAVAILE OF SIR
JOHN MAUNDEVILE. (London: Printed [by William Bowyer] for J.
Woodman, and D. Lyon, 1725) 235 x 146 mm. (9 1/4 x 5 3/4"). 3 p.l. (additional title
page tipped onto flyleaf), xvi, [8], 384, [8] pp. One of 350 copies (see below). Pleasing
recent retrospective sprinkled calf, covers paneled in blind with blindstamped
fleuron cornerpieces, raised bands decorated in blind, head and tail panels with
blindstamped floral ornament, red morocco label, new endpapers. Title printed
in red and black. A Large Paper Copy. Additional title page printed in red and
black with 19th century ownership signature of A. J. O'Dell; other title page with
ink signature of Josh[ua] Winter and front flyleaf with Winter's thoughts on the
author, dated 1746 (see below); occasional ink marginalia in Winter's hand. Cox
I, 319; Lowndes II, 1463; ESTC T-100822; Maslen & Lancaster, "Bowyer Ledgers,"
1096. uFront flyleaves with faint dampstain along head and fore edges, text
with margins faintly browned, isolated minor stains, foxing, corner creases, and
other trivial imperfections, but an excellent copy—very smooth, clean, and fresh
internally, with commodious margins, and with the well-executed sympathetic
binding unworn. (See also illustration on p. 202.) $1,400
This is a tall, pleasing copy of a famous book, offered as well as once each by Pynson and Wynkyn de Worde). The
here in a particularly important and sought-after work continued to appear with regularity in English during
edition. First appearing as an anonymous manuscript in the 16th and 17th centuries, but ours is said by Cox to be
France in about 1357, the work exists in many forms: there the "completest edition up to date," and it is characterized
are at least 22 versions known from some 250 surviving by Lowndes as "the best English edition." Cox tells us that
manuscripts, and the account was printed at least 20 times although "long accepted as an authentic and valuable record
in the 15th century (in Latin, French, German, and Italian, of travel," it is now known to be a fabrication. He gave
________
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the credit for authorship to "one Jehan d'Oultremeuse, a
citizen of Liege," but Britannica states that d'Oultremeuse
was merely the executor of the estate of the real author,
Liege physician Jean de Bourgogne, who confessed the
deception to d'Oultremeuse on his deathbed. The DNB,
however, speculates that the author was likely to have been
a monk, "perhaps the librarian of his house," someone with
access to a large library and someone who had read the
accounts written by real travellers describing exotic places
he himself had never visited. Regardless of its origin, the
work was for centuries a respected travel reference used
by explorers, including Christopher Columbus, and it
continues to provide fascinating reading as a description

of the known world in the 14th century. We know that the
1725 edition was strictly limited: K. I. D. Maslen and John
Lancaster found it listed in the records of London printer
William Bowyer, who noted that he printed 350 copies. Our
particular copy has an especially strong connection with
the past because of the annotations of its early (probably
original) owner, the Reverend Joshua Winter of All Saints
Church in Derby. A leading intellectual and member of the
Derby Philosophical Society, Winter says, among other
things, in his marginal notes that Addison's characterization
of this work as the product of "a meer [sic] ignorant absurd
Romancer" is misguided, and that it is rather "the work of a
sober, sensible man." (ST11751)
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MANNERS, LADY. [i.e., HUNTINGTOWER, CATHERINE REBECCA GREY TALMASH,
BARONESS.] POEMS BY LADY MANNERS. (London: Printed for John Booth et al., 1794) 194 x
127 mm. (7 5/8 x 5"). 4 p.l. (including a blank and the half title), 152 pp. Apparently the First Octavo Edition
(following two small quarto printings in the previous year). ORIGINAL PAPER BOARDS, EDGES UNTRIMMED
AND UNOPENED. Jackson, p. 212. uAN UNSURPASSABLE COPY, the original fragile binding amazingly
free from wear and soil, and VIRTUALLY PRISTINE INTERNALLY. (See illustration on p. 247.) $350
This is a spectacularly well-preserved unopened
copy in original boards of poetry by an aristocratic
Irishwoman. Lady Manners, also called Catherine Rebecca
Grey Talmash, Baroness Huntingtower (1766/7-1852), is
known to us chiefly through this volume; from it, we learn
that she was a native of Lehena, County Cork, and a great
lover of her native land. She had a taste for the Romantic
and the Medieval, and some of her poems are miniature
historical tales; politics also stirred her, and one of her
poems denounces the partition of Poland. Solitude, she tells
us, appeals to her sensibilities, and she has a contempt for

fashionable dress. The poems are dedicated to her husband,
William Manners (later Talmash, Lord Huntingtower),
whom she married in 1790. The appearance of our 1794
second edition suggests that the 1793 printing, issued by
a different publisher and with a different collation, must
have been well received. The book is quite scarce at auction
(only one copy of each of the two editions appearing in
ABPC since 1975), and the present copy is the kind of
freakish survival almost never seen—a volume in its original
publisher's boards in condition that is virtually unchanged
from the moment of its first purchase. (ST12008)

which posits a higher form of understanding independent
of sentient perception. Our author objects that Locke puts
humanity on the level of the animals. James Buickerood
says that our author's "ultimate purpose is to defend the
dignity of human nature by way of establishing a sharp
distinction between it and animal nature, which he effects
by offering what he claims to be the first extended analysis
of the concept of consciousness." Buickerood concedes that,
next to the influence of Locke's work, the present volume
cannot measure up in importance, but he does say that in
the 18th century "explicit use is made of its arguments and
analyses in influential texts such as Edmund Law's English
edition of William King's 'De Origine Mali' (which was
closely studied by David Hume), and the second edition of
Chambers's 'Cyclopaedia,' as well as publications of more

restricted scope." The influence of the book continued into
the 19th century in connection with the work of Wilhelm
Tennemann, Friederich Überweg, Noah Porter, and Sir
William Hamilton. The identity of the author is wrapped
in uncertainty. Our best guess is that he was Zachary
Mayne (1631-94), a clergyman and Oxford graduate who
was described by Oliver Cromwell as "eminently godly."
Mayne must have written the present work shortly after
Locke's "Essay" was published in 1690, but for some reason
Mayne's response was only published long after his death,
in this first edition of 1728. Like a number of other little
treasures from the Macclesfield collection, this is an early
English work on an important subject that is of remarkable
rarity, especially for a Tonson imprint: ABPC records no
other copy at auction since at least 1975. (ST10985)

The Plesch Copy of a Botanical Work with 55 Distinctive Colored Plates in Japanese Style
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MEERBURGH, NICOLAAS. PLANTAE RARIORES VIVIS COLORIBUS DEPICTAE. (Lugduni
Batavorum: apud Jacobum Meerburg, 1789) 445 x 279 mm. (17 1/2 x 11"). A2-F2, [1] leaf (complete).
Second Printing, and the First Edition in Latin. Modern half sheep over contemporary boards, red morocco
label. WITH 55 VERY APPEALING HAND-COLORED ETCHED PLATES of flowers and butterflies. Front
pastedown with morocco bookplate of Arpad Plesch (see below). Dunthorne 203; Great Flower Books, p.119;

The Macclesfield Copy of a Rare and Important Anti-Locke Work On Cognition
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[MAYNE, ZACHARY]. TWO DISSERTATIONS CONCERNING SENSE,
AND THE IMAGINATION. WITH AN ESSAY ON CONSCIOUSNESS.
(London: Printed for J. Tonson, 1728) 213 x 130 mm. (8 3/8 x 5 1/8"). 4 p.l., 231
pp. FIRST EDITION. Pleasing contemporary sprinkled calf, double gilt-rule edging
to covers, raised bands, spine panels with large complex gilt floral ornament, red
morocco label. Decorative and historiated woodcut headpieces, tailpieces, and
initials. First three leaves with small embossed armorial stamp of the Macclesfield
Library and front pastedown with matching armorial Macclesfield bookplate.
Buickerood, "Two Dissertations," in "1650-1850: Ideas, Aesthetics, and Inquiries in
the Early Modern Era," VII, 51-86. uLeather a bit dried, spine top slightly rubbed
and with two small cracks, very minor nicks and spotting to covers, but the original
unsophisticated binding completely solid and still quite appealing. A trace of foxing
here and there, otherwise a nearly fine copy internally, the text very clean and fresh,
and with quite ample margins as well as deep impressions of the type. (See also
illustration on p. 211.) $3,900
Attributed, with some uncertainty, to Zachary Mayne,
this is an important—though thus far undervalued—
early work on cognition that was written in forceful
response to the doctrines of John Locke's "Essay on

Human Understanding," which the author calls "very
dangerous and pernicious." Locke believed that all
knowledge stemmed from an initial intake of data through
the senses, thus contradicting Plato's theory of ideas,

________
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________
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Landwehr 126; Nissen BBI 1333; Stafleu & Cowan 5785. uPaper boards a bit chafed, marked, and with shallow
cracks at upper corners (where the covers have been quite bumped at one time), but the binding sound and,
therefore, entirely satisfactory. Six or eight plates slightly toned (one or two of these tending toward brown),
otherwise a fine copy internally, the text and plates clean and fresh, the engravings with clear, carefully applied
colors, and the margins ample enough to qualify as Large Paper. (See also illustration on p. 400.) $16,000
This is an extremely pleasing copy of a large-folio
flower book with illustrations of unusual beauty.
While we know of no reason to explain the fact, the plates,
done in the Netherlands by a Dutchman, seem remarkably
Japanese in character. They are suggestive, rather than
naturalistic, presenting the viewer with visual metaphors
in two dimensional compositions lacking anything except
rudimentary modelling. There is no use of shadow, nor are
there subtle gradations of light and dark. The engraved lines
of the plant structures and the inquisitive butterflies they
attract are quite apparent, but the coloration is generally
toward the pastel. However this cross-fertilization took place
(if, in fact, it was at work at all), the result is memorable,
as the plates are large, full of tranquility, and faithful in
their distinctive style. Gardener, illustrator, and botanist
Nicolaas Meerburgh (1734-1814) was born in Leyden and
is believed to have trained under master gardener Adriaan

Steckhoven. He became curator of the Botanical Garden at
the University of Leyden in 1774, and held this post until his
death. The present Latin edition has five more plates than
the earlier Dutch edition as well as an additional page of
text. Our copy was formerly owned by Hungarian collector
Arpad Plesch (1890-1974), whose botanical holdings were
described by Sotheby's as "unequalled outside the great
museums and institutional libraries." Both editions of this
work are very difficult to obtain: ABPC lists five other
copies of our edition at auction since 1975 and one copy of
the 1775 first printing. (That 1775 copy was also from the
Plesch library and sold three separate times, the last time in
2003 for a hammer price of £8,000, or just over $13,000.)
This figure is of some usefulness in determining the worth
of the present volume because at the original Plesch auction
in 1975, the first edition and our first Latin printing sold
for the same price. (ST11898)

A Fine Copy with Superb Engravings of Merian's Substantial Work on French Topography
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MERIAN, MATTHAEUS, Illustrator. ZEILLER, MARTIN. TOPOGRAPHIA GALLIAE. (Frankfurt: C.
Merian, 1655-61) 305 x 222 mm. (12 x 8 3/4"). 13 parts in three volumes (one part with first few
leaves bound out of order). Lacking the index of plates in part IX (covering the final five parts) and in part V.
FIRST EDITIONS OF ALL PARTS. Modern half vellum over colored paper boards, flat spines titled in black.
Woodcut decorative initials, headpieces, tailpieces, nine engraved title pages (the first part with an engraved title
from the first Latin edition), and WITH A TOTAL OF 326 FINE ENGRAVED PLATES (CONTAINING, IN ALL,
413 ILLUSTRATIONS), THE MAJORITY BEING CITY VIEWS, but including also maps and plans, fortifications,
chateaux and other buildings, landmarks, and so on), MORE THAN 200 OF THE PLATES BEING TWO-PAGE
VIEWS, AND EIGHT OF THEM BEING FOLDING PANORAMAS, the plates all neatly mounted on stubs (lacking
five plates showing four plans and three scenes that are called for, but with one additional plate not called for)

________
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and WITH SEVEN ADDITIONAL VERY FINE FOLDING PLATES, NOT CALLED FOR, SHOWING VIEWS OF
FOUNTAINEBLEAU, these extra engravings by J. Dankerts. Front pastedowns with bookplate of the Museum
Alexandrinum, printed title pages of first and third volumes with ownership signature ("F. Weppen") dated
1689 and 1690. Stephan 83, 85-87, 91-94, 99-103; Schuchhard 71-83; Wüthrich 69, 71, 73, 75. uVolumes swollen
at spines because of the use of stubs for mounting the plates, otherwise the utilitarian bindings unworn and
inoffensive. Perhaps a dozen plates with old neat repairs or reinforcing on verso at bottom or along folds, a few text
leaves with neat marginal repairs without loss (two made with unmatching paper), one leaf with slight damage to
the text from adhesion (probably prior to being printed), leaves in latter half of the third volume a little less bright
than elsewhere, other minor defects, but A NEARLY FINE COPY INTERNALLY, THE TEXT AND PLATES VERY
CLEAN AND FRESH, AND WITH ESPECIALLY RICH IMPRESSIONS OF THE ENGRAVINGS. $16,000
Written, like a number of Merian books, by the German
school official and miscellaneous author Zeiller (15891661), this beautifully illustrated publication is the
17th and largest of the splendid and justly celebrated
"Topographia" series of books initiated by Merian
(1593-1650), the famous Swiss engraver who became
head of one of the prominent Frankfurt publishing
houses of the period. The series, continued by Merian's
heirs to a grand total of some 30 folio volumes issued
between 1642-88, contains the largest number of engraved
views of towns, villages, and castles ever assembled. It
is of primary importance for the knowledge of Central
European topography of the Baroque era, and it is of great
interest because of the very considerable artistic value of its
engravings. As with all of the Merian topographical works,
this one is filled with views of many walled cities and
towns that appear to be remarkable in the fidelity of their
historical detail, impressive in the crystalline vividness of

their engraved line, and pleasing emotionally in the luminous
tranquility they project. In the present copy, these features
seem to be heightened, both because there are considerably
more images here than in the typical "Topographia" item
and because of the richness of the engraved impressions.
The plates are executed with considerable skill and charm,
with the artist including details of costume and touches of
daily life whenever scale permits. In this item, even the
plates with less dramatic subject matter, showing towns,
villages, bastions, and other edifices, are pleasing in their
quiet radiance, and the large folding engravings here of
Paris (the one showing Merian with his drawing book)
and of Rouen are surely among the very best and most
beautiful city views of the 17th century. The added plates
of Fountainebleau are clearly by a different artist, but are
extremely attractive as well, featuring animated scenes with
very considerable detail in a more pronounced Baroque
style than the engravings by Merian. (CJW1202)
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MERIAN, MATTHAEUS - FACSIMILE PUBLICATION. TOPOGRAPHIA GERMANIAE. (Kassel
and Basel: Brenreiter-Verlag, 1959-65) 305 x 203 mm. (12 x 8"). 16 volumes. Publisher's vellum-like
paper in shades of ivory, upper covers blindstamped with Habsburg double-headed eagle crest, flat spines
with brown morocco labels. With hundreds of folding topographical plates. Front pastedown of Hesse volume
inscribed in ink, "John A. A. des V. G. / Haywood." uOccasional small marks to boards or smudges to edges,
but essentially unused, and in virtually mint condition. $1,250

________
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This is an excellent facsimile of that portion of the
famous "Topographia" series that covers the Germanic
territories. The set contains reproductions of the volumes
covering Swabia (1643), Hesse (1646), Westphalia (1647),
Bohemia / Moravia / Silesia (1650), Upper Saxony
(1650), Brandenburg and Pomerania (1652), Lower Saxony

(1653), Switzerland (1654), Braunschweig and Lüneburg
(1654), Franconia (1656), Austria (1656), Bavaria (1657),
Burgundy and the Netherlands (1659), Alsace (1663), the
Rhenish Palatinate (1672), and Mainz / Trier / Cologne
(1675). See previous entry for a full discussion of the
significance of the "Topographia" books. (ST12424)

long way toward helping to establish the reputation of Milton,
whose "Paradise Lost" was relatively unknown when Tonson
issued his edition and whose poem then appeared in more
than 100 editions during the 18th century (more than twice

the number of editions of Shakespeare's plays). The 1688
"Paradise Lost" often appears in the marketplace by itself,
but the present volume also contains "Paradise Regain'd" and
"Samson Agonistes," both dated 1688. (CDG1301)

The 1688 "Paradise Lost," Containing the Earliest Serious Illustrations of English Poetry
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MILTON, JOHN. PARADISE LOST. A POEM
IN TWELVE BOOKS. [bound with] PARADISE
REGAIN'D. [bound with] SAMSON AGONISTES. (London:
Printed by Miles Flesher, for Jacob Tonson; Printed by R.
E. for Randal Taylor; Printed, and are to be Sold by Randal
Taylor, 1688) 368 x 235 mm. (14 1/2 x 9 1/4"). 2 p.l., 1-219,
[1], 219-250, 151-196, 297-343, [1], [6] pp. (subscriber list);
1 p.l., 66 pp.; 3 p.l., 57 pp. Three works in one volume.
Fourth Edition, First Folio Edition, First Illustrated Edition.
Contemporary speckled calf, raised bands, expertly rebacked
and recornered by Courtland Benson, spine compartments
with small gilt centerpiece, original red morocco label.
FRONTISPIECE PORTRAIT OF THE AUTHOR AND 12
STRIKING ENGRAVINGS, each placed at the beginning of
a book of "Paradise Lost." Front pastedown with bookplate
of the Wickenheiser Milton Library; front flyleaf with
inscription "C. L. Fuller. From E. Coleman," with what is
presumably the date scissored out. Coleridge 93b and 170;
Shawcross 347 and 348; Hofer 16; "Wither to Prior" 607;
Pforzheimer 720; Wing M-2147; Lowndes II, 1558. uA
few faint abrasions on the boards, but the original binding
now carefully restored and quite appealing. Three marginal
tears expertly repaired (text unaffected), final signature a
bit spotted, a few minor spots elsewhere (including a small
inoffensive spot on a plate), other trivial imperfections,
but an excellent copy internally of a book seldom found in
agreeable condition, the leaves generally quite fresh and
clean and with very ample margins. $8,000
This work holds a major place in the history of book The present illustrations are composed with sophistication
illustration, and it went a long way toward establishing and artistry on multiple levels. All but two of the 13 plates
Milton's reputation. Its story begins with curious financial were engraved by Michael Burghers, a Dutch-born artist
events that took place before publication. After the third who worked mainly in Oxford. Hodnett says in his "Five
printing of "Paradise Lost," Milton's widow surrendered, Centuries of Book Illustration" that the 1688 Tonson Milton
for £8, all further claims to a share in the profits from the is "the earliest serious effort to illustrate an important work
work. The publication bargains continued when the printer of English poetry," and in his work on Francis Barlow, he
Simmons then transferred all his rights to the poem in 1681 says our book is "the only major English literary work with
to Brabazon Aylmer for £25, and Aylmer subsequently sold important engraved illustrations in the 17th century." John
half interests to Jacob Tonson and Richard Bentley, who Harthan, in "The Illustrated Book," says that the plate facing
together produced our sumptuous fourth printing of 1688, the opening of the text is "one of the most forceful of English
the first edition to appear in folio format and the first with 17th century illustrations." The book was important in other
illustrations. Most of the plates here were designed by the ways, too: it was one of the first to be financed through
celebrated John Baptist Medina (1659-1710), a painter of subscription, bearing the names of more than 500 subscribers,
Spanish origin who made his career in England and Scotland including Dryden and Sir Paul Rycaut. And our strikingly
and who was deeply influenced by the works of Rubens. illustrated—and consequently popular—folio printing went a
________
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5483, 482, 481 (top to bottom)

MILTON, JOHN. PARADISE REGAIN'D. A POEM, IN FOUR BOOKS. TO WHICH IS ADDED
SAMSON AGONISTES: AND POEMS UPON SEVERAL OCCASIONS. (London: Printed for F. and R.
Tonson and S. Draper et al., 1753) 200 x 127 mm. (7 7/8 x 5"). Two volumes. Edited by Thomas Newton. Second
Newton Variorum Edition. Excellent modern dark blue morocco, gilt, covers framed with double gilt rules,
raised bands, spine compartments formed by double gilt rules and containing a lozenge in the center, intricate
gilt foliage pattern on turn-ins, top edges gilt. With six engraved plates (including a frontispiece portrait of
Milton in his youth) designed by Francis Hayman and engraved by Charles Grignion. Coleridge 196. uTwo
quires at the end of the second volume somewhat foxed, a hint of foxing and browning elsewhere, otherwise
A FINE COPY, the bindings bright and unworn, and the leaves fresh and clean. $650
In addition to "Paradise Regain'd," our volumes contain
"Samson Agonistes," "Poems on Several Occasions"
(including "Comus," "Il Penseroso," and "L'Allegro"),
and a selection of sonnets and Psalms. Milton credited his
Quaker friend Thomas Ellwood with the suggestion that he
write a sequel to balance "Paradise Lost." The much briefer,
more spare, and neoclassical "Paradise Regained" tells the
story of Christ's temptation by the devil in the wilderness.
Although Satan triumphed over Adam and Eve, Christ

withstands the infernal blandishments, including the enticing
offer of pagan classical knowledge, and returns unscathed to
his mother's home. First printed in 1671, "Samson Agonistes"
is Milton's version of a Greek tragedy. When the verse drama
opens, Samson has already succumbed to Delilah and been
blinded and imprisoned. He accepts the punishment the Lord
has meted out for his weakness, indignantly rejects Delilah,
and topples the Philistine temple of Dagan, dying as its ruins
crash upon him. (ST11046d)

Central to a Curious and Sensational Literary Fraud
Threatening Milton's Integrity
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(MILTON, JOHN). MASEN, JAKOB. SARCOTIS. CARMEN. (Coloniæ Agrippinæ, et venit Parisiis:
Apud J. Barbou [second part: Londres, et se vend à Paris, Chez J. Barbou], 1757) 152 x 89 mm. (6 x 3
1/2"). 1 p.l., 108 pp.; 2 p.l., 192 pp., [2] leaves. Two parts in one volume. First Separate Printing. Contemporary
mottled calf, blind-ruled borders, flat spine with gilt compartments featuring foliate thistle centerpiece,
morocco label, marbled endpapers. Woodcut illustrated title page, headpieces, and tailpieces. Graesse IV, 436;
Brunet III, 1515. uJoints a bit flaked, tail of front joint with quarter-inch crack, leather just slightly crackled
and a bit soiled, but an excellent copy, the rather pretty binding sturdy and still bright, and THE TEXT BOTH
IMMACULATE AND EXTRAORDINARILY FRESH. $550
________
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Involving the Belgian poet and philologist Masen (160681), the English teacher and scholar William Lauder (d.
1771), and, most importantly, Milton's reputation and
integrity, this is a work of central importance in one of
the most bizarre stories in the annals of literary fraud.
Lauder's entire adult life seemed dominated by bitterness and
animosity: he was the victim of a freakish golfing accident,
which led to the amputation of a leg; then he experienced
a series of professional disappointments, both in seeking
positions and in his attempts to promote the sale of literary
materials for use in the schools. In this latter category, one of
his setbacks had a tangential connection with the reputation
of Milton, and in 1747, to the amazement of the learned world,
he published in the "Gentleman's Magazine" a kind of twisted
revenge in the form of an article claiming that "Paradise Lost"
was largely plagiarized from "Sarcotis," the present Latin
poem by Masen (or Masenius). There followed elaborating
articles, indignant rejoinders from Milton's defenders, and
a book-length consolidation of the "Gentleman's Magazine"
pieces in which Lauder claimed that Milton borrowed from
no fewer than 18 contemporaneous writers of Latin verse.
Eventually, Lauder published another book on the subject,

this one purportedly containing actual excerpts from the
works Milton was said to have plagiarized. It was a work
Warburton described as "the most silly and knavish book
[he] ever saw," and it wasn't long before an aroused public
discovered that the suspect passages had all been maliciously
put into the works in question by Lauder himself. Though
Lauder tried desperately to save himself, there was no hope,
and he eventually emigrated to Barbados, where he died
in poverty after failing with a grammar school and then a
huckster's shop. "Sarcotis" first appeared in print in 1664
as part of a larger work entitled "Palaestra Eloquentiae
Ligatae," issued in three parts in Cologne from 1654-83, and
it was in this publication that Lauder discovered the poem.
Once the Lauder controversy exploded, there was suddenly
a demand for "Sarcotis" to be reprinted, which prompted
the publication of our edition. The present volume contains
the poem in the original Latin, and in a second, separately
paginated, part, it contains a French translation of the work
and a 64-page account entitled "Observations sur le 'Paradis
Perdu' de Milton & sur la 'Sarcothee' de Masenius," which
seems to have been extracted from a periodical publication
printed in 1754. (ST7532)
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(MINES AND MINING). S[TRINGER], M[OSES]. OPERA MINERALIA EXPLICATA: OR, THE
MINERAL KINGDOM, WITHIN THE DOMINIONS OF GREAT BRITAIN, DISPLAY'D. (London: Printed
for Jonas Brown, [ 1713]) 181 x 117 mm. (7 1/8 x 4 5/8"). 4 p.l., xii, 308 (i.e., 314) pp. FIRST EDITION. Very pleasing
recent sympathetic polished calf, raised bands, red morocco label. Text with a foliated initial and a charming
large woodcut of the seal of the Society of the Mineral and Battery Works, featuring a man and a woman holding
tools and flanking a shield on which a smiling lion and dragon dance about a pillar. Patch on verso of title page no
doubt to cover a library stamp. Title page with early signature of C. A. Travers. Hoover Collection 768. uContents
somewhat toned and occasionally with light foxing, one minor tear, one light stain, otherwise an excellent copy,
the text without any fatal defect, and the retrospective binding unworn. (See illustration on p. 336.) $650
This rare work gives a history of mining in Britain
from William the Conqueror down to the year
of publication and details the activities of the
Corporations of the City of London, to which the
crown has granted mining rights over the centuries. A
large number of documentary sources are included (some
printed in gothic type) to support this history of mining
concessions. Finally, the author proposes a scheme for
sending the poor, currently a burden on their parishes, out

to useful mining work not only in waste lands of England
and Ireland, but also in British colonies overseas. We know
very little about the author. Stringer calls himself an M.D.
on the title page and a "Chymest and Mineral-MasterGeneral" at the end of his book. That he was an apothecary
is clear from his final remarks, in which he offers "advice in
any Distemper gratis" as well as elixirs and "several other
sovereign Medicines extremely Cheap," all to be had at his
laboratory in "Black-Fryers." (CJM0701)

The First Book on Insects Published in England, the Very Fresh Haskell Norman Copy
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MOFFETT, THOMAS. INSECTORVM SIVE MINIMORUM ANIMALIUM THEATRVM. (Londini: Ex
Officina typographica Thom. Cotes, 1634) 298 x 194 mm. (11 3/4 x 7 5/8"). 10 p.l., 326 (i.e., 316)
pp., [2] leaves. FIRST EDITION, First Issue. Contemporary sprinkled calf, carefully rebacked (in sheep), new
(but convincing) spine label. Large woodcut beehive on title page surrounded on three sides by various insects,
large and small entomological woodcuts in the text, including four full pages at the end: in all, A TOTAL OF
598 WOODCUT IMAGES OF INSECTS IN THE TEXT. Front pastedown with armorial bookplate of "Rolle"
and notes in an old hand, first endpaper with the bookplate of H. F. Norman, M.D. (see below). Norman 1528
(the present copy); Nissen 2852; Garrison-Morton 288; STC 17993. uSpine a little scuffed, minor abrasions on
covers, slight wear to corners, but the binding solidly restored and perfectly satisfactory. Title leaf with neatly
mended arching tear (just reaching into the imprint, without loss), leaves with just a breath of browning at
edges, but IN FINE CONDITION INTERNALLY, the text especially fresh and clean. $12,000
________
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This is the first state of the only early edition of a that "systematically analyzed the habits, habitat, breeding and
pioneering entomological work—the first book on economic importance of insects." The work had a convoluted
insects published in England—offered here in a copy genesis, much delayed by mortality. It originated with an
with fine provenance. Garrison-Morton says that our unfinished study by Conrad Genser (1516-65), after whose
copiously illustrated volume, based on Moffett's extensive death his assistant Thomas Penny (d. 1589) fleshed out the
travels, "was the best work of its kind and . . . set a new work with his own observations, along with material from the
standard of accuracy in the study of the invertebrates." As notes of Edward Wotton (1492-1555). But like Genser, Penny
Norman indicates, the book is a careful and thorough study died before the book could be published. Moffett, Penny's
________
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neighbor and close friend, acquired the manuscript and further
added to it, but again death intervened, and it was not until
Sir Theodore Mayerne (1573-1655) bought it from Moffett's
apothecary that the work saw the light of day. Thomas Moffett
(or "Moffet," 1553-1604) was educated at Cambridge and in
Basel, where he took a degree in medicine. He journeyed to
Italy, Spain, Germany, and Denmark, making careful notes
on the local insects as he travelled. He established a medical

practice in Ipswich and London, served as physician to Queen
Elizabeth's forces in Normandy in 1591, and authored medical
and entomological works, including a poem on the silkworm.
Our copy is from the celebrated library of the physician and
bibliophile Haskell F. Norman, whose books are known for
their fine condition (books with the "Rolle" bookplate seen
here are equally renowned for being well preserved—see item
#352, above). (ST11273)
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MONTLUC, BLAISE DE LASSERAN-MASSENCOME, SEIGNEUR DE. THE COMMENTARIES OF
MESSIRE BLAÎZE DE MONTLUC, MARESCHAL OF FRANCE. (London: Printed by Andrew Clark, for
Henry Brome, 1674) 337 x 203 mm. (13 1/4 x 8"). 10 p.l. (counting the frontispiece), 376, 381-404 (i.e., 400) pp., [6]
leaves (complete). Translated by Charles Cotton. FIRST EDITION IN ENGLISH. Excellent contemporary mottled
calf, covers bordered with blind rules, center panel with scrolling floral roll and fleuron cornerpieces in blind, and
with very unusual dark and light obliquely intersecting wavy lines at center; raised bands, spine elaborately gilt in
compartments featuring a fine all-over pattern of stippled scrolls and rosettes, maroon morocco label with decorative
bands at head and foot. Woodcut initials, engraved frontispiece portrait. Front pastedown with the engraved
bookplate of Sir Mountague Cholmeley. Title page printed in red and black. Wing M-2506; Lowndes II, 1594; Graesse
IV, 593. uFront joint cracked alongside lowest compartment, upper board with shallow abrasion at center near joint,
head of spine, corners, and joints a bit rubbed, but the decorative original binding entirely solid, with no serious wear,
and still very impressive. Fore margin of one leaf a little soiled, frontispiece lightly offset onto title page, two leaves
with short tear in margin at head or foot, a few small rust holes and additional trivial faults, otherwise A FINE COPY
INTERNALLY, the text especially fresh and quite bright and clean. (See illustration on p. 351.) $1,750
Characterized by Henri IV as the "breviary" of soliders,
this account of the martial actions of Blaise de Montluc
(1501-77), marshal of France, provides a military
history of the period from 1521-76. And, as the title
suggests, it can also serve as a handbook of 16th century
techniques of "Combats, Rencounters, Skirmishes, Battels,
Sieges, Assaults, Scalado's, the Taking and Surprizes of
Towns and Fortresses [and] the Defences of the Assaulted
and Besieg'd." Montluc narrates in great detail his 50 years
of military action, first as a simple soldier and, in the end, as
France's highest officer. Among the most notable episodes
of his chronicle are the battle of Cerisolles in Piedmont, the
defense of besieged Siena, and the battle of La Rochelle. The
work gives a vivid depiction of mid-16th century warfare
and of the author himself in his role as warrior. Montluc

rose through the ranks because of his initiative, courage,
and skill in battle, and he is not reluctant to share the high
opinion he has of himself. (Our translator forgives this
vainglory by saying that bragging to a Gascon like Montluc
"is as natural as bravery.") He fought in the front ranks
throughout his career and was often wounded. A polished
(though sometimes scurrilous) poet, our translator, Charles
Cotton (1630-97), also produced a classic English version
of Montaigne. An avid angler, he was a close friend of Izaak
Walton, and his "Instructions How To Angle for a Trout
or Grayling in a Clear Stream" was appended to Walton's
"Compleat Angler" from 1750 onward. The fine original
binding is clearly English and much in the style of Roger
Bartlett (see Nixon's "English Restoration Bookbindings,"
Nos. 117-21). (ST10707)
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(THE MOON). [GROVE, JOSEPH]. AN ANSWER TO MR. FERGUSON'S
ESSAY UPON THE MOON'S TURNING ROUND ITS OWN AXIS. [bound with]
A SUPPLEMENT TO THE ANSWER TO MR. FERGUSON'S ESSAY ON THE MOON'S
TURNING ROUND HER OWN AXIS. (London: Printed for J. Roberts, 1748; 1751) 203 x
127 mm. (8 x 5"). 52 pp.; 24 pp. FIRST EDITIONS. Recent retrospective three-quarter calf
over marbled boards, raised bands. With woodcut initials and headpieces and five folding
plates (three in the first work; two in the second) of diagrams of rotation and orbits. With
contemporary handwritten note on both titles (erroneously) attributing responsibility for
the work to "John Plumptre Esqr. Of Nottingham." ESTC N-30410; ESTC N-69391. uAN
EXTREMELY FINE, FRESH COPY, the text and plates especially crisp, clean, and bright,
and the attractive replica binding as new. (See illustration on p. 227.) $500
This volume contains two very rare mid-18th century astronomical works written by
an English lawyer who understood writs better than orbits. The two pieces were issued
in response to "A Dissertation upon the Phænomena of the Harvest Moon. Also . . . an Essay
upon the Moon's Turning Round Her Own Axis," published in 1747 by James Ferguson
________
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(1710-76). Although Ferguson was a fellow of the Royal
Society and an inventor of scientific instruments who enjoyed
a considerable reputation for his work on astronomy, Grove
(d. 1764) was unconvinced by arguments that the moon
rotated on an axis as it revolved around the sun. Science
was not his area of expertise—he had written biographies
of Cardinal Wolsey and the Dukes of Devonshire—but he

sets forth his arguments here like the successful attorney
he was. Both of these pamphlets are rare: OCLC locates
nine copies of the first and just three of the latter, and one
virtually never sees them in the marketplace. There is no
doubt a story behind the inaccurate attribution of the works
to John Plumptre, Esq., of Nottingham, but we have been
unable to unearth anything about him. (CJM1203)
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MORE, HANNAH. STRICTURES ON THE MODERN SYSTEM OF FEMALE EDUCATION. WITH
A VIEW OF THE PRINCIPLES AND CONDUCT PREVALENT AMONG WOMEN OF RANK AND
FORTUNE. (London: Printed by A. Strahan For T. Cadell Jun. and W. Davies, 1799) 191 x 124 mm. (7 1/2 x
4 7/8"). With one leaf of ads at the end of the second volume. Two volumes. Sixth Edition. Pleasant recent
polished dark calf, raised bands, each spine with a red morocco label and a gilt volume number. Flyleaf of
volume II with ink ownership signature (of "M Slater"?) dated 1817 and with the name "John" written in pencil
in a childish hand. uLeaves perhaps a shade less than bright, isolated faint stains or foxing, but a fine copy,
the text especially fresh, and the replica bindings unworn. (See illustration on p. 336.) $350
This enormously popular book—seven editions
appeared in its first year—was written in response to
what the author felt was a drift in female education
too far into the worldly and secular, with consequent
neglect of religion, morality, and duty. The playwright
and religious writer Hannah More (1745-1833) was
acquainted with Samuel Johnson and his circle, and early on
she produced some quite successful plays. Later, however,
she repented of her association with playgoing and turned
her attention to the writing of what were viewed as more
serious works. Here she calls for increased strictness as a
way of insuring that schoolchildren will carry into their
adult lives a deeper character and greater self discipline.

Although much of the content here has a strong religious
bent, there are also chapters of significant social interest,
such as the one dealing with "the practical use of female
knowledge, with a sketch of the female character, and a
comparative view of the sexes." While More's views on
learning, male supremacy, and class present a number
of contradictions, there is in her works an overriding
emphasis on progressive women's education as well as
on improving the lot of the disadvantaged. She was a
compassionate woman who stood by her principles, having
run for a protracted period of time a free school supported
by her own money, and having left approximately £30,000
to charities and religious societies at her death. (CJM1012)

First Printing of one of the Earliest
Travelogues and Tourist Guides in English
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MORYSON, FYNES. AN ITINERARY VVRITTEN BY FYNES MORYSON . . . CONTAINING HIS
TEN YEERES TRAVELL THROVGH THE TVVELVE DOMJNIONS OF GERMANY, BOHMERLAND,
SWEITZERLAND, NETHERLAND, DENMARKE, POLAND, JTALY, TURKY, FRANCE, ENGLAND, SCOTLAND,
AND IRELAND. (London: Printed by John Beale, 1617) 324 x 216 mm. (12 3/4 x 8 1/2"). 7 p.l., 295, [1], 301,
[1], 292 pp. Missing first leaf (blank except for signature mark) and last leaf (blank), as is often the case; first
leaf of table of contents bound in backwards, so the second page appears before the first. Three parts in one
volume. FIRST EDITION. IN A VERY FINE REPLICA BINDING OF MOTTLED CALF, GILT, BY COURTLAND
BENSON, gilt-decorated raised bands, spine with prominent tangent semicircles dividing the elaborately gilt
compartments into quadrants containing many botanical tools and fleurons, red morocco label, later (but not
jarring) endpapers. With decorative woodcut head- and tailpieces, historiated initials, and eight woodcuts in
the text, seven of them maps of Venice, Naples, Rome, Genoa, Paris, Jerusalem, and Constantinople, and one
a plan of the Church of the Holy Sepulcher. Title pages with ink ownership inscriptions of William Lascoe,
Gyles Killingworth, and John Harrison (all 17th century) and James White (dated 1779), front pastedown with
modern bookplate of Athol H. Lewis; occasional ink or pencilled marginalia. STC 18205. uTitle opening a bit
soiled and darkened (perhaps because of protracted exposure to light while being exhibited?), the leaf on the
left expertly backed, the one on the right probably washed, first half of the text with light dampstain across
half the lower margin (usually very faint and small, but sometimes reaching up through six or eight lines of
text), final 50 leaves with minor worming at inner margin (not touching text), one leaf with corner restored (no
text affected), a number of other minor defects (slight soiling, small burn holes, smudging here and there), but
still a surprisingly fresh and mostly rather bright copy of a work usually found in deplorable condition, and in
an extremely appealing unworn sympathetic binding. $6,500
________
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This is the first edition of an early English-language
combination of travelogue (Part I), military history
(Part II), and guide for tourists (Part III), written by
someone who had by his own admission longed from
his childhood to see the world. After matriculating
at Cambridge and becoming a fellow of the college,
Moryson (1565/6-1630) received permission to suspend
his fellowship while he travelled abroad through the Low
Countries, Germany, Denmark, Poland, Austria, Italy,
Switzerland, France, the Eastern Mediterranean, Jerusalem,
Tripoli, Antioch, and Constantinople. According to DNB,
"he was fluent in German, Italian, Dutch, and French, and
his linguistic ability served him well in regions where an
Englishman might expect to meet hostility: he generally
posed as German or Dutch in the more dangerous states in
Italy, adopting a second cover as a Frenchman when visiting
Cardinal Bellarmine at the Jesuit college in Rome" and so
on, his disguises also including Bohemian and Polish attire.
The first part of this book is a detailed account of those
travels, reporting on the routes he travelled, evaluating the
accommodations available, enumerating the amounts of
time and money expended, and critiquing the "must-see"
sights of the various locales. In the second part, Moryson
deals with the years 1599-1602, which he spent in Ireland.
There, he acted as secretary to Lord Mountjoy, commander
of the English troops fighting the uprising of Irish chieftains
known as the Nine Years' War or Tyrone's Rebellion. The
final, and perhaps most entertaining, portion of the work is
a sort of 16th century "Lonely Planet Guide" in which our
author describes the customs, dress, diet, economies, and
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MÜNSTER, SEBASTIAN. DICTIONARIVM CHALDAICUM.
(Basel: Johann Froben, 1527) 210 x 152 mm. (8 1/4 x 6"). 4 p.l.,
434 pp., [1] leaf (blank on recto, with printer's device on verso). FIRST
EDITION. Attractive gilt-decorated vellum over stiff boards, ca. 1800, by
Jullion (with ticket at front), covers framed by a chain of gilt leaves, flat spine
with compartments featuring fleurons and stylized floral ornaments, turn-ins
delicately gilt, marbled edges and endpapers. Engraved title page framed with
cupids and signed by Hans Holbein, historiated initial incorporating Cupid,
publisher's device on colophon page. Rochester Theological Seminary Library
embossed seal on first and last leaf and their bookplate on front pastedown.
Adams M-1920; STC German, p. 633; Graesse IV, 623. uBinding a bit
splayed, vellum slightly soiled, spine gilt a little muted, one leaf with three
small repairs at fore edge (apparently done before binding), a small handful
of leaves (including title) with slight marginal browning and trivial soiling, but
still quite an attractive copy, the decorative binding completely sound, the text
very fresh and clean, and the margins especially ample. $5,200

politics of European countries, with an eye toward helping
the contemporary traveller avoid pitfalls and faux pas.
Of some use even for today's traveller, these sometimes
humorous accounts provide a valuable window into the
social history of 16th century Europe. (CTS1005)

6427, 552, 489

This is the first printed lexicon of the language that
in Münster's day was known as Chaldean—that is,
Aramaic—the language that Christ spoke and that was
used for parts of the biblical books of Ezra and Daniel. It
was also used for Targumim (translations, explanations, and
paraphrases of Scripture given by the rabbi) as early as the first
century for better understanding among worshippers, since
Aramaic had for some while replaced Hebrew as the everyday
spoken language of the Jews. Aramaic is also used for sections
of the Talmud, which preserves rabbinic interpretations of
Old Testament traditions, and Münster comments on the
title page that his aim is to help scholars understand rabbinic
commentaries. In our text, the word is given in Aramaic first,
and then translated and explained in Latin. The geographer,

mathematician, and Hebraist Münster (1489-1552) is
best known for his monumental work, "Cosmographia,"
characterized by Britannica as "a supreme effort of geographical
study and literature in the Reformation period." Educated at
Tübingen, Münster, a former Franciscan friar who fell under
the influence of Luther, left his monastery to teach Hebrew
at the University of Basel. His studies of the Aramaic and
Hebrew languages typify the desire of Reformation scholars to
uncover the most authentic texts and traditions of the apostolic
age. Our binder is described on his ticket as binder to the Duke
of Gloucester, but he seems not to be mentioned in any of the
usually reliable reference works. Early editions of this book in
agreeable condition are rare (the last such copy in ABPC sold
at Swann in 1991 for a hammer price of $4,200). (ST11086)
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MURALT, BÉAT LOUIS DE. LETTERS DESCRIBING THE CHARACTER OF THE ENGLISH AND
FRENCH NATIONS. WITH A CURIOUS ESSAY ON TRAVELLING. AND A CRITICISM ON BOILEAU'S
DESCRIPTION OF PARIS. [bound with] REMARKS ON THE LETTERS, CONCERNING THE ENGLISH AND
FRENCH . . . BY GENTLEMEN OF THE ENGLISH AND FRENCH NATIONS. (London: Tho. Edlin and N. Prevost,
1726) 200 x 124 mm. (7 7/8 x 4 7/8"). 8 p.l., iii-viii, 1-312 pp.; [1]-74 pp., [4] leaves (index and ads). Without the
cancelled title page. Second Printing of the First Edition in English (with the same sheets as the first printing,
also done in 1726). Appealing contemporary Cambridge-style calf, raised bands, newer burgundy morocco
label. With woodcut head- and tailpieces. With early ink initials on flyleaf. uFront joint cracked (board a little
wobbly), a little wear and a tiny chip to head of spine, but the lustrous binding otherwise well preserved and
pleasing; a bit of foxing to the first and last gatherings, title page of second work somewhat browned, two
gatherings in that section with light dampstain to the upper right quadrant, other trivial imperfections, but
still an excellent copy internally, with clean, crisp text (the leaves of the first work nearly immaculate). $350

________
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This collection of 12 letters, equally divided between the lavish, and all possible Incentives to Vice." They are redeemed,
two nations, is a revealing look—through the unbiased however, by their "good sense," which he attributes to their
eyes of a foreign visitor—at French and English societies liberty and the consequent "Freedom of Thoughts and
of the early 18th century. An entertaining book and an Sentiments" they enjoy. English women are praised for their
important source for the understanding of social customs beauty, their modesty, and the tolerance they display towards
of the period, it is still cited by historians today. Originally their husbands' mistresses. This contrasts with Muralt's view
published in French in 1725, "Letters" is the work of Swiss of French women as "expensive and noisy," although he does
scholar Béat Louis de Muralt (1665-1749), who finds the appreciate them as "agreeable Drinkers, Gamesters, and
English prosperous but corrupt. "Generally speaking," he Lovers of Hunting." Muralt finds that "the Art of Living [is]
says, "they have little Education, a great deal of Money to looked upon by the French, as the Great Concern of Life." The
________
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second part of this volume contains letters written by English
and French gentlemen in response to Muralt's sometimes
unflattering characterizations. The English vehemently deny
that husbands "frequently" keep mistresses, and they complain
of the unfairness in comparing Shadwell to Molière when
discussing which country produces the greatest dramatists. The

men of both nations gallantly defend their booksellers against
Muralt's criticisms, the English noting that theirs "prefer their
Reputation to Profit," while the French sniff that the author
found only "frivolous pieces" in the bookstores of the Palais
because their sellers only show the finer works to those they
discern to be "Persons of Understanding." (CJM1002)

This is a rare and important edition of the fourth
century writer Julius Obsequens (as well as two
related works); it comprises intriguing accounts of 132
unnatural events and creatures recorded between 249
and 12 B.C., including storms, meteors, earthquakes,
conflagrations, and various kinds of monsters, all
intended to show miraculous manifestations of divine
power and to be solemn warnings of coming events.
Obsequens first appeared in an Aldine edition of 1508;
then, in a 1552 Oporinus edition, the text was expanded
by Conrad Lycosthenes, who had fashioned a substitute for
the lost portion of Obsequens, based on Livy, Dionysus of
Halicarnassus, Eutropius, and Orosius. De Tournes first

issued the work (in Latin) in 1553, and the present Italian
translation is his first edition with illustrations, which, of
course, represent the volumes' chief appeal. Artist Bernard
Salomon (fl. 1540-61) was de Tournes' chief designer, and his
highly praised biblical woodcuts (among other productions),
influenced several artists of the period. The second work
here, by Polydore Vergil, is a refutation of the "science" of
divination, first printed in Basel in 1531. A third work here
(by Camerarius and not mentioned on the title page), is a
dialogue mostly about comets and what their appearance
signifies; it was published originally in 1532. The text here is
set in a very appealing italic font, and Cartier praises our little
book as a "très jolie volume imprimé en italiques." (ST12274b)

Very Rare, Very Charming Scenes of 100 17th Century Dutch Workplaces
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OBSEQUENS, JULIUS. DE' PRODIGII. [bound with] VERGILIUS, POLYDORUS. DE' PRODIGII.
(Lyon: Jean de Tournes, 1554) 171 x 108 mm. (6 3/4 x 4 1/4"). 340, [18] pp. Two (continuously
paginated) parts in one volume. Translated from the Latin
by Damiano Maraffi. First Edition with these illustrations;
First Edition in Italian. Pleasing late 18th or early 19th
century citron crushed morocco, cover with twining floral
border, flat spine divided into panels by pentaglyph and
metope rolls, these panels with gilt sunburst centerpiece,
gilt turn-ins, marbled endpapers, all edges gilt. With
ornate frame on title page, portrait of the translator, and
44 often dramatic woodcuts by Bernard Salomon ("Le Petit
Bernard"). Cartier 281; Mortimer 388. uSpine uniformly
darkened, covers with variation in color, title page a
little soiled and with small repaired tears (a2 similarly
repaired), leaves with overall faint browning, other trivial
imperfections, but the text fresh and clean, and the binding
showing almost no wear. $3,500
________
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(OCCUPATIONS AND TRADES). LUIKEN, JOHANNES AND CASPAARES. HET MENSELYK
BEDRYF. (Amsterdam: done for Johannes and Caspaares Luiken, 1694) 197 x 159 mm. (7 3/4 x
6 1/4"). [100] leaves printed on recto only. FIRST EDITION. Modern stiff vellum, flat spine with gilt titling
(holes for ties but no evidence these were ever used). ENGRAVED THROUGHOUT, with allegorical title and
100 plates with text. Praz, p. 406; Landwehr, "Low Countries" 530. uSmall stain to title, not infrequent—but
always minor—marginal foxing or tiny stains, two plates with insignificant marginal burn holes, other trivial
imperfections, but an extremely fresh copy with vast margins and in an unworn binding. SOLD

This is the first appearance in print of a work of using it to make books and prints in two other illustrations.
considerable interest in terms of social history and a The engravings consistently show the larger social and
book sought after because of its charming engravings architectural contexts of these occupational settings, and
of scenes in the workplace. Rendered with precision and this additional detail—mostly seen through open doors and
ample detail, the illustrations show Dutch men and women windows—enhances both the pleasure and understanding
performing 100 different trades, allowing us a glimpse of of what we are viewing. Jan Luyken (1649-1712) dabbled
rustic and (mostly) urban workshops in the days when in poetry as well as produced paintings and engravings (we
Holland was thriving as never before: a glazier installs are hardly surprised that the artist before his easel and the
a window, an artisan explains how his scales work, an engraver in his workshop are included among the trades),
elderly man test-drives newly-made spectacles as he reads but the present work was his chief route to fame. This is
a book in the presence of a hopeful optician, a musician exactly the kind of book that would be avidly looked at and
strums a lute, the wigmaker combs one of his products at consequently seen only seldom (or found in poor shape)
his curbside location, the astrologer meditates in his study. today. Since 1976, ABPC lists four copies at auction, only
There are multiple scenes of workers in the flourishing two of those complete—both in contemporary vellum, one
cloth industry, and several trades are shown that involve selling for a hammer price of £2,900 ($5,075) at Bonhams
equipment for Dutch ships. And, of course, we are entirely in 1991, and the other for $8,000 at Sotheby's-New York in
intrigued by workers making paper in one scene and then 1990. (ST12603)
________
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OCKLEY, SIMON. THE CONQUEST OF SYRIA, PERSIA, AND ÆGYPT, BY THE SARACENS. (London:
Printed for R. Knaplock, 1708) 203 x 133 mm. (8 x 5 1/4"). xxiv, [iv], 391 pp., [8] leaves. FIRST EDITION.
Contemporary Cambridge calf, recently and expertly rebacked to style, covers panelled in blind with fillets and
fleuron cornerpieces, central panel with decorative tooled border, raised bands, original reddish-brown morocco
label. Gay 98; Blackmer sale catalogue, lot #236; Lowndes III, 1716; Brunet IV, 155; Graesse V, 7-8. uLeaves with
one or two trivial defects, but A VERY FINE COPY, the carefully restored binding with remarkably lustrous
covers, the margins especially ample, and the text unusually bright, clean, and fresh. $1,250
This work promises in its extended title to portray "the lives of Abubeker, Omar and
Othman, the immediate successors of Mahomet, giving an account of their most
remarkable battles, sieges, etc., particularly those of Aleppo, Antioch, Damascus,
Alexandria and Jerusalem, illustrating the religion, rites, customs and manner
of living of that warlike people." It is "collected from the most authentick Arabick
authors, especially manuscripts, not hitherto publish'd in any European language."
Archbishop Laud was a collector of Arabic manuscripts, which he donated to the Bodleian
library at Oxford, and it was there that Ockley labored over the Arabic tomes. Foremost
among these were the texts ascribed to Al-Wâkidî (now known as the Futuh esh-Sham),
which Ockley used to write the present stirring and sympathetic account of the heroic
days of the rise of Islam, the first work in English to rely on such early, if somewhat
romanticized, sources. Simon Ockley (1678-1720) was an impoverished vicar, educated
in Oriental languages at Cambridge. A pioneer in his field, he worked tirelessly on the
translating of Arabic manuscripts. The present book is his best-known work; he brought
out a sequel in 1718. (ST09898)

One of the Earliest Books on Birds, with Extremely Charming Engravings
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OLINA, GIOVANNI PIETRO. VCCELLIERA OVERO DISCORSO DELLA NATVRA E PROPRIETA DI
DIVERSI VCCELLI. (Rome: Presso M. Angelo de Rossi, 1684) 286 x 229 mm. (11 1/4 x 9"). 5 p.l., 77,
[1] pp., [6] leaves (index). Second Edition. Probably 18th century vellum, morocco spine label. Engraved title
page with elaborate frame featuring two bird catchers, woodcut initials, historiated headpiece, two vignette
tailpieces, and 66 CHARMING PLATES by Tempesta and Villamena (located on the verso of most text pages,
with corresponding explication opposite). Schwerdt II, 48-49; Nissen IVB 693; Anker 380; Zimmer II, 475;

________
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Wood, p. 499 (mostly citing both ours and the first edition of 1622). uVellum somewhat grubby, a chip out of
spine label affecting two letters, very faint browning to a few leaves, isolated trivial soiling, other insignificant
imperfections, but an excellent copy, the binding solid, and especially fresh and clean internally. $6,500
This is the second edition—characterized as "superior
to the first" by Schwerdt—of a charming early book on
birds, their habits, the methods of catching them, the
ways to maintain them in captivity, and their diseases.
Anker mentions its first printing (in 1622) as being "one of
the earliest works with engraved plates representing birds,"
and Schwerdt says that the work is "delightful chiefly owing
to Tempesta's spirited illustrations of the methods employed
by fowlers in the beginning of the 17th century." The plates
in our edition are the same as in the first, though four of
the illustrations have been re-engraved. The majority of the
illustrations feature a single bird or a pair of them, perched
on a branch, delicately and carefully delineated. Some plates

offer complex scenes of elegant people hawking or playing
music beneath caged songbirds, while still others illustrate
methods of capturing birds. According to Schwerdt, "Olina
was not . . . the originator of this work, which was an
adaptation of an earlier publication entitled 'Il Canto degl'
Avgelli,' written by Valli da Todi, and printed at Rome in
1601." Schwerdt says "it is curious that Olina could have
issued his 'Uccelliera' within twenty years of [this earlier
work's] appearance without making any reference to the
original author and yet have escaped detection," but he
chalks this up to the extreme rarity of the book. "Plagiarism
is common in sporting books," he says, "but Olina easily
stands first as an adept in this practice." (ST11299)
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(ORIENTAL MANUSCRIPTS AND PRINTING). A LEAF BOOK ENTITLED "SPECIMENS OF
ORIENTAL MANUSCRIPTS AND PRINTED LEAVES." (New York: The Foliophiles, Inc., 1928) Box
measuring 330 x 255 mm. (13 x 10"); specimens (of various sizes) within. Compiled by G. M. L. Brown and
presumably with his comments on the printed folders. No. 38 OF 120 SETS. The leaves in paper wrappers
printed with descriptive text, housed in the original cardboard box, printed orange paper label on spine and
front. A COLLECTION OF 24 LEAVES contained within 15 folders, the folders with printed commentary
elucidating the contents. Five leaves rubricated (one with marginal decoration), six with gilt and rubrication
(one with interlineal illumination), and one leaf with woodcut illustrations of deer and foxes. Inside top cover
of box with limitation slip tipped on, and WITH A PRESENTATION CARD SIGNED BY THE COMPILER
placed underneath the limitation slip, the card addressed to "Miss Sue" and stating that the present set was
being sent to her as "a slight token of [G. M. L. Brown's] esteem." uBox a little worn, with one corner joint
broken, but clean and sturdy; leaf of introductory text with a corner crease and short marginal tear, one leaf
with lacy marginal worming (minimal effect on text), otherwise the leaves themselves in excellent shape (a few
with faint dampstaining or other minor faults, but most in fine condition). $2,900

The leaves in this collection, representing beautiful the other in Sinhalese, both probably 18th century, and
scripts and interesting papers, provide us with on prepared palm leaves; AN EARLY 19TH CENTURY
examples of a good range of Eastern letter forms. They SANSKRIT MANUSCRIPT of the Mahahbarata; A
also suggest that calligraphy is an art above that of printing, SANSKRIT MANUSCRIPT, probably northern India, ca.
the latter being described by the compiler as "but a humble 1800, and a printed comparison leaf from Calcutta, 1844; A
handmaid" of the former. The contents of the collection are: CHINESE PRINTED LEAF, from a 17th century Buddhist
A HEBREW RESPONSA by Joseph Kasabi Ben Nissam, sutra; TWO LEAVES FROM JAPANESE MANUSCRIPTS,
and printed by his grandson in Constantinople, 1736; AN the first a portion of a Buddhist scripture in kanji (1449
ARMENIAN MANUSCRIPT catechism from 1741, and a A.D.), the second in cursive hiragana from a 17th century
printed comparison, from 1831; A NESTORIAN SYRIAC copy of the "Ise Monagatari"; TWO 18TH CENTURY
MANUSCRIPT from a 16th century Book of Prayers, PRINTED JAPANESE LEAVES, one a Buddhist text in kanji,
and a printed comparison leaf, 1843; A 17TH CENTURY 1703, the other in mixed script from a children's book of
ARABIC KORAN (probably Egyptian), and an unusual general information, 1789, both printed from woodblocks,
printed comparison leaf, near Cairo, 1825; AN ARABIC the latter with two large woodcuts. The commentary
MANUSCRIPT OF ISLAMIC LITANIES, possibly printed on each of the folders provides a very useful
Turkestan, and undoubtedly 16th century; A PERSIAN understanding of specimens that might be aesthetically
MANUSCRIPT, with biographies of famous Sufis (1478 pleasing but otherwise puzzling. The type of material in
A.D.), and a comparison leaf printed in Calcutta in 1827; this collection is not easy to find, and the small limitation of
A MANUSCRIPT GULISTAN, or Rose Garden of Sa'di, these portfolios obviously makes the present work scarce.
in Persian, 1563; AN ALGERIAN KORAN MANUSCRIPT Auction records suggest that there were two versions of
in an interesting "Moghrebi" script; A JAVANESE this publication: 220 sets were done, but apparently 120
MANUSCRIPT of the 19th century, on imported Dutch of them are more deluxe, containing the nine extra leaves
paper; TWO TALIPUT MANUSCRIPTS, one in Burmese, found in the present set. (ST12268a)
________
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A Remarkably Fine Copy of a "Magnificent" 18th Century Illustrated Work
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OVID. OVID'S METAMORPHOSES, IN LATIN AND ENGLISH. (Amsterdam: Printed for the Wetsteins
and Smith, 1732) 476 x 308 mm. (18 3/4 x 12 1/8"). 13 p.l., 247, [3], 249-264, [6] (plates), 271-524, [4] pp.
Two volumes, continuously paginated, bound in one. Translated by John Dryden, John Addison, Alexander Pope,
and other "eminent hands," with explications by Abbé Banier. First Printing of this Edition. FINE CONTEMPORARY
SPECKLED CALF, covers with simple gilt double-ruled border, raised bands, spine compartments handsomely
gilt in an intricate fleuron design, original red title label, joints very expertly renewed. Engraved printer's device
on title pages, arms of the Countess of Pembroke on dedication page, woodcut head- and tailpieces and initials,
full-page engraved allegorical frontispiece, and 130 HALF-PAGE COPPER-ENGRAVED PLATES BY BERNARD
PICART, CHARLES LE BRUN, AND OTHERS. Front pastedown with ownership inscription of John Wilkes, half
title signed by Nath[aniel] Wilkes, with the notation that he paid £2, 10 shillings for the book. Cohen-de Ricci 768;
Brunet IV, 285; Lowndes III, 1744. uBoards with three patches of lost patina from insect activity and a couple
of abrasions (these areas carefully refurbished), half title with smattering of ink spots to lower third of page,
occasional ink smudges, rust spots, or corner creases, but AN EXTRAORDINARILY FINE COPY, the impressions
of the engravings especially rich, the impressive binding expertly restored and showing little wear, and THE TEXT
UNSURPASSABLY CLEAN, FRESH, AND BRIGHT. (See also illustration on p. 293.) $4,800

Cohen-de Ricci calls this splendid edition of Ovid's
tales "a magnificent work," and Brunet proclaims it
beautiful, pointing out that it is sought after because of
the wonderful plates by Picart (1673-1733) and others.
According to Ray, "Picart was the outstanding professional
illustrator of the first third of the eighteenth century,"
and the critic cites this work as one of the highlights of
the artist's later years, praising its "stately designs, replete
with allegorical and mythological trappings." Brunet
informs us that three editions of this work were issued
simultaneously by the publisher with French, Dutch, and
English translations accompanying the Latin. The former
owner here could possibly have been John Wilkes (1727-97),
the prominent British dissident journalist, supporter of the
American Revolution, and strong advocate for freedom of
the press. This is far from a rare book, but because it is large
and full of very appealing pictures, it has almost always been in disagreeable condition. One could scarcely hope to find a
avidly looked at and, consequently, is typically found today more beautiful copy than the present one. (ST12110)
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PALLADIO, ANDREA. ISAAC WARE, Translator. THE FOUR BOOKS OF ARCHITECTURE.
(London: Isaac Ware, [ 1738]) 432 x 260 mm. (17 x 10 1/4"). 5 p.l. (index leaf bound in at front), 110
pp. Missing the list of subscribers. Translated from the original Italian edition of 1570. First Printing of this
Edition. Pleasing modern retrospective quarter calf over marbled boards, raised bands, older (original?) red

________
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morocco label. WITH 212 ARCHITECTURAL ENGRAVINGS BY WARE, as called for in Fowler, as well as three
(of four) engraved title pages (lacking the engraved title to the first part). Fowler 229. uExtremities a little
rubbed, otherwise the period-style binding sound and attractive. Title page tipped onto front free endpaper
and with three small holes along the inner edge, first four leaves creased and with minor fraying, final plate a
bit creased and reinforced on blank verso, other trivial imperfections, but AN EXCELLENT COPY nevertheless,
with all but the very beginning and the very end REMARKABLY CLEAN AND FRESH, with spacious margins,
and excellent impressions of the plates. $5,000
This is an exceptionally clean, fresh copy of Ware's
translation, called by DNB "the best and most
reliable English edition" of Palladio's famous work.
An architect himself, Ware (1704-66) was a talented
draughtsman and engraver, and he exactly reproduced the
plates from Palladio's original drawings in the collection
of his patron Lord Burlington. The edition is divided into
four sections: the first deals with elementary matters such
as building materials and techniques and the five orders of
architecture; the second with private houses and estates;
the third with public buildings, bridges, and piazzas; and
the fourth with Roman temples. Andrea Palladio (1508-

80) was one of the greatest Renaissance architects, and his
influence is felt to the present day. According to Britannica,
Palladio's "palaces and villas were imitated for 400 years
all over the Western world; he was the first architect to
systematize the plan of a house and consistently to use the
ancient Greco-Roman temple front as a portico, or roofed
porch supported by columns (this was probably his most
imitated architectural feature), and finally, in his 'I quattro
libri dell'architettura,' he produced a treatise on architecture
that, in popularizing classical decorative details, was
possibly the most influential architectural pattern book
ever printed." (CJB1112)

5499, 498 (top to bottom)

A Famous Counterfeit Palladio, and an Unlikely Survival in an 18th Century Paper Binding
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PALLADIO, ANDREA. I QVATTRO LIBRI DELL'ARCHITECTVRA. (Venetia: Appresso Dominico
de' Franceschi [but Giovanni Battista Pasquali], 1570 [i.e., ca. 1768]) 365 x 267 mm. (14 3/8 x 10
1/2"). 2 p.l., 63, [1] pp.; [1] leaf (title), 76 pp.; [2] leaves, 42 pp., [2] leaves; [1] leaf (title), 131, [1] pp. AN
ORIGINAL BINDING OF FLEXIBLE TEXTURED PAPER BOARDS BACKED WITH DAUBED PAPER, the
volume contained in a modern wooden folding box covered in patterned paper and with a gilt-stamped cloth
back. With engraved title pages and 218 ARCHITECTURAL ENGRAVINGS, 158 OF THEM FULL-PAGE.
Fowler 232. uCovers with large, faint water spots, lower cover with one-inch tear to fore edge, paper split over
one spine band, general wear to spine and extremities, but the insubstantial original paper binding remarkably
solid and certainly pleasing as an unlikely survival. Faint dampstains to lower third of leaves in final gathering
and to inner margin of parts of books III and IV, occasional minor marginal stains, mild foxing, or thumbing,
but an extremely bright and fresh copy with wide margins. (See also illustration on inside back cover.) $12,500
This is a famous facsimile of an early edition of brainchild of architectural historian Tommaso Temmanza
Palladio's widely influential work on architecture, and the British Consul in Venice, Joseph Smith (1673/4?offered here in a most intriguing binding. The 1770), it is universally recognized for its very accurate
________
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reproduction of the first printing of 1570, with especially
fine engraved versions of the original woodcuts. A famous
collector and connoisseur whose library of early printed
books was a frequent stop on the Grand Tour of the
Continent, Smith partnered with printer G. B. Pasquali to
issue limited editions of fine replica copies of great works
in his collection. Perhaps he did this out of an altruistic
desire to make the masterpieces available to others, or
perhaps his motivation had more to do with the financial
reversals he suffered from bank failures in England.
Goethe, a great admirer of Palladio, acquired a copy of
Smith's edition on his Italian tour, describing it as "not

actually the first edition, but a very conscientious copy,
edited by an Englishman. One must concede to the English
that they have always known how to appreciate what is
good." He even visited Smith's grave on the Lido, noting "to
him I owe my copy of Palladio, and I offered up a grateful
prayer." The binding here is particularly noteworthy: to
begin with, 18th century books bound in paper are not
especially common, and it is next to impossible to imagine
that an original paper binding like this one would survive
intact on a visually engaging large folio architectural book
that invites frequent use. For more on the contents and
author, see the previous item. (ST11980)

Only Obtainable Copy in 75 years of the Sole 16th Century Book by Paracelsus in English
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PARACELSUS,
THEOPHRASTUS
PHILIPPUS
AUREOLUS
BOMBASTUS VON HOHENHEIM. A HUNDRED AND FOURETEENE
EXPERIMENTS AND CURES OF THE FAMOUS PHYSITIAN PHILIPPUS AUREOLUS
TEOPHRASTUS PARACELSUS. . . . WHEREUNTO IS ADDED CERTAINE
EXCELLENT AND PROFITABLE WORKES BY B. G. A PORTU AQUITANO. ALSO
CERTAINE SECRETS OF ISACKE HOLLANDUS CONCERNING THE VEGETALL
AND ANIMALL WORKE. ALSO THE SPAGERICKE ANTIDOTARIE FOR GUNNESHOT OF IOSEPHUS QUIRSITANUS. (London: Vallentine Sims, 1596) 181 x 124
mm. (7 1/8 x 4 7/8"). 8 p.l., 56, 59-82 pp. (Complete). Collected and translated
by John Hester; preface by Bernard Georges Penot. Second Edition. Pleasing
contemporary sheepskin, sympathetically rebacked in modern times, flat spine.
Printer's device and woodcut border on title page, woodcut initials and headpieces.
Front pastedown with bookplate of Bibliotheca Philosophica Hermetica; verso of
________
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title and last leaf with Mercantile Library Philadelphia library stamp. Sudhoff 239; Durling 3517; Wellcome
4805; STC 19180. uExtremities a bit rubbed, a couple of small abrasions on lower board, but the binding solid
and not without appeal. Leaves a little browned, one leaf with paper imperfection affecting a handful of words,
margins trimmed a bit close, with loss of a couple letters from shoulder notes in one gathering, additional
trivial imperfections, otherwise an unusually well-preserved copy, the text clean and fresh, and with none of
the often flagrant signs of use that afflict this kind of book. $29,000
This is the rare second—and the first obtainable—
edition of the only 16th century book by Paracelsus in
English, and the only copy to appear in Anglo-American
auction records since at least 1975 (Americana
Exchange lists nothing else since the 1930s). The Swiss
physician Paracelsus (1493-1541) was the most influential
and controversial scientific figure of his time. He has been
called the founder of modern pharmacology and psychiatry
as well as the pioneer of modern chemists. He was also
called "the medical Luther" because of his vain, intemperate,
and truculent iconoclasm, something that made it difficult
to find a community to accept him as a resident, let alone
to find an audience for his brilliant and abstruse writings.
DSB tells us that "Chief among Paracelsus' contributions to
medical theory was his new concept of disease." Rather than
relying on the classical paradigm of "humors" which got out
of balance, Paracelsus emphasized "the external cause of a
disease . . . a specific agent foreign to the body, which takes
possession of one of its parts, imposing its own rules on form
and function and thereby threatening life. This is the parasitic
or ontological concept of disease—and essentially the modern
one." The 114 "experiments" here are brief case histories

describing illnesses the great physician has cured with one
of his concoctions, some of these containing dangerous
mercury, sulfuric acid, or antimony, others distilled from
garden herbs like lemon balm and chamomile. The work is
an abridged translation of "Centum Quindecim Curationes
Experimentaque è Germanico Idiomate in Latinum Versa,"
and first appeared in an undated English edition around
1583. STC records just one copy of that edition (at the
Bodleian); this is also the only one of that printing known to
Sudhoff. Paracelsus' experiments are followed in our volume
by a collection of iatrochemical preparations by Bernard
Georges Penot (Latin name B. G. a Portu Aquitano, 15201617) and a fragment of the works of Johan Isaac Hollandus
on minerals, this primarily dealing with the production
of Quinta Essentia by means of distillation. The volume
ends with a work on treating gunshot wounds by French
physician Joseph Duchesne (Latin name Quercetanus or
Quirisitanus, ca. 1544-1609). STC records the existence of
another (impossibly rare) 16th century imprint in English
(on the distillation of "oyles" and other medical topics) to
which Paracelsus' name is attached, but that book is said not
to have been authored by him. (ST12240)

The Well-Preserved "Downton Abbey" Copy of an Early Defense of Ecclesiastical Marriage
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[PARKER, MATTHEW, Editor]. A DEFENCE OF PRIESTES MARIAGES,
STABLYSSHED BY THE IMPERIALL LAWES OF THE REALME OF
ENGLANDE, AGAYNST A CIVILIAN, NAMYNING HYM SELFE THOMAS MARTIN,
DOCTOR OF CIVILE LAWES. ([John Kingston, for Richard Jugge, 1567?]) 197 x 143
mm. (7 3/4 x 5 5/8"). 6 p.l., 21 leaves, 22-238, [1], 242-274 , 267-274, [1] pp. (the top
part of 2K3 cancelled and the lower part pasted onto 2K2, an indication of the first
printing noted by STC). FIRST EDITION. Quite attractive retrospective 19th century
sprinkled calf, covers bordered with gilt rule and dogtooth roll, raised bands, spine
heavily gilt in compartments with central fleuron and leaf frond cornerpieces, red
morocco label, marbled endpapers. Woodcut printer's device in colophon. Front
pastedown with ornate armorial bookplate of Herbert of Highclere (see below);
front free endpaper with bookplate of Wigan Public Library. STC 17518. uJoints
somewhat worn (thin cracks beginning to appear, but nothing at all loose), title
page and last page a little soiled, mild dampstain along gutter of last gathering
(extending a couple of inches into text), an occasional minor marginal stain or
smudge or other trivial imperfection, but A VERY APPEALING COPY, the binding sound and lustrous, and the
text almost entirely quite clean, fresh, and bright. (See also illustration on p. 336.) $4,500
Variously attributed to Richard Martin (d. 1584) and leading figures of the English Reformation, who had
Sir Richard Morison (ca. 1512-56), this argument for himself wed in 1547, two years before it was legal for
allowing priests to marry was edited by one of the Anglican clergy to do so. It was written in response to "A
________
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Traictise Declaryng and Plainly Provyng, that the Pretensed
Marriage of Priestes, and Professed Persones, is No
Mariage," by Bishop Stephen Gardiner, a staunch defender
of the Catholic faith and of Queen Katherine of Aragon.
A graduate and fellow of Corpus Christi, Cambridge,
Matthew Parker (1504-75) was an evangelical preacher
who became royal chaplain to Queen Anne Boleyn in 1535.
Just days before her arrest a year later, the queen gave over
her daughter Elizabeth to Parker's spiritual care, a charge he
faithfully fulfilled. When Elizabeth assumed the throne, she
appointed Parker Archbishop of Canterbury. In this capacity
he was one of the leading architects of the 39 Articles
adopted in 1563, setting out the main theological positions
of the Church of England, one of which (Article XXXII)

expressly allows the marriage of clergy. Although faithfully
fulfilling his episcopal duties, Parker would have preferred
a life devoted to scholarship at his beloved Corpus Christi
College. He amassed an impressive library of manuscripts, a
number of them rescued from dissolved monasteries, which
he donated to the college in 1574; today it forms Corpus
Christi's famed Parker Library. Our volume once resided in
Highclere Castle, now better known by its fictional name,
Downton Abbey. As the bookplate is captioned "Herbert
of Highclere," the book was likely acquired before Henry
Herbert was raised to the peerage in 1780, first as Baron
Porchester and then as the Earl of Carnarvon. Our book
is extremely rare: Americana Exchange lists just one other
copy in the marketplace since 1936. (ST12449)
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[PARNELL, THOMAS]. AN ESSAY ON THE DIFFERENT STILES OF POETRY. (London: Printed for
Benj. Tooke, 1713) 210 x 133 mm. (8 1/4 x 5 1/4"). [8], 36 pp. With the half title. FIRST EDITION.
ORIGINAL UNTRIMMED SIGNATURES, STITCHED AS
ISSUED. In a custom-made folding cloth box with morocco spine
label. Hayward 149; Foxon P-70; Rothschild 1512. uFinal four
leaves somewhat creased, two small stains to front cover, other
trivial imperfections, but A VERY FINE COPY, EXTREMELY
FRESH AND BRIGHT, with deep impressions of the type. $2,100
This is an outstanding bibliophile's copy of the
uncommon first work by Parnell to be published, and
the only one of importance printed during his lifetime.
A native of Dublin, Parnell (1679-1718) was archdeacon of
Clogher, a friend of Swift, a member of the Scriblerus Club,
and the author of the prefatory essay to Pope's "Iliad." He had
an important influence on Blair, Collins, and Goldsmith, the
latter of whom co-authored his biography with Dr. Johnson.
In the present volume (although the title says "essay," the
work is in rhymed couplets), the fledgling poet is allegorically

pictured riding on Wit, a winged steed, across lands which he
must avoid, such as the territory of frigid style, or of ranting
noise, until he comes at last to the palace of the sublime style,
where narration and description are properly deployed to
arouse noble sentiments. The "Essay" was not reprinted in
any of the 18th century editions of his "Works." Hayward
comments that, although there surely must have been other
extant copies, at the time the catalogue for his exhibition
was prepared, only two copies of this work were recorded in
Britain outside the public libraries. (ST9475)
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PARNELL, THOMAS. POEMS ON SEVERAL OCCASIONS. (London: B. Lintot, 1722 [but 1721])
197 x 124 mm. (7 3/4 x 4 7/8"). 4 p.l., 221, [3] pp. Edited by Alexander Pope. FIRST EDITION.
Pleasing contemporary panelled calf, covers with blind-tooled frame and fleuron cornerpieces, raised bands.
Woodcut headpieces. Title printed in red and black. Front pastedown with book label of Wilfred Merton
dated 1928; final leaf with two tipped-on leaves containing a manuscript in a late 18th century hand of the
text of Parnell's poems "To Dr Swift on his Birth-day, November 30th, 1713" and "On Bishop Burnet's being
set on Fire in his Closet." Foxon, p. 554; Hayward 150; Rothschild 1513; Griffith 130. uBack cover with a
small stain, extremities a bit rubbed, part of rear joint with thin crack, a vague hint of browning to edges of
leaves, additional insignificant imperfections, otherwise fine, the text very fresh and clean, and the original
unsophisticated rustic binding with only minor wear. (See illustration on p. 211.) $375
This is the first edition of the poems of Parnell (1679- scholar-collector and the business partner of influential
1718), produced posthumously by the poet's friend typographer, printer, and publisher Sir Emery Walker.
Alexander Pope, whom Parnell had assisted with Merton's primary collecting interest was ancient papyri,
the translation of Homer. From these poems, "The which he bequeathed to friend and fellow collector
Night Piece on Death," "The Hymn to Contentment," Chester Beatty; the manuscripts are now held by the
and "The Hermit" are considered to be of special merit. Chester Beatty library in Dublin. For more on Parnell, see
Former owner Wilfred Merton (1888-1957) was a previous entry. (ST12181)
________
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The Original Quarto Version of Pascal's Landmark of French Literature
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PASCAL, BLAISE. [LES PROVINCIALES] and related material. ([Paris or Leyden], 1656-57; related
material: 1657-58) 235 x 165 mm. (9 1/4 x 6 1/2"). With 16 (of 18) letters (lacking letters IV and
XVIII as well as general title and "Advertisement" leaf). 17 of 19 individually issued parts (including the
"Refutation de la Réponse a la Douziéme Lettre"). The original parts bound up in pleasing modern tan crushed
morocco, blind-ruled border, raised bands, gilt titling, new endpapers. PMM 140; Tchemerzine (1977) V, 6263. uLight brown stain to head margin of the last quarter of the leaves, occasional faint browning or foxing
elsewhere, more conspicuous on final gathering, minor worming in bottom margin of a few leaves, otherwise a
very good copy internally, with nothing approaching a serious defect, and in a pleasing unworn binding. (See
illustration on p. 233.) $3,500
In additional to related material normally not
included, this volume contains 17 of the rare original(?)
19 separately issued letters, or "Provinciales," by
the French polymath Blaise Pascal (1623-62), a
series characterized by PMM as "the first example of
French prose as we know it today, perfectly finished
in form . . . on a subject of universal importance . . .
[and] an expression of one of the finest intelligences
of the seventeenth century." Prompted by the Jesuits'
condemnation for heresy of Pascal's friend Antoine Arnauld,
the letters are "a magnificent sustained invective" (PMM)
against the laxity and casuistry of his detractors and at the
same time a defense of Jansenism, that theological movement
and faction within Catholicism that grew out of the writings
of Dutch theologian Cornelius Jansen (1585-1638) and that
emphasized many of the Calvinist tenets of faith (human
sinfulness, lack of free will, and the necessity of divine Grace).
The additional material, apparently collected from a variety
of sources, comprises letters Pascal wrote to parish priests
seeking assistance with the controversy. There is also a copy
of Noel de La Lane's "Recit de ce qui s'est Passé au Parlement

au Sujet de la Bulle de Nostre S. Pere le Pape Alexandre VII.
contre les Censures de Sorbonne" (ca. 1665). Pascal (162362) was a man of many attainments in several fields, among
them physics, philosophy, and mathematics. Above all, he
was a profound thinker, a devout Christian, and the creator
of memorable prose. Written simply, lucidly, objectively, and
wittily, the "Provinciales" represents a landmark in French
literature, an early expression of Enlightenment thinking. It
was enormously successful, dealt the Jesuits a fatal setback,
and influenced the prose of Voltaire and Rousseau. Not
surprisingly, the book was put on the Index and ordered
to be burned. Originally printed clandestinely by various
printers as separate publications at various times during
1656 and 1657, the series is bibliographically complicated,
but it is clear that our quarto format versions precede the
duodecimo printing dated 1657 and, obviously, those
editions with later dates. It is likely, given the small parts
we are missing, that someone assembled the various letters
found here as they were issued at the time. A complete set of
these letters in first edition—which is rarely seen—would sell
for a considerable amount of money. (ST12177-11)

protective power, is so strongly connected with Christianity, that the Colonists must practically give up the scriptures, or
submit to the reasonable demands of the British legislature." Described by Stevens as "very rare," this first edition is not
common in the marketplace: ABPC finds just four copies at auction since 1975. (ST12423)

Given by the Author to the "Popish Plot" Judge
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PETTUS, JOHN. FODINÆ REGALES. OR THE HISTORY, LAVVS AND PLACES OF THE CHIEF
MINES AND MINERAL WORKS IN ENGLAND, WALES AND . . . IRELAND. (London: Printed by H.
L. and R. B. for Thomas Basset, 1670) 289 x 187 mm. (11 3/8 x 7 3/8"). 8 p.l., 108 pp., [4] leaves. FIRST EDITION.
Contemporary ruled but unlettered sprinkled calf, corners restored, flat spine rebacked retaining most of
original backstrip, pastedowns now raised up. With two half-page engraved coats of arms, frontispiece portrait
of the author engraved by William Sherwin, and two full-page engravings of mine works. Front free endpaper
with signature of Tho. Walcot of Bitterley, title page with authorial presentation inscription, "Tho. Walcot ex
dono Authoris"; front free endpaper with book label of J. A. Freilich (see below for both Walcot and Freilich);
front flyleaf with large flourished initials of "J. B." and with signature (beginning with those initials) scratched
out. Duveen, p. 468; Hoover 634; Kress 1270; Wing P-1809. uBoards a little splayed, front cover with large
stain to half the leather, rear board with a dozen tiny wormholes, other minor defects in the covers, but the
binding sound, lustrous, and not at all displeasing. Full-page illustrations slightly trimmed at tail edge—despite
the fact that margins are remarkably ample everywhere else—isolated rust spots or minor smudges and stains
(frontispiece a bit more significantly stained, though only in the margins), other trivial imperfections, but AN
UNUSUALLY FRESH, BRIGHT, AND CLEAN COPY INTERNALLY. $6,500
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(PATRIOTISM, AMERICAN). FLETCHER, JOHN. AMERICAN PATRIOTISM FARTHER
CONFRONTED WITH REASON, SCRIPTURE, AND THE CONSTITUTION: BEING OBSERVATIONS
ON THE DANGEROUS POLITICKS TAUGHT BY THE REV. MR. EVANTS . . . AND THE REV. DR. PRICE. WITH
A SCRIPTURAL PLEA FOR THE REVOLTED COLONIES. (Shrewsbury: Printed by J. Eddowes, 1776) 175 x 105
mm. (6 7/8 x 4 1/8"). viii, 130 pp. (without the half title). FIRST EDITION. Modern brown half morocco, raised
bands, red morocco label. Adams, "American Controversy" 76-47a; Howes F-191; Sabin 24724. uSpine lightly
sunned, corners somewhat rubbed, leaves a shade less than bright, a couple of minor tears, occasional mild
foxing, rust spots, or corner creases, but still a very good copy, the binding solid, and the text with nothing
approaching a serious defect. (See also illustration on p. 357.) $800
This is a political pamphlet by a prominent Methodist theologian attacking the prorevolutionary sympathies of two fellow clergymen and insisting that the right of Great
Britain to tax the American Colonies has divine approbation. In 1775, John Wesley, the
founder of Methodism, had published the loyalist "A Calm Address to our American Brethren,"
urging the colonists to pay their taxes and to remain true to the Crown. Baptist minister Caleb
Evans replied with a screed defending the rights of the Americans, and dissenting preacher
Richard Price contributed "Observations on the Nature of Civil Liberty, the Principles of
Government, and the Justice and Policy of the War with America," a runaway bestseller. The
present work by Wesley's colleague John Fletcher (1729-85) attacks the "Dangerous Politicks
Taught" by Evans and Price, and reiterates the duty of the Colonies to pay taxes to Britain, citing
scripture to support this assertion. In fact, Fletcher says that "the duty of paying taxes to the
________
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This work, whose title translates as "Royal Mines," beginning of the book indicate that our copy was originally in
begins by answering the question "What is a mine?" and the library of attorney and judge Sir Thomas Walcot (1629proceeds from there to discuss the minerals extracted, the 85), whose family home was Bitterley Court. Walcot presided
costs of the operations, and the laws governing mines over the trial of the perjurer Titus Oates, who fabricated a
and minerals, arranged by the monarch who signed story, commonly called the "Popish Plot," indicating that
them. It concludes with a glossary defining terms relating to Catholics were plotting to kill King Charles II to put his
mines and minerals. This is the first work on mineralogy by Catholic brother James on the throne. Joseph A. Freilich (b.
the natural philosopher and politician Sir John Pettus (1613- 1952) amassed probably the finest mineralogy library formed
90), who was elected a fellow of the Royal Society in 1663 in the 20th century, and copies from that collection are well
and who went on to publish the better-known (and more known for their superior condition (the books were sold at
commonly seen) "Fleta Minor" in 1683. The inscriptions at the Sotheby's in New York in 2001). (ST11879)
________
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(PHILIP II). WATSON, ROBERT. THE HISTORY OF THE REIGN OF PHILIP THE SECOND, KING
OF SPAIN. (London: Printed for S. Hooper, 1778) 222 x 140 mm. (8 3/4 x 5 1/2"). Two volumes.
Second(?) Edition. Contemporary sprinkled calf, upper corners very neatly renewed some time ago, raised
bands flanked by double gilt rules, each spine with one brown and one red morocco label. Front pastedown
of volume I with bookplate of Dampierre (see item #320). uSignificant water(?) spot and small gouge to one
board, the slightest hint of wear to extremities, but the attractive bindings completely solid, lustrous, and
otherwise showing few signs of use. First and last few leaves with offsetting from binder's glue used for turnins, otherwise very fine internally, the text unusually fresh, clean, and smooth. $500
The only publication by Scottish historian Robert
Watson (1730?-1781), this study of Philip II of Spain
(1528-98) earned the praise of Horace Walpole and
achieved considerable popularity in its day, going
through seven editions following its 1777 publication,
and being translated into three languages. Philip's reign,
which encompassed wars with France and with England
(including the fateful defeat of the Spanish Armada), revolts
in Spain's Lowland holdings, and fierce persecution of

Protestants, was certainly a meaty subject, and Watson's
account was the definitive one until superseded by Prescott's.
After a failed career in the church, Watson became professor
of logic at Saint Salvator's College and devoted himself to
the study of Spanish history. He did not live to complete
the work, which was finished by William Thomson (17461817), librarian to the eighth earl of Kinnoull. Our extremely
attractive copy has an unusual imprint, the printer being
unrecorded among those copies listed in OCLC. (ST12579-4)

This is a copy, with distinguished provenance, of an edition of Pindar's odes
that is praised by Dibdin and Brunet for its beauty and accuracy. Written
in the early fifth century B.C. to celebrate the victors of athletic games, the works
of Pindar, the greatest of all Greek lyric poets, feature complicated rhythms and
incorporate a wealth of mythological lore and flashes of philosophical insight.
They have always been highly valued by poets of later eras for their exquisite craft.
The odes here are divided into sections named for the festivals at which the athletes
being acclaimed competed: Olympia, the precursor to the modern Olympic Games;
Pythia, held every three years in Delphi; the biennial Isthmia in Corinth; and the
Nemea in Argos, celebrated two months after Isthmia. Our copy was owned by two
special collectors. Sir William Augustus Fraser, fourth baronet of Ledclune (182698), was a Conservative politician and noted raconteur who published poems under
the pseudonym "The Knight of Morar." In addition to books, his library contained
Byron's sofa, Dickens' and Thackeray's chairs, Nelson's sword, and the manuscript
of Gray's "Elegy." Subsequent owner Albert May Todd (1850-1931) was known
as the "Peppermint King" because he made a fortune processing and selling mint
extract and other essential oils from offices in Kalamazoo, Michigan. He assembled
a first-rate collection of ornithological and other natural history books, handsomely bound classics, early printing, and fine
bindings as well as a representative sampling of Western and Oriental illuminated material. (ST12443a)
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(PITT, WILLIAM). [ALMON, JOHN]. ANECDOTES OF THE LIFE OF THE RIGHT HON. WILLIAM
PITT, EARL OF CHATHAM. AND OF THE PRINCIPAL EVENTS OF HIS TIME. (London: Printed for L.
B. Seeley, 1797) 216 x 140 mm. (8 1/2 x 5 1/2"). Three volumes. Sixth Edition. Attractive contemporary flamed tree
calf, flat spines with gilt compartments formed by decorative rolls and containing simple fleuron centerpiece, red
morocco titling labels and small oval green morocco volume labels. Title pages with signature of J. Palmer Chichester
at head (mostly cut away in first volume); front pastedowns with bookplate of Rosalie C. Chichester (see below).
uGilt on titling labels a little uneven, slight nicks and abrasions to leather, but the original bindings very lustrous
and entirely solid, with virtually no wear to the joints. One leaf a little soiled, four leaves with small chip on fore
edge or at head, but an extremely fine copy internally, especially fresh and clean. (See illustration on p. 352.) $475
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PINDAR. [In Greek:] OLYMPIA, PYTHIA, NEMEA, ISTHMIA. (Paris: Guillaume Morel, 1558) 229 x
171 mm. (9 x 6 3/4"). 2 p.l., 103, 109-112, 125-132, 121-124, 133-200, 193-258 pp., [1] leaf (blank),
547-586 pp. (with the usual idiosyncratic pagination, but complete and bound in order). Pleasant burgundy
morocco, ca. 1790, covers with gilt triple fillet border, flat spine divided into densely gilt compartments
decorated with alternating star and geometric tools, turn-ins gilt with floral rolls, marbled endpapers, all edges
gilt. Printer's serpent device on title page, woodcut headpieces and initials. Front pastedown with armorial
bookplate of "The Knight of Morar" [Sir William Augustus Fraser]; front free endpaper with bookplate of
Albert May Todd, engraved by Tiffany & Co. (see below for both). Dibdin, p. 287; Adams P-1225; Brunet IV,
658. uCorners a bit damaged, minor variability in the color of the boards, spine slightly darkened and with
gilt consequently a little muted, but the binding entirely sound, still lustrous, and generally quite appealing.
Expert repair to small hole in tail margin of first six leaves, O1 with faint browning where marginalia have been
washed out (text not affected), Q6 with mended three-inch tear into text (no loss), inexpensive paper stock
with variable (mostly minor) browning and foxing; not without some condition problems, but still a respectable
copy internally, with no fatal defects and with very ample margins. (See illustration on p. 336.) $1,900
________
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This is a very fresh and pleasing set, with important
previous ownership, comprising a flattering biographical
account of the great British statesman William Pitt (170878). One of the great British statesmen of the 18th century,
Pitt (1708-78) steered England through the Seven Years War,
conquests in India and Canada, and the unrest and revolt
of the American colonies. In his early years, the vociferous
Whig procured through his caustic rhetoric the downfall of
Walpole. The first British politician to realize the power of
public opinion, Pitt found support for his overseas policies in
the enthusiasm of the masses. However, he lost some of his
aura as "the Great Commoner" when he accepted the title of
Lord Chatham. The present item is one of the several books
on politics and the history of his own time published by John
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Almon (1737-1805), author of political pamphlets, bookseller,
and for a time publisher of a newspaper. According to DNB,
he was a "passionately partisan" participant in the political
wars raging in the 1760s, and this account, first published
14 years after the death of Pitt, is a reflection of our author's
affection and support for him. Our previous owner, John
Palmer (Bruce) Chichester (1794–1851), was a prominent
member of the landed gentry, with ancestry dating back to
the Norman era and with extensive estates in Devon. Rosalie
Caroline Chichester (1865-1949) was his granddaughter, who
inherited the estates on her father's death and administered
them with great skill. An early supporter of the National
Trust, she bequeathed Arlington Court to that entity, thereby
preserving the 3,500 acre estate intact. (ST8483)

(PLANTIN PRESS). MURET, MARC ANTOINE. VARIARVM LECTIONVM LIBRI XV. (Antverpiæ
[i.e., Leyden]: Christophorum Plantinum, 1586) 175 x 108 mm. (6 7/8 x 4 1/4"). 325 (i.e., 425), [20]
pp. Second Plantin Edition. Bound in very pleasant 18th century vellum, yapp edges, flat spine with title written
faintly in ink. Plantin compass device on title page, historiated initials. Front pastedown with the armorial
bookplate of Robert Shafto of Benwell; rear pastedown with the armorial bookplate of (Shafto's relative) William
Adair. Voet 1724; Graesse IV, 628. uText with light marginal browning (one margin with three small brown
spots), crease and tear in one leaf from faulty trimming (no text loss), otherwise very fine, the binding with
virtually no soiling and without any appreciable wear, and the text clean and quite fresh. $1,100
________
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An intelligent and scholarly reader of the classics,
Marc Antoine Muret (1526-85) makes suggestions
in these "Various Readings" for emendations and
interpretations of a number of ancient authors,
principally Cicero, Horace, Plautus, and Aristotle.
Within each of the 15 books are typically 20 different
sections, with no discernible pattern in their arrangement;
Muret seems to have written them down as the
observations struck him. The first eight books were
published originally in 1559 by Zilleti in Venice, and the
final seven books appeared for the first time in the 1580
Plantin edition, of which this is a reprint done (despite
what the title page says) in the Plantin office in Leyden.
Voet indicates that Plantin and Muret were introduced by
the Netherlandish Jesuit Joannes Gravius and that they
began correspondence in 1574 about the publication of

the "Readings." After many delays, impatient letters, and
indecision over the proper dedicatee, the text finally was
printed some six years later. A professor of literature at
Bordeaux, Muret taught the young Montaigne. Harried in
France on charges of Protestantism and homosexuality,
Muret fled to Italy, where he was befriended by the
publisher Paulus Manutius. The owner whose 18th
century bookplate appears at the front here is apparently
the Robert Shafto of Benwell (1732-97) referred to in the
famous song "Bonny Bobby Shafto." He was a handsome
and cavalier M.P. who campaigned using the "Bonny
Bobby Shafto" nickname, and the song's lyrics supposedly
refer to his jilting of a certain Bridget Belasyse, who died
at the time of Shafto's marriage to Anne Duncombe. Ours
is quite a fine copy of an uncommon book. For more on
Christopher Plantin, see next item. (ST11124)
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(PLANTIN PRESS). SUETONIUS. XII CAESARES. (Antverpiae: Ex officina Plantiniana, apud
viduam, & Ioannem Moretum, [ 1591]) 260 x 173 mm. (10 1/4 x 6 3/4"). [10], 407, [23] pp.
Edited and with commentary by Hermann Torrentinus. Old stiff vellum, flat spine with ink titling. Very
handsome engraved title page frame containing medallion portraits of the Caesars, woodcut printer's
device, a few large and small initials, tailpieces, and medallions in the text. Title page with inscriptions
indicating the book was purchased on 5 September 1599 by Wulfgangus Rhumannus and presented as a
gift by him on 1 February, 1602. Adams S-2052; Graesse VI, 440; Schweiger, p. 976. uVellum a little soiled
and roughened, L1 with a tiny burn hole affecting a couple of letters, one page with four small ink spots
(touching but not obscuring text), other trivial imperfections, but the binding solid, and the text especially
clean, fresh, and smooth. $1,250
This is a well-preserved copy of Suetonius' important account of Roman history, offered here in a very
good 16th century edition issued by a distinguished printer. Suetonius (69-140?) wrote a considerable number
of biographies as well as works on antiquities, natural science, and even linguistics, but all that have survived are
his "Lives of Famous Men" (in part) and the present "Lives of the Twelve Caesars." Our work contains biographies
of the Roman rulers from Julius Caesar through Domitian, with formulaic
descriptions of family history, public career, physical appearance, private
life, and vices and virtues (an arrangement that was later generally adopted
by Medieval biographers). The work is of great interest to us mainly because
of its material relating to the emperors' often scandalous private lives,
material to which Suetonius had access in the imperial archives, and material
that would otherwise have been lost (our author's accounts are happily rich
in anecdotes and gossip). A friend of the printer as well as a teacher, the
editor Torrentius has supplied a commentary here that Dibdin characterizes
as "learned"; it appears for the second time, after an original printing in
1578. Originally from Paris, Christopher Plantin (1520-89) set up shop in
Antwerp as a bookbinder in 1549, but he turned to printing in 1555 and soon
rose to the top of his trade, both as a printer and type designer. He produced,
among a great many things, the celebrated Antwerp Polyglot Bible of 156972 and a steady stream of emblem books. In 1575, he employed nearly 150
workers, who helped to keep more than 20 presses going, and for a time,
he established premises in Paris and Leyden. When he died, his son-in-law
Joannes Moretus (born Jan Moerentorf, 1543-1610) took over the press, and
in the years immediately after the senior Plantin's death, books were issued,
as here, bearing the imprint of Moretus and Plantin's widow. (ST12454)
________
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First Important Book on Turning Wood, a Large Paper Copy in Luxurious Red Morocco
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PLUMIER, CHARLES. L'ART DE TOURNER EN PERFECTION. (Paris: Charles Antoine Jombert, 1749)
413 x 279 mm. (16 1/4 x 11"). 2 p.l. (including engraved title), [iii]-xxvii, [i], 244 pp. Second Edition.
FINE CONTEMPORARY SCARLET MOROCCO, HANDSOMELY GILT, covers with gilt triple fillet border
and fleuron cornerpieces, flat spine heavily gilt in plain-ruled panels with elegant floral garland cornerpieces
and central fleuron accented with small tools, gilt-ruled turn-ins, gilt edges (titling label a recent replica).
WITH engraved frontispiece and 80 ENGRAVED PLATES ILLUSTRATING THE PREMISES, TOOLS, AND
SOMETIMES STRIKING RESULTS OF THE MOST ACCOMPLISHED WOODWORKERS OF THE PERIOD. A
Large Paper Copy. Text in French and Latin. Singer III, 336; Brunet IV, 729; Graesse V, 353. uOne very small
gouge in front cover, three tiny wormholes in tail end of spine, two small closed marginal tears, a number of
leaves with very faint overall browning, but still A FINE COPY, the handsome binding solid, lustrous, and with
very little wear, the engravings richly impressed, and the text and plates especially clean and fresh. $3,750
This is the augmented edition of the first book to explain
and illustrate the previously secret techniques of turning
wood, offered here in a luxurious copy with very spacious
margins. Originally published in Lyon in 1701 (with fewer
plates, and then reissued with Jombert's paste-over imprint
in 1706), Plumier's book remained the authoritative text in
its field for many years. Singer suggests the importance and
usefulness of the work by saying that "it is difficult to trace
6512

the development of the lathe in the seventeenth century" prior
to Plumier's description. The book is also notable because
it includes what Singer calls the first "detailed account" of
the construction of the mandrel lathe. Until the publication
of this work, the art of turning wood had been a carefully
guarded secret among its practitioners. Our author must have
been persuasive indeed to convince the artisans to risk their
livelihood by sharing their knowledge with him. Our augmented
6486, 512, 516

________
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edition includes two more chapters than the first printing as
well as eight additional plates (reflecting the work done with
lathes by La Hire and La Condamine). Charles Plumier (16461704) was a Franciscan monk best known for his important
work in the field of botany, and he brings the attention to
detail honed by years of botanical drawing to the meticulous
illustrations found here. A book like this would normally have

been acquired for use in a workplace, and in keeping with that
practical purpose, copies would usually have been sold with
small margins and in mundane bindings. Although there are
no marks of provenance here, the fact that our copy has grand
margins and an expensive morocco binding strongly suggests
that it was bought by, or used for presentation to, someone of
considerable means and/or influence. (ST11489)
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POPE, ALEXANDER. THE DUNCIAD. WITH NOTES VARIORUM AND THE PROLEGOMENA OF
SCRIBLERUS. (London: Printed for Lawton Gilliver, 1729) 216 x 133 mm. (8 1/2 x 5 1/4"). 24 pp.,
[1] leaf (section title), 19-48 pp., [1] leaf (section title), 51-232 pp., [1] leaf (errata). Second Edition, with some
additional notes. In an extremely good replica binding of panelled calf, covers with blind-ruled frame, raised
bands, spine densely gilt in compartments filled by a repeating leafy roll, red morocco label, marbled endpapers
(perhaps contemporary). Engraved frontispiece of an owl (Griffith variety 3). Griffith 218 (Gilliver variant c);
Foxon P-779. uFirst gathering with light dampstain at head of inner margin, a couple of thumb prints to
margin of title and blank recto of frontispiece, otherwise A VERY FINE COPY, the retrospective binding as
new, and the text unusually bright, fresh, and clean. (See illustration on p. 336.) $1,250
This is very appealing copy of one of the great
satirical works of the 18th century. Pope (16881744) was provoked to pen this attack on "Dulness" by
Lewis Theobald's "Shakespeare Restored"—restored, it is
explained, from the errors of Pope's 1725 edition of the
Bard's "Works." Parodying Virgil's "Aeneid," the "Dunciad"
features a war waged by Dullness and her hack writers
against reason and good literature, with Theobald as the
"hero." After this work's publication, there was sufficient
outrage against Pope among those he maligned and their

In Elaborately Gilt Contemporary Bindings
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POPE, ALEXANDER. THE WORKS OF ALEXANDER POPE ESQ. . . . WITH HIS LAST CORRECTIONS,
ADDITIONS, AND IMPROVEMENTS: TOGETHER WITH THE COMMENTARY AND NOTES OF HIS
EDITOR. (London: printed for C. Bathurst et al., 1770) 229 x 146 mm. (9 x 5 3/4"). Nine volumes. Edited
by William Warburton. VERY DECORATIVE CONTEMPORARY SPECKLED CALF, covers with delicate
gilt leaf border, flat spines lavishly gilt in compartments separated by metope and pentaglyph roll and filled
with repeating rows of hatched ovals and floral tools, each spine with one green and one red label, marbled
endpapers. With 24 engraved plates (including the frontispiece). Armorial bookplate of the library of the
Duc de Luynes at Chateau Dampierre on front pastedown. Alston & Jannetta t005450; ESTC T-5450. uMild
offsetting from plates, consistent (though not offensive) faint yellowing, occasional minor foxing, but very
clean and fresh internally. Two joints with three-inch cracks at top (a half dozen other joints with very short,
thin cracks), corners a little worn, other minor external imperfections, but the very pretty bindings quite
lustrous and generally showing little use. (See also illustration on back cover.) $1,600

supporters that he rarely left home unless accompanied
by his Great Dane, Bounce. The work was first published,
anonymously, in 1728, and was an immediate scandal
and hit, appearing in many editions. The present item is
one of the seven octavo variants that were published in
London during April and May of 1729 (there were also two
quarto editions in London and three editions in Dublin). It
is identifiable as Gilliver variant c by the owl—rather than
the ass—frontispiece. Our copy seems almost as if it had
never been read. (ST12609)
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POPE, ALEXANDER. THE WORKS. (London: Printed for A. Millar et al., 1764 [volume I], 1770
[volumes 2-6]) 175 x 105 mm. (6 7/8 x 4 1/8"). Six volumes. Rustic contemporary sprinkled calf,
raised bands flanked by simple gilt rules, orange morocco labels. With 16 engraved plates (of 18). Front
pastedown of each volume with the bookplate of the Library at Halstead Place, home of the Atkins family
near Sevenoaks in Kent. uThin cracks to parts of two joints, slight wear to corners, other trivial imperfections
including faint browning and two leaves with small tears, but still a well-preserved entirely unsophisticated
set—very smooth and fresh internally—of the complete works of one of the century's great English poets,
modestly priced because it lacks two plates. $150
(ST11462a-169)
6509, 514

This is a finely bound copy with noble provenance
of an early reprint issued during the editor's lifetime.
Although an early detractor of Pope, Warburton (16981779) became an intimate friend of the poet in 1739
after he defended in a series of letters Pope's "Essay on
Man," the orthodoxy of which had been attacked. When
Pope died in 1744, he bequeathed to Warburton half his
library and the copyrights of all his works, material valued
by Johnson at the whopping sum of £4,000. Having been
given Pope's final corrections and additions to his works
shortly before the poet died, Warburton published the
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first collected edition, in nine volumes, in 1751. At the
same time, Warburton added a considerable amount of
his own philosophical and theological commentary to the
voluminous notes, and it is generally thought that these
additions effectively Christianized works that otherwise
would have reflected the Deism embraced by Bolingbroke,
the close friend of Pope whom Warburton supplanted.
Given its excellent state of preservation, it is no surprise
that this appealing set once graced the stately library of the
Ducs de Luynes at the Chateau Dampierre (see item #320).
(ST12579-11)

PROCLUS. [In Greek:] EIS TON TOU PLATONOS TIMAION HYPOMNEMATON PROKLOU . . . KAI
EIS TEN TOU AUTOU POLITIKEN CHALEPOTERON ZETEMATON HAPANTON EXEGESIS. [then] IN
PLATONIS TIMAEON COMMENTARIORUM . . . ET IN EIUSDEM POLITICEN DIFFICILIORUM QUAESTIONUM.
([In Greek:] Basel: Johannes Walder, 1534) 330 x 222 mm. (13 x 8 3/4"). 1 p.l., 433 pp. Edited by Simon
Grynaeus. EDITIO PRINCEPS. Pleasing 18th century English calf, raised bands, spine gilt in compartments
with central floral tool and oblique fleuron cornerpieces, red morocco label, marbled endpapers. Woodcut
initials. Front flyleaf with pencilled note by Graham Pollard that he bought this volume for 25 shillings from
________
353

H. M. Fletcher on 27 June 1952; early ink marginalia in Greek on one leaf. A few neat contemporaneous
marginalia in Greek. Adams P-2139; Dibdin II, 296; Moss II, 425. uBoards somewhat scratched and abraded
(though neatly refurbished), the usual minor wear to joints and corners, but the binding solid, generally well
preserved, and certainly appealing. Repaired three-inch tear to title (well away from text), just over half the
text with small gray flecks in the fore margin (perhaps from impurities in the paper, or else from washing?),
additional trivial defects, otherwise an excellent copy internally, the text bright and especially smooth, and the
margins ample. (See also illustration on p. 351.) $3,300

Greek Simon Grynaeus (1493-1541). Dibdin tells us that
Grynaeus went to England on the advice of Erasmus to
search for manuscripts of Proclus, which he found at Oxford.
Chancellor Thomas More gave Grynaeus permission to take
the manuscripts to Basel, where they were used to prepare

this edition. Our copy was purchased from among books
identified as coming from the library of the renowned
bibliographer and collector Graham Pollard (1903-76). Even
a Greekless reader can appreciate the elegance of the Greek
typeface used in our volume. (ST12443b)

Intriguing Woodcuts Predicting False Prophets, Turkish Invasions, other 16th Century Adversities
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(PROGNOSTICATION). LICHTENBERGER, JOHANNES. PROGNOSTICATIO. ([Cologne:] Peter
Quentel, 1526) 203 x 152 mm. (8 x 6"). 59 leaves (without final blank). Pleasing late 18th or early
19th century black straight-grain morocco, gilt, covers with blind-tooled Greek key border enclosing gilt frame
of alternating floral sprig and swirling palmette tools, raised bands, spine gilt in panels with delicate wheel
centerpiece, gilt turn-ins, all edges gilt. With attractive white-on-black decorative woodcut initials, portrait of
the author on title page, and 44 ALMOST ALWAYS CURIOUS AND SOMETIMES STRIKING WOODCUTS,
these usually attributed to Jorg Breu the Elder. Front pastedown with book label of Arthur and Charlotte
Vershbow. Thorndike IV, 473-80; Adams L-659. uBlank corner of O2 with small (slightly darkened) old repair
well away from the text, isolated trivial foxing, but A VERY FINE COPY, the attractive binding quite lustrous
and scarcely worn, and the text extremely clean and smooth. $12,500

This is the first printing of a valuable commentary on Republic." The former contains Plato's description of the
two of Plato's most important works by a scholar who genesis of the universe, his version of the atomic theory of
played a key role in transmitting Platonic philosophy matter, and his understanding of the way the human body
to Medieval Europe. The leading pagan philosopher of his works and what consitutes health. It has been immensely
day, Proclus (ca. 412–485 AD) was responsible for setting influential, as has Proclus' commentary. "The Republic," of
forth the most fully considered system of Neoplatonism, course, is famous for its vision of the ideal republic ruled by
which strongly shaped the understanding of Plato in philosopher kings, and above all for the Allegory of the Cave,
the Byzantine world and during the Renaissance in the in which Plato elucidates his theory of knowledge. Proclus
West. Thomas Taylor, the first English translator of Plato, does not aim to give a complete exegesis of "The Republic"
observed, "To the lovers of the wisdom of the Greeks, any here, but works at solving the difficult questions it raises.
remains of the writings of Proclus will always be valuable, Plato's complete works were first published by the Aldine
as he was a man who, for the variety of his powers, the Press in 1513, then again in Basel in 1534. Moss remarks
beauty of his diction, the magnificence of his conceptions, that the Basel edition, which reprints the Aldine text, is
and his luminous development of the abstruse dogmas of "particularly valuable on account of the Commmentary of
the ancients, is unrivalled among the disciples of Plato." Proclus, . . . which is, occasionally, found separate," as here.
The present item contains Proclus' interpretation of two Proclus' Commentary was added to this Basel edition by
key works of Plato's later years, "The Timaeus" and "The the Swiss Protestant reformer and Heidelberg professor of
________
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________
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haire." While the work can be viewed as a moral diatribe,
to us it is illuminating as social history, talking as it does
about the dress and grooming of persons of quality and the
responses these evoked in the first half of the 17th century.
Prynne graduated from Oriel College, Oxford, in 1621,
became a student at Lincoln's Inn, and was called to the bar
in 1628, the same year he began producing pamphlets that
occupy more than 250 entries in STC and Wing. Our work
is a forerunner to one of his most infamous and ill-timed
works, "Historio-mastix," in which he vigorously denounced

Featuring woodcuts that are by turns diverting and
fascinating, this is an unusually appealing copy of an
early edition of a popular series of predictions, embracing
all manner of calamities and adversities, that were
prompted by a 1484 planetary conjunction and a 1485
solar eclipse. First printed in 1488, the work foretells baleful
events up through the year 1567. Court astrologer to Emperor
Frederick III, Johannes Lichtenberger (ca. 1444-1503) begins
here by citing the divine inspiration for prophecies, both
pagan and Christian, and this is illustrated by a woodcut
showing God's divine radiance streaming down onto some
of the author's favorite sources—Ptolemy, Aristotle, the
Cumaean Sibyl, St. Bridget, and Reinhard the Lollard. The
first part of the book contains predictions for the pope and the
Church, which will be shaken by false prophets; the second

part covers the Holy Roman Empire, warning of an invasion
by the Turks; the third foretells the conditions the common
people will face (generally miserable). The work concludes
with a series of prophecies for specific years. The charming
woodcuts are usually attributed to Jorg Breu the Elder of
Augsburg (ca. 1475-1537), a major artist contemporary with
Dürer, whose output included frescoes and altarpieces as well
as the woodcuts for which he is best known. The illustrations
make a strong and memorable statement, comprising
depictions closely following Lichtenberger's descriptions—a
ship carrying a church and tossed on a rough sea, two
bishops clutching at a single crozier, which is being bitten
by a bear and a wolf. Given the fact that such an illustrated
work would invite avid use, it is not surprising that all early
printings of this book are scarce. (ST12554)

Disfigured Puritan's Diatribe against "Poudred, Frizled, Mannish, and Unaturall" Women
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PRYNNE, WILLIAM. THE UNLOVELINESSE, OF LOVE-LOCKES.
OR, A SUMMARIE DISCOURSE, PROOVING: THE WEARING,
AND NOURISHING OF A LOCKE, OR LOVE-LOCKE, TO BE ALTOGETHER
UNSEEMLY, AND UNLAWFULL UNTO CHRISTIANS. (London, 1628) 191 x
143 mm. (7 1/2 x 5 5/8"). 12 p.l. (including the initial blank), 63, [1] pp. (pp.
41-48 misnumbered 33-40). FIRST EDITION (the issue with "needs" in the
second line on D2). Pleasing modern black crushed morocco by Sangorski
& Sutcliffe (stamp-signed on front turn-in), two raised bands, red morocco
label with vertical gilt titling between the bands, gilt-ruled turn-ins. Front
pastedown with heraldic bookplate of D. G. Mackenzie; rear pastedown with
Mackenzie book label documenting rebinding and repair of the book in 1980.
STC 20477.5. uLeaves a shade less than bright, occasional minor foxing or
rust spots, D1 with neat modern repair to marginal tear (documented by
Mackenzie), otherwise quite an excellent copy, clean and very fresh internally,
and in an unworn binding. $1,600
This is an early work by the Puritan lawyer and against many things, including "face-painting; the wearing of
indefatigable pamphleteer William Prynne (1600-69), supposititious, poudred, frizled, or extraordinary long haire;
who had a very great deal of advice, mostly unsolicited the inordinate affectation of corporall beautie; and womens
and unwelcomed, for the fair sex. In the text here he rails mannish, unaturall, impudent and unchristian cutting of their
________
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female actors appearing on the stage—at the same moment
Queen Henrietta Maria was preparing a masque to present
at court. This misstep led to a conviction for sedition, and his
sentence included a £5,000 fine, life imprisonment, and the
removal of his ears. His later pamphlets were not noticeably
less inflammatory, and these led to a further sedition charge
as well as more disfigurement (including a slit nose and a
brand on his cheek announcing him as a seditious liar). This
is a work seldom seen in the marketplace (ABPC lists just
one other copy since 1984). (ST12190)

5431, 521, 505, 518, 534, 538, 563
(PSALMS, EXPLICATION OF). PUTEO, FRANCISCUS DE.
CATHENA AUREA SUPER PSALMOS. (Paris: Jehan Petit, 1520)
235 x 178 mm. (9 1/4 x 7"). [330] leaves. FIRST EDITION. 18th century half
sheep over marbled boards, flat spine, tan morocco label, hinges reinforced
with cloth tape. Printer's device on title page, 10-line woodcut initials at
the beginning of each psalm, and a full-page woodcut of King David, these
with presumably later hand coloring; title page and colophon accented
with multiple gold dots, printed red versal initials for first 25 psalms
highlighted with gold, also at a later date. Title page with small late 18th
century armorial bookplate of P. M. De Angelis and with seminary library
stamp. Adams P-2294. uThe insubstantial binding rather worn, the paper
boards chafed and torn, spine chipped at head and tail, front joint starting
at bottom, but the binding still intact and doing its job. Title and A2 soiled
and repaired at upper corner with loss to first few lines of text, title trimmed
at tail (probably to remove inscription), first three and final gatherings with
light dampstains (evident without being unsightly), other minor defects,
but a mostly clean, fresh, and smooth copy internally, especially away from
the beginning and end of the text. $750
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This explication of the Psalms is a "Catena Aurea" indicated in red. Puteo was prior of La Grande Chartreuse
("Golden Chain"), a form of biblical commentary in 1509 and was responsible for the third compilation of his
composed of fragments from the writings of Church order's statutes published in 1510. The noteworthy woodcut
fathers, linked like a chain into a continuous exegesis of David shows the king seated on his throne playing the
on a text of Scripture. The present "chain" was forged by harp and surrounded by splendidly attired courtiers in a
the scholarly Carthusian Franciscus de Puteo (François du luxurious room. David's melancholy expression conveys
Puy) from the works of Augustine, Jerome, Cassiodorus, his pain and penitence, and would seem to emphasize the
and Gregory the Great and from later 12-14th century emptiness of worldly vanities. Apparently the only edition
commentators Nicolas de Lyra, Hugh of Saint Victor, and of Puteo's "Catena," this is not a common work: ABPC lists
Hugh of Saint-Cher. Following each verse of a psalm is just four copies at auction since 1975, all with condition
a paragraph of exegesis, with the names of the sources issues. (CJW1329)
________
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(PYTHAGORAS). HIEROCLES. (FOULIS PRESS). UPON THE GOLDEN VERSES OF THE
PYTHAGOREANS. (Glasgow: By Rob. & And. Foulis, 1756) 165 x 102 mm. (6 1/2 x 4"). 1 p.l., [3]300 pp. Late 19th century dark calf, covers bordered in blind with floral and foliate roll, raised bands, spine
panels featuring fleuron centerpiece (once gilt or silver[?] and now greenish), brown morocco label. Gaskell
318; Schweiger, p. 148; Lowndes II, 1066; Brunet III, 155; Graesse III, 273. uRear board detached, front joint
beginning to crack, front cover slightly bowed. First gathering loose, a few leaves faintly dampstained at head
or fore edge, and a few instances of faint browning in text, otherwise the leaves clean and well preserved. $100
Although in need of rebinding, this is a desirable
Foulis imprint of important English translations of a
major classical work by Pythagoras and its notable
commentary by Hierocles. The latter lived in the fifth
century, when the figure of Pythagoras was revered as
almost divine by the last of the pagan philosophers. He states
in his commentary here that the "Golden Verses" embody
"the whole sacred body of the Pythagoreans," and says that
Pythagoras' followers embraced a law requiring that each
of them, upon arising in the morning and retiring at night,
have these verses read "as the oracles of the Pythagorean
doctrine, to the end that by the continual meditation on these

precepts, the spirit and energy of them might shine forth
in his life." The commentary of Hierocles was published in
the early days of printing, issued in a Latin translation by
Aurispa in Padua in 1474 and in Rome in 1475. The present
edition uses the verse translation of Nicholas Rowe (16741718) for the "Golden Verses" themselves and the translation
of Hierocles' commentaries by John Norris (1657-1711), a
high church Anglican divine, poet, and essayist, who also
translated Xenophon's "Cyropaedia" with Francis Digby.
Norris' translation first appeared in 1682, and ours seems
to be its second printing. For remarks about the Foulis Press,
see item # 416, above. (ST8910He)
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(RALEIGH, SIR WALTER). THE ARRAIGNMENT AND CONVICTION
OF SR VVALTER RAWLEIGH, AT THE KINGS BENCH-BARRE AT
WINCHESTER. ON THE 17. OF NOVEMBER. 1603 . . . COPPIED BY SIR THO:
OVERBVRY. (London: Printed by William Wilson for Abel Roper, 1648) 191 x
133 mm. (7 1/2 x 5 1/4"). 1 p.l. (title), 38 pp. FIRST EDITION. Pleasant enough
18th or 19th century polished calf, rebacked (perhaps in the 1970s), flat spine
with vertical gilt titling, new endpapers. Title page with early ink ownership
inscription of W. Bayntun, Gray's Inn (see below) and with his ink initials
"WB" at foot of last page. Rear pastedown with neatly pencilled notes relating
to the purchase of the book at Sotheby's by William Stirling Maxwell in 1978:
"Estimated at £80/120. I paid £200 + £20 ($436.50)." Wing A-3744; Sabin 67545.
uExtremities a bit rubbed, a hint of soiling and a handful of small scratches
to the covers, faint darkening and minor fraying to edges of title, other trivial
imperfections, but an excellent copy, quite clean and fresh internally, and in a
solid, very satisfactory binding. (See also illustration on p. 357.) $6,500
This is a rare copy of a text relating to the accusation, with American history as the person who attempted to
in 1603, that Raleigh had conspired with fellow courtier found Roanoke Colony in Virginia in 1587. After being
Baron Cobham to facilitate a Spanish invasion to released from the Tower in 1616, he conducted his second
prevent James Stuart from inheriting Elizabeth's throne. expedition to the New World, sailing in search of the fabled
Raleigh, never adept at politics, had alienated Elizabeth's City of Gold, or El Dorado. The venture did not succeed, and,
powerful secretary, Sir Robert Cecil, and the influential worse, his troops (under the direct command of Lawrence
Howard family of Norfolk. Cecil and the Duke of Norfolk Keymis) attacked and burned the Spanish outpost of San
lost no opportunity to malign Raleigh to James, and seized Tomàs after strict royal orders to avoid conflict with the
upon an unfortunate and characteristically impulsive remark Spaniards. Although he was not directly responsible for the
Raleigh made about thwarting the succession to try him for attack, he was nevertheless arrested—for the second time—
treason. Our "Arraignment" comes from that trial, in which for treason. As a gesture of appeasement to the Spanish, he
the silver-tongued Raleigh argued so persuasively that at least was executed on 29 October 1618, becoming a martyred hero
he won the public to his side. He was convicted in any case ever after to a public antipathetic toward the Spanish (and
and sentenced to be executed, but was instead imprisoned in remaining with unusual immediacy in the loving memory of
the Tower to avoid bringing down public ire on the newly- his wife, who was known to have kept his embalmed head in
crowned king. An educated poet, courtier, explorer, buccaneer, a red leather bag next to her bed). Although we could find no
and one-time favorite of Queen Elizabeth, Sir Walter Raleigh record of a sale of his library, there is a "Catalogue of Books
(1552?-1618) lived a life full of adventure and controversy. in the Possession of William Bayntun of Gray's Inn" (said
Among many other things, he had an important intersection to be created ca. 1768-70) in the Bodleian Library (MSS.
________
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Eng. Misc. e. 80-1). Bayntun seems to have been a serious
collector: in his "Biography and Typography of William
Caxton, England's First Printer," William Blades records an
anecdote of our owner Bayntun unwittingly purchasing in

the 1770s the only surviving copy of a Caxton incunable
(unfortunately from a thief who had taken the book from
Cambridge University Library). This is a rare book: since
1978, ABPC records just one other copy at auction. (ST12120)
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RAY, JOHN. A COMPLEAT COLLECTION OF ENGLISH PROVERBS . . . TO WHICH IS ADDED . . . A
COLLECTION OF ENGLISH WORDS NOT GENERALLY USED. (London: W. Otridge, 1768) 210 x 133
mm. (8 1/4 x 5 1/4"). xv, [i], 319 pp.; xii, 150 pp. Fourth Edition. Contemporary calf, raised bands flanked by simple
gilt rules, red morocco label. Keynes, p. 30. uFront joint starting at head, rear joint at head and tail, shallow chips
at top and bottom of spine, corners and edges a bit rubbed, insignificant marginal worming at beginning of text,
other minor defects, but the binding solid, and the text remarkably smooth, clean, and fresh. $150
This collection of proverbs (from many sources and
categorized in several ways) as well as unusual words
from various regional dialects appeals both to the
linguist and to the casual reader who appreciates a wellturned phrase, albeit from the 17th century. Known as
the "Father of English Botany," naturalist John Ray (16271705) collected words as well as plants on his travels, and

here he explains the foreign and domestic origins of common
sayings (many of them still in use) and lists uncommon
words unique to various regions of Britain. "Proverbs" was
first published in 1670, and "English Words" was added to
the third edition in 1737. Because he felt the work a little
meager, Ray somewhat incongruously has added a section
at the end dealing with metals and minerals. (ST12176-12)

The Norman Copy of an Early English Edition of a Key Medieval Medical Work
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[JOHN OF MILAN, Sometimes Attributed to]. REGIMEN SANITATIS SALERNI: THIS BOOKE
TEACHYNG ALL PEOPLE TO GOUERNE THEM IN HEALTH. (London: Wyllyam How for Abraham
Vele, 1557) 140 x 95 mm. (5 1/2 x 3 3/4"). 20 p.l., clxx, [2] leaves (last blank). Translated by Thomas Paynell. Fifth
Printing in English. Pleasant enough 17th century sheepskin, raised bands, spine gilt in compartments with
central lozenge and volute cornerpieces, brownish leather label. In an excellent modern brown chemise and
morocco-backed slipcase with raised bands and titling. Title page with woodcut border. Front pastedown with
bookplate of H. F. Norman, M.D.; front flyleaf with a 17th century inscription regarding the longevity of the man
to whom the work is dedicated, William Paulet, first marquess of Winchester (1474/5?-1572; see below). Norman
1819 (this copy); Durling 3837; STC 21600. uShallow chip across the tail of the spine, covers with very minor
soiling and worm tracks, about 30 leaves with mostly faint dampstain (a bit darker in the margins of a few of
these), half-inch marginal wormhole to five leaves, other quite minor defects, but A REALLY EXCELLENT COPY
of an inexpensively bound book expected to be found in shabby condition, the text almost entirely clean and
fresh, and the early binding entirely sound and generally pleasing. (See also illustration on back cover.) $15,000

This is the very well-preserved Norman copy of an study of medicine. STC attributes authorship to "John of
early English edition of the most popular Medieval Milan" from that school, but it is possible that the Salernitan
guide to health and well-being. The "Regimen Sanitatis" connection could have been assumed (or been manufactured)
is a long didactic poem, written in rhyming couplets in order simply because of that location's importance. "Heirs of
to be remembered more easily, perhaps composed as early Hippocrates" says the work "was committed to memory by
as 1100 and believed to have emanated from the school of thousands of physicians and . . . remains one of the most
Salerno, the first of the great Medieval locations for the revealing medical works of the Middle Ages." The poem is
________
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heavy on practical advice, dealing with hygiene and diet and
being informed by the period's usual mixture of homespun
wisdom and outmoded classical theories. As originally
composed, the "Regimen" is organized around Galen's six
"non-naturals," or basic factors which, when in good order,
lead to health or, when in disorder, bring on illness and
invite disease; these are: air, food and drink, exercise and
rest, sleep and wakefulness, retention and evacuation of
wastes, and perturbations of the mind or soul. The work was
translated into various languages, appeared in nearly 40
incunabular editions, was considerably expanded over time,
and was respected with some seriousness well into the 18th
century. Paynell's translation stresses a "joyful life" and a
"tranquil mind" as the first two elements for good health
and longevity; the third is diet. Mutton, wine, and figs are
recommended, as is the occasional bloodletting or vomiting.
Moderation is emphasized above all. The Paynell "Regimen

Sanitatis Salerni" is the first in English, originally issued
by Thomas Berthelet in 1528, then reissued by the same
printer in 1530, 1535, and 1541, before being published
by Abraham Vele in 1557. All of these early printings are
quite rare: since 1975, ABPC lists an aggregate total of just
five copies of the editions earlier than ours, with none of
these sales occurring after 1996. The inscription at the front
about Paulet, a courtier so skilled that he managed to serve
all four Tudor monarchs without once landing in prison,
says that he "dyed [sic] not 'till the 97th year of his Age:
whether by observing the Rules of this Book, I leave the
serious to judge." Our copy is from the celebrated library
of the physician and bibliophile H. F. Norman, whose
books are known for their outstanding condition and whose
catalogue, "The Haskell F. Norman Library of Science &
Medicine" is one of the finest bibliographical reference
books ever produced. (ST12589)

18th Century English Actors Showing More Stamina on
Stage than their Italian, French Counterparts
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RICCOBONI, LUIGI. AN HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL ACCOUNT OF THE THEATRES IN EUROPE.
(London: Printed for T. Waller and R. Dodsley, 1741) 203 x 133 mm. (8 x 5 1/4"). 8 p.l., 333, [1] pp.,
9 leaves (tables). FIRST EDITION IN ENGLISH. Excellent contemporary sprinkled calf, covers with gilt doubleline border, raised bands accentuated by gilt lines, red morocco spine label. Woodcut head- and tailpieces.
Front pastedown with Chippendale armorial bookplate (covered over by paper) of William Bell, Ulcomb, Kent
(probably the rector of the church there from 1740 until his death); flyleaf with early owner's signature excised
at top of the page, leaving the date 1741. Arnott & Robinson 830. uJoints and extremities a little rubbed
(joints with slight cracks at the very top), covers slightly marked, spine leather beginning to crackle, but a
very appealing contemporary copy nevertheless, the binding entirely sound and with no serious defects, and
INTERNALLY FINE, the text remarkably bright, clean, and fresh. $800
This is an especially attractive copy of the first edition
of a very useful account by the talented Italian actor
and important theater historian Luigi Riccoboni (16761753). The text discusses the Italian, Spanish, French,
English, Dutch, Flemish, and German theaters in a text that
contains "a review of the manner, persons, and character
of the actors, intermix'd with many curious dissertations
upon the drama, together with two celebrated essays: viz.
an essay on action, or, the art of speaking in public; and
a comparison of the ancient and modern drama." As a
person who thought that dramatic productions should be
respectable literary works, Riccoboni undertook a serious
campaign to inject the polish of Molière into what was
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clearly the undisciplined Italian comedy of his day, but
his efforts met with only limited success at home. He was
invited in 1715 to form a troupe to entertain the French
court, and, his own inclinations being in concert with
Parisian tastes, he found a comfortable home and stayed on,
his company being named Comédiens Ordinaire du Roi in
1723. The present book was first published as "Réflexions
Historiques et Critiques sur les Differents Théatres de
l'Europe" in 1738. The work's section dealing with English
theater comprises some 22 pages and comments on the
superiority of the English actors (over French and Italian
counterparts) because they "copy Truth, and are at great
Pains not to flag on the stage." (ST11092)

RITSON, JOSEPH. ANCIENT SONGS FROM THE TIME OF KING HENRY THE THIRD TO THE
REVOLUTION. (London: J. Johnson, 1790) 187 x 117 mm. (7 3/8 x 4 5/8"). 2 p.l., lxxx, 332 pp. FIRST
EDITION. Extremely attractive early 19th century deep blue straight-grain morocco, covers with floral gilt frame
enclosing a wide blind-tooled palmette roll, raised bands, two spine panels with large ornate fleurons, the other
two with gilt titling, gilt turn-ins, marbled endpapers, all edges gilt. With six etched vignettes after Stothard.
Front pastedown with armorial bookplate of James Walsh. Lowndes III, 2099. uA touch of rubbing to joints
and extremities (difficult to see because carefully refurbished), isolated trivial foxing, one leaf creased, but quite
a fine copy, the very attractive binding lustrous and scarcely worn, and the text fresh, bright, and clean. $400
________
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This is a handsomely bound collection of English songs
from the time of the first Plantagenet king (1216) through
the reign of James II (1701), compiled by the foremost
authority on the subject. Best remembered for his collection of
the famous Robin Hood ballads, the antiquary and critic Ritson
(1752-1803) was one of the most reviled of commentators, on
account of what Britannica calls the "unmatchable acrimony"
of his remarks about such contemporaneous works as
Warton's "History of English Poetry," Bishop Percy's "Ancient
Songs," and the famous edition of Shakespeare produced by
Johnson and Steevens. According to Lowndes, our book is "the
most curious and certainly the most interesting to antiquarian
readers of all Ritson's works." It includes minstrels' songs,
folk ballads, and works by Shakespeare and other Elizabethan
writers, some with accompanying music. Rude and choleric
beyond reason, Ritson went insane in 1803 and died a short flaming manuscripts in barricaded chambers at Gray's Inn.
time later, after having been forcibly removed from amidst (ST12177-1)
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ROBERTSON, WILLIAM. THE HISTORY OF SCOTLAND DURING THE REIGNS OF QUEEN MARY
AND OF KING JAMES VI TILL HIS ACCESSION TO THE CROWN OF ENGLAND. (London: Printed
for T. Cadell, 1776) 248 x 133 mm. (9 3/4 x 5 1/4"). Two volumes. A New Edition. Pleasing contemporary
sprinkled calf, raised bands flanked by double gilt fillets, each spine with one black and one red morocco label.
Front pastedown of volume I with engraved bookplate of the Dampierre library (see item #320). uLeather very
slightly marked and spotted, the black labels dried and crackled, minor rubbing to extremities, first couple and
last couple of leaves in each volume darkened at edges from binder's glue, isolated trivial foxing, but still a very
appealing copy showing few signs of use, the binding with no significant wear, and the text especially clean,
fresh, and smooth. (See illustration on p. 348.) $275
With the publication of this book in 1759, the young
Scottish minister Robertson (1721-93) burst out of
obscurity to become hailed as one of the greatest
historians of his age. Walpole expressed astonishment that
a man from Robertson's modest background could produce
"what all the world now allows to be the best modern history"
and, on top of that, could write "it in the purest English and

with as much seeming knowledge of men and courts as if he
had passed all his life in important embassies." DNB says that
many generations later, the book's "sobriety, fairness, and
literary character give it a permanent interest to a student of
the evolution of historical composition." Like most English
books from the French ducal library at Chateau Dampierre,
these volumes do not appear to have been read. (ST12579-5)
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ROBERTSON, WILLIAM. THE HISTORY OF THE REIGN OF THE EMPEROR CHARLES V.
(London: Printed for W. Strahan and T. Cadell; and for J. Balfour at Edinburgh, 1774-72) 222 x
140 mm. (8 3/4 x 5 1/2"). Four volumes. A New Edition of volumes I-III (1774); Second Edition of volume IV
(1772). Contemporary sprinkled calf, raised bands flanked by gilt rules, each spine with one red and one
green morocco label (most corners neatly renewed). Engraved frontispiece in each volume. Front pastedown
of volume I with engraved bookplate of the Dampierre library; first three volumes with occasional neat ink
marginalia in English and French. uLeather a little marked and spotted, a hint of wear to joints and spine
ends, offsetting from frontispieces to title pages and from binder's glue to first couple and last couple of leaves
at beginning and end of each volume, a handful of leaves in the second volume with small, dark marginal stain,
isolated minor foxing, but still an agreeable contemporary copy, generally quite clean and fresh, and in solid
bindings with bright covers. (See illustration on p. 348.) $375
Having established himself in England with his first to 1500, and then he focuses on the period of Charles
historical work (see previous entry), Robertson was V, during which the system of European nation-states
able to command the fabulous sum of £4,500 for was formed. Robertson's power and energy as a writer,
the present book, which was first printed in 1769. achieved through the synthesis of vast amounts of material
It served, with the help of an edition in French, to make to produce a coherent exposition, are generally considered
him famous in all of Europe. He begins the text with a to be most readily apparent in the present broadsweeping
broad view of developments from the fall of Rome down work. (ST12579-6)
________
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RODERICUS ZAMORENSIS. [SÁNCHEZ DE ARÉVALO, RODRIGO]. SPECULUM VITAE
HUMANAE. (Strassburg: J. Prüss, 1507) 285 x 200 mm. (11 1/4 x 8"). 14 p.l., 91, [1] leaves (the
last blank). Contemporary limp vellum, flat spine with two brown leather squares stitched on, ink titling,
no pastedowns (allowing a very good view into the binding structure). With large foliated and historiated
woodcut initials throughout. Inner front cover with bookplate of the James V. Brown Library; front flyleaf with
faded early ink inscription and a number of calligraphic flourishes; head of title with heavily struck through
early inscription, its iron gall ink causing three small holes in the leaf. Adams R-646; Proctor 9981. uVellum
somewhat stained and rumpled, two small tears to spine, but the original binding sound and pleasing as an
unlikely survival. Very faint browning throughout, more noticeable in three or four quires, occasional light
dampstain to tail margin, intermittent minor foxing or smudges, last (blank) leaf trimmed an inch or so along
fore edge, but still an excellent copy, the thick, textured leaves generally clean and crisp. $2,800

One of the most popular books in the early years of (1404-70) was a lawyer in Salamanca before entering
printing, this "mirror of the human condition" offers the church, a successful career move that culminated in a
an intriguing sociological look at that period by number of important positions at the papal curia. He became
examining the joys and consolations as well as the one of the first living authors to have a book published
perils and adversities of every personal station and when Sweynheym and Pannartz printed "Speculum Vitae
occupation. The first part of the book deals with laymen, Humane" in 1468. Our edition of the work is of particular
from emperors to common folk, and the second discusses the interest because it was prepared by two friends of Erasmus,
various hierarchies of the Church, from pope to lowly monk. Johann von Blotzheim and Jakob Wimpfeling, and enjoyed
In perhaps the most interesting sections of the book, Sánchez the support of the local Strassburg humanists. In an early
discusses such varied occupations as soldier, judge, farmer, version of the promotional blurbs that appear on today's
lawyer, notary, cloth maker, armorer, hunter, shepherd, book jackets, this work contains recommendations in verse
physician, merchant, mathematician, astronomer, musician, form from such prominent humanists as Sebastian Brant
and actor, presenting a fascinating analysis of contemporary and Beatus Rheanus, apparently solicited by the enterprising
society. Coming at his subject a different way, he also publisher. The present volume also allows us a closer view
covers marriage, praising the institution in one chapter, but of early Renaissance bookbinding: the lack of pastedowns
following this with another "On the Miseries of Spouses." gives us a clear view into the inner works, including bands,
In a piece of eternal wisdom, Sánchez observes that every stitching, and a scrap of Medieval manuscript lining the
station in life has its vicissitudes, suggesting that no one is spine. The two squares of leather on the spine are stiched to
completely happy, and everyone would be best off accepting inner bands, and serve a structural as well as a decorative
whatever fate has bestowed. Rodrigo Sánchez de Arevalo function. While one would probably consider this a modest
________
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book in terms of aesthetic values, its pleasing typeface—with seems to be the first post-incunabular printing of this text
unusually large, rounded, even elegant letters—and the liberal and is rare: since 1975, ABPC lists three copies at auction
use of woodcut initials make this an attractive volume. Ours (including this one), the last selling in 1988. (CEH1307)

Very Rare Plates of Roman Imperial Murals,
Painted in Various Pleasing Monochromes
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(ROME, ART HISTORY - MURAL PAINTING). COLLECTION DE PEINTURES ANTIQUES QUI
ORNOIENT LES PALAIS, THERMES, MAUSOLÉES, CHAMBRES SEPULCRALES, DES EMPEREURS
TITE, TRAJAN, ADRIEN, ET CONSTANTIN, ET AUTRES EDIFICES TANT À ROME QU'AUX ENVIRONS
JUSQU'AUPRÈS DE NAPLES. (Rome: Chez Bouchard et Gravier, 1781) 422 x 279 mm. (16 5/8 x 11"). 2 p.l., 14
pp., [1] leaf. FIRST EDITION. Harmless contemporary quarter calf over tan paper boards, flat spine divided into
panels with central gilt flower ornament, brown morocco label. With title page vignette and 33 HAND-COLORED
PLATES OF MURALS FROM ANCIENT ROME, as called for. Cicognara 3678. uExtremities somewhat worn,

________
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paper boards unevenly faded and with a dozen minor
abrasions and marks, but the binding sound and
inoffensive; one plate with trailing dampstain touching
bottom of image, plates with just visible pale spotting
(a faint peach color) as a reflection, apparently, of
impurities in the paper, a minor smudge here and there,
but still quite an excellent copy, the contents extremely
fresh, the plates richly printed and with uneroded color,
and with deep impressions of the text (printed damp, on
thick, appealing paper). $12,500
This is an extremely rare and, in its quiet way,
an aesthetically very charming work reproducing
paintings that decorated the palaces, baths, and
mausoleums of the Roman emperors Titus, Trajan,
Hadrian, and Constantine. The subjects are Roman gods
and goddesses, figures from classical mythology, and the
ever-popular nymphs and putti, all of them reproduced in
engravings that have been hand painted in gray, blue, and
sepia tones, usually on a darker background, giving them
the appearance of marble friezes. There is a text description
for each numbered plate, discussing the myths or legends
that inspired paintings such as "Oedipus Explaining the
Riddle of the Sphinx" and "Birth of Adonis." We are also
told what edifice each painting adorned. The coloring in
very pleasing monochromatic blues, grays, or browns
(with white highlights) is more than a little appealing, and
the volume as a whole, especially in its original binding,
is quite attractive. The book is uncommonly seen in the
marketplace, perhaps because copies were broken up and
the plates sold individually. Since 1975, ABPC lists just
two copies, the last one selling at Sotheby's in 1999 for a
hammer price of £4,000 ($6,480); as for dealer copies, the 1974 Catalogue #152, where it was offered for $395 (and
most recent one we know of was in E. P. Goldschmidt's where the work was attributed to J. Jourdain). (ST11794)

The Mortal and Economic Repercussions of Plague
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RUSSELL, PATRICK. A TREATISE OF THE PLAGUE. (London: for G. G. J. and J. Robinson,
1791) 298 x 248 mm. (11 3/4 x 9 3/4"). 12 p.l., 583, [1], clix, [i] pp., [4] leaves. FIRST EDITION.
Very pleasing recent sympathetic half calf over marbled paper boards, raised bands, maroon morocco label.
Blake, p. 394; Lowndes III, 2155. uTitle page and three leaves neatly repaired in lower corner with matching
contemporaneous paper (covering quotation marks on one page, but with no other loss of text), faint dampstain
just along edge of head margin in one or two signatures, title page slightly soiled, other trivial defects, but still
AN EXTREMELY ATTRACTIVE COPY, THE TEXT QUITE FRESH AND CLEAN, and in a convincing unworn
replica binding. (See illustration on p. 259.) $3,000
Although when this work was published, Britain had that he observed, cases where a substantial number of the
been free of bubonic plague for more than 125 years, patients survived. In the interest of protecting Britain, he
in continental Europe and within the Turkish Empire, then discusses quarantine measures against both persons
the epidemic had periodically caused devastation in and merchandise from infected countries, and he argues
the 18th century; in our volume Russell describes as an that the spread of the plague is greatly affected by weather.
eyewitness the month-by-month course of the plague Of special interest in this book is the emphasis placed on
at Aleppo (in present-day Syria) in the years 1760-62. economic loss as a result of quarantine, a topic not normally
In an appendix Russell gives daily details for 120 cases dealt with in works on the plague. Patrick Russell (1727________
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1805) was one of three Scottish brothers who served their
compatriots as well as indigenous populations overseas. As
a young man, he joined his older brother Alexander, likewise
a physician, in Aleppo, where he became physician to the
British resident community of merchants. It is perhaps

Russell's connection with the merchant world that directed
his interest toward the economic toll exacted by plague.
Our treatise is a handsomely printed large-margined book
issued by one of the major publishers in London, and yet it
seems to be scarce in the marketplace. (CJM0321)
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[SAINT GERMAN, CHRISTOPHER]. THE DIALOGUE IN
ENGLISH, BETWEEN A DOCTOR OF DIUINITIE, AND A
STUDENT IN THE LAWES OF ENGLAND. (London: Richard Tottill,
1593) 124 x 83 mm. (4 7/8 x 3 1/4"). 176, [4] leaves. Pleasing contemporary
smooth calf, recently and expertly rebacked to style, covers with
borders of thick and thin blind rules and central blindstamped oval
lozenge in an elaborate strapwork pattern, raised bands flanked by
plain blind rules, remnants of ties. In a brown cloth clamshell box
with gilt titling on the spine. Title page with contemporary ink note
regarding the author (as being identified in Thomas Fuller's "History
of the Worthies of England"), manuscript annotations to blank flyleaf
and occasionally in margins, all in a neat early hand. Beale T-479; STC 21575. uSome wear to extremities, but
the binding expertly restored now and very appealing. Title and following leaf a little soiled and browned, other
very minor defects, but an excellent copy internally, the text consistently clean and fresh. $3,750
According to the DNB, this is "surely the most
remarkable book relating to English law published in the
Tudor period, and quite unlike any book to have come
from the pen of an English lawyer before." Commonly
known as "Doctor and Student," these dialogues "explore
the relationship between the principles of English law and
conscience." The first 24 chapters were initially published in
Latin in 1528, and the English translation appeared in 1530
with an additional 13 dialogues between the theologian and
the barrister. This later printing included an introduction
explaining that the book would be in English, rather than the
more erudite Latin or French, "because it was 'specially made'
for those without legal knowledge." Christopher Saint German

(ca.1460-1540/41) studied law at the Middle Temple and
was called to the bar, although he preferred writing about the
law to practicing it. In DNB's words, the quiet Saint German
was, rather surprisingly, "one of the major intellectual forces
behind the English Reformation," taking on the formidable
Sir Thomas More and showing a way around the many legal
difficulties that, more than theological differences, led to the
Anglican break with Rome. "Doctor and Student" became a
handbook for legal students, and was the standard text until
Blackstone's "Commentaries" appeared in the 18th century.
It still remained popular, with some 30 reprints issued by
1886, although 16th century editions are uncommonly seen,
especially in agreeable condition. (ST11520)
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[SAINT-HYACINTHE, HYACINTHE CORDONNIER, known as CHEVALIER DE THÉMISEUL].
HISTOIRE DU PRINCE TITI. (Paris: Chez la Veuve Pissot, 1736) 165 x 102 mm. (6 1/2 x 4"). 4 p.l.,
152 pp. FIRST EDITION. Slightly later marbled paper boards, flat spine, paper label, marbled endpapers.
Woodcut headpieces, tailpieces, and large ornament on title page. Front pastedown with traces of bookplate.
First blank with round, illegible institutional stamp. uMarbled paper somewhat rubbed on lower edges and
ends of spine, faint dampstaining in lower margin of first three gatherings (slightly frayed in the same spot on
first few leaves), text a shade less than bright, but still an excellent copy, the binding solid and pleasing, and
internally fresh and clean. $375
Written in the guise of a fairytale complete with a fairy appeared in 1736, one in Belgium and the other being our
godmother, Diamantine, this is a satire on the English Paris printing by the widow Pissot. Saint-Hyacinthe (1684King George II and his wife Wilhelmina Caroline. The 1746), born Hyacinthe Cordonnier, did not have a smooth ride
king and queen of the mythical realm are obvious heavies in in life. He joined the French cavalry, using the sobriquet of
the plot, while their son Titi is a paragon of virtue. Rumor Chevalier de Thémiseul, but after being captured by the Dutch,
attributed the book to the Prince of Wales Frederick Louis he felt his ardor for the military life dampened. Subsequently,
himself (1707-51), who was at odds with his parents in real he tested his mettle as a womanizer, but this resulted in his
life. History, however, has generally judged the fault to be at banishment from France. The penniless Cordonnier then
least equally on Frederick's side: in the book, as in life, the turned Protestant and transformed himself into the satirical
royal parents' chief crime apparently was the provision of writer Saint-Hyacinthe, living in Holland and England, where
too scanty an allowance. Two French versions of the work he quarreled bitterly with Voltaire. (ST9087)
________
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A Desirable Copy of one of the Great 16th Century English Books,
Ours a Remarkably Lucky Survival
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SCOT, REGINALD. THE DISCOVERIE OF WITCHCRAFT, WHEREIN THE LEWDE DEALING OF
WITCHES AND WITCHMONGERS IS NOTABLIE DETECTED, IN SIXTEEN BOOKS . . . WHEREUNTO IS
ADDED A TREATISE UPON THE NATURE AND SUBSTANCE OF SPIRITS AND DEVILS (London: [Henry Denham
for] William Brome, 1584) 184 x 140 mm. (7 1/4 x 5 1/2"). 14 p.l., 352, [4], 353-560, [16] pp. FIRST EDITION. Early
(probably 17th century) black morocco, covers with gilt roll-tool border of alternating crown devices, palmettes, and
fleurs-de-lys, spine gilt in diapered compartments, gilt titling, marbled endpapers, all edges gilt. With decorative
woodcut initials, eight woodcut charts in the text, and four full-page woodcuts of conjurers' devices. Front pastedown
with engraved bookplate of Holland House. Toole Stott 618; Hall, "Old Conjuring Books," pp. 47-62; Osler 3950;
Norman 1915; STC 21864. uVague wear to leather,
spine gilt rather muted, but the early binding very
expertly restored now, solid and quite pleasing. Title
page somewhat soiled, the text trimmed close at
head with occasional grazing of headlines and page
numbers, light, inoffensive dampstains on about a
third of the leaves, usually confined to the corner
margins (see below), four gatherings with small
wormhole at gutter, occasional minor smudges and
other trivial imperfections, but still an excellent
copy internally—especially in relative terms—of a
book almost always found defective or, if complete,
in woeful condition. (See also illustration on p. 398.)
$80,000
One of the major publications from a 16th century employed by such entertainers—trick knives and awls that
British press, this is a rare complete copy of the earliest gave the appearance of piercing one's head or tongue, and
English skeptical attack on the belief in witches; as a a large wooden contraption used in a beheading illusion.
by-product, it is also the first English account of the His comparisons are apt and convincing, and, as such, his
conjurer's art. Our copy is a remarkable three-fold survival presentation comprises the original exposition in English
in that it has escaped the order by James I to destroy all of the art of the conjurer. Scot's denial of the existence
copies, has held up under the typical avid use of a work on of demons and the supernatural was actually considered
such a fascinating topic, and (of particular interest in the heresy by the church, and it particularly raised the ire of
present case) has emerged from the ravages of the London King James, who had written his own work on demonology,
Blitz. A man of reason and science, Reginald Scot (1538?-99) a fact that led to the order to burn Scot's book. Defenders of
was appalled at the frequency of witchcraft prosecutions in Scot included John Webster, among others, and one Anglican
England, which nearly always ended with the conviction cleric later observed that the "Discoverie" was "one of the
of some mad, or merely poor, old woman. His indignation, few instances in which a bold spirit opposes himself to the
deepened by attendance at the trial of Margaret Simons in popular belief, and seeks to throw protection over a class
1581, spurred him to write this treatise denouncing the belief of the defenceless." This copy was once in the celebrated
in witches and other supernatural manifestations as against library at Kensington's Holland House, assembled by
both religion and reason. He divided so-called witches into Henry, third Lord Holland (1773-1840), where it remained
four categories: the poor and marginalized, mostly women, until September of 1940, when the building was ravaged by
who were subject to the hostility of their neighbors; German bombs. The volumes that survived the resulting
individuals who were mentally disturbed and deluded fire were invariably damaged by rain that fell while the
into believing they had supernatural powers; conjurers library was open to the skies—our volume bears some pale
who used sleight of hand and other tricks to fool people waterstains from this disaster. It was one of the "rare and
into believing they had magical powers; and genuinely beautiful volumes" salvaged from Holland House and sold
malevolent individuals who had indeed harmed others, at Hodgson's in May of 1948. One rarely sees complete
but with poison rather than witchcraft. Scot compares the copies of "The Discoverie of Witchcraft," and when they
manifestations of witches' apparent supernatural powers do appear in the marketplace, they are almost always in
to the impressive dexterity and illusion of jugglers and terrible shape; furthermore, the work almost never surfaces,
magicians. The four large woodcuts here depict the tools as here, in an early binding. (ST12642)
________
366
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(SHAKESPEARE, EDUCATION). FARMER, RICHARD. AN ESSAY ON THE LEARNING OF
SHAKESPEARE ADDRESSED TO JOSEPH CRADOCK, ESQ. (London: Printed for T. Longman,
1789) 203 x 127 mm. (8 x 5"). 5 p.l., 95 pp. Third Edition. Pleasing recent dark brown morocco-backed marbled
boards, raised bands, red morocco label, new endpapers. Title page with early ink inscription of Jane Wood.
uAN ESPECIALLY CLEAN AND FRESH COPY INSIDE AND OUT, the text with ample margins, and the
pleasing replica binding unworn. (See illustration on p. 357.) $275
First published in 1767, this essay is an important
contribution to Shakespeare scholarship, making the
argument that the Bard relied entirely on translations
for his knowledge of the classics, rather than being
familiar with the original Latin and Greek. A classicist
and master of Emmanuel College, Cambridge, Farmer (173597) cited numerous examples of Shakespeare's mistakes

and identified the erroneous translations upon which the
playwright had relied. Samuel Johnson was completely
convinced by Farmer's argument, and declared the matter
closed. Although Farmer had declined to assist with the
Johnson-Steevens edition of Shakespeare, he did contribute
a letter to the appendix, making many of the same points
contained in the "Essay." (ST12177-5)

The "Most Influential Prose Fiction" of the Period,
Covered in a Fine Exhibition Binding by Riviere
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SIDNEY, SIR PHILIP. (BINDINGS, RIVIERE). THE COVNTESSE OF PEMBROKES ARCADIA.
(London: Printed by W[illiam] S[tansby] for Simon Waterson, 1627) 289 x 187 mm. (11 3/8 x 7
3/8"). 4 p.l. (the first leaf blank), 676 [i.e., 576], 541-64, 601-24 pp. (with the usual mispaginations, but complete).
With "a supplement of a defect in the third part of this historie by Sir W. Alexander." Edited by Hugh Sanford.
"Now the sixth time published, with some new additions" (i.e., Eighth Edition, First Issue). STRIKING AND
ANIMATED GRAY-GREEN CRUSHED MOROCCO, INLAID AND GILT IN A VERY PLEASING FLORAL
DESIGN, BY RIVIERE & SON (stamp-signed on front turn-in), covers framed by a band of gilt dots, both
boards featuring a prominent floral stalk centerpiece with inlaid pale orange flowers and blue and green
leaves, the whole on a field of tiny gilt dots and framed on all four sides by blue-leafed vines bearing orange
flowers and by large inlaid purple leaf clusters at corners; raised bands, spine gilt in compartments with central
inlaid orange flower on a background of gilt dots, tiny gilt leaves at corners, gilt titling and turn-ins, all edges

________
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gilt (joints and headcap very expertly renewed). Title page with elaborate woodcut frame, decorative woodcut
initials and headpieces. Flyleaf with difficult-to-read ownership inscription from London, 1632. STC 22547.
uSpine evenly sunned to olive, a couple of gatherings a little browned, occasional rust spots, minor foxing,
and other trivial imperfections, but still a fine and most appealing copy, clean and fresh internally, and the
especially attractive exhibition binding lustrous and generally very well preserved. $3,500
This is a beautifully bound copy of the work Day calls "the most
influential prose fiction before 'Pilgrim's Progress.'" Sidney (1554-86)
described it as "an idle work," written to amuse his beloved sister, Mary
Herbert, Countess of Pembroke, to whom the book is dedicated. Written,
rewritten, and revised between the years 1577-85, the story involves
two shipwrecked princes, two beautiful princesses of a forest kingdom,
disguises, cross-dressing, mistaken identities, and happily sorted romances
in the end. Mary Herbert was a well-educated woman in the manner of
Elizabeth I—trained in philosophy and rhetoric, fluent in French, Italian,
and Latin. According to DNB, she "honoured her brother's memory by
serving as a literary patron to those who honoured him, by supervising
the 1593 and 1598 editions of his 'Arcadia,' by translating works that he
would have approved, by completing the metric paraphrase of the Psalms
that he had begun, and by writing poems to praise him. These efforts on his
behalf also permitted her to achieve a literary career herself, despite cultural
injunctions to female silence." A man of many parts, Sir Philip Sidney was
a poet, traveller, courtier, adventurer, and much more in his very short life,
which ended when he was fatally wounded in a conflict with the Spanish
at Zutphen. As Day says, Sidney was "the Renaissance ideal realized," even
though "a literary career never entered his head; he was a gentleman who
wrote in spurts seized from a dazzling international career." Our elaborate
binding is a fine specimen from Riviere, larger and more dramatic than their
typical, always excellent, inlaid work. The text here has been pressed, in
keeping with the bibliophilic style of the time, but was not washed and remains very fresh. (ST12226)
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SMITH, ADAM. AN INQUIRY INTO THE NATURE AND CAUSES OF THE WEALTH OF NATIONS.
(London: Printed for A. Strahan; and T. Cadell jun. and W. Davies, 1796) 216 x 140 mm. (8 1/2
x 5 1/2"). Three volumes. Eighth Edition. Very attractive 19th century gray-brown half calf, raised bands
elaborately tooled in gilt, spine compartments decorated in blind with central lozenge and leafy tools, each
spine with one maroon and one black morocco label, marbled boards and edges. PMM 221 (the first edition);
Kress B. 3289. uLight, uniform sunning to spines, vague chafing to paper covers, one leaf with very short
closed marginal tear, otherwise only the most trivial imperfections, and AN
EXCEPTIONALLY FINE SET, the text remarkably clean, fresh, and bright,
and in virtually unworn bindings that make a handsome appearance on the
shelf. $3,900
This is a beautiful copy of a work that is an immensely important achievement
as the first major expression of the theory that the individual has the right to
participate in economic activity without impediments. While Smith (1723-90)
did not create political economy with "Wealth of Nations," the work acted as an
implicit ally in the struggle for personal freedom and natural rights, and thus had a
significant impact beyond its context of political economy. As PMM observes, "the
certainty of its criticism and its grasp of human nature have made it the first and
greatest classic of modern economic thought." Our late 18th century printing comes
from the same publishing house that issued the first edition in 1776. And although
one could always wish for a set in contemporaneous bindings, our copy, bound ca.
1840, could scarcely be excelled in terms of condition. (ST12546)
________
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The Very Fine Bradley Martin Copy in Original Undecorated Rustic Calf
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SMOLLETT, TOBIAS. THE ADVENTURES OF FERDINAND COUNT FATHOM. (London: Printed
for W. Johnston, 1753) 171 x 105 mm. (6 3/4 x 4 1/8"). With final blank (M12) in volume I. Two
volumes. FIRST EDITION. Contemporary rustic sprinkled calf, raised bands, gilt volume numbers on spines.
Housed in felt-lined blue cloth chemises inside a fine blue morocco-backed folding box. Inside cover of box
with engraved bookplate of Bradley Martin (see below); titles with early ink ownership inscription of Robert
Crawford. Rothschild 1912. uThree small chips to spine ends, corners a little bumped, boards just slightly
marked and spotted, a couple of short closed marginal tears, occasional corner creases, but AN EXTREMELY
FINE CONTEMPORARY COPY, the original unsophisticated inexpensive bindings entirely solid and with no
significant wear, and the text remarkably clean, fresh, and bright. (See also illustration on back cover.) $6,500
Because of its remarkable state of preservation and its
distinctive provenance, this is an especially desirable
copy of the true first edition of one of Smollett's three
most important novels. A man of many abilities and
considerable experience, Smollett (1721-71) made major
contributions as an historian, critic, editor, translator, and,
above all, novelist. In this last capacity, he is generally seen
as a master of faithful naturalistic narrative and, at the same
time, the first important caricaturist in English fiction. He
wrote some of the best early fiction involving shipboard
life, and he is one of the few writers who brought to his
narratives a sense of the intellectual activity of the period.
The present work is a bizarre admixture, part picaresque
novel, part criminal biography, part romantic adventure,
and (especially at the end) part sentimental excess. Despite
the fact that its title character is vicious and despicable, the
work succeeds, partly because of its most memorable scenes,
which are filled with shock and terror, a fact that has been
emphasized by those who see this as an important precursor
of the Gothic novel. American collector H. Bradley Martin
(1906-88) was extraordinarily discriminating, and his copy
of any book will always be distinguished as having been a
part of a library chosen by one of the most discerning of
modern collectors. The heir to a steel fortune and a director
at a leading New York investment bank, Martin was a

member of the Grolier Club for 50 years and was one of
the great American book collectors of the 20th century. His
library of 10,000 volumes was sold at Sotheby's in nine
sales during 1989-90. (ST12269a)

Praising the Longbow, Contemning the Musket as Overrated, Cowardly
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SMYTHE, JOHN. CERTAIN DISCOURSES . . . CONCERNING THE
FORMES AND EFFECTS, OF DIUERS SORTS OF WEAPONS, AND
OTHER VERIE IMPORTANT MATTERS MILITARIE. (London: Printed by Richard
Johnes, 1590) 187 x 130 mm. (7 3/8 x 5 1/8"). 18 p.l., 50 pp. FIRST EDITION. Recent
polished calf, covers with blind rules, two brown morocco spine labels, marbled
endpapers, all edges gilt. In a very good fleece-lined slipcase. Publisher's device on
title page, woodcut headpieces and initials. Cockle 46; STC 22883. uTitle leaf and
final leaf with overall dust soiling and slight fraying at each edge, the four leaves
following the title a bit soiled and with flattened creases at upper corner (several
other upper and lower corners very slightly defective or also with flattened creases),
one leaf with a short closed tear at bottom just reaching into text, but generally a
surprisingly good copy internally (especially for a 16th century English book of
this sort), with the vast majority of the text clean and fresh, and the retrospective
binding essentially unworn. (See also illustration on p. 357.) $20,000
________
369

This work is a panegyric upon the English longbow
and the rank and file English soldier who had wielded
the weapon with devastating effect in such famous
14th century battles as Crécy and Poitiers. It is also a
condemnation of many features—virtually all of them new—
of the way British military affairs were being conducted
during Smythe's time. Although for him there were certain
firearms that had stood the test of time, the author has little
respect for the newly developed musket, which he thinks
is sadly overrated and the weapon of cowards. He also
denounces English policy in the Netherlands as ineffectual
and misguided, and he criticizes the callous treatment
which English officers mete out to their subordinates.
His remarks were so stinging that within a fortnight of
publication, the government of Elizabeth I suppressed the
work. However much the author may have been out of
step in his contempt for newly developed firepower, the
work has much valuable information about 16th century

weapons, military organization, and tactics. It is perhaps
most interesting today for its support of the virtues and
rights of the common soldier, whom Smythe never tires
of extolling, and for its frankness about the imperfections
of the war machine of Elizabeth. John Smythe (15311607) had served as a soldier of fortune and diplomatic
envoy to Spain and Calais. After the suppression of his
book, he became something of a desperado, and remarks
made by him at a drunken banquet led to his arrest and
imprisonment on charges of inciting a revolt (he was later
pardoned by the queen). Smythe was not a crackpot, nor
simply someone whom time had passed by. The first cousin
to Edward VI, he is called by Cockle "an accomplished
soldier" who had studied military arts abroad under
Maximilian II and other princes. The suppression of the
book surely accounts in part for its considerable scarcity
(ABPC lists five copies at auction during the past 30
years). (CTS1206)
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SOPHOCLES. [In Greek:] HAI TOU SOPHOKLEOUS TRAGODIAI
HEPTA. [then:] SOPHOCLIS TRAGOEDIAE SEPTEM. (Eton: T. Pote;
London: J. F. & C. Rivington et al., 1788) 210 x 133 mm. (8 1/4 x 5 1/4"). Two
leaves (pp. 289-90 and 291-92) repeated in volume II (but nothing omitted).
Two volumes. Edited by Thomas Johnson. "Editio prioribus longe accuratior, et
auctior" ["Far more accurate than the first edition, and enlarged"]. Quite attractive
contemporary speckled calf, flat spines gracefully gilt in compartments with
pomegranate centerpiece and calligraphic flourishes at corners, each volume
with one red and one green morocco label. In Greek and Latin. Front pastedown
with engraved armorial bookplate of E. W. Stackhouse; title page of each volume
with ink ownership inscription "Ex Libris E. Wm. Stackhouse / March 1790";
two pages in the text with "Stackhouse" written in head margin. Lowndes III,
2451. uA little rubbing to joints and extremities (a tiny crack just beginning at
top of one joint), small gouge on one rear board, occasional offsetting in text but
QUITE A PRETTY CONTEMPORARY COPY IN NEARLY FINE CONDITION,
the bindings solid and lustrous, and the text quite fresh and clean, with few
signs of use. (See also illustration on back cover.) $750
Issued by a major London publisher, the present late
18th century edition of Sophocles is offered here in
contemporary bindings that make a very handsome
appearance on the shelf. Audiences today find Sophocles'
seven extant dramas (including "Antigone," "Electra," and
"Oedipus Rex") just as compelling as those who first saw
them in the fifth century B.C. They are notable for their
depth of characterization and complexity of plot, as well as
for their thoughtful examination of the relationships between
humans and the gods. Our playwright had everything: he
was handsome, he possessed a fine singing voice, he was

Edition of volume II (Dodsley, 1760); "New" Edition of volumes III and IV (Becket & De Hondt, 1768); Second
Edition of volumes V and VI (Becket & De Hondt, 1767); FIRST EDITION, FIRST STATE of volume VII (Becket
& De Hondt, 1765); FIRST EDITION of volume VIII (Becket & De Hondt, 1765); FIRST EDITION of volume IX
(Becket & De Hondt, 1767). Very pleasing contemporary marbled calf, raised bands, spine gilt in double-ruled
compartments filled with lattice-work, red and green morocco labels. Frontispieces after William Hogarth in
volumes I and III, marbled leaf inserted after L4 in third volume. Head of first page of text SIGNED BY STERNE
IN VOLUMES V, VII, and IX, as usual (see below). Cross, pp. 600-03; Rothschild 1970; Ashley Library V, 204.
uJoints with very slight rubbing and flaking, corners a bit worn, two covers with small loss of patina from
insect activity, one page with faint (watercolor?) blur, light stain on rear endpapers of one volume, a few other
trivial imperfections, but A VERY NEARLY FINE CONTEMPORARY SET, the entirely unrestored original
bindings completely sound and showing little wear, and THE TEXT UNUSUALLY FRESH AND CLEAN. $7,500
One of the great novels in English, and generally
regarded as the first novel dominated by a conscious
psychological theory, this is the chief work by Laurence
Sterne (1713-68), an author whose scandalous personal
behavior initially overshadowed his achievements as a
writer. There were many reasons for his infamy, but the
most notorious, perhaps, was Sterne's membership in good
standing in the "Club of Demoniacks," a group of Yorkshire
rakehells who met frequently in the half-ruined Skelton
Castle to undertake heavy drinking and coarse jests. At
least as outrageous, Sterne made no attempt to cover up
his infidelities. Even DNB, which normally strains to put
the behavior of its subjects in the best possible light, says
that Sterne's "deficiency in self-control induced a condition

of moral apathy." Still, none of this should diminish the
importance of, or achievement represented by, "Tristram
Shandy," the dynamic work that made Sterne famous. Full of
digressions, and with very little in the way of a conventional
plot, Sterne's outstanding contribution to the English novel
consists mainly of an exposition of the author's personality
and whimsical imagination. The first two volumes of the
work were greatly (and surprisingly) successful, caused an
immediate sensation, and generated several piracies and
imitations. Partly to authenticate the copies issuing from
the Becket & De Hondt press, Sterne decided to sign the
later volumes as they appeared—both the 1762 first and
our 1767 second edition of volume V (which was issued
along with volume VI), the 1765 printing of volume VII

6540, 458 (top to bottom)

elected to Athens' highest office (general), and he was vital
until the end of his life, producing "Oedipus at Colonus" in his
90th year. Classical scholar Thomas Johnson (d. 1746) began
publishing his much-praised version with Latin translation
and extensive notes in 1705, and the first collected edition
appeared in 1745. It is likely our former owner was Edward
William Stackhouse (1775-1853), an M.P. for Cornwall who
took the surname Wynne-Pendarves in 1815 after receiving
an inheritance from a maternal relative. Perhaps the set
was a gift for young Master Stackhouse when he entered
Harrow in 1790. (ST12176-9)
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[STERNE, LAURENCE]. THE LIFE AND OPINIONS OF TRISTRAM SHANDY, GENTLEMAN.
(London: various printers [see below], 1760-68) 159 x 102 mm. (6 1/4 x 4"). Half titles in volumes
IV, V, VI, and IX, blank A1 in volumes II, V, and VIII (but no half title), A1 missing in volumes I, III, and VII,
volumes V and IX with terminal blanks. Nine volumes. Sixth Edition of volume I (Dodsley, 1767); Fourth
________
370

________
371

(issued with VIII), and the 1767 printing of volume IX. It
has been estimated that this precaution required Sterne to
sign his name 12,750 times. Our copy of volume VII may
be identified as the first state by the presence of the errata
on the verso of the title page; corrections were made to the
text for the later state. The work is normally sold in mixed

editions, as here, because the first editions of volumes I
and II numbered only about 200 copies and are, thus, very
hard to come by. Sets combining one printing or another
come into the marketplace with regularity, but one seldom
sees excellent contemporary copies like the present one.
(CTS0908)
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[STERNE, LAURENCE]. A SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY THROUGH FRANCE AND ITALY. (London:
Printed for W. Strahan et al., 1780) 159 x 102 mm. (6 1/4 x 4"). Two volumes. A New Edition.
Simply decorated but extraordinarily desirable contemporary sprinkled calf, raised bands flanked by double
gilt rules, each volume with one red and one brown morocco label. Engraved frontispiece in each volume,
engraved heraldic device in the text. Front pastedowns of "L. Thibeaud, Avocat"; illegible signature on both title
pages. uIsolated trivial printer's smudges or small spots, but AN OUTSTANDING COPY, the bindings nearly
lustrous enough to see one's reflection, and the text remarkably fresh, bright, and clean. $650
Opening reluctantly as a reflection of little use, this is an unsurpassable
contemporary copy of a major work in the Sterne canon, first published in
1768 and still satisfying to read. In 1762, Sterne's poor health forced him to leave
England for France and Italy, and those travels resulted in this account, which is
full of his sentimental experiences during a journey to Calais, Rouen, Paris, the
Bourbonnais, and (nearly to) Lyons. Despite the title and the intentions of the
author, only France is covered here; Stern's illness prevented his continuation to
Italy. Upon his return to London in 1766, Sterne had the gratifying experience of
being treated like a literary lion, and he was greeted in the same way when he later
revisited Paris. Unlike the glum and hostile travel narratives of Smollett and Samuel
Sharp (the latter of whom travelled across Europe "without one generous connection
or pleasurable anecdote to tell of"), these vivid vignettes written by a dying man
find pleasure at every turn. (ST12341)
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STERNE, LAURENCE. THE BEAUTIES OF STERNE. (London: C. and G. Kearsley, 1793) 171 x
105 mm. (6 3/4 x 4 1/8"). xxiv, 324 pp. 12th Edition. Very pleasing 19th century speckled calf,
covers with French fillet border and rosette cornerpieces, raised bands, spine gilt in compartments formed
by multiple plain and decorative rules, enlongated central fleurons, volute and small tool cornerpieces, black
morocco label, densely gilt turn-ins, marbled endpapers, all edges gilt. With engraved frontispiece portait and
five plates depicting scenes from Sterne's work, all attractively hand colored. uFront joint just slightly flaked,
one-inch half-moon-shaped replacement to leather at the head of the front cover (apparently done at the time
of binding), isolated insignificant foxing, otherwise very fine, the binding lustrous and scarcely worn, and the
text essentially immaculate. (See also illustration on p. 239.) $250
As the extended title informs us, this collection of excerpts of
Sterne's writings includes "many of his letters, and sermons, all
his pathetic tales, humorous descriptions, and most distinguished
observations on life," as well as a brief memoir. Favorite passages
from "Tristram Shandy" may be found here, along with passages
from "A Sentimental Journey through France and Italy," such famous
sermons as "Abuses of Conscience," and letters written by the author
to the young woman with whom he became enamored in the last year
of his life, Eliza Draper. Sterne (1713-68) admired and was influenced
by the works of Rabelais, Cervantes, Montaigne, and Swift, and he,
in turn, is said to have informed a long list of 20th century writers,
including Proust, Woolf, Joyce, Mann, Beckett, and others. This is a
modest publication, but the hand-colored engravings are a nice feature,
especially the frontispiece portrait and vignette. (ST11744g)
________
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The Menzies-Lefferts Copy of the First Colonial History Printed in Virginia
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STITH, WILLIAM. THE HISTORY OF THE FIRST DISCOVERY AND SETTLEMENT OF VIRGINIA.
(Williamsburg: Printed by William Parks, 1747) 210 x 133 mm. (8 1/4 x 5 1/4"). viii, 304, 295-304, 305331 [i.e., 341], [1]; v, [i], 34 pp. FIRST EDITION (Sabin variant "B"/Church Edition "2," Church seeing no priority
in the two states of the first edition, but Sabin speculating that corrections to "B"
suggest a later printing). FINE DECORATIVE GREEN CRUSHED MOROCCO BY
FRANCIS BEDFORD (stamp-signed on front turn-in), cover framed by gilt French
fillets with oblique floral sprays at corners, raised bands, spine attractively gilt
in compartments with large fleuron centerpiece enclosed by double fillets and
cornerpieces of scrolling floral vines, turn-ins densely gilt, marbled endpapers,
all edges gilt. Woodcut headpieces, tailpieces, and initials. Front pastedown with
leather bookplate of Marshall Clifford Lefferts (see below) and with bookplate of
Mrs. L. Bartlett; verso of front free endpaper with Lefferts' small purple cipher
stamp; front flyleaf with Lefferts' pencilled signature dated 26 January 1884
and a brief bibliographical note, saying the volume came from the Menzies sale
(see below). Brinley 3796; Church 963; Evans 6071; Howes S-1014; Sabin 91860.
uSpine uniformly sunned to olive, the vaguest hint of isolated browning or foxing,
other trivial imperfections, but AN ESPECIALLY FINE COPY, the text very clean,
smooth, and fresh, and in a handsome binding that is lustrous and scarcely worn.
(See also illustration on p. 229.) $15,000

With outstanding provenance, this is a fine copy in a
lovely binding of the first edition of one of the earliest
accounts of Virginia, one of the first American histories
to be written and printed in the British colonies, and
the first such book published in Virginia. It also was
issued by the first press in that colony. The work covers
the earliest days of the original permanent English colony
in North America, from its establishment in 1607 through
the dissolution of the Virginia Company of London in
1624. According to DNB, it has been "long regarded by
later historians as a pioneering example of scholarship
based on extensive research in original sources." Through
his relatives, the prominent Randolph family, Stith (170755) had access to important early research material,
including the library of William Byrd of Westover, records
of the Virginia Company, and Virginia court proceedings
(many of these documents being since destroyed). Born in
Viriginia and educated at Oxford, Stith served as president
of the College of William and Mary and was an early critic
of taxation without representation. William Parks (ca.
1698-1750) established the "Maryland Gazette," the first
American newspaper south of Pennsylvania, before moving
to Williamsburg in 1733 to begin printing in Virginia.
According to ANB, he was considered "the most important
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colonial printer after Benjamin Franklin," and this is one
of his most enduring works, as well as one of the earliest
Virginia imprints available. The binding here is typical of
the elegant work of Francis Bedford, discussed more fully
in item #360. Our copy has a prestigious provenance: the
earliest owner we know of, self-made businessman William
Menzies (1810-96), assembled a library of Americana that
the eminent bibliographer Joseph Sabin described as a "grand
and probably unrivalled collection . . . replete with the best
editions of the best authors, in the very best condition,
selected and purchased . . . without regard to cost." Sabin
prepared the catalogue for the Menzies sale in 1875 ("the
bibliographical event of the season," according to "American
Bibliopolist"), in which the present item appears as lot
#1916, described in hyperbolic terms. Sabin told Frederick
Goff that the condition of Menzies' books was unsurpassed
by any other collection he had handled in his long and
distinguished career. Our subsequent owner, Marshall C.
Lefferts (1848-1928) travelled in a similarly lofty bibliophilic
orbit as one of the great American book collectors of English
and American literature. It is likely that our copy has been
lightly washed, at least in part, because the gatherings which
are described elsewhere as typically browned (X, Cc, Dd)
are not noticeably darker here. (CJH1302)

(STRAWBERRY HILL PRESS). HENTZNER, PAUL. A JOURNEY INTO ENGLAND BY PAUL
HENTZNER IN THE YEAR MDXCVIII . (Printed at Strawberry Hill, 1757) 203 x 127 mm. (8 x 5").
2 p.l., x, [1] leaf (fly title), 103 leaves (the pages numbered in pairs, with identical facing numbers in the top
outer margin of each opening). And with the final blank. Translated by Richard Bentley. FIRST EDITION IN
ENGLISH. ONE OF 220 COPIES. (The variant with the page numbered "3" instead of "39.") Pleasant early 20th
________
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century blue morocco by W. H. Smith & Son (stamp-signed on rear turn-in), covers and spine compartments
with double gilt-rule border, raised bands, gilt spine titling, UNTRIMMED EDGES. Engraved title vignette of
Strawberry Hill. With parallel Latin and English text printed on facing pages. Hazen 2. uJust a hint of dulling
or soiling to covers, spine vaguely sunned, a small light brown spot to first three leaves, two leaves with small
repairs to head edge (well away from text), occasional mild offsetting, but still an excellent copy, quite fresh and
clean internally, with all of the original margins intact, and in an unworn binding. $950
The uncommonly seen second work issued by Horace Walpole's Strawberry Hill Press, this is the first
appearance in English of German scholar Paul Hentzner's account of his travels in Elizabethan England,
notable for his vivid description of the queen and her court. Walpole also included the Latin text, which he
considered most elegant. Hentzner (1558-1623) visited England in 1598 as part of a tour
that also included Switzerland, France, Italy, and his native Germany. His Latin account
of the travels, "Itinerarium Germaniae, Galliae, Angliae, Italiae," was published in 1612.
(Walpole printed only that portion of Hentzner's travels that took place on English soil.)
Hentzner was awestruck by London, charmed by Oxford, and impressed by the royal
residences at Greenwich, Windsor, and Hampton Court. At Whitehall Palace in London,
he took special note of the queen's library and observed the queen's procession to chapel
on Sunday, which he relates in brilliant detail. While the pageantry and finery are given
their due, Hentzner seems to have been most taken with Elizabeth's graciousness and
her facility with languages, as she greeted various foreign dignitaries, always in the
appropriate tongue. Established in 1757 and taking its name from Walpole's beloved
estate, the Strawberry Hill Press occupied a prominent place in the printing history of
its period. Walpole said that he modelled his press after that of Aldus, the Estiennes, and
the Elzeviers, with results that Plomer says were "far above any of the other private press
work of the 18th century." (ST12638c)
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(STRAWBERRY HILL PRESS). HOYLAND, REV. [FRANCIS]. POEMS. (Printed at StrawberryHill, 1769) 191 x 121 mm. (7 1/2 x 4 3/4"). iv, 19 pp. (bulked out with an additional 31 blank leaves).
FIRST EDITION. ONE OF 300 UNNUMBERED COPIES. Pleasing 19th century dark green straight-grain
morocco, covers with blind-ruled frame and gilt fleuron cornerpieces, raised bands, gilt titling, elaborately
gilt inner dentelles, red coated endpapers, all edges gilt. Hazen 15; Rothschild 1166. uA hint of wear to joints
and extremities, spine uniformly darkened, the color of the boards variable, very minor sprinkled foxing
throughout, otherwise an excellent copy, the binding solid and lustrous, and the text very fresh. $375
This slender volume was printed by Horace Walpole
to raise funds for a friend whom (he tells us in the
preface) "a Train of Misfortunes . . . ha[d] reduced to
extreme Distress." Hoyland (1727-86) was a clergyman
afflicted with both physical and mental illness, which made
supporting his wife and four children difficult. Walpole

priced the work, containing just five odes, at half a crown—
all proceeds to benefit Hoyland—and wrote a moving
appeal in the "Advertisement" here, imploring the public to
be generous in light of the blows Fortune had dealt the poet.
This item is seldom seen in the marketplace. For more on
the press, see previous entry. (ST12638b)
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SUETONIUS. CAIUS SUETONIUS TRANQUILLUS: CUM ANNOTAT. DIVERSORUM. [OPERA].
(Amsterodami: Apud I. Ianssonium, 1631) 114 x 64 mm. (4 1/2 x 2 1/2"). 372, [12] pp. Contemporary
stiff vellum, yapp edges, flat spine with 19th century paper title label and remnants of paper shelf label,
vestiges of ties. Engraved title page with medallion portraits of the 12 Caesars. Front pastedown with book
label of Abel E. Berland (see item #351); verso of front free endpaper with ink stamps of "S B" and "GrootSeminarie Hoeven Bibliothek." Graesse VI, 522 (citing the 1627 edition). uVellum a little soiled, a couple of
leaves trimmed very close at fore edge, but no loss of text, occasional rust spots and other trivial defects, but
an excellent copy. $100
This is a scholar's pocket edition of Suetonius (about Amsterdam publisher in a form very much resembling
whom, see item #511, above), issued by a prominent an Elzevier book of the same type. (ST12040k)
________
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(SURVEYING). ODDI, MUZIO. DELLO SQUADRO TRATTATO. [bound with] LEIGH,
VALENTINE. THE MOSTE PROFITABLE AND COMMENDABLE SCIENCE, OF SURUEIYNG.
[bound with] FOLKINGHAM, W[ILLIAM]. FEVDIGRAPHIA. THE SYNOPSIS OR EPITOME OF SVRVEYING
METHODIZED. ANATOMIZING THE WHOLE CORPS OF THE FACULTIE. (In Milano: Appresso Bartolomeo
Fobella, 1625; Imprinted at London: For Andrewe Maunsell, 1578; London: Printed for Richard Moore, 1610)
178 x 133 mm. (7 x 5 1/4"). 4 p.l., 175, [1] pp.; [59] leaves; 4 p.l., 88 pp., lacking first leaf (apparently blank)
in second book, also without gathering "H" in the second work, but our collation matching other copies and
the text complete. Three separately published works bound in one volume. FIRST EDITIONS OF FIRST
AND THIRD WORKS, Third (second obtainable) Edition of second work. Attractive 18th century sprinkled
calf, raised bands, spine panelled in gilt featuring large pomegranate centerpieces, red morocco label. Each
title with woodcut initials (the third with woodcut headpieces and tailpiece); first two titles with many
diagrammatic illustrations in the text; second title with three folding charts (two of them large); and first
title with engraved illustrated title page, 12 engraved and 60 woodcut illustrations and diagrams in the text
(some of these illustrations comprising rather attractive little scenes). Latter two titles printed in black letter.
Front pastedown with armorial shelf label, and head of first title page with small embossed stamp, both of
the Macclesfield library. Front endpaper with the titles of the three works written out in a neat 19th century
hand. Verso of second title page with ink ownership inscription: "Weybread. John Flatman owneth this book,"
dated 1672. Foot of title page and prefatory leaf of third title with the ownership signature of Ra[lph] Dowcett.
First work: Riccardi I, 211. Second work: Taylor 36 (citing earlier edition); STC 15417. Third work: STC 11123;
Taylor 119; Sabin 2495. uHead of spine a bit rubbed, a hint of wear
elsewhere, but the binding completely sound and quite attractive, with
very lustrous boards. First work: one opening of preface a little soiled;
second work: text with a few trivial ink stains, folding charts with two
minor tears and one early paper patch on blank verso; third work: one
prefatory leaf with closed tear from head into several lines of text (old
translucent paper repair on recto covering two Latin words and with
letters in two dozen words slightly displaced), title page and last leaf a
little soiled, corners of first few leaves lightly dampstained, most leaves
trimmed close at head (parts of some headlines and woodcut decoration
lost). In all other important respects, a really excellent copy internally,
THE FIRST TWO WORKS QUITE BRIGHT AND FRESH and with very
ample margins (the first work in extraordinarily fine condition). (See
also illustration on p. 199.) $7,500
This is a very appealing and valuable collection of 1562, also deals with the mathematics of surveying, the
three rare early surveying books, comprising an title page promising that his book will give directions for
important and handsomely printed Italian treatise "the measurying of all kindes of landes, be it meadowe,
from the 1620s and two English works that provide pasture, errable, woode, hill, or dale." But Leigh (d. 1563)
a good picture of the field of surveying as it was cautions the reader that a good surveyor must record much
understood in Britain during the final quarter of more than dimensions. Rents must also be calculated, as
the 16th and first quarter of the 17th century. The well as all dues owed on the land. William Folkingham
work by Oddi (1569-1639), which takes its title from (fl. 1610) promises in his part of the present book the
the measuring square ("Squadro"), shows the reader "materiall, mathematicall, mechanicall and legall parts"
how to survey accurately fields that are anything but of surveying. But perhaps the most intriguing sections of
square, using a method based on equilateral triangles. his treatise have to do with various soil types and trees,
The author also addresses the creation of house plans for these passages make it clear that his book has been
and the measuring of heights. A number of diagrams written at least partly with an audience of colonists in
and mathematical tables, as well as charming surveying mind. He expects that the work will be useful not only
scenes, are included. Riccardi calls it a "rare and also for farmers in England, but "for all under-takers in the
valuable work by reason of the quality of the printing." plantations of Ireland or Virginia." All three of these
Leigh's treatise on land surveying, first published in works are quite rare. (ST10710)
________
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With Delicate, Graceful Folio-Size Engravings, Some of the Period's Best Floral Illustrations
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SWEERT, EMANUEL. FLORILEGIUM, TRACTANS DE VARIIS FLORIBUS ET ALIIS INDICIS PLANTIS
AD VIVUM DELINEATUM IN DUABUS PARTIBUS ET QUATUOR LINGUIS CONCINNATUM.
(Frankfurt: Anthonium Kempner, 1612) 387 x 260 mm. (15 1/4 x 10 1/4"). Part I: [21] leaves (including the
engraved title, the last leaf blank) plus plates; Part II: [1] leaf (title page) plus plates, followed by a blank leaf (not
mentioned by Hunt). Two parts in one volume. FIRST EDITION. Pleasant contemporary mottled calf, raised
bands, spine gilt in compartments with scrolling cornerpieces, intricate central fleurons of martagon lilies,
this design mirrored by lilies in the center of the border on either side and enclosed by a lozenge of tiny star
and flower stamps, rebacked in the 20th century (with a lighter colored calf), preserving much of the original
spine (but the top compartment and half the second compartment, with titling, now blank). WITH 110 FINE
BOTANICAL PLATES: 67 in part I depicting flowers grown from bulbs, 43 in part II depicting flowers with
fibrous roots, as well as exotic plants, fruits, and fragrant trees (plate 33 misbound after plate 39), engraved title
page, portrait. A preliminary leaf consisting of a half-leaf containing printed Latin text of planting instructions
and with a handwritten translation in French below it on a tipped-on half leaf, 37 plates (mostly in part II) with
the common French name of the plant added in a (hardly noticeable) small, neat early (17th century?) hand.
Nissen 1920; Pritzel 9073 ; Hunt 196; Tomasi, "An Oak Spring Flora," pp. 42-46. uCorners rather rubbed,
covers pitted (as always with early mottled calf), but the binding completely solid and with pleasing original
elements. Remargining (with modern paper) to the engraved title at the beginning and the following leaf with
engraved portrait (first leaf with small losses at the fore edge to the rule border and just a very small part of
the image), two subsequent leaves with minor remargining as well, 20 plates with very narrow fore margins
(the binder having just grazed the plate mark on 13 of these), one plate with eight dime-size ink smears, the

________
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"planting instructions" leaf with overall browning and one-inch wide (wax?) stain across the lower half of the
verso, other minor imperfections, but in very pleasing condition where it matters, the vast majority of THE
PLATES IN AN EXCELLENT STATE—with strong impressions on generally clean, fresh leaves. $19,500
Rarely found in agreeable condition, this is a large
folio catalogue of the wares of an early 17th century
Amsterdam dealer in exotic bulbs and flowers, with
detailed and elegant engravings representing some of
the period's best floral illustrations. Emanuel Sweert
(1552-1612) was an Amsterdam florist who served as
Praefectus of the gardens of Emperor Rudolf II and who dealt
in beautiful and rare bulbs and exotic plants that were "en
vogue" at the time. He was so well known as a floriculturist
that he had a flower named for him, the white "Iris sweerti."
The 110 plates in this volume, depicting more than 560
different flowers, illustrate what Tomasi calls the "wide
variety of cultivated and bulbous plant species" Sweert had
for sale. These include, rather surprisingly, various cacti
and a pineapple plant in addition to the expected Dutch
bulbs and roses. Although an artist himself, Sweert was not

responsible for these engravings; Tomasi says that many of
those in part I were "directly copied, with slight variations,
from the trial proof copy of de Bry's 'Florilegium novum,'
printed just one year earlier." It is likely that more than
one artist was involved in engraving the plates. Whoever
did the large, striking illustrations, they are all attractive,
and many of them are remarkably beautiful, especially for
images of the early 17th century. The text includes indices
of the plants in French, German, Dutch, and Latin, and
planting instructions in Latin (augmented in our copy by
the handwritten transcription in French mentioned above).
Although our copy is not without condition problems, it is
a good deal better than most copies of this book; because it
is so beautiful and because it would inevitably invite avid
use, it almost always shows up on the market defective or
in deplorable shape. (ST12515)
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SWIFT, JONATHAN. TRAVELS INTO SEVERAL REMOTE NATIONS OF THE WORLD. [GULLIVER'S
TRAVELS]. (London: Printed for Benj. Motte, 1726) 197 x 127 mm. (7 3/4 x 5"). Usual misnumbered
pages in volume I; 16-page publisher's catalogue at the end of volume II. Two volumes. FIRST EDITION, Third
Issue (Teerink's "B" Edition). Quite pretty 19th century speckled calf by Lloyd & Wallis (stamp-signed on front
turn-in), covers with gilt French fillet border, raised bands, spines gilt in compartments with central floral sprig
surrounded by small tools and floral cornerpieces, one red and one green morocco label, densely gilt turnins, marbled endpapers, all edges gilt. With frontispiece portrait of Gulliver (in the second state), four maps,
and two plans. Front pastedown with bookplate of Mrs. L. Bartlett. Teerink 291; PMM 185; Rothschild 2108.
uJoints somewhat rubbed and flaked (though not with any cracks), extremities a bit worn, spines uniformly
darkened a shade and with a hint of abrasion (the gilt also slightly dulled), minor marks and spots to boards,
but the attractively decorated bindings entirely solid and still rather pretty. First volume with variable browning
and offsetting throughout, noticeable in two gatherings (perhaps because of washing?), second volume much
better, with only a hint of browning right at edges, isolated trivial defects like a rust spot here and there, but
the text in both volumes otherwise fresh and clean. (See also illustration on p. 229.) $8,000
This is the third distinct issue (all printed within two
months of each other) of the first edition of probably
the greatest satire in the English language. A book
with the special merit of appealing to readers of every
age, the work ostensibly mocks the popular travel writings
of the day, but "Gulliver" was in fact a subtle but potent
attack on the contemporary political situation. While most
works that rely on current fashions and politics quickly
become dated, this one has transcended its time to give
Swift immortality because of what PMM calls his two
great gifts, "a sustained logic in invention and a facility for
absorbing the reader till fiction becomes reality." When the
first run sold out within a week of its October 28 printing,
the publisher immediately went to work to satisfy demand,
with two more issues appearing before the end of the year,
ours being published in December. (CJH1301)
________
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[SWIFT, JONATHAN]. A TALE OF A TUB . . . TO WHICH IS ADDED, AN ACCOUNT OF A BATTEL
BETWEEN THE ANCIENT AND MODERN BOOKS IN ST. JAMES'S LIBRARY [as well as A DISCOURSE
CONCERNING THE MECHANICAL OPERATION OF THE SPIRIT]. (London: Printed for John Nutt, 1704) 191 x
121 mm. (7 1/2 x 4 3/4"). 6 p.l., 322 pp., including the ad leaf at front. FIRST EDITION (with the blank space
instead of the word "Uterinus" on page 320). Inoffensive contemporary calf, sympathetically if not expertly
rebacked in recent years, raised bands, gilt titling. Teerink 217; Rothschild 1992; Lowndes III, 2558; Graesse VI,
535. uA hint of splaying, leather on covers a bit crackled, with a dozen small patches of loss, isolated minor
marginal stains or foxing, but an excellent copy internally, the leaves clean, fresh, and bright. $3,500
This is Swift's first important book and a significant literary achievement of the period. An allegory of three
brothers who represent Catholicism, Anglicanism, and Calvinism (all of whom come in for a share of the author's
ridicule), the work is one of the most ingenious of its kind. It pleads for the elimination of Christianity's superficial
trappings and for the unity of all true believers in the fundamentals of the faith. (The title of "Tub" comes from
the sailor's practice of throwing an empty tub into the water to divert a whale from attacking the ship—i.e., to keep
a skeptical and witty critic from attacking institutionalized government and religion.)
Johnson says in his "Lives" that this work "exhibits a vehemence and rapidity of mind,
a copiousness of images, and vivacity of diction, such as [Swift] afterwards never
possessed or never exerted." And Rothschild reports that Swift said in later years, "Good
God, what a genius I had when I wrote that book!" The second work in this volume
is the famous mock-heroic prose satire pitting the ancient books against the modern
books, with the ancients (the favorites of Swift's patron, Sir William Temple) destined
to prevail. The skillfully structured and quite funny contest has the serious point of
ridiculing pedantry, pretense, and scholasticism. The third work, "Mechanical Operation
of the Spirit," is actually a fragment of "Tub" which, instead of being worked into the
piece, was left standing by itself. It is a strong attack upon imagination, which is seen as
a corruption of the senses that will drive out reason and which is too often overpraised
by the pretentious as some kind of celestial converse. Some copies of the first edition,
like ours, leave blank the space that would otherwise be occupied by the word "Uterinus"
on page 320, no doubt to avoid being indelicate, even in a dead language. (CTS1003)
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SWIFT, JONATHAN. THE WORKS. (London: Printed for C. Bathurst et al., 1766) 181 x 117 mm.
(7 1/8 x 4 5/8"). 24 volumes. Edited by John Hawkesworth. Second Printing of the small octavo
Hawkesworth edition (Books I-XVIII), so-called seventh edition of the first three books of Letters, and so-called
third edition of the last three books of Letters. VERY APPEALING CONTEMPORARY RUSTIC POLISHED
CALF, raised bands flanked by gilt rules, red morocco spine labels. Historiated tailpieces, 14 full-page plates.
Title pages in red and black, bookplates of Sir Edward B. Baker, Baronet, on front pastedowns. Teerink 91 and
90, as well as pp. 80-83 and 104; Lowndes III, 2557; Graesse VI, 534. uJoints of first and one other volume partly
cracked (but nothing loose), seven headcaps with some degree of damage (but none of them unsightly), a little
wear to corners, slight marking to covers, but the original simple bindings generally in excellent condition, very

________
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solid and quite pleasing, with nothing approaching a serious defect. Endpapers and first and last few leaves
often slightly browned around edges because of the glue used to hold down turn-ins, one gathering in volume
19 a bit soiled, a (large but fortuitously located) paper flaw in the contents leaf of one volume affecting four
Roman numerals, otherwise A FINE COPY INTERNALLY, the text unusually clean, fresh, and bright. $4,500
This is a very well-preserved set of one of the major
18th century editions of Swift, a set that includes the
literary works as well as a 70-page life of the author
and six volumes of his letters. Dubliner Jonathan Swift
(1667-1745), dean of Saint Patrick's Cathedral, is generally
acknowledged to be the foremost satirist in English
literature, and his exhibition of the foibles of humanity is
often bitter and always comic. The most famous product
of his exuberant imagination is "Gulliver's Travels," but

he produced many memorable essays, poems, and letters.
Best known as the author of Cook's "First Voyage," our
editor, John Hawkesworth (ca. 1715-73), a journalist and
playwright, began the project of editing Swift's works in
1755, and a six-volume quarto set appeared in that year.
Our 24-volume set soon followed. Although finding a set
of Swift is no problem, attractive unrestored contemporary
sets of his writings (and of the works of other 18th century
authors) are now hard to come by. (ST11108)

A Very Rare Complete Run of the "Examiner," the
Tory Periodical Voice of "Virulent" Jonathan Swift
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(SWIFT, JONATHAN, Contributor and Editor). THE EXAMINER. (London: John Morphew, 171014) 333 x 206 mm. (13 1/8 x 8 1/8"). A complete run: volume I, issues 1-52; volume II, issues
1-47; volume III, issues 1-50; volume IV, issues 1-50; volume V, issues 1-50; volume VI, issues 1-19. Six parts
containing 268 separately issued numbers, bound in one volume. First volume edited by Jonathan Swift; the
others edited by William Oldisworth. Recent replica Cambridge calf by Courtland Benson, raised bands,
spine panels with gilt floral spray centerpiece, maroon morocco label. Each paper from volume II, number 36,
through the final issue of volume VI with halfpenny tax stamp. Five leaves folded at bottom to avoid trimming.
Teerink 525; Rothschild 2010. uFour pages trimmed with slight loss to one line of text at bottom, variable
browning (mostly minor, though a half dozen leaves noticeably browned), other trivial imperfections, but the
text still fresh and clean and surprisingly well preserved in general (especially for a work of this kind, where
the individual issues would have been expected to incur significant use even before they were bound up), and
the whole in an unworn pleasing retrospective binding. (See illustration on p. 334.) $6,500
This is a very seldom seen complete copy of "The of 47 essays, begun on 6 December 1711, Swift contributed
Examiner," established in August of 1710 as the main three additional numbers. This second series and the four
political voice of the Tory party, and a periodical that that followed were overseen by William Oldisworth, with
Swift took over as editor in November of that year. the last number appearing on 26 July 1714. Part of the
According to George Glencairn Urwin (in his "Humorists Tory inner circle, Swift sometimes acted as go-between for
of the Eighteenth Century"), Swift "became the most the foreign minister (Bolingbroke) and the prime minister
active, virulent, arrogant and assertive of pamphleteers" (Harley). His efforts were rewarded with the deanery
as well as "the leading light of 'The Examiner,' . . . largely of Saint Patrick's Anglican Cathedral in Dublin, and he
responsible for moulding enlightened public opinion on the hoped to advance further in the Church, perhaps even to
great political issues of the day." The 1695 expiration of an archbishopric, but these hopes were dashed when the
the Licensing Act had ended state censorship of the press, Whigs regained power. His disappointment was our gain,
and this new freedom combined with the turbulent state of however, as he went on to write some of the most brilliant
the government (there were 10 general elections in a 20- satire ever produced in the English language. For Oldisworth
year period) to engender an enormous output of political (1680-1734), a writer and translator, his involvement with
literature. Of the first 52 issues of the "Examiner" (from 3 the "Examiner" brought him financial security and useful
August 1710 to 26 July 1711), Swift contributed Nos. 14-46, political connections. Complete copies of "The Examiner"
described by DNB as 33 essays "written from a Tory point are extremely rare: OCLC does not locate a complete set,
of view 'to assert the principles, and justify the proceedings only two (one at the V&A, one at Cambridge) appear in
of the new ministers.'" Each number comprised one sheet, COPAC, and ABPC lists only two very incomplete copies
written in two columns on both sides. In the second series sold at auction since 1975. (ST11523)
________
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TASSO, TORQUATO. LA HIERVSALEM DELIVRÉE. (Paris: Chez Claude Barbin, 1667) 279 x 210
mm. (11 x 8 1/4"). 4 p.l., 46, [2] (blank), 49-235 pp. (R2 a cancel, mislabelled Q2). Translated by
M. le Clerc. Contemporary speckled calf, raised bands, spine gilt in compartments with fleuron centerpiece
and scrolling cornerpieces (repairs to head of front board, upper corner of rear board, and spine ends). With
woodcut headpieces, large device on last page of text, and six engraved plates, including added allegorical
title page, by François Chauveau. Front pastedown with bookplate of David R. Godine. uLeather somewhat
pitted (as usual when acid-treated), small piece missing near fore edge of rear board, spine gilt a little dulled,
faint rubbing to joints and extremities, trivial worm track at gutter of a couple of gatherings, isolated smudges,
otherwise a fine copy, the binding solid and without serious wear, the margins very ample, and the text fresh,
clean, and bright. (See also illustration opposite.) $650

5553, 554 (top to bottom)

Remarkably Fresh and Clean Contemporary Copy of
One of the Finest Illustrated Books of the Century
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TASSO, TORQUATO. LA GERUSALEMME LIBERATA. (Venezia: Stampata da G. Albrizzi, 1745)
457 x 305 mm. (18 x 12"). 14 p.l. (including
two frontispieces), 253, (i.e., 252), [1] leaves, followed
by the final plate (complete). Pleasing contemporary
marbled calf, raised bands, spine ornately gilt, red
label. WITH 84 ELEGANT ENGRAVINGS: two
frontispieces (one of Apollo and the muses, with
angels flying in a tondo portrait of the author, the
other of Empress Maria Theresa of Austria, to whom
the edition is dedicated); charming vignette on title
page of Tasso riding on a half shell into a Venetian
dock, welcomed by a female personification of Venice
petting one of a pair of lions; 20 vignette initials;
20 large vignette headpieces; 20 vignette tailpieces
(19 large and one smaller); 20 VERY FINE LARGE

This is an uncommon 17th century French edition of became a classic early example of the poetry of sentiment.
Tasso's epic, incredibly popular in the age of Louis "This sentiment, refined, noble, natural, steeped in
XIV and a favorite of letter-writer Madame de melancholy, exquisitely graceful, pathetically touching,
Sévigné. The French text is attractively printed in a large breathes throughout the episodes of the 'Gerusalemme,'
italic typeface, with the original Italian printed in small finds metrical expression in the languishing cadence
roman type in the margins. The etchings are by the prolific of its mellifluous verse, and sustains the ideal life of
academician François Chauveau (1613-76), illustrator of those seductive heroines whose names were familiar
the first edition of La Fontaine's "Fables" and one of just as household words to all Europe in the 17th and 18th
four engravers included in Charles Perrault's biographical centuries." Unfortunately, the work, while still in
dictionary of "Hommes Illustres" of the 17th century. As manuscript, was condemned by contemporary critics on
for the author, Britannica says it as well as anyone: in both religious and literary grounds, and the sensitive and
his "Jerusalem Delivered," Tasso (1544-95) "aimed at conscientious author suffered a nervous breakdown, was
ennobling the Italian epic style by preserving strict unity later visited by a violent insanity, and was confined for
of plot and heightening poetic diction. He chose Virgil seven years. When he was released, he discovered that
for his model, took the first crusade for [his] subject, his masterpiece had been published and that he was now
[and] infused the fervor of religion into his conception famous. He was to have received the laurel crown with
of the hero Godfrey." But his inclination toward romance which Petrarch alone had been honored, but he died just
clashed with his original epical intentions, and the work before the presentation. (ST12274d)
________
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Young Women, Children, and Cupids, All Done Charmingly on Bright Orange Paper
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TOMKINS, P[ELTRO]. W[ILLIAM]. BOOK OF ETCHINGS FROM PAPERS CUT BY THE RIGHT
HONOURABLE LADY TEMPLETON IN THE COLLECTION OF HER MAJESTY. (London: J. F.
Tomkins, 1790) 191 x 246 mm. (7 1/2 x 9 3/4"). 2 p.l. bound in (a blank and engraved title), followed by plates
(then two bound-in blanks at the end). FIRST EDITION. Contemporary or early 19th century paper wrappers
backed with apparently original green buckram, the wrappers containing the loosely inserted plates. WITH 12
CHARMING ETCHINGS BY TOMKINS printed on orange paper and tipped onto thin laid paper. uWrappers
with just a little wear (much less than would be expected), blank leaf at rear with two one-inch cuts near
hinge, but THE PLATES IN VERY FINE CONDITION, especially fresh and bright, and the entire fragile item
remarkably well preserved. (See also illustration on back cover.) $2,900

PLATES, each within a decorative frame; and a final large plate showing Tasso and the publisher Albrizzi out in
nature, all BY GIAMBATISTA PIAZZETTA. Ink stamp on front flyleaf of Starhemberg Family Library at Castle
Eferding, Austria (see below). Cohen-de Ricci, p. 978; Brunet V, 666; Graesse VI, Iième, 33. uJoints with slight
wear, minor worming to top two spine compartments, covers with a bit of worming and a few marks, almost
invisible repair to inner upper marginal corner of final plate and following blank, otherwise AN ESPECIALLY
FINE COPY, THE TEXT EXCEPTIONALLY FRESH, BRIGHT, AND CLEAN. $17,500
This is a remarkably appealing contemporary copy Piazzetta's chiaroscuro, and he remarks that "Piazzetta's
of one of the finest illustrated books of the 18th striking use of light, together with the bold compositions
century. It is a wonderful oversized illustrated Venetian and handling seen in some of his works, make him an
printing of a great Italian classic, which the normally important precursor of Tiepolo." Our copy comes from
reserved Graesse describes as a "magnificent edition the collection of the Starhemberg princes of Eferding,
in regards to the printing and the paper: the 20 plates the best known of whom was Prince Ernst Rüdiger von
and the headpieces by Piazzetta are beyond all praise." Starhemberg, who as vice chancellor of Austria in the
The engravings are highly detailed, romantic Rococo 1930s made a stand against the German takeover. The
illustrations of a major artist, Giambatista Piazzetta prince is featured in the historical novel, The Sceptre," by
(1682-1754). Palluchini (as reported by Benezit) Dorothy Jane Mills. For a full discussion of author and
comments on the "subtle unity and vibrant luminosity" of contents, see previous item. (ST11329)
________
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This is a charming, unusual, and very rare item
comprising a set of 12 early Tomkins etchings done on
rich orange paper and featuring young women with
children and cupids, all dressed in simple rusticity
in scenes that evoke gentle, affecting emotions. The
engravings are tender, touching, and domestic, and most are
light-hearted, but one—showing a grieving mother visiting
the grave of her child with the little one's faithful dog—is
heartbreaking. Peltro William Tomkins (1759-1840) learned
engraving from the great Francis Bartolozzi—an association
noted with pride on a number of Tomkins' plates. According
to DNB, Tomkins "engraved a large number of plates for a
variety of publishers" and "in 1793 he joined his brother J. F.
Tomkins," with whom he "financed ambitious works, notably
an illustrated edition of James Thomson's Seasons (1797),
with engravings by Tomkins and Bartolozzi after designs by
William Hamilton. This was arguably the most magnificent
book to be illustrated with stipple engravings." The present
work is dedicated to Queen Charlotte, consort of George
III—perhaps a politic gesture, as Tomkins was later appointed
historical engraver to Her Majesty. The original designs
were the work of Elizabeth Upton, Baroness Templetown, an
Irish peeress who also produced a book of etchings (similarly
engraved by Tomkins) as a birthday gift for the queen's

youngest child, Princess Amelia. The two neat cuts in the blank
leaf at the rear suggest that the leaves onto which our orange
plates have been tipped were razored out of this binding at
some point, perhaps for exhibition. Whatever the case, both
the plates and the wrapper are extremely well preserved, with
no appreciable loss of inner margin. This item is rarely seen
in the marketplace: it appears just two times in ABPC since
1975 (one copy on blue paper, the other presumably on plain
paper, as no color is mentioned). (ST11984)

________
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TURRECREMATA, JOHANNIS DE. DE EFFICACIA AQUAE BENEDICTAE. (Nuremberg:
Johannes Stüchs, ca. 1515) 203 x 149 mm. (8 x 5 7/8"). [8] leaves. Later (19th century?) light
green paste paper boards decorated with an all-over pattern of gilt scrolling vines, some terminating in
grotesques and inhabited by rabbits, wolves, and birds. Title page with a fine large (114 x 89 mm.) woodcut
depicting a cleric preparing to bless a crowd with holy water in a courtyard outside a church. Final leaf with
publisher's device. Inscriptions on title page (one a Latin motto) and on one other leaf in two or possibly
three early hands. STC German, p. 876. uMinor (partly patched)
worming to foot of first three leaves (woodcut not affected, but with
small losses to a handful of letters), title page faintly soiled, otherwise
excellent, the binding clean and sound, the leaves fresh, and with
deep impressions of the type. $2,900
First published ca. 1475, this treatise explains the origin of the custom of
using Holy Water in church ceremonies and defends its healing efficacy
to counter sterility and other lamentable conditions. Turrecremata (Juan
de Torquemada, 1388-1468) was a Spanish Dominican monk who studied in
Paris. He attended several church councils and defended the doctrine of the
Immaculate Conception at the council of Basel. He became a cardinal in 1439
and was known for his charity. Incunabular editions of this work were published
without illustration, and ours may be the first printing to be illustrated. Early
printings of this work are uniformly rare: ABPC lists an aggregate total of four
copies of all the editions at auction since 1975. (ST11188)

A Major Humanistic English History,
In Impressive Period Pigskin and Remarkable Condition
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VERGILIUS,
POLYDORUS.
ANGLICAE
HISTORIAE. (Basileae: Mich. Isingrinium,
1555) 356 x 222 mm. (14 x 8 3/4"). 1 p.l. (title), 691, [37]
pp., [1] leaf (colophon). Third Edition. EXCELLENT
CONTEMPORARY BLINDSTAMPED PIGSKIN over
bevelled wooden boards, covers with multiple frames of
decorative rolls, including floral patterns, biblical scenes,
and a hunting scene with a stag, dogs, and a unicorn;
raised bands, second panel painted red, first panel with
paper title label, original brass clasps. Printer's device on
title page, very fine woodcut frames around dedication
page and opening page of text, large and small decorative
and historiated initials. Front pastedown with bookplate
(dated 1640) of Christian Gobel von Hofgiebing (15901658, lawyer and bibliophile) and with bookplate of Gerard
Mander of Tettenhall Wood (1885-1951, antiquarian and
collector of early books). Adams V-448. uPigskin a little
soiled and a bit roughened and scratched, but the original
binding completely solid, generally well preserved, and
extremely appealing. Perhaps a dozen leaves with faint
marginal yellowing or some other trivial imperfection, but
IN VERY FINE CONDITION, the text especially clean,
fresh, and bright, and printed within noticeably generous
margins. (See also illustration on p. 242.) $3,900
________
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This is an exceptionally desirable copy, in an
elaborately blindstamped contemporary pigskin
binding, of the best early edition of the first modern
history of England, a book considered to be one of the
finest humanist works to emerge from 16th century
Britain. Written over nearly a decade, finished perhaps in
1513, and first published in 1534, the work in its original
form covered events down through 1509. A second edition
had a somewhat altered text, but the period covered was
the same. Our third edition updates the history through
the reign of Henry VIII, in an account which reveals
in fullest detail Vergil's personal biases, especially his
antipathy toward Chancellor Thomas Wolsey. McKisack
praises Vergil (1470?-1555?) for his careful discretion in
his use of sources, a virtue predecessors like Fabian had
not demonstrated. Bede, William of Malmesbury, and
Matthew Paris were the only voices he really trusted, and
his method was a big advance over previous writers partly

because he sought out testimony of contemporaries and
because he used philological evidence from surviving ruins
and documents. As sound as it was in scholarly terms,
it raised a storm of protest because Vergil's repudiation
of the glorious myths propagated by more credulous
writers (notably Geoffrey of Monmouth) was seen as the
impudent incursion of a subversive foreigner. Like many of
the folios issued in Basel during the first half of the 16th
century, this item is a beautiful production. In the vertical
panels of the Holbein border on a3, several cherubs climb
branches twining a column in search of fruit; across the
top, a determined posse of country folk, each brandishing
a menacing implement, chases a fox with a goose between
its teeth; one could scarcely hope for a more animated or
charming border, and it is not surprising that Johnson
reproduces the top panel in his "First Century of Printing
at Basle" (see plate 35). The present volume has been used
so little that it hesitates to open. (ST12445)
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VIRGIL. (BINDINGS - TOUT). BUCOLICA ET
GEORGICA. (Londini: Robertus Edge Pine 1774)
241 x 152 mm. (9 1/2 x 6"). 4 p.l., xv, [3], 144 pp., [2] leaves. Two
volumes bound in one, with continuous pagination. LOVELY
19TH CENTURY PURPLE-BROWN CRUSHED MOROCCO BY
TOUT (stamp-signed on front turn-in), covers with cresting
cornerpieces densely tooled in gilt with flowers, circlets, and
much stippling, raised bands, spines lavishly gilt in panels
with long-stemmed flowers radiating from a central double
circlet and with stippled background punctuated by large and
small gilt circlets, turn-ins framed by gilt fillets and featuring
long, graceful floral cornerpieces, all edges gilt. PROFUSELY
ILLUSTRATED: with engraved historiated initials; head- and
tailpieces; 10 engraved titles, half titles, or dedications; 68
full-page engravings (some on two sides of one plate); and one
folding plate with an engraving on each side. uOffsetting on
front and rear free endpaper from binder's glue used for turnins, leaves a shade less than bright, otherwise A VERY FINE
COPY, the text unusually clean, fresh, and smooth, and the
sparkling binding unworn. $1,600
This is the complete Pine's Virgil, with many English engraver of his day. He published an edition of
attractive engravings, offered here in an elegant Horace with much-acclaimed engravings in 1733; DNB
binding by Tout. According to Dibdin, this work was says that its illustrious subscription list encompassed
begun by "old man" John Pine in the 1750s and completed "the great and the good from every corner of Europe,
by his son, portrait painter Robert Edge Pine (1730-88) including the kings of England, Spain, and Portugal." Pine
almost 20 years after his father's death. Dibdin further intended our Virgil as a follow-up to that success, but he
notes that "it is valuable chiefly for the elegance of the died before it could be completed. As attested to here,
plates," which depict classical scenes, monuments, coins, the Tout bindery, one of the period's most accomplished
and muses. John Pine (1690-1756), who reproduced works workshops, turned out consistently fine work, especially
for a number of French artists, was probably the finest notable for its elaborate gilt tooling. (ST12457)
________
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VOLTAIRE, FRANÇOIS MARIE AROUET DE. MEMOIRS. (London: G. Robinson, 1784) 187 x 114
mm. (7 3/8 x 4 1/2"). 2 p.l., ii, 225 pp. FIRST EDITION IN ENGLISH. ORIGINAL PUBLISHER'S
THIN BLUE BOARDS AND PAPER SPINE. In a modern blue cloth folding box with black morocco label. ESTC
T-1128. uThe expected wear to the temporary binding: paper flaking from spine, front joint cracked and
tender, boards somewhat soiled, but everything still intact. Faint browning and foxing right at edges, otherwise
an excellent copy internally, the text fresh and clean, with all of its ample margins preserved. (See illustration
on p. 247.) $1,250
This is an unsophisticated copy in its original
temporary binding of the first English edition of
Voltaire's "Memoirs," published in the same year as
the French version. Although he was one of the most
influential leaders of the Enlightenment and a towering
figure in French literature, in the present work Voltaire
(1694-1778) writes a quiet, intimate account of the years
1733 to 1760, focusing on two of the most important
relationships in his life—with the Marquise du Châtelet and
with Frederick the Great of Prussia. Still, the book hardly
escaped notice, being banned in Paris; the introductory
letter here notes that seven booksellers had been jailed for
distributing it. Most of the uproar was caused by Voltaire's
unflattering portrait of the Prussian king and his criticism
of the French monarchy. Émilie du Châtelet was arguably

the most brilliant woman of her day; Voltaire declared
that she was "a great man whose only fault was being a
woman." In 1733, she and Voltaire retired to her chateau at
Cirey, where they could study without the distractions of
Paris. Together they tackled the works of Newton, which
the Marquise translated into French for the first time,
and accumulated a library of more than 21,000 volumes.
Theirs was a calm, happy relationship, in contrast with
the turbulent friendship between Voltaire and Frederick II,
who made what the philosopher considered unreasonable
demands on his time. The memoir ends while Voltaire
was living in Switzerland, and he recounts with relish the
freedom enjoyed in that republic. The "Memoirs" is not a
common book to begin with, and is rare in a temporary
publisher's binding, as here. (ST12487)

The "Golden Legend" with Charming Woodcuts by the "Master of the Navel"
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[VORAGINE, JACOBUS DE]. LEGENDA SANCTORUM QUE LOMBARDICA HYSTORIA DICITUR.
[LEGENDA AUREA]. (Lyon: Guillaume Huyon and Pierre Paris for Constantine Fradin, 1517) 245 x
180 mm. (9 3/4 x 7"). 8 p.l., 156 leaves. Second Fradin Edition. 19th century vellum over boards, raised bands,
ink titling on spine. With printer's device on title page and 180 small woodcuts depicting saints (some repeats),
all by Guillaume II Le Roy. Title with early ink inscription referencing St. Jerome's "Lives of the Fathers" and

with later signature of "Antonio Lancisi(?)/ libreria"; occasional early ink marginalia (slightly trimmed in spots);
early ink index on last page of text (see below). Baudrier XI, 124. uLight (almost always marginal) dampstains
in three gatherings, a dozen leaves mounted on stubs or with inner margins renewed, a8 with small hole
affecting four words, a few gatherings a bit browned, occasional minor stains and other trivial defects, but still
an excellent, fresh copy in an unworn binding. $2,800
This is a rare Lyon edition of Voragine's famous "Golden
Legend," with woodcuts by the son of the prototypographer of that city. First published in Strassburg in
1472, this immensely popular work by Jacobus de Voragine
(1230-98) is still a handy and enjoyable guide to the lives
of the saints. The dramatic and lively stories of martyrs
defying their torturers, maidens preserving their chastity,
and dragons and devils being vanquished by their saintly
adversaries were composed for preachers seeking to enliven
their sermons; and with the increase of literacy, these tales
had additional appeal for laypersons as well, a fact that
encouraged repeated publications of the text. Known in
English as the "Golden Legend," Voragine's work was widely
disseminated initially in manuscript, often decorated with
miniatures, and it had equal success in the early years of
printing, with a French translation appearing in 1476 and
an English version printed by Caxton in 1483. Fradin, a
publisher and bookseller, issued his first version of the
"Legenda" in 1516, and like all Lyonnaise editions after
1500, it had additional saintly lives added to Voragine's
compilation; these 20 entries are indexed in manuscript at
the end of the text in our copy. The woodcuts here are quite

small, like almost all of Le Roy's vignettes, and some are
generic depictions of a class of saints—martyrs represented
by one of two beheading scenes, virgins by a young woman
holding a palm frond, confessors as bishops with miter
and crook, and popes on a throne and wearing a papal
crown. Better known and more important saints are more
distinctive: Saint George in armor, Saint Sebastian pierced
with arrows, Saint Martin of Tours cutting his cloak to give
half to a beggar. Some are tiny tableaux, like the Nativity
of the Virgin Mary, in which we see the exhausted Saint
Anne lying in bed, while two attendants place the infant
into a waiting bassinet. Only the printer's device, featuring
the half-woman, half-serpent Melusine, allows the artist
to highlight the navel, an anatomical part he loved to
emphasize, thus earning the sobriquet "Maître au Nombril"
(i.e., "Master of the Navel"). Fradin issued six editions of the
"Legenda" between 1516 and 1526, all of them now quite
rare. No copies of this edition seem to appear in ABPC or
Americana Exchange since at least 1975, and ABPC finds
just two copies of any Fradin edition (1521 and 1526).
Lathrop Harper offered a copy of our printing in 1975 for
$750. (CEH1303)

An Extensive Library of Waltoniana, the
Product of More than Three Decades of Collecting
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WALTON, IZAAK. A COLLECTION OF 180 COPIES OF THE COMPLETE ANGLER,
REPRESENTING 162 EDITIONS (with additional related works). (1655-2003) Various sizes. 218
volumes in all. $120,000

________
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________
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Put together with discrimination and care over a
period of more than 30 years, the present collection
contains the vast majority of "Compleat Angler"
printings—including all but two of the 16 editions
issued before 1800—along with other Waltoniana.
First published in 1653, Walton's "Compleat Angler" is the
classic work on the art of angling, infused with wise fish
lore, written by an indomitable angler who knew every
haunt of fresh water fish in the south of England. But, as
Day says, "the love of angling is only the outward sign of a
gentle inward grace, the soul of a thoroughly good man who
loves peace and quiet meditation. If any one man created
the idyll of the English countryside, it was Walton." All
of the important printings are in this collection, including
multiple issues of the Hawkins, Bagster, Major, Tegg,
Pickering, Bethune, Jessie, and Davies editions, as well as
many more—everything from the second edition of 1655
to the 456th of 1986. There are rare translations (e.g., the
sought-after 1859 first printing in German), illustrated
versions (the limited Rackham edition of 1931), copies

in fine bindings (by Gosden, Hayday, Zaehnsdorf, and
others), and difficult-to-find reprints in hard cover and
paperback through the 21st century. There are some 18
editions here where a second copy represents an important
variant like a Large Paper format. Provenance is important
in a number of cases, as there are volumes once belonging
to Oliver, Coigney, Dean Sage, and others whose names
lend association value. Also present are non-"Angler" titles
written by Walton, chief of which is a group of 11 printings
of his famous "Lives." Perhaps the most interesting book
here that is about Walton is the owner's personal copy of
Coigney's bibliography, annotated to reflect this collection.
Other items of Waltoniana include biographies, library or
auction catalogues, scholarly analyses, works inspired by
the "Angler," and a book of poems by Charles Cotton, whose
contribution to the text of the 1676 edition brought the work
to its full generally recognized form. The entire library is in
excellent to fine condition, a reflection of the judiciousness
of the collector. (A detailed list of the collection is available
upon request.) (CTR1101)

Supposed Witchcraft from Frogs in the Stomach,
A Presentation Copy with a Poem in Webster's Hand
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WEBSTER, JOHN. THE DISPLAYING OF SUPPOSED WITCHCRAFT. (London: Printed by J[onas]
M[oore], 1677) 349 x 235 mm. (13 3/4 x 9 1/4"). 8 p.l., 346 pp, [2] leaves. FIRST EDITION. Pleasing
period dark brown armorial calf recently rebacked to style with tan calf, covers with gilt frame featuring
intricate floral cornerpieces, upper cover with central medallion containing a family crest, surrounded by the
inscription "Richard Samuel White Esqr. / Perseverando"; raised bands, black morocco label. With woodcut
headpiece. A Large Paper Copy. Front pastedown stamped with a blank shield over a laurel garland, front
free endpaper with signature of Charles Marsden (son
of the dedicatee Henry Marsden) mounted on recto,
and WITH THE AUTHOR'S SIGNED PRESENTATION
POEM mounted on verso (see below); front flyleaf with
ownership inscription of Rich[ard] Sam[uel] White, with
his notation that the book was purchased at auction in
December of 1798 for 5 shillings. Wing W-1230; Lowndes
IV, 2864. uCorners quite worn, covers somewhat dried,
marked, and crackled, but the binding solidly restored
now and entirely functional. Endpapers a bit soiled and
wrinkled, occasional minor smudges, stains, insignificant
tears, and other trivial defects, but an excellent copy
internally, consistently fresh, mostly bright and clean,
with gigantic margins, and with thick leaves that crackle
when you turn them. $8,000
This work—a denunciation of those who attribute more special, having been owned by one of the five
the symptoms of bewitchment to demons or other dedicatees, Henry Marsden (ca. 1625-88), of Gisburn,
supernatural causes—is valuable and fascinating to Yorkshire, and with a signed 49-word presentation
begin with, and the present volume could hardly be poem to him in the author's own hand. The extended
________
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title tells us that in this work Webster "utterly denie[s]
and disprove[s] . . . that there is a corporeal league made
betwixt the devil and the witch, or that he sucks on the
witches body, has carnal copulation, or that witches are
turned into cats [or] dogs, [or that they] raise tempests
or the like." Other topics under discussion in this volume
include "the truth of apparitions, the nature of astral
and sidereal spirits, the force of charms and philters,
[and] other abstruse matter." Although he attacks
Casaubon, Glanvill, and Henry More for the credulity
displayed in their works on witchcraft, Webster (161082) shows himself in this work to be a wonderful mixture
of the enlightened and the gullible. His chief argument
here is that the works and signs so often attributed to
bewitchment actually stem from natural, not diabolical
or demonic, causes. But when he undertakes to explain
himself by averring that witch-like actions could well
be caused by the presence of frogs(!) in the stomach
(they get there when one eats an apple with frog eggs
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in it), his hypotheses seem nearly as unlikely as those
put forward by the "demonographers and witchmongers"
he denounces. However far Webster falls short of
thoroughgoing enlightenment, his attack on those who
believe in witchcraft has genuine power and, in general,
a sound intellectual foundation. This copy is especially
significant in that it obviously was meant for presentation,
being one of the very few recorded on Large Paper and
containing a signed presentation poem in Webster's own
hand (apparently rescued from the detached original
endpaper and mounted on the new one). It reads: "Right
worthy friend this piece to you I send / Peruse it well &
read it to the end / And though nor law, nor gold therein
you find / Treasure and greater that inrich the mind /
And though small pleasure therein you may take / Accept
it kindly for the Authors sake. / J. W." Beneath it, written
in the hand of Charles Marsden, is an acceptance couplet:
"Experience from this Learned piece I take / And love to
read it, for ye Authors sake." (ST11929)

WESLEY, JOHN. PRIMITIVE PHYSIC OR, AN EASY AND NATURAL METHOD OF CURING MOST
DISEASES. (London: Printed by G. Paramore and sold by G. Whitfield, 1792) 181 x 102 mm. (7 1/8
x 4"). xviii, 19-120 pp. 24th Edition. Pleasing recent retrospective calf, raised bands, red morocco label. Title
page with illegible (and trimmed) 18th century ownership signature. Verso of title page with two small repairs
(to remove institutional stamps?) as well as with inked library deaccession stamp. uTitle page somewhat soiled
________
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and frayed with verso expertly silked along two edges, last page similarly stained and strengthened, one leaf
with repair to lower half of fore edge (affecting a few letters at the end of nine lines), other minor imperfections,
but a perfectly satisfactory copy, with the text largely fresh and clean and the sympathetic binding unworn.
(See illustration on p. 357.) $275
First published in 1747 and many times reprinted, this
collection of 288 alphabetically arranged home remedies
covers topics ranging from abortion to wounds and
everything in between (including cures for baldness,
"stoppage in the head," shrunk sinews, "twisting of the
guts," and so on). Some folk remedies, such as orange or
lemon juice to prevent or cure scurvy, seem to us likely to
have succeeded, but it is doubtful that many others (bathing
in cold water to cure rabies, for example) would have been
efficacious. Perhaps most intriguing, our edition contains
a strong recommendation for using "electrification" (i.e.,

electric shocks applied to affected areas of the body), a cure
Wesley had become enamored with in the 1750s. He firmly
believed "it comes the nearest of a universal medicine, of
any yet known in the world," and listed blindness, shingles
burns, and toothaches among the disorders it could cure.
Better known as the founder of Methodism, John Wesley
(1703-91) was also a passionate advocate for the poor;
this family medical guide, with its recipes for medicines
containing readily available and cheap ingredients, was
intended to empower the less fortunate who could not
afford doctors to treat their illnesses. (CJM1019)
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WIRTZUNG, CHRISTOPH. PRAXIS MEDICINAE UNIVERSALIS; OR A GENERALL PRACTISE
OF PHYSICKE. (London: Edmund Bollifant, 1598) 298 x 197 mm. (11 3/4 x 7 3/4"). [20], 790 pp.,
[61] leaves (collating as the Wellcome copy). Translated by Jacob Mosan. FIRST EDITION IN ENGLISH.
Contemporary calf boards with ruled frame and large, elaborate central strapwork arabesque, recent
retrospective rebacking preserving later (19th century?) label, raised bands, spine panels with central
blindstamped design of two birds perched on a chalice, lower corners neatly renewed, older (though
apparently not original) endpapers. With printer's device on title page and numerous large and small foliated
initials in the text. Front pastedown with ink inscription "Given by Mr. Tho. James / 1711"; verso of title
page with stamp of Sion College Library; page 502 with ink ownership inscription of Elias Brooke written
in Latin in the fore margin. Wellcome I, 6758; STC 25862. uUpper corners very worn, board edges a little
rubbed and with small portions of leather missing, covers slightly crackled, but the solidly restored binding
absolutely tight now and perfectly satisfactory. Very faint browning at edges of leaves, mild dampstain to
the lower fourth of perhaps a third of the leaves (more noticeable in three gatherings, though never severe),
other isolated minor imperfections in the text, but still quite an agreeable copy internally, especially for a
16th century herbal, the text very crisp and generally quite clean. $3,600

An Extraordinarily Fine Copy of the Most Important Whaling Book of its Time
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(WHALING). ZORGDRAGER, C. G. BLOEYENDE OPKOMST DER ALOUDE EN HEDENDAAGSCHE
GROENLANDSCHE VISSCHERY. (Amsterdam: Joannes Oosterwyk, 1720) 210 x 165 mm. (8 1/4 x
6 1/2"). 18 p.l., 330 pp., [7] leaves. FIRST EDITION. Contemporary stiff vellum, flat spine with ink titling.
Tailpieces, initials, engraved allegorical title, six folding maps, and seven plates, one of them folding. Title
printed in red and black. Sabin 106374; Tiele, p. 273 (citing a later edition). uA hint of splaying and light
soiling externally, a few trivial imperfections in the text, but AN EXTREMELY FINE COPY with remarkably
clean, fresh, smooth leaves, an unworn binding, and virtually no signs of use. $6,500

Coming out of the context of Dutch domination of the ships, captains, provisions, paraphernalia, and catches. In
European whaling industry, this treatise by Zorgdrager, addition to the general map of the northern regions, there
identified as a ship's commander in the Greenland fleet, are, among others, maps of Iceland and of Greenland as
is the most important account of whaling of its era. The well as plates of various wildlife. Most impressive, there
book covers the entire area of the northern fisheries, from is a striking foldout plate of animated whaling activities
the Davis Straits to the Siberian Sea, and there are short taking place amidst the ice floes. The book is generally
histories of voyages of exploration, a good deal about the uncommon in this first edition, and it is obviously very rare
northern lands themselves, and considerable detail about in the remarkable condition found here. (ST12580)
________
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Originally published in Heidelberg in 1568 as "Ein youth in these comestibles may counteract the age of the
new Artzney Buch," this medical guide, offered here human sufferer. Wirtzung (or Wirsung, ca. 1500-71) was
in its first English printing, is organized into sections a native of Augsburg whose previous works most notably
covering the head, breast, belly, skin, and extremities, included a German translation of the Spanish tragicomedy
with additional sections covering poisons and herbal "La Celestina." Although our title page accords him the
remedies. All imaginable ailments are described, along title "Doctour," that honorific does not appear on the
with their prescribed treatments, mostly botanical in first German edition of this work. Whatever his medical
nature, but also including bleeding, baths, and enemas. qualifications may have been, his compilation of cures
For example, the unfortunate sufferer of arthritis is told was extremely popular and influential, being frequently
first to use a purge of agaricus, sugar, and field cypress, reprinted in the century after its publication. But attractive
followed by fasting, bleeding, and an unappetizing solution copies, especially of our edition, do not often appear in the
of "oil of earthworms" in wine. Those exhibiting signs of marketplace: ABPC records six other copies at auction since
senile dementia are to be fed only things that are very 1975, three of those with leaves lacking or supplied from
young, such as veal, lamb, and fresh fruits, so that the another copy. (ST11611)
________
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(WOMEN, BEHAVIORAL ADVICE FOR). GISBORNE, THOMAS. AN ENQUIRY INTO THE DUTIES
OF THE FEMALE SEX. (London: Printed for T. Cadell Jun. and W. Davies, 1798) 216 x 133 mm. (8 1/2
x 5 1/4"). viii, 448 pp. Third Edition, corrected. FINE CONTEMPORARY RED STRAIGHT-GRAIN MOROCCO,
HANDSOMELY GILT, covers bordered with gilt Greek key and elegant floral roll (as well as two blind rolls), central
gilt panel with cusped corners, flat spine divided into compartments by plain and decorative gilt rules, patera
centerpiece in each compartment, gilt titling and turn-ins, marbled endpapers, all edges gilt. ESTC T-32744 uSpine
evenly sunned to a light pink, front board with minor abrasions, a hint of rubbing to joints and extremities, but the
decorative original binding solid, lustrous, and with only minor wear. A VERY FINE, QUITE POSSIBLY UNREAD
COPY INTERNALLY—especially clean, bright, and fresh. (See illustration on p. 282.) $950
The publication in 1792 of Mary Wollstonecraft's
"Vindication of the Rights of Women" prompted a
number of advice books for young women, in which
the more traditional understanding of the female
role in society was expounded. Gisborne's "Enquiry"
was one of the most popular. As expected, the work
spends a good deal of time exploring the proper education
for females and especially the female's duties as a part
of matrimonial life. At the same time, it also contains
chapters on a great many other subjects, including
"the mode of introducing young women into general
society," female conversation and letter writing, dress,
a female's "propensity to imitation," entertainments
and amusements (including masquerades, Sunday

with four engravings by Le Barbier; the "Vie" with engraved frontispiece portrait. Original tissue guards. The
"Works" with Greek and French text on facing pages. The verso of title page to "Life" with pasted-on printed
message from the author (see below). Brunet V, 1497-98. uSpine lightly sunned, a touch of wear to extremities,
but the bindings entirely sound, scarcely worn, and certainly attractive. Half a dozen gatherings in "Works"
printed on inferior paper and so rather browned (no doubt as in most copies), one closed tear well away from
the text, otherwise fine, the text fresh and smooth (the "Life" with virtually no internal imperfections), the
margins immense, and the volumes as a whole showing few signs of use. $1,900

concerts, dancing, gaming, and cards, all of these being
discussed primarily as dangers rather than recommended
diversions), duties during parenthood and during one's
declining years, and "the peculiar features by which the
character of the female mind is naturally discriminated
from that of the other sex." Gisborne (1758-1846) spent
most of his adult life as curate of the church in the rural
village of Barton-under-Needwood, where he authored a
number of books with an obvious moral thrust. While
the contents are certainly of interest as a reflection of
the state of womanhood in England at the close of the
18th century, this particular copy is especially desirable
because of its lovely contemporary decorative morocco
binding. (ST12136)

A Large, Large Paper Copy of a Didot Edition with a
Powerful Intimation of the French Revolution
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XÉNOPHON. OEUVRES. [i.e., FOUR SELECTED WORKS]. [and as a companion volume issued with
it:] [FORTIA D'URBAN, AGRICOL-JOSEPH-FRANÇOIS, MARQUIS De]. VIE DE XÉNOPHON.
(Paris: Didot Jeune for the author, l'an troisieme [ 1795]) 279 x 216 mm. (11 x 8 1/2"). Two companion volumes.
FIRST PRINTING of this edition. ONE OF AN UNKNOWN NUMBER OF SPECIAL LARGE PAPER COPIES.
HANDSOME CONTEMPORARY BROWN CRUSHED MOROCCO, covers gilt with border of decorative gilt
rolls enclosing a large central panel featuring a geometric frame formed by interlacing gilt rules, flat spines
in gilt-ruled panels separated by decorative rolls, two panels with central gilt medallion, two with central gilt
lozenge, the other one with gilt titling, densely gilt turn-ins, marbled endpapers, all edges gilt. The "Oeuvres"

________
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Issued by the leading French printer of the period, octavo, with presumably only a few luxury copies like
and offered here in an attractively bound copy ours, in large quarto, as indicated by Brunet. Although
with margins occupying much more area than the the accompanying biographical volume is of interest for
letterpress of the text, this luxurious edition contains its content, it also contains a particularly curious and
four works by Xénophon of Athens (ca. 430-354 B.C.) revealing physical feature that lends immediacy to its
and, in an accompanying volume, a life of Xénophon historical context. Reflecting the turbulent period during
attributed to an imperiled aristocratic scholar which these books appeared, a printed note pasted to the
and historian. Xénophon's "Economy," "Apologia for back of the title page of the "Life" informs us that the
Socrates," "On Horsemanship," and "The Cavalry General" author was obliged to flee Paris as a result of the events of
are presented here in Greek and in French translation "26 and 27 Germinal," when a law was passed compelling
by Jean-Baptiste Gail (1755-1829), with each work in former nobles to leave the capital. Further, "Citoyen
this volume accompanied by a pleasing and appropriate Fortia" was unable to supervise the printing of this book
engraving. A soldier and philosopher whose chronicles himself, and he tells us that the person entrusted with
of his times are an important source of information on that task thought it wise to add a few sentences that were
Greece in the 4th century B.C. and on the philosophy of not part of the author's original manuscript. He gives as
Socrates (with whom he studied), the prolific and versatile an example the opening of the Preface, clearly altered to
Xénophon wrote many other works (and Gail produced insure a more tranquil acceptance during precarious times:
an 11-volume set of Xénophon's works, with commentary, "Philosophy and Liberty are our rallying cry: the life of a
between 1797 and 1812). But our volume contains all philosopher who was born and died in a free country [i.e.,
that Didot printed for this edition, which was issued in Xénophon] will therefore be of interest." (ST11732c)
________
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(YORK CATHEDRAL). (BINDINGS - CARPENTER & CO.). HALFPENNY, JOSEPH. GOTHIC
ORNAMENTS IN THE CATHEDRAL CHURCH OF YORK. ([York: George Peabody, Printer], 17951800) 346 x 267 mm. (13 5/8 x 10 1/2"). [26] leaves (printed on recto only) followed by plates. With the list
of subscribers. FIRST EDITION. EXTREMELY PLEASING CONTEMPORARY BROWN STRAIGHT-GRAIN
MOROCCO BY CARPENTER & CO. (their
green ticket on verso of front free endpaper),
covers with wide frame in blind and gilt,
CENTRAL GILT CREST OF "T[homas]
W[ildman], NEWSTEAD ABBEY," raised
bands, inner gilt dentelles, leather hinges, red
endpapers, all edges gilt (two small repairs on
front cover made at the time of binding). With
105 plates, two of them colored, drawn and
etched by Halfpenny. ESTC T-145456. uJoints
with a hint of rubbing, corners a little worn,
but the stately binding completely solid, with
no significant wear, and altogether pleasing. A
handful of text leaves slightly foxed, occasional
minor marginal foxing or thumbing to plates,
otherwise an excellent copy internally, the
contents generally clean and fresh, and the
plates bright and very richly impressed. $1,250

This volume contains a wealth of architectural detail
from England's most impressive Gothic cathedral,
and is offered here in a stately binding with Byronic
associations. Halfpenny (1748-1811) was working
as a drawing master in York when he was tapped by
architect John Carr in the 1790s to serve as clerk of works
during the restoration of the cathedral there. According
to DNB, "Halfpenny was responsible for the sensitive
repair of many of the decorative features in the minster,
and he made careful drawings of much of the medieval
detail. These drawings, which were often taken from the
scaffolding erected for the restoration, were engraved by
him and formed the basis" of the present work, which
was published in 20 parts to subscribers between 1795
and 1800. Most of the plates show small portions of
carved details, but four plates offer general views of the
cathedral interior and chapter house. The engravings were
republished in book form in 1807, and again in 1831,
by which time the illustrations provided an important
record of features damaged or destroyed by a fire set in
York Minster in 1829. Our volume was bound for Colonel
Thomas Wildman (1787-1859), a veteran of the Napoleonic
Wars and a friend of Lord Byron from their schooldays
at Harrow. Wildman purchased Newstead Abbey, the
Byron ancestral home, from the financially pressed poet considerable further amount restoring it, thereby saving
in 1817 for the whopping sum of £94,500, then spent a the 13th century landmark from ruin. (ST12264)

An Early 17th Century Travel Guidebook, with
Engraved Views of French, Dutch, and Swiss Cities
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[ZINZERLING, JUSTUS]. "SINCERUS, JODOCUS" (Pseudonym). ITINERARIUM GALLIAE.
(Amstelodami: Apud Jodocum Jansonium, 1649) 140 x 83 mm. (5 1/2 x 3 1/4"). 9 p.l., 340 pp.,
[11] leaves. Fourth Edition. Contemporary vellum, spine
flat, ink titling in an old hand at head and foot. Woodcut
initials, headpieces, and tailpieces, and 22 ENGRAVED
PLATES (21 OF THEM FOLDING) OF EUROPEAN CITIES
(including engraved title page). Old monogram bookplate
on front pastedown. Cox I, 99 (citing the 1627 edition).
uMinor ink smudges on one plate and adjacent pages, a hint
of soiling to vellum, other trivial imperfections, but A VERY
FINE COPY, the binding without appreciable wear, the text
and plates especially fresh, and with rich impressions of the
folding plates. (See also illustration on p. 263.) $1,300

________
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This travel guidebook to France and nearby regions by Paul Hentzner, and grants Zinzerling an "honorable
(including England, the Netherlands, and part of place in the history of Geography" on account of its
Switzerland) is the chief work of the jurist, philologist, publication. Divided into three parts, the book describes:
and geographer Zinzerling (1580?-1620?). ADB calls (1) the natural history and political situation in France
this a "superb travel handbook . . . executed in 'notable' (by way of preparing the reader for a trip), (2) the trip
Latin," says that it replaced a similar esteemed work itself, including study of the French language and the
________
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courtly arts of the French, and (3) a detailed description
of Bordeaux, which the author chooses as his subject for
a more extended and profound study of a single city. The
work aimed mainly at young nobles for whom a trip to
France was an expected part of their social education.
Although it does not dwell at length on natural wonders,
the book enumerates a great many noteworthy sights
and provides a good deal of commentary on history,
antiquities, and genealogy. The attractive folding plates
include views of Nancy, Sedan, Paris, Orleans, Moulins
en Gilbert, Nantes, La Rochelle, Bordeaux, Toulouse,

Montpellier, Marseilles, Orange, Lyon, Rouen, Calais,
Amiens, Antwerp, Rotterdam, Leyden, Amsterdam, and
Geneva. With the exception of two plates that are more
ground plans than views, the engravings, while relatively
small, are surprisingly detailed. And they show to good
advantage here because of the strong impressions on fresh
paper. The work was apparently published in Lyon in
1616, Strassburg in 1617, and Geneva in 1627 before our
1649 printing (which is the only edition of the four listed
in ABPC since 1975). All early printings are infrequently
seen. (ST7923)

Suisses," published in Paris in 1751. The third volume
of text—frequently absent from sets on the market—is an
in-depth index to the work prepared by François Antoine
Quetant. (Quetant calls for frontispieces in the two text
volumes and in the second volume of plates, but the list
of plates in the directions to the binder does not include
these items, nor are they mentioned in any description of

copies sold at auction in the last 25 years.) The engravings
are striking to begin with because of the dimensions of the
book, are well set off in our volumes by vast untrimmed
margins, and range from the dramatic and impressionistic
to the (less frequent but quite lovely) tranquil and lifelike.
Since 1975, just five complete copies of this work are listed
in ABPC, none after 1997. (CJW1001)
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(ZOOLOGY). NISSEN, CLAUS. A LEAF BOOK ENTITLED "TIERBÜCHER AUS FUNF
JAHRHUNDERTEN." (Zurich: L'Art Ancien S.A. Antiquariat; Munich: Robert Wölfle Antiquariat;
Olten: Weiss-Hesse Antiquariat, 1968) The leaves of various sizes, put into mats of uniform size and contained
in a case measuring 495 x 362 mm. (19 1/2 x 14 1/4"). 2 p.l., 5-108, [1] pp. No. 42 OF 100 SETS in German
(there were an additional 100 sets in English). The leaves uniformly matted; text in original paper wrappers
(housed in a pocket in the inside upper cover) and leaves contained in the original folding rough-textured linen
case, printed paper label on front cover and spine. WITH ILLUSTRATED ZOOLOGICAL LEAVES FROM 60
DIFFERENT BOOKS, as called for, including woodcuts and engravings of all manner of animals (including
two incunabular leaves, and 28 WITH CONTEMPORANEOUS HAND COLORING). uSome browning and
dampstaining to half a dozen leaves (mostly the earlier ones), other minor imperfections, but in excellent
condition as a whole, and with the majority of the leaves in fine or nearly fine condition. $5,500
There are 60 leaves here showing woodcuts, engravings,
and lithographs of a wide range of species from the
animal kingdom—wild, domestic, and imaginary. The
majority of these leaves come from the 18th and early 19th

centuries, but there are two incunabular leaves and 14 leaves
from the 16th and 17th centuries. Works represented include
Pliny, Gessner's illustrations of fish and fowl, Audubon's
"Birds of America," and Meyer's "British Birds." (ST11799)

Five Giant-Folio Volumes in Original Boards, with
More than 400 Very Pleasing Engraved Swiss Scenes
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ZURLAUBEN, BÉAT FIDEL ANTOINE DOMINIQUE, and JEAN BENJAMIN DE LABORDE.
TABLEAUX TOPOGRAPHIQUES, PITTORESQUES, PHYSIQUES, HISTORIQUES, MORAUX,
POLITIQUES, LITTERAIRES, DE LA SUISSE. (Paris: Imprimerie Clousier [vol. I] et Lamy [vol. II-V], 1780-86)
540 x 360 mm. (21 1/4 x 14 3/16"). Five volumes. FIRST EDITION. Contemporary blue marbled paper boards.
Allegorical frontispiece engraved by Née after Moreau the Younger in the first volume of plates, half titles and
titles engraved, a large folding map of Switzerland, and 277 (of 278) PLATES CONTAINING 428 IMAGES (of
430) engraved by Née and Masquelier after designs by Perignon, Le Barbier, and others (missing plate no. 278,
with two vignette portraits of the authors, intended to be the frontispiece to volume I). Brunet V, 1546; Cohen-de
Ricci 1075-6. uPaper boards chipped at the edges and quite chafed, two spines with noticeable tears (though all
paper still present), corners bumped, but the apparently original bindings remarkably solid and otherwise very
well preserved, especially given their insubstantial materials. Occasional minor foxing or marginal smudges,
isolated mild toning (a couple of plates a bit browned), otherwise A FINE SET INTERNALLY, the plates clean,
fresh, and richly impressed. (See also illustration on p. 398.) $29,000
This set of imposing Swiss views comes to us from an (1734-94) was the hunchbacked valet of Louis XV and
unusual team of authors: Zurlauben (1720-95) was a great favorite of the monarch. The first two volumes of
a military historian from Zug in Switzerland and a text, describing the geography and history of the country,
lieutenant general in the French army, while Laborde have their origin in Zurlauben's "Histoire Militaire des
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